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PREFACE.
In ])rGsenting this monograph of t^G most difficult genus of North
American plants T have no excuss to offer, though many could be
made. I know its shortcomings better than anyone else can know.
There are Mexican species and a few others of which I would like to
know more, but to wait ti'l we know all about all species would
mean never publishing at all. I have tried to study every species in
the field to get my knov^ledgc first hand. I have used every means
possible to get and keep fresh mnterial for study. For the most part four
per cent formaline has been the kilkr and preservative of section
material as it causes the least shrinkage and distortion of tissue, but it
is impossible to preserve any material in anything that will not cause
some shrinkage. The celloidia method of infiltration and imbeddin.?:
has proven the method of most service. Some tissues have been
stiined but for the most part sections have been left unstained and
drawn from just as they are in order to get all details. The method
cf drawing sections h^s been to mount sections and to project the
images on the paper through a camera which magnifies them three
times and to trace the image on the drawing paper with a pencil and
when all details are co'rplpte to retrace thorn in ink. Most of the pods,
leaves and flow?rs were drawn by the use of proportional dividers,
a few were drawn towards the last by the camera method.
I had done a considerable amount of work on the genus previous
to 1894, but the publication of the abortive list of Sheldon in 1894
ronvinccd me that no one but a fie'd botanist could ever monograph
tbe ^enus right, and for that reason I notified the young man that
what'ever work be d:d on the genus would not deter me from finally
monographing it.
. , . . i.- t x. . ^ .^
In getting my material and observations I have traversed the
Continent twice east and west and examined nearly all types in this
country and have gone from Central Mexico to the British line
severartimes and have collected a large amount of material, in the
twenty-nve years that this monograph has been in preparation.
I am indebted to nearly every North American Botanist for speci-
mens loaned or notes taken. Those to whom I am most indebted
are the Brandegees for the loan of all their material and for many
notes and s'^ecimens through the years oast. Miss Alice Eastwood
^oaned' me rll the material of ^the
California Academy of Science
2before iV was burned. Prof. Trelease loaned me all the Missouri
Botanic Garden Astragali. I have gone over all the material of theGray Herbarmm and photographed all the types through the kindness
ot Dr. Robinson. I exam.ined the types of the Philadelphia Academ:y
ot Science by permission of Thomas Meehan; of Columbia College
through. Prof. Underwood. While at Washington I worked up all the
material of the National Herbarium, and since then have received
much material from Dr. Rose and Mr. Maxon. I have been in constant
correspondence with Mr. S. B. Parish through the years and have re-
ceived critical material from him. The same is true of W. C. Cusick.lo Frot. Beattie I am indebted for an investigation of the Washing-
ton material. To Prof. Hall of the University of California for their
material, to F. H. Hillman for Nevada material, to the Agricultural
College of Montana and the State University collections, to A. Nelson
tor a few specimens of Wyoming Astragali, to Mr. Osterhout of Colo-
rado for material, to Mr. Ruth of Texas, to the University of Colorado
for material, to Prof. Thornber of the University of Arizona, to
Prof. Wooton of New Mexico, to Mrs. R. M.Austin and Mrs. Clemens
tor all her material, and to many others I am indebted. My friend
I. E. Diehl has gone over much of the MS. and checked it up witlherbarium material catching up occasional slips The drawing*
are the work of Miss Clara Brooks for the most part. A few have beet
made by my daughter Mildred and a few by myself, particulari^
cross sections of fresh material. All drawings are natural size
unless otherwise stated. Most of the cross sections of fresh material
were preserved in formaline infiltrated with celloidin and stained
on the slide with picro-carmine, dehydrated with various alcohols
and xylol and mounted in Canada balsam.
3TERMS USED IN ASTRAGALUS.
The flowers consist of banner which is the upper petal; wings
(the two side petals), and keel which is the inner petal and is com-
posed of two petals united along the lower edge. The banner is almost
always grooved up the middle which is called the groove or sulcus.
The middle of the banner usually has a white spot which is variously
shaped and veined. The claws of the petals are those parts incloseO
in the calyx and differ from the expanded parts called the blades. Whei
not otherwise stated the claw is not included in measurements of the
length of the petals but is included in the length of the flowers. The
wings are always narrow and for the most part are concave or convex
to the keel and rarely united to its base, the tips mostly are longer than
the keel and one or both either flaring or hooked over the end, some
times one flares and the other is bent over the keel, sometimes they
are twisted from a vertical to a horizontal position at the end of keel
and then resemble wings, they are mostly entire, but sometimes notch-
ed below the middle or rarely cleft or lobed in the forms approaching
Oxytropis. The keel tip is mostly triangular and inclined to boat-
shaped or lunate (moon-shaped), sometimes produced sharply on the
upper end, but not in the m'ddle of the end which is a character of
Oxytropis. The calyx varies from tapering at base to trancate or
very oblique and even with a knob on the upper corner, sometimes
fleshy-thickened at tip of pedicel, the upfc-side is often deeper cleft
than the lower. The pods are formed of two valves united by their
edges called sutures, the upper edge is the ventral (the one that
bears the seed) and is sometimes inverted by the twisting of the
pedicel, the lower is the dorsal and is mostly a mere line. The lowest
developed forms like A. campestris have the simple vetch-like pods
with both sutures mere ribs or lines, others have the ventral suture
variously thickened and often raised like a keel, it is seldom depressed
except in some. Inflati where it is both depressed and even produced
somewhat as a partition from which the seeds hang. When the
pod Is grooved at all it is mostly filcng the dorsal suture which is
variously impressed forming a fold, in some forms this fold extends to
the ventral suture simply as a fold, at other times its sides are
united to form a partition which rarely is completely united to the
ventral suture and making the pod wholly 2-celled, very rarely does
it lose its identity as a union of the two sides of the fold; when the pod
is grooved it is called sulcate. It is called inflated when the cavity is
larger than the mature seeds. When the pod has a stalk on which it
is raised partly or wiiolly out of the calyx this is called the stipe. The
cross-section of the pod as to shape is supposed to rest on the dorsal
as its base. The seeds of the Astragali differ but little and are reni-
form and attached along the ventral suture, generally attached along
the middle of the pod and not from base to tip.
*^
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MORPHOLOGY
The flowers of Astragalus are papilionaceous; the calyx tubular;
the stamens united below; and the petals five and clawed. The up-
per petal is the banner with a conspicuously expanded blade creased
in the middle lengthwise, generally with a white spot in the middle,
and with sides and tip variously reflexed, or tip often nooded and al-
ways notched. The two lateral petals are the wings and are nearly
always very oblique and mostly narrow, eared at base of blade where
they are inset in corresponding depressions in the keel blades. The
wing blades are parallel with the keel and one or the other or both
flare at tip, and are generally a little longer than the keel and shorter
than the banner, frequently the tips are incurved over the keel
tip, the sides are flat, convex, or concave to the keel. The tip always
has a rudimentary or more evident notch near the middle of the end.
This notch rarely extends deep enough to make lobes as in Oxytropis,
and only in A. calycosus is there a long hair-like tongue extending
from the notch as a third lobe. The two lower petals are in their
blades united along the lower edge forming a boat-shaped keel which
inclose the stamens. This is variously pointed and colored but rare-
ly is extended into a beak.
The fruit is a normally single-celled pod, formed by a single
carpel leaf joined by the edges, the seeds being borne on the tips of
the carpel veins. The ventral suture corresponds to the junction
line of the edges of the leaf, the dorsal suture to the midrib of the
leaf. The ventral edges are loosely united and always separate at
maturity. As a rale the seed-bearing line is thickened, and only in
^hr- Homalcbi is it thin and nerve-like. The thicker is the wall of
the pod the thicker is the sutjre, becoming sometimes 2 mm. thick.
In the Inflati it is produced inwards as a thin wing along the
middle, and in other groups is often a thickened ridge within and
often raised and thickened or winged without. In addition the pod
is mostly variously grooved or sulcate along one or both sutures.
The dorsal suture rarely splits at maturity, but in the Homalobi the
pod mostly falls off into two curling valves. In A. lonchocarpus the
r>od at last flattens into a perfect leaf. In the Podo-sclerocarpi
the pod tends to split at both sutures at the base. In the Sar-
cocarpi and Argophylli the ventral suture opens a very little, often
not enough for the seeds to fall out and the pod becomes long after
maturity, as in the Inflati a papery ball blown far by the wind.
There are all degrees of differentiation in the dorsal suture from a
mere line in the Inflati and simpler forms to a dorsal groove
without thickening, to a raised line or thin wing as in the Alpini
without being double, then passing into a simple double fold in the
wall with or without united sides, and then into a special partition
complete or nearly so which is clearly double on dissection as is
seen so well in the Sarcocarpi, and A. lentiginosus.
On the character of the pods and flowers hang most of the species,
combined with vegetative characters, many species much alike in
pods differ in foliage and habit.
*-*
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PUBESCENCE.
The pubescence of Astragalus is almost always present as straight,
short and appressed hairs, round in cross section, and tapering to
tip. That on the calyx is normally longer and looser than on the
leaves. The banner is rarely a little hairy at tip.
Astragalus inflexus, TJtahensis, funereus and coccineus and forms
of Purshii have very delicate kinked hairs variously matted. The
Mollissimi usually have matted hairs on the pods, but those on the
leaves though very dense are rarely matted.
Among the Argophylli the pubescence is mostly dense and straight.
In A. amphioxys the hairs are flat, echinate, tapering toward both
ends and fixed at or near the middle. This is also true of AJ. calyco-
sus, the Uliginosi, nitidus. Very rarely do the hairs have a pustu-
late base.
In A. lentiginosus the pubescence is very variable. One variety
has flat and very short broad hairs closely appressed and fixed by the
base. Other varieties have the pubescence almost woolly as in Fre^
monti, nigricalyciSj etc. A. macrodon has much the same pubescence.
The same is true in the hot climate Inflati along the Coast of
California, some species have woolly pubescence, others silvery but
not woolly.
No species have lepidote or stellate hairs. There is a complete
transition in the hairs from normal to pick-shaped. About the only
valuable character distinguishing A. Shortianus from A. amphioxys
is the pubescence which in the former is of slender hairs fixed by the
base, and in the other flat hairs fixed by the middle and wide and echi-
nate,' but this varies in the species from a flat hair with a mere knob on
one side at the base to one fixed by the middle.
There is very little Special development of hair as root pro-
tection except in A. triphyllus, sericoleucus, simplicifolius, Gilensis,
and in these there is more development of stipules.
i
7ASTRAGALUS.
Tourn. in L. Gen. 215 (1837). Sp. PL 755. (1753). Cystium
Stev., Hamosa Medic, Homalobus Nutt., Hypoglottis Fourr.,
Onix Spiesia and Aragallus Necker never had any species
described with them till the recognized genera were published
with species.
_
Astragalus was first published by Tournefort
without species, then by Linnaus in his Genera, Pluica pre-
eeeding it and having its first publication in the Genera as an
equivalent of Astragaloides Tournefort. Linnwus recognizing
Tournefort as the author of Astragalus. The same order of
genera was retained in the Species Plantarnm, Limiieus re-
garding both genera as having been previously published. The
botanical world is therefore justified in retaining Astragalus
on the merging: of Phaca with it.
Calyx 5-toothed. Petals with claws, 5, the upper the ban-
ner and broader than the rest and mostly arcuate and with re-
flexed sides, the center occupied by a deep groove or sulcus
running lengthwise, at or near the center when the banner
is colored is a variable white spot, the tip mostly notched. On
each side, a little below the banner, are the two wings which
are narrowly eared below and more or less adhering to the keel
and variably oblique, entire or only notched, mostly longer
than the keel and shorter than the bamier. The keel is formed
by the two lower petals adhering b3' their lower edges to the tip
like the keel of a boat in general appearance and very oblique,
and inclosing the stamens and pistil. Stamen 10, diadelphous,
9 and 1. Pistil simple and mostly 1-celled. Stigma terminal,
minute. Fruit a pod seed-bearing along the upper suture.
Seeds on slender stalks, reniform. Texture of pods from
fleshy to papery, the cavity generally larger than the seeds.
Herbs or rarely a little shrubby below. Leaves with odd-pinate
leaflets (reduced to the simple leaf-like rachis in A. simpli-
cifolius, and to a single, large, leathery, jointed leaflet in A.
Asclepiadoides). Distinguished from Oxytropis b}' the kee\
tip not being abruptly turned out in a sharp beak or when this
is true then the wings are not greatly lobed as in Oxytropis.
Distinguished from Crotalaria by the diadelphous stamens
and flowers never trulv vellow.
8A genus of about 1500 species growing in all the life zones. It
contains a toxic alkaloid or glucoside which causes derangement of
the brain functions and affecting the motor nerves when fresh. The
early species like A. moUissimus, lentiginosus and others, which
come out before the grass is grown enough to eat, often poison horses.
Sheep are sometimes killed by Canadensis in summer in the same
way when other forage is eaten out so that they have to feed on this,
but no stock naturally eat any species of Astragalus.
SYSTEMS OF CLASSIFICATION
Many attempts have been made to segregate the genus into sub-
genera, bat all efforts have been abortitve for the reason that the
spcies are too closely related to make any such arrangement satisfact-
ory. The attempt to segregate the species into several genera has
been still more abortive. Oxytropis can be kept out ca the flimsiest
of characters only.
DeCANDOLLE'S REVISION.
DeCandolle in the Prodromus pp. 281-307 attempts to arrange Vae
World's species under four gen^^ral classes according to the color of
the flowers and the presence cf spines. His first class is the Purpur-
r.scentes with free stipules and purple flowers. His sub-groups uuder
this are the Hypoglottidei with 23 species, the Dissitiflori with 41
species Onybrychoidei with 35 species, Sesamei vdth 8 species, Vesicarli
with 4 species, Annulares with 10 species.
His second class is ih^ Ochroleuci witi free stipules and cream-
colored flowers. His sub-groups are Bucerates with 11 species. Syn-
ochreati with 10 species, Ciceroidei with 20 species, Galegiformes
with 4 species Alopecuroidei with 8 species, Christiani with 5 species.
His third class is the Tragacanthacei with adnata stipules and
-^8 species and the Chroncpodil with 2 spceies.
.His fourth class is the Podochreati with adnate stipules, and
sphiesccnt or persistent petioles. This contains the Tragacanthae with
petioles not indurate nor spinescent. This contains the Anthophylloidei
with 14 species, the Caprini with 22 species, the Incani with 12 species
and the Radiciflori with 11 species.
We are not concerned with his last two classes as none of the
species are North American.
His Ochroleuci contains the Galegiforrres with our A. racemosas
and is characterized by the free stipules, cream-colored flowers and
stipitate pods. This class also contains the Ciceroidei with our A-
strigulosus, glaber and Canadensis. Its character is free stipules, ih-
duncled spikes, cream-colored flowers, perennials, sessile pods, kow
A. strigulosus has stipitate pods and often purple flowers and with
intruded septum. A. Canadensis has 2-celled pods fleshy and with
peculiar flowers. A. glaber has 1-celled pods and long and distant
racemes. The plants are not at all related. His Synochreati contains
A. reptans which is related to A. strigulosus and has connate stipules
and light-colored flowers and papery pods. His Bucerates contains no
North American species, but A. hamosus' is like many of our Hamosi.
The group character is curved pods, free stipules, cream-colored
flowers, and annual plants, but our flowers are as often purple as not,
stipules often united, and roots often perennial.
His Purpurascentes Class has A. Nuttallianus in the Annulares and
its character Is annual roots, free stipules curved pods, variable
flowers but supposed to be purple. The pods of Nuttallianus are often
%
9almost straight but the general characters of its group are not given
His Vesicarii contains no North American species. The chief character
is inflated calyx. Our A. oocalycis could be placed there. His Sesamei
contains no North American species. His Onobrychoidei contains
such wholly diverse species as A. caryocarpus (crassicarpus), Miss-
ouriensis, Labradoricus, adsurgens (nitidus), which belong to at least
three distinct groups. His Dissitiflori contains only A. gracilis. His
Hypoglottidei contains A. bidentatiis and Hypoglottis (agrestis) which
species are not at all related.
From this it is evident that no conception of North American
rf iationahip in the genus was in the mind of DeCandolle.
Phaca was kept up by him to contain such diverse species as
A. alpinus, triflorus, villosus, caespitosus, mollis, the Inflati, andinus,
etc,
The only other serious attempt at classification worthy of mention
is that of Torrey and Gray in their Flora of North America, but they
only copied DeCandolle. Hooker in his Flora did the same.
GRAY'S REVISION.
Dr. Asa Gray in Proc. Am. Acad. 6 1864 made the first reil
attempt at proper classification of the genus as to North Americn.
Tn 1871 Watson, profiting by a year's field work in the West, ampli-
fred it somewhat and corrected some details but for the most part
followed Gray. This was also the first attempt to group the species
p'enetically starting according to Gray's universal rule from the most
developed and going to the least altered species.
Gray's system w\"s bised on the fundamental idea of one and
two-celled pods as rep^ratiiig the two series Astragalus proper and
Phaca. Astrrr^lis was the more developed because of being 2-celled
and was basod on the greater intrusion of the dorsal suture if the
pods were not fullj^ 2-celled. Phaca w^as unfortunately based on the
s itures being not at all intruded or the ventral the more produced.
Had be mode three series, one to co-^t-^in Astragalus proper, the other
PhEca. as defined by Linnaeus in his credos of the Sp. PI. and rep-
resented by A. alpinus (Phaca . alpina) to contain those with the
ventral sut-ire the most intruded, and the third series which we may
call Homalobi^s with nerve-like sutures not at all intruded he wou^d
Vave had a set of series which could not be improved upon, but I do
not think anything is gained by attempting to separate the genus
into three series.
Under Astragalus proper we find him making 16 sections. His
supposedly most developed species were the Sarcocarpi because of the
fleshy and fully 2-celled pods. His emphas's of the 2-celled feature
prevented him from seeing that this group is manifestly close to the
Argophylli which he puts last in his series and some of whose species
he put in Phaca (A. inflexus, Purshii and Utahensis). In addition
this group is not as highly developed as the Didymocarpi and Micranthi
which he places below it.
His next grouD is the Diphysi containing A. lentiginosus which is
far removed from the rest of the Inflati to which it is related but which
nevertheless connects the Inflati with the Sarcocarpi.
His third group is the Chaetodontes containing Spaldingii and
Lyallii but he seems to have failed to have recognized its close re-
lationship to the Didymocarpi, Micranthi and Reflexi which are the
most developed groups in the genus. To this we now add A.
Brauntoni.
His fourth section is the Moliissimi which is wholly out of place,
being next to rhe Argophylli.
His fifth section is the Uliginosi, the Ciceroidei of DeCandolle.
a well defined group containing A. Canadensis and Mortoni, and should
'
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have had also A. Oreganus, terminalis, and A. Cooperi (neglectus)
which later he curiously places in Phaca. The allied species A.
arrectus, conjunctus, etc. had not then been discovered. This group
is evidently allied to the Sarcocarpi.
His sixth section is Onobrychoides, the Onobrychoidei of DeCan-
dolle. It contains A. adsurgens (nitidus) and Hypoglottis (agrestis)
two very distinct and little related species but which are closer to-
gether than to any other group, and which are probably nearer to
the Chaetodontes.
His seventh section should have been his first, the Reflexi and
should not have been separated from the Didymocarpi to which its
single species A. reflexus belongs along with A. Brazoensis.
The eighth section is the Didymocarpi, and ninth the Micranthi
showing that Gray had probably worked out the relationship of these
plants.
The tenth section (and following sections) takes up another
wholly different set of species, of lower development for the most part.
Section eleven is the Succumbentes, with the one species A. sue
cumbens, a class by itself. This may have some relationship with the
Galegiformes which he places next but I think is much nearer the
Malaci.
Next comes the Galegiformes two species which seem so radically
distinct and yet cannot be separated or placed anywhere else to
better advantage, A. Drummondil and racemosus. To this we now add
A. scopulorum. This group is well placed next to the Ocreati, but
Gray should have placed it in Phaca. The Galegiformes contains
also A. cyrtoides (A. Gibbsii), Gray guessing from the flowers that
It might belong here, but the guess was a poor one as it belongs
elsewhere.
The Ocreati, section eleven, contains three very diverse species.
A. flavus is wholly 1-celled, as are the other species we now add to
it. So is A. humistratus which belongs elsewhere. The other species
A. Oreganus belongs with A. Canadensis. This group is very closelv
allied to the Bisulcati which Gray places rightly in the Phaca series.
This group should also have contained A. gracilis and microlobus
which he puts in section 13 and calls the Microlobi.
The next section the Oroboidei is a hodge-podge of species a
catchall, and shows haste and little study. The first group in this
section containing A. aboriginum, Robbinsii, oroboides (elegans) and
alpmus (andinus) belongs to his Inflati under Phaca and forms a part
of my Alpini, but Gray had to put them here because of the intrusion
of the dorsal suture, which however is rot as great as that of the
ventral. A. tener he also places here, but it belongs among the Lep-
tocarpi. In another group in this section he puts A. Lindheimeri
and distortus which belong wath the Leptocarpi and Hamosi in spite
J^ septum of distortus being slight. He places here A. obcordatuswhich belongs with A. sparsiflorus, and A. glaber which belongs withthe group Hamosi. ^
The next class the fifteenth is the Lotiflori containing lotiflorus
and villosus, two quite diverse species which have some similaritym flowers only. I think A. villosus is nearer the Sparsifiori to which Irefer A. obcordatus and distortus, while A. lotiflorus which is both
an Astragalus and Phaca according to the intrusion or absence ofintrusion of dorsal suture belongs in a group with A. circumdatus.procumbens (accumbens) and Mohavensis, species not known then
Sf\ ?r^ ^/"""^^ ^^^ ""^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^' Doubtless Grayplaced these two species together because they could not be nlaced
elsewhere and had a distant relationship
yi-ic u
nhwiM^Vif-^'
Class of Astragalus proper, the sixteenth, is the Argo-phylh. This group Gray was also led to confuse by too much emphasison the Intrusion of the dorsal suture, and by too little knowledge of
uthe species. A. pubentissimus was an obscure plant in his day and
remained so till I studied it in the field and collected abundant
material of it many years later. We now know that it belongs
with the InflatI, his Inflati, and not at all with the Argophylli. He
also placed A, Arthu-Schottii here, but we now know that this is
only a variety of A. lentiginosus and also belongs with the Inflati.
The rest of his Argophylli form a well defined group which must
be recognized but must be extended to contain some of his Phaca
group, and whose relationship to his Argophylli he clearly saw as
is shown by their position next to the Argophylli. The Argophylli
then should contain not only the original species A. Missouriensis,
ohortianus, Parryi and glareosus (erroneously supposed by Gray
to be A. argophyllus) but also his Phaca species A, inflexus, the
true glareosus, Purshii and Utahensis. Very close to this group,
as we have stated before, is the Mollissimi, and various species discover-
ed since Gray's time.
Taking up series 2, PHACA, we find it subdivided into 11 groups.
The first group the Eriocarpi does not belong in Phaca at all
as I have stated, but belongs in Argophylli, .
The second group (Section 18) the Oocarpi contains A. Cooperi
(neglectus) and oocarpus, two quite diverse species. The first be-
longs with A. Canadensis as I have stated and is an Astragalus,
and the second belongs in the Inflati, A. Preussii he places In the
Scytocarpi and which group is next of kin to the Scytocarpi on the
one hand and the Inflati on the other.
The third group (section 19) is the Inflati, a well defined group
but contains A. frigidus (alpinus) ^vhich as 1 have shown belongs in
his Astragalus along with A. aboriginum in a group which I have
named the Alpini,
The fourth group (Section 20) is the Lonchocarpi with one species
A. lonchocarpus which is an Astragalus and not a Phaca, having the
ventral suture not at all produced and belongs next to the Galegiformes.
His fifth group Section 22) is the Microcystel, all of whose
species belong in the Inflati.
The sixth group is the Bisulcati to which he refers A. Beck-
withii and bisulcatus, two species not at all related. He might much
better have referred A. Beckwithii to the Sclerocarpi which it
resembles in many ways, but extensive field work has shown that it
is closest related to A. oophorus which belongs to the Inflati of Gray
but connecting with the Preussii. A. bisulcatus is so closely related
to the Ocreati that it hardly deserves a separate grouping.
His seventh (Section 23j group is the Pectinati containing A.
pectinatus only, but which I think is better placed among the Podo-
sclerocarpi.
His eigth group is the Scytocarpi, another botanical catchall
of no merit. Its species are nine. A. Preussii belongs with the
Preussii, A. Chamaeleuce (pygmaeus) with the Argophylli as also does
A. tephrodes. A. aridus belongs in his Inflati. A. Sonorae belongs
with the Homalobi. A. gracilentus. Hallii, Fendleri, and flexuosus
belong together in a group I have called the Flexuosi, and which
ranks lowest fn the genus along with the Homalobi.
His ninth group (Section 25) is the Podo-sclerocarpi containing
A. sclerocarpus and speirocarpus, which I think belong in separate
groups, A. sclerocarpus represents a well developed group of desert
plants containing his Pectinati, Watson's Pterocarpi, and several
other species. A. speirocarpus belongs with A. collinug and Gibbsii,
Tweedyi, Alvordensis, and porrectus in a separate group which I
have called the CoUini and which is nearest related to the Flexuosi
on the one hand and the Podo-sclerocarpi on the other.
His tenth group (Section 2G) is the Homalobi which he pretty
clearly defines, though I would place A, collinus in a separate group.
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As I have already stated I think the Homalobi should form the third
Series. It is the lowest group in the genus and next of kin to
Hosackia, Lathyrus and Vicia.
His last group (Section 27) is the Triphylli, related to the
Homalobi but higher than it, containing A. triphyllus and aer-
icoleucus. I think it is an error to place the latter species with it
for it belongs with the Homalobi along with A. simplicifolius.
Gray makes a third Series containing A. nothoxys, an oxytro-
pidoid form which I think belongs better with the Leptocarpi. He
evidently had not as yet worked out the other oxytropidoid species
A. Arizonicus and calycosus which I place among the Hamosi.
WATSON'S REVISION.
The next attempt at revising the genus is that of Watson in
the Appendix of King's Report. His is an amplification of Graves
work as stated at its befginning.
He corrects some of Gray's errors, and makes a few of his
own, but in the main it is an admirable revision of this excellent
work. It is easy enough to criticise the work of earlier botanists
who had little or no field experience and scanty and poor material
but very few of us would have done as well.
He puts A. Coulter! (Arthu-schottii) where it belongs with the
Diphysi (Tnfiati) and also puts A. platytropis with it where it does not
belong. He keeps all of Gray's sections in Gray^s order.
He adds A. calycosus to the Chaetodontes. a natural error, but
it belongs far removed in the Hamosi according to Grav's order
but in fact not so far removed in relationship.
He puts A. Arizonicus with the Leptoc-^rpi where it does not
belong but keeps them in the Micranthi. To this group he adds a
subsection of "anomalous species" containing A. Andersoni, malacus,
Bolanderi, arrectus, atratus, obscurus and tener, another hodge-podge
A. malacus belongs near the Argophylli, A. Andersoni with the Hamosi,
A. Bclanden and arrectus with the Reventi-arrecti, A. atratus and
obscurus with the Atrati, A. tener with the Leptocarpi,
He keeps A. humistratus among the Ocreati to which it is relatedbut belongs better with the Homalobi.
He keeps the Aipini and Sparsiflpri together under Oroboidei
and adds A. Brewer! which belongs with the Didymocarpi; and A.Lmdheimeri, distortus and glr.ber he puts here though better placedamong the Leptocarpi and Hamosi.
.V. ^^.
^^^.^ ^^^ section Pterocarpi which is better placed amongthe Podo-sclerocarpi.
He transfers A. Beckwithii from the Bisulcati to the Argophylli
which IS also an error. He makes no improvement on the Argophylli.
r. . AAil A nudus (Serenoi) to the Pectinati, wisely, but doesnot add that to the Podo-sclerocarpi where it belongs
There is no improvement on the Scytocarpi. He" puts A nych-
nostachyus here when it belongs along with A. Palmeri among the
Inflatx near A. Hornii, ^
^
He puts A. cyrtoides (Gibbsii) In the Podo-sclerocarpi. but it
IS better placed next to A. coUinus in the Collini.
T *>.?f ^"^^t t:
P^^^^^^s among the Homalobi. a natural error, but
^n^^?,.'-^ l^f% placed in tHe Collini, He puts A. Palmeri in theHomalobi. but it is better placed among the InfiatiThe revision of the genus in the Pflanzen-familien is simply
a copy of the work of Gray and Watson.
^ uipi
3, ?
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SHELDON'S PRELIMINARY LIST.
J-J-
i
* *>
This list which should never have been printed was published
m ^
to get the credit of many new names made necessary by the
Brittonian Code which he followed, and without the exhaustive study
that a revision would entail. There was no original work worth
me::tlon in it, here and there divisions indicated by Watson were
rrented, and here and there changes made, which I will mention.
The anomalous species, oxlropidoid, he calls Section I Sples-
loides and pats A. .acutirostris and nothoxys in it, while they belong
to separate sections. .
Homalobus still contains A. collinus and porrectus which belong
in the Collini A. miser which belongs In the Inflati of Gray, A.
debilis (Eodini) which belongs in the Debiles and close to the Alpini
^'hich Gray would have placed in Phaca probably.
A. sptirocarpus is still kept In the Podo-sclerocarpi. ,\
A. griseopubens (carapestris) is put in a new section "^'I^amelicus."
a bontanica] hodge-podge, Instead of in the Hdmalobl where it
belong:s, A. scalaris is put here while it belongs with the Inflati.
A. debilis is put here while it belongs with the Debiles. A, sabulosus.
limatus, praelongus (Patterson!) are put here while they belong with
the Preussiii A. reventus is put here while it belongs In the Reventl-
arrecti. It also contains A. flexuosus. Hallii, gracilentus, etc. It
contains A. aridns which belongs with the Inflati. A 'Sonorae
(humlstratus) is here but belongs with the Honjalobi. Ai^ pych-
nostachyus is here but belongs in the Inflati. A. troglodytus ' is here
but I would have placed it in the OcreatL A. Virgineus (sabulonum)
is here but belongs in the Inflati. A. castanaeformis is here but
in the Argophylli, so also tephrcMes/ Newberryi and Cham-
A. EastwoodsB (Preussii) is here but belongs in the Preussil.
renames the Lonchocarpl as Clavocarpus, .
puts A. desperatus in the Inflati, but it belongs in the Argo
He puts A. ampullanus here, but it belongs in the Preussii.
He puts A. oocarpus here but it belongs in the Inflati. :.
He makes a new section Araneocarpus and puts A. neglectus
In it Instead of In the UHginosi where it belongs. ^ He puts A. Texanus
(giganteus) here when it belongs in the Mollissimi.
He makes another new section Lanocarpus to hold the Purshii
group which belongs in the Argophylli. All the ahove he puts in
the general Series Phaca,
His Euastragalus, corresponding to Astragalus proper of Gray
he divides up variously. His first section being Sericophyllus con-
taining another hodge-podge of species. A. glareosus, pephragmenus,
Parryi, amphioxys, Shorilanus, Misso-uriensis, cibarius belongs in
the Argophylli. A. triquetms belongs in the Inflati as does also
A. pubentissimus, Mokiacensis. etc. A. Casei belongs In th-e
Podo-sclerocarpi. A. Reverchoni belongs in the Lotiflori. A. Gilensis
belongs in the Homalabi. A. Beckwithii belongs in the Preussii.
He renames Watson's Pterocarpi as Scuticarpi. ^
'
He still keeps A. villosus in the Lotiflori. -— .
He still more befuddles the t)roboidei. He puts A. glaber and
distortus (Englemanni) here, wheii they belong elsewhere. A. palans
is put her when it belongs in the Inflati. A. obcordatus is put here
but belongs in the Sparsiflori. A. Sileranus is put here but belongs
in the Flexnosi. A. Lindheimeri is put here but belongs in the Lept-
ocarpi. He puts A. lentiformis and Lemmoni here when they belong
in the" Micranthi. He puts A, Brewer! here when it belongs in thfi
Didymocarpi. He puts A. Ibapensis here when it belongs in the
Atrati. He puts A. Dodgeanus here when it belongs in the Ho-nalobi.
belongs
seleuce.
He
He
phylli.
uHe puts A. sparsiflorus here when it belongs in the Sparsiflori.
He ronanjes Gray's Section Microlobi and calls it Rugocarpus.
belongs in the Lotiflori along with Mohavensis. He puts A. humi-
Tu the Ocreati he puts A. accumbens (procumbens) when it
stratus here when it is better placed in the Momalobi.
The Galigfo-rmes he renames but puts A. atropubescens in it
when it belongs in the Reventi-arrectK He puts A. Howelli and
misellus here when they brlong in the Hamosi.
He makes a new section for A. asclepiadoides and calls it
Asclepiadodes, ignoring the fact that I had previously suggested
the name Pachyphyllus for the section, but the species is better
placed in the Preussii.
He creates a new section and calls it Erenriticus. This Is
another hodge-podge of species. It contains A, diphacus which be-
longs in the Didymocarpi. A. tener which belongs in the Leptocarpi.
A. obscnrus which belongs in the Atrati, A. Panamintensis also be-
longs in the Atrati. A. recurvus belongs in the Strigulosi. Ai
pachypus which belongs in the Sclerocarpi. A. sylvaticus which
belongs in the Hamo«i. A. tricarinatus which belongs in the Hamosi
A. arrectus which belongs in the Reventi-arrecti. A. Brandeg^^i
which belongs in the Strigulosi. A, drepanolobus which goes in the
Hamosi, A. CoTanderi which belongs in the Reventi-arrecti, A,
malacus which goes in the Mahici. A. Anderson!, Congdoni and
Oreuttianus which go in the Hamosi. A. Rusbyi Avhich belongs in
the StrigiiloGi. A. Arizonicus which bchrngs in the Hamosi. A.
leptocarpus, streptojins (acutiroKtis) NutialMauus. Wrightii all of which
belong in the Lopfocprji. A. a^b^'^s wltich goos in the Hamosi. A,
Daleai (vaccaium) which go^s \n the Mirranthi. A. *Cobrensis
which goes with Uie Stil-il. 1 A. hyj>ox>lus. Pringlcu, Hartwegi
and vaccarum which bohyng in tlie Mii rpnthi.
Ho agua cror^tcs a new nan.e for an old Hection, the Didymo-
carpi, calling it l)!S[»ernn!3.
Under the Hynoglottidt i which he renames Hypoglottidens he
puts A. vent.rnim fOrog:mu:>) a?id thp Icrniinr.Iis which belongs in the
Uliginosi.
Under the Uliginosi he puts A. ervoi-les which neither he nor
anyone else knows anything vhiv.ii. He al^:-,) places A. accidons here
which belongs in the Rcventi arrccti. ..
Under the Mollissimi he puts A. Lavnca? which belongs with
the Malaci.
Under the Chaetodontes he follows Watson in keeping A. calyco-
8US there but which belongs In the Hamosi, and Avhich ha would have
placed in his Spiesiodes, if he had known anything about the species
?.long with A. Arizonicus.
Under the T.entiginosi he puts A, Bajsensis (Hornii) which be-
longs in the Inflati.
He again makes a new name for an old section the Sarocapf
by calling it Carnoscocarpus.
At the end he has 27 unplaced specie
The list shows no c.onceotion cf genetic re5itionsh!p other tb?
that indicated by his predecessors, and a continual hlundnrirg in
the placing of new species, as well as a disregard for priority in the
namins: of sections, which is wholly unexfusahif^
^
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GENERIC SEGREGATION,
The conception of Astragalus as a genus began with Tourne-
fort If not earlier. Since his time some sixty genera have been
proposed as segregates frcmi it Tournefort himself separated Phaca
nndr the name of Astragaloides, and Linnaeus In Linn Corolli Gen
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changed it to Phaca. Medic proposed several segregations in 1787.
Glandula, Glottis, Hamosa, Onix, Stella, Tium and Triquetra Aragallus
and Spiesia were proposed by Necker in 1790 but without description of
species, Steudel proposed Aragus for the Aragallus of Necker in 1840,
and Thium in 1821. Steven in 1832 proposed Ammodytes, chondrocar-
pus, Cymblcarpus, Euprepia, Glyciphylla, Picraena, Proselias, Psychri-
dium, Rysodium. In 1856 he again continued the dlslntregration by
proposing Ailurischia, Alopecias, Ankylobus, Craccina, Cystiura, Euilus
Feidanthus, Hedyphylla, Macrosema, Myobroma, Pedina, Philammos,
Solenotus. Torrey and Gray published Nuttall's Kentrophyta in 1840
also Homalobus Nutt. Walpers put out Aurosema in 1842. Boissier pro-
posed Europhaca about 1840^ Opiz proposed Kirchnera in 1858, also
irtedyphylla. Royle rroposed Podolanthus in 1835. Kegel & Snialh. Pro-
posed Didymopelta, Sewerzowia. and Dipelta in 1877. Diplotheca was
proposed by Hochst in 1846. Hamaria was proposed by ^''oarrnier in
iS68 and also Hypoglottis and Podochrea, Rafinesqiie also earned a
lilace in the segregators by Physondra in 1832. Rydberg seems to have
failed to note that this genus antedates Homalobus by eight years.
So we shall see a new batch of synonyms in due time.
Recently Rydberg harking back to the ancient times has resur-
rected the old genera and methods of segregatfr^n s^ Ion.:? dead throu2:h
the good work of Gray and Bentham & Hooker and the Pflanzenfa-
milien. Gray demonstrated conclusively the folly of attempting to
segregate the species of Astragalus in different genera, and he has been
almost universally followed both in this country and abroad. He saw
the folly of keeping up the form genera Kentrophyta and Homalobus
as well as Phaca which latter had persisted longest. He stil ad-
hered to Oxytropis which can be kept up only on the flimsiest grounds,
that of an abruptly beaked keel, and he should have added enlarged and
most lobed wings. A few species of Astragalus have an obscure boss
at keel tip, and even a rudiment of beak, such as A. acutirostris
and nothoxys, and others have produced keel as in campestris, atra-
tus, etc. with normal wings, and A, Arizonicus with lobed or en-
larged wings, and A. calycosus with conspicuously lobed wings and
blunt keel. But it seems better to follow Gray in still keeping up
Oxytropis than to merge it in Astragalus, for its species as a rule
have a general habit somewhat different from Astragalus if we ex-
clude the oxytropidoid species, but with them in the genus it must
be merged.
Britton & Brown in their Flora proposed Orophaca in 1897 for
the group Triphylli of Gray, without recognizing the very diverse
character of its members. There might be some reason in keeping
up Orophaca for A. triphyllus alone but to put the sericoleucus
group with it spoils it, as these plants are manifestly modifications
of the montanus group.
The proposed genera of Rydberg are mostly the product of his
idea that no genus should contain more than six species whatever
Nature may have said or done about it. which is rather hard on the
Almighty, but where genera and species are governed by botanical
inspiration and not study or morphological knowledge this state of
affairs make strange bed fellows.
Taking up Rydberg's genera alphabet icnlly we find Atelophragma
proposed for a part of the Alpini. In it are A. aboriginum, Forwoodii
(aboriginum) glabriusculus, lineare (aboriginum). elegans, Macounit
(Labradoricus var.), Shearii (elegans). These belong together but
he also includes A. Arthuri which belongs in the Hamosi. and A.
^randegei which belongs in the Strigulosi, and A. Ibapensis which
belongs in the Atrati. He also omits from the genus the other mem
bers of the Alpini.
His next genus is Cnemidophacos, which contains A., argillosus,
confertiflorus, flavus, which naturally belong together (as indicated
by Gray under the Ocreati) but he omits A. Moencoppensis and soph-
oroides, and puts in it A. terminalis (reventoides) which belongs in
'^the Uliginosi, and A. reventus which belongs in the Reventi-arrecti.
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Diholcos is his next genus and includes A. bisulcatus and Hay-
deaianus, a well marked group, called Bisulcati by Gray which like all
of Rydberg's other segregations was first recognized by Gray or
Watson. As 1 have indicated this is rather too close to the Ocreati
for good separation.
His next genus is Ctenophyllum and contains A, Grayi and pecti-
natus a well marked group but too close for separation from the
rest of the Podo-sclerocarpi, and already grouped by Gray under
the Pectinati.
Cystium Steven is his next genus and is supposed to include
Gray's Diphysi, It follows Gray in everything even to including A.
platytropis which belongs in the Atrati or near there. He also
adds A, Boiseanus (arrectus var.) which belongs in the Reventi-
arrecti.
Geoprumnon Is another segregate to include Gray's Sarcocarpi, a
well marked group,
Hamosus is another genus of Medic that he takes up. It corres-
ponds with the Leptocarpi and not the Hamosi of Medic. It contains
A, Nuttallianus, leptocarpus, Lindheimeri which form a good group.
But he also puts in it A. calycusus and var, which belong in the Ha-
mosi proper. And he puts A. atratus here also which belongs in
the Atrati. He places here A. atratiformis (straturensis) which
belongs in the Strigulosi.
The next genus in order is not of Rydberg but Heller and is
called Hesperastragalus and includes the Didymocarpi of Gray but
neither Heller nor Rydberg sees that to It also belong Brazoensis,
Breweri and reflexus.
Jonesiella Is another Rydbergian genus to include the remark-
able A, asclepiadoides which belongs in the Preussii.
Kentrophyta Nutt. is kept up and with the old limitations, but it
belongs in the Homalobi.
Microphacos is one of his genera to include the Microlobi of
Gray, but Is better placed in the Flexuosi, being only depauperate
forms of this group.
Onix of Medic is taken up for A. Mulfordae, but this belongs in the
Hamosi.
Homalobus is kept up and Is a general hodge-podge of species.
Without naming the species which properly belong there and which
he puts there we find him blindly following Gray. A. coUinus and
curvicarpus (Gibbsii) are here but belong in the Collini. A, deb-
ilis belongs in the Debiles. A. Fendleri and flexuosus belong in the
Flexuosi: A, grallator in the Bisulcati; A. Hallii In the Flexuosi; A.
macrocarpus (lonchocnrpus) in the Lonchocarpi; A. miser in the
Inflati; A, stenophyllus in the Collini.
The Phaca of Linnaeus is another wholly unintelligible mixup,
ns treated by Rydberg. As I have stated Phaca of Linnaeus belongs
to the Alpini. Rydberg puts A. ampullarius in it, but it belongs to
the Preussii, also A. artipes -which is in the same group. Ho puts
A. artemisiarum (Beckwithii) here, which is also of the Preussi. A.
Bodini (debilis) he places here, but it belongs with the Inflati, the
same is true of A. cerussatus (triflorus), Cusickii, debilis, humilli-
mus, jejunus, leptaleus, ineptus (lentiginosus), microcystis (miser).
sabulonum, serpens, subcincreus, Wetherilli. He also puts A. Preus-
sii here but it belongs in the Preussii. He puts A. Reverchoni (loti-
florus) here but it belongs in the Lotiflori. He puts A. sesquiflorus
here but it belongs in the humistratus branch of the Homalobi.
He creates the genus Phacopsis to include A. Patterson! and
praelongus (Patterson! var.) and adds A. scaphoides (arrectus var.)
which belongs in the Reventi-arrecti, The first two species belong in
the Preussii.
He takes up Tium Medic and makes another general mixup. A.
alplnus (andinus) belongs in the Alpini. A. arrectus, atropubescens
(arectus), eremiticus (arrectus var.) belong in the Reventi-arrecti.
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A. desperatus belongs in the Argophylli. A. Druinmondii, racemosus
and scopulorum belong in the Galegiformes. A. obcordatus and va-
riegatus (sparsiflorus) belong in the Sparsiflori. A. humistratus be-
longs in the Homalobi. A. distortus belongs in the Hamosi probably.
He creates Xylophacos to include Gray's Argophylli.
PRESENT REVISION.
The writer began his work on the revision of the genus in 1895,
a year after the appearance of Sheldon's abortive "Preliminary List,"
in the belief that no closet botanist could ever revise the genus pro-
perly, and with the intention to work out the genetic relationship
of all the North American species in the field. I had already spent
sixteen years In the field on the genus along with other flowerins
plants, but with no intention to revise it.
My first work was an examination of all the types in this
country and photographing them, which was the first work of that
kind in this country. Then some years were spent in a fruitless
attempt to follow Gray and Watson. -When I had the genus about half
done the scheme utterly collapsed. The mass of genetic and ecologic-
nl information accumulated in the field and the great amount of
material seen which embraced all to be found in all the leading her-
baria in the country, and the study of nearly every species in the field
compelled me to attempt a new classification. For a time the arch-
ing of the ventral suture offered much encouragement, but this also
broke down with a very few species. I then took up the genus
from an ecological and genetic view-point, making much of geogra-
phical proximity, and this led me out where I believe the s^enetic
relationship of all the species is no longer guess-work but an estab-
lished fact. These studies showed that the intrusion of the sutures
though valuable on the whole must not be relied on, nor the thick-
ness of the walls of the pods, nor the inflation. The differentiation
of the genus has gone a.ong on other lines.
The genus originated in the Temnerate life zone in its colder
regions as is shown by the most primitive species the Homalobi, of
which very few are found in hot regions and all are perennials.
I have tried to retain the old sectional names wherever this does
not cause confusion. The new sectional names are taken from the
leading species in the group. In subdivisions of sections, wherever
groups are well defined I have named them in the same way.
That Astragalus is closest related to Oxytropis. Crotalaria and
Colutea is evident, but the Homalobi remind one much of Hosackia
rnd Lathyrus. the pods splitting and curling in the same way in
several species.
I take the Homalobi to represent the lowest forms and A. cam-
restris the lowest species. From this an early offshoot is the
TrFphylll presaged by the caespitose species A. simplicifolius and
carried much farther in A. montanus. These are Plains adaptations.
The Lotifiori represents another digression toward the inflated forms
represented in the lowest group the Debiles also an earlier offshoot
'"f the Homalobi and which reached considerable alteration in the
Tnflati of the arid and variably alkaline and hot deserts, and in
the Sparsiflori of the more moist and sweet-soiled mountains which
group also passes into the Aipini of the high and Arctic regions. It
should be noticed that regions with deen snow produce thin-walle-i
pods. Regions with little or no snow and with a tendency to alkali
and a warm climate favor differentiation into thin-walled and in-
flated pods in offshoots of the Debiles.
The Homalobi again branch into the CollinI which represents one
of the two great lines of differentiation. The CollinI branch into the
Podo-sclerocarpi of the Columbia Basin and northern Great Basin
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regions, iu rather alkaline deserts and the Reventi-arrecti which
nave considerable differentiation in the same regions but spread to
the north farther east. This last group amplifies into the TJliginosi
a cosmopolitan group of plains, prairies and open woods in temper-
ate regions.
. This division on growing in cold meadows and dry
valleys passes into the Hypoglottides, and this again divides into the
Chaetodontes under the altered climatic conditions of the Columbia
drainage. But it should be noted that, all three groups grow in the
same region in the west, but each under its own peculiar ecological
conditions. Another offshoot of the Homalobi, close to the Flexuosi
is the Atrati of the interior juniper mesas, which branches into the
Strigulosi which belong mostly to the cool meadows and mesas and
pine forests of Mexico.
The second main branch of the Homalobi is the Flexuosi which,
in the colder regions of the north in sweet soil branches into the
Argophylli, a group growing on dry benches and plains where there is
some winter snow. It shows some differentiation into the Malaci
which also are replaced by Sarcocarpi of cold plains, and the Mollis-
simi which extend beyond the limits of snow on plains to central
Mexico, but in relatively cool regions. The Argophylli have some
species that have secured some alkali tolerance, such as the species
of the Navajo Basin. In the alkaline deserts and in clayey region
where the soil is very poor the Flexuosi pass gradually into forms
with conspicuously inflated pods with rather thick walls, and the
Ocreati and Bisulcati without inflation but with much alteration of
walls by corrugations and sulcation at sutures and intrusion of the
dorsal suture. The Bisulcati branch into the Galegiformes, and these
figain early give off the Lonchocarpi, The Flexuosi pass into the
Hamosi which branch into the Leptocarpi, and these into the Micran-
thi, and the latter pass into the Didymocarpi the highest developed
species. This whole line of the Flexuosi is for the most part a line of
warm and variably desert regions. A very few species grow in mo-
derately cool regions such as bisulcatus, Drummondii, and some Ha-
mosi, but they are for the most part the result of long inhabitance of
hot regions of the south and subject to the greatest influence of
diverse ecological conditions.
In the system which I have used it has been my object to get
related species together as far as a linear arrangement could do it.
and I have therefore inverted the order of relationship in parts of
groups to bring this about.
In order to facilitate understanding the genetic relationship I
have appended a diagram of my view of the relationship of the groups.
My diagram of and arrangement of species is based wholly
on relationship as indicated by the species of today. Whether this
is the actual line of descent Is a different matter for no one knows
whether there has been retrogradation nor how much. A study of the
Asiatic species might throw some light on this matter but the geolo-
gical history Is so localized that little benefit is liable to accrue from
this source. The differentiation of the genus except in rare cases
has manifestly been due to glacial and post-glacial agencies and these
factors are well worked out.
GROUP DETAILS.
1. Homalobi. It is a debatable matter as to which species is
the most primitive, but from its resemblance to Hosackia and Lathy-
rus I have assumed A. campestris to be the most primitive. But
for systematic reasons I have placed first those species with the
ventral suture the more arched and which belong in more humid re-
gions and mostly at the north.
A. Wingatensis and tenellus fall together, with short or no stipe
and small flowers. It is here that the Debiles branch off. The stl-
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pitate species with larger flowers come next. A. Coltoni with pur-
ple flowers belongs to the Navajo Basin elopes. A. stenophyllus and
Antiselli with white flowers come next, belonging to the mountain
elopes of the northern Great Basin, the Columbia Basin, and the
southern California plains In warmer regions, and almost connecting
with the Inflati through A. oxyphysus. Another offshoot of the north-
ern Sierras is in A. Californicus and inversus.
The second branch of the Homalobi has the ventral suture lesi
arched than the dorsal for the most part, and as a whole belongs Ib
warmer regions or at the south. A. campestris with pods wider above
Is cosmopolitan In the mountains, even reaching alpine places, A.
PasQualensis Is placed here for lack of a better place, but its posi-
tion Is not determined. It Is from the far south in Mexico. The
ppecfes with pods not wider above are A. junceus and Episcopu*.
Species much as in A. campestris but with acerose leaflets are A.
eimplicifolius and detritalis. A marked differentiation of the group
now comes In the species A. montanus which connects canipea-
tris with the humistratus group, and represents the alteration of
campestris to thrive on the dry plains and stony forests of Wyoming
to Arizona. A. humistratus and sesquiflonis represent a modification
of montanus for the forests of Arizona and New Mexico to Mexico.
Other modifications are A. sericoleucus for the Plains of Wyoming
rnd Colorado, A. Gilensis for those of the Gi!a. A. tegetarioides for.
those of Oregon, A. quinqueflorus and Pueblae are Mexican out-
liers.
2. Triphyin. This group of two species represents a special
adaptation to the wind-swept Plains.
3. Debiles. This offshoot of the Homalobi starts off near A.
tenellus and its lowest species doubtless is A. debilis connecting the
i^roup with A. tenellus of the Homnlobi, and also not grea.tly re-
moved from A. pauciflorus of the Inflati. Then comes A.
Yukonensis, and leptaleus, with A. polaris last. This little known
species is very likelv to beloa^: with A. alpinus. The Debiles all
belong in the north in cold regions in moist places with sweet or
acid soil.
4. Sparsiflori. This group connects almost direct with the De-
biles by A. leptaleus through A. sparsiflorus. with A. obcordatns next
and A. villosus last, and belongs on the plains and prairies from Colo-
rado southeastward-
5. Alpini. This group Is perhaps as well placed as an offshoot
^f the Sparsiflori and closely related to the Inflati, though it Is re-
lated to the Atrati and Strigulosi which represent it in the south,
T*^s lowest species is doubtless A. elegrins though the little known A.
Oormani may be first, then comes the Irrge stipuled forms A. alpinua
rnd Amerfcanus, and the small-stipulpd forms aboriginum and Cot-
toni. all with a slightly produced dorsrl suture, then we come to the
Rulcate and variably 2-celled forms A. Lnbradoricus and andinus. All
this group belong in the high region or the far north, mostly in
cold meadows and copses.
6. Inflati. This is an early offshoot of tbe Debiles or coordi-
nate with It as an offshoot of the Homalobi, for A. pauciflorus is
oertainly closely related to A. tenellus. This is a group of the hot and
variably alkaline deserts for the most part. Its two primitive species
A. pauciflorus and miser belonging in sweet soil in the pine forests
of the north. Among its single-celled small podded forms A. Pulsi-
ferae and diurnus belong in the sagebrush benches of the southern
Columbia Basin drainage and vicinity, A. pubentissimus in the Navajo
Basin deserts In sandy places. A. sabulonum in similar places along
the Colorado in TJtah and Nevada, A. aridus in the hot deserts of the
Death Valley-Mojave region, A. Geyeri on the sandy deserts of the
Great Basin, A. Julianus. proriferus and metanus in the deserts of
Lower California, A. Vaseyi, Thurberi and Palmeri in the deserts of
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western Arizona and near California, A. insularis on desert islands
of Lower California and A. triflorus in the sandy places from Colo-
rado to central Mexico where there is little alkali. A. pychnostachyus
in the salt marshes of the California bays, A. Hornii on the salt flats
of the San Joaquin and southward, and A. scalaris an aberrant
thing from the barrancas of Chihuahua. Among the single celled and
large podded forms ,A. subcinereus and pictus grow with running
roots in sandy sagebrush regions of Colorado to Utah and Arizona.
A. Wardi, serpens and nutans grow from stout roots in sagebrush
regions of southern Utah to adjacent Nevada. A peculiar group of
seacoast species inhabits the California-Mexican region such as A.
vestitus, Pomonensls. Crotalariae, Miguelensis and Magdalenae.
Another more inland group but near the other is A. macrodon and
Douglas!!. Large podded forms of the Grand Canon region are A.
allochrous and Wetherilli. All these are, except the last, plants
with sessile pods. Balloon-shaped and variably stipitate plants are
the diminutive A, jejunus of the Uintas, A. Cusickii of the lower
Snake river drainage, and A. Hookerianus of the Sierras which
comes close to A. Cottoni. Another quite distinct group and connected
with the Collini is A. oxyphysus, trichopodus and capillipes which
belong in the southern California region and are related to the bal-
loon-shaped section. Plants with large and stipitate but not balloon-
shaped pods are A- leucophyllus, curtipes, leucopsis, and belong in
the coast region of California. These all have no joint to the stipe.
Plants with jointed stipe and large pods are A. lutosus of the dry
ledges of western Colorado. A. megacnrpus of the desert clay bad
lands of Wyoming and Utah. A. oophorus and Bechwithii of the
sagebrush plains and hills of Utah to Idaho and Nevada. Plants with
variously 2-celIed pods are A. triquetrus and Craigi of the Sage-
brush plains of Nevada and adjacent Oregon, and the cosmopolitan
A. lentiginosus, at least as far as the western plateau regio^n goes,
not extending much into Mexico.
7. Lotiflori. This group would naturally be placed as a branch
of the Debiles next the Sparsiflori. and may possibly belong there.
But I prefer to place it as an offshoot of the Homalobi verging to-
ward the Argophylli and near to the Atrati with which it seems re-
lated. The rather fleshy pods variously 2-celled would place it here
A. Mohavensis belongs in the rocky gulches of tne Death Valley
region, and A. circumdntus in the Lower California region, accum-
bens (procumbens) on the mesas of northern New Mexico, and A. loti-
fiOrus on the Plains from Wyoming to Texas.
8. The least modified group of the Homalobi in its beginning is
the Collini, the pods being Homalobous but the flowers decidedly
modified in the first three species A. Tweedyi, collinus and porrectus.
Then the pods themselves become fleshy and inclined to corrugated
and falcate in Gibbsii, which tendency is still more accentuated in
fiperiocarpus and Alvordensis. All belong in the Columbia Basin drain-
age and vicinity, in soil not very alkaline.
9. Podo-sclerocarpi. This branch of the Collini shows a lengthen-
ing of the flowers, and expansion and lengthening of floral rachis
a reduction of the leaves toward phyllodia and thickening of tissue
to suit the alkaline conditions in w^hich it grows. The pods become
more fleshy and rapidly differentiate. It is almost exclusively a
Great Basin group of the alkaline plains. A- Toanus of the border
land of Utah and Nevada is the lowest. A. pectinatus and Graylform a close group, the one on the Plains from Assiniboia southward,
the other m the Green River Wyoming drainage. All these have
Bhort fleshy, sessile and little differentiated pods, but modified leaves*
Here branch off the Preussii. . Then comes A. Casei. pterocarpus,
and tetrapterus with doubly falcate and elongated pods inclined to
stipitate and much modified. These all belong to the Great Basin
and A. tetrapterus extends beyond to the drainage of the Virgin river
and the Colorado near and in Utah. A. Casei keeps close to the
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Sierras, and A. pterocarpus along the head of the Humboldt. Then
come the stipitate A. sclerocarpiis of the Columbia Basin sand dunes,
A. bicnstatus of the canyons of the Mojave, A. Serenoi and canonis
of the alkaline seeps of the east base of the Sierras, and A. pachypus
of the similar seeps at the head of the San Joauqin.
10. Preussii. This group is one with pods more inflated and
mostly less fleshy, with leaves not modified and growing in hotter
and less alkaline places aind belonging mostly along the Colorado
drainage, it seems to branch off early from the Podo-sclerocarpi.
The purple flowered forms A. Preussii and ampuUarius with re-
duced number of leaflets and thin-walled and inflated pods nor-
mally stipitate, and A. limatus with ample leaflets and fleshy and
less inflated pods. A. Preussii goes from the Sierras to Colorado,
ampullarius is local near the Kaibab. and limatus belongs in the
Death Valley-Mojave region. The white or cream colored flowers
have the rather tall A. oocarpus, a near relative of A. Preussii from
the San Diego region, the remarkable A. asclepiadoides, probably
nearest to A. ampullarius, of the Navajo Basin and upper Sevier,
with a single great leaflet, and the fleshly-walled A. Pattersoni and
sabulosus, also of the Navajo Basin, A. Pattersoni also going over
into the Great Basin and on the Rio Grande drainage.
11. The other branch of the Collini is the Reventi-arrecti where
this line runs toward the production of the septum into 2-celled pods.
A. reventus and adanus represent the fleshy-walled side and belong
in the Columbia drainage. A. arrectus in its many modifications to
nuit temperature conditions extends from the upper Columbia drain-
i^ge to the Colorado, Here branch off the Uliginosi. A. vallaris and
Bolanderi represent an inflated and stipitate group reminding one
of the sessile A. lentiginosus of the Inflati, the one species growing
oa the upper and eastern Columbia drainage, and the other in the
northern Sierras. This group abounds in the sagebrush region where
Plkali is not excessive. Still another specialized member reminding
^ne of the Sarcocarpi is A. accidens with plum-shaped and very
fleshy stipitate pods inhabiting the pine forests of the Cascades, like
its congener A. Bolanderi of the Sierras farther south.
12. Ulfginosi. This early branch of the Reventi-arrecti is closed-
related to it through A. terminalis and Oreganus, species of the up-
per Columbia drainage and adjacent head of the Missouri, growing
in sagebrush regions. A. Canadensis comes next with its stubby
flowers and is cosmopolitan, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, growing
in copses and prairies. A. neglectus an inflated modification remind-
ing one much of the Preussii belongs in the Minnesota region in
open woods.
13. Hypoglottides. this appears to be an offshoot of the Uligi-
rosi as shown by the flowers, habitat, and pubescence of A. nitidus.
The first species A. nitidus belongs on the Plains and extends west-
ward to Washington. A. agrestis belongs in the sweet and cold
meadows of alpine and siibalpine regions for the most part, though
it goes down into Middle Temperate in specially favorable places.
Both species endure small amounts of alkali. This group is Asiatic
and European and reaches a much better development there,
14. Chaetodontes.. This group seems a natural modification of
the Hypoglottides. A. Austinae is a caespitose modification of rocky
ridges in the Sierras. A. Spaldingii and Lyallii are plants of the sage-
brush plains and sandy slopes of the unper southern Columbia Basin.
A. Brauntoni is a remarkable modification of the plains of the region
west of Riverside California. This makes the end of the Collini
branch of the Homalobi.
15. The Lotiflori is a group that is hard to place but seems
better located as an independent branch of the Homalobi near the
Atrati or of the Atrati itself. On the other hand it hPs some char-
acters of the Argophylli, as though a branch of the Flexuosi.
16. Atrati. This group also branches off from the Homalobi
»
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and near A. junceus and verges toward the Alpini and represents
it in the south and warmer and drier regions. It has a tendency
to fleshy or coriaceous pods, and with ventral suture the more
arched. A. Salmonis is a fleshy and caespitose plant of cold ridges
in the Blue Mountains Oregon. A. obscurus has much narrower and
less fleshy pods and frequents the sagebrush benches of northern
Nevada. A. atratus has about straight pods and is very variable.
It belongs in the sagebrush-juniper regions. In the Boise region its
pods are papery and its filiform stems straggle for several feet over
the ground, in central Nevada its stems are spreading and short and
pods chartaceous to almost coriaceous, in the Death Valley region
its pods are almost fleshy and rather cartilaginous, A. Ibapensis is
like the central Nevada atratus but with different leaves and grows
!n the Deep Creek mountains on sagebrush slopes. A. Panamin-
tensis has quite fleshy pods, but they on drying are only chartaceous.
It grows in the rocky canons of the Panamints of California.
17. Strigulosi. This group seems to be an early branch of the
Atrati and like it has the ventral suture the more arched, and the
rods are almost always stipitate and papery and inclined to inflated,
and reflexed. A. recurvus and straturensis are in close relation with
their narrow and linear, not inflated pods and acuminate base, and
papery partial partition. They frequent the Grand Canon region,
among the pines and brush. The rest of the group has oblong to glo-
bose pods either inflated or appearing so. A, strigulosus has pods
acuminate at base and often at tip and with loose pubescence, and
in its various forms extends from the Grand Canon to southern
Mexico. A. Brandegei, platytropis and Cobrensis are peculiar species
the first and last seemingly inflated but little if at all so, and little
if at all stipitate; the first reminds one of atratus, of the Atrati and
may belong there near the Idaho form of atratus, and it grows from
Canon City Colorado through the Navajo basin in the Lower Tem-
perate life zone. A. Cobrensis is more coriaceous and frequents the
mountains of New Mexico and Arizona in the same zone. A. platy-
tropis a very aberrant species of the dry mountains of eastern
Nevada, Montana and the Sierras doubtless closest related to A.
Brandegei, This rarely gets as low as the Lower Temperate life
zone, and has globose and greatly inflated pods. Plants with pros-
trate stems or nearly so and elongated, and with stipitate pods, and
plants almost wholly smooth grow in the meadow^s much as the
Alpini but in central and southern Mexico. These are A. Guatama-
lensis, Pamteri. Tolucanus and Rosei. A. .similar species but creep-
ing and rooting at the nodes is A. reptans.
18. Flexuosi. This goes off earlier than the Collini from the
Homalobi in the tendency of the pods to be coriaceous and round in
cross section, and in the small flowers of the parent group. The
parent species is A. flexuosus of the northern Plains. A. parviflorus
Is a depauperate modification of the Plains, from which branch off
the Ocreati. Then the species become inflated and the flowers lar-
ger and we have a natural series to the end, as the species extend
southward. A. gracilentus connects this series with the parent and
belongs in the dry pinon forests of Colorado and New Mexico, A.
Sileranus is a straggling offshoot of the Kaibab region,
. A. coriaceus
and Antoninus belong in the hotter regions of Mexico, and A. pin-
onls in the Sevier Basin Utah.
19. Argophyili. This is a natural offshoot of the Flexuosi in the
line of pod thickening. A, desperatus of the hot ledges of the Navajo
Basin is a near relative. A. cibarius of the sagebrush plains from
Montana to southern Utah and westward is next, then come A, io-
danthus anl Webberi of the Sierra region. These are forms with little
pubescence except in A, desperatus. Forms with mostly large pods
quite fleshy and not inflated noticeably and with silvery pubescence
not woolly are A. argophyllus of the Montana to Arizona slopes and
plains. Shortlanus of the Colorado and New Mexican plains and foot-
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hills, A. Zionis and remnlcus of the Grand Canon region, and the
small A. tephrodes of central New Mexico plains, and slopes. All
these are either of the Lower Temperate life zone or reach a little
up into the Middle. We now have a peculiar group of the Navajo
Basin with cellular pods, A. pygmaeus and Musiniensis, in the Lower
Temperate life zone. Then we have a group with pick-shaped hairs.
A. cymboides and Missouriensis have rather small pods, the one
belongs in the clay lands of the Navajo Basin, the other on th«
Plains from Montana to New Mexico. A. amphioxys is the third liicm-
ber of this group and has variously elongated and arched pods and
belongs on the Colorado drainage and adjacent parts of the Rio
Grande. The Group with woolly pubescence shows a tendency to
inflation of pod but never very great. Of this A. Newberryl and Eu-
rekensis have hairy pods and belong in the Great Basin region though
the first extends to the Mogollons and both in the Lower Teuiperate.
Forms with woolly leaves and pods are A. coccineus and funerous of
the Death Valley region, A. Utahensis of the Great Basin in ' ' ral
and A. inflexus of the Columbia Basin. A species with very w..ortly
woolly pods and hairy leaves is A. Purshii of both Basins.
£0. Succumbentcs. This group with so many characters of the
Hamosi as to the pods still is related to the Malaci on the one hand
;ind the Galegiformes on the other. The flowers are those of thd
latter and the leaves and habit and even the pods more like the Ma-
laci. But at best the relationship is remote, even to any knovrn
species. For the present I merge this in the Malaci.
21. Malaci. This group separates from the Argophylli early at
A. cibarius, A. Parryl and Feensis with capitate flowers come first
and belong to the Colorado foothills and New Mexical plains re-
spectively. A. ensiformis, malacus and Layneae follow. The first
species belongs on the high plateau south of St. George Utah; A,
malacus along the eastern base of the Sierras and over to the
Snake river on the Columbia drainage; A, Layneae from the south-
ern Sierras to the Grand Canon, The whole group belongs in the
Lower Temperate life zone, in and near the pinon and juniper mesas.
22. Mollissimi, This group, the highest differentiation of the
Argophylli is compact and mostly Mexican. Species with smooth
pods are A. moUissimus and giganteus of the Colorado and Texan
to Arizona plains and mesas. Forms with stiff-hairy or shaggy pods
are A. Bigelovil and Phoenicis of the New Mexican and Mogollon
mesas, and a variety extending to central Utah. The form with
felted pods is A. Humboldtii of the high valleys of Mexico. Forms
with inflated pots are A. Orizabae of central Mexico, A. orthanthus
of Coahuila, and A. anisus of Pueblo Colorado. Apparently all the
species belong to the Lower Temperate life zone in well drained regions
with little alkali.
23. Sarcocarpi. This branch of the Malaci starts off early also,
apparently near A. Parryi, whose closest relatives are A. Tennesse-
ensis and Plattensis; the one from the southern prairies from Iowa
to Tennessee, the other from Indiana to Colorado and Texas on plains
and prairies. The species with plum-shaped and very fleshy pods are
A. crassicarpus and Mexicanus of the Plains and prairies from Mon-
tana eastward and southeastward to Texas.
24- The natural alteration of the Flexuosi is the Ocreati info
which it passes at the start by the modification of the walls of the
]>ods in grooves and ribs, but without Intrusion of the suture notice-
ably. This group, like the Bisnicati has the flowers mostly with a
fitrong and snake-like odor and inhabits the Navajo Basin region.
The species with pick-shaped hairs are A. sophoroides and conferti-
florus. the latter growing also in the Green River Basin of Wyo-
ming. The species with normal hairs are A. argillosus of the Green
River region in Utah, and A. Moencoppensis of the Little Colorado
region, the former growing on the hot hare mesas, and the latter in
the pine forests of the Mogollons.
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25. BisuIcatL This srcup forms a slight modification of the
Ocreati hardly worth separating from it. The species are tall,
while the Ocreati are low, and the pods are bisulcate ventrally and
pendent mostly, presaging the intrusion of the suture in the Galegi-
formes. A. bisulcatus abounds on the Plains and mountain valleys
from the Saskatchewan to New Mexico. A. Haydenianus frequents
the valleys of the Great Basin and Navajo Basin. A. oocalycis is an
aberrant species with inflated calyx from Aztec New Mexico. All
the group belong on plains and valleys with some alkali.
25. The Galegiformes in the first species show more differen-
tiation in the mostly Y-shaped cross section without corrugations
and sulcata dorsally, and broader white flowers and pods a little
Inflated, in A. racemosas of the Plains from Colorado to central Mex-
ico, and A. scopulorum from the lower mountain gulches of Colorado
to Utah. But A. Drummondii has a long and rugose pod with reni-
form. cross-section, and not at all inflated. This frequents mountain
valleys from Colorado to Utah and Montana. A. Osterhouti is an
aberrant form harking back toward the Homalobi. It belongs on the
Navajo Basin drainage.
27. Lonchocarpi, This group doubtless has a relationship,
though a loose one with the racemosus part of the Galegiformes,
being a little more aberrant than A. Drommondii. It is, like A. race-
mosus, a group of the alkaline plains. The pods though reminding
one of the junceus part of the Homalobi are explanate along the
dorsal suture, while A. junceus splits at both sutures and the valves
curl and the leaflets are phyllodia-likc as in that species. A. Kai-
bensis and Duchesnensis hark back toward j:mceus and inhabit
the Navajo Basin, v/hile A. lonchocarpus is local from western Utah
to New Mexico and southern Nevada. The group might as well
be placed as a branch of the Homalobi as Vere, but the tendency
toward an impressed dorsal suture would place it here.
2S. Hamosi. This group goes a step farther in the intrusion of
the dorsal suture and the narrowing of the pods, and runs into all
sorts of modifications according to the varying ecological conditions
of the hot re?2:ions that it inhabits. It connects with the Flexuosi
through A. distortus glaber and Coahullffi. The first group of these
thrcn species is inclined to be a little fleshy-walled when fresh
and with uneven sides, and imperfectly 2-celIed. The first species
belongs on the prairies of Oklahoma and Texas to Mississyioi, the
second in the barrens of the Florida region, and the third on*the dry
benches of Coahuila. The next group of species is inclined to be
jointed to calyx but also not stipitnte, is oxytropidoid and with
pick-shaped hairs and 2-celled ascending pods. It belongs in the
Juniper regions, A. Arizonicus on the swell south of the Colorado in
Arizona, and A. calycosus from the Navajo Basin and Green River
Basin of Wyoming to the Sierras and southward to the Mogollons.
The rest of the Hamosi is without the pick-shaped hairs, and pods
not coriaceous, with mostly Y-shaped cross#3ection, bu5t 2-celled,
mostly linear. A. Bernardinus and Orcuttianus with erect pods
shortly stipitate belong in the eastern side of the southern Sierras in
rather hot regions. The rest of the Hamosi have reflexed pods.
A. drepanolobus is not stipitate and has shining pods and belongs in
the southern Columbia Basin region. A. Congdoni and Anderson!
are only minutely stipitate and softly silky all over and belong in
the central Sierra region and with pods having a rather cordate cross
section. A, sylvaticus is stipitate and with shining pods and
whole plant about smooth, and abounds in the pine forests of the
southern Cascades, A. albens has a peculiar depressed pod con-
spicuously stipitate and like all its predecessors but the first
group jointed to calyx and has silvery pubescene closely appressed
and belongs in the Death Valley region. The rest of the section
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is without jointing of pod to calyx and with manifest stipe. The
first group is herbaceous and with nearly prostrate and slender
stems. A. Howellii has narrow pods, is inclined to be softly pubescent
and with dirty-white flowers about 1 cm, long. It frequents the
prairies of the lower Columbia Basin, A. Mulfordse has the broad
and a little inflated pods smooth, and has the small flowers of A.
campestris, and belongs in the Upper Snake river region on sandy
slopes. A. Inyoensis is the only annual with long and prostrate
stems and brilliant purple flowers and broad and obcompressed
pods as in Mulfordge and belongs in the Death Valley region. The
next group of the Hamosi is marked by the shrubby base, woolly
pubescence and narrow pods. A. Nevinii has smooth pods and A.
TraskiaB has woolly pods. Both belong on the islands of southern
California. . A. Arthuri is a remarkable plant with almost filiform
and acuminate and elongated pods and the general habit of A. How-
ellii and belongs in the Lake Waha region of Idaho.
29. The Leptocarpi seem to branch off from the Hamosi early
near the first group. The first division contains the species with blunt
keel, and wings not lobed, and embraces two groups, Hhe first
containing A. Francisquitensis, Lindheimeri and leptocarpus with
smooth pods and racemose. The first species belongs in the lower
California region, and the other two on the Texan prairies, the latter
species going to central Mexico. The second group has flowers in
heads, and with two rather distinct segregations. A. tener and
Rattani belong on the California plains and have pods never shaggy.
A, Wrightii has shaggy pods and belongs on the Texan prairies. The
second division of the Leptocarpi embraces the oxytropidoid forms
with sharp or produced keel and a tendency to lobed wings, and
wings wide above. A. Nuttallianus has pods arched most near the base
and rarely inverted on a twisted pedicel, the keel variously sharp,
and with obovate wings. This is almost everywhere in the Tropi-
cal life zone and covers most of the Lower Temperate throughout the
Great Basin. A. acutirostrig and nothoxys have acuminate keel and
pods inverted on a twisted pedicel. The one belongs in the Mo-
jave-Death Valley region, the other on the plains or low mountain
slopes of southern Arizona, and extending into Mexico. The flowers
of the Leptocarpi are seldom minute.
30. Micranthi. This is manifestly closely related to the Lepto-
carpi but with pods inclined to be obcompressed and rather sul-
cate at both sutures. A. lentiformis is peculiar in the much laterally
flattened pod like A. tegetarioides, but it is manifestly an ally to
A. Lemmoni of the same region namely the divide between the
Great Basin and the Columbia drainage along the Sierras in the
sagebrush. This group is almost wholly Mexican, with an outlier in
Texas and three species reaching Arizona and California besides
those mentioned. Plants with pediceled flowers in racemes are A.
Madrensis of the pine forests of Chihuahua, the little known A. er-
voides of Tepic, and Luisianus also of the forests of Oaxaca and Pu-
ebla. Plants with flowers in loose heads and rather few are the
mostly woolly A. Greggii of Coahuila and southward, A. Pringlei of
the Chihuahua plains, A. parvus of the_ regions of San Luis Potosi,
and A. Schaffneri from the same region. Plants with flowers in
dense heads and with axillary peduncles are those with narrow
leaflets A. Lemmoni, from California, Esperanzae from central Mexi-
co, and Chapalanus from Jalisco. Plants with similar flowers but
broad leaflets sessile in spikes and pods about sessile have two
groups, with pods about linear which embrace A. Hartwegi from cen-
tral Mexico, A. militaris from Chihuahua and adjacent Arizona, A.
Saltonis from the State of Mexico, A. vaccarum from Arizona and
Chihuahua and southward on dry hills, and the conspicuously con-
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nate stipuled, and hoary A. .hypoleucus with hairs fixed by the
middle, from central Mexico. Forms with broad pods and flowers
in spikes have two groups those with short spikes embracing A-
oxyrhynchus and Seatoni from San Luis Potosi to Oaxaca. Plants
with broad pods and long spikes are the the pubescent A. Goldraani
from Chihuahua and Clevelandi from western California. Plants
with stipitate pods in dense heads are A. Purpusi.
31. Didymocarpi. This is the natural culmination of the Mic-
ranthi. The species are annuals unless A. diphacus and Angelinus
are more enduring. Thfe pods are for the most part very small
and much altered. The annuals separate into those with pods sessile
and those with stipitate pods. The first group contains those with
closely reflexed pods in spikes and the species are two, A. teflexus
of the Texan prairies, and A. nigrescens of the hot Californian plains.
This group also contains with erect pods, A. Breweri with a long
beak and relatively large pods, and didymocarpus and dispermus with
pods hardly longer than calyx and didymous and corrugated. TheS'3
belong to the Californian plains and run over into the border of
Arizona and Nevada. The species with stipitate and reflexed pods
is A. Brazoensis of the Texan plains and prairies. The apparently
perennial species are both Mexican, A. diphacus from Zacatecas, and
A. Angelinus from the Valley of Mexico..
^-
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ECOLOGY.
grow, such i
fleshy roots
To give the ecology of Astragalus would require the ecology of
the Great Plateau, altogether too great a subject for this monograph.
In Contributions No. 13 I went into the subject of life zones
pretty fully, giving the main features and the basis on which they
rest, and also went into the subject of barriers in their effect on the
distribution of species in the west. These subjects will be treated
briefly here.
Astragali have to contend with all the ecological factors that
apply to herbaceous plants.
No species ot Astragalus nave become saprophytes, enmhytes
or parasites.
A. reptans is the only species that creeps and roots. None are
truly stoloniferous.
Only about half a dozen species are woody and then only be-low such as some Inflati A. leucophyllus and the like. A. Traskiae belongbelongs with the Hamosi. none are true shrubs.
Nearly all species are tufted from vertical 'tap roots; none havetuberous roots though some have fleshy roots, particularly thosegrowing in clay soil where it is almost impossible for annuals to
s the Navajo Basin. A. Muslniensis and cymboides have
ni.^niH e T. ^V^^ ^^T^"" ^/^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ the Same is true of A. ascle-piadoides. Patterson!, sabulosus, but the latter afre flesBiy metrebecause of the alkaline soil.
125 species have woody roots. 11 species are biennial: 41
species are annual.
108 species have slender stems; 131 have delicate stems- 52
species have coarse and stout stems.
150 species have small leaves; 115 species have thick leaves- and
<6 species have deljcate leaves.
32 species grow in meadows; 61 in forests; and 112 in shade of
^,^•l^^S^°^^l^^^^''*'••/l^ ^""^^^"^ ''^'"*'' ^^ ^P^^^e^ ^^^ in sweetsoil; 59 in alkaline soil strongly impregnated
205 species have bladdery pods: 114 fleshy pods; and 144 have
colored or blotched pods; none of the pods are truly ediblP
128 species have small flowers; 133 large flowers; "7 coarseflowers: 24 delicate ones; 104 inconspicuous ones- 173 blnom In
snrlng; 99 mature in t^-o months, thn rest in 2-3 months: 210 hav«
^-mtA or cream-colnred flowers.
Most of the alnine species have slender underground stenr. orbranching root crowns or interlacing roots forming loose patches of
Diants, particularly the Alpmf.
A. piftus and subcinereus have filiform and branching
-oots andlong underground stems. A. .innceus and Duchesnensls are mnor^
the same but less branched. Most of the Hotnalobi have prostrate
«nd much altered. The annuals separate into those with pods sessilethe same but stems coarser and woody. Many of the Great Basin
species have stems with bark performing the duties of leaves and
leaflets reduced to phyllodia or very narrow. The annual species
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with few exceptions are delicate and short-lived with delicate stems,
small flowers and pods, and quick maturing, produced by the peculiar
climate of the Tropical plains of the Arizona-California region and
extending into the Lower Temperate life zone, such as A. Nuttallian-
us, leptocarpus, Didymocarpi, etc. Several of these annuals in the
Mexican region start in the meager moisture of the spring aud
make a growth sufficient to mature pods and then rest in the dry
season without dying out and in the fall rains grow vigorously and
bloom again more copiously, even having a woody old stem which
m.akes them seem like bienniels or perennials, and for this reason
we do not know yet what are truly annuals, among the higher
groups, A. Nuttallianus is known to start in the fall and bloom as a
winter annual, tl is possible that this is true of A. hypoleucus. A.
ampbioxys blooms as a winter annual but is a perennial, though
short-lived.
Most species have peduncles as long or longer than the leaves
and in the upper axils. Very few have short peduncles with flow^ers
nearly sessile in the axils, and concealed pods. Very few have
the iaternodes longer than the leaves. Very few leaves persist in
winter and those w^hich do are woolly^ or hairy and act as a protec-
tion to the roots, such as A. Utahensisl coccinejs and fiinereus which
protect them from the summer heat; A. slmplicifolius, sericoleucus.
triphyllus, montanus. humillimus, Gilensis, and campes,ti^s wiiich
along with very condensed stems and large stipules protect them
from changes in temperature in winter and spring. Only those
alpine plants are thus protected which erow on gravelly or rocky
places where winter's snow is liable to be blown off.
As a rule there is no crow^dlng with other plants, and specieg
cf Astragalus do not grow together. Exceptions to this are A. Nut-
tallianus which frequently grows among dense patches of other an-
nuals, A. didymocarpus, tener, leptocarpus, nlgrescens, Rattani and
Lindheimeri have the same and then become erect, though all
naturally are depressed to prostrate.
The struggle for existence is purely one against climate and
soil.
There is no evidence that any Astragali grow only on a lime
soil, or an iron soil or any other particular kind of soil chemically
speaking oxce^-t Oiose with active alkalies and acid. The plants
of acid soils are the Alpini and the like, growing in decomposed
vegetable humus. The plants growing only in actively alkaline soils
(this is soils wuth 1 per cent or more soluble alkalies containing
some carbonate of sodium) necessarily grow in clay soil in the bot-
toms of alkaline valleys. Such plants are A. pectinatus. Grayi, Toa-
nus, and nearly all of the Podo-scleroscarpi, and some of the Preussil
such as asclepiadoides, Patterson!, sabulosus, ampulla rius, mega-
carpus.
Very seldom do we see any species of Astragalus growing in
large patches, an exception to this is A. andinus, agrestis, bisulcatus,
Canadensis.
Practically the only perennial species that come into competition
with other species by crowding are the Alpini. Debiles, Hypoglotti-
des, and in these groups there is no evidence of any differentiation
due to crowding. The annual species when growing densely with
other plants have more slender stems, smaller leaves and larger
flowers and pods.
It is a common thing for the flowers of Astragali to vary greatly
in size according to the humidity. Where the season is particularly
dr>' the flowers are often almost rudimentary, where specially moist
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they are large and long. This is particularly the case in the Didy-
mocarpi and Leptocarpi and has led to the founding of spurious
species on this character.
No fossil species of Astragalus have been certainly reported,
while the geographical distribution points clearly to the Glacial period
as the beginning of the primitive species.
Doubtless there will always be discussion as to the indigenous or
fo'teign origin of some species but generally speaking there is no
reason to seek a foreign origin for any not known to be continental.
Those species which are now contiguous in the Arctic, the Alpini, are
of European ot Asiatic origin, as well as the Hypoglottides. and prob-
ably the Uliginosi. But the Hamosi of America though closely re-
sembling those of Europe show no common origin with them but
down through the Flexuosi, or A. nitidus, and from the Hamosi
come the rest, such as the Leptocarpi, Micranthi and DidymocarpI,
though the latter may have come from the Hypoglottides. If the
line of descent were not clear then we might be justified in seeking
a foreign origin, but though there are abnormalities and gaps yet as
a whole the line of descent of all the species Is well marked. While
to connect our anomalies with species of remote regions in Europe or
Asia would require far more unscientific guessing and stretching
of ecological laws than the facts warrant. For example A. succum-
bens has no near relative and yet its relation to the Hamosi :3
evident as well as with the Galegiformes. The Uliginosi are evid;3ntly
of common origin with A, nitidus and presage the Preussli, The
higher groups the Leptocarpi, Micranthi and Didymocarpi are tho
most differentiated and both ecologically and geologically have been
subjected to the most changes of climate and the greatest migration,
as sho\vn by their present distribution and annual habit. We have
hardly a suspicion of the spinose Astragali of Asia. A. jejunus
and humillimus have rigid petioles as well as A. sesquiflorus, but
never spinose. The adaptation of the species to climatic conditions
is perfect as is that to soil w^hether the soil contains 1 per cent of
soluble alkalies, or is acid as in the alpine meadow^s, or is barren
clay as in the Navajo Basin, or the gravelly plains of Colorado and
Montana, or the cooking-hot deserts of Arizona and Mexico. There
is no evidence of present progressive differentiation, not even in
such a cosmopolitan and variable species as A. lentiginosus. There
is little hybridization and little evidence of fertility of hybrids. The
species are easily definable though some are variable. The limits
of a few species are uncertain, particularly Mexican, from lack of
information. In fact many of the newer Mexican species are merely
tentative, for there are at least a score still t;a be discovered which
are liable to alter our conception of the limitations of the Strigulosi
and Micranthi,
LIFE ZONES,
The prime factors in determining life zones are humidity (which
includes that of the air and soil), temperature, soil, and light. Since
the light is a matter of exposure, it varies locally, the same is true
of the soil. Humidity is at the basis of all plant growth and should
form the basis of all classification but unfortunately it, varies with
altitude, exposure, drainage and many other things and
.
so Tem-
perature is alone left to govern our plant zones. This varies with
altitude and latitude. We first find what are the actual nlant. zmira
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by observation of all the species of a region, and then tie these limits
as far as possible to known temperature curves. No two species of
plants are equally sensitive to temperature and humidity, and so
they will not be bound by the same limitations. For example the
aspen is more sensitive to humidity than temperature and ther^forfj
will grow far down among the oaks under suitable humidity con-
ditions, but where the humidity follows the temperature rathei*
closely the aspen conforms to the usual life zone limits well, such as
in the Great Basin and Colorado, New ^Mexico and Sierras, but in
Montana and Idaho it grows out ot its true life zone among the
oaks, because of humid conditions. A species that stops short off
at one life zone limit nearly always feathers out on the other. So
the real life zone limits have to be determined by careful observa-
tion of all the species growing in it. In this search for zonal limits
there are usually some species that conform pretty closely to them
and they become very valuable in directing attention as we approach
the edges of the zones.
The alpine regions are naturally limited by the upper edge of
trees, and should as well include the meadows that lie between the
tongues of trees commonly called subalpine meadows. The great
forested region of the west is naturally limited by the spruce, the al-
pine fir and for the most part the aspen, and best of all the upper
limit of the sagebrush and the deciduous oak. The forested region !s
the Upper Temperate life zone of which the Alpine and Arctic form
'^nly a subdivision. The great forested region of deciduous trees
does not belong to the Upper Temperate life zone, but is mostly of
the Middle Temperate. The Spruce zone is for the most part a
region of evergreen, coniferous forests, though the western yellow
pine, Pinus ponderosa, belongs in the Middle Temperate.
The Middle Temperate life zone is well defined by the distribu-
tion of the deciduous oak, the upper limit of the sagebrush and the
lower limit of the aspen in the southern regions.
The Lower Temperate life zone is well defined by the distribu-
tion of the white cedar' or juniper, Juniperus Utahensis, the pinon,
Pinus monophylla and edulis and the Mexican pinons. and also by
the lower limit of the deciduous oaks, .the upper limits of the live
oaks, and the creosote (Larrea) and mesquit (Prosopis) bushes, as
well as the lower limits of the sagebrush.
The Tropical life zone is well defined by the distribution of the
Creosote bush, mesquit, acacias, Parkinsonias, and barrel cactuses,
(Echinocactus) and most of the live oaks. An exhaustive examina-
tion of the flora (see Cont. 13) show^s that the Tropical lifo zone extends
farther north than is commonly supposed.
A high humidity tends to throw the lower limits of the life zones
below normal, particularly along streams, even so far as to go
completely through the adjoining zone where you have species of the
two zones almost side by side in canons, the upper zone plants along
the bottom and the lower zone plants along the sides. A low humidity
tends to throw the upper limits of a zone higher than normal as is
shown along the exposed and dry slopes of mountains, where tongues
of the lower zones run far up into the upper zone. These considera-
tions have to be noted in placing species in their proper life zone.
The accompanying map shows the life zones as actually worl^ed our
Li the Great Plateau.
Life zones were first clearly marked out by Humboldt and his
names should stand.
The upper limit of the Tropical life zone is about 60 degrees an-
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naul temperature, that of the Lower Temperate about 49 degrees, but
these will vary with the humidity. The limits given are for the arid
west.
The two grand divisions of climate are Tropical and Temperate.
the latter being divided into Lower, Middle and Upper. The Tropi-
cal is also divisible into Arid and Humid, but the arid Is the only
climate in our region, as affecting Astragali. •
As to climatic distribution of Astragalus 97 species are Tropical,
and of these 75 grow exclusively in this zone, 12 only extending into
the Lower Temperate, and these mostly annuals. In the Lower Tem-
perate are 122 species of which 61 are exclusive. In the Middle Tem-
perate there are 125 species, of which 43 are exclusive. The Upper
Temperate has 22 species, of which 5 only are exclusive.
UPPER TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE.
In Contributions to Western Botany No. 13, page 46ff. I discussed
the distribution of Great Plateau species of plants in Glacial times.
Briefly stated, the vegetation in the Glacial period was forced far
south by the advance of the ice sheet. (The Glacial Period was
proceeded by a Teritary tropical climate). There is little likeli-
hood that any part of the United States had a climate warmer than
' the Middle Temperate of today, and then only along the tip of Flori-
da, while most of the flora was Arctic, with a narrow strip of Middle
Temperate flora in southern Arizona and which reached great pro-
portions in Mexico, and another along the California coast. It
«^as a period of high humidity and low temperate, which is hostile
to specific differentiation necessarily so from the vast ice sheet of
the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic, and from the great lake of the
Columbia Basin (See Contributions No. 14), and Lakes Lahontan of
Nevada and Bonneville of Utah. The whole Columbia Basin was then
a sheet of water, and there were about 18,000 square miles of water in
Utah, and nearly as much in Nevada, while the mountains were almost
wholly covered by a sheet of perpetual snow and ice. It can be readily
seen that very few species of our present day Astragali could have
existed outside of limited areas in central Mexico, if such areas existed
at all which is very doubtful. For such a profound humidity through-
out the United States must have transformed the entire arid region
of Mexico into fertile prairies or forests, which would have precluded
the existence of 90 per cent of the species of Astragalus. Had the
genus any considerable development at that time, particularly in the
line of arid plants, Mexico would now show the greatest number of
species and the most differentiation, while in fact its species are
relatively few and confined mostly to the Micranthi and allied groups
though its diversity of climates, humidity and soil condition is greater
than in the United States. This would indicate a differentiation
after the close of the Glacial period and not before. Whether these
early Astragali passed the generic limits into Colutea and Crotalaria
etc. is not capable of proof, but is unlikely, since the gap is too great.
Following the uniform rule the Arctic meadows that laid next
the ice sheet and extended from Ocean to Ocean must have formed
a broad area through the southern States ot Missouri and Texas and
over the low Plains of Arizona, New Mexico and southern Nevada
and around the Sierras into the two big valleys of western Califor-
nia, and into the Columbia Basin around Lake Columbia which
then filled most of the Basin. This was an ideal climate for the
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Alpini and the cold region Homalobi. The Homalobi must havebeen represented by A. campestris and montanus. (both of which
are alpine still in some forms), throughout as is shown by their strand-
ed occurrence now in isolated places from the mountains of NewMexico and the Mogollons of Arizona to the Sierras. A tenellusfollowed a little later along the forest area. The Alpini surely were
there m A. andiuus, Labradoricus and elegans which are similarly
but not so widely distributed. A. aboriginum followed a little later
along the forests, the present alpine forms seem to be derivativesfrom the lower altitude forms, though the type form belongs to the
tundra region of the far north and is confined to it. This species
had a wide distributon as is shown by its occurrence on isolated
peaks from Colorado to the Sierras, but if it ever reached far south it
must now be represented by the Strigulosi in that region and which
are natural derivatives from this group or the true Alpini, as is the
groun Atrati, of the central plateau region.
.The Hypoglottides group was represented by A. agrestis, a modi-
fication of A. Hypoglottis of Europe, of Arctic and subalpine meadows
as is shown by distribution similar to that of the Alpini. Ths speces
has secured a tolerance enablng it to thrive even as low as the
upper limit of the Lower Temperate life zone in cold meadows
throughout the Great Plateau almost to Mexico. A. nitidus seems to
be a later offshoot of the dry Plains of the north in Montana and
eastward, and A. Austinse and the Chastodontes occupy similar regions
in the Columbia Basin and the Sierras, and A. Yukonens^'s in the far
north.
The Debiles group seems to have been there in A. Bourgovii
and polaris but the only derivatives now left at the south are A. deb-
ills and leptaleus which have a wade distribution but are local or
rare in wet meadows and descending into the Middle Temperate life
zone from central Colorado to central Utah and northwestward to the
Columbia Basin.
The presence of Arctic species in such widely separated regions
as the alpine peaks of mountains from Arizona northward, separated
by arid areas, and so remote from the present Arctic was fully ex-
plained by the pamphlet of Gray and Hooker on their transcontinen-
tal trip in the later seventies, also by me in 1883 in the "Origin of
the Flora of the Great Basin," and in Contributions No. 13, and by
others later. The only rational explanation is the one there given
that of migration following the close of the Ice age, and is demon-
strated by geological history beyond the possibility of dispute. The
present isolation is simply the invasion of a hotter climate due to
geological or astromomical changes which kill the native vegeta-
tion and drive its progeny farther up the mountains along with
the climate to which it is adapted till either the vegetation is all
killed by the pe^ks not being high enough to support a suitable
climate or the Arctic growth is confined to narrow limits near and
at the tops. To attempt to account for these islands of Arctic vegeta-
tion on the high peaks by bird and other animal distribution and
wind action is not tenable. The various modifications of the high
peak climates caused by surrounding aridity below is shown by such
species as A. Austin se and the Chaetodontes from A. agrestis, and
from A. Bourgovii, etc.
The Inflati seem to have been offshoots of the Debiles during
the forest period of the floor of the Grelat Basin, a^^d were represented
by A. pauciflorus and miser. The great characteristic of this group
is its rapid differentation as the climate grew warmer, and its
almost total lack of differentation in the forest areas of the north.
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A. Hookerianus and Cottoni being almost the only species of cold
climates (A, Cusickii and jejuniis are hot climate modifications of
the Hookerianus branch). A. platytropis is of doubtful origin, prob-
ably an invasion from warmer regions.
The present distribution of the Mollissimi would indicate their
general distribution in Glacial time on the plains of Mexico and this
would account for the differentiation of the group since then by isola-
tion in the mountains, being forced up from the Lower Temperate
life zone then prevalent on the plains to the same zone now pre-
vailing in the mountains. A. Bigelovii and mollissimus are the only
species still prevailing on the plains.
The occurrence of A. nitidus would indicate its presence then on
far southern plains in the Middle Temperate life zone and its dif-
ferentiation into the Uliginosi at a very early time. The fact that
It does not exist out of the sodded region seems to indicate a lack of
access, barriers, in that region, (the Great Basin and Columbia region)
but no such barriers exist, though its congener A. agrestis is freely
distributed there. The explanation is found in the narrow soil
adaptabiity of the species, It will grow in moist mepidows, or
anywhere but in the peculiar free drainage and small rainfall of the
plains, which conditions are not found in the Great Basin, This is
shown again by the great dissimilarity in the species of the same
zone under apparently similar conditions, and in the absence of
many such species in the Sierras, which indicates a much greater
climatic diversity than appears on a casual inspection. This is easily
understood on inspection of the rainfall curve which shows a great
lack in summer rainfall in the region west of the sodded area where
though the annual amount is the same, the bulk falls in the summer in
the sodded area and in the winter (out of the growing season) in
the Pacific drainage.
J
The total Arctic and alpine species are eight. The meager nu'^i-
ber of species in all genera and their close rela^tion to those of the
forest area do not permit the separation of this treeless region from
the other, except as a subdivision of the Upper Temperate life zone
as a whole.
The Upper Temperate life zone, also called the spruce zone which
extends from the treeless regions at the north to the deciduous oaks
and the upper limit of the sagebrush, and (in Colorado and the
Great Basin) the lower limit of the aspen, must have disappeared
from the plains of Arizona and northern Mexico giving way to
prairies, and fringed the Mog:^llon slopes and the lower Sierra foot
and higher plains as ihe Arctic flora climbed the mountains on the
gradual recession of the Ice Age, The forest flora covered the plains
region from Kansas eastward. The wet n^eadows and similar open
spaces and the rocky regions were the only places where Astragali
could thrive. The modified forms of A. campestris and montanus
evidently grew on the rocks. The new form coming in and adapted
to the forests A. tenellus is cosmopolitan and must have come in
at this time as shown by its present distribution. It was a marked
deviation from the campestris type though not a grealt one and
presages the Inflati in A. pauciflorus which dries black in the same
way and is not far removed from it g^enetically.
At this time the Alpini show differentiation in A. elegans. aborl-
glnum and Americanus, forms adapted to the forest areas.
MIDDLE TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE
With
climbing over the southern slopes of the Great Basin and replacing the
dense forests with oaks and open parks and prairies and supple-
mented by the mountain barriers and hot lower regions as barriers
there arose many isolated areas with peculiar climates suitable for
plant differentiation. The regions of Arizona, southern Nevada and
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California replaced the oaks with junipers, pinona, and sagebrush.What was the Middle Temperate flora of the Arizona and Mexican
plains while the Spruce flora fllled the Great Basin region never willbe known, but this much we know, there was little plant differentia-
tion. A. argophyllus seems to have branched off the Flexuosi A.
mollissiinus and Humboldtil represented the Mollissimi: A nitidus
the Hypoglottides; A. Canadensis the Uliginosi, bi^t none of these
seem to have differentiated farther, since all the changes seem tohave come later when this flora had ascended the mountains of
Mexico and the Great Basin. Probably the Alpini were replaced by
the Strigulosi, for the Strigulcsi do not occur northward. It is prob-
able that the Debiles branched from the Homalobt at this time for
these plants belong rather to the wet meadows of the Middle Tem-
perate than higher. At the same time the Plains region seems to have
seen the origin of the Flexuosi and the first of the Hamosl and Mi-
cranthi. There is go- d evidence that the Homalobl expanded at this
time in the junceus group, but the great change in the group did
not occur till the Middle Temperate flora occupied the Great Basin
and the flanks of the Mogollons and Sierras as is shown by present
distribution. The great fresh water lakes of the Great Basin and
Columbia region began to dry up at this time, and the oncoming alka-
linity put an end to the acid soils of the forests and of the forests them-
selves and all that flora. The spruce area now was confined to the
lower mountain slopes and higher valleys of the Great Basin and to
the Idaho region and the middle slopes of Colorado. The drying up of
the great lakes put an end to the water distribution from the Wasatch
to the Sierras and from Western Montana to- the Cascades, a feature
so characteristic of the water period, and for the first time the ele-
ment of barriers began to be felt in east and west distribution, and
became more prominent as the aridity progressed. That the Middle
Temperate flora was differentiated somewhat since the Lower Tem-
perate has crowded It off the floor of the Great Basin and up the ad-
jacent mountains is evident, but there is little evidence of any change
at the north. A. campestris has given way to simplicifolius, sericoleu-
cus, triphyllus and forms of montanus on the Plains, and in the Mogol-
lon region to A. humillimus and humlstratus and the latter species
has even invaded the southern flanks of the Great Basin. A. simplici-
folius has spread through western Wyoming to the edge of the Great
Basin and covered the lower flanks of the Uintas on both slopes, on
the sou\th slope a new form appears in A, detritalis. A. montanus
has become adapted to almost every form of climate prevailing In
the Great Basin in its various varieties, growing even in the edge of
the Tropical. A. junceus has split up in the Sierras into Californi-
cus and inversus; and in the Navajo Basin into Duchesnensls and Col-
toni and which also run down ictto the Lower Temperate with other
derivatives such as Episcopus and Woodruffi. A new form A. steno-
phyllus presaging the Collini has come in on the northwest of the
Great Basin and throughout the Columbia rp^ion. A. montanus seems
to have had another offshoot in the Columbia region In A. tegetarlol-
des. The long continued isolation due to barriers, the climatic changes,
sparseness of vegetation and absence of crowding, and struggle to har-
monize with increasing alkalinity and temperature has produced many
new forms. The Navajo Basin the newest geoloi^ically had its floor
covered by this flora, but ft has been replaced today by the Lower
Temperate, and the Middle Temperate flora fills a narrow strip around
the rim. The same is true of the floor of the Grent Basin as a whole
except at the extreme north. The localization (^ the Middle Tem-
oerate flora indicates that most of the species originated Bince the
present period of aridity came on, it is therefore not possible to sep-
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a. ale the former flora of the fioor of the two basins from the present
except by the present isolation of species. The distribution of A. cl-
barius and Shortianus would indicate an early origin. The wide and
nln^ost cosmopolitan distribution of A. lentiginosus would point to a
very early origin but this is only apparent as the nature g€ the pods
fs' STich that wind tranbportation is sufficient to' account for it, while
f»ll its affinities and ity development would indicate aa origin much
later in the Lower Temperate from which i't has spread to the Middle
Temperate. There are many instances of similar invasions by other
species. A, Hookerianus now grows freely in the Middle Temperate
life zone though its home was in the spruce zone. The same is true of
A. aboriglnum, a plant now normally of the Middle Temperate which
came from the spruce zone. . The Astragaline flora of the gren
:
Plains region to the Atlantic is of little interest, the climate being
that of latitude only, presenting, none of the divisions so marked in the
Great Plateau due to barriers of mountains and arid plains and great
differences in humidity, as well as soil conditions. There is nothing
in the flora to indicate ancient origin of the few new forms, A. neg-
ledtus may have been an offshoot of Canadensis, early or late. A.
Plattensis and Tennesseensis are manifestly late modifications of the
Sarcocarpi. A, distortus and glaber are evidently products of a
hotter climate than the Middle Temperate and probably are related
to the Hamosi. This region alone furnishes abundant evidences that
the so much vaunted struggle for existence by crowding is a myth.
Astragalus is a genus of sunlight and open air, a genus of hills and
exposed ro^cks, meadows, prairies, plains and drifting sands. . Crowd-
ing alters its habits but not its species. , It is a genus essentially of
the sodless regions of the west.
The disappearance of the continental ice sheet was clearly caused
by elevation of the Arctic lands shutting off the water at the north
and by a change in the Ocean currents of the Pacific. This at the same
time shut off the moisture from the Great Basin and the Columbia
region, but the latter lake was drained by erosion as well, following'
the close of the Ice age, the Great Basin was not, but was a clear
case of advancing aridity. The disappearance of such vast bodies
of water as that of the Columbia Lake and the two great lakes Ls.-
hontan and Bonneville, each about 18,000 sq. miles would have a
profound effect on the climate, and at last ceased to have an appre-
ciable effect in increasing the natural humidity of the region. This
-necessitated the extinction of the Middle Temperate flora from the
floor of the Great Basin and the invasion from the south of the Lower
Temperate. This resulted in the replacement of the spruce flora of
all the region north of Utah by the Middle Temperate nearly as far
a^ the Canadian line, and the extinction of th^ Middle Temperate
flora throughout the Great Basin, some of the Col'imbia Basin, and
the Navajo Basin as to the floor of those basins. This formed many
isolated regions in the mountains of the Great Basin, and caused
the flora to disappear on all the lower mountain ranges in the Basin
at the south and in New Mexico, Arizona^ Mexico and California.
Our knowledge of the floral migrations of Mexico is meager, but we
know that the Middle Temperate flora has entirely disappeared ex-
cept in isolated places in the Sierra Madre plateau, and on the volca-
noes of central Mexico and southward at high elevations. The
true Upper Temperate flora never seems to have existed in Mexico at
an since what there is is clearly a modification of the Middle TemperateNow in Mexico not only the Middle Temperate has been replaced by
the Lower Temperate but even this has for the most part given way
to the arid Tropical except on higher ranges and peaks. Geological
evidence is clear that this period of aridity has been at least 10,000
years old since the erosion of the old Bonneville beaches would in-
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dicate at least that long a time since the pericd began.
The almost universal distribution of Middle Temperate gpeclea
as a whole could be largely accoan'ted for by bird migration and wind
distribution because almost every mountain range has a larger or
smaller area of this flora along its flanks and the ranges are for the
most part west of the Wasatch about twenty miles apai*L, and for
the most part parallel north and south, while the great Uintah
ru,uge ends on to the Wasatch like the shank of the letter *T." But
when we come to study the species by groups we find they clearly
show origin by differentiation of primary forms. The present distri-
bution is also a matter of water transportation by means of the great
lakes Lahontan, Bonneville, and Columbia. The similarity of forms
of the Wasatch to those of the east base of the Sierras on the old
shore lines is noticeable, as is that of the Bitlerroot and Flathead
region of western Montana to the east base of the Cascades. A. Utah-
ensis occurs along the old shore lines in the Sierras and Wasatch,
and A. Gibbsii and coUinus have similar distribution in the Flathead-
Cascade regions. This similarity is still more noticeable in other
genera such as Allium and Lupinus,
From geological evidence we know that the Middle Temperate
climate persisted a long time in the West, and was displaced only
by the drying up of the lakes. Then it migrated a little farther north
after abandoning the floor of the basins and invading parts of Wyo-
ming, Idaho and Montana, and extended to the Saskatchewan on the
the Plains. For the same reason it ascended toward the tops of the
higher ranges of Arizona and Mexican regions. It still persisted In
the Sandias, Mogollons, Catalinas, Santa Ritas and Huachucas, and
even covered the tops of the Sierra Madres of Chihuahua and formed
broad belts on the Volcanoes of central Mexico.
In the eastern and Atlantic regions the only representatives of
the Middle Temperate are the Uliginosi and a very few Argophylli and
Sarcocarpl. The Plains region has A. montanus, triphyllus, lotiflorus,
crassicarpus, Missouriensis, Plattensis and mollissimus. The Colo-
rado-New Mexican region in the mountains has of the Homalobl such
species as campestris, junceus, montanus, tenellus, simplicifolius in
the north and humistratus and humillimus at the south. Of the Deb-
iles A. leptaleus and debilis are in the mountain meadows and ex-
tending over to the west, and sparsiflorus 'in the Colorado* region.
Of other groups A. aboriginum and andinus are in the mountains lotl-
florus and pectinatus on the Plains, megacerpus in the western moun-
tains, nitidus on the Plains, agrestis in cold meadows, parviflorus
on the plains, Flexuosi there also and in the foothills with gracilen-
tus at the south, Missptiriensis and Platettensis are on the Plains, and
Parryanus and Shortianus in the foothills with Feensis at the
south. The Uliginosi are cosmopolitan.
The Montana-Idaho-Wyoming-British American region has a good
assortment of Homalobl as was to be expected, those already named
including A. sericoleucus : It also has the Triphylli and Debiles: the
Inflati have pauciflorus and miser; the Alpini, A. aboriginum and an-
dinus. A. lotiflorus is on the Plains. A. pectinatus and Grayi repre-
sent the Podo-sclerocarpi. The Uliginosi have A. Canadensis, termina-
lis and Oreganus. The Hypolottides are there. A. flexuosus is there.
The Argophylli have cibarius, inflexus, Missouriensis and argophyllua.
A. crassicarpus represents the Crassicarpi. There is A. bisulcatus.
The Galegiformes have Drummondii and racemosus.
The Columbia Basin region has the usual Homalobi and steno-
phyllus: the Debiles have Bourgovii, debilis and leptaleus; the Inflat;
have besides those named A. Craigi, diurnus and lentiginosus. There
are the usual Alpini. There are the Collini. There is A. Beckwithii,
pccidens and Alvordensis. There are the Reventi-Arrectij There
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is A, Canadeii3is. A. agrestis. The Chaetodontes are there except
Brauntonl. The Argophylli have argophyllus, cibarius. inflexus, Utah-
ensls, Purshij. There are A. atratus and Salmonis, malacus bisulcatua,
crassicarpus. The Hamosi have sylvaticus, Mulfordse, Howelli. dre-
I anolobus, Arthuri.
-
The Eastern Great Basin region has the usual Homalobi and
humistratus; also A. debilis, jejunus, serpens, andinus. Canadensis,
agrestis, megacarpus and Brandegei. 'The Argophylli have argo-
phyllus, cibarius, Utahensis, Pnrshii. The Galegiformes Drummondii
and scopulorum.. th$ latter a late immigrant. There is A. calycosus.
.The Western Great Basin has in addition to these given A. platytropis,
stenophyllus, tegetarioides, aboringum and obscurus.
The MogoHon region has among the Homalobi A. humillimus
montanus and huniistratus; also gracilentus, mollissimus, Feensls,
Phoenicis.
The Sierra region has among the Homalobi Californicus, inversus
and stenophyllus and campestris. There are also A. Hookerianus,
Bolanderi, platytropis, obscurus. Canadensis agrestis, Aii3tina\ The
Argophylli have Webberi, iodanthus, Utahensis and PurshiL The
Hamosi have Congdoni, Andersoni, sylvaticus, lentiformis and Lemmoni.
The Mexican plateaus and Arizona region have on the peaks few
species. There are A. humistratus, Hartwegi, militaris and strigul-
osus in the border, and farther south the Strigulosi and Mollissimi
abound on the plateaus, and the Flexuosi are scarce.
The total Middle Temperate species are 121 or 28 per cent of the
whole.
The lower Temperate climate which has prevailed throughout
the floor of the Great plateau at the south except in the Arizona region
since the drying up of the great lakes has isolated the Middle Tem-
perate on the mountain slopes and exterminated it on all the lower
ranges at the south, there being little left of this life zone south of
the MogC'llons. There is a little in lower California on the San Pedro
Martir, and in the San Bernardino Mountains California, besides the
large area in the Sierra Madres mentioned. The floor of the Great
Plateau north and northwest fron> Cache vallev Utah to the Blue
mountains, and northeastward to the Saskatchewan is Middle Temper-
n.te, but the Astragaline nora is meager. This is another confirmation
of the fact that a cool climate and moderate hvimidity are not con-ducive to species differentiation. Over half of the Middle Temperate
species are the products of isolated areas at the so^uth, while many
species at the north are Spruce zone plants that have acquired a
Middle Temperate tolerance, such as A. agrestis, andinus ele^ans
aborigfnum, montanus, tenellus, Hookerianus. Eourgovii.
LOWER TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE.
4-
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?""^"«" °f ^^^ Middle Temperate flora on the'floor of the
e.reat Plateau, as far south as the upper limits of Utah, by the lowerTemperate has left a vast area with innumerable and isolated climatic
regions differing greatly in humidity, soil and exposure, and admirablv
suited to varied plant forms and therefore the species of Astra^^aliis
are the most numerous of any life zone. In Glacial times if thrre
was any such area at all it must have been far south In the Ir^puato-Guadalajara region of central Mexico. That there could hardly havebeen such a region is forced upon us by the character of the species
^*
.>, ti',v'^*."^'"°°- ^- Bigelovii, Humboldtii and mollissimug ofof the Mollissimi; A. racemosus. Hartwegi, Nuttallianus and triflorns
are the only species with anything like general distribution, while allbut the last two are of Middle Temperate, and the last of Tropical
ongin. The great diversity of the species from Arizona northward
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shows that they are maiiifestily variably localized forms of recent
origin and with no Mexican connection. Take for example the species
of the Navajo Basin. The exclusive species are A. Coltoni and its
forms (though this occurs sporadically even as far as Pioche), de-
tritalis, Duchesnensis, Kaibensis, Episcopus, forms of Junceus'and
montanus. sesquiflorus. Wingatensis. The Inflati have lutosus, puben-
tissimas, Wetherilli, while subcinereus. Ward! and niegacarpus are
nearly local, and only Geyeri, lentiginosis, pictus. oophorus and
fafculonum are at all widely distributed. Of the Preussii ampullarius,
;-3Ciepiadoides, Pattcrsoni sabulosus and Preussii are most lot^aJ
and only Pattersoni passes its borders a little, and Preussii only
has any considerable distribution in the the Great Basin, A, Mortoni
is generally distributed, A. Brandegei and straturensis are local.
These are not of the Preussii. Of the Argophylli A. cymboides, des-
peratus and Muslnlensis are local, pygmaeus nearly so extends to the
Mogollons, while Utahensis and Purshii cover the region to the
Sierras. Of the Mollissimi A. Bigelovii alone extends, through to
eastern Nevada and southward. Of the Ocreati every species is local
except confertiflorus which runs up into the Green River Basin. Of
the Bisulcati A. Osterhouti only is local, and Haydenianus extends
only to central Nevada. Of the Lonchocarpi the single type species
extends only to central Nevada. Of the Hamosi A. calycosus extends
throughout the Great Plateau. Out of the forty seven species twenty
six are local and half the rest are only slightly extra-limital, and only
two or three go to the Arizona deserts.
Of the Green River Basin (to the north of the Uintas) there is one
exclusive species A. Grayi.
The species of the Great Basin show similiar localization. Out of
Its thirty nine species and about twenty varieties A. serpens of the
;Jnflati is local; of the Podo-sclerocarpi Casei, pterocapus,tetrapterus,
Serenoi. Toanus are local; of the Inflati Beckwithii is nearly local.
Of other groups are forms of arrectus atratus, pinonis, iodantus.
malacus, Anderson! are exclusive or nearly so, or abuot fifteen out
of forty seven forms, while nearly a dozen more are only a little
extra-limital.
In the Columbia Basfn A. speirocarpus, sclerocarpus, inflexus and
Euccumbens are local out of fourteen species.
In the Rio Grande region only Feensis and oocalycis are loxial.
due to lack of barriers.
In ithe MogoIIon plateau region the Homalobi have A. Gilensis
as an exclusive; the Inflati have nutans, allochrous, Palmeri, Thur-
beri; the Lotiflori A. accumbens. Other groups have Cobrensis, re-
curvus, remulcus, Phoenicis, funereus, coccineus, ensiformis, Arizonicus.
The Sierra Madre region has scalaris and Goldmani as exclusiv
In the Plains region the only exclusives are lotiflorus, anisus^
pectinatus and parviflorus.
The eastren region has villosus, Tennesseensis, distortus and
possibly glaber as exclusives.
The Sierra region has few exclusives such as bicristatus, pachypus,
Bernardinus, with Andersoni and Gibbsii nearly so. The total species
In this life zone are 152 or 35 per cent of the whole.
This life zone ocupying the center of the Great Plateau has barely
got a footing in the center of the Columbia Basin and extends but
little north of Pueblo Colorado. At the south it has been exterminated
at all elevations below 3,00o ft. in the Utah-Nevada region, and at
all elevations below 4000 ft. in the Arizona region, the Tropical taking
its place. This has resulted in broad fringes around nearly all the
mountain ranges at the south and limited by live oaks.
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TROPICAL LIFE ZONE.
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The Tropical life zone has displaced the Lower Temperate
throughout the floor of the Great Plateau from Albuquerque, New
Mexico southward, from the head of the Colorado In a narrow strip
to the south of the Grand canon, from Springdale, Utah, along the
Rio Grande and westward through the low valleys of Nevada to the
F!ierra3 near Harwlfcorne, Nevada. It also occupies the floor of the
two great valleys of California, and the Coast line from near Menrtorino
southward. It is clearly an immigrant from far southward as its
localized flora shows. The Astragaline flora is practically all of the
arid Tropical division. Its 120 species or 28 per cent of the whole
wouid seem to indicate a period of great dutorentiation but when
we consider that the break between the Tropical and Temperate
floras is an enormous one, far greater than any other divisions, we
see that Astragalus has not kept pace with other genera, but its
differentiation is insignificant considering the opportunities for changeA hot climate and varying humidity are ideal for plant differentiation!
Had Astragalus had any wide pre-glacial distribution at the south
the Tropical life zone would have shown many times the species
that the Temperate ones show. On the other hand everything
shows that what Tropical species we have are derivatives from the
cold climates, and their offshoots. The only cosmopolitan species
Wrightii
are A. lentiginosus and Nuttallianus whose distribution is mostly
affected by wind movement. The majority of the species are annuals
and belong to the higher groups.
At the nortth most of the species are those that belong in theLower Temperate life zone but extend down into the Tropical such
as A. Episcopus, sabulonum, triquetrus, Preussii, tephrodes Zionis
amphioxys, Arizonicus. '
Along the central floor of the region we find A. aridus, sabulonum,
various forms of lentiginosus, Mohavensis, Preussii, Panamintsnsis,
atratus var., cocclneus, tephrodes, albens, acutSrcatris, dispermus
and didymocarpus.
The Mojave region adds A. Vaseyi, limatus.
The Texan region has leptocarpus, giganteus,
Lindheimeri.
The Califcrnian valleys have a peculiar flora due to the proximity
to the Ocean, mcstly forms of the Inflati, though some isolated forma
occur such as A. tricarinatus an inland form, Antiselli, pychnostachyus
of the salt marshes and Brauntoni near by, with A. Hornii The dry
valleys have capillipes, curvipes Douglasii, leucophvllns, leucopsis
maorodon, Miguelensis, oxyphysus, Pomonensls, trichopodus, vestituta
of the Inflati. The Preussii have oocarpus. The HamosI have Traskige
^evJnli, didymocarpus, dispermus and nigrescens.
The Mexican region has Pasqualensis, Pueblae, quinquenoras, Doug-
lasii, Jrlianus, leucopsls, Miguelensis, Magdalence, proriferus vestitus
metanas, triflorus. circumdatiis, reptans, Rosei. Guatamalensis, Anf.on-
Inus. Onzabffi, orthanthus, Arizo-uicus, CoahallEe. Orcuttianus Fran-
cisquetensis, leptocarpus. Nuttallianus, nothoxys, Chapalanus ' Esnpr-
anz£B ervoides. Greggii, hypoleucus, hypoxylus. Luisianus, 'parv^is.
Prmglei, Purpusi, Schaffneri. Saltonis, didymocarpus. An^olinus anddiphacus. Th life zones of half these species are not clearly mad-'
out and may belong higher in the Lower Temperate or even some in
the Middle Temperate. The forms which occur OTiTy on the LowerCalifornia coast are Douglasii, Julianas, leucjpsis, Magdalenss, prori-
ferus. vestitus, msularis. metanus, Hornii. cirmumdatus. Orcuttianus
Prancisquetensis.
i .
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ly^the Wasatch^ Uintas and
Rocky Mountains and southern Arizona floor were above tbe Ocean at
• jbo north in pre-Tertiary times. ' Then the whole Plateau was elo-
rated. The great Plains emerged. The Navajo Basin was drained.
The lefty plateau of the Great Basin dropped many thousands of feet
to its present elevation and all its valleys, drained to the Colorado.
The erosion of the Colorado tilted up the southern end of the Great
Basin till the Colorado drainage ceased and the Basin filled up
with tv/o Vfist lakes, Lahontan on the west and Bonneville on the
east. The Columbia i-egion was filled by Lake Columbia,
These facts had an Important bearing on the later distributioji
of the flora of the Great Plateau, from the Rockies to the Sierras.
Toward the close of the Ice age there was easy access of plant?
from the east and we^t as far south as central Utah along the Uii>
tas, through lakes Bonneville and Lahontan to the Sierras, aiid
from the Yellowstone region to the edge of the Columbia lake along
the present Snake river valley which was an arm of that lake al
that time, and from there to the Cascades by water transportations
The Rocky Mountains also at the south swung round by continuous
flora from New Mexico by the Mogollons to the Kaibab and northr
ward along the Wasatch Plateau to the Bonneville region. It was
only at the close of the great lakes period that the element of
barriers became at all effective in stoppage of plant migration.
LOCAL FLORAS,
Local florss, a comprehensive name for plant formations, often
containing many minor plant formations, are caused by barrier*
which may be teniperature, humidity, alkalinity, acidity, light or
oil, or mountain chains, wind movements and the like.
In 1895 I published in my plant schedules a complete list of
these local floral regions in all the life zones, of the Great Plateau.
As I have stated humidity is the greatest factor in determining
plant formations and local floras.
The Great Plateau is readily divisible into fonr well marked
groups. The Rocky Mountain region which extends from Santa F«
New Mexico along the Atlantic watershed to the far north; The Paci-
fic slope region extending from Central Montana westward and
southward to the Ocean and the Mogollons; the Pacific Coast region
from San Francisco southward; The Albuquerque and the Arizona-IVIexi-
can plateau region from the lower Colorado to Texas and southward-
The first is a region of spring and early summer rains, the scudded
area, and extends to the Atlantic. The second is the region of win-
ter rains and midsummer showers or none, the sodless region.
The fourth is the region of fall and late summer rains. The third
Is the region cf winter rains. All these general floras are remarkably
'distinct.
,
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Each on'^ of these grand divisions is readily separable into
•ubdlvislons according to conditions.
I will take up a few of the more important here.
The Navajo Basin is the most unique cf all local floras. It wa«
the floor of a very salt inland sea in the Jurassic which became less
'salt In the Cretaceous period. Upon it vast sandstones were laid
down, and upon these vast clay beds. This Basin is formed by th»
watershed of the upper Colorado from the Grand Canon north. It
really includes the Green River Basin of Wyoming which !s cut
®ff from It hv the Uinta Mountains, hut which I keep distmct for
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at the north, and
the center north-
South
climatological reasons.
The rapid erosion of the Colorado river and its two confluents
the Grand and Green have left precipitous walls
^
a.baut 2000 feet
high on the west and north and east, and on the south high dome like
uplifts and great box canons. The floor of the hasin Is from 4000
to 5000 feet elevation, the western crest 8000 feet, the north 12000
feet, the east 10000 feet, while the south exclusive of the canons is
5000 to 6000 feet. The great barriers effecftually Cut^ off moisture
from almost any region and the rainfall is little over 4 inches per
annum, while the relative humidity is often 10 per cent. There are
_ J
^ ""t
_^
a few summer showers and there is some snow in the winter or an
occasional shower. The annual tempetature runs from apoi^t 49 de-
grees at the north to nearly 60 degrees at the south. There is rare-
ly a foot of snow at any one time at the north and none at any
time at the south. There are heavy spring frrsts
no permanent winter snow cover. The soil from
ward and westward is a loose and highly alkaline gray clay,
of the center it is all a light and deep red sand, carrying much alk'^It-
The low rainfall and humidity makes it seem like an absolute desert.
It is the nearest to it of any region in Ithe west except the salt a
forty miles wide west of Great Salt Lake. This region is traversed
by the Grand, Green, Duchesne, Fremont, San Rafael, Dolores and
San Juan rivers, all of which canon more or less below the floor.
Wherever the waters can be taken out upon the land the soil be-
comes very fertile after about three years' leaching of the alkali.
The floor of the region is covered by the Lower Temperate flora:
the deep canons from the head of the Colorado down by the Tropi-
cal. The high walls have the Middle Temperate. The Astragalin'?
flora is uniane. On the clay plains and particularly along little
draws A. asclepiadoides stands erect mostly singly or in twos front
a deep tap root, with its large shiny leaves, and having almost exactly
the habit of Asclepias crytoceras, but more erect, which grows in
the same region. A. amptillarius has much the same habit farther
south. The coarse and tufted A. Patterson! grows much the same but
prefers bottoms. A. sabulosus a close relative of Pattersoni grows
where alkali seeps out of stiff slopes. A. Haydenianus grows around
irngation ditches" and along trails as if an immigrant but appears
mere at home on the edges of oak brush higher up. On gentle
slopes and where there is a little sand mixed in A. confertiflorus grows
In small tufts, and where there is more sand A.' argillosus grows
along with it with much the same habit. Along the ridges where
there is more or less loose sandstone rock A. Preussii grows singly
or nearly so. On the ridges themselves the variety Eastwoods
grows with tufted habit and low. In the crevices of flat or gently
sloping sandstones masses A. desperatus is at home. . In the loose
sand along the bottoms and in gulches A. pubentissimus grows
singly and flat on the ground as a winter annual. In the canons
in sand A. Moencoppensis is local and rare. On open sand stretches
and in drifting sand A. pictus is scattered here and there. The
densely tufted A. Episcopus prefers sand with rock close below, and A.
Woodruff! prefers sand dunes, with its innumerable wiry stems and
masses of purple bloom. A. montanus sometimes grows from, crev-
ices of hot rocks. A. Coltoni abounds on gravelly mesas among the
pinons and somietimes oh the rocks. A. detritalls grows in gravelly
draws near Theiodore. A. lutosus is found in tight crevices
rocks near Dragon. A. junceus grows on gravelly mesas as
Wlngatensis. A. sesquiflorua grows in mats in the wide
of hot sandstones at Katiab. Brandegei and straturensis
[^.
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the shnde of oak brush, the former also in abandoned fields A.
slmphcifolius is rare on bare mesas at the north. A. Geyeri andlentiginosis are scattered over the sandy plains. A. subcinereus
replaces pictus at =the south. A. megacarpus is rare along the highdraws and m the edge of the oak zone in very barren clay A am-phioxys is frequent over the saiidy plains, as is A. pygniseus at the
north. A. cymboides and Musiniensis frequent the gravelly mesas.
A. Utahensis and Purshii are rare higher up, in the gravel A
scopulorun; occurs in the oak brush. A. debilis grows in hit^h mea-dows as does A. argophyllus. A. lonchocarpus grows on alkaflne and
sandy flats and slopes. The unus'ial spruce zone snecies occur on
the high renks bnt they are not distinctfve. The effect of barriers
is such that the whole flora is very peculiar. Verv few species ex-
tend ove- to tho Pio Grande drainage beyond the San Juan. A. as-
clepiadoides, Coltoni, lonchocarpus. Megacnrpus and Hayden-
lanus pa?p over the Wasatch Plateau into the edge of the Great Basin.
Only A. Geyeri and lentiginosus are of general distribution, caused
evidently by winds from up the Colorado. A few species come in
from the north around the Uintas such as confertiflorus, pvgm^eus
and simplicifolius, but only the latter is a real immigrant' as the
others have migrated out rather than in. A, calycosus has come in
from the Great Basin. A. tenellus has come down from the high
peaks. A. Utahensis and Purshii are evidently immigrants, as is A.
argophyllus. It is interesting to note the effects of certain ecolV
gical factors on the development of certain species
. Astragalus de-
speratus is normally a densely tufted plant from a woody crown and
about six inches high, with long leaves and many leaflets and long
peduncles having many densely racemose flowers about 1 cm. long.
This is when it grows in wide crevices in the sandstone rocks. When
it grows in loose sand areas on the rocks and near them it is
much the same but mostly prostrate in mats. When growing
in tisht and narrow^ crevices which is the common state on bare rocky
knolls or eroded and gently sloping rocks it is reduced to a rosette
often only % inch wide wnth short leaves and few leaflets and short
peduncles with only a flower or two and a single mottled pod. The
flowers are then hardly larger than A. montanus and broad, and the
general appearance is that of the tegetarius variety, the whole closely
resembling A. humillimus but with few stems and not densely matted
In broad mats.
On the Tropical part of the Navajo Basin annual Inflati come in, on
the sandy stretches.
This Basin belongs in the second grand division. "
The Green River Basin of Wyoming is a little area with the
same badland soil as the upper Navajo Basin, but Is far colder. Its
flora is peculiar, with several distinct forms, but in Astragali ig
not worth mentioning except one form, A. Grayi, a derivative from A.
pectinatus.
. Its climate is a mixture of the Atlantic and Pacific hu-
midity and rainfall.
The northern Plains region has a meager Astragaline flora, be-
longs to the first grand division and is caused chiefly by wind
movement and the low rainfall and temperature of the trough along
the east base of the Rockies,
The Columbia Basin is an interesting erroup of the Pacific grand
division of florins. Its factors are mountain isolation, snow cover
except in the center in winter, rather high spring humidity continuing
more or less through the summer, and almost total absence of sum-
mer rains. This insures a copious spring flora, and a conspicuon$
grass cover but no sod. There is a limited alkaline area fn narrow
stretches where few peculiar Podo-sclerocarpi flourish. The grasi*
region supports the CollinI and Reventi-Arrecti, and some Argo-
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phyiii r.nd Homalobi.
The Oregon-Washington coast region is a normally forested area
with ro dfstincltve flora and no Astragaline importance.
The Siskiyou region of southern Oregon is a very small and lso»
latcd area caused by barriers and rather low humidity but not wortli
any special treatment here.
The Great Basin region belongs with the Pacific group and is
easily sepr-iated into the Bonneville and Lahontan, or the eastern and
-western part, embracing tbe area that does not drain to the Colorado
ov the Columbia, It is a hi^h plateau region with parallel mountain
ranges about a mile high every twenty miles and running north
find south, bo.inded on the north by the low sagebrush and juniper
hills of the Colum.bia drainage, on the east by the lofty Wasatch
range and its Wasatch Plateau extension at the south, on the south
by no harriers but the Tropical climate of the Colorado r.nd on the
west by the Sierras. The flora is quite different from other regions.
There is much intergrading at the north, some at the east and west
pnd lilile at the south.
The annual temperature ranges from n3 degrees to ')0 degrees
on tho floor, the humidity from 2r* per cent to 49 per cent, and rainfall
from 6 to 12 Inches on the floor. The soil is gravelly, with very
little sand, and there are wide areas in the centers of the valleys with
clkaline clays. There is no river system except the Humboldt on
the west and the Jordan, Sevier, and the Bear on the east. It is a re-
gion of scattered springs and short sinking streams. The upper Snake
river region has much in common w'lth the Great Basin but really be-
longs in the Columbia drainage. . Its flora has a few peculiarities,
Tho Bonneville section is characterized in its Astragaline flora by
tne gieat development of the ArgophylU, to whk-li its sj^.il and ole-
vation arp peculiarly adapted. The alkaline areas have few sueci
A, Toanus being about the only peculiar species, though A. tetrap-
tcrus j^frowfl where there is a little alkali. A. Wardii and serpens
are other peculiar species of the Sevier region. The Lahontan sec-
tion is characterized by an excessive development of the Podo-sclero-
carpi in the j?Ikal]ne part, such as A. Serenoi, a canonis, pterocarpus,
Casei: the Molaci occur on the gravelly mesas, also An.lersoni, Gib-
boii. etc.
Tha Mcj5ve-Co?orado river region from Springdale Utali to the
Sierras and southward to Mexico contains a peculiar flora, with many
local branches and yet all are connected in a general whole hard to
separate. The region is one of great temperature and mininura hu-
midity and almost no rainfall. Its flora appears only in the spring
id often for years at a time does not develop at all worth mention.
Each subdivision of the region has a few. pr?elongus. forms of lenti-
ginoses and amphioxys, Layneas, Zionis, remulcus. The Amargosa
Desert-Death Valley region has A, Muhaveusis. albens, Panamlntensis,
trlquetrus, acutirostris. The Mojave-Salton Sink region has A. lima-
tus, Vaseyi, aridns, Thnrbori, Palmeri, etc. The soil of this region
is almost wholly sand. There are many forms of A. lenttginosus, and
other more widely distributed species.
The Arizona-New Mexican floor has a similar climate to th*^ above
but very different in the summer and fall rains which cloth^ the
plains with verdure. Many species of Astragalus grow there, hut
few are local. We have A. nothoxys, Arizonicus, tophrcdes. etc. The
soil is mostly sand on the floor and gravel on the slopes. This belongs
to the fourth grand division.
The Texan plains belong in the same division of fall rains and
have a number of peculiar species, xnostly aunuals. such as A. lepto-
carpus, Lindheimeri, Brazoensis, reflexus, giganteus, Wrightfi, etc.
The Mexican Plateau is also a division of fall rains and has in-
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numerable subdivisions and many ijeculiar species. There are the
Chihuahua plains, the Yaqui-Sonora rn<;ioa on the floor, and on the
high plateaus are many valleys and mountain ranges with interest-
ing floras. The most important are Sierra Madre plateau, the Coa-
huila ranges, the Mt. Colima region, the Valley of Mexico and simi-
lar valleys of central Mexico, Popocatapetl, the San Luis Potosi re-
gion, the Lake Chapala region, and others.
Passing from the floor of the Great Plateau we find far less
species differentiation, but almost every range of mountains has a'
distinctive flora more or less separate from any other. The Colora-
do Rocky Mountains are interesting and include the Yellowstone on
the north and New Mexican on the South to Santa Fe. There is the
Glacier Park region of Montana, the Blue Mountains of Oregon, the
Sawtooth and Bitterroots of Idaho and Montana, the Wasatch and
Uintas of Utah, the Deep Creek in western Utah, the Schell Creeks
and Clover mountains of eastern Nevada and the West Humboldts
of western Nevada, and also the Malhear range, the Pioche region,
the Charleston peaks, the Funeral and Panamint mountains, the Pro-
vidence range, the White mountains of California, the Cascades, the
Coast range, the Sierras, the San Bernardinos, the San Jacintos, San
Pedi'o Martir. Mogollons, Sandias. Catalinas, Santa Ritas, Chiricahuas,
Huachucas, Floritas, and several ranges in western Texas, It would
be too tedious to go into the floras of each, and in addition they are
only local and feather into the adjoining regions.
The distribution of Astragalus at the far north has nothing
of importance. A few species range throughout -the forest region to
the tundras of the Arctic. There are no distinct floral regions worthy
of note beyond the Saskatchewan, nor has the Atlantic region any
significance beyond the usual life zone limits. The peaks of New Eng-
land have a few alpine and high latitude species.
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LIST OF SPECIES BY LIFE ZONES AND LOCAL FLORAS
UPPER TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE.
ALPINE AND ARCTIC.
ARCTIC COLORADO-YEL- EAST HUMBOLDT.
Debiles.
Polaris.
. Yukonensis.
Inflati.
Gormani,
Aipini.
andinus.
Labradoricus.
Americanus.
Alpinus
ALPINE IN BRIT.
ISH AMERICA.
Homalobi.
campestris
Debifes.
Bourgovii,
Alpini.
andinus.
Labradoricus.
aboriginum.
ALPINE ATLAN-
TIC.
I
Alpinh
Labradoricus.
LOWSTONE. [
Homalobi.
Homalobi. montanus.
campestris. Alpini.
montanus. Labradoricus,
A!pini. . aboriginum.
andinus. s
Labradoricus. BLUE MOUNT
UINTA. Homaiofci.
campestris.
Homalobi. montanus.
campestris.
montanus. MOGOLLONS.
Alpini.
andinus. Homalobi.
campestris.
WASATCH. montanus.
r
Homalobi. SIERRAS.
campestris.
montanus. Homalobi.
Alpini. campestris.
andinus. montanus.
Inflatf. Inflati.
serpens. Hooicerianus
AfpinL
andinus. •
AINS
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SPRUCE ZONE.
BRITISH AMERI-
CAN.
Homaiobi.
campestris.
tenellus.
Debiles.
Bourgovil.
debilis.
Inflati
pauciflorus.
Alpini.
andinus.
aboriginum.
elegans,
Aniericanus.
Hypoglottides.
agrestis.
COLORADO-YEL.
LOWSTOHE.
Horr-.afobi-
campestrls.
montanus.
tenellus.
Debiles.
de Dills.
leptaleus.
Inflati.
pauciflorus.
Alpini.
andiuus.
aboriginum.
elegans,
Americanus.
Hypoglottides,
agrestis,
Strigulosi.
platytropis.
UINTA.
Homalobi.
montanus.
campestris.
tenellus,
AlpinF.
andinus.
Hypoglottides.
agrestis.
WASATCH.
w
Homalobi.
campestris.
montanus.
tenellus.
Alpini.
andinus.
Hypoglottides.
agrestis.
NEW ENGLAND.
Afpini.
andinus,
LabraGoricus.
EAST HUM.
BOLDTS.
L
Homalobi.
,
campestris.
montanus.
tenellus,
Alpini.
andinus.
Labradoricus.
aboriginum.
Hypoglottrdes-
agrestls.
Strigulosi,
platytropis.
BLUE MOUNTAINS
Homalobi.
CASCADE-OLYM-
PICS.
Homalob?.
campestris.
tenellus.
Alpini.
andinus.
Inflati,
Cottoni.
Hypoglottides,
agrestis.
SIERRAS.
^
campestris.
montanus.
tenellus.
Debiles.
Bourgovii.
debilis.
Alpini.
andinus.
aboriginum.
HypoglottFdea.
agrestis.
f--
Homarobi.
campestris.
tenellus.
Inflati.
, HooKerianus.
Reventi-Arrectj.
Bolanderi.
Hypogjotltdes
agrestis.
Chastodontes.
Ansiinse.
Strigulosi.
platytropis,
NEW MEXICAN
Homalobi.
campestris.
tenellus.
A!pini.
andinus.
Hypoglottides.
agrestis.
M0G0LL3JT
Homafobi.
tenellus.
HypogTottides.
agrestis.
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MIDDLE TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE.
ATLANTIC SLOPE DIVISION. 4
EASTERN STATES.
Ulig7nosi.
Canadensis.
neglectus.
Argophylli.
Missourieiisis.
Sarcocarpi.
crassicarpus.
Plattensis.
COLORADO-MON-
TANA PLAINS.
HomaTol)!.
montanus.
simplicifolias.
sericoleucus.
campestris.
junceus.
tenellus.
TriphyllK
triphyllus,
hya^inus.
Debiles.
Bourgovii,
debilis.
leptaleus.
Inflati.
pauciflonis.
.
miser.
Alpini.
aboriginum.
Lotiflori.
w
lotiflorus.
Podo-Sclerocarpi
pectinatus.
Uliginosi.
Canadensis!.
Hypog/ottides.
agrestis.
nitidus.
plexuosi.
.flexuosus.
parviflorus.
Argophylli.
cibarius.
Missouriensis.
Parryi.
Shortianus.
Sarcocarpi.
crassicarpus.
StriguTOsi,
platytropis.
Bi8u*:catf. .
bisulcatus.
Galegiformes.
Dnimmondii.
racemosus.
Sparsiffori.
sparsiflorus.
UINTA.
Homalobi-
simplicifolius
sericoleucus.
montanus.
junceus.
OebiJes.
.
debilis,
TriphyFfi.
triphyllus.
Inflati.
jejnnus.
megacarpus.
Ulrg'nosi.
Canadensis.
Hypogrottides.
agrestis.
Argophyili-
argophyllug.
TJtaliensig.
Purshii.
Pacific Slope Division.
Podo-Sclerocarpi.
Galegiformes.
Drummondii,
scdpulorum.
WASATCH.
Homalobi.
Grayi.
campestris.
junceus.
montanus.
tenellus.
hnmrstratus.
,
Debires.
debilis.
Inflati.
serpens-
oocarpus.
megacarpus.
Uliginosi.
Canadensis.
Argophylli.
£irgophyllus.
Utahensis.
Purshi.
cibarius.
Galegiformes.
Drummondii,
scopulorum.
EAST HUM-
BOLDTS
-• V
Homalobi.
junceus.
tenellus,
Uliginosi.
Canadensis.
Hypogfottides.
agrestis.
Argopnylli.
Utahen^g.
cibarius.
PursTiii.
i
f
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MIDDLE TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE
Pacific Slope Division.
EAST HUM-
BOLDTS.
Strigulosl.
platytropis.
Hamosi.
calycosus,
COLUMBIA
BASIN.
Homalobl.
campestris.
montanus.
stenophyllus.
tenellus.
tegeiarioides
Debiles.
debilis.
Bourgovii.
Inflati.
Cralgi.
miser.
pauciflorus.
lentiginosus.
Cusickii,
diurnus.
Beckwithii.
CoIIini.
collinus,
Tweedyi,
Gibbsii.
speirocarpus,
Alvordensis.
Reventi-Arrecti
arrectus.
adanus.
reventus,
vallaris.
Uliginosi.
Canadensis.
terminalis.
Oresanus.
Hypg^gloiftid
agrostis.
nitidas.
Chaetodontes.
Spaldingii.
Lyallii.
Argophytli.
argophyllus
inflexus.
cibarius.
Ulanensis.
Purshll.
Atrati.
atratus.
Salmonis.
MalacL
malacus.
Hamosi.
MulfordaB.
Artnuri,
Howellii.
drepanolob
Sarcocarpi,
crassicarpus
Btsulcati.
bisulcatus.
SIERRAS.
Homalobi.
Californicus.
inversus.
stenophyllus.
Inflati.
Hookerianus.
Reventi-Arrecti
Bolanderi.
Hypoglottides.
agrestis.
Chaetodontes.
Austinae.
Argophylli.
Webberi,
iodanthus.
Purshii.
Hamosi.
sylvaticus.
Congdoni.
Andersoni.
Inflati.
lentiginosus.
Strigulosl.
platytropis.
Uliginosi.
Canadensis.
iVfafaci.
malacus.
Micranthl.
Lemmonf,
lentiformis.
I
ARIZONA-MEXICAN DIVISION.
MOGOLLONS.
Homalobil
humillimus.
humistratus.
montanus,
Flexuosi.
gracilentus.
Fendleri.
Sileranus.
Argophylli.
pephragmenus.
castanaeformis.
Mollissimi.
mollissimus.
Bigevoii.
Phoenicis.
CATALINAS.
Homalobl.
humistratus.
Micranthi,
Hartwegi.
MEXICAN PLAT-
EAU.
strigulosl.
Guatamelensis.
Painteri,
Tolucanus.
strigulosus.
Hamosi.
Seatoni.
Micranthi,
Hartwegi.
militaris.
etc.
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LOWS?« TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE.
-f
ATLANTIC SLOPE DIVISION t
MISSISSIPPI
VALLEY-
Sarcccarpi.
Plattensis,
Mexicanus.
Tenesseensis.
Sparsiflori-
villosus.
obcordatus.
1
1
LeptocarpL
,, distortus.
glaber,
PLAINS.
MoUissTmi-
anisus.
mollissimus.
Bigelovii.
Sarcocarpi.
Plattensis. .
Argophyin.
.
Shortian\is.
amphioxys,
Feensis.
Flexuosi.
.
flexuosus.
gracilentus
Lotiflori.
lotiflorus.
Pacific Slope Division.
f
h
V
NAVAJO BASIN.
Homalobi,
simplicifoUus.
montauus.
detritalis.
Coironi.
.
Wingatensis.
Duchesuensis.
Episcopiis.
'\\'oodruffi,
. junceus.
* Kaibeusis.
lancearius,
sesquiflorus.
Woodruffi,
Inflati.
Geyeri,
lentiginosus,
pictus.
subcinereus.
lutOBUS.
pubeatissimus.
sabulomim.
Wardi.
Wetherilli.
megacarpus.
oophoriis.
Preussil.
amplillarius.
asclepiadoides.
Patterson!,
sabulosus.
Preussii.
Uliginosi,
Canadensis,
Strigulosj.
Brandegei.
straturensis.
Podo-scierocarpi.
Rafaelensis.
Argophylli,
ampbioxys.
cymboides,
MusiniensL
Utahensis.
despeiatus.
.
MoflissimK
Bigelvoii.
Ocreati.
argiilosus.
confertinonis.
Mocixcoppensia.
sophoroides-
BJsulcati.
Haydenianus,
Osterhouti.
Lonchccarpl,
• lonchocarpus.
Hamosi-
calycosus,
GREEN RIVER
BASIN.
Homalobl.
- simpUcifolius.
sericoleucufc*
montanus.
junceus.
Infiatl.
Geyeri.
lentiginosus.
megacarpus.
Podo-sclerocarpi,
Grayi.
ArgcphyMi.
argophyllus.
Utahensis.
cibarius.
pygmssus.
Ocreati,
confertiflorus.
Hamosi.
calycosus.
GREAT BASIN
4
HomaJcbi.
montanus.
stenophyllus.
Co^conr.
porrectus.
Inflati.
pictus.
Wardi.
Geyeri,-
lentiginosus,
oopborus.
Beckwithii.
megacarpus
Preusii.
PattersonL
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LOWER TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE. *
I
Pacific Slope Division.
Podo-scferocarpL
canonis.
Serenoi,
Toanus.
pterocarpus.
tetraptirus.
CaseL
Collini.
Gibbsii.
Preusii.
Pattersoni,
Reventi-Arrecti.
arrectus.
Uliginosi.
Canadensis.
Atrati.
atratus.
Ibapensls.
obscurus.
Flexuosi.
pinonia.
Argophylli.
argophyllus.
cibarius.
Eurekensis.
iodanthus.
Newberryi.
Purahii.
Utahensis.
Malaci.
malacus.
Laynese.
fvlollissimi.
Biglevoii.
Bisulcati.
Haydenianus.
Lonchocarpi.
lonchocarpus.
Hamosi.
Anderson!.
calycosus-
Bylvaticus,
COLUMBIA BASIN
Homalobl-
jnnceus,
stenophyllus.
Inflati.
Geyerl.
lentiginosus.
Beckwithii.
Collini.
Alvordensis.
colllnus.
Gibbsii.
speirocarpus.
Pcdo-sderocarpi
sclerocarpus.
Atrati.
atratus.
Argophylli,
argophllus.
inflexus.
Purshii.
Malaci.
succumbens.
SIERRAS.
Homalobi.
stenophyllus,
Inflati.
lentiginosus.
oocarpus.
Podo-sclerocarpi.
bicristatus.
pachypus.
Preussif.
Preussii.
Argophylli.
Purshii.
Hamosi.
Andersoni.
BernarJinus.
COLORADO RIVER
DEATH VALLEY.
Inflati.
aridus.
lentiginosus.
nutans.
pltcus.
eabulonum.
Preussii.
Preussii.
Podo-sclerocarpi.
tetrapterus.
Argophyifi,
amphioxys.
coccineus.
funereus.
reraulcus.
Malaci.
Layneas.
ensiformis.
Lonchocarpi.
louchocarpus.
r
Hamosi.
calycosus.
Leptocarpi,
Nuttallianus.
MOGOLLONS.
Homalobi.
humistratus.
junceus.
Wingatensis.
Inflati .
allocborus,
megacarpus.
oophorus.
subcinereus.
ThurOeri.
triflorus.
Uliginosi.
Canadensis.
MoIiTssimi.
Bigelovii,
Humboldtii.
Mathewsii.
mollissimus.
Phoenicis,
Argophylli.
amphioxys,
argophyllus.
Newberryi.
Lotiflori.
accumbens.
Ocreatl.
Moencoppensis
sophoroides.
troglodytes.
Han'.rsl.
calycosus.
Arizonicus.
Strigulosi.
strigulosus.
straturensis.
recurvus.
Inyoensis.
\
^
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LOWER TEMPERATE LIFE ZONE.
ARIZONA-MEXICAN DIVISION.
RIO a?vANDE VAL- SOUTHERN
LEY.
Homalobi.
humistratus.
montanus.
Inflati.
lentiginosus.
pictus.
subcincreus.
triflorus.
Argophylfi.
aniphioxys.
Feeusis.
Shortiamis.
Gaiegiformes-
racemosus.
Bisulcati,
oacalycis.
AJliginosi.
Canadensis.
Mollisslmi.
moutssinins.
Bi^elovii.
Strigulosi.
Cohrensis
ARIZONA.
Homalobi.
huraisiratus.
Gilensis.
In/lati.
Palmeri.
Thurberi.
Strigulosi.
strisulosus.
Mollissimi.
Bigelovii.
Humboldtii.
Micranthi,
vaccarum.
Hartwegi.
hypoxylus.
Hamosi.
Arizonicus.
nothoxj^s.
SIERRA MADRE
AND SOUTH
Inflatf.
scalaris.
4
Strigulosi.
strigulosi.
Mollissimi.
Bigelovii.
Humboldtii.
Galegirormes.
racemosus.
Micrantlii.
Goldmani,
vaccarum.
Hartwegi.
mllltaris.
Purpusi,
Greggii.
Pringlei.
parvus.
Esperauzae.
Chapalanus.
hypoxyhis.
Saitonis,
hypoleucus.
Seatoni.
oxyrhynchus.
Didymocarpi.
diphacus.
i 'J
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^H-
'9 TROPICAL LIFE ZONE.
/
PACIFIC COAST DIVISION
Homalobi.
Antiselli.
Inflati.
capillipes.
curtipes.
Douglasii,
Hornii.
leucopnyllus
leucopsis.
macrodon.
oxyphysus.
i
Miguelensis.
Pomonensis.
pychnostachyus.
trichopodus.
vestitus.
Chsetodontcs-
Brauntoni.
Hamosi-
TraskisB.
Nevinii.
Bernardinus.
Leptocarpi.
teuen
Micranthi.
Clevelandl.
Didymocarpi.
didymocarpua.
dispermus.
nigroscens.
Breweri.
Pacific Slops Division.
CALIFORNIA
INTEKIOR
lnf!ati.
lentiginosus.
Douglasii.
Hornii.
macrouon.
vestitus.
Hamosl.
tricarinatus.
Bernardinus,
Leptocarpi.
Nuttalliaaus,
Rattani.
tener.
Didymocarpi.
Breweri.
.
didymocarpus.
dispermus.
nigrescens.
ST. GEORGE
REGION-
Inflati.
sabulonum.
Geyerl.
lentlgninosus.
Lotiftorf.
Mohavensls.
Preussii.
Preussii.
Patter&oni.
Argophylli.
tephrodes.
LaynesB.
Zionis.
amphioxys.
Hamosi.
Arizouicus,
triquetrus.
Leptocarpi,
Nuttallianus.
>
Didymocarpi.
dispermus,
DEATH VALLEY
REGION
Inffati.
andus,
sabulonum.
lentiginosus.
AtratJ.
Panamlntensis.
atratus.
Lotiflorl,
Mohavensls.
Hamosi.
albens.
Leptocarpi-
Nuttallianus.
tcutirostris.
Drdymocarpi,
Didymocarpus.
diseprmus.
->
MOJAVESALTOK
Inflati.
aridu8.
Vaseyi.
proriferus.
sabulonum.
lentiginosus.
Lotiflori.
Mobavensis.
Preussii.
. limatus.
Hamosf.
alben^so
LeptocanJi.
Nuttallianus.
acutirostris.
t
1
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TROPICAL LIFE ZONE.
ARIZONA-MEXICAN DIVISION.
GILA REGION.
Inflati.
playanus,
triflorus.
lentlginosus.
Leptocarpi.
Nuttallianus.
Didymocarpi.
didymocarpus.
dispermus.
TEXAN REGION
Moilissiml.
giganteus.
Leptocarpi.
NuttalliaTiiis.
leptocarpus.
Lindheimeri.
Wrightii.
Didymocarpi.
Brazoensis.
reflexus.
MEXICAN.
Homalobi.
pasqiialensis.
Pueblse.
quinqueflorus.
Infiati.
Douglasii.
Julianus.
lentlginosus.
leucopsis,
Magdalen®.
prorifenis.
vestitus.
Hornii.
insnaris.
triflorus.
Lotiflori.
circumdatus,
Strigulosi.
reptans.
Rosei.
Guatamalensis.
Flexuosi-
Antoninus.
Mollitsim!.
giganteus.
Humboldtii.
mollisgimus.
Orizabae.
Orantbus.
Galcgiformes.
racemosus.
Hamos!. ''
Arizonicus.
Coahuilae,
Greggii.
Orcuttianus.
Leptocarpi.
leptocarpus.
Linnheimerl,
Nuttallianus.
nothoxys.
Francisquetensih,
Micranthi.
ervoides.
Luisianus.
Purpusi.
Didymocarpi,
Angelinus.
diphacus.
^ J
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EFFECTS OP CERTAIN ECOLOGICAL FACTORS
Certain ecolo^cal factors can exist only under certain cdn-
ditions.
Acidity of the soil is possible only in cool regions where the
vegetable humus is very dense, and where the 'humidity is great
and the seasons short and sunshine below normal so far as the
Astragaline flora is concerned. The species do not grow under
acid Tropical conditions, so far as known. This therefore confines
such species to the upper life zones in forests and meadows. These
species have slender stems and delicate thin leaves, slender petioles
and peduncles and delicate flowers nearly always purple, and seldom
large. The pods are uniformly thin and mostly inflated. AH the
species are perennial with interlaced roots or root crowns and
mostly woody crowns.
Afkaline soil is possible only in regions of low humidity, rain-
fall, and higher temperature and excessive sunshine. Such plants
then always grow in the open and mostly on the floor of valleys
having no outlets or poor drainage, or on clayey slopes where alka-
lies are leaching out of saline formations. This is very common in
the Great Basin and around the extensive clay deposits of the Ter-
tiary, Cretaceous and Jurassic formations. It also is local through-
out the floor of the Tropical life zone. The character of the alkali has
much to do with the vegetation. About % of 1 per cent active alka-
lies (carbonates of sodium and potassium) prohibit all growth,
while 1.5 per cent of neutral alkalies (sulphates and chlorides of
sodium and potassium) only are prohibitive. The Navajo Basin con-
tains more carbonates, and the Great Basin more chlorides and sul-
phates.
The almost uniform effect of alkalies in Astragali is to thicken the
stems, leaves and flowers, making them coarser, succulent and taller,
and reduces the pubescence, but the relative quantity of moisture has
a marked effect as in all plants elsewhere. The tendency is also
for the flowers to be white and large. Typical alkaline species
of the Navajo Basin are A. asclepiadoides, Patterson!, and sabulo-
sus, and probably ampullarius. Thees all have flat aud ampje
leaf surface. Similar plants of the Mojave-Colorado river region
are A. limatus and Preussii, with flat leaf surfaces, but purple flow-
ers. The Great Basin species where the neutral alkalies are the
more abundant are A. Pattersoni but with reduced leaf surfaces, but
the typical species A. Toanus, Serenoi, canonis, tetrapterus, all
have greatly reduced leaf surfaces, the leaflets mostly reduced to
phyllodia and the stems, petioles and peduncles performing the
function of leaves but the plants are tall or long as In the other,
the flowers are purple, the pubescence is ashy and sparse. On
the other hand the Homalobi of the Navajo Basin which grow In
soil always somewhat alkaline all have the phyllodia-like
leaves of the Podo-sclerocarpi. Such species are A. Episcopus, Wood-
ruff!, pictus. They have no corresponding species in the Great Basin.
The Ocreati of the Navajo Basin develop narrower and more folded
and more hairy leaves as the sand in the soil Increases and the
alkali decreases, such species are A. confertiflorus, agrillosus and
Moencoppensis. This follows the general rule. The normal rainfall
of the Great Basin is twice that of the Navajo; the normal tem-
perature 2 to 4 degrees less. Strongly alkaline places in the Tropical
life zone rarely have perennial species of Astragalus. Generally
such species are annuals whose roots do not penetrate the surface
§ands, far, and so the effects of alkalies are not so evident.
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The effects of humidity, other things being the same are shown
In the Columbia Basin. As we approach the Columbia Basin there
Is a marked increase In spring; and summer humidity though there is
less summer rainfall. The winter snows are deeper and the snow
cover is permanent through most of the region in the winter months,
which is a great protection to the vegetation. There is less alkali.
The species of Astragalus become more slender and with more woody
roots. The Reventi-Arrecti and Collini prevail; there are some
Atrati. some Homalobi. and Podo-sclerocarpi, and a number of Argo-
phylli. No species have phyllodia-Iike leaves, few have broad leaflets
and most of these are folded and pubescent. The species are almost
exclusively perennial. It is a region of abundant spring flora, par-
ticularly grasses.
The northern Plains along the trough of slight rainfall caused by
the Rockies has a humidity a little higher than the Cbumbia Basin
and is wind swept throughout the year, and with a low temperature
There is a permanent snow cover except where elevations catch the
wind. There. is a little alkali. These conditions have produced the
densely matted Homalobi and Triphylli with their scapose pedun-
"
cles hidden among the leaves and their narrow, thick and silvery
leaves and large and densely imbricated stipules. It is only in the
bottoms where the snow cover is not disturbed that the slender and
variably erect species are found such as the Bisulcati and pectina-
tus in alkaline places, the slender Homalobi, Debiles and Hypoglot-
tides. . ' . »
The interior valley region of California simulates th^ Arizona-
Death Valley region in its Tropical climate and extensive annual
flora, and some species are common to both regions, but the higher
humidity and winter rains have greatly increased the sp'eci'es and indi-
viduals. Here abound the Didymocarpi, and Leptocarpi. The
salt marshes have the annual A. Hornii and the remarkable perennial
A. pychnostachyus. It is a noticeable fact that nearly air Californian
Aatragali have, short pubescence closely appressed.^
The Coast region of California has a remarkable development
of the Inflati, along with a few Hamosi. in addition to the
annuals of the interior region, tts chief characteristics are high
temperature, high humidity (due to fogs) and no rainfall except In
winter. We therefore find no species with phyllodia, or stems with
leaf functions. There is a large development of leaf surface with
folded leaflets and slender stems. The Argophylli are mostly absent
and the Homalobi scarce, as are most other groups. '* * '
In the Sierra region the Astragali are scarce in the forested^
area. At the north A. accidens is found among the bushes and''
Callfornicus and inversus among the yellow pines. Higher up we'
findA. Congdoni, Bolauderi and Hookerianus, mostlv^ farther south'*"
but the soil is a very granular granite and not adapted to any vege-
tation, and so the general flora is meager.
The Argophylli, plants of the lower mountain slopes with no per
manent winter snow cover, with plenty of spring humidity due to
rains or melting snows show a curious distribution, Inthe Columbia '
region they develop a loose and cottony pubesence, narrow flowers
and lax stem system. A. inflexus even attempts to become erect
The Argophylli are normally csbspitose and prostrate species. This
condition of the Columbia species is manifestly due to higher humidity
and light soil. As the group extends south along the Sierras in the
Impoverished soil the same species become densely matted and often
only a few inches across, with very short stems, small leaves and very
small flowers and pods. At the foot of the mountains and out on
the mesas where it is much hotter and drier hut the soil better
we have the magnificent A.* c6ocineus and funereuR far flnrnnccincr*
<.
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even A. inflexus in beauty and size and with great flowers and pods,
and here the Argophylli stop short off. These two species seem wholly
out of place and yet even extend to the Charleston mountains. One
would expect here a jump to some other remarkable allied group
but there is none in the whole region. The Malaci are the nearest,
'
and seem like hybrids between this group and the Hamosi. When- we
follow the Argophylli eastward and then southward we find them
varying into the pygmasus-amphioxys group, more adapted to the
hotter climates, and these seem to have jumped into the MoUissimi at
the south and the Sarcocarpi at the north and east. The Argophylli
do not extend much into the regions of permanent snow cover, but
belong to that trying region of the lower Middle Temperate and
Lower Temperate where the snow comes and goes, and thaws alter-
nate with freezes so that all stems persisting over winter must be
closely protected by matting, by dead leaves and petioles and by
dense stipules and wool or hair and short internodes.
The Sarcocarpi have passed up into the region of permanent
winter snow cover for the most part at the north and do not show this
adaptation, but the southern species do.
The Mollissimi are protected more against heat by their shaggy
covering, but in the far south A. Humboldtii and others have only the
close silvery pubescence, and even that is often sparse.
The effects of heat are best shown in the Tropical life zone where
plants have been compelled to adopt the most effective system, better
than phyllodia, the destruction of the perennial root. This requires
no winter protection, or devices against continued droughts but
could obtain only where the resting period is one of drought and
not cold, otherwise the seeds would rot. The annual habit results In
slender stems, small leaves, flowers and pods, the latter with thin
walls. For this reason we have the Didymocarpi and Leptocarpi the
prevailing species, along with a smattering of Inflati, and other
groups. In the few perennials w^hich persist in favorable places there
is the same leaf, flower and stem reduction and absence of phyllodia,
tho'«-h here and there a few like pictus and some Homalobi persist.
The presence of a poison, in most of the species, affecting the
motor nerves makes che genus cf no economic import^-^iico as very
few are eaten at all by animals, while some species destroy many
horses and sheep.- A. Coltoni is poisonous to hogs in the La Sal
region of Utah. A. moUissimus is the loco Astragalus of the Plains.
A. Canadensis has poisoned sheep in Montana. Various forms of A.
lentiglnosus have a bad reputation in southern Utah. No Astragali
are voluntarily eaten by animals, but in the spring, when animals
are ravenous for the first green things that come out of the ground
they will bite at anything and it is at such times that they are poi-
soned. Once poisoned they get a craving for them and become
"locoed" (crazy), when the range is ail eaten off but these plants
sheep will eat them rather than starve and it is in this way that they
get poisoned.
COLOR OP THE FLOWERS AS REGARDS ALKALINITY.
Practically all the pink or pink-purple flowers on drying, become
bluish, exceptions to this are A. coccineus and sometimes funere is.
The reason for this is that the papers in which the plants are dried
contain alkali and this neutralizes the acid of the red tints and turns
It alkaline which then becomes blue. Whenever this is the case tbe
natural color can be restored by moisten'rg the flower by a dilute
acid. As has alreidv been said the soil of the entire west is alkahne
south vary somewhat in the tendency to turn blue. A. coccineus
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except regions at the north in meadows and deep forests where there
is much humus, and at the south only in moist meadows at high eleva-
tions. There seems to be no causative connection between red-
tinted flowers and the soil as to acidity or alkalinity in the soil.
All such flowers at the north turn bluish on drying in ordinary paper.
The white flowers have less yellow in them at the north. There are
very few creamed-colored flowers at the north. From southern Idaho
and Oregon to Mexico the white flowers are never pure white, or
rarely so in A. Patterson!, but variiiblv cream-colored but never
yellow. This indicated alkalinity. The xcd-tinted species at ilie
south vary somewhat in the tendency to turn blue. A. coccineus
remains bright red on drying, but its nearest relative A. funereus and
Utahensis either remain red or turn blue on drying which indicates
acidity in the flowers part of the time. Many of the red tinted flowers
are brilliant pink, such as A. funereus, Utahensis. Toanus, Woodruffi,
Preussii, amphioxys, Bigelovii, Zionis, and they all turn bluish-purple
on drying, and are therefore acid when in bloom and all grow on
decidedly alkaline soil. Practically all the species of the Arizona-
Mexican region (mostly Tropical) are either white or dull bluish which
would indicate an alkaline condition of the soil. The same is mostly
true cf the California Tropical region. On the otht^r hand many spori^s
(t astragalus growing in humus and presumably add soils are bluish
such as agrestis, crassicarpus. elegans, Bourgovii, argophyllus, sim-
plicifolius. montanus. debilis, andinus, etc. Iron in the soil seems
to highten the colors. Lime is almost everywhere at the north as
limestone, but is at best a neutral alkali and not active as are
those of the Great Basin and the south.
TOPOGRAPHY.
The map published with this shows the topography of the United
States. The British American portion of North America is the same
continuation of low elevations on the east, spruce forests of the
Upper Temperate life zone, to the Arctic.
The region east of the mountains in Alberta is a continuation of
the Montana Plains region to the Saskatchewan, thence northward is
the Spruce region to the Arctic.
West of the Plains there is a low valley here and there which has
the Middle Temperate flora, particularly the branches of the Columbia,
and the Fraser river region. All else is Upper Temperate, with
the alpine on all the ranges of mountains.
The Mexican region is a continuation of the Arizona floor at
about 2000 to 3000 feet altitude nearly to Mexico City. On the western
edge of the floor about in a line south of Tucson Arizona to DemingNew Mexico the floor rises into a vast plateau from 6000 to 8000 feet
altitude and about 30 miles wide and 300 miles long, called the
Sierra Madre mountains. West of this the country breaks down into
Immense barrances or canons to the sea and with a Tropical climate.
This barranca condition of the west slope continues nearly throughout
Mexico southward at least beyond Colima. East of the Sierra Madre
Plateau from the floor of the country rise scattered and low ranges
of mountains in Coahuila San Luis Potosi etc. to the Gulf of Mexico
water shed. This whole region is a very hot and barren country with
very little rainfall. In the Zacatecas region it rises to 8000 feet altitude
but with little change in the vegetation. South of Zacatecas it dropsdown again and a wide area of desert runs out to Guadalajara, South
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of this the region is a network of ranges and volcanic peaks where the
Tropical vegetation reaches 8000 feet altitude, and the peaks sometimes
reach the Lower Temperate/but rarely they extend higher to the Middle
Temperate, and only very rarely as on Orizaba. Popocatapetl, and Mt.
Colima do they reach the alpine. The lowlands about Colima and
Tampico southward have the dense vegetation and summer rains of
the humid Tropics. This is about as far as species of Astragalus extend
except a very few. The plateau floor from Arizona southward is
Tropical. T^ower California has a low range of mountains the entire
length but the flora rarely gets up out of the Tropical. San Pedro
Martir is an exception.
The upper limits of the Tropical in the United States rarely
reaches 3000 feet altitude. In the Arizona region they are about 4000
feet, and rise as you go southward.
The upper limits of the Lower Temperate life zone reach about
5000 feet in the Great Basin, but drop to about 1000 feet in the Colum-
bia Basin. In the south in Arizona they often reach 8000 feet altitude.
Topographical details can be worked out on the map, and the
general zonal limits are best seen there.
NOMENCLATURE.
It has been my plan to make as few changes in names as possible.
The Vienna Code has been followed in the main and therefore the
oldest published name has been retained, except the meaningless
Astragalus astragalinus, for which I have substituted the A. andinus
of NuttalL It is however my judgment that the Grayan method of
retaining the oldest name in the genus is better and productive of little
confusion, while the present method produces endless confusion. I
do not adopt the dictum *'Once a synonym always a synonym/' but I
have used the name of a species even if the same name has been used
for a species before that was a synonym of some earlier species, or
belonged to another genus. I have rejected Greene's substitutes for
Sheldon's hybrid names, for the reason that if we reject hybrid names
we shall have to go much farther back than Sheldon.
I retain Astragalus for the reason that it is the earliest name and
the one generally accepted by the botanical World. The fact that
it is preceded in the Species Plantarum by Phaca should not require the
rejection of the genus, for the genus was proposed by Tournefort and
retained by Linnaeus in his Systema before Phaca was created.
Priority is the ony true basis for nomenclatural stability but no
one however zealous an adherent of this dictum accepts it without
the narrowest limitations. If we could ever know what was the true
priority in each case it would require the renaming of almost every
genus and species in the world as I have already pointed out. This be-
ing out of the question the next thing is the general consent of botan-
ists. This has crystallized so that at the present time there is a general
assent to main points, which is that old names shall not be changed on
a technicality, and that in other respects 1753 shall be the beginning
date of nomenclature. The exceptions of the Vienna Code cover most
of the desirable reservations from the strict application of priority.
There should be certain other exceptions of genera. There should
be the abrogation of the rule about Latin descriptions, and the rejec-
tion of all genera proposed in early days that were not accompanied
by species. This will rule out the genera of Adanson, Necker, and
others, unless they were provided with species by others before any
other generic names were proposed for them.
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KEYS.
The kevs are constructed in the usual way, and indented in the
same wav. 'in addition the system of Capital letters in used to pre-
vent any conffuaion (which often occurs in the old way). The letter
"A" represents the first section of each main group such as the Horn-
alobi. Each succeeding **A" represents a coorelative section of the
same group. The letter "B" stands for the first subsection of "A",
and every other "B'' stands in the same relation, and so on with every
letter used, each one is subsidiary to the letter which precedes it in
the alphabet. 5AGB3C2D represents the second division of the third
division :^t the sixth division of the fifth division of the main group.
V
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ARTIFICIAL KEY TO ASTRAGALUS aROXJPS.
without any intnision
suture
suture.
AB. Pods narrow or small, the cross section not over 4 mm.
inflated
ABC, Pods narrow, mostly laterally flattened.
1. Homalobi.
AB2C, Pods oblong to oval, obcompressed and bisulcate
ventrally.
Pods erect and sessile 23. Ocreati
and 24, Bisulcati.
AB3C. Pods short and broad, inclined to be obliquely
ovate, seldom longer than calyx, mostly rigid.
Walls rigid, Plants mostly csespitose or acaules-
tufted
large 1. Homalobi.
than
and white. Pods shorter
2. Triphylli.
Walls not rigid (except in leptaleus). Stems slender
and weak.
Annuals A. quinqueflorus.
Perennials growing in damp meadows. 3. Debiles.
A2B. Pods narrow and large, stipitate, mostly curved, not
inflated, fleshy or with rigid walls, with cross section
over 4 nmi, long. Some forms of A. humistratus might
come here.
Flowers ochroleucous with woolly calyx, stubby, many.
7. CoUini
Flowers mostly purple, more scattered, without woolly
calyx. 10. Reventi-Arrecti.
A3B. Pods broad, narrow in flexuosus, etc... inclined to be
inflated and mottled and with short and spreading
pubescence at least on the leaves, firm but not fleshy,
Flowers purple and mostly small. Stems slender and
tufted. 17. Flexuosi
A4B. Pods broad and very fleshy, or narrowed at tips and
winged or angled. 8. Podo-sclerocarpi.
2A. Pods incompletely 2-cened by one or both sutures being
reised as a ridge or partial partition within.
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2AB. Dorsal suture neither revised nor intruded. Ventral
suture produced somewhet along the middle. Pods
inflated and with papery walls (rarely leathery in A.
lentiginosus) 4. Inflati*
2A2B. Dorsal suture, either a raised line within or slightly
produced, the ventral seldom produced.
2A2BC. Walls almost papery, pods slightly inflated.
Pods sessile. 5. Sparsiflori.
Pods stipitate and mostly pendent. 6. Alpini
2A2B2C. Walls rigid or a little fleshy. Pods mostly
stipitate.
Pods ascending to erect^ abruptly if at all pointed below.
10. Reventi-Arrecti.
Pods pendent, tapering below, esplanate with age.
26, Lonchocarpi,
2A2B30. inflated
ly-ovate, oblique. Dorsal suture a raised line only
within. Walls variably fleshy, mostly hairy or wool-
ly without. Flowers purple, rarely white,
mostly large. Plants caespitose, acaulescent, or
pulpy with short stems, never erect, 18. Argophylli.
2A2B4C. Dorsal suture a raised ridge within. Pods
mostly stipitate, broad to round, inflated, with rigid
iry when mature, variably fleshy. Flow-
large. Stems erect mostly. Leafle
9. Preussii.
3A. intrusion
3AB. suture intruded t<
intruded to speak
3ABC- Pods semingly wrong side up by the ventral
suture being the more arched.
Pods rigid, rarely fleshy or papery, not inflated,
*
' mostly pendent, slightly if at all stipitate.
oblong or narrower, as broad as high.
Flower scattered and small. 15. Atrati.
Flowers large and densely spicate. Pods nearly
linear.
Leaflets broad and flat, many
25. Galegiformes.
Leaflets very narrow and few. 26. Lonchocarpi.
Pods papery, inclined to be a little inflated, stinitate.
mostly pendent. (A. scopu orum
Strigul
5 a little fleshy and inclined to be a little inflated,
ascending in dense spike on tall stems. Flowers
w^i^e. 11. miginosi.
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3AB2C. Pods with ventral suture not the more
arched rather fleshy.
Flowers not small, many.
Pods erect or ascending. Flowers large.
Flowers purple. Pods linear to narrowly oblong,
reniform to elliptical in cross section, nearly
straight. 19. Malaci.
Flowers white or cream-colored. Pods curved,
linear, triquetrous in cross section, smooth.
20. Succumbens.
Pods pendulous, narrow. Flowers white or cream-
colored.
F
Pods not long-tapering below. 25. Galegifonnes.
Pods long-tapering below. 26. Lonchocarpi.
Pods spreading, rarely erect^ broad and thick, mostly
very fleshy. Leaflets long narrow and few.
Stems coarse. 8. Podo-sclerocarpi.
Flowers small. Pods spreading. Low plants.
14. Lotiflori.
3A2B, Pods wholly 2-celled except at tip. Both sutures
variously intruded.
Pods inflated, mostly papery, not small, not shaggy.
Pods spherical to oval. Stems very slender.
A. platytropis.
Pods oval to ovate, oblique. Stems not delicate.
Pods sessile. A. lentiginosus.
Pods stipitate. A. Bolanderi and vallaris.
Pods somewhat to not at all inflated.
Pods not small, rarely narrow, not triquetrous.
ods plum-shaped and very
Pods sessile.
Pods stipitate.
. Sarcocarpi.
A. accidens. jt: /^^Z
Pods oblong and oblique, fleshy, stipitate.
A. pachj
Pods narrowly oblong to oval, leathery, inclined
us
to be shaggy or leaves shaggy. 21. MoUissimi
small or narrow, triquetrous to didymous in
cross section.
Is triquetrous in cross section, rarely reniform,
mostlv narrow rnd curved, mostly reflexed.
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Perennails. Flowers not very small.
Flowers very larg^e. A, succumbens*
Flowers medium-sized. Northern plants.
(A. nitidus.)
Flowers very small, mostly Mexican.
27. Hamosi.
Annuals.
29. Micranthl.
28. Leptocarpi.
Pods didymous to reniform, cross-ribbed small.
Perennials.
heads
fruit in spik
Hypogrlottides
-J
Annuals
13. Chaetodontes
30. Didymocarpi
I
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HOMALOBI.
Pods wholly 1-celled, with rib-like sutures which are
neither conspicuously raised as sharp edges nor intruded
as partitions, splitting along both sutures from the tip, (from
the base in A. stenophyllus), rarely sulcate dorsally, not at
all ventrally, with walls papery to thin-coriaceous, rarely a
little inflated, with body linear to oblanceohite or rarely nar-
rowly oblong to half-oval. Flowers racemose, rarely capi-
tate. Perennials (A. quinqueflorus is annual.)
The synonymy in the text is much abbreviated to avoid packing the de-
.
scriptions with useless matter. Complete synonymy is given in the Index
where all names are found under the recognized species to which they belong.
Abbreviated cross references are given under generic synonyms simply to aid
in finding the correct name.
Key
4
P
A. Pods papery, reflexed, with sutures thicker than the walls (not
evidently so in the stenophyllus group), not sulcate, normally
' completely laterally flattened when immature and mostly so when
ripe, abruptry apiculate, with suture the more arched except rarely
in A. stenophyllus, narrowed below. Pedicels not twisted.
AB, Calyx almost turbinate, 1-2 mm. long, the slender teeth at
least half as long as but little longer than tube. S^tipules con-
spicuously connate. Foliage inclined to blacken an drying.
Weak, much branched, and ^/ery slender plants with small and
purplish (rarely whitish) flowers. Leaflets long-petiolulate acute
at base and narrowed. Pods ain.ost sessile or on a stipe not
much longer than calyx, narrowly oblong to half-oval, with the
sutures prominent. *
ABC- Calyx teeth decidedly shorter than the tube. Ribs of pods
conspicuous. Peduncles elongated and subterminal and with
the rachis often a foot long. Leaflets distant, mostly folded
and rather thick, but really oblong, seemingly linear. Leaves
never sessile. Perennials of dry and open mountain slopes in
Lower Temperate Life zone. Tenelli,
1 Wingatensis.
2 tenellus.
+
AB2C. Calyx teeth longer than the tube and unequal, tube about
2 mm. long. Pods short-oblong to half-oval, ashy, inflated and
cross-section deltcid-ovate, not 1 cm. long (about 8 mm.) 3-5
mm. high, about sessile. Ventral suture nearly straight, the
dorsal much arched. Flowers purplish, ascending, 5-7 mm.
long, In short racemes on, short and filiform peduncles which
arc much shorter than the leaves and solitary and axillary
nearly throughout- Leaves all petioled, rarely 6 cm. long.
Leaflets nearly linear and acutish at both ends to narrowly
elliptical and obtuse, thin, nearly 2 cm. long. Pubescence
ashy throughout. A. pauciflorus and miser might be sought
here as they are near relatives but because of much inflated
pads and ventral suture being less arched they are placed in
the inflati.
F
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A2B, Calyx short-cylindrical to almost campanulate, teeth shorter
than the tube and mostly very short. Pods inclined to be larger
above and tapering into a long and filiform stipe at base, acute
at tip, very flat, about straight, 2-4 cm. long exclusive of th«
stipe, smooth. Flowers fully 1 cm. long. Leaflets distant,
1-2 cm, long, mostly acute and mostly linear. Peduncles elon-
gated and subterminal.
A2BC. Flowers bright piflk-purple, few. Stipules connate below.
Calyx teeth rather narrow. Pods opening first at tip.
3 CoKonl.
A2B2C. Flowers ochroleucous or white, rather many. Calyx teeth
broad and mostly deltoid. Lower rib of the pod a mere line
and inconspicuous. Stipes capillary. Pedlundes slender.
Pedicels slender, 2-4 times as long as bracts. Stems erect and
branching above, 2-3 ft, high. Leaflets 7-15 pairs, long-petiolu-
late. Upper leaves about sessile, the lower short-petioled,
spreading. Leaf rachis conspicuously tapering.
4 stenophyllus.
5 Antiselli.
2A. pods not papery, rather rigid and almost leathery, rarely nar-
rower below than at tip, with sutures not conspicuously thicken-
ed, though evident and acuminate at tip.
2AB. Pods conspicuously stipitate. This group seems to connect
with the Podo-sclerocarpi, but is equally as near as the Homalobi2ABC, Pods erect, conspicuously laterally flattened. Leaflets
nearly round, leathery, broadly cuneate below. Whole plant
smooth except for a few hairs on the calyx.
6 porrectus. '
2AB2C. Pods long-stlpitate, acuminate at both ends, linear, re-
flexed or widely spreading, mottled, the body 3-4 cm, long,
3-5 mm. wide, much laterally flattened, the ventral suture
the more arched and *j5od inclined to be recurved Rather
straggling slender plants 2-3 ft long. Pedicels not twistedthough pods appear upside down. Inversi.
7 Californicus.
8 inversus.
2A2a Pods narrow, mostly sessile or with a minute stipe, mostly
linear or oblanceolate, sharply acute, ending in a filiform tip,
when young flat and knife-like and inclined to be larger above(not so in Episcopus and normally jn most forms of junceus),
when mature flat at tip and also flat at base (except in forms
.
of junceus), the middle section being obovate elliptical (flat
in Episcopus) or rarely cord?te when sulcate in one form of
of campestns, mostly narrowed into the calyx, tip nearly alwaysdeclined, the venitral suture normally more arched (convex) thandorsal at least toward the tip cf pod but seeming less so because
of the twisted pedicel which brings the pod wrong side up, rare-ly in forms of junceus the pods are falcate upwards and with
r.^??l. "'^tu''^"u"''^' ^^^^ race-^cse, widely spreading orreflexed smooth when mature. Flowers capitate rarely, mostly
'^!iT^^^' ^'1^^ spreading or reflexed, rather greenish white
!i ! uu
"' P^'^P^^-tipped an^ sometimes the banner, short
and stubby, rarely 1 cm. long. Bracts short and sharp, rarely
as long as pedicels In fruiL Keel greatly incurved. Slenderplants growing in tufts from slender crown-branches fromtap root, mostly low and weak. Leaves narrow with ratherdistant leaflets and with the stender petiole mostly as long asthe rachis. or the leaflets rudimentary or absent from the rush-hke rachis, Campcstres,
6 7
2A23C. Pods wider above, conspicuously flattened laterally except
in the middle, the valves twisting at maturity and opening at
tip and to base. Banner erect, oblong. Keel erect and mosLJy
produced and very sharp. Calyx teeth very sharp and mostly
subulate. Leaves never all filiform. Stems rarely wiry.
9 campestris.
2A2E2C. Pods mostly about the same width from tip to base, about
flat when ripe (conspicuously flattened when young, and round
in cross-section when ripe in A, Junceus), not noticeably sul-
cate. Leaflets mostly like the rachis, that is round, filiform
and sulcate, 1-2 pairs, rarely some are flattened a little or the
rachis flattened and enlarged toward the tip and phyllodium-
like, rarely jointed to rachis- Stems wiry and rush-like, wide-
ly branching, open, erect, green. Peduncles, stems and leaves
about all alike and tapering. Flowers and pods in loose ra-
< cemes and pods reflexed, except in A. Woodruffi. Inflorescence
longer than the elongated leaves. Stipules thick, green, v^lth
a broad base, not connate. Mostly tufted plants about 2 feet
high.
2A2B2CD. Proper peduncles shorter than the leaves. Calyx
teeth minute and blunt. Stipules narrow. Pedicels about
four times the bracts. Bracts minute, triangular.
' lo Junceus.
ir Episcopus.
2A2B2C2D, Pedfcefs not longer than the bracts, 2-4 mm. long
Calyx teeth subulate, at least one third to a half the tube in
length, reddish. Peduncles much longer than the leaves.
12 lancearius.
13 Woodruffi.
2A2B3C. Pods about the same width throughout, linear, abruptly
acute, little compressed, straight or nearly so, slightly sulcata
dorsally. Calyx teeth subulate, longer than the tube. Leaflets
linear-obianceoiate, not liRe the rachis, not opposite, 3-6 pairs.
Peduncles axillary, short. Pods reflexed in racemes longer
than the peduncles. Bracts and stipules minute.
13a pasqualensis.
3A. Casspitose or acaulescent plants with small and mostly arched,
short and stubby flowers with short claws, rarely 9 mm. long (1.5
cm. long in detritalis), single to few, mostly racemose, rarely
capitate, sessile or short-pediceled. Calyx campanulate (rarely
cylindrical In detritalis) and short, with the mostly short teeth
not longer than the tube. Peduncles none or short, long In A-
Gllensis and quinqueflorus. Pods small, sessile, not wider above,
little longer than calyx, mostly laterally flattened, oblique, charta-
ceous, or thinly coriaceous never erect, even the flowers mostly
reflexed, the ventral suture normally concave, rarely convex.
Seeds single or few. Stipules large, (small in A. quinqueflorus)
sheathing or rarely free, mostly long-hairy below. Pedicels not
twisted. Pubescence mostly closely appressed and silvery.
3AB. Leaflets with sharp needle-like tips. Pubescence attached
by the middfe or no/t at the end (except In the var, tegetarius).
The terminal leaflet ?.t least not joined to the rachis (except
in detritalis)- Flowers purple. Keel tin not produced.
3ABC, Acaulescent and c^spitos^ plants. Flowers on evident
Deduncles. Lc3flets when present placed at the ends of the
evident oetioles. Bracts large and hyaline. Pods linear to
ovate, not sulcate, about 1 cm. long (longer in detritalis),
very sharp-pointed. Ventral suture straight or concave,
sometimes convex at tip. Leaflets flat.
14 simpliclfolius.
15 detritalis.
08
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3AB2C. Kentrophyti. Caespitose and prostrate plants. (one
variety erect) with densely matted stems which are mostly
very slender and with very short internodes. mostly longer
than the stipules. Flowers nearly sessile among the leaves,
blooming throughout the summer, reflexed as well as the
pods. Bracts minute, shorters than the pedicels. Leaves
very short or with no petiole, the whole rarely 2 cm. long. Leaf
lets folded, elliptical to nearly linear, acuminate and acer-
ose not jointed to the rachis, with thick midrib, 2-3 pairs.
Flowers very small and very much arched and hooded. Pods
rarely over 4 mm. long, claw like, ovate or broadly oblong,
rarely twice the calyx, about 1-seeded. This group connects
directly with the Humlstrati.
i6 raontanus,
3A2B, Caespitose or decumbent and widely spreading. Plants
with slender stems when less condensed, and mostly with in-
ternodes many times longer than stipules. Stipules large, con-
nate, hyaline- Flowers small and stubby on conspicuous
short pedicels, inclined to be subracemose, ascending to hori-
zontal, with conspicuous and subulate (rarely ovate) bracts
which are much longer than pedicels. Keel tip triangular and
sharp. Leaves with conspicuous petioles when leaflets are
less than 5 pairs. Leaflets 3-10 pairs, close-set (more distant
in A. humistratus var. tenerrimus) flat or rarely folded, all
jointed to rachis not acerose nor with thick midrib, with hairs
not attached at the end taut closely appressed and straight.
Bracts elongated. Pods conspicuously lunate or ovate or fal-
cate-oblong and abruptly contracted at tip to a long and aci-
cular point, much longer tthan calyx, 1-2 cm. long, mostly
conspicuously compressed laterally and with cross section obo-
vate to obcordate chartaceous, nearly smooth, mostly sulcata
dorsally to the middle but not at tip or base, cavity larger than
the seeds and a little inflated, few-seeded. Plants bloolmng
all summer. Humistrati.
I? humistratus.
i8 sesquiflorus.
Pods minute or seldom as long as calyx, one seeded, never 1 cm.
long, elliptical to ovate. Leaves with slender petioles, hairy
with closely appressed and straight hairs.
3A3B. Caespitose and acaul-scent plants or with stems with inter-
nodes not longer than the large, connate, hyaline, hairy and im-
bricated stipules. Leaflets obtuse. Bracts relatively large,
about equaling the calyx, lonner than the pedicel in humillimus
Pubescence not attached at the end except In A, troglodytes.
3A3BC. Leaflets 3-8 pairs, elliptical to oval, mostly flat. .Ped-
uncles conspicuous. Humillimi,
3A3BCD. Flowers single to very few, not over 5 mm. long.
19 humillimus.
3A3BC2D. Flowers 10 or more in heads or spikes on very short
pedicels and with long-triangular bracts about equaling
the calyx. Peduncles conspicuously longer than the leaves
(about twice as long) and ascending or erect, relatively stout
Crowns few and large, woody. Leaves narrow, about 1 dm.
long, with 6-10 pairs of elliptical flat, leaflets 5-10 mm.
long and contiguous. Pods somewhat longer than the calyx
and splitting it. Flowers not less than 5 mm. long. Calyx
teeth about or a little more than half the tube which is
obliquely conic and 3-4 mm. long and spreading.
20 Gileasis.
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3A3B2C. Leaflets digitate and mostly a single pair, oblanceolate
and apiculate, never minute. Stems caespitose often a mere
crown, always with overlapping stipules whch are very shaggy
with long hairs. Flowers purple. Plants blooming early,
2j sericaleucus.
3A4B, Stems caespitose, very many, prostrate, .very slender with
internodes much longer than tjie large and not connate istlpules.
Flowers white, small in axillary heads. Pods oval-ovate, about
4 mm. long. Leaflets yery small and nearly round. '
^
-^22 te^jetarioides.
3A5B. Slender plants, apparently winter annuals, with ascending
to prostrate stems a few inches long from the crown of a slender
root. Flowers racemose, few. Pods chartaceous, a little
inflated about 7 mm. long, with ventral suture conspicuously
arched and dorsal straight, leaflets linear. Peduncles elon^
' gated
. It is possible that' this, belongs in the Inflati, but at
present I place it here.
23 quinqueflorus.
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1. Astragalus Wingatensis Watson Proc, Am. Acad. i8 192 (1883)
.
Homalobus Rydberg. Pods straight,' but oblique, narrowly oblong, flat
in the type, about 15 mm. long and 3 mm. high, smooth and inclined
to be mottled, the dorsal suture only a little convex and the declined
tip nearly in line ^Ith it, seeds 3 or more maturing. Flowers 10-20
in a long and very open raceme, erect or spreading, 5-7 mm. long.
Banner abruptly arched at calyx tips to 45 to 100 degrees,
3-4 mm. long and 3 mm. wide, about 2-4 mm. longer than keel,
broadly ovate to oval deeply notched, purple-veined. Wings oblong,
3-4 ifam, long, entire, about ^bout 2 mm. longer than keel and ap-
pearing as if as long as banner by its being arched back, ascending
or much arched, flat to keel. Keel very blunt, the tip much incurved
and rounded, purple-tipped, surpassing the calyx teeth by about 2
mm. the tip oval, about 2 mm. wide, base straight. Calyx nigres-
cent, tube about 2 mm. long and the teeth about 1 mm. long and
.
broadly trtangular to filiform and about equal. Pedicels 1-3 mm.
long, slender. Bracts small but evident, persistent, hyaline. Pedun-
subterminal
filiform
tapering, erect.. Leaves never sessile, 2.5-7 cm. long. Leaflets S-6
pairs, distant, on small plants 4-10 mm. long, on larger ones 2-3
cm. long, elliptical to linear, distant, truncate to notched, mostly
folded and rather thick. Stipules with the free tips triangular in
the upper axils. Stems widely spreading and not densely branched,
often 2 ft. long, from a thick woody root, several, sparsely leafy.
Whole plant except the pods minutely pubescent, the hairs very wide,
warty, flat sparse. From Mounds Utah to Glenwood Springs Colo-
rado and southward in the Navajo Basin to Fort Wingate New Mex-
ico. It blooms in May, and grows on open and dry rocky slopes
^nd ledges among the junipers. Lower Temperate life zone.
Astragalus Wingatensis var- Dodgeanus (Jones Zoe 3 289 (189S)
as species). A. acerbus Sheldon and A. proximus Rydberg, Homalo^,
bus dementis Rvdberg. This is a stipitate-podded form, often
nearly round In cross section, and with flowers about 5 ^J^'J^"}^,
and white. The leaflets mostly linear to rudimentary and stems
very slender. From Thompson's Springs Utah to Glenwood
Springs
and Salida Colorado. Same life zone.
i Astragalus tenelfus Pursh FL 47S (1814). A. mult^^^^^^^^
(Pursh) Gray. Erviim multiflorum Purs». Tragacantha
Kuntze
Orobus dispar Nutt. Phaca nigrescens Hook.. A. nigrescens
(Hook.)
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Gray, Homalobug Britton. Pods 1-2 cm. long, 3-4 mm! high, normally
V ery flat but often nearly round in cross-section in the middle ab-
ruptly contracted at both ends, stipitate and with stipe often twice
the tube, mostly speckled, smooth and shining, from nearly oval to
narrowly oblong, with sutures equally arched "or the dorsal concave
and with pod seemingly recurved a little but with tip in line with the
dorsal suture. Seeds rarely more than one maturing. Flowers nor-
mally white, rarely purplish, 5-8 mm. long, ascending. Banner oval
to oblong-ovate, abruptly arched at end of calyx tube to 45
to 90 degrees, with sides reflexed 1 mm. wide below but not at all
at tip which is barely notched; groove very shallow at base andforming a half circle but reduced above to a broad arc about 2 mm
wide and then narrowed to tip, pink-purple-veined, inclined to be
faintly colored from 3 mm. below tip; white spot obovate and sparse-
ly veined, wit^h blade swelled a little near base. Wings obliquely
lanceolate-oblong and about half of an ellipse, entire from flat to
concave to keel to within 1 mm. of tip and then concave beyond
the left hand one flaring and the other straight, 1-2 mm. longer than
keel, I mm. wide, white. Keel rounded to over 90 degrees and pur-
ple tipped, the tip inclined to be truncate, about straight, surpassing
calyx by 2 mm. Calyx Hedeoma-like and a little obcompressed at
tip 1 mm. wide, nearly 2 mm. long, lower teeth longer, setaceous,
with rounded sinuses fully and not longer than the tube. Pedicels
about 1-2 mm. long, slender Bracts normally double the pedicelsbut sometimes short. Proper peduncles very short, inclined to be in
pairs m all but the lowest a-xils. one almost none and the other
1-2 cm, long, the floral rachis short to 1 dm. long and scatteringlyflowered Leaves 3-8 cm. long, nearly always closely sessile except
below. Leaflets 6-19 pairs, flat, rarely 2.5 cm. long, thin 3-5 mm
wide, narrowly elliptical, some nearly linear, mostly nearlv con-
tiguous. Stems a foot or two long, densely tufted and densely branch-
ed, not filiform, weakly ascending, with internodes rarely 7 cm long
and densely leafy. Smooth plants inclined to dry black Rather
common in shady places and woods from the Saskatchewan and the
Mcickenzle rivers to Minnesota and Nebraska and southward toNew Mexico, westward throughout Colorado and Utah to CentralNevada East Humboldt Mts. Nevada and northward Also on riverbottoms in Nebraska. Middle Temperate life zone. Some forms an-
proach A. Bourgovli.
3. Astragalus Colton! Jones Cont. 2 237 (1891). Pods in the
typo hnear to narrowly oblanceolate. triangular at tip 3-4 mm high
and 3-4 cm. long. Stipe 2-3 times the calyx. Flowers aboul; 1-15
cm. long, ascending. Banner about a half longer than keel about
8 mm. long, oval, arched abruptly beyond calyx to 45 degrees with
sides reflexed somewhat. Wings about 1 mm. wide, nearly straight
about 2 mm longer than keel and much narrower light-colored Keei
about 5 mm. long, straight or nearly so. the tip 'abruptly erect or a
little more and acute or turned out a trifle and triangular purple
about 3 nim. high. Calyx tube about 5 mm. long and 3 mm. high!
a little oblique at tin. a trifle narrower below and truncate and
attached on lower corner to a black-hai^y and stout reflexed pedicel
about 1 mm. long which Is about equaled by the minute bract ni-
r-e?rcnt. Teeth in the type minute, triangular. Peduncles very s'tout
lor the plant and strict and deeply sulcate, about as thick as the
stems, often a foot long. Leaves about 1 dm. long, with tapering
and rigid and green rachis. Leaflets very distant about 3 (3-5) pairs,
linear, ot)tuse, 1-2 cm. long, sometimes absent altogether, the ter-inmal one simply the enlarged tip of rachis and not jointed to it
ashy when young. Lower stipules connate and scarious, the up^
per trlaagnlar, small, green, variously connate or free..' Proper
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stems very short and flexuous, ascending, slender, densely tufted,
many, branched below, sulcate and green like the peduncles and
leaves. Roots thick and woody. Grows on gravelly mesas and cjin-
ons in open places where it is very dry. Blooms in May. Throughout
the northern part of the Navajo Basin and as far '6ast as Grand
Junction Colorado. Rare outside of the Navajo Basin. . Also on the
upper Sevier river at Vermilion Utah and in Tintic Valley near
Mammoth. Lower Temperate life zone.
Astragalus Coltoni var. Moafaensis Jones Cont. 8 11 (189S).
a foot high, leafy, the leaflets all jointed to rachis and elliptical to
linear. Pods obliquely linear-elliptical, about 2 cm. loug and 4 mm.
high, rather abruptly contracted at both ends, with stipe about
as long as calyx or twice as long. Flowers brilliant-purple, with elon-
gated banner. Calyx teeth 2 mm long. Moab and Westwater Utah.
First collected by Miss Eastwood. Very common in the lower edge of
the Middle Temperate life zone on the La Sals in the sagebrush.
Poisonous to hogs.
Astragalus Coltoni' var. aphyllus n. var. Leaflets none, the whole
plant a mass of filiform and tapering leaf rachises. Richfield Utah
in the red sandstone cliffs. A connecting form in the San Rafael
Swell.
4. Astragalus stcnophyflus T. & G. Fl. 1 329 (1838). A. filipes
Gray A. leptophyllus Nutt, Phaca Piper, Homalobus Rydberg. Pods
1.2-4 cm. long. 4-6 mm. high, broadly linear, width about equal
throughout, triangular at both ends, or rarely acuminate, delicately
reticulated but chiefly so in the middle, with cross-section diamond-
shaped to ovate when fresh and with both sutures raised externally and
not at all produced within, about straight and a little oblique, opening
first at base and with stipe dividing; sutures equally arched. Stipe
2-4 times the calyx. Pods generally pendent but sometimes horizontal
Flowers about 1-1.5 cm. long, loosely racemose, ascending, with ex-
serted claws, light-cream-colored. Banner short, arched to 45 to 90 de-
grees 2 mm. beyond calyx teeth, triangular-ovate to oblong, 7-10 mm-
longer than keel, expanded and thickened at base as in A. Beck-
withii, acutely notched, sides reflexed a little, groove very shallow
broadly v-shaped, about 2 mm. wide, a little wider below. Wings obo-
vate to lanceolate, ascending 45 degrees and exposing base of keel,
concave to keel, entire or obscurely toothed at the rounded tip, 1-3 mm.
longer than keel and nearly as long as banner. Keel with straight
base and tip sharply rounded to a half circle and the blunt end pointing
Inward, about 3 mm. high, yellow. Calyx about 3 mm. wide and 4 mm.
long, almost campanulate, nearly equally inserted at the acutish fleshy
base, greenish-white, oblique at tip and cleft deeper above and with
broad sinuses and minute deltoid blackish teeth. Pedicels 2-7 mm. long,
mostly filiform, much longer than the minute hyaline ovate bracts.
Peduncles 2-3 dm. long, much longer than the leaves, barely sulcate
as are the stems, the floral rachis about half as long and 10-10 flowered.
Leaves hardly 1 dm. long, rather scattered but longer than the slender
fnternodes. Leaflets 5-8 pairs, distant, about linear, 1. 5-4 cm. long, thm,
obtuse, rather cuneate at base and on white petiolules, green r^s are
the stems and peduncles. Stipules small, the upper ones green, reflexed
subulate from a deltoid base, free, those below hyaline aud mclined to
connate opposite the petioles. Stems very slender and erect In ra
ther dense tufts, branching aT5ove. many, about 2 ft. high. Pubescence
almost none. Growing in the Middle Temperate life zone and extend-
fng down a little into the Lower, in open gravelly slopes and bloonilng
in summer. Throughout the Columbia Basin as far east as Blackfoot
Idaho, throughout the northern part of "the Great Basin as far east as
Muncy Spring Valley Nevada and westward to the western side of the
Sierras at least on both Shasta slopes and northward. Common m
the northwest, on prairies and in the sagebrush.
ei
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Sheldon.
5. Astragalus Antiselli Gray Bot. Cal. 1 152 (1876). A. Hasseanus
Idon Pods in the type about 2 cm. long and 5-7 mm. high notVT *i * •'^ uu L i. era a t)-Ymuch flattened laterally and with about oval cross-section finely'retl-
culated all over oblanceolate to narrowly elliptical, tapering from neartip into the dark filrorm stipe which is about 3 times as long as caly?
tip barely acute and apiculate, sutures about equally arched Flowers'
about 1 cm. long. Calyx tube as in A. stenophyllus 'but teethtriangular and about half as long as the tube. Pedicels twice as long
as the short bracts. Peduncles 1-2 dm. long, about as long as leavesthe rachis a half to a third more and rather densely flowered Leaves
rn^fn^' f^^- Lf"^^^ 10-16 pairs, linear-oblong, to elliptical-oblong.
Im? ^' >'^ T- }'''^^' ^'^ °'°'- ^'^^' white-ribbed, ashy with minute«hite hairs closely appressed and fixed by base. Stems slender but
r^l^f""/"'^
""^^ from a woody shrubby base, ashy, somewhat sulcata,
nnn. ^;^^^^''^''''l
Sh?'^on is a form with longer and more acuminatepods. This may hybridize with A. trichopodus. On dry slones in
warS" Anf f^' "^v'tf ^^T '•'"""^ ^^^ ^"'« ^^^^^ CanLrnil aid'south-rd, ntelope Valley, Davidson. Tropical.
Astragalus Antiselli var. phoxus Jones Cont. 10 G5 (1902) Agaviotus Elmer. Pods with body about 2 cm. long. 7 mm high and 1mm thick, almost completely flattened laterally, o^ a"dpe fully halfas ong. oblanceolate to linear-elliptical, sutureJ'either eqSally aUedor the ventral the more so. shortly acuminate at both ends opening
«S.f. ''^' ^P'7'^t«- ,*^«^-ers 15-20. about 1.5 cm. long ' Sne?
wTde in thT'm';.^™^- '°"^!,':.
than wings, with sides refleled 2 mm'i e iddle only. Wings linear-oblanceolate. nearly 2 mmonger than keel and much narrower, little arched. Kee! exceeSthe calyx tube by 4 mm. nearly straight, tip sharply incurved to fat least 110 degrees, about 3 mm. high, blunt, not dark Peduncles(and stems) sulcate. 1-3 dm. long, stout. Leaflets 12-15 pairs nearlycontiguous, oblong-elliptical, about 1.5 cm long somewhat red?cp5ST leSfs' 's^nk'f '^^'- ^°^"^^% ^^^ SanThlvWe'S
and Tr'ichJJodL"^"''''
'"""^ ""^ "^^ '^''^'' ^^-^^^ ^- ^^'P^^--
J «• Astragalus porrectus Watson Bot. King 75 (1871) Podsabout 1.5 cm long, exclusive of the stipe, about 4 mm high and 2 r^mwide much Internally flattened, shortly acuminate at both ends Stip into a subulate and straight beak 1-2 mm long at base iritn « v^rv
stout tapering straight stipe often twice as long as calyx arcuate nearthe base erect at tip or a little incurved and calyx near^v hoHzontal Flowers about 1 cm. long, white, ascending yellowish when
7-
^^T:^^
oblong-oval, abruptly erect at calyx tips with sSelrrflex
1^ T f 1™°"- ^'^^ '^^ ^^^^' ^^^^ «° above, rathe; fleshy the e^S
finHr^l
^^
k'^'^-k"^^-
^"'""^^ ^'''''^^^ oblanceolate or obliquely el
!»f» l; '''''''^' f"""^ * °'°^- '°"S«^ th^i^ keel and 2 mrn shorter
Srbase rr'alS Jrl T"' "'f ' ^^^^"'^^"^- ^'"^^ about" mm ongine base straight and tip nearly erect and triangular Calyx hvalinPthe tube about 3 mm. long and 2 mm high abruntlv roinf^P^ . f k
triangular bracts. Peduncles stout, in the upper axils about 1 ,J^
Srs^ea":^^ r;s.ris:*- p.r^-v.'j.^j .^-^.^x
Orcuttlanus
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7. Astragalus Californicus (Gray) Greene Bull. CaL Acad. 3 157
(1885). A. colliniis var, Californicus Gray Proc. Am. Acad! 12 54
(1876). Pod about triangular at each end in the type and strai^^ht Init
varying to acuminate at both ends and very arcuate, 4-5 mm. wide, the
cross section elliptical, rather closely racemose, smooth when old,
minutely hairy when young, pendent, finely reticulated throughout,
about the same width throughout, opening first at tip. Flowers white,
1-1.5 cm. long, shortly and densely racemose, spreading.. Banner 7-10
mm. long, oval, arched to about 45 degrees and abruptly at end of
Calyx, with sides much reflexed from the base, 3-4 mm. longer than
wings. Wings linear, about 1.5 mm. wide arched sometimes to 45 de-
grees, about 2 mm, longer than keel. Keel with straight base, about
4 mm, long, abruptly arched to erect, the triangular tip rather nar-
row and 3-4 mm. high, and inclined to truncate, yellow at very tip-
Calyx about cylindric, about 5 mm. long and 3 mm. high, very
slightly narrower below, hairy, white and hyaline, the upper side a
trifle arched and the lower straight, attached at the lower
and fleshy corner and nearly truncate there, a trifle oblique at tip,
the triangular teeth hardly one-fourth as long and nigrescent. Pedi-
cels in flower 1-3 mm. long and about as long as the triangular to
subulate papery bracts, in fruit sometimes 6 mm. long and twice as
long as bracts. Peduncles about as stout as stems, sulcate, strict,
1-1.5 dm. long, about twice as long as leaves, the floral rachis nearly
as long. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, the upper sessile, a little longer than
the internodes. Leaflets 7-10 pairs, 5-12 mm, long mostly folded, acut-
ish to rounded, broadly linear to linear-oblanceolate, not contiguous,
not opposite, cuneate and long-petiolulate at base, hoary with soft and
spreading wavy almost woolly hairs fixed by the b^se. Stems not
slender, decumbent below, a little flexuous, about 2 ft. long, sulcate and
green, tufted from rather woody root. Stipules triangular-subulate,
H^id and reflexed, green above, hyaline below and connate, small. The
stipe in type Is hardly longer than the calyx but other plants have
-Btipe half as long as the pods and 5 times as long as calyx. In the
valleys adjoining Mt. Shasta California on the north. Middle Tem-
perate life zone, in gravelly places. Blooming in April and May.
8- Astragalus inversus Jones Cont. 5 276 (1893). Pods nearly
horizontal or a little reflexed, 2.5-4 cm. long exclusive of the rather
»tout and tapering stipe which is about 1 cm. long, reddish when fresh
a.nd purplish when dry, 4-6 mm. high, nearly flat when dry but
little so when fresh, straight or only a little arcuate. Flowers very
loosely racemose, few, ascending, purplish, about 1 cm. long. Banner
pinkish when fresh, with red stripes on the outside, about 1 cm, long,
elliptical-oblong, a trifle wider below, ascending 45 degrees In a
gentle arc from end of calyx tube, 4 mm. wide below, 3 mm, wide at tip,
notched barely, with sides reflexed 2 mm wide below, appearing fid-
dle-shaped by the sulcus being very narrowly U-shaped at base and
widening above at the tip where the sides are not at all reflexed,
sulcus 1 mm. deep below, becoming a mere line above; white spot
barely visible but its place taken by purple veins. Wings obliquely
oblanceolate, ascending 30 degrees, 3 mm. wide, concave to keel
and flaring, the left hand one the most so, erose at the acutish tip,
pinkish with stripes, nearly 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel lunate, about
2 mm. wide in the middle, acute at both ends and equally arched from
base to the erect tip which is yellowish and darker, base of keel
nearly round in cross section. Calyx tube round in cross section, cam-
panulate, about 3 mm. long and 2 mm. high, red. nearly equally inserted
at the acutish fleshy base, teeth minute, triangular from a broad base
Pedicels stout 1-2 mm. long and about as long as the small, greenish.
ovate bracts. Peduncles often a foot long, srreen and sulcate as are
the stems and leaves, very slender and falcate, the few flowers scat-
tered alone theunnerend. Leaves about 1 dm. long, all petioled with the
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green rachis scarcely tapering. Leaflets 2-5 pairs, remote, narrowly
linear, acutish to obtuse, conspicuously reduced above, the terminal
one phyllodia-like but mostly short-jointed to rachis, and mostly larger
or longer than the upper ones, 1-2 cm. long. Stems decumbent to
weakly ascending, very slender and lax, 2-3 ft. long, the slender inter-
nodes longer than the leaves, several from a fleshy erect root. Whole
habit of A. junceus and evidently repleces it in the Sierras. Susan-
wlth Finns ponderosa, Quercus, Agropyron and Lotus in black and rich
soil. Middle Temperate life zone, blooming in June. It has the
plant green, and pubescence very sparse and scarcely visible, except
on the calyx where it is minute and soft. Stipules green, rigid, subu-
late, reflexed, about 4 mm. long above, barely connate below and very
short. Growing on gravelly lava southern slopes among boulders along
ville California and vicinity.
9. Astragalus campestris (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 22^
aS64). Homalobus campestris Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 351 (183^).
Homalobus tenuifolius Nutt. Not A. tenuifolius Desf. This is the
common form in high mountains on rocky ridges, alpine and subalpine,
with stems mostly flat on the ground from rather woody roots, short
leaves and elongated peduncles and rather capitate flowers. Leaflets
linear and very acute, the terminal one not elongated much, small, in-
clined to be ashy-pubescent. From the mountains of New Mexico and
probably the San Francisco peaks of Arizona northward to the
tsritlsh line and westward in all the mountains of Utah and probably
southern Idaho. Apparently not found in Neveda and the Sierras
but to be expected. This form rarely has pods a trifle sulcate dor-
sally. For the general cliaracter of the species see the var de-
cumbena. All the varieties freely intergrade according to the shade
and moisture in which they grow.
Astragalus campestris var. dccumbens (Nutt.) Jones. Homalo-
bus decumbens Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 352 (1838)- A. decumbens
(Nutt.) Gray A. convallarius Greene, Phaca decumbens (Nutt.) Piper.
Homalobus Sallds Rydberg. Pods about straight, about 2-3 cm.
long, linear to oblanceolate, reflexed. Flowers 5-10 Banner obovate
to oblong, veined from a darker and ring-like base, about 2 mm. longer
than keel, about 3 mm. long, arched abruptly at end of calyx to
about 85 degrees, sides scarcely reflexed except at base and less
than 1 mm. wide, groove filling the whole banner, 3 mm wide and
1 mm. deep, deeper below. Wings short, little longer than keel,
oblanceolate, arched so as to expose base of keel. 1-1.5 mm wide
concave to keel, twisted so as to be about horizontal at tip. Keel
with erect part about as long as base and sharply arched to 90 de-
grees and narrowly-triangular-acute. Calyx tube obcompressed at tip
Hedeoraa like, campanulate, not deeper cleft above, with rounded sinu*
sea, teeth slender, little shorter than tube. Peduncles very long and
erect as to stems, often 2 dm. long, subterminal. Leaves narrow,
thin, with 3-7 pairs of flat leaflets linear (often falcate) to narrowly
oblong but acute at both ends, 2-25 mm. long, 1-9 mm. wide, rather
distant, short-petiolulate and the lateral ones iointed to rachia.
Stipules subulate, united near ground. Stems diffuse when growing
alone, very slender, rarely 3 dm. long, many, from slender roots whichbranch below ground and spread out in open tufts,' often straggling on
the ground In open places but erect mostly in shade Leaves very
variable according to shade. Pubescence attached at the end in the
type but with a hump near base representing the other end of a pick-
shaped hair, closely appressed and very variable but silvery only fn the
var. crispatus. The 'type of this variety has erect stems and linear leaves
with the terminal one elongated and about as long as the slender
petiole and raceme. It has the general habit of A. juncens and is
seldom collected. Lima Montana and Rexford. Idaho, Jones.Glenwood Spnngs, Colorado, Diehl. Type locality In southern Wyoming
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north. Stems erect
and peduncles with
Leaflets thin, most-
almost filiform from
*
along the overland trail by Nuttall. Middle Temperate life zone in brush
in dry paces. What Gray mistook for this species and Intended
to be called A. campestrig is quite different and is what I had in view
as A, decumbens var/ campestris. A. decumbena (Nutt.) Gray is a
low^er form with longer peduncles, and with terminal leaflet not elon-
gated and connects with the next. This form blooms from July to
September. ;
Astragalus campestris var, hylophiius (Rydberg). Homalobas
hylophilus Rydberg Fl. Mbrit 247 (1900). H. decurrens Rydberg. A.
divergens Blankenship. This is what Gray intended as A. campestris.
and w^hat has been so considered by all botanists since. Plants grow-
ing in the shade in moist places mostly at the
normally, with short internodes and long leaves
inflorescence rarely surpassing tlie leaves much,
ly green, barely acute, oval to linear, fiat. Stems
similar and much branched underground branches of the tap root,
Common in the mountains at the south from the siibalpine down to
the edge of the Middle Temperate and throughout the woods of the
Middle Temperate at the north, New^ Mexico to southern "Utah, north-
ward and northwestward to the Cascades and the far north. A. stri-
gosus C. & R, A., griseopubens Sheldon, Homaiobus camporum Ryd-
berg is an intermediate form with narrower leaves almost silvery-
pubescent approaching the type of A. campestris var. decumbens:
Astragalus campestris van. crispatus. Stems densely tufted
from woody root, with general habit of A. campestris, but inflorescence
iittle longer than leaves. Pods ashy and leaves silvery with Joose
crisped hairs attached near the middle. Alta Montana in pine woods,
Middle Temperate life zone.
Astragalus campestris var. serotinus (Gray Pac. R. R- 12 IS, 51
t. 5 (1860) as species), A. decumbens var. serotinus (Gray) Jones. A.
strigosus C. & F., griseopubens Sheldon, A. Palliseri Gray. This
is a straggling elongated form much' tufted and with slender root
branches, elon^nted racemes and peduncles, the whole often 2
ft long with leaflets from broadly linear to almost filiform, spar-
ingly pubescent, calyx teeth very short and almost deltoid, and keel
tip about deltoid and not long triangular as in most forms of the
species This is the common form throughout the Columbia drainage
from near the Continental divide to the Cascades in open woods
and on nrairies. When the calyx teeth are subulate (which Is com
stipitate it corresponds well w^tn A.
T
7'
-ft
^-
p ,
mon) and the pod slightly
Palliseri Gray. '
.
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10. Astragalus junceus (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 230 (1861)
Homaiobus junceus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 351 (1838). A diversifolms
var. roborum J.ones. Pods narrowly linear, acuminate at tip, 3-4 mm.
wide, when mature cross section almost round from base to tip, gen-
erally straight, but sometimes falcate a little either dorsally or ven-
trally, 3-4.5 cm. long. Inverted on a slender and twisted pedicel.
Leaflets all filiform or only rarely some lower ones flat the
upper
ones mostly absent and rachis not larger toward tip. Seeds as iv-ide
as cavity. Stems mostly few together often solitary. FloN^ers broad
and stubby not 1 cm. long, arched into a half circle Banner
broad y
cblong-obovate or wider, arched at calyx tips to ;10-I2o fS^^^^f "
sharp arc, the whole upper part is the groove which is a half
circ e
and 5 mm wide and 1.5 mm. deep and with an accessory g^^^ ^o^n
the middle, at a point about 2 mm. below tip of banner
the groove
narrows abruptly to about 1.5 mm. wide. At the base of
^h« fo^J^
there Is a narrowly triangular white spot with
narrow endjp and
from the sides of this radiate out deep-purple veins ff1^5/'
be'°w. The
erect part of banner is about 5 mm. high, with sides '«"«^\^,f^,^J^^"f
only at a point about 2 mm. below keel tip. Wmgs very obliquely el-
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llptfcal-ovale and close-pressed to keel to its tip and concave to It.
then flare a little and with the upper edge involute a little, wider than
keel, arched to 45 degrees and so concealing the keel, 2 mm. wide in
the middle, entire, white, rounded. Base of keel falcate upw^ard and
the tip arched at least 90 degrees to this in a short arc, and the tip
sharp and produced and about 3 mm. high, dirty-purplish and gray-
tipped. Calyx short-cylindrlc, a trifle laterally flattened at base
and obcompressed at tip, not deeper cleft above. About 1.5 mm. thick,
scarcely fleshy-thickened at base, about 4-5 mm. long. Teeth very
short and the sinuses rounded and open. Flowers horizontal, mostly
soon reflexed on stout pedicels. Frequent from the borders of Texas
through northern Arizona and western Colorado and Wyoming at
least to Halleck Nevada and northward to the Brftish line in the up-
per edge of the plnon and juniper belt and throughout the Middle
Temperate life zone in dry places, preferably on gravelly mesas and
gentle slopes, mostly in the sagebrush, not in 'the Columbia Basin.
Since this is the common form and the species was described first I
use thiB name instead of orthocarpiis (diversifolius of Gray) which
would have to displace the name of Boissier.
Astragalus junceus var. orthocarpus (Nutt. in T. & G, Fl. 1 351
(1S38) as Homalobus), A. junciformis Nelson. This is a rare form
with the rachis widened to a phyllodium. and with occasionally linear
and flat leaflets. Green River Wyoming and vicinity and Helper
Utah where all sorts of intergrades occur.
Astragalus junceus var. attenuatus. Stems very slender. Leaflets
entirely absent or reduced to scales and rachis filiform-attenuate.
Pods compressed throughout, narrowly linear, slightly falcate upward,
not wider above, about 5 cm. long and 2 mm. high and 1 mm. thick
gradually attenuate to a filiform tip. Price Utah on the clay mesas ir)
very poor soil, among the junipers. This is one of those very In+ereat-
leg variations produced by peculiar alkaline deserts of the Navnjo
Basin, but not growing on alkaline flats, and is doubtless caused not
by alkali but starvation, though the plant has become perfectly
adapted to its environment as it is thrifty and not a sport, nor de-
pauperate.
11. Astragalus Episcopus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 10 346 (1875).
Homalolnis Rydberg. Pods flat even af maturity and with cross-section
linear, pod half-elliptical to oblong, 2-3 cm. long. 5-6 mm. high in the
middle and hardly 1 mm. thick, tip and base shortly and obliquely trian-
gular, the base sometimes contracted to a thick stipe half as long as
calyx, not sulcate, soon reflexed, smooth and shining, with central sut-
ure conspicuously the more arched especially near the base. Seeds
filling from half to a third of the width of cavity. Calyx campanulate
about 3 mm. long, with very short deltoid teeth. Pedicels slender, aboutM long as calyx, rarely twisted even in fruit. Flowers white, 'tinged
with purple, above about 8 mm. long, with straight hase and tip
arched to 43 to 90 degrees. Banner broadly ovate, about 1 mm. longer
than wings, with Bides reflexed below the middle to 1 mm, wide.
Wings oblanceolate, oblique, acutish on the upper corner, about 2 mm*
wide and 1-3 mm. longer than keel, little flaring. Keel with straight
base, rather sharply arched al tip to 90 degrees, and erect part 3-4 mm
high, rather narrowly-triangular but not conspicuously sharp as in al-
lied species. Stems rigid, round, zig-zag, very much branched form-
ing a mass about as broad as long, the internodes 3-5 cm long
stems about 1-2 ft high. Petioles almost as thick as stems and' equal-
ly rigid, tapering but blunt, rarely a trifle widened at tip, 6-8 cm long
curved, with 1-2 pairs of subalternate scattered leaflets, or the upper
ones without leaflets, leaflet? vhe- ?hr^rt f>re oblong, when long are
linear, 3-20 mm. long, thick and rigid, blnnt. Stipules small hvaline
Proper peduncles as stout as stems and similar, rarely as long as le-^.ves
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with racemose and scattered inforescence often a foot long, ercet. This
18 Clearly a close relative of A. junceus though the pods and flowers are
decidedly different. It grows in sandy places along the Pahrla and in
House Rock valley north of Lee's Ferry Arizona and southward along
the Little Colorado at least 50 miles. Captain Bishop, for whom it is
named also got it probably on the western side of the Kaibab south
Kanab-
12. Astragalus lancearius Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 370 (1878).
Mature pods rather shiny but minutely pubescent, light-colored, 2-2.5
cm. long, 5-7 mm. high, flat, ascending when young, horizontal to re-
ilexed when ripe, almost sessile, with apiculate to triangulat ends,
oblique but nearly straight, abruptly rounded at base, splitting calyx,
linely cross-nerved, with dorsal suture straight or rarely a little con-
cave, but with a convex hump near the 'tip mostly, tip in line with
dorsal suture. Ventral suture very convex especially toward the base.
Fruiting pedicels reflexed, 2-4 mm. long. Fruiting racemes long and
loose. Flowers in loose racemes, w^hite, with at least the keel and often
the wings and banner purple-tipped, narrow, about 1-1.5 cm. long,
straight. Immature pods nearly linear, mostly arcuate and not much
flattened. Peduncles a foot or two long, sulcate, stout, strict, the rachis
nearly as long. Banner ovate, arched abruptly at calyx tips to 45 to
^0 degrees, waterlined, 'with sides reflexed about 3 mm. wide below
and not at all at tip, 2-3 mm. longer than keel, rather remote from it
aiid exposing it. Groove in banner 4 mm. wide at tip, and 1 and one
half mm. wide and deep below. White spot with 8 broad white liaea
and narrow purple veins, round. Wings 6 mm. long, about 1 mm. wide,
pr.hed, rounded at tip, conniven't at tip, concave to keel and 2-3 mm.
longer than it, oblong-oblanceolate, oblique Keel a little convex
OOiUW and sharply rounded to the erect tip above, obtuse, half-triaug t-
lar-cuneate, reddish-purple, 3 mm. high, straight. Calyx tube cylin-
drical nearly but flattened a little laterally, nearly straight, 3-4 mm.
long, thin, narrowed below and attached on the lower corner, ashy,
clett much deeper above, and oblique at tip, with nearly filiform teeth
lax. Floral pedicels often shorter than the bracts. Bracts stiff,
triangular, 2-4 mm. long. Proper stems rarely a foot long, flexuous,
tew, branched below, from a woody root, erect, green. Stipules green,
I'^^id 3 8 mm. long, reflexed. adnate. Upper leaves reduced to the
f:iiform rachis, 3-5 cm. long. Central leaves 7-9 cm. long, with 1-2 pairs
of folded or nearly filiform leaflets which are rigid, obtuse, ashy,
hardly opposite, 1-2 cm. long, jointed to rachis. Lower leaves shorter
and often with 1-2 pairs of linear flat leaflets. The plants have the
habit of A. junceus, but stems rather more numerous, and root much
blanched and woody. This abounds on depressions and cracks In
the sloping rocks of the San Rafael Swell foot. It blooms early in
May and fruits two weeks later. The tn^e locality is the Beaverdam
Mts. west of St. George on the edge of Utah. It is more slender than
A. Episcopus but tufted in the same way
13. Astragalus Woodruff! n. sp. Pods broadly linear, about 2 cm.
long and 4 mm. high, flat, ashy, cartilaginous, erect and appressed,
sessile, arcuate, not splitting the calyx, the triangular beak with a
subulate tip and in line with the ventral suture, the base rounded.
Satires prominent and equally arched, the ventral concave. Flowers
brilliant-pink-purple. M.5 cm. long, straight, narrow, erect, rather
densely spicate. Barner narrowly ovate, ascending 45 degrees in a
gentle arc from end of tube, water-lined, p irple throughout and with-
out white spot, rounded to a trifle refuse, with sides reflexed 3 mm.
wide below and not at all above. Groove a half circle at keel
tip and shallowing to a line above and occupying one third the blade.
Wings broadly linear, arched 30 degrees, about 2 mn^. wide, rounded,
oblique at tip white beyond keel and a little concave, flaring some
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above, purple-striped by a single line a little above the midrib. Keel
half cuncate, about 6-8 mm. long and half as wide, purple, rounded
at tip, and base straight. Calyx tube campanalate, about 3 mm. lon^,
rounded at base and attached in the middle of the end, fleshy-thickened
below, slightly flattened laterally, with lax and subulate teeth as
long as tube. Whole plant finely ashy-silky with loose pubescence
except the closely appressed-pubescent pods. Pedicels 2-4 mm. long
and except in fruit shorter than the bracts which are rigid, green,
and 3-5 mm. long. Peduncles stout, very sulcate, 1-2 dm, long, strict,
longer than the floral rachis and shorter than the fruiting one, and
with loosely racemose pods. Stems coarse and deeply sulcate, often
1 cm. thick, erect, 1-2 feet high, branched below, in very dense tufts
2-5 feet wide and 2-3 feet high, from a thick, fleshy and erect root.
Leaves rarely 7 cm. long, small and inconspicuous, with 1-3 pairs of
filifornj, channeled, leathery leaflets, 1-2 cm. long, not jointed to rachis,
distant, like the rachis. Stipules large, leathery, rigid, acute, green
coarse, twice as wide and often twice as long as the adjacent leaflets
^'^ the upper linear and erect, the lower triangular and often 1 cm. wide
and as long as the included leaf or nearly. Lower leaves very small.
This grows in drifting sand dunes and the like, in the Lower Tem-
perate life zone. It has a strong snake-like odor and dries very slowly
the whole plant being leathery. This is the most beautiful species of
the genus when the whole mass is ablaze with the pink-purple bloom.
On the sandy foot ot the San Rafael Swell. Named for the late Rob-
ert Woodruff C. E., my companion in trips on the deserts of the
Navajo Basin,
13A. Astragalus Pasqualensis Jones Cont. 10 87 (1902). Pods about
2 cm. long 2 mm. high and 1 mm. wide, with beak in the middle of
the end, sessile, ashy. .Flowers purple, rather coriaceous, inclined to
be sulcate at both sutureS. 7-8 mm. long, wide, ascending, several in a
close raceme. Banner round, abruptly reflexed to tbe calyx at it3
tip, about 5 mm. long, as long as wings and keel. Wings oblanceo-
late, about 1 mui. wide, much narrower than keel. Keel about 5 mm.
long. 2 mm. high about the middle, half-rhomboidal-obovate, acute,
cnuspicuous. Cnlyx tube abont 1 mm. long, hemispherical, with the
subulate teeth twice to thrpe times as long and spreading. Bracts
subulate, about 1 mm. Ions;. Pedicels stout, hardly 1 mm. long, re-
floxcd. Peduncles 2-3 cm. long, about half ps long as rachis Le-^.ves
3-4 cm. long, verj- broad almost sessile. Leaflets apiculate, distant ^nd
obtuse, about 2 cm. long, risrid, hoary with very minute and fine
hairs fixed by the middle. Stents a foot or two high, decumbent,
leafy, with the internodes about half as long as leaves, from a woody
b-^sf^. Santvigo de Pasqualo, Durango Mexico, Palmer Vo. 398, Anrfl
to May 1896. This is probably not an Astragalus. The vrey rigid
and immature p^ds seem to have an inner lining and are wholly
l-celled (described as 2-celled), they seem to be sulcate or inclined to
be sulcate at both suture??, and probably are contracted between th**
seeds and partly seprrate when mature. But so far as the material
goes cannot be referred to any other erennq. W^it.1<i evidently the
same species is No. 5831 Purpus from Puebia Mexico, May 1912.
14- Astragalus simclicifoilus (Nutt.> Grr>y Pror. Am. Acad. 6 231
(1S64) Phaca simplicifolia Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 .S50 (IS^'vS). Homr^H-
bns uniflorus Pydberg. Pods linear and short-acuminate ^o triansci-
l^r-ovate, strait'bt or with ventral suture concave, not ov^r 1 cm. Inng.
about 2 mm, high, completely flat when young, elliptical in cross
section when ripe, with acerose tip, sometimes b-^rely exceeding the
calyx, mostly 1-seeded. Flower*^ €-8 mm. lon^. with lieht clnws, solitarv
in the type, on peduncles not longer than the ver>^ short leaves. Ban-
ner about 5 mm. long, oval, arched abruptly at calyx tips to about 60
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degrees, hooded and emargiuate, as long as, to 1 mm, longer than
wings, groove deeper below, sides reflexed most in middle to 1 mm.
wide, white spot very small and purple-veined. Wings arched 30 de-
grees, concealing keel, narrowly oblong, rounded, 2 mm. wide, as wide
as and 2 mm.. longer than Iceel, concave to it, one bent over keel and
the other bent out, inclined to be white-tipped. Keel rounded till
the tip is erect or more incurved, obtuse to acute, dark-purple. Calyx
narrowed but not gibbous below, not flattened, cleft deeper, above,
appressed hairy, lower side straight and upper arched, tube 2-3 mm.
long, teeth subulate ?nd arched, about as long as tube. Pedicels
about 1 mm. long in flower and 2 mm. long in fruit, much shorter than
the bracts which are lanceolate, acuminate and nearly as long as calyx
tube, pubescent. Leaf rachis rather rigid, enlarged above to a single
unjointed leaflet which is in the type oblanceolate to spatulate oi* lin-
ear, flat or involute and barely 2 cm. long. Stems In dense cushions
each crown about as broad as long. Branches of root 2-3 mm. thick,
cushions 1-2 feet in diameter. The type grows on the arid clay plains
of the Green River Basin Wyo. and adjacent Utah to Cave Hills S.
ikot.ih. Blooms May to July.
^
It passes by imperceptible grada-
tion into
Astragalus simplicifolius var. cassritos'.'s (Nutt) Jones Cont. 7
647 (1895) A. simplicifolius var. spatulatus (Sheldon) Jones Cont.
10 65 (1902) A. spatulatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 22 (1894)
Homalobus casspitosus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 352 (1838) Tragacantha
csespitosa (Nutt.) Kuntze, Homalobus canescens Nutt, and brachy-
carpus Nutt. A. lingulatus Sheldon. A. exilifolius Nelson. Pods linear,
nearly 1 cm. long, straight or arched, erect or ascending, short-race-
mose. Flowers several, capitate. Pedicels in fruit at least as long
as the bracts, Peduncles conspicuous, longer than the leaves. Leaves
either a long Iigulate or filiform petiole without leaflets (3-5 cm. long)
rr with 1-2 pairs of filiform to oblanceolate leaflets mostly jointed to
the rachis. From the Plains of central Colorado through Wyoming to
the Wasatch, and from the Cedar Mt. near Green River Utah and
Duchesne Valley Utah northward to Assiniboia and the Yellowstone
Park. A. lingulatus is the form with phyllodia-Iike petiole. A. exili-
folius is a form with pods of simplicifolius and leaves nearly of lingu-
latus.
15. Astragalus detritalis Jones Cont. 13 9 (1910). Pods narrowly-
linear, falcate, about 2-3 cm. long, and 2 mm. high, minutely pubescent
and mottled, flat when young at least, ascending, capitate, nearly
sessile, with short-triangular and declined tip. Flowers about 1.5 cm.
long, several, capitate. Calyx sbort-cylindric, about 5 mm. long and 3
mm. wide, with conical base, equally inserted, oblique at tip and much
deeper cleft above, the arcuate and subulate teeth unequal and as long
as tube. Banner oblong-oval, notched, 8 mm, long, erect, arched m
gentle arc from base to tip, with sides .reflexed 1 mm. wide in mid-
dle, white spot of several bands 2 mm. below tip. Wings ^ith b ade
narrowly oblong, about 3 mm, wide, rounded and obtuse, flat to keel
about 2 mm. shorter than banner and 3 mm. longer than the straight,
lunate or boat-shaped keel which has a rounded and erect tip. Bracts
about 8 mm. long with green tips. Leaves 5-8 cm. long, with slender
petioles and about 2 pairs of oblanceolate leaflets all jointed to rachia
PS wrl! as the terminal one which is not conspicuously larger than
the rest some of the less developed leaves are much shorter and so^^
times with obovate leaflets. Stipules lanceolate. Stems very short but
not reduced to crowns, the internodes nearly as long as the stipules.
Crowing in small mats rarely a foot in diameter on c ay knolls m tae
canon south of Theodore Utah on the upper edge of the J^^JP^f ^^^^
This may be ^n extreme form of A. simplicifolius but though the ma-
teHal is ample there are no intergrades known.
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16. Astragafus montanus (Nutt. In T. & G. Fl. 1 353 (1838) as
Kentrophyta) Tragacantha montana (Nutt.) Kuntze, A.. Kentrophyta
Gray. Homalobus montanus (NuttJ Britton, Kentrophyta viridis
Nutt. This is a very variable species. The type has very rigid stems
and leaves, the latter nearly sessile and "with very spinose and rigid
channeled rigid leaflets 5-10 mm. long which are linear-subulate, with
conspicuous, hyaline and spiny stipules. Pubescence attached near thp
middle. Flowers 5-10 mm. long, white with purple keel tip. Banner
arched to about 90 degrees or less abruptly and with hump below the
bend, hooded, with very concave sides and little reflexed, th groove
very narrow, the blade contracted about 2 mm. below the tip so that
the general outline is oblong, the tip abruptly reflexed or not at all,
deeply notched, a little wider at tip than below, finely striate-veined
with purple, white spot evident, broad veined; wings connivent, oblong,
ovate, to lunate obtuse to barely acute, about 3 mm, longer than
keel or bearing the same relation when flowers are smaller, ascending
to nearly 90 degrees. Keel purple-tipped and very sharp and much
incurved. The right wing folded over the end of the keel. Calyx short-
campanulate and obconical and Hedeoma-like, with broad sinuses and
subulate curved teeth about as long as tube which is about 2 mm.
long, sometimes a little flattened above, obliquely attached. Pods in
the type obliquely ovate, with short-acuminate tip, hoary, laterally
flattened, not sulcata, about 4 mm. long. It abounds in mats on the
bad lands of Wyoming, to S. Dakota mostly on clayey knolls, extend-
ing over into Dakotah and Colorado and northward to Alberta, and
southward to northern Airzona and New Mexico. Upper edge of the
Lower Temperate and lower part of Middle Temperate life zone.
Astragalus montanus var. Coloradoensis (Jones as Kentrophyta
var. Cont 10 63 (1902). This is a form with stipules all free and
small but acerose, white stems, and similar pods 10 mm, long. In the
hot region of northern Arizona at Lee's Ferry on the edge of the Tro-
pical life zone in dry plains.
Astragalus montanus var. ungulatus. (Jones Cont. 7 650 (1895)
as Kentrophyta var. This is a very condensed f^rm with leaves hardly
1 cm. long and le'^flets about 7 mm. long. Stipules hyaline small and
not acerose. Flowers about 5 mm. long Pods claw-like oblin-iely
ovate, with arched tip and nearly round in cross-section, rarely a
trifle aulcate. hoary, 3-4 mm. long, mostly single in the axils. *^nrice-
niont Nevada on barren gravelly knolls. Lower Temperate life zone.
Kentrophyta Wolfii Rydberg is about this form.
Astragalus montanus. var impensus (Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9
118 (1894) as A. viridis var. A. Kentrophyta var. elatus Watson.
Kentrophyta impensa (Sheldon) Rydberg. This is an erect form or a
matted form where some of the central stems are erect and often 2
feet high, with leaves of the type but mostly shorter, and the small
flowers and pods of the var, ungnlatus, but generally 2 or 3 feet at
each node and pods sometimes with an elongated falcate, and acerose
tip and often nearly smooth. This has the widest range of all the
forms, from Fort Wingate through northern /rizo*^9. the Navf*io
Basin, westward to Pioche and the Sierras, throughout Utah and north-
westward to V.'alla Walla in the Columbia Ba?^in, at least 'n eastern
Nevada. In the I^wer Temperate life zone on dry gravelly mesas,
mostly among the jnnipers.
Astragalus montanus var, rotundus. (Jones Cont. 7 650 (1895)
as tegetarius var. rotundus.) This is a prostrate straggling form
with long stems and long internodes mostly, with the small pods
and flowers of the var. ungulatus but pods conical, little flattened
normally straight and with sujtures arched and convex and with a tri-
angular tip, leaflets about 5 mm, long and barely needle-tipped, linear.
Flowers llght-purple. Among the pine forests at the head of the
Sevier Utah, Middle Temperate life zone. A similar form on the
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Summit of Mt. Warren in the Sierras, Congdon, This is intermediate
between the other montanus forms and tegetarius but still has the
hairs not fixed by the base.
Astragalus montanus var. tegetarius (Watson Eot. King 76 (1871)
as species). A. Kentrophyta var tegetarius Jones. A. aculeatus Nelson
A. tegetarias car. implexus Canby. This is the high alpine form
with filiform matted prostrate stems, very short leaves and leaflets
rather green, mostly flat and linear-oblong and abruptly aculeate.
Stipules connate, hyaline, often needJe-tiiped, flowers minute to 7 mm.
long, normally purple bat often white, either a few on a manifest
short peduncle or single and mostly sessile. Pods from 3 to 8 mm.
long, from oval, or half-oval, to ovate, little oblique, apiculate, much
or little flattened laterally, smoothish when mature. Pubescence
attached by the base. The only constant character is the pubescence
attachment, in all other respects it shades into A. montanus, while
the broader leaved forms of it have the hairs attached close to the
end. Common in the high mountains from Colorado to the Sierras
r'ld northward to Montana and the moantains of eastern Oregon,
alpine and subalpine.
17. Astragalus humistratus Gray PL Wright 2 43 (1853), Tium
Rydberg. A. albulus Wooton & Stanley. Leaves except the lowest,
almost sessile, short with rather many pairs of leaflets, mostly close-
set. Stipules united almost to very tip and large. The species is
very variable. The type character is given below\ Stems intric-
ately branched only close to the stout tap root, then straggling over the
ground vine-like for 1-2 feet. Leaflets contignous less pubescent above,
linear-oblong, fully 1 cm. long, acute, hoary. Bracts large, about as
long as calyx, subulate-lanceolate. Peduncles longer than the leaves
and with short-racemose pods which are narrowly oblong, somewhat
falcate, 1,5-2" cm. long, almost smooth to pubescent, several seeded
rigid, sulcate dorsally and with raised ventral suture. Flow^ers
rather many, thick, inclined to be subcapltate, lead-purple to dirty-
white. Banner water-lined, obcordate, with sides reflexed beIow\
the groove deeply fan-shaped below and shallowing above making the
banner seem hooded from behind. Wings nearly acute, sinuate to
notched on the lower side, arched to about 20 degrees, oblanceolate
to obovate, 3 mm. wide, wider than the keel, the right hand one hooked
over the end of keel and 1 mm. longer than keel, about 4 mm, long-,
light-colored. Keel dark-tipped, the erect part about as long as base
and produced and rather acute, 3 mm. long. Calyx obcompressed
toward tip, campanulate, about 3 mm. long, with rounded sinuses,
often 2-bracted at base, from hoary when young to smooth when old,
often wrinkled; teeth subulate and about as long as tube. Leaves
I'^ss pubescent above, often silvery. From the borders of Texas to
the Sierra Madres of Chihuahua and the Colorado river and north-
ward to Las Vegas, New Mexico, to the Navajo Basin, Pan^itch and
Cedar City Utah and Pioche Nevada on gravelly mesas among pines
and junipers. Lower and Middle Temperate life zones. The species
seems to vary only in the San Francisco Mt. region, where it is
common. A. Arizonicus has much the same appearance as this.
Astragalus humistratus van. Sonorae (Gray) Jones Cont. 10 58
<1902). A. Sonorae Gray PI. Wr. 2 44 (1853), Petioles evident.
Leaflets linear, rather distant, over 1 cm. long, acute, hoary. Pedun-
cles not longer than leaves. Pods lunate hardly 1 cm. long,
much incurved, about 5 mm. high from suture to suture, not sul-
oate, much obcompressed below. Plants less elongated. Stems long-
persistent. This is a common form in Arizona to Cedar City Utah.
Astragalus humistratus var. Hosacklae (Greene) Jones Cont. 10
58 (1902) A. Hosacklae Green Bull. Cal. Acad. 3 157 (1SS5). VTtiolB
plant sparinglv pubescent. Leaflets smooth abpve. elliptical, hardly 1
cm. long, flat, contiguous and leaves sessile and short. Pods ovate,
acute, about 6 mm. long, oblique and inflated but not conspicuously
arcuate, cross section, inclined to be reniform and dorsal suture raised
as in the species. Racemes short. Tbis is a common form grow-
ing in the shade on the Mogollon plateau of the San Francisco peaks.
Astragalus humistratus var. tenerrimus Jones Cont. 7 G49 (1895).
This is the most slender form of the species with filiform stems grow-
ing in loose mats even 3 ft. in diameter, elongated filiform peduncles
2-3 times the leaves
-which are 2-3 cm. long, the stem ones sessile the
other with filiform petiole evident. Leaflets flat, rarely contiguous,
V5 mm. long, oval to elliptical, about 5 pairs, rounded and obtuse]
nearly smooth. Flowers about 8 mm. long, few. Pods broadly oblong
and arcuate to 45 degrees, laterally flattened, about 1 cm. long, and
5 mm. high, not sulcate, smooth. In the parks of the Kaibab or
Buckskin Mts. Arizona, overlooking the Grand Canon under the shade
of the spruces and pines. Middle Temperate life zone. In gravel,
18. Astragalus sesquiflorus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 10 346
(1S75). Phaca Rydberg. Leaves all on filiform rigid petioles which
are mostly as long as leaf-rachis, 2-3 cm. long. Leaflets 3-4 pairs
barely contiguous, Ilnear-elliptioal, very acute at both ends 3-7 mm
long. Whole plant hoary except the pods. Stems in dense,' soft and
not compact, 1-3 dm. wide tufts with innumerable branches only a fewinches long rising a few inches above the ground, the internodes on'y
on the longer stems rarely much surpassing the recurved and lon--
acuminate stipules. Peduncles filiform and rigid and with the rachis
a little surpassing the leaves, with flowers very few and racemos<^
toward the ends, on pedicels about 2 mm. long which are m ich
shorter than the filiform, elongated, recurved and long-hairy bracts
Calyx Hedeoma-like, that is campanulate or conic, acute at base and
equally inserted but not at all compressed nor oblique, the tube pbout
2 mm. long, and the subulate and arched teeth about 3 mm long
Flowers bluish-purple, 5-8 mm. long. Banner bent sharply at the
end of keel to erect, sides scarcely at all reflexed, about 4 m-n wide
with oval outline, but ca you look at it broadly ovate Groove inbanner forming a half circle, about 2 mm. wide and extending to t'l
of banner. No white spot Wings 1 mm wide, bent up at ca'vx tuba
to 45 degrees and exposing keel base, oblaneolate and obtus'f^ very
oblique, 3 mm. long, conrave to keel and close-pressed to it and rotqmte as long, purple. Keel with tip bent abruptly at calvx tin to f^O
degrees, acuminate to a sharp tip, about 3 mm. high aAd tip d-rk-
purple. Pods often mottled, shaned about like a meat-chopper that isbroadly oblanceolate-falcate, with the deltoM tin erect and end-ing in a long subulate cusn, abo it 1 cm. Ion.-;, flat toward tin tri-
angular-cordatA in tbe middle by being sulcate, gradnallv flatteningdown toward base till completely obconipressed and inclined to be
aubstimtate, seemingly bat not ^t all inflated. This has a superficial
resemblance only to A. pauciflorus. being manifestly a clos° ally
to A. humistratns rnd connecting with the Sericoleuci On Sandy
edges from the Pahrfa throueh Kan?b rn^l the Virgin bluffs in theGrand Canr^n region. Lower Temperate life zone. Blooms in Anrl.
mctJ?' t^*'"^9^'"s
humiiiimus Gray Brandegee's Rep. San Juan 235(1876). Phaca humiUima (Gray) Rydberg. Densely caespitose and
-ractically acnul-s-cnt in small mats f'-om verv woodv and s>iortbranches of thP crown. Leaves about 1 cm. long.' the f---^ rm net'o'e
about half the whole. Leaflets 3-5 pairs, folded, thick, silverv. .abo-it
2 mm. long Stipules lightly hairy above, closely imbricated,"broadly
ovate to deltoid Peduncles a little longer than the leaves, 1.5-2 cm
\Zl' r ,!l
f^f^^^'-s, racemose at the e-ds. Flowers hardly 5 mm.long, light-purple, horizontal, on a relatively slender pedicel Bracts
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broadly ovate and acutish, a little longer than the pedicels but not
equaling the calyx. Calyx obconic, rather oblique at tip and base, a
little over 2 mm. long, with the triangular black teeth about a third
the whole. Banner purple-speckled, about 2-3 mm. long, abruptly
arched at calyx tips to nearly erect, about oval bat with sides reflexed
from base to tip and seeming oblong. Wings a trifle shorter than
banner and arched 45 degrees, broadly oblanceolate, obtuse, not ex-
posing keel, white or tinged with purple and a little speckled, keel
about 2 mm shorter than banner (blade) and gently arched to near
the tip and then sharply arched in all to about 200 degrees, then
the very broadly deltoid tip erect, purple. Pods hoary, ovate and
with cross section rather rounded, about 4 mm. long or less, about
1-seeded. Apparently not sulcate nor conspicuously oblique. This
has the habit of A, montanus and has doubtless been mistaken for it.
Blooms April to May. Gathered by Brandegee on the Mesa Verde
Colorado. Apparently common at the Grand Canon of the Colorado
at the end of the railroad on sandy ledges. The floral characters
are taken from the Grand Canon material. This can at once be
separated from montanus by the leaflets jointed to the rachis
20. Astragalus GHensis Greene Tor. Bull. 8 97 (1881). Leaflets
about 8 pairs, shortly acute. 5-7 mm. long, with the appearance much
that of A. humistratus and with hairs not fixed at the ends. "Leaves
inclined, to spread out on the ground, 5-8 cm. long, rarely more.
Prdunclf^s many, scapose, inclined to be decumbent, 10-12 cm. long.
Flowers capitate, auuut 10, purple, about 7 mm. long. Calyx tube
about 3 mm. long campanulate, narrowed below, the subulate teeth
nearly as long. Bracts acummate-lanceolate, ascending, hyaline, about
3 mm. long. Banner nearly round, 2-3 mm. long, abruptly arched to
erect at calyx tips, with sides much reflexed and rather deep>
notched. Wings broadly linear, rounded, arched to 45 degrees and
exposing keel base, about 2 mm, shorter than banner and as mnch
longer than keel. Keel almost exactly that of A. humillimus bat tip
a trifle more acute, about 2 mm long. 1 mm. shorter than win^s,
2 mm longer than calyx. Pods about 5 mm long, and a half longer
than the calyx, half-oval, the dorsal suture straight and the ventral
much arched and very thick, not inflated, laterally flattened and cross-
section elliptical, sharply and very abruptly apiculate, rigid and hnary
with close hairs, both sutures thick and prominent. This has many
short branches from the crown and conspicuous stipules overlapping
so as to form a narrow cone like mass 1-3 cm. wide, the edges some-
what ciliate but otberwise hyaline and smooth. This has the general
anpearance and habit of A. calycosus, but the flowers and pods are
of the Sericoleuci, This grows in dry places along the canon of the
Gila in New Mexico and Arizona. Lower Temperate life zone. Also
gathered by Parry No. 264 Mex. Bound. Survey at Santa Cruz Pass.
Also in the Mogollons Socorro Co New Mex Metcalfe.
21. Astragalus sericoleucus Gray Am. Journ. Sci. Ser. 2 33 410
(1862). Phaca sericea and trifoliata Nutt.. Orophaca serieca (Nutt.)
Britton. Tragacantha sericea (Nutt ) Kun+ze. Pods hoary, about 6
mm. long, oblong-ovate, flattened a little laterally but not arched, half
Included in calyx, a trifle inflated. Flowers normally purple, near-
ly sessile, rarely 1 cm. long, few at the ends of a short peduncle
which is rarely as I-m^ as the leaves or even shorter than the sti-
r' l^s. Banner oval to obovate, notched. 4-8 mni. long, abruptly arched
at end of calvx to erect or more, with evident white-spot and purpls-
veined. TYli^^s lanceolate, often oblique, about as wide as keel at base
and 2-3 mm longer and about as much shorter than banner. Keel
not ^arpassfng calvx teeth, with base about straight and erect paU
as long and arched sliarply to at/ieast 90 degrees, obtuse and purple-
f4
tipped. Calyx conic, with tube about 3 mm. long and as long as the
triangular and curved teeth. Bracts often as long as calyx. Primary
leaves sometimes with 5 leaflets, the rest with three, early petioles
very short and later ones elongated. Pubescence attached near the
middle, fine and wavy. In the type the calyx is not deciduous. It
closely resembles A, Albert! Bunge. Frequent on the plains of northern
Colorado and adjacent Nebraska and Wyoming. Middle Temperate life
zone, in dry places. Blooming in May.
Astragalus sericoieucus var. aretioides Jones Cont. 8 13 (1898).
Orophaca Rydberg. This is a very condensed form with flowers barely
exserted from the stipules and with stems reduced to crowns, the
leaves very short and with almost no petiole. Leaflets usually acute.
On gravelly hills of the Laramie Plains, Wyoming.
r
Astragalus sericoieucus var. tridactylicus (Gray) Jones Cont.
10 69 (1902). A. tridactylicus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 527 (1865.)
Orophaca Rydberg. Tragacantha Kuntze. Phaca digitata Nutt. An
unpublished name. Pods globose-ovate, nearly smooth to puberulent.
3-4 seeded. Flowers mostly included in the stipules, from 1 cm. long
to half as long and very variable. Calyx soon falling from the pcd.
Leaves usually long-petioled. Leaflets rather narrow and often 1.5
cm. long. Stems reduced to crowns. With the type but less com-
mon. The extreme form seem very distinct, but it intergrades.
22. Astraga!us tegetarioides Jones Cont, 10 66 (1902). Pods
about twice the calyx, about 3 mm high and 1-2 mm. wide, abruptly
apiculate at both ends, splitting the calyx, chartaceous, coarsely reti-
culated, translucent, laterally flattened but bulged at the single sped,
ashy, rather ascending, sutures obscure and nerve-like, sides rather
concave, cross section ovate, or when bisulcate dorsally appearing 4-
angled, both sutures convex but the ventral the more so. Flowers
about 5 mm long, horizontal. About half a dozen in a head which be-
comes a short raceme in fruit, 5 mm. long. Banner purple-strlred, about
3 mm long, oval, abruptly erect at end of teeth, with sides much re-
flexed. Wings broadly obovate, very oblique, wider than keel ?nd
1 mm. longer, 1 mm. shorter 'than banner. Keel barely surpassl-^-^
the calyx, rounded from base to a half circle, obtuse, about 1 mm. high.
Calyx turbinate-campanulate, the tube about 1 mm. long, narrov.'ed a-d
unequally inserted at base on a filiform pedicel which is at loa^t
as long as calyx tube, not oblique above. Teeth subulate, lax. T^^-^rly
2 mm. long. Bracts lanceolate, shorter than the pedicels. Ped mcles
filiform, about 2 cm. long. Leaves 2.5-4 cm long, with the f'lifnr a
retiole over half the whole. Lepflets thick, folded, nearly contis^uous,
about 4 pa'rs, 4-5 mm. long, obcnrdate to oval-obcordate, with cunegte
and lon?-petiolulate base, truncate, to notched. Stipules nearly deltoid.
with subulate tips, green at first, 3-5 mm. long. Stems much branched
forming dense mats, about 1 mm. thick, flexuous, with internodes about
1 cm. long. Whole pl-nt silvery with wavy hairs. On the southern
Blue Mts. Oregon in the Buck Range, in sandy soil, No. 2G19 Cusick,
blooming in June. This has thp habit rf tee^etariiis and lentifirmis.
But for the 1 celled pod it would go with lentiformis.
23. Astraa=3fus quinqueflorus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 450
(1886). Pods about 4 mm, high and 2-3 mm wide. ashy, half-oval, very
obtuse and aplrulate. coarsely 5-7 ribb*^d, with thick sut'^res, rarely
a little sulcate dorsally in the middle, laterally flattened, with cross sec
tion ovate or a little cordate, pendent, splitting the calyx, several seeded
Flowers white, about 3 mm. long, rarely 5 in a loose raceme Banner
round, abruptly arched to erect at end of tube, about 2 mm. long, sides
a little reflexed. Wings oblanceolate. arched, about 1 mm longer than
keel and as much shorter than banner. Keel about 1 mm long the base
a little arched and end abruptly rounded to about 110 degrees and then
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the tip erect and acute, about 1 mm. high, purple-tipped. Calyx tube
about 1 mm, long, campanulate, acute at base and equally inserted, cleft
deeper above and with unequal teeth about as long as tube. Pedicels
slender, about 3 mm. long, much longer than the minute bracts. Pe-
duncles filiform, subterminal, often 1 dm. long, weak, with fruiting
racemes 1-3 cm. long. Leaves about 5 cm. long, with the petiole fully
half the whole. Leaflets about 4 pairs, thickish, broadly linear, obtuse,
hardly 5 mm. long, folded, distant. Stipules not connate, triangular
to subulate, 2-3 mm. long. Stems a few inches long, many from the
crown, with slender internodes, prostrate. Hills and plains of Chihua-
hua Mexico to Zacatecas. Tropical. This has the habit of A. Brandegei-
i
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TRIPHYLLI 2
Densely ca^spitose and acaulescent plants with large crowns
and digitate silvery leaves. Flowers elongated and narrow
2-3 cm. long, white. Peduncles none, with flowers sessile
among the stipules which are large, hyaline and smooth above
and long-hairy below. Pods about ovate, hoary, very small
and inclosed in calyx. Much nearer related to the Ocreati than
the Sericoleuci.
Flowers smooth.
Flowers hairy.
24 triphyUus
25 hyalinus
24. Astragalus triphyUus Pursh Fl. 740 (1814), Phaca caespitosa
and argopliyna Nutt. A. gilviflorus Sheldon, Orophaca caespitosa
(Nutt) Britton. Leaflets 3-5, oblanceolate, 1-2 cm. long, acutish, often
folded, jointed to the variable petiole, densely pubescent with warty
straight, slender hairs fixed near the base. Flowers with banner
oblanceolate to obovate and with a long and narrow claw, a little
arched at tip ina gentle arc, sides much reflexed, about 9 mm. longer
than keel, .Wings linear to narrowly oblanceolate rounded and obtuse,
straight, about 3 mm. wide, as wide as keel and 2-7 mm. longer/
Keel blade broadly Unear, straight, about 7 mm. long, purple-tipped,
but little wider at tip where the lower side is arched in semicircle and
with the upper corner very obtuse and not produced, general outline
nearly linear-cuneate. Calyx tube cylindric, often a little inflated,
1-1.5 cm, long, straight, laterally flattened, with acute and oblique
base, not 5 mm. wide, appressed-shaggy with white hairs, the teeth
triangular and about 3 mm. long. Pods 5-7 mm. long, acute cross
section nearly round, the ventral suture a trifle arched, little if at all
fiulcate. Ventral suture raised and decidedly thickened. On the
Plains from Nebraska and northern Colorado to the base of the Rockies
and northward to the Saskatchewan, apparently not on the Pacific
slope. Blooms early in May.
25. Astragalus hyalinus Jones Cont. 7 648 (1895). Stems loosely
matted, usually erect 2.5-6 cm. high at the ends of the much branched
tap root Stipules very conspicuous, large and much imbricated at
least 2 cm. long, smooth except at base. Leaflets narrowlv elliptical
to oblanceolate, about 1 cm. long and 4 mm. wide, 3, densely silvery-
silky with hairs attached near the middle Petiole variable. Flowers
and pods similar to the above but flowers hairy all over.
Plains with A. triphyUus and may be an abnormal form.
On the
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DEBILES 3.
Pods nearly sessile or shortly stipitate, papery (chartac-
cous in A. leptalens), inflated, completely 1-celled, and with
dorsal suture not at all intruded, nigrescent, becoming gla-
brous with age, about straight but oblique, nearly half-oval to
half-ovate or narrowly oblong, but little flattened laterally
if at all (decidedly flattened in A/Bourgovii), cross-section
nearly round, not sulcate or only flattened dorsally (some-
times sulcate in leptaleus and Bourgovii). Ventral suture
about straight and tip not declined (except possibly in A. po-
laris), dorsal suture the more arched. Flower 7-12 mm. long,
few or in heads. Calyx tube nigrescent, cleft deeper above,
hyaline, eampanulate, 2-3 mm, long, narrowed below, the
teeth subulate and nearly as long as the tube. Petals rather
broad and short-clawed. Keel purple-tipped. Peduncles
long and filiform. Bract green and lanceolate, a little longer
than the pedicels, small and short. Leaflets thin and flat.
Stipules large, connate at least below, green. Stems slender,
perennial, flexuous, weak, with slender internodes and weak
and narrow leaves, spreading over the ground, from rather
slender roots and much divided crowns from fleshy or woody
roots. This section would seem to belong to the Inflati but
all its relatives are here. A. vaginatus Pall, referred to in
Hooker's Fl. Bor, Am. 1 149 in which the description of Pal-
las is quoted would naturally come here, but that species is A.
versicolor, while the plant of Richardson (on which Hooker
bases A. vaginatus) and which Sheldon calls A. Eichardsoni
is A. Bourgovii probably. A. versicolor does not grow
America.
m
KEY
A. Pods large, oval-oblong, 3-5 cm, long, greatly inflated, not reflexed,
single or few at the ends of filiform peduncles. Roots not woody.
Arctic plants. 26 polaris.
2A. Pods small, not over 1.5 cm, long, somewhat inflated, the cros^
section inclined to be ovate, on a minute stipe, or short, few at
the ends of the filiform peduncles-
2AB, Pods apparently sessile or on a scarcely noticeable stipe,
oblique, broad. Flowers capitate when in bloom.
Leaves petioled, rather few. Leaflets 3-5 pairs. Wet meadows 27 debilis-
Leaves sessile., very many. Leaflets 6-8 pairs. Arctic. 28 \ukoTiis.
2A2B. Pods distinctly stipitate, little oblique, narrow, mostly suN
cate dorsally. Leaves all petioied.
Stipe 2 mm. long. Calyx 3-4 mm. long. Pods sharp at both ends.
Peduncles shorter than leaves. Pedicels longer than bracts. 29 Bourgovn,
Stipe about I mm. long. Peduncles longer than leaves. Pedicels
not longer then bracts. Pods acutish only. 30 leptaleus.
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26. Astragalus polaris Benth. in Hook. f. Arct. PL 323 (1861).
This is also Tr. Linn. Sec. 330. Pods about 2 cm. wide and high,
speckled, obtuso at Loth ends, seemingly much obcompressed, with
dorsal suture a little arched and the ventral about straight when
mature hut convex when young and with tip declined, ascending,
black-hairy, sessile or with a minute and jointed stipe splitting the
calyx. Calyx rather, Jong-campanulate. 4" mm. long, the teeth about half
as Ions', Flowers 1-3, the blades of petals 3-4 times as Ions: as
calyx^ the kfeeL shorter than the rest. Peduncles about 1 dm. long
in fruit, axillary. Leaves about 1 em. long, with a petiole about 1 cm.
long. Leaflets 5-7 pairs, ovate to oblong or elliptical, about 2 cm.
long and 7 mm. wide, retuse to deeply notched short-petiolulate, dis-
tant. Stems delicate and very slender, about a foot long, diffuse.
Stipules hyaline, about 7 mm. long. liiternodes about 2-3 cm. long.
Plants smooth to sparingly pubescent. This imperfectly known species
from Cape Vancouver grows in the tundra. Arctic.
27. Astragalus debilis,* (Nutt) .Gray Proc. PhiL Acad. 60 (1SG2) .
Phaca debilis Nutt in T. & G. Fl. 1 345 (1838). A. Bodini Sheldon.
Homalobus Rydberg.. Pods half-oval, about 5-8 mm. long the ventral
suture about straight or a little convex toward the end, abo it 3-4 mm
high, rather laterally flattened, the cross sfection being broadly ov-^te
or rarely a little cordate by being a trifle sulcate dorsally, minately
^tipitate, apiculate at both ends, widely spreading or reflexcd. Flow-
ers in the type in dense heads on peduncles longer than the leaves,
shortly-spicate in fruit, light-purple to purple^tipped, many, spreadin*?.
about 1 cm long, rather narrow. Banner oval to oblong-oval, ab'^rt
5-7 mm. lon^, ascending abruptly to 45 degrees at calyx tips, with
Bides reflexed below and about one half mm. wide, not at the notched
tip; groove reduced to a mere line above but formin*r a \t*^ Hrol^
and about 1 mm. wide below keel tip; white spot comes within 1 mm.
of tip, is obovate to fan-shaped and lacerate .above wHh fine P'lrrtle
lines, purple veins run through the spot and iljiite in twos be^ovr b 't
do not form a ring, spot is about 2 mm. wide and 3 mm. lone:, the
whole banner is purple-veined. Wings about 3. mm. long. som<^ti-^e3
2 mm. wide, obliquely oblong, with narrowed hut obtuse tip, l^ft one
snrending, concave to keel and nearly horizontal with concave sid*^
down toward the tip and right hand one incurved ov^r keel, nearly
2 mm. longer thnn keel and as much shorter than banner, purple-
veined. Keel much inflated near the calyx tips but flat beyond and a
half longer, incurved about 100 degrees and very obtuse, d^rk-pur-
ple. Calyx tube about 3 mm, long, almost cylindrical, laterally com-
pressed below and obcompressed near tip, the lower side straight,
the upper arched, neither oblique nor unequally inserted. Teeth equal,
subulate and 2 mm. long. Pedicels short and stout, black. 1 mm. lo^.^
in flower, often twice the calyx and inclined to be twisted in fruit.
Bracts, about 3,mm long. Peduncles 2-12 cm. long. Upper leaves
slender, narrow and sessile, rather appressed, rarely 1 dm. long, green,
a little fleshy when fresh but drying very thin. Leaflets 6-8 p^irs,
oval to lanceolate mostly acute. 4-15 mm. long, about 6-8 mm. wide,
asrpnding. rarely contiguous. Stipules triangular 4-10 mm. lone, mostly
reflexed, green. Stems weak, slender, delicate, 1-3 ft. long, many,
proFtrPte when not supported by grass forming masses 2-4 fee^
wide from woody crown. Pubescence of whole plant sparsely ashy
to almost none. Grows in moist meadows where the soil is a little
,
aJkalirie. Middle Temperate life zone. Blooms in late summer. This
is a plant^ of.wide distribution but rarely seen. North Park Color-^do
Qsterhotit, Cummins, and Centennial Valley Wyo. Nelson; Jjor, Utah
Ward and Jones, British Columbia Macoun, North Platte Neb. Ryd-
berg distributed as A. giganteus; Stevenson and Laramie Wyo. by
Cleburn in 1875. A form from Salubria, Idaho by myself though only
" *!
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In flower and with all the leaflets short, oval and very obtuse, and
peduncles only half as long as the leaves probably belongs here. A.
Bodini is the ordinarily well developed form.
28. Astragalus Yukonis n. sp. Pods immature, oblong-lanceolate,
acuminate and somewhat arcuate upward, hardly 5 mm. long, ascend-
ing. Eastwood pods are about 7 mm. long by 3 mm. wide, broadly
oblong, round to a little oblate in cross-section, 2-3 seeded, thin,
short-hairy, erect, a trifle cordate at base, with strong raised Ven-
tral suture externally, shortly and very obliquely' acute. Flowers
purple, about 8 mm. long, about 5 at the ends of almost capillary ped-
uncles longer than the leaves. Banner obovate, about 5 mm. long,
arched abruptly at end of calyx to nearly erect, with sides reflexed
about 1 mm. wide to tip; white spot triangular and purple veined,
with the center produced as a white strip to tip of blade, 2-3 mm.
longer than wings. Wings oblanceolate, oblique, a little arched,
rounded, about 1 mri. longer than keel. Keel about straight along
the base, about 4 mm. long, the tip abruptly erect, obtuse and
mm. high. Calyx tube about 2 mm. long, slightly oblique at both ends,
nearly equally inserted, the triangular teeth about as long. Pedun-
cles about 1 mm. long and equaled by the bracts. Pedicels 5-7
cm. long, in the upper axils. Leaves 2-5 cm. long, all rather long-
petioled, innumerable, narrow. Leaflets 3-5 pairs, oval to elliptical
rarely 5 mm. long, rounded, ashy with rather coarse stiff white hairs,
sparse, appressed. Internodes very many, rarely 1 cm. long. Stems
petioles and peduncles almost capillary, stems very many from a
stoTit and erect root, much branched and forming delicate mats often
a foot or two wide. Stipules small, rarely 3 mm. long. Thoutrh the
pods are immature the plant is clearly new. No. 1082 Gorman from
Ranch valley near Fort Selkirk on the Yukon in moist meadows, July
5 1899. The Ayan name is Kto-goonh. Distributed as A. debilis.
No. 626 Miss Eastwood Whitehorse on the Yukon July 23, 1914.
29. Astragalus Bourgovii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 227 (1S64) Pods
fully 15 cm long exclusive of the 2 mm. long stipe, from flatfish to
D'-nriy round in cmss-sention, 4-5 mm. hi^h, half-ovate-lanceolate to
obliquely oblong-oblanceolate, acute at both ends. Flowers ascend-
ing, few, racemose, stout and thick, about 1-1.5 mm. long, purple.
B'^nner 7 mm. long, ovate-oval, short and abruptly arched at the ends
^f the calyx teeth to 90 degrees, but little longer than the keel, with
sides much reflexed. Wings little shorter than the banner, lanceolate,
a little arched 1 mm. wide, narrower than keel. Keel 7 mm. lonsr,
straight, sharply rounded, 2 mm. shorter than the banner, purple aabove,
with tipe erect, acute and 3 mm. high, a trifle shorter than the win-^.
Calyx tube oblong-campanulate, 3-4 mm. long, narrowed below, with
mouth scarcely oblique, with teeth triangular to filiform-subulate and
about half as long as tube. Pedicels slender, mostly twisted and with
pod inverted, about as long as the calyx teeth and about 2 mm. long in
flower, but the lower fruiting pedicels often 1 cm. long. Bracts ovate
to subulate, delicate, 1 mm. long. Peduncles almost filiform, nearly
all terminal, much longer than the leaves, about as long as the
stems, 10-15 cm. long including the short rachis. Racemes short, spi-
cate in flower, with shout 5-10 flowers. Leaves not over 7 cm. long,
slender, with lower petioles about as long as the leaf rachis. Leaflets
acute at both ends, narrowly ellinticnl to oblone or lanceolate, not over
1-1,2 cm. long. 4 mm. wide, of 7-8 pairs, puberulent, nearly contiguous.
reduced only at the ends of the leaves. Stinules scarious, 4 mm. long
nearly wholly connate. Stems 1-2.5 dm. high, ascending, with inter-
nodes not over 2-3 cm. long. Root woody, crowned by many filiform
and subterranean stems which form loose mats. Pubescence strigulose,
sparse and short. This has the habit of A. aboriginum and resembles
A. debilis but the leaves are more rakish and the leaflets sharp. Saw-
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tooth Mts- southern Idaho and eastward to eastern Montana and
northward to British Columbia, not in Utah, alpine and subalpine
on rocky slopes, blooming in July and August. The type has very
short stems. The less alpine forms have longer stems and leaves.
30. Astragalus leptalcus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 220 (1864). Phaca
pauciflora Nutt. A. pauciflorvis (Nutt.) Gray. Pods rarely 1 cm. long.
3-4 mm. wide, chartaceous, a trifle inflated, elliptical-lanceolate or
ovate to oval, acutish, abruptly contracted into a stipe about half as
long as calyx, very shallow and widely-sulcate or flat dorsally, rather
obcompreased, appearing as if nearly round in cross section, little
oblique, sometimes a little curved and resembling small forms of A.
flexuosus. Flowers 2-5, white (rarely purplish) on the ends of long
and filiform axillary peduncles which are shorter than the leaves, about
1 cm. long. Banner obovate to oblong-obovate, about 7 mm. long, 4-5
mm, wide, notched, abruptly arched to 45 degrees at calyx tips, 2-3 mm.
Longer than wings. Wings oblanceolate, 2 mm. wide, rather arched
often to 30 degrees, 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel very short, about
2 mm. long and high, rounded to a half circle from base, very obtuse.
Calyx tube about 3 mm. long, narrowed below, not oblique, a little
longer than the subulate teeth and about as long as the filiform pedicel
and subulate bract. Peduncles 2-5 cm. long. Leaves 7-10 cm. long, very
narrow with ascending leaflets, and very delicate. Leaflets 7-11 pairs,
lanceolate to elliptical, acute, distant, long-petiolulate, 7-12 min. long.
Stipules narrowly subulate, not reflexed, 4-10 mm. long, connate even
on the uppermost nodes. Stems filiform, flexuous and very weak,
rarely a foot long, often only a few Inches long, the internodes rather
short, minutely and sparsely pubescent but seemingly smooth. Whole
plant very delicate, supported by the grass in the deep meadows in
which it grows. Stems very few from slender running rootstocks as in
A. andinus. This is equally rare with A. debilis and with the same
wijde distribution. Middle Temperate life zone. From Santa Fe New
Mexico northward to British America. Westward to Gunnison Colorado,
not as yet found in Utah nor the Great Basin. Monida, Somers, Big-
fork Montana, Jones.
INFLATI
^1
Pods papery, rarel}^ chartaceous, (coriaceous only in A.
Beckwitliii, oocarpus, and lentiginosus at times) conspicuously
inflated (some forms of A. lentiginosus^ Pa-lmeri, and pauci-
florus only slightly so), wholly 1-celled (except in A. lenti-
ginosus which is variously 2-celled and A. Beckwithii and
triquetrus have the dorsal suture raised within somewhat), the
dorsal suture not at all produced (except as noted above),
the ventral suture some"what thickened and produced within
and seed-bearing along the middle only, mostly sulcate ventral-
ly and the suture nearly straight to concave or sometimes
convex 'in the middle, the dorsal suture the more arched and
rarely sulcate, pod tardily opening.
KEY
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A. Pcds wholly l-ceMed (dorsal suture a little intruded in A. Beck-
withii)
AB. Pods small, rarely 2 cm, long, sessile, jointed to a minute stipe
in A. pubentisslmus and sabulonum, never balloon-shaped. Calyx
turbinate to campanulate. Flowers small rarely 1 cm. long,
ABC. Densely tufted or caespitose perennials. Flowers racemose,
much arched, widely spreading or reflexed. Keel purple
Pods reflexed or horizontal. Leaves all petioled and crowded
Miseres-
ABCD, Flowers 5-8 mm, long- Stipules connate high up and
inclined to turn black in drying. Peduncles filiform, axil-
lary, shorter than the leaves, over 2 cm, long. Leaves
about 5 cm. long, with 4-6 pairs of narrowly elliptical leaf-
lets about 1-2 cm, long which are cuneate at base and apl-
culate. Stems very slender, branched below, yery many,
1-2 feet long, about prostrate, from a rather much branched
root. Northern plants.
Pods oblong, inclined to dry black, little inflated, much flattened.
31 pauciflorus.
Pods nearly globose, not blackening, much inflated , not flattened.
32 miser.
ABC2D. Flowers mostly barely 5 mm- long. Stipules not-
connate, broad and reflexed. small, not turning black. Pods
very oblique but not aircuate, papery. Peduncles barely 1-2
cm. long and with rachis about as long. Leaves about 3 cm.
long, with 3-5 pairs of oval to cuneate-obovate notched leaf-
lets, not over 1 cm. long. Stems branching above, prostrate
about a foot long or less, flexuous and with short internodes.
Plants of the sagebrush plains at the eastern base of the
Sierras.
Wliole plant softly long-hair}\ ' 33 Pulsiferje.
Plants ashy with closely appressed short hairs. 34 diumus.
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ABC3D. Flowers about 5-9 mm. long, purplish, rarely white,
Calyx narrowly campanulate- Stipules net connate, rather
wide, not turnina biack. Pods shaggy, with longer and den-
ser hairs than on the leaves opening along botn sutures at
tip, obcompressed, narrow, conspicuously arcuate, inclined
to be sulcate at both sutures, somewhat inflated, the dorsal
sinure double. Leaflets slightly if at ait notched not evi-
dently cuneate, short-petiolulate, about 1 cm. long, rather
narrow. Plants of the Navajo and Green River Basins,
"^^ "^ growing in poor soil in valleys. Lower Temperate life zone.
vr!-
^
Often blooming as winter annuals, A. desperatus would be
sought here when the pods are very thin.
WTioIe plant softly and densely hairy. 35 pubenlisslmus-
AB2C. Low annuals from a slender and erect root, widely spread-
ing and much branched stems not elongated, with short in-
ternodes and numerous leaevs. Flowers rather few and race-
mose on axillary peduncles shorter than the leaves. 5-8 mm.
long, mostly white, much arched. Stipules not connate, small
Leaflets not over 7 pairs, narrow, thickish, obtuse- Pods very
oblique, opening first at tip, mostly somewhat arcuate, panery,
wrinkled, reflexed except in A. aridus. Pedicels very shcrt
and about as long as the minute bracts. Calyx camps-nulate
to hemispherical, about 2 mm, long. Aridi.
AB2CD. Pods strongly pubescent, but I^ss so than t*-e 'eiv^s
with flat beak wcry short and mostly scarcely evHent, ob-
liquely oblong-ovate or half-oval-ovate, slightly inflated al-
most filled by the large seeds, hardly 1.5 cm. long. jcinte:J to a
minute stipe. Leaflets einptlcal.
Plants appearing green but with short hairs. Pods rounded
below, barely flattened. Flowers about 7 mm. long. 36 sabulonum.
Plants hoar)\ Pods narrowed below an-l much flattened at both
ends. Flowers about 5 mm. long. 37 aridus.
AB2C2p, Pods only minutely pubescent when mature, hoary
with very short hairs when young, very cbJique, translucent
and very thin and much inflated, conspicuously and wery
obliquely flat-beaked, about 2 cm. long and 1 cm. high or
wide, reflexed. Leaflets linear or seemingly so by being
folded.
Pods very oblique, half-ovate to lunate. 38 Geyeri.
AB3C, Slender, elongated plants, weak, mostly annual, inter-
r^odes slender and leaves rather s.-^arse.
.?t le's-t not very many
Flowers rather many rn conspicuous racerr.es ard about 1 cm.
long, mostly nurnle, not ccrspicjoi-slv archp^ Pedunc'es
elongated and mostly 5s long as or longer than the leaves Sti-
pules not connate, small. Upper leaves short-petioled. Leaf-
lets narrow, ovrr 7 r-^irs Po's wjtS thin f'at bea' s, 1-2
cm. long, fully half as wide, inclined to be beUied in the
» idflie. rarely at all obcomaressed. nicery, rTely wr'rk'ei.
Pedicefs almost none or short and bracts very small, Calvx
campanulrte. small, rarely 3 mm. long. Stems prostrate or
decumbent, Proriferi.
AB3CD. pods reflexed, chartaceous to membranaceous, not
over 1 cm. long (2 cm. in one form of A. Vaseyf), somewhat
oblique but with ventral suture always convex in the middle,
triangular-narrowed at base (abrutply so at base) and apex,
S inflated in the middle till the cross section is round, not
sulcate, with sharp beak, somewha^ ^^-iqueitrous below the
flat tip, obliquely elliptical to oval, with both sutures evl-
y dent and the ventral raised. Flowers many, spicate to
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racemose, 7-10 mm. Fong. Calyx tube about 2 mm. long,
obliquely attached (sometimes but obscurely so, with teeth
subulate and about as long as the tube (short in A. Meta-
nus). Peduncles about as Song as leaves, the floral rachis
twice as long. Leaflets about 2-3 cm. long, elliptical or
narrower, mostly obtuse. Stipules adnate, reflexed- Stems
striate, 1-2 ft^ long, rather flexuous- Internodes 3-0 cm, long.
Plants very pubescent except in A. metanus. Tropical life
zone.
AB3CDE. Pubescence spreading. Leaflets moderately petio-
lulate.
Pods racemose. Flowers nearly white. Plants shaggy
with partly spreading silky hairs. , - 39 Julianus.
Pods spicate. Flowers dark-purple. Plants hoary
above with de;[isely woolly hairs. 40 prorifenis.
AB3CD2E. Pods nearly glabrous, ventral suture humped in
the middle and about one half as convex there as the
dorsal. Upper leaves sessMe or nearly so. Leaflets about
9 pairs, 23 cm. long, distant, acutlsh, long-petloluiate, nar-
rowly to linear-eliiptic, flat. Pubescence closely ap-
pressed. Tall plants and probably shrubby-
Pods much flattened except at very base, 10 mm, long. 41 tnetanus.
Pods not flatteued except at very tip. 2 cm. long, 42 Vaseyi.
AB3C2D. Pods 4-10 mm. lonn, reflexed in short and close ra-
cemes, yjery greatly inflated, globose-ovate, not at all oblique
not compressed, not sulcate noticeably, not at all narrowed
at base, the minute and flat tip scarcely visible. Stems as-
cending, annuals or winter annuals.
t
Pods jointed to a minute stipe, 6-S mm. long. 43 Thurberi
A33C3D- Pods about 5 mm. high and 12 mm. long, half-oval,
inflate:! very little and only In the middle^ much laterally
flattened till nearly flat, erect and appressed. Apparently
perennials of the Lower Temperate life zone.
Pods nearly flat. 44 Palmeri.
'1.]
A04C. Slender or tall plants with minutely woolly pubescence,
stubby cream-colored flowers in dense spikes which do not
elongate with age and on conspicuous peduncles which elon-
gate with age. Leaves sessile, with many pairs of nearly
contiguous leaflets, which are cuneate below. Pods taper
poFnted. Tropica! plants-
Pods rigid, small, little inflated, nearly smooth. Tall perennials.
45 pychnostacliyus.
Pods papery, rather large, much inflated, hairy. Annuals, 46 Homii.
A2B, Pods small, rarely 2 cm. long sometimes 3 cm. long \n pictus
and subclnereus very much inflated (somewhat so in scalaris),
with cross section about round (deltoid-ovate in scalarls), tip
but little flattened (decidedly so in insularis), reflexed, almost
traslucent and very thin, firm in subclnereus and scalaris, on
a minute stipe shorter than calyx and mostly jointed to It.
Mostly annuals, weak or low plants, erect.
A2BC, Annuals or winter annuals with yery thin small racemose
flowers, and low and spreading habit. Pods seemingly sessile
u
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A2BC. Pods neither balloon-shaped nor stipitate nor stipe even a
mere knob except in A -Wetherillj where it is as long as calyx.
but on breaking away they leave a minuts boss in the calyx
as long as wide which sometimes elongates. Peduncles much
shorter than the leaves. Triflori.
Pods veiy oblique, smooth, small. Weak annuals. 47 insularis.
Pods little oblique, 1-2 cm. long, mostly hairy. Winter annuals.
48 triflorus-
Pods 2-3 cm. long, conically pointed at least below- Stems
zigzag. Plants ashy. 49 subcinereus.
A2B2C. Perennials, rarely biennial.
A2B2CD. Pods only minutely stipitate, but inclined to be con-
tracted at very base in addition.
A2B2CDE. Very delicate but erect plants with slender stems
and filiform peduncles, and flowers in long and erect
racemes. Pods very oblique and about 8 mm. long.
Scalares.
Pods racemose, 4-8 mm. long. Tall, erect plants,
intricately branched. 50 scalaris.
A2B2CD2E. Slender spreading plants with short internodes
and many leaves, with filiform peduncles shorter than the
leaves, few and racemose flowers, and translucent mottled
tissue like pods about 2 cm. long and oval-ovate.
Pods over i cm. long, few. Low, weak and
ascending plants. 51 Wardi.
A2B2C2D. Pods on a distinct filiform stipe about as long as
calyx, but not jointed to It. Pictj.
A2B2C2DE. Plants not from filiform roctstocks and leaflets
not phyliodia-like but broad, at least not linear. Pods little
if at all oblique,
1
Pods about 7 mm. long. Flowers greenisK-purpIe,
Plants prostrate. 52 serpens.
Pods I cm- long. Elowers purple with white claws.
Plants eiect or nearly so. 53 nutans.
A2B2C2D2E, Plants with filiform rootstocks and phyllodia-
like leaflets. Well developed pods 3 cm, long, some smaller.
Open and airy plants with slender and flexuous sterns
hardly a foot long, ascending. Peduncles much shorter
than the leaves^ Stipules very broad and small, not con-
nate or only a trifle near the root. Flowers few, race-
mose, about 7-8 mm. long, rather light-colored- Bracts
minute.
Plants with phyllodia-like leaflets and wiry
underground stems. 54 pictus.
A3B. Pods large or long, 3 or more cm. long (2 cm. long in A.
oocarpus, balloon-shaped and small in A. jejunus,)
A3BCD. pods strictly sessile, and the calyx falling with It. Tro-
pical plants. Crotaiariae.
A3ECDE. Flowers white or cream-colored, thick and stubby,
the erect part of banner very short and with sides refiexed
but little. Petals nearly equr
Whole plant hoary or woolly. c^ vestitus
_
Whole plant nearly smooth. 56 Pomonensis!
^
A3BCD2E. Flowers purple or white, not stubby, the erect
part of banner long and elliptical to oval, sides much re-
flexed, much longer than wings, and winas longer than
keel. Flowers in oblong heads, ascending a"s are the pods,
•^ which are but little oblique. Pubescent plants. This
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group is probably nearest related to the lentiginosus group
Flowers purple. Calyx teelh half as long as tube. Leaves
and pods nearly smooth. 57 Crotalarias.
Flowers light-colored. Calyx teeth as long as tube.
Leaves densely white-woolly. Pods about smooth. 58 Miguelensis-
Flowers purple-tipped. Whole plant silvery-silky. 59 Magdalenx,
A3BCD3E. Pods ovate, narrowed at base into a very thick
pseudostipe, cartilaginous. Flowers white (cream-colored
dry), about 1 cm, long, stubby and much arched, in loose
racemes. Leaflets several pairs.
Pods rigid, ascending 2 cm long. 60 oocarpus.
A3BC2D, Pods jointed to a minute boss within the calyx and
so minutely stipitate (stipe is about 2 mm, long in We-
therilli), falling away from it readily, conspicuously ob-
liqi^e, thp ventral suture mostly straipht. Flowers short,
arched and rather stubby, narrow In A. Wetherilli hardly
1 cm. long, few and racemose. Stems decumbent, opert,
airy and branched below. Leaflets rather many, !;near to
narrowly elliptical (oval only in Wetherilli).
A3BC2DE. Pods a trifle obcompressed if at all flattened. Flow-
ers white, (rarely purplish) Caljfornian species. Tro-
pical mostly. Macrcdontes.
Whole plant sofily-sha^gy. 61 macrodon.
Plants smooth or only ashy. 62 Douglasii.
A3BC2D2E. Pods a little laterally flattened, about haff-ovate.
F'ov\ers few racemose, aho t 7 mm. long, ascending in
i bloom, purplish, rareiy whitish. Peduncles with rachis
rarely longer than leaves,1-2 dm. long. Upper leaf peti-
oles short or almost none. Leaflets long-petiolulate, 2-4
cm. lang. Stems flexucus, from a thick or woody root
about 2 ft. long, spreading in tufts. Plants of the Navajo
Basin and adjacent Colorado river drainage. Ailochroi.
Stipe minute. 63 allochrous.
Sitpe about as long as calyx. 64 Wetherilli.
A3E2C. Pods balloon-shaped, larger*above (sometimes obscurely
so), the cross section about round, little or somewhat oblique,
mostly only apiculate at tip, conspicuously inflated and papery,
tapering or contracted into a stipe at base (not tapering and
sessile in jejunus) about as long as calyx. Stipules connate at
least below. Leaflets linear (elliptical in Hookerianus) and
' mostly acute. Pubescent plants but never woolly. Perennials
of the Lower and Middle, rarely Upper Temperate life zones.
A3B2CD. Pods nearly globose, sessile, about 1 cm. long. Stems
caespltose and very short. Flowers not over 7 mm. long
Leaflets revolute, sharp. Jejuni.
Plants densely matted and nearly acaulescent, smooth. 65 jejunus.
A3B2C2D. Pods 2-5 cm. long, tapering at base into a distinct
stipe as long as caJyx but not Jointed to it, sulcate ventrally
Flowers a little over 1 cm. long, mostly rather capitate, 6-10,
ascending. Banner large. Keel large, the base somewhat
arched, tip acute Fruiting calyx mostly reflexed, the tube
about 3 mm, long and' teeth never over half the tube. Up-
per petioles short and leaf rachis long. Leaves rather ap-
pressed, the middle ones the largest. Interncdes 2-7 cm.
long. Stems a half to 2 ft, long; tufted from rather woody
root. Hookeriani.
Tall, erect, smooth, plants with phyllodia-like leaflets. 66 Cusickii.
Plants nearly prostrate, with silvery and rather
.. ,
.
broad leaflets. 67 Hookerianus-
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A4B. Pods conspicuously stipitate.
A4BC. Pods not jointed to the stipe nor stipe jointed at the ends
or in the middle, falling away with the stipe and calyx.
Plants never smooth nor with leathery leaflets.
A43CD. Pods completely laterally flattened except in the mid-
dle, acuminate at both ends, deltoid to triangular at tip,
clavate, about 3-4 cm. long and fully 1 cm. wide, stipe about
twice the calyx. Flowers many, racemose, ascending. Calyx
tube cylindric, 7 mm. long, Pedices stout, about 2 mm.
long. Peduncles 1-2 dm. long, stout, floral rachis about as
long. Oxyphysl.
Pods very flat, long-halberd-shaped. 68 ox} physus.
MBC2D. Pods half-elHptical to half-oval, about one third as
wide as long, tapering into a filiform stipe about half as
long as pod, 1.5-2.5 cm. long, ascending, not greatly inflated,
smooth. This section is allied to the A- stenophylFus group.
Tropical plants, Trichopodes,
Pods 1.5 cm. long, very slightly flattened in the middle. 69 trichopodus
Pods 2.5 cm. long, much flattened. 70 capillipcs.
A4BC3D. Pods papery, abruptly contracted into a variable
stipe, the body 3-4 cm. long (rarely 2 cm. long in forms
of leucopsis) and at least half as wide as long (not over
one third as long in fastidius but pod then abruptly con-
tracted into a short stipe and 3-3.5 cm, long), not lateral*
ly flattened. Flowers while, rarely tinged with purple,
in spikes. Tropical plants. Leucophylli,
MBC3DE. Pubescence silky, of straight or only wavy and
fine hairs, not woolly. Flowers rather thick and stubby.
Calyx hyaline, cleft deeper above. Peduncles subterminal
and stout.
Stipules not connate, 71 leucophyllug.
btipules connate. 72 curtipes.
A4BC3D2E. Pubescence woolly, of kinked and tangled hairs,
or when minute the hairs are spreading and leaf sur-
face appears uneven.
Pods veiy obtuse at both ends, half-oval, with stipe
I cm. long. 73 leucopsis,
A4B2C. Pods jointed to the stire and mostly disarticulating at
the joint. Leaflets thick and leathery, broad.
A4B2CD. Pubescence de'rse and ho^ry with stiff, closely aopres-
«ed, straight hairs. Leaflets imbricated. Stems very short
Lutosi. ^
Flowers white, in axillary heads. 74 lutosus.
A4B2C2D. Pods mottled. Pubescence none except In forms ofA megacarpus on the calyx and young parts. Leaves in-
clined to be glaucous. Leaflets not imbricated, often round,
small. Stipules not connate. Calyx white and hyaline.Wings elongated. Keel short, about as high as long. Pods
with ventral suture raised externally. Plants very closely
allied. Oophori, '
A4B2C2DE. Pods papery, greatly inflated,
.S-6 cm. long, 2-3cm wide, abruptly rounded at base and on a Stipe hardly
Stems very short and prostrate. Pods 4-6 cm. long, yc meffacftrpus
A4B2C2D2E. Pods coriaceous and rigid, somewhat inflated,
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Annuals.
Perennials.
greatly obcompressed and arched, bisulcate ventral ly.
acuminate at both ends, dorsal suture a little intruded,
Pods arched, with sharp, raised ventral snture,
acute at both ends. 77 Beckwithii.
2A. Pods triquetrous, partly 2-celled by the intrusion of the dorsal
suture very thin and papery and almost translucent, half-elliptical,
about 1.5 cm. long, sessile, feflexed in short racemes as are the
flowers. Flowers about 5 mm. long, short and broad. Slender
and low plants related to A. G'eyeri, Triquetri. .
'78 triquetrus.
,
79 Craigi. .
oA. Pods 2-celted or nearly so, by the Intrusion of both sutures, in-
flated, not over 4 cm. long, normally papery, rarely coriaceous,
normally ovate, rarely globse or linear, always arcuate or very
oblique, not noticeably stipitate, jointed to calyx, mostly mottled,
apiculate to acuminate, ovate to oblate in cross section, broadest
and truncate at base or cordate there. Stipules small, not con-
nate. Flowers never cream-colored, very variable in size but
normally rather small, narrow and straight, not ovet 1-5 cm. long.
Calyx short-cylindric, with triangular teeth. Plants blooming in
early summer.
Pods 2-celled,
,
. 80 lentiginosus.
31. Astragalus pauciflorus. Hock. Fl. Bor.,Am'. 1.149 (1834). A.
vexilliflexus Sheldon, Trrgacantha Kunt.ze. Pods 5-10 mm. long, about
3 mm. high, conspicuously laterally flattened except in the middle,
(the cross section elliptical), oblong to elliptical-oblong very shortly api-
culate at both ends, puberulent, reflexed, "with both sutures prominent
and the ventral thick, not sulcate, convex on both sutures, or the ven-
-tral suture rarely straight, puberalent nnd ashy, splitting from the base
through both sutures and valves falling apart, veijtral suture only
thickened within, waHs rather stiff. Flowers like those of A. montanns
but larger, 5-10 mm. long, 5*12, closely racemose, spreading to reflexed,
purple or white. Banner oval to rou'^d. 4-8 mm, long, abruptly bent
to erect at end of calyx, with s:dcs reflexed about 1 mm. wide. Wings
rnostly white, lanceolate, J-2 mm. shorter than b'^ntier, much arched,
shout as much longer than keel, purple-veined. Keel about 2 mm. long
and high, abruptly erect, the obliquely truncate, tip triangular, in-
curved more than 90 degrees. Calyx tube Hedeoma-like, nearly tur-
binate, about 2 mm. long, acute "nd oblioue at base, the subulate and
curved teeth fully as long as tube. Pedicels filiform,' often twisted,
about 2-3 mm. long, as long as the delicate and subulate bracts. Leaves
with petiole about half the rachis. Leaflets oblong to lanceolate
or elliptical, acute, 3-4 mm. wide, 3-6 pairs. Stipules hyaline or black
below, 3-5 mm. long. Plants ashy with rough and flatfish hairs ab-
Tiiptly appressed. This grows with or near A. tenellus arid can be sepa-
rated by the sessile pods, with ventral suture less arched, mostly pur-
ple flowers, long bracts, petioled leaves and relatively few leaflets.
From A. Wingatensis it is separable by its habitat, not spotted pods
and leaflets not linear, and congested habit. Rather common in moist
valleys along creeks from the bad lands of Nebraska and Dakotah
through Wyoming and northward and northwestward to the upper
Waters of the Missoula and British America, at least as far north as
the Cypress Hills. The flowers are often rather cleistogamous, and
then minute and w^hite. This has the habit of the Debiles and connects
the two groups.
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32. Astragalus miser Dougl. in Hook. Bor. Am. 1 153 (1834). A
microcystis Gray, A. debilis Walp., A. amphidoxus BlankensMp, Tra-
gacantha Kuntze, Pods about 6-8 mm. long, nearly globose rarely
oval, mostly very obtuse but apiculate, a little obTiciue and with ven-
tral suture about strai.^ht, conspicuously inflated, ashy with soft
spreading hairs, apparently minutely stipitate but the stipe not longer
than thick, with very thin and wrinkling walls. Flowers about 5 mm.
long, pinkish or white, 6-10. Banner oval, about 4 mm. long, abruptly
erect at end of calyx, rather hooded, and deeply notched, with many
twin veins of purple coming from near the base, the sides only slightly
reflexed, about 1 mm. longer than wings. Wings half-oval, rounded at
tip about 1 mm, longer than keel, white, appearing very oblique. Keel
blade deltoid wholly, except for a stiort and narrow base, about
2 mm. high, very obtuse. Calyx tube almost hemispherical, acutish at
base, about 1 mm. long, the subulate teeth as long. Pedicels about 1
mm. long, half as long as the lanceolate and ciliate hyaline bracts.
Peduncles 1-3 cm. long, and the rachis nearly as long. Racemes loose
5-12 flowered. Leaves 3-5 cm. long, with petiole rarely as long as
lowest leaflets. Leaflets mostly obtuse, 4-6 pairs elliptical, rarely
some are oval. Stipules narrowly triangular, about 5 mm. long. Inter-
nodes 1-2 cm. long. Whole plant even to pods and calyx softly ashy
with rather short and wavy white hairs partly appressed. Base of
stems decidedly woody. Along sandy bottoms from the eastern base
of the Rockies to central Wyoming and northwestward through Mon-
tana to the eastern part of the Columbia Basin proper as far as Ft.
Colville and northward into British America. Middle Temperate life
zone. A. miser x pauciflorus is a hybrid form and about intermediate
between the two species.
33. Astragalus Pulsiferae Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 10 69 (1874). A.
Suksdorfii Howell. Pods oblately half-round, about 1 cm. long and
nearly as wide and high, with ventral suture about straight in the mid-
dle and then abruptly archeS up at both ends, at base into a corner
where it is sessile at right angles to the suture, and at tip into a
flat and sharp upcurved deltoid beak 1-2 mm. long, translucent and tis-
sue-like and wrinkled, greatly inflated, ifticlined to be a little sulcate
ventrally plong the m'ddle, red stippled all over or green; cross section
a little obcompressed, oval to oblate-oval, seed-bearing only in the
middle. Flowers white, with waterlined banner a little shaded with
puri>le. the banner about 3 mm. long, round, bent abruptly to about
110 degrees just beyond tube, with sides reflexed 1 mm. wide at base
only and blade becoming rather fiddle-shaped; groove almost a half
circle and filling the whole banner above; blpde about 2 mm. longer
than wings. Wings oblong, arched 30 degrees, 2 mm. wide, obtuse
and with oblique tip, the right hand one incurved over keel and the
other flaring, but the tips of both connivent over keel tip, fully 2 mm.
lon^^er than keel. Keel as in A. miser. Calyx about hemispherical, the
tube hardly 2 mm. long, cleft deeper above, a little oblique at base, the
subulate teeth lax, curved and as long to twice as long as tube. Ped-
icels filiform, 1-2 mm. long, about as long as the subulate bracts. Ped-
uncles pnd leaf rachis filiform and very short. Stems stout for the
plant, about 2 mm. thick. Root woody and thick at crown. Pubescence
of whole plant white-shaggy with long and spreading rather kinked, soft
hairs. Growing in poor gravelly soil from Chat and Plumas Co. Cali-
fornia nearly to the British line. Middle Temperate life zone.
34. Astragalus diurnus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 450 (1886).
Pods obliquely ovate, or oblately half-ovate, about 2 cm. long and 1
cm. high, somewhat laterally flattened, with the ventral suture con-
vex a little at tip and base and concave in the middle or straight,
nearly square at the base and scarcely at all flattened, at tip very flat
and with the deltoid beak about 3 mm. long and with declined tip,
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ashy; when young, nearly smooth when ripe, stiff-papery, flattish, or
broadly sulcate along the ventral suture, the cross section nearly half-
ovaL Flowers 7-8 mm. long, few, white or tinged with purple above;
the banner waterlined or purple-veined, 4-5 mm. long, variously arched
beyond the calyx tips, about as long as wings. Wings half-obovate,
acutish, quite oblique, about 2 mm. longer than keel, white. Keel
half-cuneate with nearly square end and erect tip about 2-3 mm. high,
a little colored at the end. Calyx turbinate-campanulate, about 2 mm.
long, the teeth narrowly triangular and about as long as tube. Leaves
rarely 5 cm. long. Leaflets oval to obovate, notched or very
ot)tuse, 2-8 mm. long, smooth above, ashy below with short and
closely appressed hairs, the calyx similar but with some black hairs
Intermixed. Stems quite slender, branching throughout, less than
a foot long, apparently from underground stems. It has the h^bit of
A. Geyeri and appears to be short-lived. John Day valley Oregon.
Middle Temperate life zone.
35. Astragalus pubentlssimus T. & G. Fl. 1 ^93 (1840). A. multi
caulis Nutt., A. Peabodianus Jones, Phaca Rydberg. Pods ovate to
lanceolate, 1-2 cm. long, about 7-10 mm. wide and 5 mm. high, decidedly
obcompressed at base, much laterally flattened toward the deltoid to
triangular, sharp, apiculate and upturned tip which is 1-5 mm, lorg.
little if at all mottled, the cross section from triquetrous-ro^.U'>rm ;
-^
transversely elliptical; jointed to a short stipe, walls very thin and
wrinkled, hairy within. Flowers either dull purple or tinq:ed with
purple, ascending when fresh and gradually drooping with age, almost
capitate or very shortly-racemose, several. Banner oval, abruptly
arched to erect at calyx t'ns. the erect part about 4 mm. long, tho sides
much reflexed bel-w, the central part white and purple vemed.
Wings obovate to lanceolate, notched, arched 30-45 degrees, fully 2
mm. wide. 1-2 mm longer than keel and 2-4 mm, shorter than hannpr.
Keel 3-4 mm. long, the base nearly straight, and the tip abruptly
rounded to 110 degrees and deltoid and erect and rather acute, fally
3 mm. high, deep purple. Calyx tube about 3 mm. long, rather ^rm-.
cate at base and attached a little below the middle, cleft deeper above
with broad sinus and teeth a little unequal, nearly subulate, arched
-^'^
about as long as tube to twice as long. Pedicels about 1 mm. long
and about as long as the minute triangular bracts. Peduncles
hardly half as long as the leaves. 1-3 cm. long, the rachis a little
shorter. Leaves innumerable (because of the many internodes which
are rarely 1 cm. long\ 2-6 cm. long, broad, the petioles about half the
whole. Leaflets 3-8 pairs, mostly 5, broadly to narrowly elliptical, thick,
contiguous, ashy (appearing as if minutPly woolly) with partlv ^ure-M-
ing kinked rather oppressed hairs, as is the whole plant pxcept the
shaggy pods. Stipules rather deltoid, rarely 3 mm. long. Stems rather
coarse for the pl?nt. round, a few inches to a foot or twn lon^, formin-
mats on the ground, very many and much branched frn-i a ^^-nder
tap root. A shor^-lfvPd perennial, but blooming the first year, growing
In clayey or slightly sandy soil on flats from the nr>->er Oreen rj^v
Ht*f;1n Wyoming throutrhout the Navajo Basin to Fnrmmgtnn New
M-vV^o and the San Juan and Henry Mts. Blooming in May and
.lune. Lower Temperate life zone.
36. Astraq^lus sabulonum Gray Proc, Am. Acad. 13 368 C1878>.
A. Virginens Sheldon.' Phaca Rydberg. Pods ol^l'^ng-qvate to half-
oval, rounded Pt" base, aniculate to shortly arnminate. arcuate to
nearly straight, broadly sulcate dorsally, and s-metimes so ventra ly,
little laterally flattened to slightly obcompressed. with cross section
trlquetrous-oval to nearly round; ventral suture raised and rather
thick externallv. Flowers (almost those of A. Vaseyi) 3-6 loose about
7 mm. long, wHh petals 2 mm. longer tbau the calyx lo^^s ^^^^P^^^
arched abruptly to erect or 100 degrees at end of tube, with white tip or
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all white and base purple, with purple midrib, purple-veined, notched,
oval, about 5 mm. long, broadly and deeply grooved, with sides re-
flexed, one half mm. wide below. Wings white *at tip and parple below
or all white, obovate, arched to nearly erect, obtuse, concave to keel
and connivent over the end, spreading on th lower side, narrowed and
a trifle longer thr-n the keel, and 2 mm. shorter than the banner.
Keel dark-purple or brown, the base a little arched, the tip abruptly
arched to 100 degrees and acutish, higher than long. Calyx tube cam-
panulate, truncate at base, obcompressed at tip, not gibbons, nearly
as long as the subulate lobes. Bracts subulate, green, hairy. Pedicels
1 mm. long, as long as or a little shorter than the bracts. Peduncles and
rachia about as long as the leaves, the young ones as long as the young
leaves. Leaves 5 cm. long, with petiole about one third the whole. Leaf-
lets 4-12 mm. long, obovate to elliptical, about 4-6 pairs, green b'lt de-
cidedly pubescent with fine appressed hairs, hoary when young, hairs of
the p0()s longer. Stipules slender, triangular, 2-3 mm. long. Stems 1-2 dm.
long, the central one erect, the others variously spreading, flexuous,
stout for the plant, annual or rarely blooming as a winter annual.
with the aspect of A, Geyeri but more condensed, Intemodes usually
1.5 cm. rarely 2.5 cm. long. Wliole plant even to the pods short-
shaggy with half appressed hairs, the leaves a little greener but all
hoary, the hairs spreading on the pods. From the Moencoppa north-
ern Arizona (Navajo Basin) and Lee's Ferry to Hawthorne and
Rhodes Nevada and Imperial Valley and Indio California, growing in
?andy deserts. Tropical and on the lower edge of the Lower Tem-
perate life zone. Blooming in April. It is not easy to separate this
from A. pubentisimus except by the habitat and life zone. The
latter species has conspicuously arcuate pods and the pubescence
rnor and more wavy and much longer on the pods. Flow^ers also
larger. The inteniodes shorter, and stems decidedly flexuous and
flat on the ground.
37. Astragalus aridus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 223 (1864) A.
albatus Sheldon. Pods half elliptical, or obliquely ovate, shortly
acute at both ends or at least narrowed below and acute at tip, mostly
I-^terally flattened at both ends, 1-1,5 cm. long, 5-8 mm. high, ascending,
with neither suture prominent externally, with cross section about
round in the middle, the ventral suture straight or concave the dor-
sal arched to a third circle, tip deltoid and flat, from scarcely evi^
dent to 3 mm. long. Flowers racemose, inclined to be cleistogamous
about 5 mm. long. few. rarely 10, at first dull-purple-tipped afterwards
white or all white. Banner arched abruptly to erect at calvx tips,
about 3 mm. long, with sides reflexed a little above, about 1 mm" longer
than wings, white spot large and purple veined. Wings oblanceolate
about as long as keel, a little arched, one half mm. wide. Keel 2 mm'
long, the base nearly straight and tip nearly erect and blunt about
1 mm. high. Calyx tube turbinate, the longitudinal section deltoid,
about 1 mm. long, not oblique nor apparently deeper cleft above the
teeth oblong to broadly triangular, barely acute, green, fully as 'long
as tube or more. Pedicels almost none, shorter than the minute tri-
angular bracts. Peduncles 2-4 cm, long, much shorter than the fnilt-
ing rachis which is sometimes 1 dm. long, but floral rachis short.
btlpules inconspicuous, triangular, about 3 mm. long. Stems very
many, rather slender, branching freely above, the outer ones pros-
trate the inner erect, flexuous. forming a dense mass 1-3 fL wide and a
foot high. Leaves 3-7 cm. long, the lower petioles rather long the
opper short, very many (the internodes rarely half as long as leaVes).
LeaOets 5-6 pairs, oblong-elliptical, rather distant. Whole plant even
to calyx and bracts hoary with closely appressed verj' fine, tapering
silky. Hat and twisted hairs, which are a little tangled on the youngpods and resemble wool, but mature pods often with scattered pubes-
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cence. This plant seems to hybridize with A. lentiginosus with which
if often grows forming the lentiginosus van Coulteri. Blooming in
late spring, probably a winter^ annual at times. Tropical in sandy
deserts. Common on the Calfornia deserts west of Yuma to Mexico
and as far west as Indio.
38. Astragalus Geyeri Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 214 (1864). Phaca
annua Geyer. Pods half-oval, half-ovate, or very broadly lunate, very
oblique or arcuate and with tip often erect, from smooth to puberulent,
sharply acute with a broad triangular to deltoid, incurved and flat
rather oblique tip, decidedly laterally flattened, except in the middle,
finely reticulated, rarely sulcate dorsally and then not deeply so, nar-
rowed at both ends and abruptly so at base, greatly bellied below, the
ventral suture even concave and the dorsal arched to about a half-
circle, cross section triangular to deltoid and with rounded base.
Flowers 3-5, about 7 mm. long, whitish. Banner arched to nearly erect
at end of tube, about oval, 1-3 mm. longer than the wings, little notched
with the sides reflexed somewhat, faintly purple-veined, white spot
scarcely visible and coming within 1 mm. of the edge all around,
groove shallow, scarcely narrower below. Wings 1-2 mm. longer- than
keel, obliquely ovate, obtuse, ascending about 30 degrees, 1-2 mm, wide.
Keel about 2 mm. longer than calyx, with tip incurved to 100 degrees
and deltoid, about 2 mm. high. Calyx campanulate, 1-2 mm. long, teeth
triangular to subulate, green and fully as long as tube. Leaves 7-10 cm.
long, all rather long-petioled, many. Peduncles filiform, 1-2 cm. long,
axillary almost from the cotyledons. Leaflets linear to elliptical linear,
7-11 pairs, obtuse to notched, 1-3 cm. long, mostly folded, nearly
smooth above, cuneate at base, rather distant. Plants ashy throughout
with fine appressed hairs, but stems the most pubescent. Annuals
With very slender erect roots and several stems from the crown,
freely branching, flexuous, with very many internodes rarely 2 cm,
long, blooming almost from the cotyledons throughout the season and
at length becoming small bushy tufts often a foot high with horizontal
side branches. Rarely blooms as a winter annual. Common through-
out the Green River and Navajo Basins and throughout the Great Basin
to the Sierras and northward to the southern side of the Columbia
Basin, growing in sand on plains, Lower Temperate life zone. At the
south it is replaced by sabulonum and aridus.
39. Astragalus Jullanus Jones Cont. 7. 667 (1895). Pods obliquely
oval about 12 mm. long, 7 mm. high from a little inflated to circular in
cross section in the middle, beak acuminate, 4 mm. long and nearly
central, ventral suture thick and not sulcate. Flowers nearly white
but purple-tipped, in a close raceme which is lax in fruit, nearly ses-
sile, reflexed, about 7 mm. long. Calyx campanulate, tube 2 mm. long,
teeth subulate and as long as tube. Peduncles stout, as long as leaves,
floral rachis as long as the peduncles. Leaves 1 dm. long proper petiole
1.2-2 cm. long. leaflets 7-8 pairs, normally elliptical, acutish, 1.2 cm
long, 2-3 mm. wide. Inflorescence corymbiform by the shortening of the
upper internodes, plants mostly shaggy with partly spreading silky
hairs except the shortly and sparsely pubescent pods. Stems erect or
decumbent, about 1-2 ft. high. Internodes 1 3 cm. long. San Julio
Lower California Brandegee.
40. Astragalus proriferut Jones. Cont. 5 275 (1893). Pods spi-
cate, obliquely ovate to oval, 1-2 cm. long 7-10 mm. wide, chartaceous.
Inflated, rounded at base, early splitting the calyx, dorsal suture not
evident, very convex, ventral little arched and much thickened in
the middle, cross section broadly obovate, tip very flat and short,
triangular, beak 4 mm. long. Flowers dark-purple, with lighter keel, spl-
cate, 1 cm. Ipng. Banner rather large, nearly round, ascending 80
degrees abruptly beyond the cp^yx tips, 2 mm. longer than the wings
and keel, eraarginate. Wings lanceolate, notched; keel 7 mm. long,
tin flhrnntiv pr^^t nr more incurved. acute. base a little arched. Calyx
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broadly campanulate, tube 1-2 mm. lorg, oblique, cleft deeper above,
teeth nearly as long as tube, sabulate lo triangalar. Pedicels almost
none but shorter than the obsc.ire and ovate bract. Peduncles
stout, one half as thick as stem, 5-7 cm. long, floral rachis. 7-10 cm.
long, many flowered. Leaves 7-10 cm. long, petioles 2.5cm.long or less.
Leaflets 8-19 pairs, oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, 7-20 mm. long, 2-7 mm.
Tside, acute at base; stipules triangular, herbaceo is. 4-7 mm. long, up-
per little reduced. Stems seemingly shrubby at base, 1 2 ft long, ascend
iijg, whuit plant hor.ry with very short and worUy pubescence which is
very dense above, San Pedro Martir, Lower California, Brandegee.
41. Astragalus metanus Jones. Cent 7 666, 733 (1895) . Pods
decidedly laterally compressed, lenticular, much the shape of the
montanus group, obliquely ovate-elliptical, upper one third vetchlike,
lower part swelled out by the few seeds, minutely puberalent, 10 mm.
long, 5 mm. high, tip deltoid to triangular-acate, ventral suture nearly
straight, narrowed at very base, cross section oval near the base.
Flowers racemose, nearly sessile, purple at tip, horizontal, aboat*7 mm.
apart. Banner 7 mm. long, bent abruptly 2 mm. beyond the calyx
teeth to 45 to 90 degrees, oval, sides reflexed 1 mm. wide, most at
base. Wings arched 30 to 60 degrees exposing the keel, oblong to
oblong-lanceolate, 2 mm. shorter than the hanner, narrower than the
keel. Keel abruptly bent at tip to 110 degrees, about 1 mm. shorter
than the wings, produced to a point, 3 mm. h-gh, light-colored, with
btise a little arched. Calyx broadly campanulate; tube 2 mm. long,
scarcely oblique at mouth; teeth triangular, about a third to half as
long as tube. Pedicels not slender, 1 mm. long. Peduncles including
rachis about a foot long, sulcate, normally 3-4 times as long as the
leaves, often 5 dm. long. Leaves 10-15 cm. long with proper petiole
2 3 cm. long on the lower leaves and absent on the upper ones.
Leaflets linear lanceolate, barely acute, not contigaous, 3-4 cm, long,
thin. Internodes 7-10 cm. long. Stipules very small, green, 2 mm.
lon:r, reflexed, adnate, not connate. Stems prostrate from perennial
rO'ts, 2-3 ft. long, rather stout, sulcate. Plants minutely pubescent
throughout with fine and appressed hairs fixed by the base. Hansen's
ranch, Lower California near the boundary, Orcutt.
42. Astragalus Vaseyi Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 17 370 (1882).
Pods obliquely ovate, often a little obcompressed below, flattened
only at very tip which is short and deltoid, about 1 cm. wide, spicate,
all on one side of the floral rachis as if pendent on ascending stems,
2 cm, long, usually with a little boss at base, w^hen inmature then
often somewhat laterally compressed. Flowers spicate, the same as
in A. metanus except that the calj^x is campanulate and teeth as long
as the tube. Peduncles with floral rachis rarely over twice as long as
the leaves, not over 1.2 dm, long. Leaves rarely over 1 dm. long.
Leaflets elliptical to narrowly so, flat, apiculate, rarely over 2 cm. long.
Internodes seldom over 2-3 cm. long. Plants slender, flexuous, (said to
be) shrubby at base, silvery throughout with closely appressed hairs
except the minutely puberulent pods. On the California desert south
of the Mojave river and east of the Sierras. Tropical.
43. Astragalus Thurberi Gray PI, Thurber 312 (1855). Pods only
minutely pubescent, about G-S mm. long, papery, faintly sulcate dorsally,
nervose. rounded at base, widely spreading, with both sutures evi-
dent, jointed to a minute stipe. Flowers 4-7 nam. long, purplish to
ochrcleucous, many. Calyx tube campanulate, not gibbous, about 2
mm. long, teeth subulate and about as long as the tube. Bracts subu-
late, 2 mm. long longer than the pedicels, leaves many, rather appres-
sed. Petioles one third to one half the whole. Leaflets 5-7 pairs, 2-10
mm. long, rather distant or crowded, narrowly oblong, obtuse, fleshy,
retuse. Stipules triangular, adnate. Stems many spreading, rather
stout^ about a foot long, with short internodes, wih many appressed
branches below, rather rigid, leafy, apparently winter annual. Plants
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"minutely pubescent throughout with appressed hairs, blooming in
March and April on the deserts of New Mexico and Arizona south of
the Mogollons. Lower Temperate life zone probably.
44. Astragalus Palmeri Gray Proc- Am. Acad. 7 398 (1868). Pods
deltoid-acute, obtuse at base, smooth. Flowers purple, many in ra
cemea, about 5 mm. long, arched. Banner arched abruptly at end of
tube to erect, about 3 mm long, oval, 1-2 mm. longer than wings, with
sides reflexed a little. Wings oblanceolate. rounded, arched somewhat,
about 1 mm. longer than keel. Keel with tip abruptly erect and 2
mm. high, obtuse. Calyx tube campanulate, about 2 mm. long, with
teeth as long. Pedicels very short and as long as the triangular bracts.
Peduncles erect, stout, about 1 dm. long, longer than the leaves,
with racemes 1-1.5 dm. long. Upper leaves nearly sessile. Leaflets
8-13 pairs, oblong, 1.2-2 cm. long, obtuse, long-petioled. Stipules very
small and short. Stems 1-2 ft. high, striate and rather stout. Plants
ashy to nearly smooth. Growing on gravelly benches. Camp Grant
southern Arizona. Palmer. Probable, Lower Temperate life zone.
45. Astragalus pychnostachyus Gray Proo. Am. Acad. 6 257 (1864).
Pods oval ovate, chartaceous. rigid, and with thick rib-like sutures,
about 7-10 mm. long, 5 mm, high and 2-3 mm. wide or wider, normally
much laterally flattened and with cross section diamond-shaped, but
sometimes nearly round, swelled only in the middle, rather coarsely
reticulated, closely reflexed in a dense spike or oblong head, nearly
smooth, pungently and stoutly and shortly acuminate-beaked, the
beak upturned and with the style nearly as long as pod, both sutures
very convex, with about 3 ovules. Petals about equal, much as in A,
Canadensis. Flowers 7-10 mm. long, cream-colored, closely reflexed.
Banner arched a little remote from calyx, about 4 mm. long, nearly
connd and with fleshy base, with sides reflexed in a narrow line. Wings
oblanceolate, a trifle arched. Keel rather exserted, the lower side curved
into a half circle or a little more, and the very broadly deltoid tip
rather sharp, about 2-3 mm. high, dark. Calyx tube about 4 mm. long,
cylindric-campanulate, truncate below, a little oblique at tip, about
equally inserted, the deltoid teeth minute, felted white-woolly. Pedicels
barely 1 mm. long, stout, much shorter than the hyaline and elongated
subulate bracts. Flowering peduncles shorter thn the leaves, in fruit
often 1 dm. long, stout and strict, axillary. Leaves rarely 1 dm. long,
arcuate. Leaflets thick, mucronate 10-20 pairs, oblong to narrowly el-
liptical, obtuse to notched, shortly-petiolulate, 1.5-2 cm. long. Stipules del
toid with a very broad base, adnate about 5 mm. long, scarious. Stems
perennial, stout, strict, little branched, coarse, often woody, 4 ft high.
Pubescence white-silky-woolly throughout except the pods. Blooming
fn the fall, growing in salt marshes near the coast from near San
Francisco California southward.
46. Astragalus Hornii- Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 7 398 (1868). Pods
ovate-acuminate from an abruptly rounded base, a little oblique, gra-
dually acuminate to the tip from base, 1.5-2 cm. long, fully 1 cm. wide,
the cross section about round, conspicuously inflated, papery and very
thin, villous-pubescent when young, several seeded, densely set in an
oblong head. Flowers 5-10 mm. long, about straight, narrow, nearly
white, capitate, ascending as are the pods. Banner when fully developed
narrowly elliptical, fully 4-8 mm. long, usually gently arched to
30 degrees beyond calyx, with sides reflexed 1 mm. wide around the
margin and most below. Wings nearly linear, gently arched, about
I ram. wide, acute or acutish, about 1 mm. longer than keel (or less),
from fully 3 mm. shorter thnn banner to nearly as long. Keel with
long claw abruptly rounded a^^^ t\y) a little incurved beyond, erect and
about 3 mm. high, deltoid. Cnl 'X t ibe campanulate, about 3 mm. long,
villous, neither oblique nor gibbous nor truncate. Teeth triangular,
about 2 mm. long. Pedicels stout. Bracts lanceolate and hyaline,
about 2-3 mm< long. Peduncles in flower shorter than the leaves. In
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fruit often 2 dm. long, spreading at about 30 degrees. Leaves 7-12 cm.
long, widely spreading. Leaflets nearly contiguous, elliptical-liuear to
oblong-ovate, longpetlolulate, not mucronate, nearly smooth, not over
2 cm. long, obtuse, 10-15 pairs. Pubescence scanty. Stipules very
email, subulate, soon reflexed. All but the lowest internodes shorter
than the leaves. Much branched slender annuals growing decumbent
on alkaline flats in the San Joaquin valley and southward, common.
Astragalus Hornii var, Bajaensis (Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 169
(1894) as species) var. minutiflorus Jones. A. miserandrus Greene.
Pods 1 cm. wide, somewhat obcompressed so that in drying and press-
ing in herbarium material they are flat wuth the sutures in the middle,
nearly oval, with a short and conical beak, a trifle sulcate ventrally,
nearly smooth, veined. Flowers about 5 mm. long, stubby and petals
all about eaual. Calyx tube 2 mm. long, with blunt teeth much shorter
than the tube. Peduncles slender, 3-5 cm. long, shorter than the leaves.
Most of the leaves petioled, 1 dm. or less long. Leaflets thin, 6-11 pairs,
oblong-obovate, not over 1 cm. long. Stems low and slender. This is
a much reduced and delicate form from the borders of southern Califor-
nia and southward in Lower California. Sheldon's description would
lead one to think that the pods were 2-celIed and closely allied to A.
lentiginosus, but the specimens on which his species is founded are
wholly 1-celled and sutures approach each other only in the crushing of
the normal shape by pressing.
47. Astragalus insularis Kell. Bull. Cal. Acad. 1 6 (1884). A tri-
noras var. insularis (KelL) Jones. Pods decidedly oblique, not salcate,
smooth, about 1 cm. long and nearly as wide and high, obliquely ovate,
ather narrowed below and with a fht deltoid beak about 3 mm. lona;.
Flowers with blade purple-tipped, about 5 mm. long. Banner about 3
mm. long, oval, arched to 45 to 90 degrees beyond teeth, purple striped
below as are the wings, with sides somewhat reflexed below, about
I mm. longer than keel. Wings oblong, about as long as keel or a trifle
more. Keel large, with straight base and then abruptly erect into a
trianerular and acute tip about 3 mm. high. Calyx tube almost hemis-
pherical, about 1 mm, long, about as long as the triangular teeth, al-
most sessile. Bracts hyaline and minute. Peduncles 1-2 cm. long, fili-
form, the rachis somewhat longer. Leaves widely spreading, 5-10 cm.
ICT^g. the petiole as long as the leaf rachis. Leaflets 3-6 pairs, linear-
elliptical, apiculate, in the type about 1 cm. long, distant. Stems
in the type much branched at base and running out very long, flex-
uous. very slender and tangled, annual. Cedros Island Lower Cali-
fornia. Trorirol
.
Astragalus insularis var Pondii (Greene Pitt. 1 288 (1889). as
species.) This is a larger plant with rather strict stems and strict
peduroles. not tangled, leaflets often 10 pairs and pods nearly oval.
Bay of San Bartolemo Lower California. Lieut. Pond.
Astragalus insularis var. Quentinus Jones Cont. 8 6 (1898). This
Is a very open and slender form with short peduncles, nearly glo-
bose pods with the flat tip reduced to a mere apiculation and"^ pods
about 2-2.5 cm. long and tissue-like, the leaves often 1.5 dm. long
and with leaflets many and fully 2 cm. long. San Quentin Bay Lower
California. This has been referred to A. triflorus, but that is a bien-
nial or winter annual and does not seem to grow on the Pacific
Coast
48. Astraglus triflorus (DC.) Gray PL Wr. 2 45 (1853). Phaca
tnflora DC. Ast. 50 t 1 (1802). Phaca Coquimbensis H. & A. Phaca
Candolleana H, B, K., A. cenissatus Sheldon, A. triflorus var Can-
dolleanus (H. B. K.) Jones. Pods 1-2.5 cm long, 7-10 mm wide
almost oval, abruptly acute at both ends to barely acute at base veiny
only when old and then shortly-pubescent only, only a little oblique,
the tip a mere apiculation sometimes flattish and little over 1 mm.
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long, the general outline nearly oval, narrowly silicate ventrally, most-
ly translucent. Flowers normally white, inclined to be cleistogamous,
about 5-7 mm. long, the petals mostly but little longer than calyx.
Banner notched, oval 2-4 mm. long, with sides little arched along
the edges, about as long as l?eel or a trifle more. Wings oblong,
nearly as long as banner. Keel very wide relatively, about 1.5 mm.
wide below and at tip abruptly rounded to erect and but a little higher
than the rest of keel and square. Calyx campanulate, the tube about
' 2 mm. long, the teeth arched, triangular and fully as long as tube.
Pedicels stout, 1-2 mm. long, shorter than the delicate bracts. Ped-
uncles 1-3 cm. long, the floral rachis about as long. Leaves 5-7 cm.
long, ascending, on short petioles. Leaflets 5-8 pairs, folded, not con-
tiguous, oblong, rounded at tip, about 1 cm. long. Stipules acuminate
from a deltoid base. Stems 1-2 ft. long, rather many from the crown
and branched beIow% with internodes shorter than the leaves. Pubes-
cence soft throughout, spreading, hoary. The flowers va^y greatly in
color and. length of netais. The banner is often arched to erect, with
light-pink claw and blade striate-purple-veined and with darker edges,
the groove is a half circle and occupies most of banner cr broadly
triangular, in some specimens the banner has a purple streak below
the notch and on the sMes. The wings eqial the keel and p -trending
with tips just touching the keel tip, obliquely ovate and flat and obtuse.
The keel tip is acute and narrow, pink but. not puiple-tirned. The
wings are often light-pink and often purple strej^ked, usually d^^rker
below. Other material has dark-purple flowers with very striate ban-
ker. Some rolorndo forms have the banner 2-3 mm. longer than k^el
and wings about intermediate. Frequent in the Lower Temperate life
zone from Baker Lemhi Co. Td-bo and the San Rafael Swell Utah to
central Colorado and southward at least to central Mexico. The type
locQiity is Mexico not Peru. Some f^rms are short-lived rere^niai^.
Blooms in summer It grows in the hills and not on the pl^^ins in thi'^
country. DeCandolle*s fanciful fie:ure is poor, that of H. B. K. is better.
On the plains it is replaced by the following. Gray*s type is mar'e up
of A. lentiginosus var. diphysus partl3\
The type of Phaca triflora DC. is a fanciful fierure drawn as though
it were a weak annual, but corresponds in essential features with the
species. Phaca Candolleana H. B, K, which was intended to he the .
same thing is drawn without the root as though it were a perennial and
bag narrower leaflets but otherwise the same. It also is a fanciful
figure. Plants from the Valley of Mexico by Schaffner are clearly an-
ual and early blooming and fit DeCandolle*s figure. Plants of my
own collection at Casnalidnd Zacatecas and Ramos correspond well
with both figures showfne the species to be a winter annual or flower-
ing in the spring and fall from the same plant, a thing very commou
in Mexico, anri plants inseparable from the Colorado form called cerus-
satus by Sheldon. The type is too ri^ar to cerupsatus for it to he
kept up as a variety. Plants corresponding to cerussatus from Mexico
also are those of Rose from Irola No. 4558. At Baker Idaho I found it
growing and in fruit in September and evidently in condition to live
over the coming winter and thus at least a biennial. Parish sends me
a form from Leastalk San Bernardino Co. California clefirly peren-
nial with mottled smooth pods and short calyx teeth. Plants growing
in the San Rafael Swell Utah have the dense hf^bU of cerussatus and
fine and soft pubescence and beautifully mottled neaily globose pods,
elongated calyx teeth and dark-pnrrle flowers, appearing so like A.
pubentissimus that only an examiuption of the pods and calyx teeth
can separate them. These plants also bloom as annuals and winter
"^nnuals but the two species d-^ not seem to hybridize. A. Coquim-
bensis answers fairly well to this species. The species is very
variable in the pods and pubescence.
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Astragalus triflorus var, playanus (Jones Cont. 8 6 (1898) as
species) This is a robust form with pods about 3 cm. long, half-
oval when young and always somewhat oblique. Pubescence almost
none or minute. Leaflets nearly linear and 2 cm. long. Flowers
white or purple. This is the common form of the plains of Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona as far west as the Colorado river and north-
ward to Flagstaff. It seems quite distinct from A. triflorus but can-
not be maintained as it intergrades at all points. It is quite probable
that it may grow in Lower California but all forms seen by me seem
referable to insularis. Playanus is mostly a winter annual, rarely
persisting longer. It blooms from spring to fall.
49. Astragalus subcinereus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 366 (1878).
A, Wootoni Sheldon. Pods rather stiff-papery, but not tissue-like,
mostly mottled, 2-3 cm. long, oval to oblong-oval, a little gibbous;
seed-bearing for most of the length, variously puberulent, large for
the plant, sulcate about 2 mm. deep ventrally and often a little
dorsally, base and tip inclined to be turned in opposite directions,
either conically pointed at both ends or the tip sometimes only api-
eulate. Seed stalks about 2 mm. long. Flowers about 8 mm. long,
stubby and much incurved after the fashion of pictus and junceus,
rather dirty white and banner pnrple-vei-ned, not over 10, in short
racemes, spreading. Banner abruptly arched to erect near end of
tube, oval, 4 mm. long, 2 mm. longer than keel. Wings little arched,
oblanceolate, 1 mm. wide, barely a little longer than keel. Keel
lunate the base and tip triangular acute and produced, base a little
nrched, and then abruptly rounded to erect. 3 mm. high. Calyx
tube turbinate-campanulate, about 2 mm. long, minutely pubescent
with wavy white and closely appressed hairs, tube attached in the
middle of the fleshy end, a little oblique at tip and cleft deeper above,
the teeth triangular and half to a third the tube. Pedicels in flower
not over 2 mm. long and as long as the ovate bracts, but in fruit
often 3 mm. long, inclined to be reflexed. Peduncles 1-3 cm. long, the
floral rachis short in flower and flowers spicate, but elongating to
sometimes 1 dm. long in fruit, widely spreading as are the leaves.
Leaves slender, often 1 dm. long, all petioled but petioles short.
Leaflets distant, linear (except the smallest ones), 7-9 pairs, folded,
n^hy below, nenrly smooth above, retuse, 7-25 mm. long 2-3 mm. wide.
Stipules not connate, thick, green, broadly deltoid, reflexed. Inter-
nodes 1-2 cm. long. Stems flexuous, single to few, rather stout for
the plant, 2-4 dm. long, spreading, whole plants ashy. Winter an-
nuals with slender roots. In the southern part of the Navajo Basin
.-nd running over a little on the Rio Grande drainage and following
('.own the Colorado nearly to the mouth of the Virgin, growing on dry
hencbes and sandy places Lower Temperate life zone. This is separa-
ble from A. triflorus by the ashy, not soft, pubescence, by the stiff
and large pods, zigzig stems, open habit, and short calyx teeth. Pre-
sumably authentic material from Wooton himself in my herbarium
and named by Wooton as A. Wootoni is A. subcinereus.
50. Astragalus scalaris Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 23 270 (1880). Pods
4-8 mm. long, 2-3 mm. wide and high, rather triquetrous, half-oval
to oblong or oblong-ovate, straight but very oblique, strongly cross-
nerved, papery, opening first at tip, deeply and broadlv sulcate with
cross section triangular-cordate to almost reniform, smooth about
horizontal, truncate at tip by the abrupt ending of the ventral suture
which is straight and with a minute upturned mucro, a trifle wider above
and a little narrowed at base, evidently inflated though so small
splitting the calyx, on an evident but very short stipe. Plowers about
5 mm. long, very loosely racemose, many, white but purple-tinged above.
Banner about 4 mm. long, nearly round, abruptly arched to 45 degrees
at end of calyx, with sides reflexed 3 mm. wide to the midrib below
with conical and shallow groove, barely notched, hardly 1 mm'
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longer thaa wings and 2 mm. longer than keel. Wings obliquely
obovate a trifle arched 1 mm. wide, as wide as keel, very
obtuse, concave to keel, spreading, nearly horizontal and the right
hand one the more, at tip. Keel about 1 mm. long abruptly arched to
CL half circle, very obtuse. Calyx tube about hemispherical, deeper
cleft above, 1-1.5 mm. long, nigrescent, a trifle laterally flattened, ob-
lique at tip, with the deltoid teeth shorter than the tube. Pedicels slen-
der, reflexed, about 2 mm. long. Bracts very thin and hyaline, shorter
than the mature pedicels, triangular. Peduncles about 1 dm. long,
often shorter than the floral rachis, in all the upper axils, sulcate.
Leaves wudely spreading, 3-10 cm. long, very delicate and quickly
wilting, nearly sessile, with filiform rachis. Leaflets 6-12 pairs,
linear-oblong to oval-ovate distant or not contiguous, 4-12 mm. long,
conspicuously petiolulate, obtuse to retuse, 2-5 mm. wide, nearly
smoooth , Stipules minute, subulate, not connate. Stems biennial or
short-lived perennials, 2-3 ft. high and racenosely branched from a
woody and erect root. This has the habit of A. Rusbyi and the deli-
cate and erect Daleas, The pods are nearly the shape of A. sesquiflo-
rus (but reversed) and leptaleus and Guatamalensis, but is not related
to any of them unless it be the latter. It grows among the oaks
along streams in the lower edge of the Middle Temperate life zone,
m the Sierra Madres of Chihuahua Mexico, at 6000 to 9500 ft. alt.
Blooming in fall.
Astragalus scaiaris var. quercetinus n. var. Pods conspicuously
stipftate, the stipe about as long as calyx. Pedicels twice as long.
.Leaflets elliptical-ovate to oval-ovate. Plants about 3 feet high and
with innumerable branches. Sierra Madre Mts, Chihuahua. San
Diego Canon Sept 16, 1903, Middle Temperate life zone. All sorts
of intergrades occur.
51. Astragalus Wardi Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 12 55 (ISTfl). Phaca
Rydberg, Pods almost oval, inclined to be triangular-acute at both
ends, straight, scarcely at all oblique, smooth, mottled, with round cross
section except for a slight groove ventrally. the minute tip flattened
and cuspidate, seed-bearing only in the middle and ventral suture in-
truded abo'it one half mm., inclined to have a round false-stipe 1-2
mm. thick by the narrowing of the pod at the calyx but without any-
thing but a mere rudiment of a true stipe. Flowers white or nearly so
nbout 5 mm, long, ascending but soon pendent, arched as in A. pictus.
Banner about 3 mm. long, arched abruptly to fully erect at calyx tips,
greenish-white with tinge of yellow, purple-streaked below with fine
lines; groove about 2 mm. w!de and forming one third circle, about 1
mm. deep, a little shallower nbove and a little narrowed and deeper
below; sides reflexed opposite the calyx tips a very little; blade oblong,
to ova!, rounded at tip and with sharp notch. Wings oblong-ovate,
arched 45 degrees, narrowed at the almost acute and incurved tip
about 2 r-m. wide and 1 mm. longer than keel, and nearly 2 mm.
shorter than banner, close-pressed to near the keel tip, then con-
cave to it and the left hand one spreading with the lower edge
turned out. the other bent over keel at tip and close-pressed to tip,
not streaked. Keel a little deflexed at calyx tips, at the end sharply
iTicurved to 115 degrees obtuse, yellow-tipped, barely 1 mm. longer
than calyx, about 2 mm. high. Calyx obliquely campanulate, the tube
about 2 mm. long, with base straight, and the upper side arched to
near a quarter circle, attached on the lower acute corner which Is
fleshy, cleft a little deeper above, with a broad sinus, obcompressed at
tip, with scattered black hairs, teeth subulate to triangular and about
as long. Pedicels in fruit filiform, often 4 mm. long and longer than
the delicate triangular bracts. Peduncles axillary throughout, filiform,
shorter than the leaves, the floral rachis at least as long. 5-15 flowered.
Leaves rarely 2 dm. long, lax and thin, the upper almost sessile.
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Leaflets 8-10 pairs, narrowly oblong, obtuse to notched, cuneate below
and long-petiolulate. 5-15 mm. long, not folded, thin, smooth. Stems
ascending, about a foot high, very many, almost simple. Stipules
triangular, small, hyaline, thin, the upper reflexed. Growing along
irrigation ditches and moist bare bottoms and among willows in gravel
and clay, from Richfield Utah to the head of the Sevier. My material
from Willow Spring south of Lee's Ferry is probably this species,
blooming in summer.
52. Astragalus serpens Jones Cont. 7 641. 644 (1895) Phaca Ryd-
berg. Pods oval-ovate, 2-2.5 cm. long and about 1 era. wide and high,
round in cross section, barely sulcate ventrally, papery and much
mottled but not translucent, conical-beaked, the beak not longer
than high and minutely apiculate, rounded at base, the stipe hardly as
long as calyx tube. Flowers greenish-purple, about 7 mm. long, rarely
half a dozen and pods mostly single to a peduncle, the raceme about
1 cm. long and the stout peduncle only a little longer. Banner nearly
round, about 3 mm. long, just equaling the wings and keel, abruptly
arched to 110 degrees. Wings obovate-oval, very oblique, about 3 mm.
wide and 4 mm. long, just the shape of the keeL Keel blunt, the
base a trifle arched, the tip incurved to erect and with a minute boss,
about 3 mm. high. Calyx narrowly campanulate, the tube 3 mm. long,
teeth subulate, 2 mm. long. Bracts hyaline, about 2 mm. long, ovate.
Pedicels, r:-4 mm. long, reflexed or spreading. Peduncles axillary.
Leaves 3-4 cm. long, narrow, thick and stiff, many (the internodes
rarely 2 cm. long), the relatively stout petiole about half the whole.
Le-^flets about 6 pairs, elliptical to oval, folded, thick, rounded and
very obtuse, about 5 mm, long, contiguous. Stems casspitose and
many from a thick and woody root, prostrate, freely branched, relative-
ly etcnit, rarely 2 dm. long. Stipules brown and thin, deltoid, con-
spicuous, not connate, 3-4 mm. long. Whole plant ashy with short
iooselv appressed and rather tangled hairs, the calyx black-hairy.
Loa Pass and Belknap Mt. Utah on high rocky ridges. Apparently
in the Elk Mts. Utah. The material of A. triflorus from the San
Rafael Swell Utah much resembles this but the pods are sessile and
leaflets narrow. Middle Temperate life zone. Blooming in July.
53. Astragalus nutans n, sp. .Pods as in A. serpens but trans-
lucent and only a little blotched, nearly globose. Flowers purple
with claws about 1 cm. long, few and shortly racemose, horizontal
to reflexed. Banner about 5 mm. loDg> oval, abr.iptly arched at end of
calyx to 45 degrees, with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide below,
white f^ot ourple strined. Wings obliquely obovate, rounded, 2 mm.
shorter than banner and 1 mm. longer than keel. Keel with straight base
and then rounded to a little more than erect, the tip nearly square
at the corner, about 3 mm. high. Calyx tube campanulate, about
3 mm. long and 2 mm. high, the base straight, the upper side arched,
inserted a little below the middle at the fleshy base, cleft deeper
above and oblique at tip, the teeth triangular and about one-half to
one-third the tube, pubescent with white and black hairs intermixed
and closely appressed. Pedicels stout, 2-4 mm. long in fruit, rather
longer than the ovate bracts. Peduncles 3-4 cm. long but shorter
than the leaves, the floral rachis about half as long, in the upper
axils. Leaves 4-5 cm, long, only the lower petioles as long as leaf
rachis. many (the internodes 1-3 cm. long). Leaflets 3-6 pairs, el-
liptical, cuneate below, obtuse, 1-1.5 cm. long, often folded, not very
thick. Stems 1-3 dm. long, rather slender, branched throughout,
several from the tip of a slender erect not woody root, blooming the
second year. Stipules small, triangular, rather hyaline, about 3 mm.
long. Whole plant minutely ashy with closely appressed straight
hairs. Growing in sand and blooming In May. Tropical. Providence
Mountain eastern California. This has the habit of A. triflorus var.
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tJayanus, but has a filiform stipe nearly as long as calyx. May 1903,
Brandegee,
64. Attraga!u» pfctus Gray PI. Fend. 37. (1849) as Phaca and Proc.
Am, Acad. 6 214 (1864) as var. foliolosus. A. pictus var, angustus Jones
and angustus var. pictus and A. angustus Jones, A. foliolosus Shel-
don, A. ceramicus var. Jonesli Sheldon, A. pictus Steud. was a no*
men nudum and A. pictus Boissier & Gall. (1859) was a synonym of A.
conduplicatus Bertol. (1864). The omission of Sheldon to see that
A. pictus was never published though this fact was specifically stated
by Gray (Proc. Am. Acad. 6 215) has led to several unnecessary syn-
onyms. The type of this species Is rare and so the general character
of the species is given under the var. magnus which see. Pods oblong-
oval, about 1.5 cm. long. Leaflets 3-7 pairs, linear and about 1.5 cm,
long. Santa Fe New Mexico and extending over Into the Navajo Basin
to Moctezuma canon on the borders of Utah and to Moab.
F
Astragalus pictus var. magnus n. n* A. pictus Gray Proc. Am.
Acad. 6 215 as to the description, not citation. My specimens no. 5160
from Silver Reef Utah constitute the type. Pods oval, Inclined to be
shortly-conlcal-acute at both ends, 2-3 cm long and 1-2 cm, wide and
high, mostly shallow suicate along the ventral suture, papery and
Inclined to be transuicent, abruptly contracted at base into the stip©
which is nearly ^s long as calyx tube, the tip Inclined to be a little
oblique and upturned but not always, pendent, few to single, wseed-
bearing along the middle. Flowers very light-dirty-purple and water-
lined coarsely, about 1 cm. long, stubby. Banner round, about 5 mm.
long, bent square off just beyond calyx tips to erect or a little more;
groove very wide, a half circle. 2 mm. wide below, 3 mm. above:
blade with branched purple veins and no white spot; sides reflexed
but very little, not extending beyond the keel because of being so
much arched. Wings barely longer than keel, very obliquely ovate
with tip bent at right angles and acutish on the lower side or a little
rotchfd, about 3 mm. wide, wholly concealing keel. Keel with straight
base then arched to a half circle and tip acuminate and erect, about
3 mm. high, and dull purple. Petals with white cl^ws. Pedicels slen-
der, 2-3 mm. long, and variable. Talyx tube turbinate-campailulate,
about 2 mm. long, obcompressed above, rounded at base and equally
Inserted, sinuses broad and teeth subulate and a little shorter than
tube, equal, not deeper cleft above. Peduncles filiform, spreading as are
the leaves, 2-5 cm. long, flexuous, axillar>% the rachis as long or
longer and loosely few-flowered. Stems flexuous, very slender, rarely
a foot high, with few Internodes 1-3 cm. long, single at the ends of
long and filiform rootatocks. Stipules green, triangular, erect, con-
nate, rarply 5 mm. long, those of the rootstocks sheathing and with-
out tips and often 1 cm. long. Lowest leaves very small and with
about 3 pairs of oval to elliptical, contiguous leaflets 5 mm. long,
or absent the upper Ir?ves with linear leaflets 2-5 cm. lone: and rarely
2 mm. wide, the uppermost leaflet a mere prolongation of the rachla
and a trifle widened and longer than rest. Leaves, peduncles and stems
about alike, all Kreen. phyllodla-like. Frequent on sandy plains from
western Nebraska through Wyomine to central Utah. Johnson's Pass
Aqui Mts. (West of Faust) and Milford and southward to the Colo-
rado river and eastward through central New Mexico to the plains
of Kansas. Lower and part of tte Middle Temperate life zone. Bloom-
ing In May and June-
Astragalus pictus var. fiilfolius Gray Pac. R. H, Rep. 12 part 2 t
r. A. (I860) as species, and Proc. Am. Acad. 6 215 (1864). Psoralea
longlfolla Pursh, Phaca longifolla (Pursh) Nutt. A. ceramicus Sheldon,
A, ceramicus Tar. Imperfertus Sheldon, A. angustus var. longlfoliua
(Pursh) Jones. Leaflets either reduced to the filiform rarhis nr th*
% ^
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rachls with a few filiform leaflets. Stipe sometimes twice the calyx.
Otherwise as in the Tar. magnus. More common.
65. Astragalus vestitus (Benth.) Watson Bib. Index 202 (1878).
Phaca vestita Benth. Bot. Sulph. 13 (1844). This antedates A. ves-
titus Boissier A. Heldr. Diag. PI. 1 pt. 9 9g (1849). Tragacantha
Kuntze, A. anemophilus Greene. Pods from ne-rly oval t"* half-oval,
rather angled than pointed at both ends, the tip being deltoid and
very short in the type, variously spreading with dorsal suture barely
sulcate and ventral decidedly so, often to one-third the depth, hoary to
minutely pubescent. Flowers nearly in heads in the type, about 1
cm. long, wide and stubby, white or rarely purpled tipped, soon re-
flexed. Banner fleshy below and with thick claw, the tip oval and
very short, arched remote from the calyx to nearly erect and with
sides reflexed a trifle as a mere rim around the edge, the blade 5-7
mm. long, scarcely longer than the wings and keel. Wings oblong
nearly straight, rounded, little arched, veiny, about 1 mm or less
longer than keel. Keel with straight' base and then abruptly erect,
the tip 'broad and \ery obtuse, about 3 mm. high, purple. Calyx tube
short-c^mpanulate, about 4 mm. long and 3 mm. high, oblique at base
and rather truncate.
- inserted near the middle, cleft deeper above,
'hoary, the triangular teeth about half the tube. Pedicels in the
type almost none. Petioles absent or 3 cm. lorg. Leaflets 10-14 pairs
oval to elliptical, truncate to acutish, 1-2 cni. long. Stipules connate!
Pubescence whlte^woolly in the type, a very variable species. Mag-
daiena Bay Lower California.
- _
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Astragalus vestitus yar. Mp^ri-si' CGray Proc. Ara. Arad 6 217
(1SC4) as species). .Phaca densifolia Smith, A. densifolius (Sni.) Torn
Phaca Nuttallii T. & G. Pods papery and rather translucent. 3-5 cm.
.long,- 2 3 cm. wide and high, obliquely ovate to oval, piiberulent, keeled
ventrally and rather snlcate. reflexed. short-racemose Flower.s crean-
colored, thick, about 1.2 cm. long, reflexed. Calyx tube shortly-cylin-
dnc-campanulate, abnut 4 mm. long and nearly as high, cleft deeper
above; slightly piibescent; teeth about half as lone: as tube and subu-
-late from a deltoid base. Pedicels slender, 3-4 mm. long, equaled or
a little surpassed by the the very thin and hvaline and narrow
bracts. Peduncles 1-1.5 dm. long, mostly longer than the leaves and
longer than the floral rachis. Leaves sessile or the lower onlv short-
petioled, about
,1 dm. long. Leaflets 15-19 pairs, elliptical with a cu-
neate base, rounded to notched,, 1-2 cm. long. Stipules connate ex-
cept at the uppermost nodes, papery and conspicuous. Stems erect
to decumbent, from a wfTody base, rather stout, 2-3 feet long Pubes-
cpnce thinly woolly anfl soft throughout except on the calvx." Common
on open hill sides and, plaint from San Francisco southward alnns
the coast.
-1
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vestitus var. Franciscanus (Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud
3 l^i (1894) as species). A. Franciscanus var. longulus Sheldon. A.
CrotalarijB var.virgatus Gray^.Phaca Franciscana (Sheldon) Heller
Stipules connate only neai^ the base of the stems. Pods many an''
often erect. Pubescence ashy or minute but evidently the rudiment-
of woolly hairs. Calyx lobes rather subulate and as 'long as tub-Same rang^ ns the var.- Menziesii and freely intergrading • Thi^-
variety is more-strict and less inclined to be decumbent ^ <' ',1 -^
56. Astragalus Pomcnensis Jones Cont. 10 59"(i902). Pods aboV
5 cm long and nearly 3- cm. high and wide, about half oval, conspi^
uously oblique, very blunt with a very short and deltoid tip not lon?f •
than wide, smooth when mature, ascending in dense swabs at tb-
ends of stout peduncles which are about 1 dm. long and much short--than the leaves. Flowers and calyx as- in A. Menziesii in sho-^
spikes shorter than the peduncles. Leaves about 2 dm. long sessil-
Leaflets about 2 cm. long, oblong, a trifle wider below, truncate r^
tip and cuneate and long-petiolulate at base. Stems many and tufted
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decumbent, stout, 2-3 ft long. Whole plant almost smooth, but calyx
nigrescent. This plant varies buf little, but is too close to A. Menziesii.
Common in the valleys from Los Angeles and Pasadena to San Ber-
nardino and Temecula. ^
57. Astragalus Crotalarise (Benth.) Gray Proc. Am, Acad 6 216
(1864). Phaca Crotalariae Benth. PI. Hartw. 307 (1848). Tragacan-
that Kuntze. Pods oval, 2 cm. long and 1.5 cm. wide, about round
in cross section, a little oblique, shortly pointed and apiculate, rather
rigid. Flowers purple, about 2 cm. long. Banner elliptical, about
1.5 cm. long, arched gently to nearly erect a little beyond calyx tips,
with sides reflexed below, about 4 mm. longer than wings. Wings
linear, arched to 45 degrees, 2-3 mm. longer than keel. Keel half elliptl
' cal, the tip nearly erect. Calyx tube shortly campanulate, about 4
mm. long and short-pediceled, pubescent teeth triangular and half as
long. Peduncles about 1 dm. long, heads 2-7 cm. long, loosely 6-12
flowered. Leaves about as in the var. Menziesii but larger and con-
spicuously pubescent only when young. Monterey California, Coulter.
An obscure species.
58. Astragalus Miguelensis Greene Pitt. 1 33. (1887), Pods when
mature about smooth, oval-ovate, about 2 cm. long, and 1.5 cm. wide,
the triangular tip about 4 mm. long and arcuate, sulcate at both sut-
ures, stiff--napery. asrending in dense heads and very shortly pediceled.
Flowers about 1.5 cm. long, light colored. Banner oval, about 1 cm.
long. arch*^d abruptly at calyx tip to fully erect, thin. Wings linear,
straight, about 1.5 mm. wide, about 3 mm. longer than keel and as
much shorter than banner. Keel half-elliptical, about 5 mm. long, the
tip ascending and acutish. Calyx tube about 5 mm, long and 4 mm
high, short-cam panulate, oblique at both ends, the teeth with deltoid
base and nearly as long as the sparsely woolly tube. Leaflets 9-12
pairs, cuneate-oblong-obovate, rounded to notched, densely white-
woolly. Leaves about 1 dm. long, mostly short-petioled. Peduncles
5 cm. to 1 dm. lone, floral rachis short. Stems decumbent, branched-
Stir»ules connate. This has much the habit of A. vestitus but the pods
and flowers are canltate, and flowers not stubby and seemingly purple
or purplish. Islands of Santa Rosa and San Miguel, California.
59. Astragalus Magdafenae Greene Pitt. 1 162 (1888). A. candidis-
slmus (Benth.) Watson. Phaca candidissima Benth. Pods minutely
nubescent. 2-3 cm. long, oval the tip rather oblique or a little arched.
Flowers purple-tipped. M.5 cm. long. In a dense spike about 5 cm.
long, almost sessile. Minute bracts twice the pedicels. Banner ovate,
large, about 1 cm. lone:, arched at calyx tips to erect. 4 mm. longer
than wings or less. Wings broadly lanceolate, little arched, about 2
mm. longer thnn keel. Keel about 5 mm. long, arched from base to
to tip in about one-third circle, nearly half-oval, about 4 mm. high.
Calyx black-hairy, campanulate, the tube cleft deeper above. Teeth
triangular and about half as long as tube. Peduncles one and a half
times as long as leaves. Leaves 7-12 cm, long. Leaflets 8-15 pairs,
obovate-cnnepte to obl^nreolate. not over 1.2 cm. long, rounded to
Tiotched, barelv petiolulate. appressed-sHvpry-silky as is the whole
^lant ex'^'^ot the merely pTiberulent pods. Stipules very small and not
-^^nnate Mapdalena ^ay Lower California, etc. It appears quite
distinct but the species is very variable.
eo. Astraqafus oocarpus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 213 (1864).
^hls Is founded on the figure of Tnrrey in Mex. Bound t. 17 and named
^rotalarioides there and call^^d Crotalariae in the text p. 56 but not
described. Pods ratbpr thin-corlacpons about 2 cm. long, 1.5 cm. wide
^nd 1 cm. ht'eb. oblimieTy ovate, with flat upturned deltoid tip about 3
mm. lonff. slfehtTv sn^^nte venfrally. not at all dorsally and with dorsal
«inture raised pvternalfy as thick ridcre. smooth, only faintly reticulated,
erect, several to many and racemose on a stout peduncle shorter than
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the leaves; cross section, reniform. Flowers many, closely racemose.
Horizontal. iJalyx campanulate-cylindric, 3-4 mm. long, a little oblique
at the rounded base, not oblique above, with teeth minute and deltoid
shortly pubescent. Pedicels rather slender, in fruit 2 3 mm. long and
rather longer than the triangular bracts. Banner oval, about 8 mm.
.long, abraptly erect remote from calyx, with sides reflexed most below.
Wings obliquely oblong-oblanceolate and very obtuse, about 3-4 mm.
shorter than the banner and a trifle longer than the keel. Keel
with straight base, then abruptly arched to erect at the end and tip
triangular and acute. Leaves 1-1.5 dm. long, narrow, nearly sessile
with 12-15 pairs of elliptical and obtuse and rather distant leaflets
about 1 cm. long, thick and green, smooth. Stems 4-6 ft. high, branched
above and flexuous and rather slender.. Growing in the alkaline val- *
leys east of San Diego California, seldom seen. Tropical.
61. Astragalus macrodon (H. & A.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad, 6 216
(1864). Phaca macrodon H. & A. Bot. Beech, 333 (1841). A, holo-
sericeus Jones. Pods oval-ovate to half-oval, 2-3 cm. long and about
2 cm. wide, the oblique tip^ deltoid and short, a little sulcata at both
sutures, chartaceous, spreading to reflexed, the cross section about
round. Flowers ascending, nearly white, about 7 mm. long, 10-20 in a
short and close raceme. Banner round, gently arched to erect from
the calyx tube, with sides reflexed above, about 4 mm. long, barely
longer than wings. Wings half-oval, a trifle longer than keel. Keel
arched to a half circle from base, the triangular and produced tip as
long as base and erect, about 4 mm. high. Calyx tube campanulate,
about 3 mm. long, with subulate and curved teeth nearly as long.
Bracts ovate, minute, shorter than the pedicels which are 2-3 mm. long.
Peduncles slender, about half as long as leaves, the fruiting rachis
at least as long. Lower leaves much reduced, the upper 1-1,5 dm. long,
with petioles mostly 2-3 cm. long. Lower leaflets 5-7 pairs, linear-el-
liptical, acute, T mm. long, and petiole as long as leaf rachis; upper
leaflets about 10 pairs, linear-lanceolate, very acute, 1-2 cm. long. Stip-
ules subulate-filiform, 7 mm. long, reflexed, thick, not connate. Inter-
nodes 2-5 cm. long. Stems rather flexuous and slender. Pubescence
very soft and short-shaggy throughout with very fine wavy hairs and
seeming woolly but hardly so. Stems and pods less pubescent. Mon-
tery Co., San Luis Obispo and the coast region, also at Fresno and
around the San Joaquin valley.
,^^/^ Astragalus Douglasii (T. & G.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 215
(1864). Phaca T. & G. Fl. 1 346 (1838). A very variable species.
Pods papery, 2-4 cm. long and about 3 cm. wide, in the type, gibbous-
ovate to half oval, apiculate. Flowers cream-colored, rather reddish
in bud.- Banner oval-ovate, about 7 mm. high, abruptly arched at
end of calyx to erect, with sides reflexed near the basp and 1 mm.
wide; groove sharply widened at end of keel till it fills the whole
banner, the banner tips not reflexed. Wings sharplv arched to
nearly erect and exposing keel, very obliquely cuneate obovate about 3
mm. wide near tip, very blunt, the right hand one flaring below, the
other close pressed to keel, about 1 mm. longer than keel and 3 mm
shorter than banner. Keel as high as long and abruptly rounded to
a little more than erect and sharp, about 3 ram. high, not dark-tipped.
Calyx nearly hemispherical, oblique at both ends ,inserted near thelower corner and fleshy at comer, at mouth obcompressed and deeper
and broader cleft Upper teeth the longer, subulate, rather deltoid,
hardly one-third as long as tube. Flowering pedicels about equaledby the ovate bracts, 1-2 mm. long. Peduncles slender rarely 1 dm.
iT.^n
^.^^^^^ narrow. 1-1.5 dm. long, all somewhat petioled. Leaflets
10-13 pairs, T-20 mm. long, narrowly elliptical to linear-oblong obtuse,
rather thick, about 4 mm. wide, shortly petiolulate, inclined to be sil-
very below with very fine straight and closely appressed hairs but \
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pubescence very variable. Stipules rather scarious, with deltoid base
and subulate tip, rarely 5 mm. long. Stems rather prostrate and with
ascending tips, many from a thick and fleshy root, flexuous, 2-3 ft. long,
growing on flats where it is rather alkaline. Being the first green
things in the spring this species has the reputation of being a loco
weed. From the southern San Joaquin valley to southern California,
and San Pedro Martir, Lower California, Lower Temperate life zone,
in the interior, mostly.
Astragalus Douglasti van Parishii (Gray) Jones Cont 8 6 (1898).
A. Parishii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 19 75 (1883). Pods oval to oblong,
oblique, usually apiculate, often 5 cm. long, smooth to minutely pubes-
cent, nearly round in cross section. Flowers white. Banner 2 mm
longer than- keel, 1 mm. longer than wings. Wings oblanceolate, nar-
rower than keel. Keel about 4 mm. high. Calyx teeth from half as
long as tube to very short. Leaflets 7-10 pairs, elliptical, obtuse, 2-3
cm, long, silvery-pubescent below. Stems about 2 ft high. From
Antelope Valley southward along the mountains.
Astragalus Dcugiasil var. glaberrimus Jones Cont. 7 645 (1895).
Pods half-oval, shoitly and triangalar-flat-beaked, 2.5-4 cm. long, round
in cross section, reflexed. Flowers 6-10. Racemes very lax. Pe-
duncles 14.5 dm. long including the rachis which is two-thirds the
whole. Leaflets about 7 pairs, linear-lanceolate, very sharp-pointed.
1-2 cm. long, 2 mm. wide, distant. All but the very uppermost leaves
petioled. Plants mrely a foot and half high, rather bushy branched at
base. San Fernando and Los Huevelos Lower California, Brandegee.
Astragalus Douglasii var. piscinus Jones Cont 7 645 (1895) and
Cont. 10 61 (1902). Pods obliquely ovate-oblong, 2 cm. long. 1.2 cm.
wide, rounded at base, papery, sulcate ventrally, shortly acute, round
in cross section, nearly smooth, ascending. Flowers purple, 1 cm.
long, loosely spicate-racemose. almost sessile. Banner ascending
sharply to 45 degrees remote from calyx tips, with sides reflexed.
Wings about 7 mm. long, lanceolate, arched 30 degrees, a trifle longer
than keel. Keel 1 mm. shorter than banner, 7 mm. >ong, large, arched
to erect. Calyx broadly campanulate, 2 mm. long and wide, twice as
long as the triangular teeth. Pedicels very short and a half shorter
than the ovate bracts. Peduncles floriferous on the upper third, the
racemes 5-10 cm. long, stiff. Leaves sessile. Stems erect. Stipules
minute, not connate. Whole plant almost smooth. Lagoon Head Lower
California, Palmer.
Astragalus Douglasii var. Tejonensis Jones Cont. 7 644 (1895) and
Cont.
.10 61 (1902). Pods mostly ascending, half-oval-ovate, 2,5-4 cm,
long, 2-3 cm. wide, nearly round in cross section, variously reticulated,
nearly smooth when ripe. Flowers like the var. Parishii but banner
not elongated. Keel tip but little incurved and broader. Calyx lobes
subulate and half as long as tube. Flowers racemose, usually ascend-
ing, often distant' Floral rachis in flower 5-7 cm. long, in fruit 10-15 cm.
long. Peduncles and rachis 1-2 dm. long, finely giilcate as are the
stems. Leaves pnd leaflets as in Parishii but leaves 7-13 cm. long and
ascending.. Leaflets 10 pairs, not over 2 cm. long, elliptical to oblong-
lanceolate, rounded at tip, 4-5 mm. wide. Proper petioles present.
Plants green throughout seemingly but really with the same minute
pubescence but less evident. It is readily separable from Parishii by
the small-cream-colored flowers, long calyx lobes, broad leaflets and
re^n appearance. This is the common form along the mountains north
'"f the San Bernardinos. A. Douglasii can be separated from A. macro-
don only by the pubescence.
63. Astragalus allochrous Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 366 (1878) A.
Wootoni Sheldon. Pods half-oval, thin-chartaceous, slightly if at all
sulcate, apieulfite and barely acute, faintly and rather closely reticu-
ated. apparently smooth when ripe but really minutely puberulent,
about 1.5 cm. high and 3 cm. long, with ventral suture convex only
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close to calyx, jointed to a minute stipe at base, ascending or reflexed,
both sutures evident and nearly alike, the ventral intruded 1 mm. deep
or less; seed talks as long as the oblictaely reniform seeds which are
nearly 2 mm. long and brown. Flowers racemose, 10-15. Banner l-'.
mm. longer than keel, nearly roifnd, notched, T^-ith sides reflexed below,
arched in an abrupt curve from calyx tips to nearly erect. Wings nearly
"linear, arched and exposing keel, a little longer than keel, oblique.
Keel ascending, about reaching to calyx tips, abruptly bent at tip to
90 degrees and acutish^ Calyx tube faintly 5-nerved, ashy campanu-
late, not gibbous. 3 mm. long and as long as the subulate teetb or a
little longer. Bracts ovate, acute. Pedicels erect in flower and reflexed
variably to horizontal or more in fruit, 4 mm. long, usually twice
the bracts, stout. Peduncles angled, stout in fruit, erect, including
floral rachls 12-15 cm. long and floriferous on the upper third. Leaves
.5-10 cm. long, nearly sessile. Leaflets 6-9 pairs, linear-oblong, barely
fibtuse at tip and base or n6tched above, all on the upper side of the
rachis, about 1 cm apart. Internodes about 2-3 cm. long, the lowest
ones 5-10 cm. long. Stems rather coarse, 2 feet high, tufted, decum-
bent, angled. Plants very. minutely puberulent, the young pods, pedi-
cels and peduncles hoary at fifst. From the Organ Mts. New Mexico
to the Colorado through the Mogollons. Lower Temperate life zone.
' Growing on gravelly and dry benches or along dry watercourses. This
is hard to separate from robust forms of A. triflorus except by the
larger purple flowers and evidently perennial roots from a rather
woody base. Plants distributed by E. O. Wooton from Mesilla Val-
ley April 20 1905 as A. Wootoni Sheldon are this species, also No. 34
Metcalf from near Silver City New Mexico distributed as A. playanus.
It is quite possible that Sheldon's type was mixed with A. subcinereus.
64. Astragalus Wetherilli Jones Cont. Cont 4. 34 (1893). Phaca
Rydberg. Pods ascending, shortly acuminate, half-oval-ovate, about
.
2-2.5 cm. long and 1 cm. wide and high, very slightly flattened laterally
and cross section 'nearly round but flat along the ventral suture, not
s'llcate, chartaceous, rounded at base and jointed to the tip of a
iBlender stipe nearly as long as calyx, sometimes reddish but not mot-
tlecf. Flowers about 1 cm. long, narrow, white or only purple tinged, al-
most in heads, ascending. Banner about 6 mm. long, oblong, abruptly
arched remote from calyx tips to 45 degrees, 2 mm, longer than wings,
with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide. Wings nearly linear, arched to
nearly 45 degrees, obtuse, a little longer than keel. Keel with straight
and narrow base about 1 mm. wide, the tip sharply rounded to a
hnlf circle and very obtuse, 2 mm. bigh, purple at tip. Calyx narrowly
campanulate, the tube about 3 mm. long, acute at base and attached
on lower cor'^er, the SMbulate teeth nearly as Inng as tabe, nigrescent.
Pedicels stout, nigrescent, 2-3 mm. long, about as long as the triangular
br?icts. Peiundes slander,, 2-4 cm, long erect, fruiting rachis 1-2
cm, long and rarely with more than 3 pods and half a dozen flowers.
I-eaves 4-5 cm. long, slender and thin, nil petioled, the lower petioles
more than half the who^e, the n^ner nenrlv hqlf. T ower leaflets nearly
round and shortly-cuneate at the long-petiolulate base, upper leaflets
broadly elliptical, about 1 cm. long, flat and thin, rounded, 4-5 pairs
or the upper 6-8 pairs, almost smooth. Stems slender, in dense tufts
"t mnrh branche'i woody base, ascondine. flexnou?', about 2 ft high.
Stipules small, not connate. Peduncles in most of the axils. Along
the Grand River near Grand Junction Colorado, and to Moab, Utah,
Miss Eastwood. Lower Temperate life zone.
65, Astragalus jejunus Watson Bot King 73 (1871). Phaca Ryd-
berg. Pods nearly smooth, mottled when in the sun, flattish to a trl-
fl*-' .^ilc^^te ventrt^llv. faintly .triquetrous when fresh, a little later-
ally flattened, merely apiculate, apparently jointed to a minute boss
in the calyx and early falling from it, very translucent and delicate In
texture. Flowers 2-3, purple-tinged, about 1 cm. long. Flowers al-
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most the same as in A. simplicifolius, the banner oval and arched to
erect, the bulge behind less evident, white spot the same, sides little
reflexed. Calyx campanulate, about 1 mm. long, the triangular teeth
hardly as long. Peduncles shorter than the leaves, filiform, rarely 5
cm long. Leaves strict, not over 7 cm. long, with rigid ascending leaf-
lets and short petioles. Leaflets 2-5 mm. long, thick. 4-8 pairs, grooved,
siiarp, sessile, the terminal one mostly not jointed to the green rachis]
and like it. Petioles persistent after the leaflets fall and rigid. Pedi-
cels 1-3 mm. long. Bracts small. Stipules conspicuously connate
throughout, hyaline. Stems an inch or so high, much branched, many
from the crown of the thick and erect root, with the stipules over-
np^ng to the tip of the stem. Growing in clny sof] on bare ridses of
the bad lands of western Wyoming north of the Uintas^ Middle
Temperate life zone, along with Gutierrezia, Aplopappus acaulis, Cog-
wellia etc.
J
' - [
66. Astragalus Cusickii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 370 (1878).
Phaca Rydberg. Pods racemose, elliptical to obovate, nearly atrai>nt.
not sulcate, translucent and very thin and papery, with oily drops
within, red-nerved and stippled above, horizontal to pendulous. 3-4 r-m.
lona:, about 2-2.5 cm. wide, compressed at base, splitting with Pge f^-^m
tip to base and through the pedicel along the dorsal suture, also alon^
*^e ventral suture at tip and base, but not through the seed bear-
ing portion, tip very shortly triangular or deltoid and oblique. 1-4 mm.
long, cross section half-oval, shallow and very broadly sulcate ventral
ly. Stipe not longer that calyx and not jointed to it and so pod is per-
sistent even through the winter on dead stems. Flowers coarse, abqut
the same as A. stenophyllus. nearly horizontal, loosely spicate, rather
ff^w. 1-1.5 cm. long, white turning to cream-colored with age. Banner
fiddle-shaped by being much contracted about one third the way from
the base, oval, 1 cm. long, arched to 90 degrees 2-4 mm. beyond the
calyx teeth, erect part about 7 mm. long, a little hooded at tip, water-
V-yd. with fleshy clnw, with sides reflexed to 2 mm. wide In th-^
middle only, with groove very deep and narrowed below and flattening
out above. Wings arched from little to 30 degrees, obliquely oblong-lan-
ceolate, 1-3 mm. longer than keel and 2' mm. shorter than banner,
^bf ut 4 mm. wide below the ke<^l fit) and tapering down above concave
to keel, flaring beyond. Keel a little arched, about 4 mm long (blade),
Pbruptly rounded to nearly 90 degrees, yellow, with tip acute and
about 3 mm. high. Calyx tube a little oblique at base and with pedi-
cel inserted below the middle of the end. truncate, scarcely at all
compressed, white, straight, 3 mm. long, broadly campanulate, with
"^outh oblioue, with teeth rudimentary and deltoid, one half mm. long.
Bracts minute and hyaline. Pedicels stout, short, some of them re-
lieved. Peduncles subterminai. stout, long, green, sulcate. a foot or
^ess lon^. Leaves not over 1 dm long, few, spreading. lax, nearly ses-
sile,, with green and rush-like rachis. Leaflets deciduous, linear to fili-
form, minute to 2.5 cm. long, distant, petiolulate, the terminal one the
simple rachis or slightly enlarged rachis or a leaflet barely jointed to
It, 6-8 pairs. Stipules small, not connate except at very base. Stems
erect, sulcate, 1-2 feet long, rather slender, flexuous, whole plant ap-
pearing smooth but really minutely pubescent. Grows in dense tufts
on dry rocks on south slopes in Snake river canon at and below Hunt-
ington Oregon. Lower Temperate life zone. Plants with the habit of
A. stenophyllus, and stems much as In A. junceus.
67. Astragalus Hookeriarus (T. & G.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6
215 (1864). Phaca Hookeriana T. & G. 1 693 (1840). This ante-
dates A. Hokerianus Dietr. A. Sonneanus" Greene. Pods 3-6 cm.
long, 2-3 cm. wide, mostly oblong-obovate, a trifle obcompressed when
fresh, tapering into the stipe, very round at tip and minutely apiculate,
finely rptirulated. variously mottled, hardly at all oblique, cross sec-
tion oblate-round. Flowers in loose or dense heads, inclined to be
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purple-tipped, about 1 cm. long. Banner very large, nearly the
whole of it erect, about 8 mm. long and almost rounds arched gently,
2-7 mm, longer than keel, with sides reflexed 1 mm. wide. Wings
broad, oblong to lanceolate-lunate, about 3 mm. wide, rounded, arched
about 30 degrees. Keel 7 mm, long, as long as wings, dark-tipped,
produced and with a long acute and erect tip 1 mm. wide. Calyx
tube nigrescent, reflexed, short-campanulate, 3 mm. long, nearly ses-
sile, scarcely oblique and the base slightly narrowed, not flattened,
with rounded sinuses; teeth triangular to subulate, unequal, con-
spicuous, about 2 mm. long. Pedicels very short and stout Bracts
ovate, 2 mm. long. Peduncles 5-15 cm, long, hardly longer than the
leaves, many, in most of the axils. Leaves 5-10 cm. long, the petiole
almost none, short or not over 2 cm. long. Leaflets 6-10 pairs, nor-
mally about 7 mm. long, rarely 2.5 cm. long, ovate to linear, rather
thick, acutish to rounded, with prominent midrib, green. Stipules
rather large, green or purple above, smaller and connate below.
Stems decumbent at base, rarely a foot long, much branched at base
and from long underground stems, but from a stout and er^ect root-
[nternodes rather short aud leaves many mostly. Whole plant pubes-
cent with partly spreading soft and fine hairs, but variable. This
grows on rocky ridges and among sagebrush from the Middle Temper-
ate to the Upper Temperate life zone, sometimes seemingly alpine
but not truly so. Common in the Sierras and northward from Reno,
possibly in the Blue Mts. Oregon.
Astragalus Hookerianus var, Whitneyi (Gray) Jones Cont. 7 668
(1895). A, Whitneyi Gray Proc, Am. Acad. 6 526 (1865). A. Whitneyi
var. pinonis Elmer. Pods about 2 cm. long and 1.5 cm. wide. Flowers
purple. Calyx teeth about 1 mm long. Leaflets 5-9 pairs, linear-oblong.
4-12 mm. long. Whole plant nearly smooth. Same range as the type
but mostly in the high peaks but farther south. Tuolumne Co and
Ventura Co. California. "
68. Astragalus oxyphysus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 218 (1864).
Phaca Heller. Pods nearly boat-shaped, half-elliptical, with ventral
suture convex in the middle and concave toward the ends, dorsal su-
ture very convex, the calyx ascending but pods somewhat drooping,
papery, appearing smooth and translucent. Flowers about 15 mm.
long, white, narrow, ascending. Banner oblanceolate, gently arched
to erect beyond calyx tips, the sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide, 3-4
mm. longer than wings. Wings linear, gently arched to 45 degrees about
2 mm. longer than keele. Keel about 5 mm. long, with long, exserted
claw, the base nearly straight, then gently rounded to nearly erect with
a broadly triangular and very obtuse, tip about 3 mm. high, not dark-
tipped. Calyx scarcely gibbous, acutish at base and fleshy at the in-
sertion with the very thick pedicel, cleft deeper above, with subulate
teeth about 2 mm. long. Leaves 1-1.5 dm. long, narrow, very short-
petioled. Leaflets 4-10 pairs, not contiguous, 1-2 cm. long, narrowly
elliptical, apiculate and obtuse. Internodes about 3 cm, long Stems
nesuous, about 2 ft. high, branched b«low and woodv. Pr">riy e^e'-t.
Pubescence woolly-hoary and appressed. Dry hills "throughout theSan Joaquin valley and over to San Luis Obispo.
/-.o^!?'
Astragalus trichopodus (Nutt) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 218
(1864). Phaca trichopoda Nutt. in T. &. G. Fl. 1 343 (1838). Pods
about 1.5 cm. long, and 6 mm. wide and high, with cross section ?bout
round, half-elliptical, about equally triangular-acute at the ends, not
at all laterally flattened, in short spikes as are the flowers Flowers
white, stubby, about 1 cm. long. Banner with erect part short and
rounded and arched remote from calyx tips. Keel and wings about
equal, nearly as long as banner. Calyx campanulate, about 2 mm long
nigrescent, with triangular teeth from a deltoid base about one tbird
as long as tube and with broad sinuses. Pedicels slender 2-4 mm.
long, longer than the bracts. Peduncles M.5 dm. long' slender
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Leaves nearly sessile, about 1 dm, long, narrow. Leaflets 10-14 pairs,
Barrowly elliptical, about 1-1.5 cm. long, obtuse. Stems weak aud
short, decumbent, floriferous throughout, with slender internodes, about
a foot long. Stipules small. Pubescence rather scanty, appressed and
nearly straight. Santa Barbara and Catalina Island California. Nut-
tall, Lyon. The type species has rarely been collected. In it the stem*
arc stouter and appearing as if erect. Species confused with the next
by Gray and with A. Antiselli. Specimens sent out as typical got by
Gray frcm Santa Paiila are A. Antiselli. California botanists and the
writer have also confused it with the next.
70. Astragalus capillipes n. s]. Pods about 2.5 cm. long and 1 cm,
high, about 3 mm. wide, greatly laterally flattened, half oval, the
ventral suture a little convex toward the tip, apiculate. Flowers
1.2 cm. long, w^hite, not stubby, in spikes. Banner oblong, about 1
cm. long, but rather variable, rather abruptly erect remote from the
calyx, with sides reflexed above, about 4 mm. longer than wings.
Wings broadly linear, about 1 mm. longer than keel. Keel straight
and tip triangular and erect and rather narrow, obtuse. Calyx about
2 mm. long and wide, very oblique at both ends, truncate at base,
teeth minute and deltoid one-third to one-fourth as long as tube.
Pedicels about as long as calyx anl lonsrer than the bracts. Pedun-
<"^es many, axillary, about 1 dm. long, with pods racemose and rachis
cbout 5 cm. long. Stems erect, 2-3 ft. high, nearly simple. Stipules
small, trlangilar and green. Leaves about 1 dm. long, about sessile,
with 15-20 pairs of narrowly ellirtical leaflets about 1 cm. long, ob-
tuse or notched, nearly contiguous, very minutely pubescent with
short and fine appressed hairs. The type is material from Blanche
Trask Catalina Island, also material from the Island from Brandegee.
I refer here also No. 1338 Orcutt from San Telmo Lower California,
with some doubt. The character of stubbiness in a flower for the
most part is a valid one as opposed to a narrow flower with long
banner, but falls down in A. procerus, and may fail in the separation
of Crotalariae from vestitus, and lencopsis from what has been called
leucophyllus, Just as the characters of woolliness and silkiness may
fall in the same groups, but must be maintained till clearly proven t'^
intergrade. Should this distinction fail this species will then be A.
trichopodus var. capillipes.
71. Astragalus leucophyllus T. & G. Fl 1 ?t36 (1838). Phaca len-
rophylla (T. & G.) Hooker & A^-not not A. I'^nronhyllus Willd. (1800>
which is a synonym of A. ang^ist^'folius Lam. fl783). A, asymmetricug
Sheldon, A. leucopsis var. asymmetricus (Sheldon) and var. leucophyl-
lus (T. & G.) Jones. Pods a little more than half-oval, the ventral
future being a little convex in tbe middle, aboiit 3 cm. long, on a
^oa^y stipe as long as pod, tip £>nfl base deltoid or barely poiujted. in-
clined to be a little obcompressed. pendent. Flowers 1 cm. long,
many, ascending. Banner nc'rly round to ovnl, about 5 mm. long,
gently arched from calyx tips to 45 degrees, with sides reflexed about
1 mm. V idc in the middle, barely 1 ram. longer than wings. Wings half-
^lliptical. veiny, obtuse, about 2 mm. wide, about as long as keel.
Keel about 4 mm. long and 2 mm. high, the base a little arched and
then rounded to erect and tin cut off nearly square, about 3 mm. high
iat tip, not colored. Calyx tube oblong campanulate, about 5 mm. long
and 3 mm. high, not oblique below and barely so above, nearly equally
inserted on the thick pedicels at the fleshy base, cleft deeper above,
teeth subulate from a deltoid base, about half as long as tube.
Fruiting pedicels about 4 mm. Inng, as long as the lanceolate hyaline
bracts which are conspicuous. Peduncles about 1 dm. long and half as
long as fruiting rachis,. Leaves 6-8 cm. long, not narrow, nearly ses-
sile, rigid, with stout and channeled rachis. Leaflets thick, nearlv
linear, about 2 cm. long, rounded, or acutish, nearly contiguous, 14-18
pairs. Stipules rather falcate triangular, 5-8 mm. Ions, rieid. erect
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not connate. Stems rather ytout and sulcate, 2-3 ft. high, with inter-
uodes rarely 3 cm. long, flexuous. from a woody base. Pubescence
variably hoary. Lower Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys and over
to Monterey and San Luis Obispo. Not often collected.
72. Astragalus curtipes Gray Proc. Cal. Acad. 3 103 (1868). A.
leucopsis var. curtipes Jones. Tragacantha Kuntze. Pods half-ovai-
ovate, 3-4 cm. long and 2 cm. wide, sulcate ventrally, sharply triangular-
acute, truncate at base or very abruptly contracted into a stipe as long
as calyx and set at right angles to it. nearly erect, translucent and
very thin and greatly inflated, rather few on a short rachis. Flowers
white, with exserted claws, in a short spike 2-4 cm. long, soon reflexed
but calyx ascending in fruit. Banner broadly elliptical, 7-8 mm. long.
arched remotely from calyx to 45 degrees, with sides reflexed about
1 mm. wide in the middle, about 2 mm. longer than wings, not very
fleshy. Wings broadly linear, obtuse, arched a little, veiny, about 1
mm. longer than keel. Keel arched from base to aboat a half circle,
very obtuse, about 4 mm. high and long. Calyx tube campanulate, 4
mm. long and 3 mm. high, rather truncate at base and inserted near
the lower corner, cleft deeper above and oblique, the triangular nig-
rescent teeth a little unequal and a little over half as long as tube.
Pedicels stout, about as long as the ovate to lanceolate bracts, 2 mm.
long. Peduncles 1-2 dm. long. 3-4 times as long as fruiting' rachis.
Leaves slender, and not rigid, 6-10 cm. long, narrow, with slender
rachis, and petioles even the upper 2 cm. long. Leaflets broadly linear,
not thick, 1-1.5 cm. long, rounded, not contiguous, about 15 pairs.
Internodes rarely 3 cm. long. Stems rather slender, erect or ascendingfrom a woody base, often with very short internodes and leaves con-
gested later in the season, 1-2 ft. high. Stipules conspicuous, hyaline,
connate throughout, often 1 cm. long. Pubescence very minute and
ashy. San Luis Obispo California. This has been much confused It
IS described by Gray as having pendulous pods, but this seems to be due
to the reversal of the pods which sometimes occurs in pressing Th^
leaflets are described as vetuse and 13-33, they are seldom notched and
the pairs are many. Most of the material referred to this belongs with
leucopsis.
L
73. Astragalus leucopsis T. & G. Fl. 1 694 (1840) as Phaca and
Ton-. Mex. Bound. 56 t. 16 (1859). Phaca canescens Nutt., Tragacan-
tha Kuntze. Pods oblately half-oval and very obtuse at both ends,
merely apiciilate and about 2.5 cm. long and 1.5 cm. wide in the
type, with the ventral suture somewhat arched and sulcate, papery
and translucent, abruptly rounded to the stipe which is about 1 cm.
long, cross section seemingly about round but a little flattened above,but really triangular-obcordate when fresh, about pendent. Flowers
™,?™- '""S- '^^^er thick and in the type stubby with the banner
mit little longer than the wings, and ascending about 45 degrees
to 90 degrees remote from calyx tips, greenish cream-colored, loose-
ly spicate. Banner boardly ovate, with sides reflexed above and
b-8 mm. long, petals with claws inclined to be exserted Wings
narrowly obtuse, nearly straight, close pressed to keel and then
flaring above, arched a little, about 2 mm. wide and 2 mm. longer
than keel — less, half-oblanceolate. Keel about 5 mm. long with
rather convex base and then abruptly rounded to erect, the tip tri-
angular, obtuse and about 3 mm. high. Calyx hvaline, inserted on
the lower corner and rather truncate but not oblique when fresh, a
little narrowed at mouth and cleft deeper above, a little laterally
flattened about 3 mm. long and nearly as high, teeth subulate, un-
equal and little longer than half the tube. Pedicels stout, about 2mm. long and as long as the triangular-subulate greenish bracts with
-reflevcd tips. Peduncles strict, often a foot long, sulcate, rather
Tv ""Z"^^^ se?sile, with slendpr rachis. Leaflets elliptical, mostlynotched, flat and rather thin, long-petiolulate and cuneate at base.
V
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1215 pairs, nearly contiguous, about 1 cm. long, obtuse. Stems 2-3
ft. high, woody below and trunk often an inch in d^iameter. Internodes
short and leaves many, erect. Stipules rigid, reflexed, green, rarely
5 mm, long. Common throughout southern CaiiS:ornla and possibly
in the upper San Joaquin valley, also extendiui^ on the inlands along
the coast, to Ensenada Mexico, reaching up into the Lower Temperate
life zone on Cajon Pass. A. leucopsis var. brachypus (var. curtus
Sheldon) Greene is a form of this with stipe not longer than calyx.
Astragalus leucopsis var. lonchus n. var. This is a slender form
with pods half-elliptical, about 3 cm. long and 1 cm. high on a stipe
fully 1 cm. long or more. Flowers about 2 cm. long, with elongated
banner and wings, the banner, 4-6 mm. longer than keel and 3-4 mm.
longer than wings, often purple-tinged, and keel purple-tipped. Flow-
ers in heads 'on the ends of long peduncles This is my No. 3083 from
San Diego. My no. 3675 distributed as A. curtlpes is an intergrading
form. Common with the type. A shrub with stems often an inch in
diameter.
Astragalus leucopsis van. fastidius (Kell.) Jones Cont. 10 62 (1902).
Phaca fastidia Kell. Hesperian 4 145 (18G0). A. fastidius (Kell.)
Jones, A. fastidiosus Greene. Pods half-oblong-ovate, about 3 cm, long
rnd 1-1.2 cm. high, acuminate with an upturned tip, and deltoid to
Irjncate at base and with stipe hardly longer than calyx. Flowers
few and racemose. Stems white-hoary, leaflets nearly smooth above.^
Islands off the coast of Lower California.
74. Astrrgaius lutcsus Jones Cont. 13 8 (1910). Pods much in-
flated, 2.5-3 cm. Irng and about 1.5 cm. high and wide, papery and
translucent, lying flat on the ground, reddish, not mottled, oblong-oval
to ovate-oval, obliquely triangalar-acute at tip and a little narrowed
below; the tip inclined to turn up and the base down, s ilcate at both
sutures but mostly along the ventral which is intruded 2 mm. deep,
tress section triangular reniform to round-reniform, jointed to a stipe
shorter th^n the calyx. Flowers few, white, in a head which is nearly
sessile in the axils. Banner white, 1 cm. long, arched abruptly to 45
^o 80 degrees 4 mm. beyond calyx tips, thin, with sides reflexed most
below and 2 mm. wide, not at all at tip and the banner appears fid-
dle-shaped groove very deep and V-shaped, little if at all narrower
cr flattened at tip. notched deep, about 2 mm. longer than wings and 3
mm. longer than keel. Wings oblong-linear, about 7 mm. long and 2
mm. wide, arched to 30 degrees in a gentle arc, a trifle wider above and
oblique at tip, notched on the lower side at t-p, rounded, white, faintly
purple-veined below, folding over the keel tip. Keel 2 mm, long and
2 mm. hi-h, very flat, lunate, the triangular tip and base about equal
purple. Calyx hyaline, reddish, cylindrical, much laterally flattened,
the tube about 7 mm. long and 3 mm. high, with straight base and
upper side arched, not oblin^Te below, equally inserted, mouth a trifle
contracted and a little oblique, notched deeper above, nigrescent
Teeth triangular, about 1-2 mm. long. Pedicels stout about 2 mm. long,
as long as the triangular bracts. Fruiting peduncles about 2.5 cm. long,
with 1-4 pods. Leaves when fully developed about 7 cm long, broad,
with slender petioles nearly as long as rachis. Leaflets about 12
i^pirs, mostly folded, oval, about 7 mm. long, rounded, shortly-petio-
lulate, with fine and dense appressed hairs, hoary. Stems almost fili-
form, about 1 dm. long, almost wholly underground, with 1-3 nodes
a^ove ground, with large oval to oblate stipules not connate and about
4-5 mm. long.' Stems several to many from the crown of a large, thick
fleshy erect root. Growing In the poorest white shale on bare places
at the foot of cliffs but not in loose debris, and on ridges. Lower Tem-
perate life zone on the White river western Colorado north of Dragon.
In fruit in May, blooming very early.
75. Astragalus megacarpus (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 215 (1864).
Phaca megacarpa Nutt. in T. &- G. Fl. 1 343 (1838). Pods nearly 6 cm.
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long, oblong-oval to oblong-ovate, sulcate ventrally and a little ob-
lique, prow-like tipped, rather truncate at the somewhat narrowed or
abruptly rounded base, round to oval-reniform In cross section, with
stipe 2-7 mm. long but shorter than calyx. Ventral suture a mere
sharp-edged line externally. Flowers 2.5 cm. long, white, thin. Banner
narrowly-oval, about 1 cm. long nearly flat, arched abruptly to 80
degrees or erect at the end of calyx tube or teeth and with very
broad groove. Wings linear, nearly straight, rounded, about 1-2 mm.
wide and 3-4 mm. shorter than the banner, and nearly as much longer
than keel, concave to keel and flaring. White spot of banner trian-
gular and with obscure purple veins going nearly to the upper third of
banner. Keel about 3 mm. long and high, but little surpassing calyx,
arched to a half circle from base, the tip triangular and obtuse and a
little darker colored. Calyx tube cylindrical, nigrescent with scattered
and very short hairs, about 1 cm. long and 34 mm. high, a little flat-
tened laterally, narrowed a little at tip and deeper cleft with a sharp
sinus, the upper side a little convex in the middle with the base
straight, deltoid and fleshy and attached just below the middle of the
end, teeth narrowly triangular and about half as long as tube. Pedi-
cels 5-8 mm. long, mostly bracteate, several times as long as the
ovate to triangular bracts. Peduncles almost none in flower, about
5-8 cm. long in fruit, filiform, with a few ascending and racemose flow-
ers close together near the end. Leaves 1-1.5 dm. long, narrow. Peti
oles nearly half the whole and persisting for several years at the crown
Leaflets thin, oval to elliptical and tending to ovate and notched,
about 1 cm. long, shortly cuneate and petiolulate. Stems prostrate .n
small tufts, many, only a few inches long, from a stout and long fleshy
root. Stipules inclined to be imbricated, triangular, hyaline, very
broad below and short, not over 5 mm. long. This grows in the
bad lands of Wyoming north of the Uintas to Sapinero Colorado around
the edges of the Navajo Basin in the Lower Temperate life zone on
the poorest of clay soil in little gulches mostly, and on sharp slopes
where there is a little alkali. It blooms very early in the spring, and
the enormous pods (the largest in the genus) which are wholly out
of proportion to the size of the plants soon blow off and lodge in the
surrounding tufts of grass or weeds. It is a very variable species.
Astragalus megacarpus var Parryi Gray Bot. Cal. 1 148 (1876).
A. megacarpus var. prodigus Sheldon. This differs in no particular
from the species except that the flowers are 1.5 cm. long and purple-
tipped with banner beautifully purple-veined, wings linear-oblanceo-
late and about 2 mm. wide and keel base straight and purple-tipped.
Calyx tube 5-6 mm. long, rather narrowed below and teeth often only
a third the tube and triangular. The pubescence varies from none to
densely hoary with rough and very short and appressed hairs on the
younger parts. I-eaflets about 5 mm. long and round to oblong,
notched to apiculate. Pods generally smaller. Theodore, Gunnison,
Vermilion, Sevier Bridge. Cedar City, Elk Ranch on the upper Vir-
gin Utah. Lemmon, Rusby and Tourney also collected it in northern
Arizona around the San Francisco peaks. This grows under oak
brush near Tropic, but in other places in draws of the barren clay
slopes of the Tertiary clay strata, locally abundant, but rare gen-
erally. Rusby's flowers are yellow when dry.
76 Astragalus oophorus Watson Bot. King 73 (1871). A. artipes
Gray, Phaca Rydberg, Pods obliquely oval-ovate, about 3 cm. long
and 2 cm. wide and nearly as high, papery to nearly coriaceous, either
flattish on the ventral suture or somewhat sulcate, the suture straight
or a little convex, apiculate, deltoid to triangular-tipped, either trun-
cate or deltoid at base, drooping, cross section cordate-obovate, ven-
tral suture raised as a thin wing 2 mm. high or varying to a sharp
edge only, inclined to be upcurved, pod often boat-shaped and then a
little laterally flattened, jointed to stipe at base or somewhat produced
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into a stipe which is jointed and then produced as a stipe which ia
about as long as calyx, the whole stipe as long as" or twice as long
as calyx tube. Flowers in the type cream-colored almost exactly as
as in A. Peckwithil, shortly racemose, about 10, ascending, about 1,5
cm. long, rather wide. Banner oval to broadly oblong, arched abrupt-
ly to 45 to 90 degrees, remote from calyx tips, nearly 1 cm. long, with
sides reflexed in the middle and so appearing fiddle-shaped, the erect
part a little humped near the middle by the half-conical sulcus. Wings
2-3 mm. shorter than banner and nearly as much longer than keel,
about 2 mm. wide and linear. Keel with exserted claw, about 3 mm.
long and high, very obtuse and arched to a half circle, barely darker
tipped. Calyx tube campanulate, about 4 mm. long and high, nearly
equally inserted at the rounded and slightly oblique and fleshy base,
cleft a little deeper above with a broad sinus but hardly oblique,
all the sinuses rounded, and teeth filiform and as long as tube.
Pedicels 3-4 mm. long, nearly as long as the lanceolate and hyaline
bracts. Leaves about 1 dm. long, narrow and rather rigid, with pet-
iole decidedly shorter than the rachis. Leaflets 4-12 pairs, from round
to oblong-elliptical, always with cuneate base, 1-2 cm. long, smooth
and leathery, glaucous. Stipules triangular-falcate, rather rigid and
spreading, not over 5 mm. long. Stems slender, in tufts, rarely a
foot long, flexuous, with congested lower nodes, leafy, the upper in-
ternodes rarely 3 era. long, ascending or the central ones erect, from
an erect, slender, fleshy root. Common on gravelly slopes in desert
regions from Gunnison Colorado to the Sierras, northward through
Utah Valley Utah and the Reese river Nevada, southward 'to the
Mogollon plateau Arizona and the Charleston Mts. and Death Valley.
Lower Temperate life zone. This and A. Beckwithii Inhabit the same
regions but do not grow together nor seem to hybridize. The south-
ern forms are mostly the var. artipes. Bailey's specimen mentioned
in Coville's Death Valley Rep. is A. megacarpus.
Astragalus oophorus var. cauFescens (Jones Cont. 7 643 (1895)
(1878) as species). This has purple banner and keel and white wings,
ralyx teeth triangul'^r and about half as long as tube, tube often
7 ram. long and 4^ mm. high, pods inclined to be acuminate into the
stipe, papery and much mottled. This is the common form of the
southern range. ,-. •
Astragalus oophorus var. caulescens (Jnes Cont. 7 643 (1893) as
ine:^aoarpus var.) This is a form with nearly coriaceous pods acu-
minate at both ends, barely mottled, and calyx teeth as long as tube,
and which begins to approach A. Beckwithii, Webe rQuarry, Loa, Loa
Pass Utah. Glenwood Springs, Colorado..
77. Astragalus Beckwithii T. & G. Pac. R. R. Rep. 2 pt 2 120 t.
3 (1855). Pods oblong and obliquely acuminate, 2.5-4 cm. long, 7-10
mm. wide, cross section Y-shaped by being bisulcate ventrally and the
suture raised as a sharp and strong rib, concavely triquetrous mostly,
rather reniform in the var. Weiserensis, a little fleshy when fresh,
transversely rugulose or smoothish. dorsal side a little convex or flat
or a trifle sulcate, in the type not pulpy within when fresh, often
minutely and sparsely black-hairy, with stipe about as long as calyx
and then jointed to the tapering and stipe-like base of pod. Flowers
crowded in short racemes, cream-colored in the type, about 1-5-2 cm.
long, 6-10. Banner abruptly arched about 4 mm. beyond calyx tips
and opposite the end of keel to erect, oblong, deeply notched, with
sides reflexed only in the middle, and fiddle-shaped, waterlined; groove
broadly V-shaped above, a half circle below and making the lower
part of banner verj' convex externally and club-shaped above the
juncture with the fleshy claw, the blade about 12 mm. long and i mm.
wide. Wings obliquefy oblanceolate, narrowed and nearly acute at
tip, 3-4 mm. wide, about 7 mm. longer than keel. Keel faintly purple-
r ,* L
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veined, 3-4 mm, long and high, arched into about a half circle, on
a rather long-exserted claw. Calyx oblong campanulate, 4-7 mm.
long, nigrescent, the triangular-subulate teeth about as long as tube
but variable. Pedicels 2-4 mm. long with bracts ovate to lanceolate
2-5 mm. long and hyaline. Peduncles 5-15 cm. long, rarely as long
as leaves, stout. Leaves with variable petioles but never as long
as rachis, 1-2 dm, long, the rachis and peduncles coarsely sulcate.
Leaflets 6-12 pairs, round to rather broadly elliptical, shortly petio-
lulate, velnless, rounded to notched, 2-15 mm, long. Stipules ovate
to triangular-subulate, not connate, spreading and rather stiff, rarely
5 mm. long. Stems tufted from a branched and woody root, as-
cending, branched below, a few inches to 2 ft. high, the pods about
pendent on the nearly horizontal peduncles. Growing on gravelly
slopes and flats in rather poor soil. From western Wyoming on the
bad lands and the western base of the Wasatch through San Pete^
and Sevier Valley to Cedar City and Pioche Nevada and northwest-
ward to the Tukenon river Washington and Spence's Bridge B. C.
and the Snake River valley and Lewiston, Idaho, more common at
the^ north. Lower Temperate life zone.
m
Astragalus Beckwithii var. purpureus Jones Cont. 3 288 (1893).
A. artemisiarum Jones. Podg filled with pulp when young and
becoming very rigid when ripe. Flowers with purple banner and
keel and bases of wings, white spot purple-veined. Wings obliquely
ovate. Leaflets inclined to be diamond-shaped, not over 1.2 cm. long,
about 1 cm. wide. This is the common form in eastern Nevada.
Astragalus Beckwithii van Weiserensis Jones Cont. 9 47 (1900).
Pods little mottled, coriaceous, about 4 mm. high, 1 cm. wide and
2.5 cm. long, arcuate to about one third circle, pungently acute, oblong-
elliptical, ventral suture raised as a wing l mm. high. Flowers few,
racemose to almost capitate, about 2-2.5 cm. long, not colored, thick.
Banner abruptly arched at calyx tips, about 4 mm. longer than wings.
Wings boardly linear to elliptical-oblanceolate 3-4 mm. wide, 3-4
mm. longer than keel, almost acute. Calyx tube about 4 mm. long
and high, with the narrowly-linear teeth as long as tube as in A.
megacarpus. Bracts about i cm. long, two to three times as lont;
as the pedicels. Peduncles about half as long as the leaves. Leaves
about 2 dm. long, with 6-8 pairs of elliptical to obcordate leaHets,
mostly 2 cm. long. Stipules very large, deltoid. 1 cm. long. Stems
rather stout a foot long, decumbent. Growing under the sagebrush
at Weiser Idaho, on the edge of the Lower Temperate life zone.
This has many of the characteristics of A. megacarpus as to flowers
and general habit. Though there are certain marked differences in
pods the remarkable similarity in flowers and general habit shows that
all the species of this group are intimately related. Watson's No.
271 is a mixture of material, that from the Coyote Mts. Nevada is
this variety in all probability.
78. Astragalus triquetrus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 367 (1878).
A. Geyeri var. triquetrus (Gray) Jones. Pods somewhat arcuate-
oblong, deltoid-acute at tip, and obtuse but somewhat narrowed at
base, about 6 mm. high and 3 mm. wide, deeply sulcate dorsally, and
with suture slightly produced below the middle, with flat sides, the
ventral suture a little concave and a mere line, the tip flat, finely
nerved and smooth. Flowers minute, white, those of A. Geyeri.
Peduncles axillary, very slender and much shorter than the leaves.
Leaves 3-5 cm. long, short-petioled, many, divaricate. Leaflets about
4 pairs, elliptical, 5-8 mm. long. Stems flexuous, 1-2 dm. long, freely
branched, spreading from a slender annual root. Internodes 1-3 cm.
long. Pubescence ashy. Sandy deserts of southeastern Nevada.
Tropical.
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79. Astragalus Craigi Jones Coiit. 9 42 (1900). Pods a little arched
nearly 2 cm. long, about 6 mm. wide and high, triangular-acute at
both ends, the tip a little upturned and flat, the base straight,
when young laterally flattened but when mature decidedly inflated
and translucent, the cross section nearly oval-reniform, slightly to
deeply sulcate dorsally and suture produced as a thin edge but
hardly one half mm. high, nearly smooth. Flowers white about 7
mm. long, arched. Banner purple-veined, about 4 mm. long, oval,
tibruptly arched to erect at calyx tips, with sides reflexed 1 mm.
wide. Wings oblong, ascending, 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel a
little exceeding the calyx, rounded and obtuse, short, incurved with
erect and straight tip. Calyx tube campanulate, 2 mm. long, and
oblique, narrowed, slender, 2 mm. long. Bracts minute, trian^^ular.
Peduncles axillary, 1-3 cm. long and as long as the floral rachis,
6-8 flowered, sulcate. Leaves about 7 cm. long. Leaflets 4-5 pairs,
obovate. long-petiolulate, inclined to be a little alternate below
notched, thickish, 7-10 mm. long. Stems perennial and widely
spreading, branched, with internodes 2-3 cm. long, about a l;oot long.
Stipules small, green, not connate. Pubescence almost none, hairs
snort and appressed. John Day river Oregon, May 1885, Howell.'
Named for Prof. Craig in whose herbarium it was found. Middle
Temperate life zone.
80- Astragalus lentiginosus Douglas in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1
151 (1834) Cystium Rydberg. Pods obliq-ie, with oblique and mostly
Tipcurved tips, sulcate at both sutures, often didymous. Flowers wath
large keel. This is the most variable of all Astragali. It ranges
from the Middle Temperate peaks to the Tropical deserts. The
varieties are best arranged under the following key.
F
Flowers in heads. Clearly perennial.
Pods in heads-
Pods translucent or papery.
Stems prostrate or much elongated. Flowers narrow, not over I cm.
long, white or purple-tinged. Peduncles shorter than the leaves.
Pods long-pointed, from ovate and hooked to linear. Leaflets obo-
vate. A. lentiginosus and Var. diaphanus.
Pods very short-pointed, globose or nearly so, little oyer i cm. long.
Vars ineptus, albifolius and Sierrae.
Stems ascending to erect Vars, MacDougali and nigricalycis.
Pods chartaceous or coriaceous, not translucent-
Pods narrow and much arched or hooked, but little inflated, small,
Vars. scorpionis, Tdriensis and carinatus.
Pods large, ovate to oval. Vars. diphysus and latus.
Pods in spikes. Var. palans.
Flowers and pods in racemes or at least not heads. Plants inclined to be bien-
nial and blooming as winter annuals. Mostly TropicaL
Pods in long racemes, lanceolate, acuminate, incompletely 2-cened, the dor-
sal suture not being fully intruded along the middle and not at all at
tip, but little inflated. Vars. Mokiacensis and Borreganus.
Pods broadly ovate and large, much inflated and mottled. Racemes short
Banner and wings longer than keel. Stems flexuous and widely spread-
ing. Leaflets inclined to be obovate and silvery-pnbescent.
Vars. Coulteri, Fremonti and Yuccanus.
Astragalus Fentiginosus typical. Pods ovate and acuminate with
np-turned flat beak, about 2 cm, long, 1 cm. wide, often mottled,
with cross section about round. Leaflets nearly smooth, about 8
pairs. Peduncles in most of the axils and very short. Leaves 5-10
cm. long, narrow. Occasional in the Columbia Basin In the valleys.
Middle and Lower Temperate life zones.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. diaphanus (Dougl.) Jones Cont. 7
675 (1895). A. diaphanus Douel. in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am .1 151 {1834>.
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Pods linear and laterally compressed, about 2 cm. long, incurved,
traslucent and very thin. Lower Columbia Basin, Lower Temperate
life zone. Seldom collected. t
Astragalus lentiginosus var. ineptus (Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 525
(1865) as species.) Leaflets narrowly to broadly elliptical,
Common in the sagebrush valleys along the eastern face of the Sier-
ras from Walker Lake northward. A. lentiginosus var. floribundus
Gray is a form with acuminate pods, and A. salinus is a form with
broad leaflets and short globose pods, both inter-grading with the
type. Forms with broader flowers about 1.5 cm. long and large
leaflets and papery pods nearly 2 cm. long from Wyoming and Utah
inter-grade freely with the var. dlphysus. Lower Temperate life
zone, in rather alkaline places.
Astragalus lentiginosus var., albifolius n. var. This is a form with
filiform peduncles 5-6 cm. long, little white flowers about 8 mm. long,
broad seSsile leaves about 8 cm. long, pods oval-ovate and apiculate,
narrowly-elliptical, long-petiolulate, silvery-white leaflets about 1.5 cm.
long, with closely appressed pubescence of short white hairs, and stems
Z'*S ft long. Internodes long. It is a remarkable variation. Lone
Pine Owen's Valley California, in alkaline meadows. Lower Tem-
perate life zone.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. Sierrse n. var. Pods mottled, single to
few 1.2-1.5 cm. long and almost sessile in the axils on very
short and stouc peduncles, leaves all petioled, about 3 cm. long, with
about 8 pairs of oblong-obovate thick and smooth leaflets closely
touching, and with short internodes. Stems about a foot long. Root
thick and woody. In gravelly soil Bear Valley California. Middle
Temperate life zone, in open spaces.
Astragalus fentigincsus var. MacDougali (Sheldon) Jones Cont.
7 673 (1895). A. McDougali Sheldon Minn. Stud. 9 169 (1894). Pods
densely clustered, many, globose, about 7-10 mm. long and wide, very
abruptly and obliquely flat tipped, on subterminal stout peduncles
nearly as long as leaves. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, with nearly 10 pairs
of smooth oval to elliptical leaflets about 1 cm. long. Stems about
erect, a foot high, branched below. San Francisco Mts. Arizona.
Middle Temperate life zone.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. nigricalycis Jones Cont. 7 674 (1895.)
Pels few at the ends of peduncles about as long as leaves, smoothish
and mottled when mature, oval-ovate, with very short and deltoid
oblique tip, about 2 cm. long and 1.5 cm. wide, greatly inflaited.
Flowers about 1.2 cm. long. Calyx black-hairy, teeth a fourth as long
as tube. Leaves about sessile, 5-7 cm. long. Leaflets 8-10 pairs,
oblanceolate, 1.5 cm. long. Stems ascending, a foot or two long.
Whole plant softly and rather sparsely Woolly. Bakersfield and Al-
calde California in open flats. Tropical,
Astragalus lentiginosus var. scorpionis n. var. Pods coriaceaus,
pvate, abruptly hooked and claw-like, hardly 1 cm. long. Flowers
about 8 mm. long with elongated banner and wings, calyx campanu-
late. leaflets small, oval to elliptical. Peduncles half as long as
leaves. Morey Peak Nevada No. 6365 Purpus, and Brandegee from
the Yakima region Washington 1883, and No. 896 McBride from Em-
mett Idaho. Middle Temperate life zone. Flowers white or purple.
Astragalus lentiginosus van Idriensis Jones Cont. 10 G3 (1902>.
Pods lanceolate, often arched to a circle, about 2 cm. long, when not
greatly obcompressed the cross section is triquetrous-cordate, other-
wise rather didymous and transversely linear. Flowers purple-tipped,
about 1.0 cm. long and very narrow, the wings and banner elongated,
ajid the keel normal that is half-spatulate and the blade about 3times as long as wide. Calyx cylindric and about 5 mm. long and 2
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mm. wide, the teeth about one fourth as long as tube. Peduncles
about 6 cm. long and twice as long as the sessile and divaricate
leaves which have about 10 pairs of obovate leaflets about 1 cm. long,
thick, appearing as if glaucous, smooth above and ciliate and a little
appressed hairy below. Stems very slender and widely spreading
with long internodes and from a woody root. New Idria California,
"SSiss Eastwood.
AstragaFus lentiginosus var- carinatus n. var. Pods as in the
van Idriensis but not often mottled, often long-acuminate. Flowers
white with purple-tipped keel. Banner oblong, from half as long to
nearly as long as keel, abruptly arched to 45 degrees at calyx tips.
Wings linear, straight, about 1 mm. shorter than keel. Keel con-
spicuous, half-spatulate, about 5 mm. long. Calyx campanulate, the
tube about 2 mm. long and a little longer than the rather spreading
teeth. Peduncles filiform 2-3 cm. long, about a half shorter than
the leaves. Leaves ascending, all petioled, with about 8 pairs of
elliptical leaflets which are about 5 mm. long, appearing as if glaucous,
and ciliate and slightly pubescent beneath as in the preceeding
variety, but thin. Stems several, equally slender and prostrate or
nenrly so from a slender or rather thick and woody and erect root.
Baker City Oregon on flats, June 11, 1902, and Chat, California.
Middle Temperate life zone.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. diphysus (Gray) Jones Cont. 7 673
(1895). A. diphysus Gray. PI. Fend. 35 (1849). var. chartaceus Jones.
Pods ovate and with falcate and variously acuminate tip, or body
oval but always with the falcate beak, cross section variously reui-
form to didymous, often 4 cm. long. Leaves all petioled, leaflets
mostly obovate, rarely elliptical, 8-10 pairs, 1-2 cm. long, mostly
smooth. Peduncles shorter than the leaves which are often 1 dm.
long. Internodes short. Stems many in tufts, erect to ascending, a
foot or two high. Flowers about 2 cm. long, purple, with elongated
banner, the oblanceolate wings rather longer than keel. Common in
the sagebrush from Santa Fe New Mexico and Holbrook Arizona to
Wyoming, southern Idaho and the Sierras. This intergrades freely
into the forms with papery pods. A. cuspidocarpus Sheldon which is
A. ammolotus Greene, as to Leiberg's material at least is a form of
this. Middle and Lower Temperate life zones, A form of this from
Lima Montana intergrades with the type species. A. lentiginosus var.
chartaceus Jones is a form intergrading with the var. latus below.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. latus. (A. diphysus var. latus Jones
Cont. 3 287 (1893). A. .latus Jones Cont. 5 272 1894) also. This Is
a densely csespitose form with woody stems from a stout root and
herbaceous tips a few inches long and flat on the ground. The pods
are almost globose and conical pointed, varying to oval with rather
falcate tip. about 2 cm. long, didymous, often mottled, hidden among
the leaves on peduncles rarely over 2 cm. long. Flowers light-
purple, about 2 cm. long, very narrow, the banner and wings elon-
gated. The tubular tube is about 8 mm. long and 3 mm. wide, and
the teeth triangular to filiform and often half as long as tube.
Leaves about 1 dm. long, all petioled, with about 6-8 pairs of oval to
obovate leaflets, a little over 1 cm. long and smooth. A remarkable
variety but nothing else. Rocky canons in the mountains free
from alkali.. Middle Temperate life zone. Rather common in east-
em Nevada, Type locality Aurum. A form of this with tiny flowers
and globose and apiculate pods rather papery is from Monatchy Mead-
ows California Purpus, No. 1971, and is ashy pubescent.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. pa!ans Jones Cont. 4 37 (1893) and
Cont. 8 4 (1898). Pods linear and falcate often to a half circle, 3-4
cm. long and hardly 5 mm. wide, with cross section inclined to be
triquetrous, sharply acuminte, cross-wrinkled. Flowers purple and
about 2 cm. long with elongated banner and wings and cylindrical
. 1
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tube and filiform teeth. Peduncles rarely half as long as leaves.
Leaves often 1 dm. long, widely spreading, with about 8 pairs of oval
to elliptical leaflets 1-2 cm. long, itibstly notched and smooth. Stems
normally elongated and straggling over the ground. Growing in
rather alkaline soil along the tributaries of the Colorado river from
the San Juan to Grand Junction Colorado and westward to Virgin
City, Utah. Southward at least to Flagstaff Arizona. This is the
common form of the species in the Navajo Basin. Lower Temperate
life zone. A. araneosus Sheldon from Frisco Utah (Jones) is a form
intergrading with the var. diphysus. It also occurs at Detroit Utah
and Austin Nevada.
Astragalus lentiginosus var, Mokiacensls (Gray Proc. Am. Acad.
13 367 (1878) as species). A. ursinus Gray. A. Wilsoni Greene. Pods
smooth, a little cross-wrinkled, 1.5-2 cm. long and about 5 mm. wide,
with cross section round and inclined to be sulcate ventrally and a
little dorsally but shallow, almost straight to a little bent in the mid-
dle, only slightly oblique, ascending, coriaceous, with dorsal suture
intruded hardly half way below, the pods vary from ovate-lanceolate
to linear lanceolate. Flowers bright pink-purple as in A. Utahensis.
bluish when dry, horizontal to little ascending, about 2 cm. long, not
narrow. Banner oblong-oval, about 1.2 cm. long, abruptly arched
to nearly erect at calyx tips, with sides reflexed 4 mm. wide below,
little above; groove shallow and very broadly V-shaped throughout;
white spot obovate, barely reaching tip of keel, striate-purple-veined,
narrow and small, about 3 mm. wide and 4 mm. long, not reaching
within 5 mm. of banner tip and is barely wider than the reflexed part
on each side. Wings 2 mm. wide, straight, concave to keel and pressed
close, about 1 mm. longer, rounded. Keel half-spatulate, about 3-4
mm. wide at tip, straight, 7 mm. shorter than banner. Calyx tube
about 5 mm. long and 3 mm. high, cylindric-campanulate, greenish
or reddish, oblique, sparsely nigrescent, cleft deeper above with
therounded sinuses, somewhat laterally flattened, attached near ^u.^
midddle at the fleshy base to the stout pedicel, teeth subulate and
about 2 mm. long, the lower the longer. Pedicels about half as long
as the lanceolate and hyaline bracts which are about 3 mm. long.
Peduncles stout, subterminal and strict. 5-7 cm. long, sulcate, about
half as long as the racemes and about as long as leaves. Leives
nearly sessile above, with 5-7 pairs of oval-ovate, rather notched lea*'-
lets about 1 cm. long, which seem glaucous but are whitish with fine
wavy appressed hairs, rather sparse. Stems erect, thick, nearly
straight, rather fleshy from a woody root. Stipules green, reflexed,
about 5 mm. long. Growing on the plateau south of St. George on
both sides of the Colorado river. Lower Temperate life zone. This
like a well marked species but It intergrades through theseems
var. palans.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. Borreganus Jones Cont. 8 3 (1898).
Pods as in the var. Mokiacensls but silvery white, in long racemes
often a foot long, and suture intruded about two thirds. Peduncles
the sam6 as above but axillary nearly throu^-hout and slender in flower
Leaves about the same but all petioled and rarely over 5 cm. long!
the leaflets about 5 pairs and obovate mostly and silvery white with
very fine and closely appressed hairs. Flower about the same relative
shape but hardly 1 cm. long, the keel being oblately half-oval-ovate and
the calyx tube hardly 4 mm. long. Pedicels almost none. 1 mm 'longm fruit. Stems slender and nexuous, rarely a foot high and branched.
^.learly a winter annual. Tropical in the Colorado desert. Extend-
ing as far east as Kelso California east of the Amargosa desert
This shades directly irtothe var. Coulteri.
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Astragalus lentigrnOsus var. Coulter! (Benth.) Jones Cont. 8 4
(1898). A. Coulteri Benth. PI. Hartweg. 307 (1848). A. Arthu-Schotti Gray.
A. eremicus Sheldon. Pods rigid, not leathery nor papery, hoary as is-
the whole plant, about 2 cm. long, very oblique and falcate-short-
pointed. Flowers about 1.5 cm, long, wide, the subulate calyx teeth
nearly as long as tube. Leaflets often 2 cm. long. Pubescence great-
est on the under side of the leaflets. Common on. the Colorado
and Mojave deserts, and Owen's Valley California. Tropical. On
flat and gentle slopes. Biennial. This is almost certainly a hy-
^
brid between lentiginosus and aridus.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. Fremonti (T. & G.) Watson Bot. King
66 (1871). A. Fremonti T. and G. Pac. R. R. Rep. 4 80 (1857). A.
Coulteri var. Fremonti (T. arid G.) Jones. Pods translucent and
papery and smooth, oval-ovate with a more or less falcate tip, 2-3
cm. long. Flowers about 1 cm. long and narrow, the triangular teeth
rarely one third as long as tube. Leaflets rarely 1.5 cm. long, sil-
very-pubescent above, less pubescent below, often a little woolly.
Common from Hawthorne Nevada and Darwin and the Death Valley
region to Mexico. Tropical.
Astragalus lentiginosus var. Yuccanus Jones Cont. 8 3 (1898).
Pods papery, translucent and smooth, about 2 cm. long, oval-ovate and
short-pointed. Peduncles stout and about as long as leaves, about
1 dm. long, in all the upper axils. Flowers white, about 1 cm. long,
narrow, banner win^s and keel about equal. Calyx teeth minute.
Leaves nearly sessile, divaricate, about 1.5 dm. long, w^ith 10-12 pairs
of nearly oval leaflets about 1.5 cm. long. Pubescence almost
none except a little spreading hairs on stems, peduncles and rachis.
Stems very stout, 2-3 ft. high, erect, biennial, blooming as winter
annuals. Yucca Arizona, Jones. Tropical. Similar material from
Good Springs and Meadow Valley Wash Nevada but with elongated
banner and wings and calyx teeth subulate and one third as long
as tube. Other material similar but with coriaceous pods from Peach
Springs and Lee's Ferry Arizona. Lower Temperate life zone, and
intergrading toward the var. Mokiacensis. Other material from Chlo-
ride Arizona with the flow^ers of Mokiacensis but otherwise the var.
Yucanus.
4 I-
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Pods chartaceous, reticulated, lunate, sulcate dorsally
with ventral suture concave or rarely straight, tip straight or
ascending nearly in line with the ventral suture, but which is
humped a little at the end, acute at both ends or short-stipitate,
not splitting the calyx, cross section normally triquetrous, pod
laterally flattened, a little inflated, with tip flat and triangular-
acute, length normally 1-3 cm, but sparsiflorus is shorter.
Flowers light-colored, mostly capitate, rarely short-racemose,
reflexed or widely spreading, 5-10 mm. long, with campanulate
calyx tube 1-3 mm. long. Banner oval, arched abruptly at
(below only in A. villosus) or beyond calyx tips to 45 to 90
degrees, with sides reflexed below, notched, 3-6 mm. long,
nearly twice as long as keel. Wings narrowly oblong, obtuse,
about 1-2 mm. wide, narrower than keel and arched somewhat.
Keel straight below, abruptly arched at tip to erect and tip tri-
angular and 2-3 mm. high and rounded to acutish and dark
or colored. Bracts small, or narrow. Pedicels slender. Pedun-
cles longer than the leaves except in typical sparsiflorus when
fully mature, axillary nearly throughout, slender. Middle
leaves 5-12 em. long, about three times the internodes, the low-
est leaves very much reduced. Petioles short above, leaf rachis
long and filiform. Leaflets rather long-petiolulate, flat,
rather distant, narrowly-elliptical to obcordate, rounded to re-
tuse, not over 1 cm. long, 4-12 pairs. Stipules 2-4 mm. long
except in villosus, greenish. Stems filiform or nearly so and
prostrate or straggling, 2-7 dm. long, forming mostly open
mats ,from a single crown terminating an erect and slender
root. Plants peremiial. Pubescence attached by the base and
often loose.
KEY
A. prostrate plants. Pods reticulated, chartaceous, ascending, wider
above, with crOss-section triangular-cordate and with dorsal suture
a mere line within, and the ventral suture not intruded but merely
a sharp and raised line. Calyx teeth as long as the tube. Leaflets
oval to obcordate. Flowers reflexed in oblong spikes. Leaves
nearly sessile.
Pubescence of soft, long, spreading hairs. 8i villosus.
Pubescence none except on calyx. 82 obcordatus,
2A. Plants weak and decumbent. Calyx teeth short. Flowers rather
few. Leaflets mostly narrow. Leaves all petioled- Pods charta-
ceous, mottled, with dorsal suture little intruded or not at all,
wider above, cross section ovate to triangular-cordate. Flowers
very few, hardly 5 mm. long, much arched, and rather scattered,
on peduncles shorter than the leaves.
83 sparsiflorus
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81. Astragalus villosua Mx. Fl. 2 67 (1807), A. intonsus Sheldon.
Phaca villosa (Mx.) Nutt, Pods about 2 cm. long, acuminate at both
ends, narrowly lunate, appearing as if lanceolate but not larger
below, abo'ut 3 mm. high in the middle, rather deeply sulcate dor-
sally. Flowers about 1 cm. long, in oblong heads, rather many,
white or cream-colored. Banner about 6 mm. long, strongly arched
near the end of the tube to nearly erect, about 4 mm, longer than
keel and 2-3 mm, longer than wings. Wings about 1 mm. wide, con-
spicuously arched. Keel about 4 mm. long, barely surpassing the
calyx lobes, with the base arched and then abruptly erect to the
triangular tip which is acute and slightly turned out and cuspidate.
Calyx tube 2-3 mm. long, green, obliquely campanulate, the lower
Bide somewhat narrowed at the pedicel and the upper side inclined
to be saccate, but pedicel inserted in the middle of the end; teeth
broad with triangular base and subulate above, as long as or nearly
twuce as long as tube. Bracts lanceolate, green, 2-3 mm. Ion
longer than the fruiting pedicels. Peduncles about 1 dm. long, the
fruiting rachis about 2 cm. long. Stems very weak, with many
rather short internodes, hardly a foot long, nearly prostrate, much
branched below and from very slender underground stems, the lower
internodes with large overlapping stipules which are rather connate
behind the petioles but not in front, and adnate, green, 1 cm. long,
triangular- acuminate, reflexed. Leaves lax, 1 dm. long or less, with
weak and scarcely tapering rachis. Leaflets 6-8 pairs, the terminal
one the largest, and gradually smaller below, about oval, rounded,
rarely notched, the base not noticeably cuneate, short-petioUilate, the
Inrsest rarely 8 mm. long, thin. Pubescence, loose, long, of very
slender, twisted, blunt, straight hairs, someewhat spreading, and
never very dense, the upper s?de of leaves smooth, tjhe calyx,
pods, peduncles and stems shaggy. Dry pine barrens from South
Carolina to Florida and westward to Louisana and Missouri. Lower
tart of Lower Temperate to the Tropical life zone. Blooms from
March to May. I keep up the name of Michaux instead of the inton-
sus of Sheldon for the reason that the A. villosus of Gueldenst. It 2
178 seems to have been only Incidently named.
82. Astragalus obcordatus Ell. Sketchb, 2 227 (1822) A. Elliotti
Dietr., Tragacantha Kuntze, Tium Rydb. Pods crescent shaped, 2-3
cm. long, about 7 mm. high, acute at both ends, chartaceous, smooth,
salcate nearly to the middle dorsally, very shortly-stipitate, the sides
inclined to concave, walls with raised reticulations. Flowers 5-8 mm.
long, pale-purple or nearly white, loosely spicate, 5-15. Banner 4-6 mm.
long, arched rather abruptly at end of teeth to erect, with reflexed
sides 12 mm. longer than wings which are about 1 mm. longer than keel
and much arched. Keel with straight base and abruptly erect and
blunt tip mostly purplish, about 3 mm. long. Calyx rather narrowly
campanulate, hyaline, the tube 2 mm. long, rather narrowed below and
inserted a little below the middle of the end, sparsely appressed-
short-pubescent, teeth narrowly triangular, as long as tube, the lower
the longer and arched. Bracts minute, ovate, shorter than the short
and filiform pedicels. Peduncles filiform, 5-10 cm. long. Leaves
7-10 cm. long, with filiform rachis. Leaflets obcordate. rarely 6 mm.
long, with short-cuneate base, rather long-petiolulate, 7-12 pairs, the
central ones the largest and tapering both ways on rachis. Stems
as in villosus, but stipules minute. Whole plant except the calyx
smooth. Among scrub oaks and in dry pine barrens Florida to Geor-
gia. Blooming in March and April. Tropical. A very close rela-
tive of A. villosus.
83. Astragalus sparsiflorus Gray Proc, Phil Acad. 2 7 60 (1863)
name only, and Proc. Am. Acad. 6 205 (1864). Tium varlegatum Ryd-
berg. Pods 5-10 mm. long, larger above, obovate to clavate-oblong
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and very oblique, the tip abruptly hooked and deltoid and ending in
tlie long subulate style whicti is at right angles to the body, the
ventral suture very concave, and the dorsal suture arched to a half
circle and mostly sulcata to the middle and the suture a trifle pro-
duced as a thin edge, pod about 3 mm. high, rarely reflexed, very
short-stipitate, puberuleut, with ventral suture a mere line. Flowers
white, veined with purple, about 5 mm. long, generally 2 at the end
of the capillary peduncle. Banner nearly round, about 5 mm. long ab-
ruptly arched at end of calyx tube to erect or more, deeply notched,
with sides but little reflexed. Wings broadly oblanceolate, 2 mm. wide,
much arched and nearly as long as banner. Keel oblong and incurved to
nearly a half circle from thfe base, much shorter than the wings and
barely surpassing the calyx teeth, purple, much rounded at tip and up.
per corner about square. Calyx tube about 1 mm. long, and about as
long as the subulate arched teeth, almost turbinate, nigrescent, acute
at base, equally inserted on the filiform pedicels which are 4-6 mm.
long and longer than the subulate and minute bracts. ' Peduncles
about 5 cm. long, arched. Upper leaves sessile, the lower conspicuous-
ly petioled, 5-8 cm. Tong, with filiform and tapering rachis. Leaflets
5-6 pairs, about oval, inclined to be shortly-cuneate below, 5-7 mm.
long, thin, all about the same size, the terminal one often ofccordate,
minutely appressed-pubescent. Stems 2-3 ft. long, almost filiform, with
many internodes and the upper ones about as long as the leaves. Upper
stipules the largest, triangular, 4-6 mm. long. Stems many, from a
slender erect root which is much branched at the crown, as In A.
villosus. In gravelly places in moist canons of northern Colorado
from Canon City northward. Middle Temperate life zone.
L
Astragalus sparsiflorus var, majiisculus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6
206 (1864.) Pods oblong-oblanceolate, about 2 cm. long, somewhat
falcate, with the tip straight and not hooked and with auture convex
at tip. Flowers racemose and about 6. Leaflets 6-8 pairs, elliptical
to cuneate-oblong, fully 1 cm. long, long-petiolulate. StemB about a
foot long and much branched. At first sight this seems like a well
defined species, but it intergrades and often grows with the species.
Mountains of Colorado west of Denver and Boulder and in Platte
Canon. This is the normal well developed form! •
4 -
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Pods papery, variously inflated, rarely large, on slender
pedicels stipitate and pendent (erect in the first group), rather
few-seeded in the middle, opening throughout the ventral sut-
ure; with ventral suture the more arched in young pods or
when rarely concave in A. andinus in mature pods the tip
is declined; with dorsal suture a mere thickened edge within
or a little produced as a papery partial partition, the body
rather oblique but nearly straight. Flowers small (about 1.5
cm. long in A. Gormani and the alpinus group). Stipules
green and conspicuous (hyaline in A. Gormani), veiny, large
or foliose, not connate (rarely so in A. andinus, free in A. Gor-
mani), longer above on the stems, very broad near the root.
Stem leaves fully or almost sessile (short-petioled ia the A. al-
pinus group), with several pairs of thin, flat, rather narrow,
green, and mostly obtuse leaflets. Plants blooming in sum-
mer and growing in high and cold mountains and mountain
valleys. Phaca.
KEY
A. Pods apparently sessile. Flowers in long racemes. Bracts tri-
angular-subulate with thread-like tips, 3-7 mm. long. Leaves about
sessile, about 1 dm. long, with 6-8 pairs of nearly linear leaflets
cuneate at base and about 2 cm. long and rarely 5 mm. wid'e,
and long-petiolulate. Peduncfes elongated and strict, much longer
than the leaves, and with rachis about half the peduncle.
Pods erect and appressed. Arctic.
_ 84 Gormani.
Pods pendent. Subalpine.
'
85 elcgans.
2A. Pods conspicuously stipitate and pendent, appearing almost sessile
in some cases In A. Labradoricus var. occidentalis.
2AB. Stipules not very large nor leaf-like, acuminate above. Bracts
small, and acuminate. Peduncfes longer than the leaves. Flow-
ers with purple-tipped keel, and mostly purple tinged above, not
over 1 cm. long. Young pods Inclined to be nigrescent. Calyx
teeth triangular to subulate often as long as tube. Pods dis-
tinctly laterally flattened when mature, not sulcate or only
slightly so, the dorsal suture intruded as a partial partition, but
rarely 1 mm. high. The ventral suture greatly arched and the
dorsal about srtraight. Flowers in long racemes (except in A.
Cottoni), A. arctlcus and oroboides are near this group.
Pods narrow, T-2 cm. long. Flowers stubby. Leaflets broad and not
congested. Leaves 4-7 cm. long. Pubescence almost none.
. 86 Labradoricus
Pods about half-oval, 2-2.5 cm. long. Flowers not stubby. Leaflets
narrow, mostly congested. Leaves 4-10 cm. long. Pubescence
minute or none. 87 aboriginum.
Pods 2.5 cm. long, half-oval. Flowers not stubby. Leaflets elliptical.
Leaves closely sessile^ woolly, gg Cottoni
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2A2B. Flowers in spikes, white or cream-colored, about 1.5 cm.
long, closely reflexed. Keel large and not purple-tipped, very
obtuse and rounded. Wings short. Pods with dorsal suture thick-
ened within but not raised as a thin edge. Stipules very
large and leaf-like, fully 1 cm. long, reflexed, thin, obtuse, or the
uppermost only acutish, ova! to oblong. Peduncles subterminal,
shorter than the leaves. Calyx white, very oblique at both
ends, cut off at the lower corner and set obliquely to the long
and filiform pedicel and inclined to be saccate on the upper
corner, cleft much deeper aboy,e, with rudimentary and broadly
deltoid teeth. Leaves aM petioled. Leaflets very large, ellipti-
cal, contiguous, short-petlolulate, broadly cuneate below, obtuse,
2-4 cm. long.
Pods black-hairy. ' 89 alpinus.
Pods green and Smooth. » 90 Americanus.
2A3B. Pods distinctly obcompressed, the cross section triquetrous-
reniform, somewhat inflated, nigrescent, conspicuously sulcate
dorsally, with ventral suture straight or a little concave but
with a convex hump near the tip and tip declined, on a stipe
as long as calyx. Flowers in short racemes or clusters. Stip-
ules large and leaf-I ike. Leaflets 10-12 pairs. Plants from
filiform underground rootstocks.
'
91 andinus. *
' 't
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84. Astragalus Gormani Wight, n. sp. Pods erect and appressed,
obloug-lanceolate, straight, about 1.5 cm. long and 4:5 mm. wide and
high, cross section apparently nearly round, partly 2-celled by the
intrusion of the dorsal suture which is nearly straight, with the ven-
tral arched, pod splitting the calyx, shortly acuminate, rounded at
the sessile base, smooth. Flowers white, narrow, nearly 1.5 cm. long,
reflexed. Banner elliptical, about 1 cm. long, abruptly arched to 45
degrees at calyx tips, with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide through-
out, 3-4 mm. longer than win.^s. Wings lance-linear, 1 mm. wide,
arched about 30 degrees, 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel with straight
base and exserted claw, about 4 mm long, 2 mm. wide, the tip abruptly
rounded to about 110 degrees and deltoid, about 3 mm. high purple.
Calyx about 4 mm. long and 3 mm. wide, ribbed, rounded at the fleshy
base and nearly equally inserted, cleft much deeper above, hyaline
and nigrescent with minute appressed hairs; teeth triangular, spread-
ing and about 1 mm. long. Pedicels 2-3 mm, long. Bracts very nar-
row, hyaline and lax, about 7 mm. long. Peduncles stout, 2-3 dm.
long. Leaves widely spreading, about 7 cm. long, and 4 cm. wide.
Leaflets smooth, rather glaucous, obtuse, rather distant. Stipules
subulate-lanceolate, papery and hyaline, adnata and not connate, about
7 mm. long, spreading, the lower much broader and rather longer.
Stems about 2 ft. high, with the lower internodes longer, than the
leaves, ascending, decumbent at base. Whole plant smooth except
the calyx. Root woody and rather s^out. This has the habit of A.
aboriginum. It grows in moist ground on creek banks near Fort
Selkirk Alaska, Upper Temperate life zone, blooming in ^ July.
Gorman. The Indian name is Ayan-Gih-thah.
85. Astragalus elegans (Hook.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 154 (1894)
Phaca elegans Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 144 (1830). A. oroboides var.
Americanus Gray,. A. Shearis Rydberg. Atelophragma Shearis Ryd-
berg. Pods half-oval, hardly 1 cm. long, 5-7 mm. high and about 3-5
mm. wide, a little laterally flattened, with cross section broadly
ovate and rarely a little cordate when pod is slightly sulcate dor-
sally, dark, but white-hairy, obliquely deltoid at each end and with
stout declined mucro at tip and a minute stipe at base, the ventral
suture convex to about one third circle, the dorsal straight or a trifle
I ^
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convex, pendent; dorsal suture intruded as a thin and narrow hya-
line band; not explanate along the ventral suture throughout, scarce-
ly at all splitting along the dorsal. Flowers in the type deep-purple,
with light claws, 7-9 mm. long, narrow, in dense racemes 2-5 cm,
long. Banner oval, about 4-5 mm. long, with sides a little reflexed
throughout, arched abruptly at end of tube to 45 degrees, 1-2 mm.
longer than wings, with white spot very strongly purple-veined.
Wings lanceolate, hardly 1 mm. wide, arched to 45 degrees, about 1
mm. longer than keel. Keel with straight base, about 3 mm. long,
J-5 mm. high, and abruptly rounded to about 110 degrees and with
the deltoid tip about 2 mm. high. Caylx tube about 3 mm. long
and 1.5 mm. high, narrowed below and acutish at the base and in-
serted near the lower corner, very oblique at tip and much deeper
cleft above, nigrescent, the lax and subulate teeth unequal and nearly
es long as tube. Bracts subulate to triangular, 4-5 mm. long, longer
than the flowering pedicels. Arctic plants have the papery bracts
subulate, southern plants have triangular bracts hairy and stiffen
Stipules green, nearly' deltoid, about 5 mm. long, the lower very
broad and rounded, often overlapping their edges but almost never
truly connate. Proper peduncles about 1 dm. long and longer than the
leaves
. Leaves all shortly petioled in the type, nearly 1 dm. long,
rarely 3.5 cm. wide. Leaflets narrowly elliptical to broadly linear,
1.5-3.5 cm. long, ashy, mostly notched, rather distant. Stems 1-2 ft.
high, nearly erect, the internodes about as long as the leaves, from
rather much branched woody roots. From the plains of Alberta to
I.adrabor and northward In the mountains to Alaska and the Arctic,
in moist woods and meadows. Middle and Upper Temperate life
zone blooming in July and August. This differs from A. oroboides
cf Europe in the narrow not oblong-ovate leaflets. .
Astragalus elegans var. curtiflorus Rydberg Fl. Mont. 242 (1900).
Pods and flowers in long racemes on elongated peduncles. Flowers
hardly 8 mm. long, often lighter colored. Bracts about 2 mm. long.
Upper leaves sessile. Stems and peduncles sulcate. This is the
common form from Leadville Colorado to the British line in the
mo^mtains, not in the Great Basin bnt on the Pacific slope in Deer
Lodge valley Montana, Upper Temperate life zone, also along cold
streams in the Middle Temperate, in moist places in meadows and
open woods.
86. Astragalus Labradoricus DC. Prod. 2 287 (1825). A. secun-
dus Mx., A. Blakei Eggleston, A. Robbinsii var Jesupi Sheldon. A. ma-
counii Rydberg. Pods 1-2 cm. long, 4-5 mm. wide or high, only slightly
sulcate, shortly acuminate at both ends, in the young state quite nar-
row and inclined to be obcompressed but with age often laterally flat-
tened, somewhat inflated, with dorsal suture a little produced. Stipe
about as long as caylx. Flowers spicate, about 1 cm. long 10-15, about
half of them maturing and the fruit racemose. Banner oval, about 7 mm.
long. 2 mm. longer than wings, arched gently to 45 degrees about 2 mm.
beyond calyx tips, with sides reflexed 2 mm. wide and moist above
and with claws Included. Wings 2 mm. longer than keel, nearly
linear, about 1 mm. wide, a little arched, much narrower than keel
and exposing Its base. Keel small, straight, about 3 mm. long, with
tip rounded, obtuse, and as wide as high. Calyx about 3 mm. long,
a little narrowed below, slightly oblique at tip. Teeth triangular,
about 1 mm. long. Pedicels slender, horizontal in flower, longer than
the bracts, 2 mm. long in flower and 4 mm. long in fruit. Bracts
conspicuous, hyaline, lanceolate. Peduncles 1.5-3 dm. long, in the up-
per axils, racemes 4-12 cm. long. Leaves 4-7 cm. long, widely spread-
ing, the upper sessile. Leaflets elliptical to oval, 1-3 cm. long, obtuse
to notched, somewhat pubescent, about 5-6 pairs, not contiguous,
shortly cuneate at base, fully 7 mm. wide. thin. Stipules triangular-
lanceolate, 4-7 mm. long, mostly rather small for the plant but varla-
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ble^ the lower ones short and often reniform. Stems 1-2 ft. high,
slender, tufted, ascending to decumbent, open and alty plants with
internodes 4-10 cm. long. Pubescence of whole plant almost none
except the nigrescent calyx and pods. Young forms of this closely
resemble A. andinus, but the flowers of that species are capitate,
the stipules broader and greener, the habit more decumbent and
the pods as they ripen differ greatly. Alpine and subalpine from
the mountains of New England to Labrador. Intergrades toward the
var. occidentalis grow in Alberta and are A. Macounii Rydberg. This
often passes for A. andinus in New England.
Astragalus Labradoricus var. Robbinsii (Oakes in Gray's Man.
Ed. 2 98 (1856), as species). Pods much laterally flattened, about
1-1.5 cm. long and half as high, half-oblong-oval, with the dorsal suture
straight and the ventral much arched, rather abruptly narrowed at
both end's, and shortly acute, opening first at tip, but little inflated
though the cavity is much wider than the seeds, septum a little in-
truded. Flowers capitate to short racemose, 7-10 mm. long, ascend-
ing, white. Calyx cleft deeper above and with broad sinus; teeth one-
half to one mm, long. Bracts small, lanceolate, those on the lower
flowers larger. Leaflets 7-12 mm. long, qval to oblong, 3-5 pairs, long-
petiolulate. Stipules green, rather large. Stems variably erect.
Pubescence appressed and nigrescent, not dense. Alpine in the moun-
tains of New England.
Astragalus Labradoricus var. occidentalis (Watson Bot. King 70
(1871) as Robbisii var.) A. occidentalis (Watson) Jones. Ateiophrag-
ma Rydberg. Body of pod 10-15 mm. long, rarely 2.5 cm. long, shortly
acute at both ends, half-oval to half-elliptical, about 7 mm. high in the
short pods and 3 mm. wide and high in the long pods, mostly lialf-
oval-ovate nearly as wide as high, cross section rather broadly
ovate, pod inflated, on a twisted pedicel so that the dorsal suture Is
mostly uppermost, often a little sulcate dorsally, in long racemes nigres-
cent, with dorsal suture intruded often 1 mm. high. Stipe normally
about half as long as calyx but very variable from very short to a
little longer than calyx, when very short it approaches A. elegans.
Flowers rather many, ascending to horizontal, spicate, dirty-white but
often tinged with purple, purplish below, about 7 mm. long, rather
narrow. Banner oblong-oval abruptly arched to 60 to 90 degrees 1
mm. beyond calyx tips, 7 mm. long, 1-2 mm. longer than wings, with
Bides reflexed about 1 mm. wide; groove very broadly V-shaped below
and disappearing above. Wings arched to 30 degrees, narrower than
keel and about 1 mm. longer, obovate, rounded, notched below the
tin, with a little groove along the middle, concave to keel and ob-
lique, right hand one pressed close to keel. Keel with tip nearly erect
and rouLded, 2 mm. high, about 3 mm. longer than calyx, lead-
purple. Calyx tube about 2 mm, long, almost turbinate, truncate, very
oblique above, cleft deeper above with broad sinus, teeth deltoid at
base, barely half as long as tube, with pedicel about equally inserted.
Bracts green, lanceolate to subulate, not over 2 mm. long. Peduncles
as often axillary as terminal with the rachis often a foot long. Leaves
not condensed, not over 1 dm, long. Leaflets oval to oblong, rarely
12 mm. long (northern forms often have leaflets 3 cm. long), smooth
or nearly so, 6-7 pairs, green, often paler below. Stipules large,
rarely a little connate at very base. Stems widely spreading over
other plants or prostrate, 1-2 ft. long. Crowns rather many from a
woody and erect root, not from underground and slender rootstocks
as in andinus. This differs from the var. Robbinsii in the less lunate
pods, about equally acute at both ends but very shortly stlpitate, and
in the more numerous leaflets. But it is exceedingly variable in all
characters. It often grows with A. andinus and may hybridize with
it. Alpine and subalpine. East Humboldt Mts. Nevada to the Blue
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Mts. Oregon and nortliward and eastward to Colorado but not found
in Utali so far. A. Macounii is a form intermediate between this
and A. Labradoricus and is the more common northern "form. It
occurs in the mountains of Alberta and along the border in British
Columbia and as far westward as Upper Marias Pass In Montana and
Oroville in the Cascades, Washington, but is mostly replaced in the
northwest by A. Bourgovii with connate stipules. In rocky meadows.
87- Astragalus aboriginum Rich, in Frankl. Joun App. 18 (1823).
Phaca Hooker, Homalobus and Atelophragma Rydberg. Pods half-
oval, about 2 cm. long exclusive of the stipe, and about 5 mm. high,
triangular acute at tip and apiculate, and also acuminate into the
tapering stipe which is longer than th^ calyx, about smooth and
brownish when ripe, opening all along the ventral suture. Cross
section rather ovate. Flowers 7-12 mm. long, stubby, capitate, some-
times white. Banner al)ruptly arched to nearly erect at end of calyx,
fleshy, about 2 mm. longer than keel, oval, 3-4 mm. long, with sides
reflexed about 1 mm. wide. Wings arched to nearly erect, rather cu-
reate and lobed at tip and about 2 mm. wide, about 1 mm, longer
than keel and 1 mm. shorter than banner. Keel with base generally
arched a little and tip triangular or deltoid and at least abruptly
erect, about 3 mm. high. Calyx tube hardly 2 mm. long, obliquely
campanulate, rather narrowed below and inserted near the lower
corner, the base straight and upper side arched, cleft deeper above,
the teeth nearly as long as tube and nigrescent with black wool.
Pedicels about 2 mm. long and shorter than the hyaline bracts which
nearly equal the calyx tube. Peduncles sulcate, in fruit about twice
as long as leaves and the fruiting rachis as long or longer than the
peduncles. Leaves mostly sessile, wide, 4-10 cm, long. Leaflets 5-6
T)alrs, linear in the type, about 2 cm. long, 2-4 mm. wide, rather distant
in the type and ascending, acutish, often subalternate, variously hoary
to almost smooth, with straight and appressed hairs, pubescence decid-
uous. Stipules about 5-7 mm. long, conspicuous. Stems slender
and nearly erect in the type, a foot or two long, from a thick and yel-
low root. Much used by the Indians for food'. Frequent in open and
rocky woods from Lake Winnepeg to British Columbia in the rocky
Mountains to the Yukon. Middle and Upper Temperate life zones.
Astragalus aboriginum var, glabriusculus (Hook.) Rydberg Cont
Nat, Herb. 3 492 (1896). Phaca glabriuscula Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. 1 144
(1830.) Astragalus glabriusculus (Hook.) Gray and var. major Gray.
A. Porwoodii Watson. This is the common form with narrowly ellipti-
cal leaflets nearly or quite smooth. Prom Veta Pass Colorado to the
East Humboldt Mts. Nevada and northward. Rare In the Great Basin.
Mt. Belknap Utah. A. Forwoodii is an intermediate form.
Astragalus aboriginum var. fastlgiorum n. var. This Is a densely
congested form with many nearly prostrate stems with few nodes
and sharp leaflets densely congested making the leaf about as broad
as long, and with inflorescence often longer than the stems, and pub-
escence variably woolly to straight. Alpine or subalpine, most common
on high ridges from Montana to the Wallowa Mts. Oregon. The
typo is my material from Mr. Haggin Montana, and to it I refer
Cusick's from the Wallowas.
88. Astragalus CottonI n. sp. A. Olymplcus Cotton Terr. Bull. 29
573 (1902). Pods with body 2.5 cm. long and about 1.2 cm. wide, nearly
half-oval but with the dorsal suture a little arched, otherwise It would
be half-oval, rounded at tip and with a minute recurved aplculation
in line with dorsal suture, triangular at base and acutish where it ends
In the filiform stipe which is twice the calyx and about 6 mm. long,
minutely pubescent and papery, nearly the shape of A. leucopsis but
with sutures reversed, the ventral suture being greatly arched, pods
ascending from a pendent calyx. Dorsal suture intruded as a thin and
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lacerate edge, 1 mm. wide. Flowers white with purple tips,
about 1 cm. long, arched, widely spreading. Banner nearly rouua,
about 8 mm. long, 7 mm. wide, about 2 mm. longer than wings, with
sides reflexed below. Wings deeply notched, broadly oblong, 7 mm.
long, 2 mm. wide, a little longer than keel. Keel with rather straight
base, then abruptly curved to a half circle, very thick, purple and" very •
obtuse. Calyx tube about 3 mm. long, nigrescent, oblique and nar-
rowed below to the slender pedicel which is 2 mm long, with teeth tri-
angular-subulate, spreading and over half as long as tube. Pedun-
cles about 7 cm. long, longer than leaves, rathei- stout, the rachis '
about half as Icng. Leaves and stipules as in A. aboriginum, closely
sessile and with 5-6 pairs of leaflets which are elliptical; about 12
cm. long and 4 mm. wide, and barely acute. Stems branched and
many from the crown. Pubescence softly and rather sparsely wboUyOn the alpine summits of the Olympic Mts. Washington, Elmer." This
seems more like an extreme form of A. aboriginum than a good species.
89. Astragalus alpinus (L.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 65 (1894)
Phaca alpina L. 755. A. frigidus (L.) Gray. Pods nigrescent very
gibbous, acute at both ends, oblong 2-3 cm. long, often 1 cm. wide on
a stipe hardly as long as calyx, inclined to be sulcate dorsally con-'
spicuously inflated. Flowers few to many, broad, short and stubby,
about 1.5 cm. long. Petals all about equal, with fleshy claws Ban-
ner gently arched to 45 degrees 2 mm. beyond calyx teeth, with sides
reflexed toward the tip about 2 mm. wide. Wings oblanceolate 2 mm
wide, nearly straight, half as wide as the lunate keel. Keel broad, oh-
tuse. Calyx tube about 5-7 mm. long, 2 mm. high, the teeth variablefrom a mere rudiment to shortly triangular. Bracts 7-io mm long
Leaves 4-7 cm. long, even the upper shortpetioled, the lower ones with
petioles longer than the adjoining leaflet. The rachis grooved Leaf-
lets 4-5 pairs, mostly oblong-ovate, variably black or white-hairy below
smooth above. Stems stout, about a foot high, erect and little
branched, from slender root-branches. Throughout the Arctic regions
of the World. In the type the calyx is nearly smooth, the Americanforms are nearly all the following. Plants growing in the tundra andhumus.
i. ,o'^**C!!^'"^
alpitnus var. llUoralis (Hook.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud.
. ^IfL ^\ V ', ^^^^^ frigida var. littoralis Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 140UboO)- A. frigidus var. littoralis (Hook.) Watson.- Poda elliptical
Shortly-acute at both ends, somewhat obcompressed, not sulcate, with
stipe 2-3 mm. long. Flowers capitate, cream-colored, with wlilte mar-
gins. Banner about 7 mm. long, and 1 mm. longer fhan keel.\Smgs obovate to narrowly oblong, about 2 mm. wide. Keel rounded
and gently arched from base, blunt, about 3 min. high. Calyx softly
black-hairy, the upper side convex, the lower straight, teeth triangu-
lar and about half the tube or less. Bracts rather small. 2-7 mmlong Leaflets hoary below, 3-6 pairs, sparsely woolly, lance-oblong
to oblong-oval or ovate, 2-3 cm. long, 4-10 mm. wide or more, obtuse
or retuse or even acutish. Stems sulcate, 1-2, 7-10 cm. long in fruit,but hardly 5 cm. long in flower. This Is the common Alaskan form.
90. Astragalus Amerlcanus (Hook.) Jones Cont. 8 8 (1898) Phacafngida var. Americana Hook. Bor. Am. 1 140 (1830). Phaca Amer-icana Hydberg. A. alpinus var. Americanus (Hook.) Sheldon. Pods
smooth and green, very thin, elliptical and triangular-acute at both
ends, the body about 2.5 cm. long and 1 cm. wide, on a stipe abouttwice as long as calyx, with ventral suture conspicuously arched,
with dorsal-suture a little broadly sulcate and a mere rib within.
Inclined to open first at base, often black with minute hairs when
wMt^- J ^^""^^ ^^""^^ ^ ''™- ^°°^' ^«^*^«^ ™a°y 5n a dense spike.white, the banner oval and a trifle longer than wings which are
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barely longer than the keel, about 6 mm. long, arched gently from
calyx to nearly erect, thick, the thin white margins reflexed about 2-3
mm. wide. Wings oblanceolate and rounded, barely 2 mm. wide. Keel
very obliquely elliptical, the obtuse tip ascending mostly to 45 o,
&bout 2 mm. wide. Calyx tube about 5 mm. long and 4 mm. high,
smooth except at 'the rudimentary teeth, the teeth almost obsolete.
The filiform pedicels conspicuous, 4-10 mm', long. Bracts nearly
equaling the calyx. Leaves 1-1.5 dm. long, with very short petioles.
Leaflets 5-9 pairs, ovate to oblong-elliptical, lighter below and sparse-
ly pubescent with very short and woolly hairs, often 5 cm. long,
rounded to notched. Stems stout, 2-3 ft. high, strict, from slender but
rather woody roots. Occasional from Dakotah and northern Colo-
raao in subalpine valleys around the edges of woods to the Arctic,
northwestward to the head of the Bitterroot in Montana at Alta,
Not in the Great Basin nor (so far) reported from the western
edge of the Columbia Basin.
91. Astragalus andinus (Nutt.) Phaca andina Nutt in T, & G.
Fl. 1 345 1838. A. astragalinus (L.) Sheldon, Phaca astragalina L.
196. The necessity for adopting the Phaca alpina L. for the A. fri-
gidus L., because of the Vienna rules, requires renaming the Astra-
galus alpinus of Linnaeus. For evident reason I do not adopt the
senseless name astragalinus, nor the already preoccupied A. j^iganteus
of Sheldon, another equally senseless name for this diminutive plant.
Pods as well as flowers capitate or very shortly spicate, 1-1.5 cm.
long, 3-4 mm, wide, rarely 3 mm. high, obliquely oblong, nearly straight,
closely reflexed, shortly and abruptly acute at both ends to triangular
and even acuminate at base, the longitudinal section generally ellip-
tical from side to side, black-hairy and mostly shaggy, but variable
^^ith dorsil suture from conspicuously produced half way to a mere line
within. Flowers 7-12 mm. long, purple-tipped, rarely all purple, can-
itate when many, sometimes few, and pods reduced to a single
terminal one or few, or many, generally 0-12 mostly widely spreading
pnd soon closely reflexed. Banner obovate to oval, 5-10 mm. long,
rnther abruptly arched to 30 to 90 degrees at calyx tips or 2 mm.
beyond and when much reflexed seems remote from keel, about 1 mm.
longer than keel or less, with the obovate and rounded white spot
conspicuously purple-veined, with sides reflexed most in the middle
and 2 mm. wide; groove V-shaped and vanishing above. Wings oblong-
Havate. 2 nm. wide, about 5 mm. long, about as long as or a little
shorter than keel, neither grooved nor notched, pale to white, straight,
f^r ascending 30 degrees. Keel very large for the flower, straight,
the base straight and then arched variously but rarely to erect, the
general outline being clavate and broadly oblanceolate, the tip 3-4
mm, high and about 3 mm. wide, triangular and rounded to nearly
acute, about as long as banner and very prominent. Calyx tube cam-
panulate to hemispherical, a trifle laterally flattened, cleft deeper
rbove with narrow sinus, a trifle oblique at base but equally inserted,
about 2 mm. long; teeth triangular, unequal, variable but not as long
as tube. Pedicels about 2 mm. long and equaled by the hyaline bracts.
Peduncles subtermlnal. stout for the plant, 7-10 cm. long, ascending.
longer than the leaves, very sulcate. Leaves all petloled except the
uppermost. Leaflets oval to elliptical, 7-10 mm. long, obtuse, rarely
retuse, gradually smaller above, mostlv 10 (6-12) pairs, the northern
forms rather silky with sparse, white, long and fine. loosely appressed
hairs, but the southern forms almost smooth. Stems almost fili-
form, flexuous, with few long internodes. the lower ones mostly short,
weak and flat on the ground, or with ascending tips, much branched,
rarely a foot long, forming loose and open mats. Stipules conspicuous
green, large, rather deltoid. Very variable plants in size of flowers,
length of stipe, and width of pods. European pods are often half as
wide as long. Western flowers are mostly small though the large
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European flowers are not uncommon. Common in all the higher
mountains of Colorado and northern New Mexico and Utah to the
East Humboldt Mts. Nevada and northwestward through the Blue Mts.
to the Cascades, northward to Montana and the Arctic. Alpine and
subalplne. also growing in cold meadows at the north in the Middle
Temperate at Flathead Lake Montana, etc. Growing in gravelly
places along rivulets.
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Pods somewhat fleshy when green, eoriaceotis (almost
cartilagmous in A. Gibbsii,) not inflated, linear or nearly so,
elongated, stipitate but stipe not jointed nor the pod jointed to
it, 1-celled and with sutures not at all intruded, laterally flat-
tened (rarely obeompressed in the middle in A, Gibbsii), in-
clined to split first at base along both sutures and through the
the stipe but with valves not curling, with both sutures thick
and raised externally and rib-like, pod acuminate or triangu-
lar-acute at both ends, flat-beaked, arcuate (rarely straight in
A. collinus and Tweedyi) often to a circle or more, wtih the
ventral suture concave and the tip in line with it, opening first
at base, rarely at tip. Flowers cream-colored, 7-15 mm. long,
racemose and mostly densely so, variously reflexed, stubby.
Banner mostly much recurved and fleshy at base, with wings
inclined to extend beyond it and these mostly much* longer
than keel, banner blade often shorter than calyx tube., Keel
short and long-clawed, with tip erect abruptly or a little more
than erect, about 3 mm. high. Calyx short-eylindric to eampa-
uulate, inclined to be a little inflated, hyaline, cream-colored,
very oblique at both ends, the upper side arched to nearly
one third circle, the lower side straight, inclined to be saccate
on the upper corner at the insertion and inserted on the lower
corner which is mostly cut away a little there, the calyx re-
flexed and mostly inserted at right angles to the pedicel which
is relatively slender, erect, and as long as the minute and
mostly subulate bract, 1-3 mm. long. Peduncles in the upper
axils. Internodes many and short, the uppermost the short-,
est. Leaves short, 2-10 cm. long, widely spreading,^ almost
sessile. Leaflets 4-7 pairs, nearly contiguous, long-petiolulate,
thickish but not fleshy, froni nearly round or obovate to nearly
Jinear, truncate to deeply notched at tip, not over 1.5 cm. long,
often folded, subalternate, minutely woolly (smooth in A. por-
rectus) with fine white hairs which are attached by the larger
base and then arch over and with tips variously appressed
and wavy bu tnot abruptly appressed at attachment as is
the ease with most species with appressed hairs . Stems
flexuous, slender, erect or nearly so, much tufted, more pub-
escent than the leaves, 1-2 ft. high, with branches often
widely spreading. Stipules and bracts small or minute, rigid,
greenish. Perennials of the Columbia Basin and along the
eastern side of the Sierras only. Middle and Lower Temper-
ate life zones, growing on grassy or sagebrush plains and
blooming in summer.
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Pods erect. *
Pods not erect.
A. Pods 1.5-2 cm. long, 2-3 mm high, straight or little arched, later-
ally flattened, on a stipe about half as long as pod, and which is
fully as long as calyx. Peduncles strict, often a foot long.: Stems
erect. Leaflets nearly linear, about 1.5 cm. long. Flowers about
8 mm. long, the banner very stubby and arched almost back on
itself, round, 3-5 mm. long. Calyx about 6 mm. long, the teeth
about a fourth as long and deltoid.
to
92 Tweedyi
93 collinus.
2A. Pods arched, 2-3 cm. long exclusive of stipe.
2AB. Rather coarse plants, mostly 2-3 ft. high, from thick and
woody roots. Peduncles stout and as long as leaves. Flowers
nearly 2 cm, long, rather coarse. Calyx tube about 8 mm. long
and 4-5 mm. high, pendent. Leaflets large.
Flowers large and stubby. Pods not spirally coiled. 94 Gibbsii.
2A2B. Slender plants with flexuous stems rarely a foot high and
much branched, from slender roots. Peduncles slender and
and shorter than the leaves. Flowers not over 1.5 cm. long,
In short racemes, not coarse. Leaflets small, 5-10 mm, long.
Pods very flat, almost completely laterally flattened and with
sharp edges, on filiform stipes, tightly coiled into 1-2 circles,
the body about 2 cm. long, the walls mostly separating with age,
and the outer wall contortedly reticulate and the main veins as-
cending along the sutures and pods spirally coiled, with tip en-
siform and very sharp.
Flowers large, 1.5 cm. long.not stubby. Pods spirally coiled. Stipe
oniy equaling calyx. 95 speirocarpus.
Fowers 7 mm. long. Stipe 3-5 times as long as the calyx. 96 Alvordensis. '
t - r
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92. Astragalus Tweedy! Canby Bot. Gaz. 15 150 (1890.) Phaca
Piper, Pods erect, about 1.5 cm. long, rigid and reticulated, almost
cartilaginous, opening first at tip, about 4 mm. high, cross section
nearly round. Along the Columbia at the mouth of the Yakima river.
Lower Temperate life zone.
93. Astragalus collinus Dougl. in Hook. FI. Bor. Am. 1 141 (1830).
Phaca Hooker. A. cyrtoides Gray. Pods pendent, opening first at base,
about 2 cm, long and 3 mm. high, faintly reticulated, mostly much
flattened laterally, coriaceous. Grassy and sandy hills and flats.
Stems about 2 ft. high. Middle Temperate life zone nearly throughout
the Columbia Basin (except the valley of the Snake) and common
on the west. The type of A. cyrtoides from the Clearwater is clearly
A. collinus. The same sheet has a specimen of A. Gibbsii var. on
It, and the shape on this gave the name undoubtedly since there are
only flowers on the Clearwater specimen w^hich forms the type ofA cyrtoides. Gray evidently thought the two specimens belonged to
the same species, which was not correct.
94. Astragalus Gibbsii Kellogg Proc. Cal. Acad. 2 161 f. 50 (1863).
A. sinuatus Piper. Phaca Piper. Pods variously arched even into
a circle, inclined to be acuminate at both ends, long-pointed, 4-5 mm.
wide or high, often decidedly obcompressed in the middle. Rather
cartilaginous and corrugated and about round in the type, opening
first at base, the tip mostly erect, on a stipe about half as long as
body. Flowers many, in a dense spike-like raceme. Banner very short,
and stubby, mostly broader than long and greatly reflexed, the erect
part 3 mm. high or less, about half as long as calyx tube,' or nearly
as long, w^hlch Is about 8 mm. long and 5-6 mm. high. Wings broadly
oblong, 3 mm, wide below and 2 mm. at the twisted and horizontal
{
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tip, 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel purple-tipped. Leaflets oblong-obo-
vate, rarely oblong-ovate, with cuneate base, about 1.5 cm. long,
notched. Whole plant even to calyx and pods finely and very shortly-
woolly. Common around Reno Nevada and northward, rare in the
Columbia Basin along the divide and running over to the Bl e Mts. and
as far as Weiser Idaho, also extending down the Kla :iath river.
Nearly everything referred to the species from the Columbio Basin
Is the variety.
Astragalus Gibbsii var. curvicarpus (Sheldon Minn. Stud. 9 125
(1894) as A. speirocarpus var.) A. speirocarpus var. falciformis Gray,
Pods nearly smooth, about 3 mm. high, much laterally flattened, often
curved to a circle, triangular-acute. Flowers rarely over 10 in a short
spike, the banner ovate and rs long as calyx, wings elongated, 2 mm.
wide, arched, flaring at tip, 3-6 mm. longer than keel. Stems slender
and ascending. Whole plant nearly smooth. This extends from Austin
Nevada to the Sierras and northward along the rim of tbe Columbia
Basin to Baker City Oregon and Nampa Idaho.
95. Astragalus speirocarpus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 225 (1864.)
A. Whitedi Piper. Pods triangular-acuminate at both ends, 4-6 mm.
high, evidently spirally reticulated, puberulent, on a rather stout stipe
about as long as calyx. Flowers about 1.5 cm. long, with exserted
claws, rather many. Banner ovate and about 8 mm. long, with -sides a
little reflexed, rather gently arched to 45 degrees beyond ialyx, about
4 mm. longer than keel. Wings about straight, narrowly oblong, a
little longer than keel. Keel about 3 mm. long and 2 mm. high, the
tip abruptly erect and triangular, base straight, the claw very long.
Calyx 5-8 mm. long, and 3 mm. high, about cylindric, but with the
usual shape, reflexed; teeth rudimentary, variably nigrescent with very
short lax hairs. Peduncles rarely 5 cm. long, the rachis about as
long. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, with 4-8 pairs of oblong-obovate, notched
leaflets nearly 1 cm. long. Plants ashy throughout. Sand dunes from
Near Yakima and along the Columbia near WalluUa on dry prairies.
96- Astragalus Alvordensis Jones Cont. 10 67 (1902). Pods
shortly-triangular at tip and rather long-acuminate at base, about 3 mm.
high,, faintly reticulated, almost chartaceous, (somewhat, mottled,
hardly 1 mm. wide, often a trifle and very narrowly sulcate dorsally,
rather shining, on a filifrom stipe about 1 cm. long and 3-5 times as
long as the calyx. Flowers about 7 mm. long, purple-veined, widely
spreading, racemose, 3-8 (pods 1-3). on a rachis 3-7 cm, long and with
peduncle rarely over 1 cm. long. Banner ovate, arched abruptly beyond
calyx teeth to erect, about 2-3 mm. long, with sides much reflexed.
Wings lanceolate, narrow, abruptly arched near the end of keel to 45
degrees, about 1 mm. longer than keel and 2 mm. shorter than banner.
4^eel with straight base, 3 mm. long, tip abruptly erect and obtuse, all
petals purple-veined. Calyx turbinate-campanulate, about 2 mm. long,
5-nerved, deeper cleft above and with oblique mouth, narrowed and
obliquely inserted at base. Teeth minute and deltoid. Pedicels hardly
half as long as calyx tube. Peduncles filiform and axillary throughout
Leaves about 2-4 cm. long, the petiole none or about as long as lowest
leaflet. Leaflets 6-8 pairs, cuneate-obovate, notched 4-7 mm. long,
rather hoary, less so above. Stems very slender and widely branched,
1-1.5 ft. long, ascending. Alvord valley eastern Oregon Cusick, June.
This unique species seems like A. speirocarpus, a delicate form, but the
flowers are very different and the stipe greatly elongated and the pod
much thinner and the walls not old enough to determine if they
split aways as in the other species. The habit is that of A. flexuosus.
Middle Temperate life zone, probably growing in sand.
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PODO-SCLEROCARPI. 8
Pods fleshy wlieu fresh, cartilagious or with thick woody
walls when dry (coriaceous in some forms of Toanus), not
jointed to calyx or stipe, neither suture evident when
fresh but both conspicuous, thick and raised when dry, little
if at all inflated, 1-4 em. long, strongly cross nerved, never
linear, rarely less than 1 cm. wide, never more than puberulent,
not explanate, very strongly beaked, racemose. Flowers 1-2
cm. long, large, mostly white, with elongated banner and
wings. Bracts short and triangular, inconspicuous, shorter
than the mostly short and the stout fruiting pedicels. Pods
and flowers mostly reflexed. Stems green and rush-like, and
with the leaves, and petioles much alike. Stipules rigid and
small, deltoid at base, reflexed above and green, hyaline be-
low. Leaflets distant, fleshy, mostly almost filiform and thick,
never more than linear, often obscurely if at all jointed
to the rachis. Plants of the valleys and alkaline springs or in
alkaline soil, perennials
K
A. Pods wholly 1-celled, the dorsal suture a tririe Intruded in A. ptsrrcar-
pus.
AB. Pods sessile at least when fresh, stipe If any when dry very
short and thick.
ABC. Pods opening nearly equally at both sutures from the tip
to the middle, rarely sulcate, about 1.5 cm. long, laterally if at
all compressed, about straight. Stipules hyaline and connate
toward the base of the stems, green and free above. Pectinati,
ABCD. Pods oblong to lanceolate, smooth, distant, full of pulp,
not inflated, racemose on long and terminal peduncles, with
beak flat, elongated and prow-like,
.
Flowers purple, large
and elongated, about 2 cm. long, with long wings and ban-
ner and purple-tipped keel, leaflets none to 5 pairs, fili-
form except some of the lowest, jointed to the rachis and
like it. Upper leaflets simple and rarely at all enlarged at
tip.. Tall and slender and densely tufted plants.
Pods erect.
Pods reflexed.
97 Toan us.
g8 Rafaelensis.
ABC2D. Pc - Dt decidedly laterally compressed, ova! to oblong
straight, scarcely at all oblique, cross section nearly round,
abruptly contracted into a stout conical beak, both sutures
arched, the ventral a trifle the more, sometimes a little dor-
sally, both sutures very thick, about 1.5 cm. long.. Flowers
rv-y in short and dense spikes, horizontal to a little re-
flexed, mostly white, 1-1.5 cm. long, straight, with exserted
claws, blades very long. Banner elliptlcal-oblanceolate,
sides much reflexed, ascending in a gentle curve to nearly
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erect or less. Wings oblong to narrowly oblong,' oblique
and rounded, scarcely arched, about 4 mm. longer than keel,
very thin- Keel 7 mm. long, straight, the tip abruptly arched
to erect and broadly deltoid and 3 mm. high. Calyx liktf
that of Toanus but rather narrower, slightly oblique at
tip, hyaline, sinuses rounded, teeth much shorter than tube^r
Pedicels stout, in fruit 2-5 mm. long, in flower very s^^ort
and about as long the subulate bracts. Peduncles angled/
rarely as long as the leaves, stout. Leaves about 2.5 cm.
long, ascending, the middle ones the largest. Petioles al-
most none, angled. Leaves very wide and short. Leaflet*
coarsely 1-nerved, about 3 pairs (rarely 10 pairs in pectina-
tus), 2.5-5 cm. long, linear when flat, almost filiform when
folded, rarely linear-oblanceolate, often alternate, arcuate^
acute, mostly not jointed to the short rachis. StipuIesT
green, reddish below, vtry long tipped. Stems sulcate
strongly, nearly 2 ft. high, not tangled, moderately stout,
barely fiexuous, with internodes shorter than the upper*
leaves. Plants ashy-pubescent. Stipules conspicuous. Pub-
escence of broad and flat hairs attached by base and closely'
appressed. Roots stout thick and erect. From the Green
river bad lands of Wyoming to Kansas and northward in at-'
kaline soil. Upper part of Lower and lower part of Middle
Temperate life zones.
Vo !s erect.
.99 Grayi,
Pods reflexed. loo pectinatus.
A62C. Pods opening mcst along the ventral suture except at tip'
and mostly first at tip. Ventral suture either straight or con-
cave, never arched as much as the dorsal. Sutures not raised'
in the qreen state, but evidently so in the dry. Pods in--
clined to be obcompressed, angled or winged when dry, strict-
ly 1-ceIled (the dorsal suture a trifle impressed in pterocar-
pus) conspicuously falcate, not inflated, ascending as well
flowers. Stems rather zigzag and flexuous. Leaves narrow,
short-petloled, with several pairs of mostly straight leaflets*-
Stipules small, not connate,
AB2CD. Pods with rounded sides, not all angled or winged,
purple or mottled, oblong-lanceolate and acuminate at tip"
and shortly so at base, about 1 cm. wide. Flowers purple,
racemose, loose. Stems few in a place and Inclined to be de-
cumbent. Growing in well drained gravelly sagebrush sloped
preferably where there is a little alkali seep.
Pods narrow, nearly round in cross-section. loi CaseL
AB2C2D. Pods when dry laterally winged and with wings 2 mmu
wide, sessile, erect (as well as the flowers except rarely
in A. pterocarpus), acute but not acuminate at tip, obtus9
but narrowed at base, very finely cross-veined, smooth, 3-4
cm. long, arcuate, with sutures narrow and not much thick-
ened. Flowers short-spicate. Calyx triangular-aicute at
base, the lower side straight, upper side a trifle arched, at-
tached on lower corner, hyaline. Terminal leaflet not jointed
to rachis, leaflets not early deciduous but attached by ytry
delicate petioiulcs, linear, rarely the lowest ones narrowly
oblong. Leaves not widely spreading. Densely tufted
stems slender and nearly straight* erect, freely branched
mostly, from woody root, succulent and very hard to dry.
Growing in low places.
Pods biOAd, much obcompressed and 2-winged. 102 pterocarpus.
Pods narrow, not flattened, 4-winged. 103 tetrapterus.
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A2B. Pods conspicuously stlpUate, with stipe Jonger than calyx and
recurved, and the body very falcate upwards, acuminate at both
ends but most at base, opening first at base and through the
stipe, much laterally flatened at tip and base, conspicuously ob-
compressed in the middle when mature and corrugated finely,
not hairy, rounded on the s^des but appearing almost as if
winged at the thick and raised sutures when dry, and cartila-
ginous, elongated-lunate, 2-5 cm. long including the stipe. Leaf-
lets several pairs, narrow, all jointed to rachis by slender petio-
lules, obtuse- Flowers 1-1.5 cm. long, the petals not elongated
nor stubby, ascending. Calyx campanulate to short-cylindric,
about 5 mm. long, hyaljne and black-hairy, the teeth shorter
than the tube. Pedicels short and stout, recurved in fruit-
Bracts ovate to triangular, 1-2 mm, long, about as long as pedi-
cels. Banner arched 45 to 80 degrees remote from calyx tip,
I
the blade 9 mm. long and with sides reflexed. Wings nar-
rowly oblong, arched 15 to 20 degrees, 2 mm. shorter than ban-
ner. Keel wide, the tip rounded and very obtuse, straight, in-
curved at tip to 80 to too degrees. Stipules small, green,
' Stems tufted from a woody root, abojt 2 ft, hiah, rathe f lexuous,
with internodes less than half as long as the. leaves, somewhat
ashy throughout. Plants of the upper edge of the Lower Te
perate life zone, in dry places, blooming In early summer,
Sclerocarpi.
Pods narrow, acuminate at both ends, 104. sclerocarpus.
2A. Pods either wholly or partly 2-ceifed by the intrusion of the
dorsal and ventral sutures but partition never complete by the
union of the sutures," with the tip 1-cell2d, mostly slightly in-
flated, 1.5-4 cm. long, 5-7 mm* high, 7-10 mm, wide, inclined to
be a little obcompressed except in A. pachypus, smooth, very
fleshy and nearly round when fresh, with firmer inner wall,
the pulp about 1 mm, thick, the cavity filled with pulpy fluid when
green, coarsely wrinkled or cross-ringed and woody when dry,
never reflexed, oblique, oblong, a little arched by the ventral
suture being concave and raised, abruptly contracted into a stout
conical-subulate beak 2-5 mm. long, with sutures prominent ex-
^
tern£^l|y, opening along the ventral suture and first at tip.
Flowers and pods ascending, the former rather narrow, loosely
racemose, widely spreading, rather few on the upper third of
peduncle, about 2 cm- long. Banner oblong-ovate, gently arched
to 60 to 80 degrees at calyx tips, with sides reflexed to midrib
most below, with tip notched. Wings oblong, oblique, 1 cm, long,
obtuse, concave to keel, with tips touching beyond it, longer than
keel and much shorter than banner. Keel blade about 3 nrn.
Petals thin and with exserted claws. Calyx tube narrowed be-
low to the lower corner where it is attached by a slight angle
to the pedicel, somewhat fleshy below, cleft deeper above, later-
ally flattened; teeth triangular-subulate. Bracts about 2-3 mm.
long, triangular-subulate to ovate. Pedicels in fruit stout and
woody, about 3 mm. long. ' Peduncles s\out and strict, 1.5-3 dm.
long including the flor^^l rachis, twice as long r>s tHe leaves. Mid-
dle leaves the longest Leaflets all jointed to petiole, thick and
leathery and fleshy, at least some of them linear. Proper peti-
oles short hut rschis of leaf and tapering and 1-1.5 dm. long,
Sten-.s straggling upward, not very stout, sulcata, branched below.
1-2 feet high, fjexuous. Internodes much shorter than the leaves.
Stipules rigid, green, reflexed, smalL Pubescence minute, ashy.
Alkali-loving plants of the Lower Temperate life zone. Pachypodes.
2AB. Pods splitting to the middle from the tip along both sutures,
sessHe when fresh (the drying of the flesh makes it seem a
little stipitate.) Flowers purple-tipped, in rather long and very
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loose racemes. Banner greatly elongated and much longer
than the wings and short keel. Wings nearly straight,
about 3 mm. longer than keel, 2 mm. wide. Kee! about 5 mm.
long, abruptly arched to 90 degrees at the very obtuse tip
Vvhich is as high as the base is long. Calyx tubd oblong, about
7 mm. long, 3 mm. high and 1.5 mm. wide, the teeth about
half to a third as long. Leaflets 1-3 pairs, all but the lowest
sharp and linear, flat, often falcate, fnclined to taper above,
very distant.
Leaflets linear. io6 Screnoi
Leaflets lanceolate or broader. 107 canonis.
2A2B. Pods with thick and jointiess stipe which is fully as
long as calyx, the pod narrowly oblong, short-pointed, arcuate,
and with the stout and arched stipe forming a third of a circle,
not completely 2-celled because the two sutures though touch-
ing do not unite, much laterally flattened when dry and with
the partition splitting double and the pod opening at tip at
at both sutures for a short distance only and the dorsal open-
ing to the base and into the stipe but not through it nor the
partition. Flowers shortly racemose and rather few, nearly
horizontal, white. Calyx tube cnmpanulate, abruptly con-
tracted below, with the upper side arched and the lower
straight, reflexed in fruit but the pod erect, with teeth as long
as tube. Leaves about 1 dm. long, with slender rachis and
somewhat tapering, and with many obtuse and mostly folded
leaflets about 1-25 cm. long. Stems hoary, rather weakly
ascending and little branched, shrubby below, 2-4 ft. long.
Pods narrow, on a very thick stipe, 108 pachypus.
97. Astragalus Toanus Joties Zoe 3 296 (1893). Pods acumin-
ate, lanceolate to oblonglanceolate. appressed and erect, mostly de-
cidedly laterally flattened, in short racemes at the tip of peduncle
"^hich is strict. The sutures evident but not very thick uniting in
a pungent and triangular beak, body slightly cross-ribbed, with the ven-
tral stiture about straight, the dorsal arched. Texture coriaceous
when dry but with the walls much thinner than in other Podo-sclero-
carpi. About 1.5-2 cm. loner, an 1 4-5 mm. high, and 2-3 mm. wade when
dry. When fresh the walls about 2 mm. thick, with thin outer skin
and soft fleshy substance up to the woody inner wall. Banner oblong
and notched, with white spot nearly square and coming within 4
nam. of tip, with sides reflexed a little at base, the blade 1.25 cm.
long, gently arched from calyx to 45 degrees, veined. Wings barely
arched, lirear, concave to keel and flaring beyond, white beyond
the keel, rounded, nearly 5 mm. longer than keel. Keel about 1
mm. long, 2 mm. wide at base and 3 mm. at tip. the base straight
to tip where it is arched in very short arc to erect, the tip very
broadly deltoid. Calyx long-campanulate, nearly 5 mm. long and 3
mm. wide, base straight, upper side arched, oblique at both ends, cleft
deeper above, laetrally flattened, teeth deltoid and 1 mm. long, tube
reddish and ashy. The flowers are about the color of A. Utahensis,
pinkish-purple except for the white wings, ascending. The pods are
very variable in relative length and acuteness as well as amount of
compression. Plants ashy when young, densely tufted In a round
clump with innumerable slender, sulcate stems erect, not flexuous,
about 2 ft. high, with a strong smell of cabbage whpn bruised. Ped-
Jf*els stout and ascending. Peduncles at least 1 dm. long. Leaves
5-8 cm. long and narrow. Stipules reflexed above, with nearly subu-
late tip. Internodes often 1 dm long. Leaflets rudimentary to 2
cm. long, channeled. On the high plains of central Nevada from
Contact and Ferguson Springs Nevada to Burbank Utah near Jeff
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Davis (Wheeler's) Peak, and probably north through the desert.
Growing In strongly salty places in clay, along with Safcobatas.
Blooming in May, fruiting in June,
98. Astr^cjalus Rafaelensis N. Sp. Pods oblong, nearly round,
about 1.5 cm. long and 5 8 mm. wide, abruptly rounded at both ends,
with very short and deltoid apiculate beak, the ventral suture con-
spicuously arched and the dorsal nearly straight, reflexed on stout
pedicels, w^hlch are 3-5 mm. long and which fully equal the ovate
bracts, in long racemes on slender peduncles, splitting through both
sutures to the base till the valves fall away. Flowers reflexed early,
Iight-purple or white and tinged with pink, scattered. Banner nar-
rowly ovate, about 2.5 cm. long, wtih sides inclined to be reflexed
which makes it seem linear-oblong, barely notched, the reflexed
area about 3 mm. wide at point 3 mm. back of keel but not at all at
tip. WTiite spot deltoid, barely colored except for the light-purple
veins, 3-5 mm. long. Groove a half circle at keel tip and 1 mm. deep
and shallowing quickly, the banner a little hooded at tip, and erect
at point 4 mm. beyond the calyx tips. Wings nearly straight, ob-
long oblanceolate, base 2 mm. wide and 3 mm. wide above, pink at
base and white beyond keel and 6 mm. longer, acutish but rounding
toward tip. Keel straight, arched to 100 degrees in a sharp arc at
the end, deep purple and barely acute. Calyx pink, about as long as
wide, barely laterally Oattened, straight, smooth, scarcely narrowed
at tip and cleft but little deeper there, nerved. Teeth triangular, 2 mm'-
long. Tube 4 mm. long and 3 mm. wide, hyaline, red.' Pedicel inserted
about one third the way from the lower corner, about 2 mm. long.
Stipules connate nearly to the tip below, nearly distinct above, re-
flexed, nearly hyaline throughout. Leaves more filiform than usual
channeled, of 1-2 pairs of delicate leaflets w^hich are rarely over 1.5 cm.
long. The plants grow in very dense tufts with very many steins in
a bunch from a woody root, abo-Jt 2 feet hi^h. strnight, in sanr^y
Peaces on sandstone ridges, there being no particular evidence cf
alk-^li. though soil is alkaline near Cedar Mt. Utah which Is near
Woodside, 4 500 feet alt. in the Lower Temperate life zone. Ma^^
19, 1915. This is an interesting addition to this group and Is evi-
dently closely allied to A. Toanus.
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99. Astragalus Grayi Parry Am. Nat. 8 212 (1374). Pods erect
to ascending, narrowly-oblong, taper-pointed, not splitting the calyx,
about 3 mm. wide, little more than coriaceous, half-exserted from
calyx, about like those of A. Toanus, its thicker forms but not com-
pressed, the dorsal suture nea.rly straight and tip the nrolongatiou of
it. ventral decidedly arched and pod appearing inverted, not fleshy
noticeably. Flowers rather spicate, many, on subterminal peduncles
longer than the lertves. Calvx teeth inclined to be subulnte. Leaves
about 8-10 cni. long. Leaflets ?-4 cm. long, not folded? apiculate.
about .4-5 mm. wide, a little wider above, jointed to the rachis. 2-3
pairs. Interuodes about 3 cm. long. Green River Desert Wyoming
sandy hills.
100. Astragalus pectinatus Douglas in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 141-2
t 54 (1830). Tragacantha Kuntze. Phaca Hook. Ctenophyllum Rvd-
berg. Pods closely reflexed, oblong-oval to elliptical, rarely nearly
globose, obtuse but very strongly apiculate-beaked, rarey triangular-
acr^-o and oblong, conspicuously fleshy and with sutures raised at least
1 mm. in the dry pods, splitting the calyx, generally rugose, 1-1.5 cm.
long, 9-12 mm. wide, about 4 mm. thick, normallv 9 by 7 mm. long and
wide, when fresh the pods are traversely oval in cross section and a
little sulcate ventrally, the dorsal suture a little raised. Flowers nor-
mally rich cream-colored, white below, about 1,3-2 cm. long Banner
arched from 45 to 90°, sides reflexed most above and making it seem
taper-pointed, tip very thin and erose, base thick and fleshy. Calyx
teeth inclined to deltoid. Bracts stiff, green or scarious, linear-lanceolate
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4-6 mm, long, racemes short and on a very short peduncle, clustered
^mong the leaves in fruit. Leaflets 3-10 pairs, not jointed to rachis.
From southwestern Kansas on the Plains, to the mountains and north-
ward to the Saskatchewan, westward through northern Colorado to
western Wyoming, growing in rather alkaline meadows.. Its place is
taken in the Navajo Basin by A. lonchocarpus. Not on the Pacific
slope except in Wyoming.
AstragaFus pectinatus van. platyphyllus Jones Cent. 10 87 (1902).
This is a form with leaflets nearly 5 mm. wide after the style of A.
Grayi but decurrent on the winged rachis toward the tip of the leaf,
some leaflets jointed to the rachis. Bitter Creek Wyoming, Nelson.
101. Astragalus Casei Gray Bot. Cal. 1 154 (1876). Pods with
'"ross section oblong to linear when dry, when fresh oval to reniform
"^r even almost that of the figure 8 laid on its side, about 4-5
long, 6-8 mm. wide, 2-5 mm. high, puberulent, bent into the shape of
S by the tip being upcuired and the base declined, with sutures nar-
row externally and prominent, sessile, pendent to horizontal, wider
below the middle, splitting the calyx, often shallow-sulcate ventrally
and usually so dorsally, rugose when dry, weakly attached to calyx.
Flesh variable but never very thick. Flowers not over 2 cm. lon^,
nearly sessile, few% at the ends of long peduncles. Banner oblong-
rvRte, deeply notched. 9 mm. long, abruptly arched to 60 degrees a
Pttle beyond the calyx tips, with sides reflexed most in the middle to
about 90 degrees to blade and 4 mm, wide there but not at all at tip.
*"roove U-shaped, 1 mm. wide, 2 mm. deep, very narrow below and
b"oadening into a wide arc at tip of banner. White spot fan-shaped,
filling the groove only, cut bv wide nnd purple streaks, coming within
3 mm. of tin of banner. Wings oblanceolate, rounded, entire, con-
cpve to keel, both flaring and about 2 mm. apart at tip, purple-
streaked at base, white above, 2 mm. longer than keel, not over 2
mm. wide. Keel short, with tip white and purple below, quickly
rounded to 90 degrees, obtuse, 3 mm. high, base straight. Calyx
oblong to cylindrical, 3-8 mm. long. 2 mm. wide and high, with up-
per side arched Jower side straight, attached on lower fleshy cor-
ner, 5-ribbed by nerves runnine: through from tips of calyx teeth,
ely flattened l?iterally or but little. Teeth deltoid to subulate-
triangular. 1-2 mm. long. Fruiting pedicels very stout, shorter than
the bracts, in flower 1 mm. long. Bracts conspicuous, riarid, often 4
n^ra. long. Peduncles and rachis 1.5-2 dm. long, loosely flowered on
the upper third. Leaflets 2-7 pairs, obtuse. Lower pairs of leaflets
rf middle leaves about 2.5 cm. long, not over 4 mm. wide, uppermost
r^ften verv much reduced, mostly 5-9 mm. long, narrowly oblong to
linear oblong rigid, distant, usually folded, pubescent on both sides
f^btuse. petioluli^te. jointed to rachis. Rachis of leaf elongated, fili-
form. 3-10 cm. long. Lower leaves short. Stems 1-2 ft high, widely
branched and spreading, very zia:zag, pubescence ashy with minute
npnressed ?nd murlcate hairs. Stipules rigid, green, deltoid, reflexed
3-5 mm. lone. Rather common in the sagebrush from P^Tamid Lake
to Death Valley along the eastern side of the Sierras in rather bare
spots, eastward to Candelaria, Tonapah and also in the Panamlnt Mts.
Lower Temperate life zone. It has the appearance somewhat of A.
Layneae and is easily mistaken for it when t he pods have become sul-
cata dorsally in the drying. It blooms in the early summer.
102. Astragalus pterocarpus Watson Bot. King. 71 t 12 (1871).
Pods completely obcompressed. winged on the sides only, ovate to el-
liptical, rather wider below the middle, S-sbaped, equally acute at
^ach end, not acuminate, 1 cm. wide, 4 cm. long and 2-3 mm. thick,
in the dry pods the cross nerves raised and branched along the mar-
gin, tip acute and laterally compressed, cross section linear, very
weakly attached to and splitting the calyx, opening at base and apex
equally at both sutures and along the ventral suture later, when
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fresh grass-green to brownish and becoming reddish, very fleshy
with walls about 2 mm. thick, not at all woody and with thin
Inner skin-like wall, the whole becomes when dry spongily carti-
laginous, the dorsal suture is a trifle thickened when fresh, pod
then smooth and not at all wrinkled or nerved, thick-winged and
wing obtuse, when dry wing is sharp and thin. Flowers pink-purple,
about 1 cm. long, 7-9, congested. Banner oval-ovate, retuse, abruptly
arched to 45 degrees at end of calyx tube, sides reflexed fully 3 mm.
wide from middle up but not turned far back, groove V-shaped,
fully 2 mm. deep below, about 1 mm. wide and widening to 3 mm.
above, white spot oblong-fan-shaped and purple lined and lacerate
above, filling the groove, the rest of banner purple. Wings nar-
rowly oblong, straight, rounded at tip, flaring about equally 2 mm.
below tip and then turned nearly horizontal as in A. amphioxys, 1 mm.
longer than keel, about 2 mm. wide and much narrower than keel,
purple, ver>^ blunt. Keel short, straight, at tip sharply arched to 90
degrees, very obtuse, purple, 3 mm. high. 5 mm. long. Bracts trian-
gular, green, rigid, conspicuous, shorter than the pedicels. Pedicels
stout in fruit, 3-5 mm. long. Peduncles about 1 dm. long, sulcate,
rather stout and strict. Fruiting rachis about 5 cm, long. Leaves not
over 8 cm. long, almost sessile. Petioles about 1 cm. long, the rachis
filiform and persistent and rigid. Leaflets not jointed to rachis, 2-4
pairs, linear, channeled sharply acute. 2.5-4 cm. long, hardly 1 mm.
wide, sometimes arched a little, distant, strongly l-nerved, puberulent
on both sides, about as wide as rachis, the terminal one represented
by it and and not enlarged. Stipules green, closely reflexed, trian-
gular, spreading to reflexed. Stems weak and outer ones ascending
only, sulcate, proper stems rarely over 2 dm. long, ashy. This grows
along the flats of the Humboldt Nevada, along with salt grass, Spo-
robolus and the like. Lower Temperate life zone. This has the habit
and General appearance of A. pectinatus, and grows in similar meadows
103. Astragalus tetrapterus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 369 (187S).
Pods 4-ang!ed, not conspicuously obcompressed, when dry shining and
smooth, with fine cross veins sometimes branched in the middle, -'*-
winged by having both sutures raised as wings as well as the sides
prpduced in short wings, with cross section diamond shaped, often
oblately so. pod narrowly oblcng, inclined to be broader above, the
base and tip triangulnr acute, in the green pods they are only 4-angled,
purplo-spotted. with solid walls fleshy but not woody and 2 mm. thick,
internal cavity then inclined to be linear showing that the pod is
really obcompressed, pod about 4 cm. long, 1 cm. wide and 5 mm.
high, falcate like a ramshorn, not splitting the calyx, the valves when
ri[>e curlin^i: out at tip, not more thnn coriaceous when ripe. Flowers
subcapitpte B-9, white or purple, 1.5-2 cm. long, narrow erect, banner
oblong (linear as you look at it), 4 mm, wide, 1-1.5 cm. long, arched
In gentle arc to 45 to 60 degrees, notched, with pink veins near the
keel tip, 5-8 mm. longer than kpel, sidps most reflexed (to 90 degrees)
opposite keel, narrowly fiddle shaped, reflexed part 1 mm. wide.
groove narrowly V-shaped and 2 mm. deep below keel and shallowing
almost into. a nerve at tip. Wings close pressed to keel to within
2 mm. of its tip and then spre.^din^ to 2 mm. apart at the ends,
concave to keel and parallel to it. 2 mm. wide, with involute edges,
about half a,s wide as keel, linear, obtuse, nearly straight, white
or purple, 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel a little downwardly arched
and then bent in a half circle to the obtuse tip, pink or purple- tip-
ped, 6 mm. longer than calyx tips. Calyx slightly angled, greenish-
white, about 7 mm. long and 2 mm. high, laterally compressed, erect,
narrowly oblong, nearly straight, gibbous, the nerves less evidenr
and farther apart than in pterocarpus. Teeth subulate, 2 mm. long
Pedicels slender when dry, 4 ram. long, strict, inclined to be 2-bracted
near calyx. Bracts very small, barely 2 mm. long, triangular. Pedun-
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cles not longer than the leaves, slender. 3-8 cm. long, strict. Leaves
6-8 cm. long, rather close-pressed to stems, the lower the smallest,
often very small. Leaflets 7-10 pairs, the upper ones sharply acute,
narrowly elliptical to linear, thick, the largest 1-2 cm. long, the
smallest often minute and very broad and obtuse, 1-3 mm. wide, in-
clined to be smooth above, and ashy-white below, the hairs short, wide,
close-pressed. Stipules subulate, almost free, reddish. Internodes
short and stems therefore leafy, 1-2 ft. long, rather rigid, somewhat
silicate, simple or branched, almost smoo'th. Plants g^rowing in
sany soil inclined to alkali among junipers and bloom in April and
May. Low^er Temperate life zone. Cobre Nevada with purple flow-
ers. Fort Hamilton near Kanarra Utah and south to the Grand
Canon and Kanab.
L
Astragalus tetrapterus var. Capricornus N. Var. Flowers purple,
about two thirds as long as in the type and petals less elongated, in
loose heads. Leaves nearly smooth or equally ashy, inclined to be
narrower and shorter, upper leaflets inclined to be narrow and pun-
gently acute. Pods arched mostly into a circle and wings more de-
veloped, mostly mottled. Growing in loose soil among the sage-
brush at Cobre Nevada, in dense tufts about a foot high from a woody
root.
104. Astragalus sclerocarpus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 225 (1864),
Phaca podocarpa Hooker. Pods hoary when young, nearly glabrous
when ripe, not mottled, from lunate and about 1 cm. long and tri-
angular acute, to falcate to one third circle, long-pointed and 2.5 cm.
long; conspicuously flattened when young throughout laterally, nearly
1 cm. high from tip of suture to suture, in age the body becomes much
cbcompressed in the middle only and its cross section is oblately
oval when dry, it is circular when fresh and without a trace
of wings and is green. The stipe is twice the calyx to 2.5 cm. long and
falcate, stout. The beak is short and stout or acuminate, upcurved.
Pods about the shape of A. pachypus but with slender stipe. The
flowers are white or tinged with purple and delicate (not thick as in
Gibbsil), base of petals the more colored. Banner abruptly erect from
a, point about 3 mm. beyond calyx tube, oval-ovate, the erect part
pbout 7 mm. long, as you look at it the banner is deltoid or short-oblong
by the sides being reflexed to the midrib throughout for a space 2 mm.
^vide or more. Sulcus U-shaped below and shallowing upwards to a
mere groove. Wings narrowly oblong, concave to keel, close pressed
to it and flaring beyond, arched about 15 degrees gently, narrower than
keel, rounded, 5 mm. longer than keel and little shorter than ban-
ner, 2 mm. wide. Keel with straight base, the tip shortly arched to
100 degrees, very obtuse, purple. Calyx tube about 5 mm. long, with
straight base and upper side arched, cleft deeper above, somewhat
narrowed and fleshy below^ and obliquely attached but stipe In line with
base, triangular teeth about 1 mm. long. Peduncles subterminal,
1-1.5 dm. long, stout, racemosely flowered above the middle and elon-
gating in age. Bracts minute. Leaflets 6-9 pairs, broadly linear
when flat but mostly folded, 1-1.5 cm. long, weakly attached and soon
falling. Petioles about as long as the internodes and shorter than the
lenf-rachis, persistent and gather rigid. Stipules ovate-acuminate,
very small. Stems rather weak and subdecumbent, freely branched
throughout, about 6 dm. long, the upper stems very weak and often
aborting, plants soon wilting and not fleshy thickened as in most of
the group, inclined to be hoary with minute pubescence, the older
leaves less so. In the Columbia Basin only, mostly along the Columbia
from Umatilla to the Dalies and north to Ellensburg, near the Mal-
heur river Cusick. It grow& on sand dunes.
105. Astragalus bicristatus Gray P. A. A. 17 75 (1883). Pods
with apex much arched, hamate-Incurved, triangular-acute, narrowly
oblong, larger above the middle, body about 1-2.5 cm. long; not sulcate.
f' »
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Bides rounded and coarsely net-veined, 'smooth, mottled; base tapering
Into a stipe a little longer than the calyx; cross section inclined to be
Quadrangular to linear when dry, when fresh probably oblate-ovaL
Ovary glabrous. Flowers 1-1.5 cm. long, white or purple-tinged, blades
of petals longer than calyx. Banner oblong-ovate, acutish, gently
arched beyond calyx tips to 45 degrees. Wings a trifle longer than
keel, narrow, nearly straight, little shorter than banner. Keel blade
short, with the abruptly arched erect tip acutish, 5 mm. long, 3 mm.
high; claw exserted. Calyx 5 mm. long, campanulate in the type,
tube 3 mm. long, cleft deeper above, puberulent; teeth subulate, from
a bxoad base, about one half the tube. Bracts ovate, small. Fruiting
pedicels 2 mm. long. Peduncles Including rachis often 1 ft. long, stout,
floriferouB on the upper third. Spikes either short and dense, or elon-
gated and lax at last Petiole very short. Leaves including rachis
1-1.5 cm. long. Leafltes 7-12 pairs, sometimes acute, 1.5-2 cm, long,
nearly linear, flat. Lower stipules not connate. Plants somewhat
ashy, rather stout. In gravelly places on the desert side of the San
iJern;;rdino Mts. California.
Astragalus bicristatus Van. tetrapteroides Jones Cont. 10 59 (1902).
Pods a little winged at the sutures; stipe twice the calyx. Flowers in
dense heads which scarcely elongate with a^e, large. Calyx teeth
"barely one third the tube. Peduncles only a little longer than the
leaves. Bear Valley in the same range, hardly a good variety as the
pods vary much,
106. Astragalus Serenoi (Kuntze) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 130
(1894). Tragacantha Serenoi Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 041 (1801). A.
nudus Watson, A, Shockleyi Jones, A. oblatas Sheldon, A. cam-
pyloph^llud Greene. Pods erect or ascendi'i". obliquely oblong-oval,
obliquely beaked and inserted, pbout 2 cm. long, 5-7 mm. high, 1 cm.
wide, about half-plum-shaped, with dorsal suture variously intrude'!
and the ventral a little so, with cross-section nearly round. Floweia
6-8, distant. Banner blade about 1.5 cm. long. Pedicels shorter than
the bracts, stout, 4 mm. long in fruit. Proper peduncles as long as
the leaves. Leaflets 1.5-2.5 cm. long, 1-2 pairs, linear, rather deciduous,
with rachis nearly as thick as the stems, stiff and ascending. Sti-
pules ovate-acuminate, deltoid, green-tipped, 1 mm. long, mtemodes
5-10 cm. long. This grows in the alkaline valleys of western Nevada
from Carson Sink to near Candelaria in large tufts.
107. Astragalus canonis Jones Cont 8 1.^ (18£'8). This is prob-
ably only a form of A. Serenoi. Pods obliquely cylindrical, about 2
cm. long, a little obcompressed and arcuate, only a trifle inflated, pseu-
do-stipitate when dry, with cross section oblate to oval and even retuse
Tentrally when dry, with dorsal suture intruded about half way, but
the sutures do not touch. Fresh pod round in cross-section, smooth,
with flesh about 1 mm. thick and transparent and with inner wall
more fibrous huts cuts easily, when dry the pod is woody and not
Btipitate, strongly and sharply conical beaked, with each partial
cell almost cylindrical. Flowers 2-2.5 cm. long, white to light-purple.
Banner oblong-ovate, 1.5 cm. long, pink-purple, deeply notched, gently
arched to 80 degrees at calyx tipes, with sides reflexed to the groove
the reflexed part 2 mm. wide below and the edges nearly touching
behind. White spot in banner narrowly oblong. 1 cm. long,
filling an the groove, interruptedly purple-veined and going almost to
the tip where it shades into purple. Groove in banner (sulcus) U-
phaped below but soon disappears 6 mm. below the tip of banner.
Petals thin. Wings 6 mm. long, oblong, oblique, notched on the lower
Bide near the tip, fully 2 mm. wide and the obtuse tip a, little wider,
scarcely arched, purple above, concave to keel and the tips overlapping
beyond the keel, not flaring, 3 mm. longer than keel. Keel 3 mm. long
and high, abruptly rounded to 90 degrees, with obtusely triangular
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tip and 3 mm. shorter than the banner. Calyx from campanulate and
4 mm. long and wide to 9 mm. long and cylindrical, the teeth subu-
late and as long as tube to only a third as long. Peduncles subter-
minal. Middle leaves 1-1.3 dm. long and with 2-3 pairs of narrowly
elliptical to linear-lanceolate leaflets which are 2-3 cm. long, and 2-7
mm. wide. Lowest leaves 2.5-5 cm, long, with 3 pairs of oval leaflets
about 1 cm. long. Uppermost leaves with nearly linear leaflets and
all with a white mucro, the uppermost very sharp, all petiolulate.
Petioles, peduncles and stems sulcate, barely tapering. Lower stipules
fcyallne, very wide, 2-5 mm. high, distinct, the upper one striangular,
reflexed, 2 mm. long. Internodes about 5-10 cm. long. Stems weakly
erect, about 2 ft. high, tufted. Growing where alkali seeps out on
slopes in Big Indian Canon west of Hawthorne Nevada.
108. Astragalus pachypus Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 1 3 157 (18S5)»
Pods 2.5-4 cm. long, 7 mm. high, 2 mm. wide, smooth, much wrinkled
when dry, but round and even when fresh, narrowly oblong, with
fiutures very thick and raised (faint at the short, triangular and
sharp tip) and uniting at the base into a solid obconic and thick stipe
about 1 cm. long, the tip of pod erect.| Seeds short-stalked, flat round
2 mm. wide. Banner about 1.5 cm. long. Wings about 3 mm. wide,
arched to 45 degrees and a trifle longer than keel. Keel about 5
mm. long and 4 mm. wide and with the erect and triangular and
cuiish t'p 7 mm. high and purplish. Calyx tube reflexed to horizon-
tal, about 3-5 mm. long, hyaline, nigrescent. Bracts small, broadly
ovate, hyaline, 2 mm. long. Pedicels ascending, about 5 mm. long,
stout, longer than the bracts. Peduncles stout, scarcely sulcate, 1,5-3
dm. long, longer than the leaves, few-flowered on the upper fourth of
their length. Leaves slender. Proper petioles 1-5 cm. long and with
the rachis deeply sulcate along the upper side. Leaflets 8-11 pairs,
linear, folded, ashy. Stipules connate below, triangular, small. Stems
rather stout, rigid, flexuous, with the upper part and young leaves
minutely white-pubescent. This grows in loose and rather alkaline
soil on slopes at Bealville California, also at Mt. Pinbs Venture Co.
and by Parish at Cajon Pass.
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Pods thin-coriaceous to cartilaginous, flesliy except in
sonic Preussii forms, inilated, 2-5 ciu. long, 1-2 cm. high or
or wide, apiciilate or shortly beaked, elliptical to round or
oblate in cross section, both sutures inclined to be produced
within but never 2-celled, in Preussii dorsal suture a mere line
within, pud mostly stipitate, never deeply suleate, erect or
ascending, rarely reflexed in sabulosus, on very stout pedicels,
smooth or very minutely and sparsely puberulent when vouiig,
obscurely cross-lined, or faintly reticulated, opening nearly
to the middle from the tip along both sutures. Flowers large,
2-3 cm. long, widely spreading to reflexed. Petals rather long
and long-clawed. Banner arched 45 to 90 degrees near the
tip of keel or beyond calyx teeth, oblong-ovate, about 1-1.5
cm. long, with sides much reflexed. Wings narrow, 2-4 mm.
longer than keel, obtuse, somewhat arched. Keel base straight,
tip mostly gently arched to erect or a little more, rounded, near-
ly always purple, 3-4 mm. high. Calyx laterally flattened,
5-10 mm. long, about 3 mm. high, cylindrical or not cam-
panulate, teeth mostly short and broad. Bracts hyaline, tri-
angular, not longer than the pedicel which is 2-4 mm. long.
Peduncles rigid, stout, erect, tapering, coarsely grooved,
mostly as long as leaves. Upper leaves 1-2 dm. long except in
asclepiadoides, short-pefioled, with rigid and tapering ra-
chis, spreading. Leaflets thick and leathery, flat, smooth or
never more than puberulent, large, distant, gradually smaller
above on rachis. Stipules small for the plant, deltoid, green,
reflexed, about 4 n;m. (rarely 8 mm.) long. Stems except
in forms of Preussii thick and stout, 1-3 ft. high. Mostly
coarse and tufted perennials little branched, growling in salty
or alkaline or very poor clay soil on flats or the equivalent.
Pubescence
-of minute, wide, flat hairs closely appressed and
narrowed below and tapering above and attached at or very
near the end, mostly absent altogether. This group shows
the same remarkable variation in the pods as in A. gracil-
entus, and like it is inclined to have the ventral suture pro-
duced a nttle within, but it lacks the soft and flabby leaves
and minutely woolly pubescence and peculiar roughness of
leaf surface, and the whole plant has a peculiar leathery
succulence, and rigidity, and never grows in sweet soil.
Plants blooming in summer. Lower Temperate life zone,
rarely in the edge of the Tropical.
Preussif. Igg
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A. Pods conspicuously inflated, not fleshy, coriaceous, nearly erect,
abruptly stipitate, opening nearly to the base along both sutures,
but a little more freely along the ventral. Flowers' ascending.
Peduncles axillary. Plants smooth throughout except the calyx.
AB. Leaflets several pairs. Flowers purple. Dorsal suture of pod
not noticeably produced within, Preussii Proper.
Pods with stipe not longer than calyx. 109 Preussii.
Pods with stipe 2 cm. long. Iio ampullarius.
Pods sessile.
, m Umatus
A2B. Leaves represented by a single sessile leaflet which is
jointed to the stem, and cordate-oval-ovate, 2-6 cm. wide and
3r7 cm. long. Pods conical-ovate, long-stipitate, capitate on
peduncles shorter than the leaflet.
LeaHet one, large. 112 asckpiadoides.
2A. Pods somewhat but hot conspicuously inflated, cartilaginous,
filled with pulp when green, straight or only a little oblique, the
ventral suture about straight, both sutures thickened and some-
what intruded. Walls at least 2 mm. thick and fleshy when,
fresh. Flowers pearl-white, with snake-like or cabbage^Iike odor,
reflexed, many, fully 2 cm, long, spicate. Wings narrow. Keel
purple-tipped. Calyx mostly nearly as high as long, short-cylin-
dric, truncate at base and attached on lower corner. Coarse and
tufted plants 1-3 ft. high. Leaflets several pairs and large,
leathery and flat. Pattersonl.
Leaflets linear-lanceolale. Stems 1-2 ft. high. 113 Pattersoni.
Leaflets mostly diamond-shaped. Stems low. 114 sabulosus.
109. Astragalus Preussii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 222 (1864). Pods
1.5-2 cm loi).;^, from oval and nearly 1 cm. long, wide and high, to.
narrowly oblong and 5 mm. high and wide, scarcely to much laterally
flattened, when narrow then narrowed below, when large the pods are
shortly flat-apiculate, when narrow the pods are triangular-gLCuminate,
dorsal suture sometimes a trifle sulcate and produced as a narrow
and very thin edge. Stipe of pod varies from a very thick stalk, hardly
as long as wide, to slender and as long! as the calyx. The texture of
the pod almost chartaceous to thiclc-coriaceous. Both sutures rather
thick and raised externally but the ventral suture not produced within.
The pods are straight or a little arched in the narrow forma and erect
ou a horizontal stipe. The tip of pod is either declined or ascending.
Flowers pink-purple-tipped, about 2 cm. long, rarely 1.5 cm. long and
snialler, few, and racem.ose. The banner varies from a little longer than
keel to 4-G mm. longer, it is abruptly arched at end of calyx to 30^
and then straight to tip, with sides thin and much reflexed In the
middle giving it a triangular outline, with white spot beautifully striped
or stipuled. Wings a little longer than keel, obliquely oblanceolate,
w'ith triangular and obtuse tip and ascending about 45 degrees much
as in A. araphioxys. Calyx tube nearly l cm. long and 4 mm, wide,
"With deltoid and fleshy base, about equally inserted, cleft much deeper
above. Calyx teeth deltoid and about one-fourth as long as tube in
the type. Peduncles 1-1.5 dm. long and about as long as leaves, the
floral rachis nearly as long as the peduncle and few-flowered. Leaf-
lets 5-7 pairs and, in the type, obcordate to oval-obovate and notched
and rarely 1 cm. long, rather glaucous. Stems a foot or two high,
flexuous, ascending,, single or few from an erect root, growing in
clay or poor sandy soil on benches near rocks. The var. laxiflorus Gray
Proc, Am. Acad. 13 369 (1878) (var. laxispicatus Sheldon) hardly de-
serves varietal rank. It has subulate calyx lobes 2-3 mm. long. The
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species grows from Moab Utah on the Grand river, down the Colorado
to Nevada and westward to Amargosa desert California and south-
ward west of the Colorado river to the Mexican line. Most of the
Utah forms have congested inflorescence and few flowers.
Astragalus Preussil var. Eastwoodae Jones Cont. 6 3G8 (1894) as
species. A. Preussil var. sulcatus Jones, Phaca Rydberg. Pods about
oval, about 1.5 cm. long and 1 cm. high and wide, straight, abruptly
rounded at both ends, very shortly-stipitate, shortly-apiculate-beaked,
chartaceous, a little obcompressed, sulcate rather deeply ventrally,
and variably sulcate dorsally. Flowers few and short-racemose, as
in the type but banner often erect, and keel tip often erect and 4-5 mm,
high and triangular. Calyx as in the type, but black-speckled. Ped-
uncles shorter than the leaves. Leaves very narrow, very many, 1-1.5
dm. long, strict with about 10 pairs of linear-lanceolate and very nc ite
leaflets, 7-20 mm. long. Stems caespitose, decumbent from a thick
and woody root, rarely over 2 dm. long, rather slender and with short
internodes. Growing on bare rocky ledges or outcrops in deserts.
Lower Temperate life zone from Moab and Thompsons Springj
and Green River Utah to Monticello. A. Preussil var. latus Jones (var.
arctus Sheldon) is a similar form with stipe often nearly as long as
calyx and pods not sulcate. Calyx 3 mm. wfde and 1 cm. long, the
teeth subulate and about one third as long. The leaflets generally
elliptical and barely acute, often 7 mm, wide, but varying (as they do
in the var. Eastwoodae) from linear to broadly elliptical even on the
same plant, the earlier leaflets are broader and the late ones narrower,
One would hardly be prepared for such extreme variations in leaflets in
the same species, and in habit, but these are manifestly all forms of
oTie species as is shown by similar variations in A. Patterson!, as well
as in thig species.
110. Astragalus ampullarius Watson Am. Nat. 7 4 (1873). Pods
ascending, oval-ovate, about 2 cm. long and 1 cm. wide, about round
in cross section, conical-beaked and straight. ' about as in A. ascle-
piadoides, chartaceous, with filiform stipe about 2 cm. long and
three times a? long as calyx. Flowers purple, the banner nearly
2 cm, long and narrow, much longer than the very obtuse keel.
Calyx tube campamilate-cylindric, 4-7 mm. long, a little gibbous; teeth
minute. Spikes short, 2-3 cm. long, as long as the petioles, rather
dense. Pedice^s stout, 2 mm. long in fruit and about as long
as the bracts. Leaflets 3-5 pairs, obovate to obcordate-spa-
tulate, 1-1,5 cm. long, smooth above, 7 mm. long, 4 mm. wide. Sti-
pules not connate, hyaline, 2-4 mm, long, broad. Stems short and
and ascending, hardly six inches long. Pubescence short-strigose
and appressed. Near Kanab, Utah. Mrs. Thompson. Not since
seen. Lower Temperate life zone. '
111. Astragalus limatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 126 (1894).
Pods obliquely oval-oblong 2-2.5 cm. long and about 1 cm. high and
8 mm. wide, sessile except for the psendostipe made by drying of
pulp, finely cross-ribbed with linear meshes, the ventral suture about
straight or a little convex above and inclined to be shallow-suicate.
Pod abruptly rounded at both ends, shortly beaked or conical-apic-
ulate (the beak nearly in line with the ventral suture), thin and soft
when fresh. Flowers as in A. Preussil, but short-spicate and many,
banner oblong-olllptical, but larger and coarse, nearly 1.5 cm. long,
with sideft so closely reflf^xod as to touch each other and making It
seem linear, reflexed part 3 mm. wide on each side in the middle;
groove deep and narrow, white and with deep-purple veins; white
spot goes nearly to tip; blade gently arched to erect from end of
teeth. Wings broadly linear, purple, nearly straight, narrowed above
the keel, the blade 1 cm. long, 3 mm. wide in the middle and 2 mm.
'«t tip, obtuse and not notched, overlapping each other beyond keel
Preussii. ^k^
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'^""^^^e to it' flaring but not horizontal, 4 mm.
loZZ3.f n^^"^""- ^r^ ^'"^°'t ^^^^"y that of A. amphioxys, the
in/ virv oS ^' ^ "'.'"• ^°"f .^°^ '^^^P P"^^^' ^«°tly arched to ^recta d e y obtuse and rounded. Peduncles 1-2 dm. long, longer thanthe leaves, very stout and strict. Leaves 1-1.5 dm. long with 5-8fS "^ o ii^'^'if.^^,,^'"^ rounded to notched leaflets 1-2 cm. long, stems
ThmL .in ^f^' often 1 cm thick, with large hyaline stipules.hough close to A. Preussii this can be readily separated by the
Inril «°^'T ^^^^'
^^'""^^^ flowers, elliptical leaflets, and sessilepods Sandy soil m washes and alkaline ground. From Canon Dia-
lnufu'''^f%.'"'' ^l^" .^'"'^ Colorado westward to the Sierras andso thward through the Mojave desert to Mexico, mostly tropical.The forms outside of the Mojave region are not typical but morelike A. Preussu itself in the leaflets, or with smaller flowers.
1 J^Iu
Astragalus asdepiadoides Jones Cont. 4 17 (1893). Jonesiel-
la Kydberg. This is the most unique species in the genus. Pods 3-5
"^^J, l°°f
'ncluding the .stipe and beak, the body nearly 1.5 cm. wide
f • J, f
^"'^ ^^°"* ^"^ ^"^- '°°^' the conical beak 5-10 mm. long and
siraight, the stipe 1-1.5 cm. long and obconic at tip and nearly 1 mmthick and straight. Body abruptly rounded to truncate below and ab-
ruptly beaked, coriaceous, mostly purple-stippled, from almost exactly
^"!^^t^l?^''^^^ '°
obliquely oval-ovate, mostly a little sulcate ventrally
and both sutures a little intruded. Flowers greenish-white, rarely purple
^^%.' u ^™' '^"^' "^'^ow. 5-10. about as in A. Preussii but narrowerana lighter. Banner with sides reflexed about 2 mm. wide oppositeKoei only; groove U-shaped, nearly 2 ram. deep and 1 mm. wide
extending nearly to tip, waterlined. Wings oblong-linear, bright-
pinK-purple above 3 mm. longer thrn keel, about 2 mm wide, close-
nressed to keel about to tip then spreading and tips incurved andhorizontal, blunt, nearly straight. Keel about 7 mm. long, the base
a Jittle convex and tip erect, triangular and about 3 mm high Calj-x
tube about 8 mm. long, 3 mm. wide and tapering below and arched
near the base, nearly equally inserted at the triangular-acute fleshy
base, cleit much deeper above, black-speckled, teeth triangular and
nbout 2 mm. long. Leaflet leathery, glaucous, strongly pinnate-veined,
barely acute, appearing as if clasping but on a petiole about 2 mmlong which is flanked by the hyaline, deltoid to circular 5-7 mm long
stipules like wings. Stems stout, nearly erect, little branched, fewfrom the tip of the rather fleshy and erect root. Internodes shorter
than the leaflets which are overlapping and appressed. Common infhe poorest adobe soil from the Uinta Mts. to the Henry Mts. and
t
-ro 1.9-hout the Xava.io Basin from Price to Grand Junction. Also on
the clay bad lands at Gimnison Utah in Sevier Valley. This does not
.r- v- wh"re nlkali stands but often there is alkali all round it in
a white efflorescence, but it never grows in any but compact soil,
and it grows where not even Sarcobatus will exist.
113. Astragalus Pattersoni Gray in Brandegee's Rep. S. W. Colo.
285 (1876). Ph-copsis Rydberg. A. diphysus var. albiflorus Gray,
A. recpdens Greene. This is also a very variable species, the pods
In the type are nbout 2 cm. long. 8 mm. wide and 5 mm. high, straight,
oblong, a littl'^ oblique, the ventral suture about straight and the flat-
f'^h sibulate beak 4-6 mm. long and nearly in line with it, pods round-
ed at bTS", f-rintly cross-ribbed and low reticulated, with a tendency
to be contracted in the middle, on very stout pedicels 2-3 mm. long,
erect, inclined to be a little sulcate at both sutures, but the sutures
^"''^ed and thick externally. Leaves drying yellowish. Banner ob-
long-ovate, about 1 cm. long, arched in gentle arc to erect beyond calyx,
fides much reflexed and so seemingly very narrow. Wings about
1 mm. wide, 2-3 mm. longer than keel and about straight. Keel about
4 mm. long and high, with abruptly erect tip triangular, with exsert-
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ed claw. Calyx tube about 5 mm. long and 4 mm. high, or a little
longer and narrower, quite oblique at tip and base, the upper side
arched and the lower straight, almost white, very thin, the subu-
late teeth from a broad base about half as long as tube. Bracts
triangular, hyaline, shorter than the rather slender pedicels which are
2-4 mm. long. Spikes 1-3 dm. long. Peduncles often a foot long,
in the middle axils, strict. Leaves about 2 dm. long, nearly sessile,
ascending, with 10-12 pairs of linear-lanceolate leaflets about 2 cm.
long, and placed on the upper side of the rachis. Stipules large,
green, reflexed, about 1 cm. long, acuminate. This is the type bat
the leaflete vary to broadly elliptical and retuse and 1 cm. long.
Stems from 1-3 ft. long, either strict or decumbent and branched
below. From the Sevier valTey Utah at Salina to Verde Arizona,
throughout the Navajo Basin and over in the Rio Grande valley of
New Mexico as far as Mesilla Park, extending a little into the Tropi?iI,
in poor clay soil. Forms of this occur with a pseudostipe 2 mm.
long caused by the drying of the pulp.
Astragalus Patterson! var. praslongus (Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud.
9 23 (1S94) as species) Jones Cont. 10 65 (1902). A. procerus Gray,
A. Rothrockii Sheldon. This is a form with oval pods plum-like and
about 1.5 cm. long. Flowers stubby, with broad banner and wings sel-
dom much longer than keel, with calyx teeth deltoid and 4 times shorter
than the tube, with peduncles much shorter than the leaves and sub-
terminal, and with oval to oval-ovate leaflets 1-2 cm, long and very
glaucous. The extreme form seems very distinct but it intergrades
in every particular. In the Virgin valley around alkaline seeps and
westward to the Charleston Mts. Tropical. Forms intergrading
variously are found all the way from the Staked Plains of Texas
through the Rio Grande valley and the Little Colorado and the
Navajo Basin, but true procerus seems to be found only in the restrict-
ed area. A form referred to A. Rothrockii from Wocton is an in-
tergrade.
114. Astragalus sabu!osus Jones Cont. 2 239 (1891). Pods 3-5
cm. long and about 1.5 cm wide and high, oblong, straight, barely
oblique, the stout triangular flattish beak straight, about 2-3 mm. long
and a little above the middle of the end, the base shortly triangular,
pod finely cross-lined and a little reticulated, reflexed and mostly
pendent, ashy with minute hairs fixed by the base; surface uniform
but little sulcate or grooved ventrally, dorsal suture not evidently
or slightly intruded, nearly round in cross section, a little inflated
and walls thinner than in Pattorsoni. Flower 4-8 on a rachis hardly
2 cm. long, almost capitate, about 2.5 cm. long. Banner elliptical,
about l.ocmJong arched abruptly at end of teeth to 45^, with sides
much reflexed, nearly 1 cm. longer than keel. Wings about 2 mm.
longer than keel and much narrowpr. Keel pearly l cm . long, straight,
at tip abruptly erect or nearly so and 4-5 mm. high, the tip triangular
but very obtuse and rounded, dark. Calyx tube 1 cm. long, 6 mm. high,
oblique at both ends, by being cleft deeper above and by the truncate
base a little saccate above, inserted a trifle below the middle on a
very stout hairy pedicel 2-3 mm. long, brownish-nigrescent with close
pressed hairs. Calyx teeth deltoid about 2 mm. long. Hyaline bracts
ovate and about 3 mm. long. Stipules deltoid to triangular, coarse,
thick and spreading, about 5 mm. long. Peduncles very stout, about
2 mm. thick, and 5 cm. long, shorter than the leaves, in the middle
axils. Leaves in flowering time rarely 1 dm. long, later ones often
a foot long, conspicuously petioled. the petiole much longer than rachis
when leaflets are few, when with several pairs of leaflets it is often
shorter than rachis. Leafleti^ on the upper side of the rachis, rarely
single but mostly 1-3 pairs in the young leaves or 5-6 pairs in the
late ones, about ovate-diamond-shaped or obovate or even lanceolate.
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always apiculate and mostly acute, those of the lowest leaves often
elliptical and 1 cm. Iong> the upper and latest leayes having leaflets
5 cm. long and 3 cm. wide, minutely ashy with the same peculiar ap-
pressed pubescence. Stems rarely a foot long, ascending, very stout
and with short internodes and many leaves, flexuous or zigzag, woody
and from a thick woody root. On barren clay slopes on the Grand
River near Cisco Utah and the La Sal Mts. Lower Temperate life
zone. The flowers are the coarsest in the genus in America and the
largest but not the longest. The cHiter stems often nearly flat on the
ground.
\ .
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EEVENTI-AERECTI. 10.
Pods with dorsal suture variously intruded but rarely
touching the ventral, with texture cartilaginous and decidedly
fleshy to simply chartaceous, somewhat inflated, about
straight (arcuate in the A. vallaris section), rarely a little
arcuate, with declined tip (except in A. accidens), stipitate,
rarely nearly sessile, firmly attached to stipe and calyx and
not separating from them, narrowly ovate to linear, or oval
erect though the calyx is rarely reflexed, (a little reflexed in A.
vallaris and accidens) mostly acute at both ends, nearly
smooth when mature, 1-6 cm. long, cross-ribbed or corrugated,
sulcate dorsally, opening first at tip along both sutures, with
cross-section deltoid to triangular-cordate or nearly round,
with ventral suture raised, thick or very thick, prominent'
convex toward the tip of pod and mostly so at base, pod never
sulcate ventrally except in A. vallaris and Bolanderi, 1-celled
at tip and flat-beaked, racemose, (spicate in 'A. Bolanderi).
Flowers rather many, ascending, mostly white or purple-
tipped, about 8-20 mm. long. ' Calyx short-cylindric or rarely
campanulate, with teeth rarely half as long as tube, nigrescent,
tube hyaline, inserted on the lower corner and with the upper
corner rounded to it and convex and the lower side straight,
the mouth oblique and cleft deeper above. Pedicels rather
stout, as long or twice as long as the small and rather decid-
uous bracts. Peduncles sulcate, less pubescent than the
leaves, strict, mostly long. Leaves long and narrow. Leaf-
lets many, rather long-petiolulate, 1-2 cm. long, the lower not
opposite, gradually smaller toward the tip of the tapering
raehis. Stipules mostly rather large, hyaline, not connate
below (for the most part), often imbricated. Proper stems
with few nodes except in the A. vallaris group, inclined to be
short and erect, terminated by the mostly long peduncles
(but peduncles axillary in the accidens and vallaris groups),
nearly smooth, many in tufts from the rather woody root. Pu-
bescence of flat and mostly wide hairs fixed by the base and
at right angles to the junction and so closely appressed,
rarely tangled and somewhat woolly, mostly sparse.
KEY
A. Pods sessite, or on a very thick pseudostrpe made by the shrink-
ing of the flesh when dry. appressed and erect, barely Inflated,
nearly 2 cm. long, 4-7 mm. wide, 4-5 mm. high, rather fleshy, car-
tilaginous and wrinkled, splitting the calyx, shallow-sulcate or al-
most flat on the back (dorsal side), almost wholly 1-celIed, thedops^l suture a mere ridge within or slightly raised, somewhat
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raised externally also, with tip not conspicuously declined.
Flowers rather splcate, 1.5-2 cm. long, white or nearly so. Calyx
cylindrical, 5-8 mm. long, nigrescent. Banner oblong ovate
7-15 mm. long, arched rather abruptly beyond calyx tips
to 45 to 90 degrees, much longer than keel, sides reflexed 2 mm.
wide below. Wings about straight, 2 mm. wide, longer than keel.
Fruiting peduncles nearly as thick as stems, coarsely sulcate.
Leaves narrow, with petiole shorter than rachis. Leaflets el-
liptical to linear, not over 2.5 cm. long, separated about half their
length. Stems coarsely sulcate, bent at the nodes which are few
and mostly congested near the root except in A. adanus. densely
tufted and sparsely pubescent except when young, the whole 1-2
ft. high. Stipules hyaline, inclined to be connate below, broad
and rather short. Reventi.
Proper steins almost none. 115 reventus.
Stems 1-2 ft high. 116 adanus.
2A, Pods stipitate, coriaceous to papery, evidently inflated, finely
cross-ribbed. Plants with conspicuous stems except in forms of
A. arrectus. Flowers racemose, rather ascending. Leaflets 5-10
pairs.
,
J
2AB. Pods coriaceous to papery, nearly linear to oblong, 2-3 cm.
long, including stipe, with triangular-cordate cross section, ab-
ruptly /contracted at tip Into the flat beak which is nearly in
line with the dorsal suture, nearly straight and erect, the calyx
often recurved. Flowers 1-1.5 cm. long. Arrecti.
Stems slender, with several nodes. . 117 arrectus.
2A2B. Pods smooth, cartilaginous to coriaceous, 2-7 cm. long, al-
most 2-celled, conspicuously sulcate at both sutures, much ob-
compressed and arcuate, iong-stipitate on a recurved pedicel
and with tips erect, and long-acuminate-trianguiar, on axillary
peduncles about 1 dm, long, shorter than the leaves, few, rather
capitate in flower. Leaves about 1 dm. long, almost sessile-
1 with about 10 pairs of broadly to narrowly elliptical leaflets
1-2 cm, long and rounded to retuse and nearly contiguous. Stems
weakly ascending, 1-2 ft. long, with rather many nodes and
slender internodes, tufted from rather woody roots. Flowers
probably white, about 2 cm. long. Calyx cylindrical. 5-7 mm.
long, the teeth shorter than the tube, on short and stout pedicefs.
'
Stems decumbent, slender, 1-2 ft. high, from the woody crown.
Vallares.
Flowers 2 cm. long. Pods 2 cm. long or more.
Stems coarse and low, with few nodes. Pods- 2 cm. long. 118 Cimoe.
Stems slender, with many nodes. Pods 4-5 cm. long, iiq vallaris.'
Flowers and pods I cm, long. 12O Bolanderi.
2A3B. Pods wholly 2-cened by sutures being united and forming a
double partition which splits through when old forming two se-
parate cells, but a plum like fleshy fruit when* ripe, which Is
generally sulcate at one or both sutures, on slender stipes at
least as long as the cafyx. oblique but little if at all arcuate, ab-
ruptly rounded at tip, with very short and stout not flat up-
curved beak inserted above the middle of the end, laterally com-"
* pressed when dry, reflexed or Indifferently spreading, ventral
suture rather prominent, stipes about 7 mm. long. Flowers
white, about 1.5 cm. long, rather narrow, widely spreading or r^
flexed when old. Banner ascending In gentle arc to .45 degrees
beyond calyx tips, oblong-oval. Wings straight, about 3^ mrru
^ longer than keel, 2 mm. wide. Keet straight, wHh tip abruptly
bent to erect, about 3 mm. long and high, often dark-tipped or
not. Calyx nearly equaled by the teeth which are subulate.
Tube campanulate to cylindric. Bracts about 2 mm. long, subu-
w^
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late, hyaline, as long as the pedicels. Peduncles barely as long
as leaves, sulcate and slender. Leaves many and narrow, about
1 dm. long. Leaflets nearly contiguous, flat, thin, 6-15 pairs,
cuheate at base, long-petlolulate, broadly to narrowly elliptical,
1-2 cm. long, rounded, sparsely and softly hairy. Stems very
slender, sulcate, with rather long internodes, weakly ascending,
2-3 ft. long, smooth. Pubescence fine, lax and soft, kinky, at-
tached by the enlarged base. Plants of moist and sweet forests
of the Siskiyou region of northern California and adjacent Ore-
gon. Middle Temperate life zone. Pruniformes.
Pods plum-shaped, on a slender stipe. I2X accidens.
115. Astragalus reventus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 15 46 (1879) A.
reventus var, Canbyi Jones. Phaca reventa (Gray) Piper. Pods l.i> 2
cm. long, oblong-ovate to lanceolate, about 5 cm. wide and 4 mm. high,
fleshy and with woody inner walls, the sutures very prominent and
raised, barely sulcate and with nearly round cross section and dors al
suture a mere ridge within, shortly acuminate into flattish beak 2-4 mm.
long. Flowers soon reflexed, white. Banner deeply notched, about
1.5 cm. long. Wings lanceolate, about 4 mm. longer than keel and as
much shorter than banner or less, rounded. Keel straight, tip ab-
ruptly erect, triangular and acutish, 3 mm. high. Calyx tube convex
on the upper side, teeth usually filiform, from half to nearly as long
as tube. Pedicels shorter than bracts, stout, about 2 mm. long, erect.
Bracts lanceolate, hyaline. Peduncles coarse, nearly a foot long and
subscapose, floral spikes mostly short-oblong and many flowered.
Leaves 1-2 dm. long, with 10-20 pairs of elliptical leaflets hardly 2 cm.
long which are rounded, thin, and nearly smooth above, folded v^'hen
young and seemingly linear, ashy, short-cuneate at the long petiolu-
late base. Mature stems with 1-2 internodes 2-6 cm. long, from woody
root. Pubescence minute. Stony hills of the Blue Mountains Oregon to
Yakima valley and the Palouse, Washington. Middle Temperate life
zone.
Astragalus reventus var. conjunctus (Watson) Jones Cont. 10 61
<1902) A. conjunctus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 18 371 (1882). A.
conjunctus var. Hoodianus (Howell) Jones, and var. oxtropidoides
Jones. Phaca conjuncta (Watson) Piper. This differs from the type
In having the flowers rather racemose, the calyx lobes rarely over
one third the tube, the pod being distinctly inflated and 2-3 cm. long,
with the dorsal suture a little intruded, and the walls coriaceous, and
in the linear leaflets. The var. Hoodianus is intermediate with a
cartilaginous pod and elliptical leaflets. All sorts of intergrades oc-
cur. Throughout the Columbia Basin. Middle and upper part of lower
Temperate life zone in rocky open places. The flowers are often tinged
with purple.
116. Astragalus adanus Nelson Bot. Gaz. 53 222 (1912). Pods nearly
oval, about 1 cm. long, 5-7 mm. wide and 3 mm. high, shallow-sulcate
ventrally, flattish dorsally and obcorapres"sed, very abruptly acute
by a deltoid and flattish beak which is in line with the ventral suture
and Is long-subulate pointed, pod thin-cartilaginous» the wall when
fresh about 1 mm. thick, finely cross-ribbed, the shape nearly that of
A. gracilis, dorsal suture merely raised within, a little inflated. Flowers
not known. Peduncles subterminal, shorter than the leaves. Leaves
1-2 dm. long, with 7-15 pairs of elliptical rounded leaflets hardly 1 cm.
long. Stems a foot or two high, with 3-4 internodes 5-7 cm. long.
Whole plant nearly smooth. Steep north hillsides at Boise Idaho,
McBride. On the edge of the Lower Temperate life zone. This was
described as a near relative of A. nudus but its affinities are all with
the Reventi.
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117. Astragalus arrectus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 8 289 (1870) A.
leucophyllus Hooker, atropubescens C. and F., A. Palousensis Piper,
A, Cusickii Rydberg not Gray, A. Malbeurensis Heller, Phaca Pipen
This is a very variable species and the type will be described first.
Pods nearly linear, appressed, about 2 cm. long and 3 mm. wide, cor-
iaceous, smooth, acute at both ends, the ventral suture straight or a
little concave in the middle but much humped at the end, raised as
a heavy line throughout, dorsal suture variously intruded as a thin
partition, and pod deeply sulcate. Stipe hardly as long as calyx
and straight. Flowers white, or ochroleucous, about 1.5 cm. long.
Banner fleshy at base and very stubby, oval, the erect part a mere
jnargin about 1-2 mm. wide, about as long as keel and decidely shorter
than the wings. Wings rather broadly oblong, notched, straight, 2-4
mm. longer than keel, about 2 mm. wide. Keel about half a circle 3
mm. high and long, the tip acute and a little more than erect, not
colored. All the petals with exserted claws. Calyx campanulate and
narrower below, rather obliquely inserted on a stout and very short
pedicel, oblique at mouth and deeper cleft above, nigrescent (especial-
ly On the teeth) with appressed short hairs, teeth nearly deltoid
and nearly half as long as tube. Bracts minute, longer than the
pedicels, triangular-ovate. Peduncles about a foot long, strict, the
floral rachis in fruit 1-2 dm. long, almost as stout as stems. Leaves
a-2 dm. long, the upper nearly sessile, with 6-15 pairs of nearly linear
to broadly elliptical, retuse leaflets cuneate below, which are ashy
be^ow with short and tangled hairs and rarely 2 cm. long. The young
leaflets are mostly linear and dark, the mature leaflets are often
ovate-elliptical and green, especially on the upper leaves which are
the largest Stems often a foot high and with several slender inter-
nodes, from woody roots. This is exactly A. Palousensis Piper. It is
common in the Columbia Basin, Middle Temperate life zone on
prairies. A. atropubescens C. and F. nearly smooth forms with
zigzag stems, oblong leaflets, leaves often a foot long, pedicels longer
than the bracts and with the calyx horizontal, and a curved stipe a
little longer thnn calyx bringing the erect pod within half its length
of the rachis, the banner is produced and triangular-ovate, erect and
2-4 mm. longer than the keel. This form abounds on the headwaters
of the Missoula in Deer Lodge valley and vicinity. A. Cusickii Ryd-
berg A. Malheurensis Heller is near the var. Kelseyi but with linear
leaflets and its long stipe. This abounds in the Snake River valley from
Glenns Ferry west, though most of the forms are referable to the
variety.
Astrag-?Ius arrectus var. Leibergl Jones Cont 7 663 (1895) as
species, and 10 68 (1902). Phaca arrecta var. Leibergi (Jones) Piper-
This is a form with narrowly linear to almost filiform ashy leaflets,
scapcse peduncles a foot long and with rachis a half more, with
tvpical pods and with leaves nearly a foot long all clustered at the
root which is a mass of knotty crowns. This is a striking form but
not a good speqies. Egbert Spring's Douglas Co, Wash. Leiberg.
Astragalus arrectus var Kelseyi (Rydberg Fl. Mont. 241 1900 as
species) A eremiticus var.. =^rencianus ^ones A. Boiseanus Nelson,
This has nearlv straight stems a foot or two long, leaflets ovate-oblong
to oblong, rather glaucous, about 10 pairs, stem leaves with very short
petioles, peduncles in the axils of the upper leaves and shorther than
they with rather few pods near the ends, flowers white or purplish and
keel genorally purple tipped with the banner elongated as in atropu-
bescens, calvx tube 1 mm. long, cylindrical and the teeth hardly a fourth
P3 long the^ flowers horizontal and calyx reflexed more or less m fruit,
the pod being erect on a long and tapering stipe about ^alf as
long as body which 2-3 cm. long. This is the common form on the dry
juniper benches of Nevada from Battle Mountain to the Utah line and
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over on tlie Snake river valley where it grows in sagebrush plains.
Lower Temperate life zone. The pod" is often mottled or reddish.
The leaflets are sometimes 3 cm. long but with the ovate or lanceolate
base and oblong outline above and mostly notched/^ Whole plant
nearly smooth. It is not likely that it extends south of Osceola Nevada
nor is it known at all in Utah.
Astragalus arrectus var. eremiticus (Sheldon) Jones Cont. 7 665
(1895). A. eremiticus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 161 (1894). This is
the form the species assumes in the hot regions adjoining the Tropical
Jlfe zone at the south. Pods about 1.5 cm. long, oval-oblong, to
oblong, chartaceous, conspicuously inflated, on a tapering stipe about
as long as body and erect or nearly as in the preceding variety, the
dorsal suture a little intruded. Calyx cylindrical and as in the last
variety. Flowers in long racemes and about 1.5 cm. long, white, ochro-
leucous or purple, the banner not fleshy, ovai-ovate, wnth sides much
reflexed throughout and seemingly triangular, claws little exserted.
Wings truncate to notched and broad as in the type, the tips always
white or yellowish when flowers are purple, keel a little longer than
high and with rounded tip and purple-tipped. Pedicels longer than
the bracts, in fruit 2-4 mm. long as in the var. above. Peduncles 1-3
dm. long, mostly longer than the leaves, slender but stout for the
plant Leaves a foot or less long, the upper nearly sessile, with
about 10 pairs of elliptical-lanceolate leaflets which are glaucous, con-
spicuously petiolulate, distant and 1-2 cm. long and rounded, rarely
notched, thin. Stipules large, broad, green-striped. Stems often a foot
long, zigzag, slender, from a woody and branched base. Common from
the Beaverdam Mountains near St. George Utah to Chloride Arizona in
the Lower Temperate life zone on the edge of the Tropical on gravelly
mesas and among rocks. A form of thi^ at Chloride has oval pods
on a stipe hardly longer than the calyx, rudimentary calyx lobes and
purple flowers with conspicuous white or yellowish wings, and nearly
oval and half shorter leaflets.
Astragalus arrectus var. remotus n. var. This is a striking form
with the racemose flow^ers and fruit rather closely appressed. Pods
narrowly oblong to linear, about 1.5 cm long and 3-4 mm. wide, abruptly
apiculate at tip, purple-nerved, thin, triangular-acute at base, on a stipe
barely as long as the calyx, with cross-section reniform-triquetrous.
The pods have the dorsal suture produced almost to the ventral as a
hyaline partition and are chartaceous, but little inflated and smooth
in the other forms, the ventral suture is a broad and purple stripe
externally. Calyx oblong-campanulate, laterally flattened. 2 mm. high,
1 mm. wide, nigrescent, deeper cleft above with broad sinxrses, aboiit
3 mm. long and much as in the type species. The calyx teeth are va-
riable but about half as long as tube, triangular and green. Pedicels
as in the variety eremiticus but 8-9 mm. long, the deltoid-ovate, ban-
ner about 7-8 mm. long and abruptly arched to 45 degrees just beyond
calyx tips, and thin. Groove in banner shallow, less than a half
circle, 2 mm. wade and faintly veined, stopping 2 mm. from tip of ban-
ner. Wings flat to keel, oblong-ovate, rounded, entire, concave, the
right hand one flaring, both arched to 45 degrees, 2 mm. wide at tip,
longer than keel, obtuse to erose, often speckled. Keel very obtuse,
with straight base, tip erect and purple. Bracts conspicuous but
small, about as long as flowering pedicels which are short. Peduncles
wiry, 1-2 dm. long and strict, a little longer than the rachis. Leaves
rarely 1 dm. long, all petioled, ashy, with 6-8 pairs of small leafle'^a
5-15 mm. long, which are mostly folded and seem linear but are
narrowly to broadly elliptical, thick and obtuse and distant. Stems in
dense tufts, slender, with 2-3 long intemodes 5-7 cm. long and zig7ag,
from woody base. Growing among rocks at' Good Springs on the
western edge of Nevada on the lower edge of the Lower Temoerate
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I'fe zone. This is the extreme variation of the species caused by aridity
and hot climate. But all these form^ intergrade from one to the other
as you go south.
Astragalus arrectus var, scaphoides Jones Cont. 7 664 (1895), A*
S(:a:)iioides Jones A. scophioides Rydberg. This is a form with the coria-
ceous pods truncate below, oblong, about 2 cm. long and 1 cm, wide and
3 mm. high, much obcompressed and rather sulcate at both sutures,
the dorsal suture intruded nearly to the ventral as a thick partition,
stipe stout and about half as long as pod. Calyx tube short-cylindrical,
about 4 mm. long and the teeth a fourth as long. Peduncles about a
foot long and racemosely flowered. Leaves about 1.5 dm. long. Leaf-
lets about 10 pairs, elliptical, smooth above. Stems very coarse
and stiff, about 2 ft. high. Clark's Canon, Beaver Head Co. Montana.
Middle Temperate life zone. This is known only from one specimen
and may be only a robust form of the var. Kelseyi. Forms from
Weiser Idaho connect this with the type.
118. Astragalus Cimae N. Sp. Low and rather coarse. The proper
stems rarely 1 dm. long, with short internodes, large and hyaline sti-
pules and long lanceolate bracts and few flowers in a head and short-
ly racemose pods in fruit and on peduncles shorter than the leaves.
Tufted stems from a woody root and zigzag and decumbent. Leaves
almost sessile, about 1 dm. long, of about 10 pairs of oval-obovate and
slender-petiolulate leaflets, 1 cm. long which are rounded or retuse, and
smooth and flat and leathery. Flowers not seen but evidently large
and ascending. Pods very fleshy, probably 2 mm. thick when fresh, fine
ly cross-veined and wrinkled, much arcuate and with deflexed tip, stout
and triangular with ventral suture concave except at the very convex
tip, much laterally flattened and broadly sulcate at both sutures and
with rounded sides, about 2 cm. long, l cm. wide and 5 mm. thick, the
body often arched in a half circle and set at right angles to the stout
s'tipe which is 1 cm. long, narrowly oblong to ovate, splitting through
the ventral suture to stipe, the dorsal opening at tip and to the middle
at least, somewhat inflated but apparently full of pulp. Both sutures
intruded and the dorsal nearly to the other in the middle of the pod
but not at all at the ends. The ventral suture very thick and somewhat
raised when dry, the dorsal thin and raised. Cross section oblong. Col-
lected by Mrs. Brandegee at Cima on the edge of Nevada near the
Charleston Mts. 1915. This reminds one of a Bolanderi.
119 Astragalus vallaris Jones Cont. 10 59 1902) Pods with body
4-5 cm. long, 1 cm. wide, and 5 mm. high, either abruptly acuminate or
truncate at base, finely reticulated and cross-nerved, arched to about a
third circle, oblong-ovate, with cartilaginous walls about 2 mm. thick
when fresh, with stipe 2 cm. long, the base of pod ending m a very
thick obconic beak-like straight stipe taperiug into the calyx which be-
ing a little refle>:ed brings the body of the pod about horizontal and
the tip nearly erect, general outline of pod lanceolate-oblong with tip
flattened and 2-3 times as long as wide and only slightly declined.
Flowers white, about 2 cm. long. Banner gently arched to 45 degrees
2 mm. beyond the calyx tips, lanceolate, with sides reflexedl mm. wide
above the middle and making the blade seem very narrow above. The
wings are linear, 2 mm. wide, fully 2 mm. longer than keel, narrowed
at tip, a little ascending. Keel gently rounded from the base tp the
erect tip which is blunt, 7 mm. long, pjrple, about as in A. amphioxys.
Calyx about 5 mm. long, obliquely inserted, with subulate teeth about
as long as tube. Fruiting pedicels very stout, about 3 mm. long, as-
cending. Peduncles in the lower axils only, as in A. crassicarpus, slen-
der, hardly 1 dm. long, with the few pods short-spicate on a rachis
hardly half the peduncle. Bracts and stipules small and acuminate.
Leaflets with a shortly-cuneate base, contiguous, at least a third as
wide as long, with the proper petiole hardly half as long as the adjoin-
ing leaflet, and the leaf rachis tapering, grecn-stnped and widely
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•spreading-, leaflets thin and inclined to be notched at the end, bright-
green and apparently smooth, under a lens the young parts are sparse-
ly ciliate or appressed-hairy. Internodes very many, with the upper
ones often as short as the leaflets, and so the leaves are congested a-
bove. Whole plant nearly smooth except the nigrescent calyx. Found
in Snake River canon near Ballard's Landing and on Pine Cr,> and on
the grade below Cuprum, Idaho, on rocky slopes. Middle Temperate
life zone. First collected by Cusick in 1898, then by myself (pods on-
ly) in 1899. This species reminds one, as to habit, of A. crassicarpus,
accidcns, and Beckwithii, but its relationship is here, and accidens,
though less related, can hardly be placed elsewhere.
120 Astragalus Bolanderi Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 7 337 (1868) A.
supervacaneus Greene. Pods with body about 1 cm. long (the slender
stipe 4 mm. long), about 5-7 mm. wide and 5 mm. high, thin-coriaceous
to almost chartaceous, oblong-lanceolate, evidently inflated, cordate
at base, shortly triangular-acute at the flat tip (which is as high as long
aud evidently declined only when young), indistinctly cross-nerved and
but little reticulated, arched to a half circle or more and inserted at
right angles to the stipe: partition intruded to the ventral suture from
base to middle of pod: cross-section about oo-shapcd. Flowers white
or cream-colored, with rather short claws, about 1 crn. long, ascending
and almost capitate, rather few, sometimes tinged with purple. Ban-
ner ovate, gently arched to nearly erect about 2 mm. beyond calyx tips,
4-6 mm. long, inclined to be stubby and short, 2-4 mm. longer than the
keel, with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide below. Wings nearly lin-
ear, straight, fully 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel straight, about 4 mm
long, with erect tip which is abruptly arched, 3 mm. high, triangular,
and slightly if at all colored, long-clawed, jialyx ashy, about 5 mm,
long, cylindrical but a little narrower beloWjVounded at base and some-
what obliquely inserted, straight, with slender and subulate teeth une-
qual and a little shorter than the tube. Peduncles in the upper axils
onlyi Pedicels as long as the ovate bracts. Leaves about 1 dm. long,
ascending. Leaflets distant, linear-lanceolate, ashy with fine, crisped
and woolly appressed hairs. ' Internodes 4-5, 2-5 cm. long, not shorttr
above.
^
It grows in poor, gravelly and rocky soil, in the higher Sierras
from King's River north nearly to Shasta in the Upper Temperate life
zone.
121 Astragalus accidens Watson Proe. Am. Acad. 22 471 (1887).
_
Pods half-oval to almost lunate, also half-oval to half-round longitudin-
ally, and broadly elliptical in cross-section, shortly-acute at both ends,
little pulpy, a trifle inflated, nearly smooth but ovary white-pubescent,
sometimes sulcate dorsally, finely reticulated, 7-12 mm. long, 5-7 mm.
high, mostly horizontal: cross-section ovate to elliptical but sometime-^
nearly round : only the ventral suture raised and thick externally and
straight to concave. Flowers reflexed. Banner narrow, erect, 1-1 5
cm. long, ascending beyond calyx tips to 45 degrees, with sides re-
flexed. Wings oblong, 3 mm. longer than keel, 1 mm. wide. Calyx
reflexed, campanulate, 7 mm. long. P>racts i mm. long, equal to the
pedicels. Peduncles 1-1.5 dm. long. Racemes short. Leaf rachis 8-15
cm. long. Leaflets 10-15 pairs, truncate to retuse, 1-1.8 cm. long, ap-
pressed-pubescent below and glabrous above. Plants sparingly pubes-
cent except the ashy pods. This grows in open woods, Oregon. Cow
Creek, Howell. Glendale, Jones.
Astragalus accidens var Hcndcrscnt (WatJon Proc. Am. Acad. 22
471 1S87 as species). A. Watsoni and Pacificus Sheldon. A- cymato-
des Greene. A. pruniformis Jones. Pods smooth, obtuse at both
ends, very fleshy, a trifle 'oblique, 8-23 mm. long, 7 mm. wide. 9 mm.
high, rather deeply reticulated when dry, indifferently spreading to re-
flexed, not inflated, from nearly oval to oblong-oval, apiculate, with
both sutures raised, the ventral nearly 1 mm, thick and the dorsal thin.
Flowers with the oval banner 6 mm. longer than keel and sides reflex-
ed 3 mm. wide below, Wings nearly oblong. Calyx tubular-camparr-
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ul'ite, nigrescent, 7-9 mm. long, with narrow teeth as long as tube-
nracts._ triangular, longer than the flowering pedicels and as long as
the fruiting ones and 2-3 mm. long. Pedicels stout. Peduncles 9-15
c n, long in fruit, longer than the leaves, few-flowered, flowering on
the upper third. Leaves 7-10 cm. long. Leaflets 6-14 pairs, usually 10,
1.0-2.3 drn. long, 5 mm. wide, rounded to obtuse, narrowly cuneate-ob-
long. Stipules lanceolate, 2-7 mm. long, green. Internodes 2.5-6 cm,
long. Stems numerous, erect to ascending, 1-2 ft. high. Root woody
rnd stout. Pubescence softly and sparsely appressed woolly-villous.
This grows in identically the same locations as the type and differs
only in the cuneate leaflets and thicker pods. The general shape of
ihe pods is the same as A. macrocarpus of the Old World-
166
1 1 ULIGINOSI.
Pods fleshy when green and cartilaginous when dry, barely
or nearly 2-celled by the intrusion of the dorsal suture as a thin
partition (except at the tip where it is 1-celledj, sessile, cross-
ribbedj oval to narrowly oblong, rounded at base, sulcate dorsally,
with ventral suture thick and raised externally and convex^ when
pod is straight (except perhaps in A. terininalis), with cross-sec-
tion round to reniform, with declined tip not -evidently flattened
and forming either an abrupt point or a strong subulate beak and
the pod being abruptly pointed, 1,6 to 3 cm. long, with the hard
walls barely 1 mm. thick when green. Flowers greenish-white
(purplish in A. terminalis), stubby, about 1 cm. long, spicate, re-
flexed (but pods not). Calyx short-cylindric, with teeth not half
the tube. Bracts and stipules triangular-acuminate and mostly
rather long. Leaflets niany pairs, .hardly contiguous. Upper
petioles rarely twice as lung as the lowest leaflet, the lower peti-
oles sometimes 2-:-^ times us long. Pubescence rather scanty and
closely appressed, of flut and broad hairs fixed near the middh^
Stems sleuler, 1-5 ft. liigh, erect or nearly so, simple or slightly
branched, few, i)*^nMinial. Plants of the Middle Temperate life
zone, rarely extending a little into the Lower Temperate, grow-
ing in moist nn^adows or along streams in poor soil in valleys, also
on edges of rop^es, in open woods and on prairie.^.
KEY
A Pods not evidently inflated, narrowly oblong, triangular-beaked,
a httle arcuate, racemose, rather tew, 1.2-2 cm. long, 4-5 mm, wide or
high, with cross-section cordate to reniform. Flowers not in [dense
spikes. Plants with few internodes, the stems not over a foot long-
Leaflets 5-8 pairs, about 1 cm. long.
Pods appressed-erect. 122 terminalis
Pods horizontally spreading. 123 Oreganus
2A Pods variously inflated, oval to oblong, conical-beaked, many.
densely spicate, rarely loose below, closely appressed, with nearly
round cross-section. Flowers greenish-white, nearly sessile in dense
spikes. Tall plants, with many large and broad leaflets.
Pods with thick walls and little inflated. 124 Canadensis
Pods with thin walls and much inflated. 125 neslecti s
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122 Astragalus terminalis Watson Proc, Am. Acad. 17 370 (1882)
Pods erect and appressed. about 4 mm. wide and 3 mm. high, some-
what aiched, broadly sulcate and with septum partly intruded; tip de-
clined a little but nearly in line with the ventral suture, about deltoid,
flattened, ending abruptly in a subulate long mucro. Flowers purple
and about 1.2 to 1.5 cm. long, nearly sessile but rather slender-pedi-
celed in fruit. Banner oblong, arched to erect beyond calyx tips, with
with sides reflexed 1 mm. wide in the middle, and about 7-8 mm/long
Wings oblong, 2-3 mm. longer than keel. Keel arched a little, short*
purple, sharply rounded to a little more than erect, the erect part about
as long as base and 3 mm. high. Calyx about 3 mm. long, the nigres-
cent teeth very short and wide. Fruiting pedicels 3-4 mm. long. The
bracts ovate to subulate, hyaline, 1-2 mm. long. Pedunclles subter-
minal and about as long as stems, strict, 1-2 dm. long, the floral rachis
half as long. Leaves 5-15 cm. long, but root leaves shorter, with ob-
ovate folded leaflets, and petiole nearly half the whole. Upper leaves
with shorter petiole, the leaflets linear-oblong to oblong-ovate and
/-12 mm. long. Leaflets 5-10 pairs, obtuse to retuse. distant, short-
petiolulate, ashy below, rather thick. Stipules small, triangular and
Wide, about 4 mm. long. Stems tufted, spreading, rather zigzag, a
foot long or less, slender, with the two upper internodes 2-5 cm. long,
the rest short, from a woody root. Headwaters of the Snake river in
the vicinity of St. Anthony and Spencer Idaho to Yellowstone Park
and over on the headwaters of the Gallatin river on sagebrush plains.
It has the general appearance of the broad-leaved form of A. arrectus
but the pod is strictly sessile and thicker Availed, while the peculiar
pubescence puts it in this group. Middle Teiiiperate life zone.
Astragalus terminalis var. reventoides (Jones Cont. 7 661 1895 as
sqecies). Flowers ochroleucous. Pods about \2 mm. long, almost
truncate at both ends, about 6 mm. wide and 4 mm. high, with parti-
tion intruded one third the way across. Leaflets oval to elliptical and
hoary, inclined to be notched, otherwise as in the type. On the head-
waters of the Gallatin river Montana on sagebrush plains, Lima and
Grasshopper Creek. A poor variety.
123 Astragalus Oreganus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 335 (1838) A.
ventorum Gray. Pods horizontal, lanceolate-oblong, with triangular
beak which is decidedly declined and flattish. Flowers ochroleucous.
Banner ovate, a little longer than wings. Wings 2 mm. longer than
keel, and 2 mm. wide. Keel straight and with tip rounded and erect.
Calyx inserted on the lower corner, a little wider below; tube about 5
mm. long; teeth subulate and about 2 mm. long. Pedicels very short,
bracts longer than pedicels. Peduncles shorter than the leaves, sub-
terminal, about 7 cm. long. Leaves 7-12 cm. long, of 6-8 pairs of oval
to^obcordate leaflets which are thick, hoary on both sides and less than
2.5 cm. long. Stipules large. Stem hardly half a foot long, simple,
erect, zigzag slender and from slender underground rootstocks, with
few internodes which are rarely 2.5 cm. long. Pubescence ashy and ra-
ther long. In the upper Snake river valley Idaho and Wind river re-
gion Wyoming on sagebrush plains. These two species are but little
known and may not be distinct.
Astragalus Canadensis Touni In L. 757. (I take up this name in
preference to CaroHnianus which has only priority by position, and
should not displace Tournefort's name on a technicality, in addition
the latter is only a local variation of the other widespread species).
Pods oblong, about 1.5 cm. long, little inflated, about 5 mm. wide and
high, a little obcompressed, rarely noticeably sulcate, densely ap-
pressed-spicate, smooth, with short mucro. Flowers yellowish- or
greenish-white, very many, densely spicate, nearly sessile. Banner
rather fleshy, arched far back, seemingly triangular because of the
sides reflexed most at tip, nearty round, 5-8 mm. long. The groove
V-shaped except at base. Wings linear, slightly wider at the blunt
tip, ascending, about 2 mm. wide and 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel
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Keel about as long as high, 3-4 mm. high, almost a half circle in out-
line, roinided at tip, often appearing to surpass the banner when it is
much reflexed., Calyx hyaline, laterally flattened, somewhat gibbous,
rather hairy, deeper cleft above, about 7 mm. long and 2-3 mm. high
inclined to be a little declined; teeth triangular to subulate, half to a
third the tube. Pedicels almost none in the type. Bracts often a^long as calyx tube, thin. Peduncles stout and strict, variable but a-tout as long as the leaves, the spike 5-15 cm. long. Leaves often
nearly a foot long, widely spreading, the middle ones the largest. The
.eaflets 10-14 pairs, smooth above, elliptical to lanceolate not over 4
cm. long, very variable, obtuse, flat, thin, with cuneate base, the upper
pairs smaller. Stipules papery, la.ge, inclined to be connate. Stems
stout, J-5 feet high, strict, somewhat branched above, with internodes
rarely over 7 cm. long. Pubescence ashy, on the upper side of leaves.Common throughout the region east of the Plains to the Atlantic and
tiouthward at least to Missouri arid Te.xas, northward to Hudson's Bay
iand the .Sa.^katchewan. Occasional forms nearly typical are foundthrough ilontara to the Pacific, but replaced westward mostly by the
variety Mortoni.
^o fL^-*[^^^l"\9^'^^^*"^*^ '^^'- **o'"*°"i (^'^'utt.) Watson King's Rep.f8(18/l;. A^^fortpI^i^utt. Jour. Phil. Acad. 7 19 (1834). A. tristis
and spicatus Kutt This is the western form of the species. Pods
narrowly oblong, 7-12 mm. long, mostly densely spicate, not so clo, e-
ly appressed, ralher deeply sulcate, mostly a little arched. Bamer
ovate. Keel purple-tipped. Calyx truncate at base and inserted on
the corner. Bracts from ovate to subulate and 2-12 mm long Pe-duncles sometmies a foot long. Leaves rarely 1.5 dm. long. Leafletsinclined to be oblong, mostly 6-8 pairs, 1-3 cm. long. Stems ratherdecumbent below, frequently hardly a foot long. Some northernfornis have the pods of A. terminalis. Common from New Mexico
northward and northwestward to the Saskatchewan and California.Occasionally this has the pods of the next variety. It varies directly
at all point into the type species.
M SQ^f"P^^^ ^f"^^^"^^^ ''^^- Carolinianus (L.) Jones Cont. 7 647
( liiJ:>). A. Carolinianus L, 757. This has open spikes of white flow-
ers which are not thick and fleshy. Pods oblong to oval, decidedly
inflated, about 1 cm. long and apiculate. Leaflets large, elliptical-lanceolate and long-petiolulate. Stems slender, flexuous. erect, tall.
V\ hole plant nearly smooth. This is the more common form of the
southeastern states and northward to the Ohio river, thou^^h forms a-bout the same rarely occur as far as Minnesota.
^Q rf«o^^^^^''u^^^^"^
neglectus (T. & G.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9
59 (1894) Phaca neglecta T. & G. Fl.l 344 (1838). A. Cooperi Gray.
^;'ocls oval-ovate, truncate to cordate at both ends, about 2 cm long.y-U mm. wide, quite oblique, variously sulcate at one or both sutures
and both somewhat intruded, chartaceous to thin-coriaceous muchintlated, cross-nerved.. Flowers about as in A. Canadensis except the
calyx which IS campanulate and nigrescent. Pedicels almost none.Kracts short. Peduncles slender, not longer than tlM> leaves, rather
spreading or sometimes erect, almost capitately iO-25 flowered. Theleaves 7-12 cm. long, with,upper petioles alraqst none.' Leaflets 6-10
pairs sinooth above, ashy-woolly below, nearly contiguous, narrowly
elliptical to linear-oblong, cuneate at base and long-petiolulate, roun-ded to refuse, about 2-3 cm. long, thin. Stipules triangular-ovate, 4-7
mm. long Stems a foot or two high. Internodes 5-10 cm. long. Ongravelly banks and in sandy open woods from Niagara Falls to Min-
nesota and Brookings S. Dak., along the Great Lakes, in the Middlelemperate life zone.
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12 HYPOGLOTTIDES
* i X
Pods 2-celled, broadlj oblong to linear, nearly straight but
oblique, not over 1 cm. long, inclined to be obcompressed \rith
convex sides, not inflated, pubescent, not over 4 mm. wide, hard-
ly twice the calyx, minutely stipitate, opening first at tip but on-
ly a little at any time, with crosg-section triangular-cordate to
reniform. Flowers densely apicate or in heads or subtorminal •n
rather elongated peduncles, narrow, about 1,5-2 cm. long. Calyx
tubeshort-cylindric to cylindric. Stipules conspicuouely connate.
Stems tufted or many, decumbent, rarely a foot long, from per-
ennial roots. Plants of the Middle and Upper Temperate life
zone.
KEY
Pubescence rather coarse, tixed near the middle 126 nitidus
Pubescence very fine, fixed at the base. 127 agrestis
, Astragalus nitidus Douglas in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 149 (1834).
pode sulcate, oblong to narrowly so, 7-10 mm. long, 3-4 m^m. high,
chartaceous, hoary with minute and appresscd pubescence, never
more than twice as long as calyx, rather laterally flattened toward tip,
spicate or rarely racemose, shortly stipitate, litile arcuate when longer:
with ventral suture convex at tip and with^ declined point; cross-sec-
tion reniform to triangular; septum produced nearly to the ventral
suture. Flowers quite variable but normally white, sometimes purple_,
densely set in oblong heads, appressed in flower and fruit, about 1.5
cm. long. Banner oblong and often much elongated, 7-12 mm. long,
variously arched below calyx tip to 20-45 degrees. Wmgs linear to
oblanceolate, from a trifle longer to 4 mm. longer than keel and 2-4
mm. shorter than banner, narrower than keel, but little arched, obtuse.
Keel nearly the same w^dth throughout, half-oval-obovate, f/om^ nearly
straight along the upper side to square at the erect or slightly out-
turned tip, colored, 3-7 mm. long, about 2-3 mm. high. Calyx tube
short-cylindric, 3-6 mm. long and about 2 mm. high, rather acutish at
base and equally inserted, scarcely to somewhat oblique at tip, hyaline
and inclined to be nigrescent with closely appressed hairs, sessile, the
subulate teeth fully half as long as tube and often with threadlike tips.
Bracts nearly as long as calyx tube, triangular and hyaline. Pedun-
cles about 1 dm. long, generally twice as long as spikes, sometimes
afoot long, stout and sulcatc. Leaves 7-12 cm. long, little tapenng,
all somewhat petioled but the upper petioles short. Leaflets 6-12 pairs,
1-4 cm. long, narrowly elliptical to linear-oblong or lanceolate, 4-7
mm. wide, flat, rather rigid, acutish to acute, closely silvery with very
delicate hairs fixed near the middle and closely appressed, the pubes-
cence varying from white to sparse, and plants then green. Stipules
large, scarious. .Stems decumbent, about a foot long, with few and
rather long internodes and many root leaves, from a thick and woody
crown. From the Plains at Santa Fee New Mexico northward
throujjh Colorado and western Nebraska to Assiniboia, westward to
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Lima and Deer Lodge valley Montana, and Silver and Medical lakes
Washington, and to the main range in Colorado, but not in the Great
Basin. Open prairies and mea ovvs, in gravelly and well drained soil.
Middle Temperate life zone.
This belongs to the same class as A. Onobrychis, leontinus, and
microphyllus of Europe, as well as adsccndcns (to which this species
is generally referred). -
_
Astragalus nitidus var. robustior (Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 149 1834
as adsurgens var.) This is A. striatus Nutt., sulphUi escens Rydberg.
Chandonetii Luncl. Flowers white, in short heads, on elongated pe-
duncles. Calyx teeth long. Hardly a good variety. Same range.
Astragalus adsurgens Pallas, to which this species is referred, and
which botanists assume is A. Laxmanni DC. docs not have the con-
spicuously connate stipules, while Japanese plants (so named but evi-
a distinct species) have the connate stipules, but oval leaflets, divari-
cate leaves and peduncles which latter are shorter tiian the leaves.
This species has many of the characteristics of several groups. It
at once suggests relationship to the Uliginosi by the pubescence and
general habit.^ It appears related to the calycosus and the Spalding;
t
groups but it is manifestly closest to A. agrestis, and this is nearest to
the Chaetodontes which, in turn, are related to the Didymocarpi, and
more remotely to the Micranthi..
127 Astragalus agrestis Douglas in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 148
(1834), A. goniatus Nutt., A. Carletonis Rydberg. Pods chartaccous,
with ventral suture raised and thick and sharp-edged and usually tri-
angularly and laterally flattened, but in old pods the cross-secton 16
often reniform, pods ovate to oblong-oval, broad, very blunt at botl
ends, obcompressed, scarcely longer than calyx, usually white-shaggy,
and aivyays white-viilous at tip, oblong, 7-lU mm. long, splitting the
calyx, in dense heads, with wide dorsal groove and deeply sulcate dor-
sally, often almost to the ventral suture and with narrow septum. Flow-
ers few to many, purple, with white wings or rarely all white, ereci.
12-20 mm. long, in dense heads which are oblong to short-cylindric
and about 2.5 cm. long. Banner elongated, with obovate blade, aboui
12 mm. long, slightly ascending, a little hooded at tip, abruptly arched
calyx tips to 15-45 degrees, about 4 mm. longer than wings, with
sides reflexed a very little: white spot obovate-cuneate,often subulate
tipped, purple-striate and comes within 4 mm. of tii5: groove V-shaped
and vanishing above. Wings linear-oblong, oblique, rounded, about
4 mm. longer than keel, straight or ascending parallel with the banner,
about 1 mm. wide, veined (as are all the petals), with light-purple base
and white above. Keel about three times as long as wide, with the
triangular tip barely acute and mostly erect, being rounded in a gentle
curve to the tip, purple, 4-5 mm. longer than calyx, straight. Calyx
cylindric to campanulate-cylindric, 4-7 mm. long, straight, not oblique,
narrowed below, with straight and linear-subulate teeth which are
green and shaggy with variously mixed black and white Tiairs, and
teeth a half to two thirds as long as tube. Pedicels stout and very
short. Bracts oblong to ovate or linear, green, very conspicuous, the
lower ones obtuse, the rest acute, often with hyaline margins, about
equaling the calyx tube, the lo-.er ones often as large as the leaflets.
Peduncles 5-12 cm. long, deeply sulcate, longer than the leaves, erect.
Leaves narrow, delicate, 4-10 cm. long, all petioled. Leaflets narro\v-
ly elliptical to oblong or rarely linear, sometimes a trifle narrowed
above, truncate to notched, 6-10 pairs, 1-2 cm. long, mostly smooth,
often puberulent, flat and thin. Upper stipules the largest, conspicu-
ously sheathing, blunt (rarely acute), often 1.5 cm. long, leaflike. The
stems weak and almost filiforn\ rarely a foot long, leafy but with
slender internodes, with bases interlaced and with filiform under-
ground stems and running rooistocks, erect only in dense meadows
where supported by grass. Pubescence rather loose, appressed, short,
never dense except on the calyx, with hairs fixed by the base. Com-
at
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^on 113 stibaVin^e am] rather moUt me;i:orvs even to the Middle T«m-
ii^atc life zone in open and sunny bui moist places, and even in open
^^ood? from Dakptah and Nebraska to New Mexico, and we?tw»rd to
ibe STexra.s, and northward to the Arctic. A. Hypoglottia- var, bracte-
^ tu- Os^erhout is only a form with larger bracts than normal. A, Hy-
?o^Iottis var. polyspermns T. S^ G., A.virgultulus Sheldon is the form
g'*owing unsuppQrt-ed by other plants in more exposed places, and is
ashy-pubcrulent, with pods about 7 mm. long, and short internodei.
All forms b'oom iji late sum ner.
The European A. Hypoglo.tis L, (its closest ally), with which this
has b«en confused, has longer stipe; pods broader, mostly ovai, very
blunt at both ends, simply hairy, about 5 mm. long, triquetrous to much
obcompresscd; banner short, oval, 3-4 mm. longer than keel; wings
oblong, barely 1-2 mm. longer than keel; calyx short-campanulate, 4
mnr. lon-^, oVer 2 mm. wide, with the subulate teeth half to a third as
long as the tube; bracts about 2 mm. long, not enlarged and leaflikc,
fcubulate-pointed, ovate to linear-lanceolate; peduncles longer than the
leaves; leaflets laneeoTate, acute or obtuse, not notched, about 8 pair*;
stipules much smaller, rarely 1 mm. long; pubescence spreading, sparse,
of long and sl^udex hairs.
N.
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*'
13 CH^TODONTES.
.'.^
Pods not o\ir ! cm. long, '^-celled, sessile oV nonrly so, nirQ\j
ft little arcuHtf, ohliqne, opening first at tip along both »utiirt'S,
in heaus or spikf$, smnll, not in fluted, chartaceous, mostly si;l-
c«te dui-feallv, upeiiing but little at maturity, with triquetrous ro
reniform. crooS-^ection. Flowers not over 1 cm, long, broad. Ca-
lyx tube canipiiiiulate, rwrely 4 mm. long, with subulate orfiliform
t^^eth about as long as tube, closely sessile. Bracts eJonpatcd.
Very pubescent, tufted plants from woody pereninal nM>^s.
KEY
A.^ Cacipitose plants with very ihort intcrnodes, conspicuous and hy-
aline and connate stipules, and leaves 2-3 cm. long Flowers purple,
in heads on short peduncles. Pods not longer than calyx, very hsirv.
128 Austinae
2A. Plants erect or only decumbent, tufted, with slender stems st
least a foot high, with slender internodes. open hcbit rnd narrow
leaves. Stipules connate only at very base. Leaves 5-10 cm. leng,
the upper ones sessile or short-peticled. Flowers in spikes, rarely in
headi, and pods in spikes,
2AB. Pods not laterally flattened nor longer than cal/x.
Pods not reflexed. 129 Spalcingli
Pods rcflcxed. 130 i:;rai:ntcri
2A2B. Pods conspicuously laterally flattened, oblong-lam eclate
and very sharp, much longer than calyx, 6-10 mm. long, i lowers and
pods retlexed and in narrow, long, loose spikes.
,^o * , 131 Ly:llii128 Astragalus Austinae Gray Bot. Cab 1 156 (iS76). Podb a^out
7 mm. long and 3 mm. wide, oblong to elliptical, not exserted, shallow
sulcatc, barely splitting the calyx, barely acute, with rounded tip, at
base notched and short-stipitate, conspicuously 1-ceUed at tip, with
ventral suture raised and thickened but not acute, with dorsal suture
produced toward hut not to the ventral, a little flattened laterally, in-
clined to be reflexed, with cross-section nearly circular, the groove
not runmng to the tip. Flowers inclined to be reflexed, 7-10 mm. long,
sessile, 10-12, purple-veined and with light-colored blades, barely 2
mm. longer than calyx, banner oval-ovate, about 4 mm. long, abrupt-
ly^archcd at end of calyx to 30-60 degrees, about 3 mm. longer ihan
wingfl, with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide and most in the middle
but not at all at tip; groove U-shaped, broad, fiUint^ the whole banne-
above. Wings linear to oblong, about 1 mm. longer than keel, a little
arched, obtuse, the right hand one folded over the keel, the other flnr
ing, both wings and banner hairy on the outside. Keel short, straight,
2 mm. high, incurved at tip to 110 degrees, purple, barely as long as
^^
'^V^ ^
^'^ ^ '^"^^ ^"^ '^'^'"^ blunt. Calvx narrowly campanulate,
the tube al)out 3 mm. long, inserted on the lower corner, cleft deeper,
above, not narrowed below; teeth green, unequaK arched and lax, fili-
form, not shorter than the tube. Bracts sulva]:ite. 4-7 mm. long, thin,
l^eduncles 2-7 cm. long, erect, rather siou^, ,uo$ur longer than the
leaver, subscaposc though actually in chr rn^^-er axils. Leaves clus-
tered, spreading, the lower long-petioleil. Petioles stout, not sulcate.
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r.cver less than half th€ whole. Leaflets acute at both ends, often
folded, stiff, not petiolulate nor contiguous, 10-13 mm. long.' Stip-
ules hyaline, very hairy, about 1 ctn. long. Stems hardly 1 dm. long,
Much branched, densely leafy, rather stout, Avoody, prostrate, withho t internodes. Pubescence of the whole plant even to the pods,
b acts and cutsidcs of petals shaggy with long white hairs which are
iorc apprcssed on the leaflets and less dense on the pods. This grows
;n dry and rocky ridges in the sagebrush in the Sierras from Summit
wevada Co. California and northward to Oregon, along with A. Hook-
e lanus, Eriogonuin umbcllatum, and Symphoricarpus. Middle Tem-
perate life zone.
^ 129 Astragalus Spaldingii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 524 (1865). A,
-.hactodon To. r., not l^nnc^^e. Pods erect or ascending, 5-7 mm long
^ ^iie dursai), rarely at all sulcate dorsaliy, usually shaggy-pubcsccnt,
arely less so, rounded at base and filling tht slightly inflated calyx[
with cross-section nearly round but a little flattened laterally. 'FIow-*^
ers 7-10 mm. long, white, erect, in- dense heads which are about 2-3
cm. long and which mostly elongate to spikes in fruit. Banner oval,
^ eined with purple, about 4 mm. long, arched abruptly to erect at tip
of calyx, v.ilh rices reflexed about I mm. wide. Wings 4 mm. long,
narrowly and obliquely elliptical, a little arched, fully 2 mm. longer
than keel and 2 nun. shorter than banner, about 3 mm. wide. Keel
very
-hort, about 1 mm. longer than calyx, about 2 mm. high and 2
mm. lop.g, del.Q.d. purple. Calyx very villous, about 3 mm. long, cam-
panu'atc lo nearly hemispherical in fruit, rounded at base, with the
ieeth th-eadlike and about 4 ma\. long, Pedicels none. Bracts seta-
ceous, about 4 mm. long, with threadlike tips. Peduncles about twice
"^ long as the !ea\ es. Fruiting spikes 2-7 cm. long, often loose at base.
Central ]ea\ es about 1 dm. loiig, the upper ones sessile. Leaflets 7-12
mm lon.T 8 10 pa rs, laneeolate. to linear-oblong, cuspidate. Stipules
g-vnious over trie wnole.
pl-int, especinlly on the calyx, less dense on the leaves, with hairs sin-
uous, very slender and attached by a pustulate base. This species is
^' ther CO nmon on hills and plains of the Columbia Basin to Baker
C'ty on the east and ?loney Lake on the south, not in the Flathead re-
gion. Middle Temperate life zone, in gravelly and clay soil.
130 Astragalus Brauntoni Parish Bull. S. Cal. Acad. Sci. 2 26
n902l. Pods oval-ovate, about 5 mm. long, 2 mm. wide and 1 mm.
high, notched at base, abruptly rounded at both ends, chartaceous,
softly sho:*t-villous, spicate, reflexed on a stout pedicel 1 mm. long,
with straight dorsal suture and upturned acuminate flat beak about 1
tum. long, with longitudinal section half-oblong-oval, with cross-sec-
tion oblately deltoid-cordate and pod broadly sulcate to the middle
and j^eptum produced nearly to the ventral except at tip. Flowers in
a spike 5-7 cm long, reflexed, about 1 cm. long, pinkish, with petals
about as long as calyx and teeth. Banner nearly round, 3-4 mm. long^
but little arched, about 2 mm. longer than wings, with margins a little
reflexed all around. Wings broadly oblong, rounded, 2 mm. wide,
about 1 mni. longer than keel. Keel about 3 mm. long and high, the
tip rounded to a litte more than a half circle, the upper side about
Straight, the longitudinal section half-cuneate-obovate. Calyx cam-
panulate, 3-4 mm. long and nearly as high, rather truncate below and
inserted on the lower corner and sessile in flower, hardly oblique above,
with filiform, green, lax lobes nearly twice as long as tube. Bracts
fiiiforni-subulate, thin, lax, about 1 cm. long, peduncles rarely 5 cm.
long, much shorter than the leaves, and rather shorter than the fruit-
;ng rachis. Leaves 1-2 dm. long, recurved, narrow and tapering, short-
petioled, with short tapering leaf-rachis. Leaflets nearly 15 pairs, ob-
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long-UiHccohite to elliptical, apiculate, flat, long-petiolulate, nearly
contiguous, the largest about 2 cm. long. Stems stout, decumbent,
2-3 feet long, often 5 mm. thick, flexuous, with internodes rarely 5 cm.
long. Stipules subulate, lax, thin, hardly 1 cm. long, with threadlike
tip:,. Pubescence softly white-villous all over, the stems Avhite, the
leaves greener. A very robust plant of the foothills near Santa Mon-
ica California, Braunton. Tropical life zone. This is a most uiiexpec-
ted addition to the group.
131 Astragalus LyalHi Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 195 (1864). Pha-
ca Piper. Pods very variable, straight, pungently acute, flat at tip,
narrowly sulcate dorsally, about 3 nim. high and 1-2 mm. wide, clo^^e-
ly reflcxed, splitting the calyx, hoary or smooth, finely cio :s-nerved,
about 5 mm. long, 2-celled to tip, triangular-ovate to oblong-Iancto-
late uarely oval;, with cross-section narrowly tnangular-coidate to
broadly cordate-ovate, with ventral suture raised and thick, poa but
little conjex on the dorsal side. Flowers white or tinged with purple,
about 6-7 mm. long, nearly "sessile. Banner ovale, often purplc-striaie
4-5 mm. long, abruptly arched at end of tube to nearly erect, with
sides much reflexed so that outline is nearly linear. Wings oblong-
lanceolate, but little arched, narrower than keel and from 2 mm. longer
to only a little longer than keel, 3 mm. shorter than banner. .Keel with
nearly straight base, about 3 mm. long and high, very abruptly roun-
ded at the end to more than erect, the tip being deltoid, obliquelv trun-
cate, colored, not surpassing calyx teeth. Calyx tube turbinate to cam-
panulate, about 2_mm. long, narrowed below, blackish with shaggy hairs
about as long as tube, the filifprm teeth very lax and often twice the
tube. Pedicels slender, about 1 mm. long in fruit. Bracts subulate,
lax. about 2-4 mm. long. Peduncles slender, rarely 3 cm. long. Flo-
ral rachis erect, tapering, oiten 1 dm. long. Central leaves about 6
cm. long, mostly sessile, spreading, rather broad. Leaflets 6-8 p^nr-,
not contiguous, 1-1.5 cm. long, narrowly elliptical to almost Imear,
acute, softly appressed-hoary-silky with very fine and long ha^rs.
Stems nearly erect, a foot or two high, flexuous, with peduncles in
most of the axi'S, more hairy than the leaves, with internodes 3-5 cm.
wl^'t"^^^'^"
^^^^^1^'^' Stipules inconspicuous, small with threadlike tip.
\\ hole plant silvcry-sdky. Some forms shade toward A. Spaldingii m
shape of pods and pubescence but the pods are conspicuously exsertcd
from the calyx, always reflexed. Calyx much smaller and lobes lax
and relatively longer. than in the other species. Stems from woody
roots. Prom Glenn^s Ferry Idaho to the lower Columbia Basin, grow-
ing on prairies and in sandy places. Lower part of the Middle and
upper part of the Lower Temperate life zones.
Astragalus Lyallii var. caricinuf N. Var. Leaflets linear lanceo-
late and acuminate, very sharp-pointed, 1-2 cm. long. Calyx lobes -M-
most capillary and much longer than the tube, lax and long-villous.
Pods mostly reflexed, nearly 1 cm. long, half-oval-ovate to oblong-
lanceoiate, acuminate, thin, often nearly smooth and cross-veined, sui-
cate to the middle (less so below) and with septum intruded to' the
ventral suture or more, very much laterally flattened, and with cros*;-
seotion cuneate with a cordate base, with both suture* arched but the
dorsal the more. Plants about a foot and a half high and densely tuf-
ted trom a woody root. This grows on sand dunes at Glenn's Ferry
Idaho on hillsides. There are all sorts of intefg- des T ower Tem-
perate life zoRe. The pods are shaped like a buckwheat or Carex grain(but not as wide as the former) and hence the name
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14 LOTIFLORI
Pods either Biilcate doraally or partly 2-ceIIed by the intrusion
of the florsal suture, splitting through the ventral suture m in the
Alpini but not wholly through the dorsal, coriaceous to cartilagi-
nous when dry, 5-30 mm. long, mostly aaoendiu^, somewhat ob-
lique or a little arcuate, with reniform, triquetrous, or quadran-
gular cro8s-gection, inflated only in lotiflorus, sessile and rounded
.it base, tip triangular and acute (apiculate in A. circumdatus),
[^'lowers 5-8 mm. long, mostly w.iite or light-colored, rather few,
n heads or rery short-Bpicate, short-clawed, with short petala.
Calyx campanulate, with tube 2-4 mm long. Bracts mostly short.
Stipules not connate, subulate to triangular or deltoid. Slender
.caulescent perennials from rather woody roots, mostly low pUnts.
KEY
A. Pods oval to oblong, little oblique, not inflated, about 1.5 cm,
long, straight, very fleshy ithc pulp 2-3 mm. thick when fresh and the
cross-section then about round, but inclined to quadrangular when
dry>, apiculate or very short-pointed, splitting the calyx, sessile when
Tresh, about straight, with the ventral suture raised and thick. Calyx
teeth triangular, tube 2-3 mm. lon^. Pubescence very short and close-
ly appressed, white, composed of fine hairs. Bracts very small, del-
toid to triangular, rather thick and hairy. The stems are somewhat
intricately branciied and depressed.
AB. Pubescence attached by the base. Fruit on rather slender ped-
icels which are at least as long as the deltoid bracts. Calyx teeth tri-
angular and about at long as tube. Tropical. Circumdati.
Pods nearly smooth. Flowers nearly white.
Whole plant almost smooth. 132 circumdatus.
Pods ashy. Flowers deep-purple-tipped.
Whole plant silvery-pubescent. 13 3 Mohavensis.
A2B. Hairs attached near the middle. Pods nearly sessile. Ca-
ly teeth much shorter than the tube. Ventral suture of pods the
more convex. Not Tropical. Accumbentes 134 accumbens.
2A. Pods oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, inflated, 1-cllcd. but dorsal
suture sometimes a little thickened within, 2-3 cm. long, nearly 1 cm.
nigh and wide, coriaceous, only a little fleshy when green. Leaflets
narrow. Flowers capitate, white or nearly so. Calyx lobes arcried
and as long as the tube. Pubescence of hairs attached near the mid-
dle. Not Tropical. Lotiflori. 135 lotiflorus
132- Astraoalus circumdatus Greene Pitt. 1, 173 (ISSS). Pods ovnl-
oblong, few, about round in cross section when fresh, decidedly fk\^h>
and pulpy faintly corrugated when, dry, nearly acuio at base, 1.2-1.8
-•ra, long, about 7 mm. high, 5 mm wide, straight, a little ncirruwinl be-
low, erect or spreading, green and barely pubescent wheu ripe, !u>Mr:^
vhen you ig with very short and appressed hairs, dorsal sucure neither
raised nor thick but a little convex; tip triangular and placed in the
middle of the end. Flowers 5-12 indlfTerently spreading, white, 7 mui.
long, short and stubby. Banner oval, white, very wide below, abruptly
I7e5
arched at calyx tips to nearly 90 decrees; sides reflexed fully 2 mm,
wide, blade 3 mm. long. Win>rs oblong, with narrow base, ascending,
rather acute, barely as lonK as keel. Keel 1 mm. shorter than the ban-
ner, dark-tipped, pnMluced Into an acuminate erect tip 2 mm, high which
is abruptly incurved to 90 degrees, straight and like that of A. campes-
tris. Calyx a little over 2 ram. long, not arched, nor cleft deeper above.
short-caiupaniiln1(\ green, narrowed lielow, densely white-hairy, teeth
subulate, as long as tube, not unequal. Pedicels slender, 2-5 mm. long,
much longer than the bracts. Bracts minute but conspicuous, hyaline.
Peduncles about 4 cm. long, slender, about lO-flowered, shorter than the
petioles. Leaves all petioled, 2.5-7 cm. long, the lower the smallest, the
uppermost the largest; petiole sliorU^r than the leaf-rachis. Leaflets
oblanceolate to oval 210 nim. long, folded, petiolulate, 8-14 pairs, very
obtuse, nearly eonrigtious. Stri)ules hyaline, conspicuous, almost cou-
imte below, not adnate, reniform to deltoid, seldom over 2 mm. long,
often twice as wide as long, very much like those of A. ju.uceus. Stems
prostrate, many, slender, weak, woody at base, not over L5 dm. long,
Internodes seldom over 1.2 cm. long, often very short, knotty. Rather
woody rooted, green perennial. Pubescence ashy to nearly glabrous,
very sparse except on young parts. IVninsuhi of Lower California.
Tropical. The plants form close mats on the ground.
L
133. Astragalus Mohavensis, Watsun Proc. Am. Acad. 20 3G1
(1885). Pods- narrowly oblong, plum-shaped, about 1.8 cm. long, 5-7
ram. wide, and 3-5 mm. high, with pulpy wall 2 mm. thick when fresh
and not thick inner walls, which separate from the outer much as in A.
cymboldes, nearly straight, Jointed to a minute slipe when dry or
weakly attached, sessile when green, a little narroAVed below, reflexed,
coriaceous, ashy, rigid or faintly corrugated, opening all along the
ventral suture, Imperfectly 2-cened by the partial intrusion of the dor-
sal suture, cross section ellipitical-ovate when dry and almost round
when fresh but sometimes cordate, both sutures prominent, raised and
thin when dry only, tip 1-celled and flat and very shortly triangular
acute with a rather long mucro which is about in line with the middle of
the end, cavity triquetrous, hairy and pulpy. Flowers 5-15, about 7-8
mm. long, not stubby, purple tipped, shortly-racemose, ascending. Ban-
ner about 5 mm. long, arched to 45-90^ at the end of calyx tube, 3 mm.
longer than the keel, sides reflexed 1-2 mm. wide and n^ost in the mid-
dle, white spot ovate to oblong or obovate-oblong and purple veined and
stopping 1 mm. short of the tip. Wings 1 mm. wide, as long as keel,
ascending, oblanceolate to oblong, rounded, nearly straight, oblique,
darker above, 4 mm. shorter than banner. Keel 3 mm. wide, purple,
2 mm. shorter than banner, tip larger, rounded, blunt, erect, arched to
H circle in a short arc, base about straight to a little arched, blade
4 mm. long. Calyx turbinate to campanulnte cylindrc, not arched nor
idently cleft deeper above, about 3 mm. long, not flattened, fleshy at
base, nearly equally inserted; sinuses broad; teeth as long as tube,
equal and subulate. Pedicels not over 2-3 mm. long about as long as the
bracts In fruit only and stout. Bracts ovate to subulate. Pedicels in
flower about 1 mm. long. Early peduncles scfipr»se, the later ones axil-
lary throughout, racemosely fruited above, 7-15 cm, long, slender, a
trifle longer than leaves when mature including the rachis. Leaves
5-10 cm. long with the petioles as long as the rachis, or on the Ipwer
leaves much longer. Leaflets broadly elliptical to obovate, cunente at
base, rarelyt 1.5 cm. long, 2-5 pairs, rather distant, apiculate to trun-
cate ,the central ones the largest. Stipules deltoid, adnate, hairy,
rajther stiff, small. Stems flexuous, not over a foot high, much branched,
widely spreading, often forming masses a yard in diameter. Inter-
nodes' rarely over 5 em. long. Pubescence silvery even to the
stipules, with slender, and dense very echlnate hairs]^ the stems more
pubescent than the leaves. The plants bloom as winter annuals and
continue for a few years. Rather coi!imon in rocky canons and on
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Cliffs from Charleston Mts. to Keeler. Tropical.
134. Astragal ut accumbena Sheldon Minn, Bot Stud. 9 20 (1894).
A. procumbens Watson, Pods 1.2-2 cm. long» oblong-oval, about 7 mm.
high, wrinkled, puberulent, dorsal suture a little Intruded, cross section
nearly round even when dry, rounded at both ends. Flowers nearly
sessile even in fruit, stubby, white or purplish, spreading, few, rarely
more than 3 pods mature, capitate, 6-10, 6-8 mm. long, the blades about
as long as calyx. Banner almost round, arched to erect, in broad
curve beyond calyx tips, barely longer than keel, with sides refleied
about 1.5 mm. wide in middle. Wings arched almost to a half circle
very obliquely oblanceolate, a little longer than keel. Keel with base
arched and tip incurved to more than erect and a!)ruptly, barely acute.
Calyx rather long-campanulate, about 3 mm. long and 2 mm. high, dark-
hairy with appressed pubescence, scarcely at all flattened laterally,
teeth arched and triangular, about %-% as long as tube. Bracts tri-
angular, 2-3 mm. long, much longer than the very short pedicels. Ped-
uncles subscnpiforni, 8-10 cm. long, ascending, much longer than leaves.
Leaves 5-7 cm. long, with petioles* over half the whx)le. slender. Leaf-
lets 5-7 pairs, about 7 mm. long and 3 mm. wide, sessile, thick, oblong
obovate, rounded, somewhat silvery with appressed hairs. Stipules
broadly ovate to deltoid, acute, about 5 mm. long, hyaline, adnate, large
for the plant, either imbricated or the internodes very short. Root
erect and much branched at tip with short and woody stems, 2-15 cm,
long, then again branched as much and as long and stems rather as-
cending, forming a rather open mat, the habit being much that of A.
calycosus. This looks like a diminutive A. Missouriensls but Is of an-
other group. First collected by Dr. Palmer in 1869 and referred to A.
tephrodes, then by Dr. Havard at Fort Wingate. Marsh, and' later by
L^mmon at Laguna, New Mjexico. Lower Temperate life zone, on dry
benches.
135. Astragalus lotiflorue Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 152 (1834), Phaca
T. & G.. Pods mostly straight, both sutures convex but the dorsal
more so, rnrtiy wh^^n p»'d Is arcuate the ventral suture is concave,
laterally compressed and cross section triquetrous or deltoid-cordate
when it is shallow-sulcate dorsally, flat and triangular-acute at tip,
closely appressed and rather long-hairy, ascending to reflexed. Flow-
ers mostly reflexed, about 5-7 mm. long, almost sessile, sometimes
clelstogamous, about 10. Banner oval to round, abruptly erect at end
of calyx teeth or nearly so, notched, about 5 mm. long, nearly a half
longer than keel, often purple-veined above, sides reflexed. Wings
narrowly-oblong, obtuse, nearly 2 mm, wide, somev/hat longer thJin
keel. Keel straight hardly surpassing the calyx tips, arched to erect
at the truncate end, 2 mm. high, dull-purple. Bracts subulate to tri-
angular, hniry, about equaling the calyx tube. Calyx tube 2-3 i:im.
long, appressed-long-hnlry. Peduncles slender, often very short, sub-
scapiform. Leaves 5-15 cm. long, the petiole about half the whole.
Leaflets about 5 pairs, elliptical to oblong and acutish at both ends.
5-15 mm. long, rather distant, nearly smooth above. Stipules ovate.
acuminate rarely overlapping. Stems very short but slender and
branched, diffuse, rarely more than 2-5 cm. long, forming small mats
on the ground and very leafy. Whole plants variably silky-pubescent
with hairs mostly appressed, sometimes spreadlnt^ on the pods. Com-
mon on the Plains from the Saskatchewan to Texas but only on the
Atlantic slope, blooming in spring. The var. brachypus Gray. (A.
clatiocarpus Sheldon and A. amniolotus Greene) has flowers sessile
spreading pubescence. This Is rather common at the north but hardly
;unong the leaves and mostly cleistogamous, and arcuate pods with
deserves varietal rank as It grows with the other forms and often has
KessHe and long-peduncled flowers on the same plant. The var, Rever-
choni (Gray) Jones which is A. cretaceus Buckley, A. lotiflorus var.
Nebraskensls Bates, and A. Batesii Nelson has long peduncles and nar-
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row pods and is more common at tlie south. This form has short
bracts and calyx lobes and less inflated pods. The species extenv^
eastward to western Iowa and Dakota and Missouri. Middle and Low^
Temperate life zones on plains and open prairies in gravelly soil.
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15 ATRATI.
Pods oblong to nearly linear, cartilaginous to coriaceous,
rarely churtaceous, i.ot inflated fa little so in A. atratus), yari^us-
ly 'nj-celle I by tbe intrusion of tlie dorsal suture, sulcatc dors^aliy
(except in tlie variety niensanus, rarely at all ventrally, with the
crois-sect.on round or iifarly so),pod iessileor only minutely liiip-
itate, inclined to be wider ab(.ve ti^e middle, about 1.2-2.S cm.
long, rarelv 5 mm. wide or liigb, opening first at tip, racemose,
ventral suture the more arched and pod arcuate downward and
seemingly upside down. Flowera short, rarelj 1 cm. long, wide
and stubby (iiot suibbj in Panamintensis), whit* or greenish, sel-
doHi purplish, with campanulate culyx and narrow teeth, on slen-
der pediceLs miuh longer than the bractti (riowerti nearly sesSdile
a)ul bractrt longer than the pedicels in A. ob&curusj. Bracts and
stipules small, the latter not connate. Leaves narrow and with
relati\ rly ilonguted rachis taj^enng and rather rigid.- Leaflets
few (rarely 7 j)airs), narrow, mostly short, sub-alternate, distair,
nioiiily much reduced above and inclined to abort, bttn F, leai-
rachis and peduncles all green. Stems short and slender, with
rather mnny very short internodes below and inclined to be caeB-
pitO!?c (rartdy somewhat elongated and with a few long internodeg
above), prostrate to decumbent, perennial. This group grows
only in the (in at Basin, Death Valley and southern edge of the
Columbia Basin in arid places, rarely among graases.
KEY
r
A. Pods cartilaginous when dry, fleshy when fresh, very oblique,
mottled, widely spreading or a little rellexed. Froper stems almos:
none, caespitose, with stipules mostly overlapping. Flowers few.
136 Salmonis.
2A. Pods not cartilaginous, mostly slightly fleshy when fresh, near-
ly straight, almost linear, rarely at all mottled. Some of the stems
with long internodes. Leaflets mostly sharp.
2AB. Stems slightly if at all branched and not densely
tangled. Peduncles conspicuous and elongated (except in A.
Ibapensis). Flowers greenish-white, with mostly sharp keel.
2ABC. Flowers and pods erect or ascending. Pedicels very
short. Flowers in heads, or rarely spicate. 137 obscurus.
2AB2C. Pods reflexed or pendent, opening along both su-
tures. Flowers mostly reflexed. Pedicels elongated
and slender and much longer than the short bracts.
Flowers several, in long racemes. 13t atratus.
Flowers 1-2 at the ends of filiform
peduncles shorter than the leaves. 139 Ibapensis.
2A2B. Stems densely and intricately branched forming broad
mats a few inches high. Peduncles hidden among the
leaves. Flowers few, purple, not stubby. Pods oblong, tri-
quetrous in cross-section, flat-apiculate. straight.
140 PanamintcnsiE.
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136. Astragalus Salmonis Jouet. Coat. 8 9 (1893). Referrt^d to
A. r.ourgovli by NVatson and Grny. Young pods rather triquetrous in
.T(»-s vsrctitiu, in age rt^uiform, wcukly attached to calyx and sessile or
stijvo hnlf the calyx, nhrnptly contracted below, very obliquely oblong,
ab'»ut 2 cm. long,* 5-7 mm, wide and high, strongly and closely cross-
ribbed when fresh with the outer wall Reshy and pulpy and the inner
woody and the cavity tilled with pulp, the septum intruded half way,
shaUow and broadly sulcate nearly to tip and base, and canoe-shaped
Uor>ally, rounded ytntraUy and the' thick suture raised when dry hut
not when fresh, the deltoid and very short J'lp about at right angles to
dorsal suture and declined, soL-niingly gla!>rous but niinutely pubescent,
rarely pendi-ut, 1-.'^ i'luwers about 3 and loosely racemose, purple
tinged, alxnit 1 cm. long, broad. Banner nearly 1 cm. long, ohlong-
oval, deeply notched, veined fr( lu the hack, the midrib purple and with
a thickened groove on lach side running two-thirds the way to tip, re-
sciiibling Frusera glands, then the thin sides are reflexed 4r»o from th^s
enlge of the groove below but not at tip, arched gently at end of
calyx to 45^. dirty-greenlsh-white with a purple tinge. Wings broadly
linear, 2 mm. wide, rounded, 8 mm. long and equaling the banner, ero.^e,
not narrowed above, arched at end (»f keel to 45°, concealing it, about
flat and close-pressed to iU Keel purple-tipped, sharply rounded
to about 1:^")°, obtuse, short, straight, 4 n»m. shorter than wings, about
3 mm. high. Calyx 4-angled, the tube about 4 mm. long, barely wider
{Vbove, oblique at base by the lower eorner being cut ulT and so seem-
ing saccate, above, equally inserted, appressed-short-hairy and nigres-
eent; teeth subulate and about half as long, a little oblique at tip,
I*edicels 2-4 mm. long, at least twice as long as the hyaline ovate bracts,
I'eduncles subscapose, 1-2 dm. long, rather stout, ascending 1 > erect in
flower and pro^^trate in fruit. Leaves 5-10 cm, long, very many and
very narrow, with the stout petiole about one-tliird the wh* le. Leaf-
lets about 6 pairs, rather thick. 3-5 mm. long, ellii>tical and obtuse, mostly
folded and appearing linear, seemingly sharp but mostly obtuse. Stems
rarely 2-5 cm. long, many from a much branched and wo<jdy crown
from a thick and erect root. Whole plant puberulent. Growing on dry
rocky ridges, Blue Mts. Oregon and vicinity. Middle Temperate life
zone and in flower in early spring.
137. Astragalus obscurus Watson Bot. King 69 (1S71). Pods short-
racemose, shortly-acuminate at both ends, broadly linear, about 2.ri rm,
long and 3 mm. wide and high, rather trique trous-reniform in cross
section, inclined to be a trifle liiterally flattened, coriaceous and a little
fleshy when fresh, not reticulated nor ribbed, both sutures raised ex-
ternally and the ventral thickened when dry, often reddish but not
mottled, narrowly and shallow sulcate dorsally, the dorsal suture vari-
ably intruded from a mere trace to nearly the width of the cavity,
ashy with close pressed hairs as is the whole plant, sessile on a v*'ry
stout pedicel about 2 mm. long w^hich is about as long as bract, the
straight tip In line with the dorsal suture not declined. Flowers at
first in heads then elongating a little. less than ten, ab«nit 8 nun. long.
Banner oval, about 7 mm. long, abruptly and nearly erect from calyx
tips, with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide below only, filled by the very
broad and large sulcus which is triangular and sharp and 2 mm. deep,
broader at tip, with conspicuous purple stripes radiating palmately from
the end of the thick claw. Wings very obliquely obovate, ascending
45*=', close pressed to keel below with the upper side concave to it and
flaring and so the blade seems grooved along the middle, very obtuse,
rounfled, shorter than jthe keel and narrower, about L5 mm. wide.
Keel straight, with, tip very sharply rounded to erect and then pro-
duced :nto a straight and sharx) or rounded tip, 3 mm. high, dark-
yeHow. Calyx a little obcorapressed at tip with broad simuses whitish
tub.% about 2 mm. long, with the triangular teeth about half as long,
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oblique at, base and fleshy, rather unequally inserted, nigrescent
Peduncles 1-2 dm. long, longer than the leaves, erect fn fruit, often
decumbent in flower. Leaves 5-8 cm. long, numerous at the crown,
narrow, with petiole half to a third the whole. Leaflets 3-0 puir?^,
iToadly linear to elliptical, or even some oval-obtuse, thick, most of
them narrow, 3-10 mm. long. Stems with 2-3 slender internodes 2-5
cm, louLC, flexuous, prostrate, at length nearly erect, rather caespltose
and tufted from a w^oody root. Often 2-3 dm. long. From Reno to Pal-
isade and possibly Hawthorne, Nevada and vicinity to the Blue Mt;s*
Oregon, growing in sagebrush and among Atrlplex confertifoHa on
plains and slopes, Xliddle and upper part of the Lower Temperate
life zone, bloY>ming in. late spring. Reported probably erroneously
from Panaca, Nevada. The relationship of this species to A, atratuB
is very clos?e in some forms and they nearly always grow together tr
near by.
138. Astragnlut atrmtus Watson Bot. King 69 t. 11 (1871). n»roo
Rydberg. A. atratus var. stenophyllus Jones, var. arctus Sheldon. Pods
from base to tip mure narrowed at base and distinctly stipitate in the
calyx pendent at the end of an ascending or slightly' reflexed pedicel,
2-2.5 em. long, rarely 3 mm. high or wide, chartaceous, sulcate dorsally
shortly acuninate, linear, about as in A. obscurus and septum as vari-
able. Flowers whitish or dull-purple, about as in A. obscurus, hut ban-
ner notched, about 3 cm. long, oval^ arched abruptly to 60°-90o at calyx
tips. Wings 2-lobed in the type, narrowly oblong, arched, longer than
the keel. Keel strongly arched from the base, fibout 3 mm, long, the
til) erect nnd taporiii.£r-ncute :?nd little produced. Calyx long-cam-
panulate, nigrescent, rather hyaline, narrowed below, about 3 mm. long,
2 mm. high, not gibbous, reflexed or spreading, thrice as long as the sub-
ulate to triangular teeth. FruitUi;^ pedicels 4-G mm. long, very slender.
often twisted very much longer than bracts. Racemes elongated, 5-10
flowered. Peduncles often a foot long and the rachis as much more,
tapering and strict. Leaves rarely 1 dm. long, with 3-7 pairs of (in
the type) nearly filiform acute leaflets scattered or even absent on the
upper leaves, 2-15 mm. long. Pubescence ashy and minute. Stems
very slender, witih one to few slender internodes, rather many and
tufted from the woody base, decumbent. This is the common form grow-
ing in the open. From Palisade, Nevada to Reno and probably south-
ward to Death Valley, northward to the Snake river f?om Glenn's
Ferry westward but not in the lower Colunibia Biu'^in proper. Grow-
ing in the sagebrush in gravelly soil in valleys and low slopes. Lower
Temperate life zone. Blooms in May. The plants reiw>rted from
Pine Valley Mts. Utah by Parry are A. straturensls. The species as
described and figurtd by WatSfm In TCin;r's Rr-pori i- nrsleadlutr . The
basis of the type is the material from the Toyabe and Pah Ute Mts.
Nevada, but the figure represents what the artist thought the specle« .
was and not. what it was, no such leaves are fouml on any specimens,
and are an invention of the artist to reprcstMit whiit he thought tho
plant would be when fresh. This caused the writer to err in describ-
ing the var. stenophyllus as he took the figure to represent the species.
Nelson's plant is the most slender and rauriio^se i*>rm. The lobing of
wings Is very variable.
Astragalus atratus var. phyJIophoru* Jones Cont. 10 62 (1902),
This Is the normal well develop^ d form of the species grow ing in moist
soil, VMS abruptly acute and aplculute, about 3 mm. wide, inclined to
he ft little wider above, nearly round in cross section, appearing a
trifle inflated. Wings about twice as long as keel and much wider
:tbove and rather deeply lobed, as long as banner. Flowers fully 1 cm.
long. Keel tip incurv'od lOO'^ and tip deltoid. Calyx 4 mm. lone, barely
gibbous, narrowed below, teeth broadly trlangaLar, nbout one qnar'e-
as long as tube. Pedicels 4 mm. long, three-fourths times the bnicts.
Peduncles rarely over 1 dm, long. Leaves 2-7 cm. .u^ia- htuA^Jl.^ re-
1?2
uiolo, 4-10 nun. long, narrowly ollipticfil, obtuse, Austin. Nevndn.
Astraflalus atratus var. Owyheensis (Nelson). A. Owyheensis
Nolson Bot. Gaz. 55 375 (1913). Pods papery, sliupea about us in the
type, broadly linear, acuminate, nearly stral^^^ht, abr^ut 4 niu^. wltle,
:? mm. high and 1.5-2 cm. long, somewhat dorsally flattened ami shal-
low-^ulcate below, on a slender stipe varying' up to the length of calyx
tube from very short, on a .twisted capillary pedicel often 1 cm. long,
in very lax and elongated racemes on almost capillary pedunch-s often
2^ 'long. Dorsal suture a mere ridge within, cross section about renl-
form, pod pendent, a. little inflated, splittin;? to the middle aluni? the
dorsal suture and to the base of the ventral and valves twistin.::. about
smooth and mottled, with sutures rather prominent but not much
pedicefs 4-6 mm, long, ascending. Banner nearly rem form, about 5 mm.
thickened. Flowers dullp-eenish-wlute, about 1 cm. long, on capillary
long, thick, with sides a little reflexed above, abruptly arched to 100°
at end of calj-x tube, deeply notched. Wings as long as banner and
much enlarged above but not notched or lobed to speak of, very obtuse
and rounded and wide. Keel purple-tipped, wide, the blade about half
as long as wings, acute but not pnKl;iced. Calyx campauulate, rounded
at base, equall>' inserted, about 4 mm. long, with triangular teeth about
1 mm. long or a little more. Bracts minute, ovate, hardly 1 mm. long.
Peduncles subscapiform the proper stems being only a few inches long
and very many from a slender an<l rfrther v/ondy root which is much
branched at tip as are the stems. Stipules hyaline, not connate, adnate,
small. Normal leaves about 1 dm. long, the lower ones shorter, with
tapering rachis and 3-5 pairs of distant leaflets which appear linear
but areToIded mostly and narrowly oblong and apiculate and about 1
cm. long, the uppermost one not jointed to rachis, but not elongated.
Pubescence of fine hairs tixed by the base. The tufts be flat on the
ground and straggle along in the grass of the meadows forming loose
mats often 3 feet in diameter in the most favorable places. First
collected by me at Weiser, Idaho in 1900, then at Contact, Nevada in
1901 and in Oregon at Baker City in 1002. Because of its peculiar pod
I w^as holding it to determine its true place in the genus when Nelson
published it in 1913.
Astragalus atratus var. mensanus Jones Cont. 7 605 (1S95). Podj?
narrowly oblong, about 2 cm. long and 3 mm. high, much laterally flat-
tened, not sulcate dorsally, abruptly apicmlate. Dorsal suture only a
little intruded. Lower leaflets elliptical, upper linear. Darwin Mes
Inyo Co. California, Coville.
119. Astragalus Ibaptnsls Jones Cont. 3 290 (1893), Atelophragma
Ilydberg. Pods ybout 12 mm. long and 3 nun, wide and high, round in
cross section, abruptly apiculate, broadly linear, a trifle wider abme,
apparently with dorsal suture a little intruded, but not sulcate. Flow^ers
about as in A. atratus, the wings rather fanshaped and about as long
as banner and u little longer than keel which is straight along the base
and then abruptly arched to 45°, rarely 00^ and trianguln.r aeiitc atul
ptlrpie-tipped and about 3-4 mm, long. Calyx tube campauulate and
equally Inserted, 2 mm, long, ascending, the deltoid teeth hardly half as
long, ashy. Slender pedicels about 3 mm. long and much longer than
the minute ovate bract. Floral rachis not over 1 cni. loner, zigzag, \a ith
2-3 bracts. Peduncles about 3 era. long, axillary in the 3-5 upper nodes.
Leaves 3-4 cm. long, Mith petiole 1-2 cm. long and not tapering. Leaf-
lets 1-5 linear-elliptical, the lateral ones 1 cm. or less lon;r. obtuse, flat
toln» petiolulate and jointed to rachis, the terminal one twice as long
end not jointed to rachis, all the upper leaver reduced to the single
terminal leaflets which are 2-3 cm. long and linear-acuminate, or with
a minute side leaflet at the base. Stems almost filiform, about a f'^'jr
long, simple, several from the crown of an erect and fleshy root. AH
but the lowest Intemodes 2-3 cm. long. Deep Creek (Ibapah) Utah on
sagebrush plains. Lower Temperate life zone. No. 10S4 Gooding from
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Juab, Utah seems to be the same.
140, Astragalus Panamintensis Sheldon in Coville Denth Valley
Rep. 87 (1893). Pods about 1.5 cm. long. 3 mm, high and 2 mm. wide,
fleshy when fresh with walls about Va mm. thick but cutting hard,
coriaceous when dry, rather deeply sulcate along the middle but not at
all at either end, wnth septum intruded nearly through below but not
at tip, Jointed to calyx and almost sessile, minutely purplish-mottled,
faintly cross-ribbed, ashy, with ventral suture conspicuously thickened
and raised, the tip straight and almost in the middle, cross section Y-
shaped when dry, mostly sin^ne at the ends' of the filiform peduncles.
Flowers 1.2-1.5 cm. lon^% not broad, white, tipped with purple, banner
oval-ovate, about 1 cm. long, abruptly arched to Q0<^ at calyx tips,
sides not reflexed, groove narrowly-V-sbaped and extending to tip;
white spot tridentate and oblong, waterlined only. Wings 2 mm. wide,
3 mm. longer than keel obliquely spatulate, convex to keel, expanded
part mostly bevond keel, rounded, white below and purple above.
Keel about 2 mm. long and high, arched to a half circle from very
base, obtuse, bellied below\ Calyx tube nigrescent, a trifie arched, the
lower side barely concave and the upper side convex, not cleft deeper
above, narrowly campanulate , about 4 mm. long and 2 mm. high, neither
o])lique nor truncate below. Teeth subulate and about as long. Pedi-
cels 2-3 nun. long, slender. Twice as long as the ovate bracts. Peduncles
^veak, arched, 3-5 cm. long. Leaves 7-12 cm. long, with filiform rachis
Leaflets 4-5 pairs, 4-12 mm. long, linear to almost i.Jiform. acute at
both ends, rather falcate- Stems rather short and very slender, 4-lo
cm. long with internodes 7-10 mm. long, woody at base, the tips erect
rubescence of whole plant rather dense and hoary with ^i^^^^t and
appres^^d hairs. Growing in broad mats on cliffy. Lower Temperate
lifi zone, in canons. Panamint Mts„ California The old stems endure
from year to year and the old gray petioles help to give the Nvhole
a birdsnest appearance.
1S4
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Pods cliartaccoiis to papery, pfiident (apparently uaceiiding
in A. Tolucuiius). parf!y lo fully 2- celled by the intrusion of the
dorsal iuture as a lliiu iiartitioii, rarely much sulcate dorsally,
inclined to be wider above, linear to oval, stipitate (almost sessile
ill A. reptansand Cobrt'usi.s, and fully so in platytropis), inflated
fscarcelj so in A. recurvus and otraturensis), with cross-section
triqueiroug to round, with ventral suture the more arched or if it
is concave toward the end then the tip is declined (except in A.
Cobrensis). Flowers ubont horizontal, email (large and 2 cm.
long in A. replant*), rarely 1 cm. long, white or wliitish (banner
rarely purple), with canipauulate calyx and triangular teeth most-
ly about as long as tube. Peduncles slender, at least as loTig as
the leaves (sometimes shorter in A. Tolucanus). Leaves slender,
short-petioled (long-petioled in A. platytropis), with rather
many pairs of leaflets which are narrowly to broadly elliptical
(sometimes linear in A. Brandegei), obtuse and mostly thin,
nearly contiguous (except in A, recurvug jind Brandegei). Stip-
ules connate below (free in A. straturensis and lirandegei).
Stems slender to filiform, decumbent to weakly erect (creeping
and rooting in A. reptans), flexuous, with rather many internofles
(alniost none in A. platytropis).^ Tufted perennials (A. Brande-
Tropical
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--J. s rather
loosely inter-related group is closely connected with the Atruti
but lacks the very narrow rakish leaves and aborting h aflcts and
rigid petioles, etc.
gei is a winter annual) of the Middle Temperate to the '
life zones (A. platytropis appears as if subalpine). This
-*^ne species are all southeru (except A. i)laty-
tropis), reaching only to central Utah, growing among pine for-
ests and junipers mostly and rarely in oak brush. Afphitytrops
grows^ in rich goil in coniferous open forests, and reptans seems to
grow in rich and open warm meadows.
KEY
A, Pods hncar, curved, papery, not inflated, not wider above, evident-
ly stipitatc, about 1.5 cm. long and 2-3 mm. high, triquetrous in cross-
section, and sulcate dorsally. Flowers rather many, racemose, broad,
about 7 mm. long. Calyx tube about 2 mm. , acute at base, with teeth
nearly as long as tube. Peduncles in the upper axils and about 1 dm.
Jong and with floral rachis 1-2 dm. long in addition. Pedicels 1-2 mm.
Jong, and nearly equaled by the ovate bracts. Leaflets narrow. Stems
densely tufted and 1-3 ft. lonK, with rather many internodcs 3-8 cm.
ong. Recurvi.
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Podi convex along the ventral suture and so seeming wrong
side up. Leaflets nearly linear, 5-8 mm. long. Wings
only equaling keel. 141 recurvut.
Pods straight or slightly upcurved. Leaflets lanceolate or
wider, 1-2 cm. long. V/ings longer than keel.
142 straturensis.
2A. Pods oblanceolate to oval, inflated, shortly acute to apiculatc,
not over 8 mm. wide when broad, with cross-section round to oblate
snd inclined to be somewhat obcompressed, rarely sulcate and then
very broadly so.
2AB. Flowers racemose, 3 8 mm. long.
2ABC. Flowers rather many, 5 10 cm. long. Pods
linear-oblong, sulcate dorsally and obcom.pressed, acute,
on a stipe at least as long as calyx, about 1.5-2 cm, long,
little if at ^ll wider above. 143 strigulosus.
2AB2C. Flowers 1-4, 3-4 mm. long, scattered along a filiform ra-
ciiis, on long pedicels. Pods oblong-obeonical, apiculatc.
en a minute stipe, wider above, about 1 cm. long.
144 Brandegei.
2A2B. Pods nearly globose to oval, conspicuously inflated, 2-3
cm. lonj;, capitate. Stems slender, with imbricated stipules.
145 platytropis.
2A3B. Flowers in heads or very short spikes. Pods smooth,
oblong, 2bout 1.5 cm. long, chartaccous, evidently a little
inflated, Leaflets broad or large.
2A3BC. Stems not creeping. Flowers not over 1 cm., long.
2A3ECD. Lcafltis rather thick. Pods quite oblique, with
upturned mucro. Flowers white to cream-colored, 5-7
cm. long, wich purple-tipped keel. Plants nearly erect,
from slender root branches.
.
146 Cobrensis.
2A3BC2D. Stem_s very slender and nearly prostrate.
Leaflets very thin. Pods scarcely oblique, stipitate.
Banner purple-veined above and purple-tinged on the
sides which are reflexcd along the middle. Wings
white-tipped. Flowers 1 cm. long, 10-20, in a dense
oblong head which becomes a short spik^ m fruit.
Keel purple-tipped.
Stems 2-3 ft. long. Flowers 1 cm. long.
Calyx teeth subulate, 2-3 mm. Ions, 147 Guatamalensis.
Calyx teeth minute and deltoid. H8 Paintcri.
Stems hardlv 2 dm. long. Flowers 7 mm. long.
-
"
149 Toiucanus.
2A3B2C. Stems slender, decumbent. Leaflets thin, narrowly
oblong, about 2 cm. long. Pods nigrescent, pspery, I cm.
long, nearly sessile, rather oblique. Flowers closely rc-
flexed, spicate, about 4 mm. long. 150 Kosci.
2A3B3C. Stems creeping, and rooting at the nodes. Leaves
long-petioled. " Flowers cream-colored and reflexed.
^ ^
^ 151 reptans.
T^-
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141 Aitragaluirecurvus Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 3 155 (1885).
Pods about 3 mm. high, sulcate nearly to the middle and with sep-
tum intruded almost to the ventral suture, with wavy margins, taper-
ing into a stipe shorter than the calyx and triangular-acute with the tip
following thi curve of the dorsal suture which is conspicuously con-
cave and the ventral very convex, making the pod much recurved. Flow-
ers dull-white. Banner oval, abruptly arched to erect at end of calyx,
about 3 mm. long, with .sides reflexed a little at base, the blade fan-
vemed with purplt and with purplish sides much as in A. obscurus,
barely surpassing wings and keel. Wings very obliquely obovatc and
about 3 mm. lon^ and 2 mm. wide, whitish at tip, arched till tips are
nearly erect. Keel arched from base to a half circle and with the tri-
angular and acutish tip erect, or the whole keel nearly erect and tri-
angular, about 3 mm. long and high, darker at tip. Calyx tube
equally attached on pedicel and not oblique. Peduncle and floral ra-
chisabout equal. Leaves hardly 1 dm. long. Leaflets distant, about
8 pairs, about linear, 5-8 mm. long. Stipules connate. Stems about a
foot high, decumbent below, minutely pubescent. This was first col-
lected by Palmer at Prescott. It grows in the open pine forests of the
Mogollons of northern Arizona from Prescott to Flagstaff and the
Grand Canon. Middle Temperate life zowc. Blooms in summer.
142 Astragalus straturentis Jones Cont. 8 19 (1898). Pods arcu-
ate upward or straight, but the tip with a convex hump along the ven-
tral suture and declined, papery, about 2 mm. high and 3 mm. wide,
with cross-section rather oblately deltoid-reniform, rather abruptly
contracted at base into a stipe at least as long as calyx, and abruptly
and very obliquely apiculate at tip, sulcate to the middle and with the
scpturn extended to the ventral suture which is not m^avy on the mar-
gin. Flowers in racemes which are often twice as long as the peduncle,
many, with deep-purple banner, white wings and purple-tipped keel.
Banner broadly ovate, about 4 mm. long, notched, abruptly arched at
calyx tips to 45 to 60 degrees, streaked with heavy purple lines within
v/hich are lighter on the outside; groove broad and shallow and about
a third of a circle at base and nearly vanishing above ; white spot hard-
ly evident except when color is deep; sides of banner reflexed 1 mm.
wide below and but little above. Wings arched at keel tip to 45 de-
grees, oblong-ovate, barely acutish, darker below, about 3 mm. long
aiid 1 mm. shorter than banner and 1 mm. longer than keel, 1-2 mm.
wide, concave to keel, one is vertical, the other horizontal and spread-
ing. The keel extends about 2 mm. beyond calyx, arched to about
two thirds of a circle, short-triangular, acutish, with straight base.
Calyx tube nearly hemispherical, not gibbous, a trifle flattened above,
slightly unequally attached. Fruiting rachis often a foot long. Leaves
about 1 dm. long. Leaflets about 6 pairs, normally elliptical to lance-
olate (rarely some of the lower ones oval), obtuse to retuse, generally
folded, 1-2 crn. long, long-petiolulate, cuneate at base, lighter below,
appearing as if glaucous, almost smooth. Stipules triangular, green,
reflexed, not connate, small. Stems often 3 ft. long and stragglings
•slender^ nearly simple from an open base, with internodes 2-7 cm. long.
This grows in the Pine Valley mountains Utah, among oak brush, on
southern slopes, blooming in May, Middle Temperate life zone. It is
possible that this is an extreme form of A. strigulosus var. brevidcn-
tatus,
143 Astragalus strigulosus H.B.K. Nov. Gen. & Sp. 6 494 (1824).
pods about 4 mm, wide, about 2 cm. long in the type, triangular-acute
at both ends and with a flat deltoid beak ending iu the lor>g subulate
style, variably pointed, inclined to be ashy, speckled, with dorsal su-
ture somewhat intruded. Flowers rather densely racemose, even spi-
cate seemingly when young, many in the type, whitish, and inclined
to be yellowish when dry. Banner almost round, about 3 mm. long,
abruptly arched to erect or more at end of calvx tube, and thus «ven
the keel seems to protrude beyond it. with side's much reflexed. The
wings linear-oblanceolate, wavy, narrowed at tip, almost acute, about
1 mm, wide, much narrower than keel, fully as long as banner and
IS?
somewhat ascending, connivent at tip, much longer than keel, keel
about 1 mm. longer than calyx, with straight or slightly arched base,
and tip abruptly rounded to more than erect so that the deltoid acute
apex does not seem at the end, it is also a little darker. Calyx , in the
type, about black Avith dense and appressed hairs, rather gibbous, and
ihe tube rather long-campanulate, about 3 mm. long, deeper and broad-
ly cleft above, the triangular teeth half as long as tube or a little more,
the ]o\\ei the longer. Fruiting pedicels 2-5 mm. long, nearly equaled
by the subulate bracts. Peduncles 1-2 dm. long, rather stout, with the
floral rachis rarely 1 dm. long, but oftcH 2 dm. long in fruit. Leaflets
broadly to narrowly elliptical, obtuse to retuse, 8-12 pairs, 2 cm. long
or less, loosely strigose-pubescent with spreading fine hairs. Lower
stipules connate, reflexed above. Stems ascending to erect, very sul-
caie, about 2 ft. high, rather coarse. Plants growing in gravelly mead-
ows in the forests. Middle Temperate life zone, from southern Ntw
Mexico southward throughout Mexico and westward to the Sierra
Madras.
Astragalus strigulosus var. gracilis Hemsley Rot. Cent, Am. 1 266
(1880). This i.^ a less pubescent form with rather few oblong pods
and with racemes rarely over 5 cm. long, and shorter peduncles and
sleuf^er stems. This is the more common form northward.
A&tragrlus strigulosus var, brevidentatus Hemsley 1. c. A. Rusbyi
Gi cenc. This is an almost smooth form with linear pods about 3 cm.
long, uncolorcd and smooth, with loosely racemose flowers about 5
mm. long. Calyx teeth deltoid and a third to a fourth the ashy tube.
Leaflets oval to narrowly elliptical, rarely 1 cm. long. Frequent in
the San Francisco forest of northern Arizona and eastward to the Sac-
ramento mountains of Xew Mexico, soutliward to central Mexico. It
it seems quite distinct but intergrades freely with the other forms.
144 Astragalus Brandegci Porter Fl. Col. 24 (1874). Pods papery,
rounded at tip, appressed-hoary to puberulent, reflexed but appearing
ascending when the peduncles are prostrate, very few and widely scat-
tered, LI. 5 cm. long, 4-7 mm. wide, about 3 mm. high, very shallow-
sulcate, narrowed below, filled with the few large seeds, with uneven
sides due to the bulging sutures, neither suture prominent but the dor-
sal straight and pod flat on that side, the ventral suture arched, cross-
section a flattened oval, septum not quite complete toward the tip.
Flowers white. Banner arched abruptly at end of calyx teeth to 90-
100 degrees, oval, 1 mm. longer than keel, 4 mm. long, about 3 mm.
wide, deeply notched, the groove forming a very broad arc of a circle
and with a fine cleft along the middle, sides reflexed for about one
half mm. wide on the margins so that the banner is almost taken up
by the groove which is 2 mm. wide and goes to the base of blade. The
wings oblong-oblanceolate, broad, arched to 60 degrees, a trifle longer
than keel and concave to it, the left hand one flaring and the other one
folded over the keel's end. Keel very short, straight, with tip sharply
incurved to 135 degrees, barely surpassing calyx, 2 mm. high, with the
purple tip erect and produced but barely acute. Calyx tube turbinate,
hairy, a little shorter than the subulate and spreading teeth, not over
2 mm, long, Pedicels slender, 4-7 mm. long. Bracts minute and
ovate. Peduncles erect, flexuous, much longer than the leaves, 1-2
dm. long, filiform and weak. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, very lax and with
distant leaflets which are linear but appear filiform (because they are
folded), about 5 pairs, involute, smooth above, 1-2 cm. long. Stipules
adnate, apparently free, green, large for the plant. Stems densely caes-
pito.se and much branched at very base, %)rostrate, almost filiform,
many, straggling outward a foot or two. flexuous, from slender, erect
roots. This is one of the most delicate Astragali. It grows in sard,
gravel, and clay, abounds under oak brush on the slopes of the Wa-
satch plateau, and grows luxuriantly in abandoned fields in open places
in poor clay soil. Middle Temperate life zone, and running down a-
long streams into ths Low^er. From Canon City Colorado to the Wa-
satch plateau and southward to the MogoUons New Mexico. It is in
bloom in June. This species has the same prolix habit of the last var.
of A. atratus.
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145 Astragalus platytropis Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 526 (1865).
Pods dark-puberulent, sometimes smooth when ripe, mostly mottled,
oval to oblong-oval, very thin and papery, a little obcompressed when
fresh, rounded at both ends, shortly apiculate at tip, not oblique, with
dorsal suture the more arched, a little sulcate at both sutures, straight,
completely 2-celled by papery partition, with cross-section oval. Flow-
ers dull-white to lead-purple, about 7-8 mm. long. Banner dirty-white
and tinged with yellow, or varying to light-lcad-purple, bent abruptly
at calyx tube to 45 degrees, concave, hooded at tip by the contraction
of the groove, about 7 mm. long, a trifle wider below but about round,
notched at midrib and often with additional, ones at tip on each side;
groove very broadly V-shaped: sides reflexed a little, purple-veined
opposite the calyx mouth. Wings arched and exposing the whole
keel, obliquely lanceolate-oblong, obtuse, turned out and horizontal so
that they form with the keel the letter T. Keel broad, with straight
base and then abruptly erect and 3 mm, high, the tip truncate and
purple, about as long as banner and wings or about 1 mm. shorter.
Calyx tube campanulate, about 2 mm. long, nigrescent, the teeth subu-
late and a little shorter than the tube. Pedicels very short to 2 mm.
long. Bracts mostly longer than the pedicels, ovate to lrn:eolate, mi-
nute. Peduncles scapose, filiform, 3-8 cm. long, capitateiy few flow-
ered. Leaves 3-8 cm. long, narrow, much as in A. calycosus, the pet-
iole mostly longer than the rachis. I^eaflets 3-6 pairs, 7-1'J mm. long,
elliptical to obovate, acute to apiculate, Stipules ovate, acuminate, large.
Stems almost none, densely small-tufted, from a thick, fleshy, very
long root. Pubescence silvery-silky. This grows in gravel on dry
and rocky ridges for the most part, from the Upper to the Middle
Temperate life zone. Rare. Sonora Pass Cal., Brewer; Beaverheid
Co. -Mont, Tweedy; Aurum and Sprucemont Nevada and Mt. Ibapah
Utah, Jones.
146 Astragalus Cobrensis Gray PI. Wr. 2 43 (1853). Pods oblong,
1-1.5 dm. long, 4-7 mm. wide, about 2-3 mm. high, chartaceous. almost
sessile, abruptly rounded at both ends, conspicuously obcompressed,
convex to near the tip and concave at the tip, sulcate dorsally and the
ventral suture somewhat raised and rather thick, septum a little pro-
duced. Flowers rather many, densely short-spicate hut the fruit race-
mose though the fruiting rachis is rarely 5 cm. long. Banner oval,
abruptly arched at end of calyx teeth to 45-90 degrees, 3-4 mm. long.
a little longer than wings, with sides reflexed about a half mm. uide.
Wings oblong-obovate, a little arched, 1-2 mm. wide, about 1 mm. lon-
ger than keel. Keel abruptly incurved to nearly a half c'.rcle, obtuse,
wide. Calyx not oblique, nigrescent, 1-2 mm. long, broadly campanu-
late, acute at base, equally inserted, the subulate and curved teeth ful-
ly as long as tube. Pedicels 1-2 mm. long, stout, about as long as the
rigid and triangular bracts. Peduncles hardly as long as the leaves,
rather stout. lO-lS-flowered. Leaves 4-10 cm. long,. Leaflets 6-10
pairs, 5-10 mm. long, nearly contiguous, about oval-obovate and most-
ly notched flat, about smooth. Stipules connate below. Stems hardly
a foot long, erect, flexuous, with internodes shorter than the leaves,
several from a much branched and slender root. Pubescence minute
and appressed._ This species grows in sandy soil among juniper^i^ Low-
er Temperate life zone from the Catalina Mts. Arizona to the Cobrcs
of Xew Mexico and southward to Coahuila.
147 Astragalus Guatamalensis Hemslcy Bot. Cent. Am. 1 264
(1880). Pods oblong, abouf 1,5 cm. long, 7 mm. wide, 4 mm. high, ob-
compressed, deeply sulcate dorsally, nearly 2-cencd, with septum in-
truded about one half mm. wide as a thin edge, pod a little concave in
middle along the ventral suture but convex at both ends with the short
apiculation in the middle of the end or a little below it and rather de-
clined, abruptly contracted at both ends, (in the type) on a stipe much
shorter than the calyx, finely cross-nerved, rather coriaceous. Banner
about 8 mm. long, oval, abruptly arched at end of calyx to 45 degrees,
2-3 mm. longer than wings. Wings oblong, rather narrowed above, a
Ih9
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trifle arched, about 1 rnin. wide and 1 mm. longer than keel. The keel
straight, about 4 mm. long, then abruptly erect, triangular and acutish
and about 3 mm. high. Calyx tube about hemispherical, 3 mm. long
and wide, appearing inflated, rounded at the fleshy base and about e-
qually inserted, cleft deeper above but barely oblique above, the sinus-
es, \'tiy broad, and the subulate teeth about 2-3 mm. long and very
slender, nigrescent. Pedicels in flower stout and very short, longer
than Lhe \ery papery, white and subulate bracts, but becoming 2-3
nm. long and even slender in fruit. Peduncles nearly filiform, spread-
ing, often a foot long. Leaves about 1 dm. long, weak, with lax and ta-
pjrmg petioles and rachis, widely spreading. Leaflets 12-15 pairs, el-
aptical, truncate to notched at tip and apiculate, 7-iO mm. long and
about lialf as wide, minutely pubescent aloixg the margins and midrib.
.Stipules very thin and papery, subulate, about 1 cm. long or less, uni-
ted below. Stems 2-3 ft. long, straggling upward and rather freely
branched. This grows in barrancas (canons) in the mountains in ra-
ther moist places from Oaxaca und Hidalgo Mexico to Guatamala in
the Middle Temperate life zone. It is probably A. bidentatus H.H.K.
a very uncertain species because only the figure remains to represent
the species, and we know that these were not always accurate in some
cases of well known species.
Astragalus Guatamalensis van Oaxacanus (Rose; Jones. A. Oaxa-
canufc Rose in herb. This is a form with smooth, oblong-oval pods on
a stipe longer tlian the calyx. Bracts triangular, 5-8 mm. long. Leaf-
lets elliptical to narrowly oblong-ovate, often ashy. This is Pringlc's
No. 6264 from Oaxaca. It has the same elongated and slender stems
\\hich are decumbent, broad leaflets, and blunt pods of the type. It is
the common form in Mexico from the states of Hidalgo, Mexico, and
Oaxaca.
Astragalus Guatamalensis var. Lozani (Rose) Jones. A. Lozani
Rose in herb. Stems a foot high, ascending, slender, freely branched,
from underground branches of the root. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, with
about 10 pairs of small leaflets which arc oval to elliptical and rarely
2 cm. long. Internodes 2-5 cm. long. Pods the same as in the other
variety but ashy as well as the whole plant. Bracts hardly as long as
the calyx tube. Sierra de Pachuca Hidalgo ^Texico, Pringle*s No. 69.15
"uly 28 1898, 9000 ft. alt. Middle Temperate life zone. The type is the
National Herb. No. 462652. Also collected by Nelson in Oaxaca, No
1940, Nov. 12 1894. Zacatccas Mexico, Rose, Aug. 26 1897, Nat. Herb
No. 301562.
Astragalus Guatamalensis can be separated from extreme forms
of A. strigulosus only by the flowers being in heads, and by the broad-
er and blunt pods. It is described a» having sessile pods without par-
tition and with creeping stems, but this not true of the specimens cited
by the author in his description. Both species have the narrow se^*-
tum going part way across from the dorsal suture.
148 Astragalus Paintcri Rose in herb. This is like the preceding
species but the calyx teeth are minute and de'toid and about a quarter
as long as tube, stipules subulate and not at all connate. Pods open-
ing only along the dorsal suture, about 1.5 cm.long, oblong-oval, trun-
cate at base, abruptly apiculate-acute at tip, mut'h obcomprcssed and
broadly sulcate dorsally but not at all ventral'y, smooth, strongly
cross- nerved, inflated, chartaceous. with septum intruded about a half
Trim, hivi^h. Ventral suture much thickened, raised and white. Sfpe a
little, shorter than calyx. Flowers white but purple-tinged, about 1
cm. long, in heads and soon reflcxed. Banner oval, about 5 mm. long,
arched to 45 degrees beyond calyx tips, with sides reflcxed 1 nun.
\yide in the middle, about 1 mm. longer than wing«. Wings arched a
little, lanceolate, about 2 mm. wide in ths middle. 2 mm. longer tha-
keel. Keel half-rhomboidal, very obtuse, about 3 mm. high, purple
tipped. Calyx about hemispherical, 3 mm. long, rounded at ba«e and
inserted near the corner, minutely nigrescent, about twice as long as
the triangular and ^vhite bracts. Teeth variable but mostly very short.
1w
Peduncles slender, strict, about 1 dm. long, a little longer than leaves.
Leaves about 1 dm. long, the upper nearly sessile, with 10-12 pairs of
elliptical-ovate leaflets which are about 1 cm. long, obtusish, flat, not
contiguous, smooth or rarely ashy. Stems 3-5 fl. long, prostrate or
ascending, with slender internodes 3-5 cm. long, (shorter in smaller
plants), fiexuous. Stipules hyaline and conspicuously connate. Sier-
ra de \jusco Morales Mexico, May 26 1898, Middle Temperate life
zone, Pringle^s No. 6861, Nat. Herb. 462653. It was also got by Ne.l
son in the valley of Oaxaca Sept. 20 1894 So, 1427 in the Lower Tem-
perate life zone. This form has peduncles 2-3 dm. long, 15 pairs of
leaflets, stipules 1 cm. long, flowers short-spicate. Other localities by
Rose are Tres Manas Morales July 4 1901 No, 395071, and El Parquc
Morales -)ept. 2i 1903 No. 450817.
149 Aiitrajgalus Tolucanus Rob & Seat. Proc. Am. Acad. 28 104
(1893;. Pods about 1 cm. long", rounded at both ends, oblong-oval,
little if at all sulcate, on a tapering stipe about as long as calyx, appar-
ently membranous, probably pendent on the reflexed stipe and spicate,
with septum a little intruded. Flowers about 20, ascending. Banner
ovate to oblong, about 7 mm. long, gently arched to erect from the
end of calyx tube, about 2 mm. longer than wings and 5 mm. longer
than keel. Wing? about 1-2 mm. wide, narrowly oblong, ascending
concealing keel. Keel with straight base, barely 3 mm. long, thick,
the tip abruptly erect and almost square and 2 mm. high. Calyx tube
campanulatc, about 4 mm. long and 3 mm. high, nearly truncate at base
and a little unequally attached, hyaline and speckled with minute and
black hairs, cleft deeper above and with teeth unequal but -broadly tri-
angular and nearly as long as tube. Pedicels slender, 2-3 mm. long,
much shorter than the rather stalked, ovate, foHose bracts which often
equal the calyx but are rather hyaline below and 4-10 mm. long. Pe-
duncles mostly shorter than the leaves, stout for the plant, sulcate, as
thick as the stems. Leaves 4-6 cm. long, vtry short-petioled, lax. The
Leaflets 8-15 pairs, oval to oblong-elliptical, 4-7 mm. long, smooih
above, inclined to be broader below and with cuneatc base. Stipules
conspicuous, hyaline, the upper the largest, lanceolate, about 7 mm.
long. Stems weak and filiform, v«ry many, from a thick crown, hard-
ly 2 dm. long, branched, nearly prostrate. Internodes about 2 cm.
long. Whole plant nearly smooth except the nigrescent calyx and
bracts. This is a delicate and low plant related to A. Guatamalensis.
Middle Temperate life zone, growing among pines on mountain .sides
in the Nevada de Toluca state of Mexico. The broad calyx lobes and
bracts are peculiar.
150 AatragaluB Rosei N. Sp. Pods about 3 mm. high and 4 man.
wide, closely reflexed, convex along both sutures, specially at tip and
base, obtuse at both ends, but strongly apiculate at tip, somewhat in-
flated, oblong, the ventral side rather triquetrous, the dorsal flattened
a little and very broadly sulcate along the middle making the cross-
section triquetrous-reniform, the septum little intruded as a very thin
partition. Flowers stubby, purplish. Banner very broad and much
recurved, not over 4 mm. long, often surpassed by the wing.s which are
narrowly-oblong and somewhat longer than the keel. Keel obliquely
ovate and about 3 mm. high and erect or arched to a half circle, obtuse,
conspicuous. Calyx campanulate, the tube 3 mm. long, cleft deeper
above, with the lower side straight and the upper arched and inserted
near the lower corner, nigrescent with very short and close-pressed
hairs. Teeth subulate from a deltoid base, about half as long as tube.
Brncts Irnceolate, hyaline, 4-5 mm. long. Pedicels almost none. Pe-
duncles slender, 6-10 cm. long, in the upper axils, the floral rachis 3-5
cm. long. Stems fiexuous, a foot or so long, probably perennial. The
leaves about 1 dm. long, nearly sessile, with about 10 pairs of oblong,
rounded and rather long-pctiolulate leaflets which are nearly smooih.
Stipules about 5 mm. long, triangular, free above. This has ths habit
and general appearance ofA. Brandegei, but the pods have the general
shape and look of the Guatamalensis group, though they arc nearly
lUl
sessile. Above Dos Rios in the state of Mexico, Sept. 4 1904 by Rost
and Painter, Nat. Herb. No. 450372.
151 Astragalus rcptans Willd. Hort. Berol. 2 88 t. 88 (1816).
Pods oblong-oval, about 1.5 cm. long, 7 mm. wide, rounded and ab-
ruptly apiculate at tip, almost sessile and splitting the calyx, inclined
to be a little wider above, scarcely oblique, little if at all sulcate, a
little obcompressed, but cross-section nearly, round, partly 2-celled.
Flowers in a short spike and closely reflcxed, cream-colored at least
when dry, about 1.5 cm. long, rather many. Banner obUnccolatc, ob-
tuse, about 1 cm. long, but little arched, 1 mm. longer than wings, ^vith
sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide. Wings oblauceolate, obtuse, 2 mm.
wide, narrowed above, about 4 mm. longer than keel, straight. The
keel obtuse, abou't 2 mm. wide, 4 mm. long, not colored, w^ith the erect
tip straight. Calyx tube short-cylindric, about 5 dm. long, 3 mm. wide»
equally attached, wath the lower corner cut off, very oblique below,
thin, nigrescent; teeth triangular from a deltoid base, over half as
long as tube, unequal, with narrow sinuses. Pedicels very short. The
bracts are i)apery as in A. Guatamalcnsis, ovate to lanceolate, barely
acute, 2-3 mm. long. Peduncles about a foot long,^ slender, from root-
ing node.i. Leaves 1-1.5 ft. long, slender, with petioles nearly as long
as the rachis. Leaflets smooth, narrowly elliptical, cuneate below,
about 2 cm. long, thin and flat, 12-14 pairs, contiguous, 3-7 mm. wide,
obtuse. Stipules large, connate-falcate* green. Stems 2-4 ft. long,
creeping and rooting at the nodes, many, with internodes 4-10 cm.
long. This grows on knolls in low meadows, valley of Mexico and
Sierra de L^s C^tices. .Middle Temperate life zone.
1&2
71 FLEXtJOSI.
Pods coriaceous (rarely papery in A. Sileranus), rather
flejihy when fresh, ctjrrugated or cross-ribbed, with both sutures
rather t!uck and prominent externally but not intruded (some-
times a little intruded in A. Sileranus), wholly 1-celled, oval tr»
neurly|linear, oblique, horizontal to reflexed on rather stout^ and
short pedicels,^inclined to be sulcate ventrally and sometimes dor-
sally, variously inflated (scarcely so in A. flexuosus and parviflo-
rus). Flowers purple, racemose, with campanulate or rarely
hhort-cylindric calyx and short teeth. Leaves wide, nearly sessile.
Leaflets 3-10 pairs, narrow to elliptical, rather distant and long-
petiolulate, thick and folded, mostly retuse and about 1 cm. long
(rarely more). Pubescence ashy throughout with minute, ap-
pressed hairs fixed by the base and often tangled, the burface of
the leaflets also roughened. Stipules connate below, broad, ra-
ther small. Stems blender, decumbent, much brar»ched from the
much branched crown of the erect and rather slender roi>t. Per-
ennials of the Lower and Middle Temperate life zones, growing'
in gravelly soil in dry places. The natural place f^r this^n-onpis
just before the Collini but in a linear arrangement it comes here.
KEY
A. Flowers small. Calyx campanulate. Pods small or nearly linear,
rarely 3 mm. wide, cross-ribbed, scarcely inflated, about sessile. Thi"
approaches the A. sophoroides group in the pods but differs much in
flowers and foliage*
AB- Pods boat-shaped, hardly twice as long as r^i Ic, strongly
cross-ribbed, inclined to be bisulcate ventrally, much ob-
compressed, reflexed on twisted pedicels which are as
lonf^ as or longer than the bracts, the ventral suture about
straight and the tip inline with it. 152 parviflorus.
A2B. Pods narrowly oblong, 3-4 mm. wide or high, sometimes
little wider above, with cross lines faint and fine or pod
minutely reticulated, walls thin-coriaceous. Pedicels
slender, longer than the bracts, reflexed. Flowers about
1 cm. lonf , Calyx tube about 3 mm. long.
Pods short-stipitate, about smooth, higher than wide,
ventral suture not convex. Peduncles longer than l^:'v*5.
153 fl^xuosu?.
Pods sessile, ashy, 3 mm. wide and high, ventral suture
conspicuously convex. Pedicels shorter than leaves.
154 DieliUi.
2A.^ Flowers large, bright-purple 2-3 cm, long. Calyx short-cyl-
indric, attached by the lower corner, very oblique at tip and
truncate below.
2AB. Pods large, 2-3 cm. long, evidently inflated, mostlv 1 cm.
idc or high, very oblique, pendent, in short racemes.
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Stems sparingly branched and strangling upward, 1-2 ft. high.
155 gracilentus,
2A23. Pods cylindrical, acute, about 2 cm. long, little
oblique or much inflated, arcuate, sessile. 156 coriaccus.
2A3B Pods not cylindrical-
Pods straight, ovate, stipitate. 157 Antoninus.
Pods oblanceolate. 15S pinonis.
Pods immature andv«ry hairy, 159 Neomexicanus.
3A. Slender and prostrate plants with nearly simple stems 2-3 ft.
long. Leaves distant, nearly sessile, divaricate. Peduncles long
and divaricate. Flowers capitate. Pods rigid, 1-2.5 cm. long.
160 Sileranus.
152 Astragalus parviflorus (Pursh FI. 474 as Dalea) MacMillaa
I^letasperm. 325 (1892). A. microlobus Gray. Pods about oval, trlan-
^ular-apiculate, about straight, 5 mm. long, by 3 mm. wide, barely 1
mm. high, in long racemes, reflexed, on pedicels about 1 mm. long.
Flowers pale barely 4 mm. long, many. Banner oval, abruptly bent at
end of tube to erect, 3-4 mm. long, with sides reflexed most above.
\Vings oblanceolate, rounded, flaring, concave to keel and arched to
4i degrees, longer than keel, but much shorter than banner. Keel
a -ched from base to a half circle and obtuse, barely 2 mm. long. All
petals with exserted claws. Calyx hemispherical, about 1 mm. long,
with deltoid teeth less than a third as long as tube. Peduncles 1 ft. or
so long, narrower than the stems, rather appressed as well as the
leaves, with flowers racemosely spicatc on the upper half and ap-
preficed till nearly mature then flowers spreading to reflexed. Leaves
rarely 7 cm. long, with 2-4 pairs of narrowly linear leaflets nearly 2.5
cm, long. Stems weakly erect, almost filiform, 1-2 ft. long, with ra-
ther long intcrnodes. Park Co. Montana to Kansas, Minnesota and
-Missouri on prairies and plains, in May and June.
Astragalus parviflorus var. microlobus (Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6
203 1864 as species). This is a more robust and more branched form
with pods often 8 mm. long, 3-5 mm. wide and 2 mm. high, and a little
longer and narrower and somewhat arched and less obcompressed,
the calyx tube is about 2 mm. long, the flowers 7-8 mm. long and the
banner purple-striped. Leaflets 4-8 pairs, oblong to broadly linear or
oblanceolate, rarely over 1 cm, long, mostly notched.^ Stems rather
spreading or subdecumbent and widely branched. This is the com-
mon form central Montana to southwestern Kansas and Colorado, in
the foothills on the Atlantic slope in Colorado.
253 Astragalus flcxuo»us Douglas in Hook. Fl, Bor. Am. 1 141
(1830). Pods 1-2.5 cm. long, short-stiiptate, rather rugulose, about
.'^mooth, in the type nearly round in cross-section or a little higher
than wide, rather wider above, the ventral suture straight and not
fulcate, the dorsal suture little or not at all sulcate, the triangular tip
rarely 1 mm. long and is also straight and in line with the ventral su-
ture. Flowers often purplish, in loose and rather short racemes,
r^anncr oblong, abruptly arched bcyoud calyx teeth to 45-90 degrees,
not over 7 mm. long. Wings nearly as long as banner, arched, nar-
rowly oblong, obtuse. Keel about 2 mm. shorter than wings, 3 mm.
Img, 1 mm. wide, with straight base and then abruptly arched to erect
at the obtuse tip which is purple and 2 mm. high. Calyx tube about 3
-•m. long, triangular-campanulate, very oblique at tip, equally inserted,
r^hy or nigrescent, teeth deltoid or triangular, rarely one fourth as
Mng as tube. Pedicels 1-2 mm. long, rather longer than the ovate
bracts. Peduncles 1-3 dm. long, (the rachis often as much ^more in
fruit), longer than the leaves, slender, somewhat spreading, in all but
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tl.e Icviest axiis, tapering. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, about twice as long
a:p the mternodes, nearly sessile. Leaflets rather truncate to notched,
i.iostly linear-cuneate, sometimes cuneate-oblong, the upper pairs on
ihe rachis a little shorter, 8-10 pairs, about 1 cm. long, rarely 2 cm.
iong, long-petiolUjlaie, subalternate, thickish, the upper sides less ^^u-
Lerulent. Stems 1-2 ft. high, flcxuous, bushy-branched, inclined to be
decumbent, very open, from slender and often underground root briin-
ches. Stipules rigid, triangular, reflexed, the upper about 5 mm, long.
The type is the common form from Colorado and central New Mexico
in the Sierra Blanca and northward to the Saskatchewan and Nebras-
ka on dry foothills and prairies. It also occurs or the Pacific slope at
Durango Colorado (Diehlj. Middle Temperate life zone. This varies
towjird A. gracilentus at the south but flowers smaller and pods rarely
inflated.
Astragalus flexuosus var, elongatus (Hook. Fl. Bor Am. 1 140
1830 as Phaca/. Pods sulcate at both sutures, conspicuously tapering
and much obcompressed at base, arcuate, barely 3 mm. wide. Flowers
smaller and white Leaflets cuneate>oblong. This^ is the common
form from Montana northward, though sp'oradic plan'ts^occur through
ihe entire regton.
.
Astragalus fli.;uosus van Fendleri (Gray). Joiies Cont. 10 62 (1902),
Phaca Fendleri Gray PI. Fend. 36 (1849k Pods straight, rather larger
above, with both sutures convex and about equaUysfo, tapering at base,
smooth, on a stipe half as long as the calyx, rather- rounded at tip and
apiculate, with chartaceous waUs> few, mostly in short racemes, about
round in crdss-sectidn, a little Bulcate, pepdent. Flowers purple. Ca-
lyx lobes minute. Leaflets eUiptKal to narrowly oblong.' Glenwood
Springfi;^t9 Salida and southward to Durango'<;olorada among juni-
pers. Upper edge of^the Middle X^mperate life, zone.ron: :...'
154 Astragalus Dichlii N. Sp- Pods 1-1.5 cm.loiig.sfes'sile, pen-
dent, oblong, a^hy; about 3 mAi. wide and high, about straight or, the
dorsal suture a little concave, obtuse at both erids or only triarigulaV-
apiculate at tip, rarely a.tnfle narrower belo'w', cros^-section obovat.e
to a little cordate, ventral'suture conspicuously 'convex ( the pods ap-
pearing wrong side up), the tip in line with the dorsal suture or nearly
so, surface ashy. Flowers about 7 mm. long, right-colored. Pedun-
cles shorter than the leaves and mostly half as long as the floral rachis
but rarely forms occur with longer peduncles. Leaves about 5-7 cm.
long. Leaflets 5-9 pairs, cuneate-linear, 1-1.5 cm. long. Stems very
tortuous, from slender underground branches of the thick and woody
crown of the strong and erect root. Adobe plains at Farnham *TJtah
as to the type. Lower Temperate life zone. This may be only an ex-
treme form of A. flexuosus. ' - . >
155 Astragalus gracilentus Gray PI. Fend. 36 '(1849) as Phara,
and Proc. Am, Acad. 6 223 (1864). Pods sessile, half-elHptical, L5-L8
cm. long, 4 mm. high, 3 mm. wide just below the middle, finely retic'u-''
lated, little rugulose, shortly acuminate and apiculate, nbt sulcate, jni-
mitely hairy, with cross-section. triangular-6vate, the ventral sutilre
straight or nearly so and tip in line with it, splitting the calyx and
rounded at base, on pedicels about 2 mm. long, and wjth minute bracts'-
on the rachis. Flowers about 1 cm. long, shortly racemose, ascending'
when young. Bartjier ovaI,about 5 mm. long, abruptly arched to erect
at end at calyx teeth and 2-3 mm. longer than k«eL Wings narrow
and a little long^er than Jveel. KeeUmth .'straight base, then abruptly
ereet^nd 3 mm,' high, about 4 mm, long, the tip triangular and apicu-
late. Flowers rather stubby.
.; Calyx tube 3 mm/ long, the triangular-
and very unequal teeth about half as long as tube, cleft much deeper
above, slightly oblique at base, half as wide as long, ashy with slightly
spreading hairs. Peduncles about as long as leavo^s and equaling the
fruiting rachis. Leaves 5-7 cm. long. Leaflets 6-8 pairs, notched and
rounded, cuneate-oblong. about .5-1: cm. long. Stems slender from a
woody base." Mountains of New Mexico about Santa Fee* Middle
and Lower Temperate life zones, blooming April to May, fruiting in
-!
-i
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June.
Astragalus gracilentus var. Hallii (Gray) Jones Cont. 8 13 (1898).
This differs from the type in having the pods wider above and more
inflated, smoother, rather clavatc-oblanceolate, 5-7 mm. wide, about 2
cm. long, With ventral suture straight or concave near the narrowed
base, and variably convex at tip, little laterally flattened or rarely
round in cross-section, distinctly stipitate, coriaceous to chartaceous.
Flowers and pods inclined to be short-spicate to almost capitate, the
flowers about 1.5 cm. long, stubby, with calyx tube about 5 mm. long
and 4 mm. high, and with minute deltoid teeth. Twin Lakes and the
Sangre de Christo mountains Colorado and San Francisco mountains
Arizona. Middle Temperate life zone.
Astragalus gracilentus var Greenei (Gray) Jones Cont. 8 \4 (1898).
Pods strictl3' se'^sile, with minute and spreading hairs, splitting the
c»lyx, 1.5-2 cm. long and nearly 1 cm. wide and high, broadly sulcate
ventrally, ova! to oblong-ovate, conspicuou:5ly inflated, faintly cross-
ribbed, with a triangular, flat and stout beak. Flowers shortly-race-
mose, 1-1.5 cm. long, as in the type but the calyx teeth subulate and
half as long as tube. Leaflets broadly oblong, rounded, about 5 mm.
long. Peduncles longer than the leaves. Whole plant ashy, and the
ste.ns and i eduicles almost white Mogollons New Mexico, bloom-
ing in April. The type of this form is in the Gray Herbarium and
du.jlicate material is in my herbarium and a few others but variously
mixed fcince Greene did not know one form from the other confusing
fallax forms with it. All of the mature plants and most of the pods
he distributed are fallax.
Astragalus gracilentus var. exsertus N. Var. This is a very remark-
able form with few flowers about 2 cm. long, brilliant-purple, strongly
striped and with exserted claws. The oblong banner is nearly 1.5 cm.
long with sides much reflexed below, slightly and abruptly arched be-
yond the calyx tips to 30 degrees, about 2 mm. longer than wings.
Wings 2 mm. wide, a little arched and obtuse, purple-striped, 3-4 mm.
longer than keel. Keel straight, forming nearly a half circle, 4 mm.
long, and 3 mm. high, the tip erect and triangular, light-colored. Ca-
lyx tube about 5 mm. long and 3 mm. high, about as long as the subu-
late teeth. Bracts much longer than the short and stout pedicels, 4
mm. long. Pods about 2 cm. long, 1 cm. wide and high, sulcate ven-
trallv, strongly cross-ribbed and almost cartilaginous, oblong, sessile,
splitting the calyx, the stout and flat beak upcurvcd and about 4 mm.
long. Ventral suture straight, dorsal suture much arched, cross-sec-
tion rather obcordate. Leaflets 6-12 pairs, cuneate-oblong, notched,
fully 1 cm. long. Whole plant minutely woolly. Stipules green,
nearly linear, almost 1 cm. long. Trinidad Colorado, No. 7 Geo. E.
Osterhout, 1898.
Astragalus gracilentus var. fallax (Watson) Jones Cont. 8 14
(1898). Pods obliquely oblong-oval, to ovate, about as in the preced-
ing variety but ventral suture rather convex above and not sulcate,
pods short hairy, abruptly stipitate the stipe being nearly as long as
calyx. Flowers much as in the type but about 1.5 cm. long, and stub-
by. Banner ovaK about equaling the wings and not much longer than
ktel. Calyx teeth rudimentary, deltoid, the tube inserted at right an-
gles to the pedicel, very oblique on the lower side and convex above,
about 5-7 mm. long. Peduncles stout, much longer than the leaves-
Leaflets 3-15 mm. long, cuneate-oblong to nearly linear. Stipules
and bracts very broad and very short. In the pine forests of the San
Francisco plateau of northern Arizona, on gravelly mesas. Middle
Temperate life zone. It blooms in summer.
Astragalus coriaccus Hemsley Bot. Cent. Am. 1 263 (1880). Pods
arcuate, cylindrical, about 2 cm. long and 7 mm. wide, with acuminate
beak, sessile, smooth. Flowers racemose on short pedicels, few, about
1.5 cm. long. Calyx tube short-cylindric, teeth subulate and about
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a quarter as long as tube. Bracts small and subulatt. Peduncles at
.east as long as the leaves. Leaves 3-5 cm. long. Leaflets 6-8 pairsl.near-oblong and obtuse, long-pctiolulate, 1-1.5 cm. long, ashy whenyoung. Stipules l.ne.r-Unceolate. about 4 mm. long. Stems shortand flexuous Zacatecas
-Mexico. From the description there is littleto separate this from A. Antoninus or gracilentus forms.
T,.
.l^/.,^"t'^««*l"» Antoninus Wat.son Proc. Am. Acad. 17 343 (1882)Ihisdifters in no particular from A. coriaceus except the stipitatepods being sightlysulcate dorsally. The flowers are about 2 cm. long,i^auncr e liptical about 7 mm. long, arched abruptly to 45 degrees atend of calyx teeth, about 4 mm. longer than keel and a little longerthan wings Wings and keel as in A. gracilentus. Calvx Ubeshort-cyhndnc about
. mm. long, inserted on the lower co-ner/andU.e minute teeth triangular and hardly a quarter as long as calyx tubeThe;ather Pubescent pods seem to be ascending or sprfad'ng.SailloMexico, probably Socorro Co. New Mexico, Metcalf. -•
^''ainiio
158 Astragalus pinonis Jones Cont. 8 14 (1898). Pods straight or
wl i^f%"''' below short-stipitate, oblanceolate. shortly acute a
Lmewha't'inflT.- ?"^'-.1''. ""''u'
"'^^^ ""^' '^'='^' corrugated, coriaceous
rX th. 11 'T'^''^^'\'"^".''^-' narrowed and rounded exter:nal y, e ventral sutu, e a litUe raised, neither suture at all intrudedpods reflexed, with ventral side nearly straight, the dorsal side convexFlowers apparently purple. Banner oval and about as Ion "a? keel'Keel purple-tipped, about 5 mm. long, erect tip straight acute nrr>'duced and nearly 3 mm. high. 2 m..!. wide at ba^c as long a he "^^C-
i°mtleTe; /^'y-V""^'i""'^^^r>'''"^'"^- "---ovved belo.' the tube
Ju-' 1 ',?','""' '°p^;-*''t
subulate teeth 1 mm. long. Bracts trian-
des2S ^r?^ 1 ^'- P^'l^^^'V^'emicr, reflexed, 4 mm. long. Pedun-cle .5-3 cm long, shorter th^i the leaves, racemosely few-floweredwith rachis from half to as long as peduncles. Leavef 5-7 cin long
oluTat^'i'm'n-- S"/'.'*'
linear, rounded at both ends, barely pet-
rode i S"? ,-n. ?' ^-^-^^V^- °"S. 2 mm. wide, not contiguous. Inter-
di. W n^. k"^- Stipules triangular, small, not over 2 mm. long,
-stmc
,
ot membranaceous. Stems rather slender, ashv-puberulenthroughout nearly erect, branched below, rounded, about 2 dm loL
T h^'n'/t?"/ ^K-r^"r ^^''^'^'^ ^'^"t'- b"^ pubescence ashy and Angled'
Iv f 'e u h^ ?r ^^ -^•/.t'-f "%^'"^! growing in similar places on grav el-
sihU fh r I ?''° ^'^'^- ^°^'-^'' Temperate life zone. It is pos-ble that when better known this may belong to the Lonchocarpi
Herb ^16 n6 mn*.VfTf'T'" ,)^'?°""" ^ Standley Cont. Vat.
K nnhi.rin. ? *• ^°'^' thick-walled, round in cross-section, densc-
Durule abn f 7 " ^i°""^
'°"'^' V'^ immature pods known). Flowers
Cech,ncles°,r.^q 9^ "^'
'^''^'^^^^ ^^^^y' i" racemes which with the
rourXl L.l P ."^'V- ^''"^. ,^^""V ^"^ ^''"S'^ lo^S^'- than thended kee . Bracts linear, 4-6 mm. long. Pedicels 2-3 mm lonp
with'short'^hir ''''ft°"1 above. 7-9 mm. long, sparselv pubescen
lon^ =^ hih^ T
""""^
''in'^il
''=''"; ^''^^' subulate teeth abottt a third asg as tube. Leaves 10-18 cm. long. Leaflets about 20 pairs villou'^with weak and spreading hairs, elliptical to ovate-lanceolate acute
cm rr. l"o,f;-,T°°il^ "'^^"^r ^''T''' triangular-lanceolate, aboln*1 . long, connate. Stems a foot long, ascending branched frombase, perennial. No. 690254 Xat. Herb.^from Jamef =s cCon Sac?a^
Tems^toh- a""
-^^--^"- 7000-",- ^'*- J"^^ ^0 IsJI,^Voo"tTn. This
TeOA.fr^Ju^iT'''' ^''\'^'^ 1'^°'' "^--^t^n^l n^'ikes it doubtful.160 Ast agalus Sileranus Jones Cont. 2 242 (1891). Pods in thetype almos leathery, but varying to almost papery n some forms!
straiXtTorl^n^'i*'! °f '-' r™^"^ ^'".^'^^ ^yP^ ^^^^>^<^^ -^t both en^.sght horizontal, 1.3-2 cm. long, about 1 cm. wide and nearly ashigh,a httleobcompressed.and slightly oblique, with flat and upturned beak very short, and with dorsal suture a trifle intruded andpods abou round cross-section, e.xcept for the shallow groove along
ffat^d slnlL t"n'f ""^^tf '"^ '"^ ^'"^'-^ cross-nerved.'^e?idently in^tl e , ingle o ew. Flowers cream-colored, yellowish when dry,
lit:
ponietinies the bases of wings and keel are purple, about 8 mm. long,
10-15 in number, sessile, stubby. Banner about 2 mm. long, abruptly
arched at calyx tips to nearly erect, oval, the sides reflexed 45 de-
grees at a point a tittle above the base, and fully 2 mm. wide there, but
not at all at tip or xtry base; groove very v^ide and pear-shaped with
the wide end up, 2 mm. wide and 1 mm. deep and with an additional
groove in the middle; blade rather hooded, waterlined from the back
much as in A. Beckwithii the groove filling the whole of the banner
tip and narrowing below. U-shaped above and V-ehaped below. The
wings are oblanceolate, obtuse, arched so that the base follows the
curve of the keel, fujly 1 mm. wide, close-pressed to keel, but toward
the tip t!ie upper edges spread a little, about 1 mm. longer than keel.
Keel about 4 mm. long, the base bent in a rather long arc and then ab-
ruptly rounded to a little more than erect, and with a deltoid and ob-
tuse tip which is a trifle darker but not distinctly purple, about 2 mm.
shorter than banner. Calyx campanulate, abruptly acute at base but
appearing truilf ate, tube about 2 mm. long, not oblique, inclined to be
hyaline, with spreading and unequal tips about as long as tube. Ped-
icels very stout, about 1 mm. long. Bracts firm, ovate, in flower 2-3
tinies as long as pedicels. Peduncles slend cr, about 1 dm. long, and
rather longer than^the leaves. Leaves hard'y 1 dm. long, nearly ses-
sile, wide. Leaflets 7-9 pairs, 1-2 cm. long, oval to oblong, obtuse to
notched, shortly truncate at the long-petiolulate base, thickish, contig-
uous. Stipules rigid, green, large, triangular, reflexed, adnatc, con-
nate only at base of stems, about S mm. long. Stems flexuous, with
internodes 5-7 cm. long, several from a stout and woody root, strag-
gling over bushes or lying flat on the ground. Whole plant softly pu-
bescent with spreading hairs, growing on gravelly mesas among bush-
es or under pines, Middle Temperate life zone, from the htad of th«
Sevier and the Colob to Springdale and the Kaibab on the Colorado,
Utah and Arizona, blooming in summer. This was named for that in-
defatigable collector A, L. Silcrwho w^orked in this region.
Astragalus Sileranus var. cariacus Jones Cont. 7 642 (1895). Pods
2-4 cm. long, variously acuminate-tipped and often tapering at base,
the tip being upturned and the base down, and so the pods are oblique,
much inflated in the middle, narrowly elliptical, to oval. Leaflets el-
liptical-oblong, 1-2 cm. long. Elk head ranch on the upper Virgin
river Utah.
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18 ARGOPHYLLI.
Podd l-celled, with dorsal suture not raised tvithin except a
little iu A. cibari us and forms of Mis.souriensis and desperatus,
round to obcompren.sed aai nirelj triquetrous in cross-section,
mostlj ovate to lanceolate in longitudinal-section, with upnurved
tip and vcntr.il suture straight or concave, the dorsal suture very
convex, the body being oblique to arcuate, raroly both sutures
are nearly equally convex and so the pod u nearly symmetrical,
pod sessile or only shortly stipitate, mostly rounded below and
splitting the calyx, but conspicuously tapering in A. iodanthn^s
and amphioxys, often cordate at base, 1-5 cm. long (5-8 mm. iu
A. lectulus), normally -^-"2.5 cm. long, a little inflated only in
some shaggy-podded forms, and a little so in A. Zionis, desperatu^i
and tephrodes, flesliy when fresh bat the walls rarely 4 mm. wide,
generally cartilaginous whoa dry, wrinkled, and inclined to hav<*
the sutures (which are denser) raised externally and rather sharp
on the edge when dry but not raised wben fresh, vt^rj weakly at-
tached to the calyx and aepar^iting from it readdy, rarely sulcate,
ascending (reflexed in A, desperatus), not opening much at ma-
turity and then at tip and along the ventral suture, triangular-
acute at tip, shortly racemose. Flowers 1 cm. long (rarely 5 mni.
long in A. desperatus) or more, mostly large and pink-purple,
rarely white or red. Calyx tube cylindVlcal, but somewhat later-
ally flattened, with teeth never over half the tube (rarely longer
in A. desperatus) and mostly much shorter. Tedicels short, gen-
erally much shorter than the rather large bracts. FeduncleH
mostly not longer than the leaves", Fpper leaves the largest, pet-
ioled (except in forms of A. inflexus)- Le^iflets never linear nor
conspicuously fleshy, flat, always jointed to the rachis. Stiji-
ules large (rather sjnall in the Missouriensis group), never con-
nate, adnate, ovate to triaiigular-subulate or wider. Stems ceespi-
tose, perennial (A. amphioxys and desperatus bloom the first
year), short, prostrate below, often nearly acaulescent. from a
thick and often woody root, with the lower internodes very short
and stipules often imbricated. Plants rarely 4 dm. long, mostly
silvery-pubescent (nearly smooth in A. cibarius and iodanthus),
of the Lower Temperate life zone, rarely touching the edges of
the adjoining zones, blooming iu i^pring and fruiting in May and
June.
KEY /
A. Pods never evidently woolly nor shaggy (except in A. desperatus,
Zionii, and Mistouriensis). Pubescence when present loosely
appresscd.
AB.^ Pods not spongy nor conspicuously cellular when dry (except
in A. Shortianusj nor with the coats separating.
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Pubescence' attachedly the end.
ABC. Pods oblong to linear-lanceolate, not reflexed ar-
cuate or very oblique, generally variably sulcate dor-
sally and ob compressed, not less than 2,5 cm. long,
smooth to very shortly pubescent wlien ripe, with
waj.ls 2-4jmm. thick when fresh, sometimes .5 tnm thick'-;,.
,
in A, iodanthus. Flowers narrow. Calyx appressed-
hairy, narrow, cylindrical but, rather laterally flattened, *•
truncate to shortly triangular at the oblique base, the
teeth less than half as lofig Es the tube. Stems 2-3 dm, ,
long, herbaceous, decumbent from a thick and woody ' " '
root. Internodes longer than the stipules, plants in-
clined to be green when well developed, and ashy when
young, and then with closely appresscd short hairs. This
group is somewhat related to the Sarcocsrpi.
ABCD. ^Pods very fleshy, with walls about 4 mm. thick, "
shortly acuminate, cartilaginous when dry, but not
greatly wrinkled, arcuate, narrow, 2-4 cm. long, witli
dorsal suture seemingly a little intruded at times.
Flowers 1.25-1.5 cm, long, in heads.
_
* L
Pods with ventral suture much thickened when dry.
Flb^Vers v/hite. Calyx tube about 7 mm. lcng.161 Webberi,
Feds with^vcntral future raised as a thin edge when dry.
Flowers' normally purple. Calyx tube 4-5 mm. long.
-
.162 cibariuT.
ABC2D.. Pods not corrugated though finely cress-ribbed,
only slightly fleshy, with pulp hardly 1 mm. thick, co-
riaceous, smooth, mostly mettled. Flowers cbout 1
cm. long. Stems slender.' 163 iodanthus
AB2C. Pods from a little to evidently fleshy, chartaceous
or thin coriaceous when dry, reticulated and crc£s-
ribbed, somewhat inflated, ovate to linear-oblong, 1-2.5
cm. long, very oblique, with sharp, triangular, flat beak.
Pubescence of the leaves silvery and appressed, with
hairs attached by the base.
Pods shaggy with long and spreading hairs. 164 dcs'peratus
Pods onl ashy. 165 tcphrodes.
AB3C. Plant* nearly acaulescent or with stems only a few
inches long, prostrate. Flowers mostly large, never
small. Pods with conspicuously pulpy walls 1.5 mm. thick
when fresh, thick-coriaceous to cartilaginous w^hen dry,
variously wrinkled and obcompressed, broadly ovate to
narrowly oblong, sharply acute to acuminate, with mostly
flat beak when dry, ' Argophylli proper.
AB3CD. Peduncles normally not over 7 cm. long, or less
,
than half as long as the leaves, and so the flowers are
clustered among the leaves, occasicnclly fruiting
peduncles arc 1.5 dm. long. Stipules imbricated.
Flowers spicate, few. Pubescence silvery and
closely apprcssed. (A. Parryi might be sought here^
AB3CDE Pods net inflated, large, almost smooth.
165 Shortisnus.
AB3CD2E. Pods variously inflated, ovate, rarely broader
or lanceolate, mostly shaggy. Flowers capitate.
167 argophyllus
AB3C2D. Pods decidedly fleshy when fresh and mostly
cartilaginous when dry, ascending. Flowers spicate.
Peduncles over 1 cm. long, erect or nearly so, longer
^
than the leaves except when rarely leaves are greatly
produced. Stems short but with imbricated stipules
r
\
^
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only when young. Plants blooming early in April and
May.
Pods long-hairy. 168 Zionis.
Pods appearing nearly smooth. 169 remulcus,
A2 3?, Pods sesiile, not evidently inflated, fleshy aud pulpy,
opening alon^ the ventral suture. Pubescence attached by
tiie aiiddle or near it and hairs pick-shaped. Plants acau-
liscent, or neaily so in «niall tufts, short-lived perennials
or winter annuals^ some blooming the first yean
A2BC. Pods rounded a base, with loose outer coat separa-
ting from t :.c inner wall either by a cellular interspace,
or by splitting and peeling off. Neither suture intruded,
botii raised a Utile externally and thin. Pods not re-
flexed.
A2BCD. Pods 1.5-5 cm. long, very oblique but not much
arched and with tip variably but not greatly upturned,
smooth or nearly so when ripe, triangular-apiculate
to conical beaked, with pulp coarsely cellular which
on drying leaves the two coats separated by a spongy
interspace, but the outer papery coat does not peel
up, this makes the dry pods very light and easily blown
about in the wind; inner coat thicker or tou.;jher, char-
taceous. Flowers about 2.5 cm. long, mostly white or
brilliaiU-p^.iK-purple, capitate, few, blooming very
early. Ped ncles decumbent at least in fruit. .Plants
with thick, fleshy, tapering, long, erect tap root.
Pods wit ^ outer skin conspicuously reticulated, except
var. laccoliticus. Flowers white or whitish. 170 pygmaeus^
Pods with outer skin not reticulated. Flowers dark-
pink puiple, 171 MuEiniensis.
A2BC2D, Pods about 1.5-2 cm. long, very fleshy, straight,
narrowly oblonj, with cross-section nearly round
when fresh, 4-angled and not spongy and with raised
sutures when dry, but outer coat drying close to the
inner wall and when old splitting along the ventral
suture and spreading out flat from tip to tip like a
wing but not separating along the dorsal suture, thus
giving tne pod an elliptical outline. In A. Missouri-
cnsis this is not so marked and ofien the outer wall
simply separites with age and flares a little. Flow-
ers not lar^e. Claws of petals not exserted. Whole
plant hoary even to the peduncles. Missourienses.
Pods broadly winged when dry. Flowers whitish.
172 cymboidcs.
Pods not broadly winged when dry. Flowers purple.
173 MissouriensiE.
A2B2C. Pods 1.5-8 cm. long, narrowed at both ends,
cry acute, arcuate, fleshy but not cellular nor spongy
nor walls separating, ventral suture conspicuously
raised when dry and ths dorsal not at all or very thin
flowers large, 2-5 cm. long, brilliant-pink-purple
when fresh, bluiih when dry. Stems and peduncles
hoary. 174 amphioxys.
2A. Pods densely woolly or variably shai^gy, seldom sulfate
ventrally and dorsally except at base, normally round to
obcompresscd in cross-section, sessile or with stipe not
longer than wide, conspicuously inflated only in A. New-
berryi and funereus forms, splitting the calyx, coriaceous
when dry, only slightly fleshy or, rarely, flesh is thicker
and cellular, arcuate at tip or, rarely, triangular-apiculate.
Flowers purple, rarely white or red, 1.5-5 cm, long, capitate.
Calyx tube cylindrical. Peduncles never much longer than
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the leaves, mostly shorter. Plants perennial, with caespitose
Btems prostrEte cr at least not erect, and having very short
interncdes, A. irilcxus sometimes has longer internodcs and
Esccnding stems. Whole plant woolly, shaggy or silvery,
with mci tly slender hairs always attached by the base.
2AE. Fees shcggy, wii:h hairs about straight when dry, inflated,
spreading or reflexed. Pubescence of leaves and pedun-
cles neither v. cclly nor crisped, appressed. Acaulescent or
with Tucim.cntary stem.s, never growing in large and pros-
trate m.ats. Old petioles coarse, stiff, persistent. Pedun-
cles neither Icn'-^er than the leaves nor absent. Newberryenses.
Pods abruptly arcrate at tip, rarely twice £s long as wide.
Flowers purple or purple-tipped, 175 Newberryi^
Pods Ecuminate k-nceclate ^nd equally arcuate. Flowers
cream-cclcred, or lesd-colored when dry. 176 Eurekensis
2A2B. Fccc csnsely l! agg: or white-wcclly (so much so as to
mostly concscrt the surface, not inflated i except in the A.
funereus gfCupi, cai\41«ginous, not noticeably reflexed,
opening only at tip.' Leaves and pelioles soft and slender,
soon decaj irg (except in A. coccineus), Internodes not
lon^iur then the ttipi'ler: (c>:(ept in forms of A. inflexus).
PeJicns very short end thick. Plants acaulescent only in
reiLicf.d fo '-i.e, mostly prostrate and matted with slender
but s-iorc s=
.^
Fib : cence rath-^r spreading, of soft and
very fine, ....,1. cd, ^- ..ive, tangled hairs like wool (scarcely
so in the A,t;:rie:re ^roup?. Flov/ers narrow, v/ith cylin-
drical tube and short teeth. Leaflets 5 to many pairs,
mostly contiguous, not thick, flat. Coccinei.
2A23C. Pub23cenca very danse and v/hite, the hairs tangled
and v/avy but relatively short and not distinctly v/oolly
but rather spreading and rpn^aiing as if v/oolly or short-
shaggy, under the m.icroscope the hairs are mostly parallel.
Flowers large, very narrow, v,ith long claws, brilliant-
pink-purple or red, mostly bracteate at base, almost
sessile on very stout pedicels. Calyx teeth subulate and
about 3 mm. long, shaggy, hooked, broad, the short pubes-
cence shaggy but barely concealing the surface. Calyx
a little inflated, the upper side somewhat convex. Leaves
rarely 7 cm. long, narrow. Peduncles very stout and
shorter than the leaves. Plants of the lower edge of the
Lov/er Temperate life zone, growing on rather bare
rid^^es in poor soil inclined to be alkaline but very well
drained, in the Deatli valley region.
Pcds clout 3 cm. long. Flowers red even when dry.
177 coccineus.
Pecs tbci t 5 err. long. Flowers bluish when dry. 178 funcreur,
2A2B2C. I I ber cence of very fine, r-ender, kinked. Woolly
hairc. CK'.ws cf petals not exsertcd. Neither peduncles
nor peticles periisting. Pods opening at tip along both
suturer.
2A2B2CD. Stipules; bracts and calyx lobes not filiform*
nor lax at tip, the stipules and bracts large and the calyx
lobes short. Wings longer than ksel. Lcatlets round to
oval-obovatc and rounded. 179 Utahcnsis.
2A2B2C2D. Stipules, bracts and calyx lobes mostly taper-
ing into thread-like and lax tips. Pubescence inclined
to be silky-woolly and rather long. Leaflets normally
acutish'at both ends, and rather diamond-shaped. Stems
slender though sometimes very short to almost acaules-
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lescent. Peduncles nearly always shorter than the leaves,
riantswith conspicuous stems. Flowers red-purple.
180 inflexus
Plants almost stemlesa. Flowers mostly white. 181 Purshii
151 Astragalus Webberi Gray Bot. Cal. 1 154 (1876). Pods with
boih sutures raised externally and the ventral much thickened when
dry, narrowly-oblong but a little narrowed at both ends, smooth, 5-7
mm. high, 1(J-12 mm. wide, generally sulcate to the middle but not at
the ends, tips broadly triangular and a little laterally flattened, cross-
section reniform to oblately obovate. Flowers white, 1.5 cm. long,
spreading. Banner elongated and almost erect, narrow, 8-9 mm, long.
VVings narrowly oblong, arciied to 45 degrees, rounded, about 4 mm.
shoi'ier than banner and as much longer then keel or less. Keel about
4 mm. higli, straight the end abruptly erect and forming nearly a right
angle, purple. Calyx tube about 7 mm. long, attached in line with the
ba-^c, the upper side a little arched, the louver side straight, the teeth
subulate and nearly half as long as the tube. Bracts as long as to a
half longer than the short pedicels, lanceolate to ovate. Peduncles
longer than the leaves. Heads rather densely 9-20 flowered. Proper
l^etiolcs rarely as long as the lowest leaflet. Leaflets 5-10 pairs, nar-
rowly oblong-oblanceolate. with cuneate and long-petiolula te bare,
not over 2 cm. long, not rctuse, variably silvery-pubescent. This oc-
curs sparingly on hillsides in the Sierras near Sierra Valley California
in ihe Middle Temperate life zone. It is probably only a marked form
of A. cibarius.
152 Astragalus cibarius Sheldon Minn, Bot. Stud. 9 149 (1894). A.
iodanthus Watson in part, as to Utah material. Pods puberuient to
almost smooth, rather abruptly narrowed and substipitnte at base the
stipe from barely longer than wide to 2 mm. long and not jointed to
the calyx, pods Irom nearly straight to arched almost to a half circle,
2 5-4 en. lorg, 7-10 mm. wide, 5-8 mm. high, oblong to broadly linear,
finely corrugtted. not mottled, tip from a little to much flattened, tri-
angular, walls about 3 mm. thick when fresh the inner one woodjs
cross section from nearly rotmd to almost didymous by being m.uch
obcompressed. the normal cross-section is nearly co -shaped but the
sutures not touching, and the ventral -future raised externally and not
intruded and onl}- slightly thickened, dorsal suture raised externally
as a thin line when dry and intruded as high as wide in forms vvilh
deltoid cross-section, pod^^ often much sulcate along the middle. The
flowers purple, bluish when dry with lighter claws, albino forms rare,
1.5-2 c!r! Tong, almost sessile. \\ ith conspicuous lanceolate bracts near-
ly half s 'ong as calyx. Banner ovate, about 1 cm. loi^g, rather deep-
ly notched, with sides much reflcxcd below so that the banner !=:€ems
oblong, arched beyond the calyx tips to nearly and rather sharply e-
rect, v/hitc spot deep-purple veined and conspicuous, blade deep-
purple below and shading to white above or purple throughout, a little
sulcate. Wings from nearly as long as banner to 4-6 mm. shorter but
much longer and narrower than keel, nearly linear, very rounded, a
trifle narrowed in the middle and a little enlarged above, mostly about
straight, but sometimes arched to 3C degrees, variably purple at base,
white above, rarely purple throughout, flaring at tip and the ends
turned to horizontal, obscurely crose or notched. Keel about 5 mm
long and 4 mm. high, the base straight and then abruptly arched to
erect and with tip very obtuse, rounded, and deep-purple. Calyx ni-
grescent, with tube about 4-5 mm. long and nearly half as high, cleft
deeper above, and triangular teeth about one fourth as long. Pedun-
cles normally shorter than the leaves, rarely longer, stout, with the
pods shortly racemose. Leaves with pe*"ioles mostly twice as long as
the lower leaflets. Leaflets about 9-12 pairs, from oval-ovate or ob-
ovate to cuncatc-oblong. mostly notched, about 1 cm. long, rarely 2
cm. long: when over developed, slender-petioled, green above, not
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thin, ashy below or on the margins, contiguous. Stipules large, green
above, ovate or broader, obtuse, often nearly as large as the adjoin-
ing leaflet, veiny, adnate and connate on the petiole side but free or
nearly so on the other, in young plants often almost imbricated, near-
ly smooth. Stems many, 1-2 ft. long, green. Very abundant through-
out Utah, except the Navajo basin, in valleys and on dry mesas in the
.sagebrush, never in alkaline 5oil, also extending to the headv.aters of
Gieen river and the Wind river Mts. Wyo., throughout Idaho to Wei-
ser and eastward and northeastward to the Continental Divide, north-
ward through .Montana on both slopes but only on the headwaters of
the Columbia drainage particularly the Missoula and i^eer Lodge val-
ley, not elsewhere in the Columbia basin, southv.ard to the Virgin riv-
er fJtah, westward to eastern Nevada where it is replaced by A. iodan-
thus of which it there appears to be a well-marked variet3\ Lower
Tenperaie life zone, extending up into the Aliddle Temperate life
zone iJlooming in spring and fruiting in June.
153 Astragalus iodc^nthus Watson Bot. King 79 (1871). Pods
linear-lanceolate, acuminate, mottled, 3-4 cm. long, arcuate almost to
a ci; cie, completely obcompressed-, e.N.cept at very base and the flat
and en:5iform tip, broadly sulcate dorsaily the suture slightly raised
\vuh.n but a mere line without, the ventral suture a Httie thickened
but little raised, pods about 2 mm. wide, 2-3 mm. high in the middle,
cross-sec Jon almost linear, base a iittle, narrowed or tapering but
notched and on a minute stipe and inclined to be jointed to it. l^'low-
ers normally white, rarely light purple. Banner oblong, about 1 cm.
long, abruptly erect at calyx tips or nearly so, sides reflexed most
just below the niiddle and thus making banner fiddle-shaped, not re-
flexed at tip v/hich is about 5 mm. wide and light-purple to whi'.e. the
while spot obovate and purple-veined, the blade thin, the groove U-
shaped and 1 mm. thick and ra[>idly shallowing to a mere line above,
the banner deeply notched. Wings oblong, arched from a Htt:e to 15
degrees, a trifle larger above and obliquely rovtnded, bluish-purple
i-bove when colored, almost flat to keel with the upper side a little
concave to it and the lower side the reverse, with flaring tips 2 mm.
apart, about as long as banner, 3 mm. longer than keel, about 2 m n.
wide, not horizontal. Keel with straight base and abruptly erect tip,
rounded, obtuse, purple. Calyx tube about 5 mm. long, 1 mm. wide, 2
niiu. high, campanulate-cylindrical, not c'elt deeper above, teeth tri-
angular-subulate, fully half as long as tube which- is thin and hyaline
and but slightly nigrescent w^ith minute hairs. Pedicels short. Bracts
much longer then pedicels, subulate-lanceolate. Flowers in loose
heads. Peduncles rather stout, and rarely as long as the leaves. The
leaves 5-7 cm. long, with pe'-ioles of lower ones much longer than the
leaflets, those of the upper leaves shorter than the leaflets. Leaflets
about 10 pairs, nearly oval-obovate, about 1 cm. long, green on both
sides, sometimes ciliate, obtuse to notched. Stipules triangular, not
conspicuous, 2-4 mm. long, only the lower one= somewhat enlarged,
thin, hyaline, reflexed. vSteius many, flexuous. often nearly pro ti ale,
1-2 ft. long, from rather slender woody roots. In flower some fo^ms
cannot be distinguished from A. lentiginosus. Common in the sage-
brush along the eastern slope of the Sierras about Reno Nevada and
exteniug eastward to Unionville and probably to Palisade though the
latter forms have stipules more like the preceding species, and pods a
little thicker but otherwise similar. It is probable that the more alka-
li and less humidity of western Nevada accounts for the differences of
these two species. Lower Temperate life zone. The valves of the
pods often curl out like rams horns, hence arose my name "arietinus"
Watsons name is usually inappropriate.
164 Astragalus desperatus Jones Cont. 2 243 (1891k Pods from
broadly ovate to linear-oblong, shaggy with long and spreading hairs
but not so as to conceal the surface, sometimes smooth when old and
by shedding the pubescence, very variable, 1-2.5 cm. long, 3-4 mm.
high, 4-7 mm. wide, from triquetrous in cross-section or cordate to
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obcompressecl and sulcata at both sutures so that the cross-section is
nearly linear, mostly bisulcate to very base along the ventral suture
toward the base but not at all at the triquetrous tip which is ensiform
and arcuate or strongly incurved, pods from nearly straight to arched
into nearly a half circle, a little narrowed below in the narrow forms
and notched at the ends at the very weak attachment, almost sessile,
from nearly coriaceous to almost papery (the walls a little fleshy and
w^oody when fresh) and finely cross-lined or varying to strongly
ribbed, green or mottled, filled with pulp, closely reflexed, with vent-
ral suture raised and thick, and the dorsal suture a mere line exter-
nally and double with age and thickened within and raised as a mere
line. Flowers about 1.5 cm. long, straight, mostly narrow, few to
man3% brilliant-pink-purple at tips w^hen fresh. Banner ovate, about
7 mm. long, abruptly arched at end of calyx tvibe to 45-80 degrees,
with sides reflexed to the midrib 2 mm. wide below and so appearing
fiddle-shaped, white or cream-colored, with white spot obcordate
and purple-veined and coming w^ithin 2 mm. of tip, with the groove
about V-shaped to semicircular and nearl\^ 4 mm. wide at tip. Wings
linear, very oblique, arched to 30-45 degrees, about 2 mm. wide, acut-
ish, a little longer than keel, purple above. Keel about 2 mm. shorter
than banner, arched from base to the erect tip, about 3 mm. w^de
throughout, the tip obtuse but not rounded, deltoid, dark-purple. Ca-
h^x cylindrical, about 7 mm. long or less, straight, attached on the
lower corner but with straight sides, about 3 mm. high, reddish, with
fine, Avhite, crinkled, short hairs closely appressed : tube fleshy at the
insertion, not cleft deeper above, the triangular teeth about a third to
iu ly as long as the tube and capillary. Bracts broadly ovate and hy-
aiine, about 2-3 mm. long, rigid and as long as the pedicels. Pedun-
cles subscapose, stout, 5-7 cm. long. Leaves not over 3 cm. long, with
slender petioles twice as long as the leaf-rachis. Leaflets 4-6 pairs,
elliptical to obovate, obtuse, not over 1 cm. long, rather thick, folded
and variably silvery on both sides with loosely appressed hairs. Stip-
ules large, imbricated, shaggy, round to oval, rarely ovate, hyaline, 4-5
mm. long, very conspicuous, acute. Stems very short and with con-
gested internodes, only a few inches long at most, rigid, inclined to be
woody, prostrate or spreading, many and caespitose from the crown
of the erect and woody root, growing in rocky places, preferably crev-
ices, often along with A. pubentissimus which at times is very similar
but without the large stipules and congested internodes. It some-
times blooms as a winter annual.. Common throughout the San Ra-
fael Swell, and growing from Green River to Grand Junction and
southward to the Moencoppa Arizona where it grows with A. sabuto-
num and is distinguished from it by the caespitose habit and stipules.
Lower Temperate life zone.
Astragalus desperatus var. petrophilus n. var. Pods rigid, decid-
edly inflated, rarely 1 cm. long, half-oval to obliquely obovate, 4-5
mm. high, with ovate to cordate cross-section, generally a little sul-
cate dorsally near the base, and sometimes also ventrally there but
the ventral suture mustly a straight, thick and raised line, and the dor-
sal suture a raised and thin partial partial partition w^ithin, tip of pod
\'ery sharp, upturned, deltoid, with a sharp and subulate beak, surface
of pods so shaggy as to conceal the skin, sometimes crose-ribbed,. the
pubescence falls off long after maturity, pods indifferently spreading.
1-3 on the ends of the filiform peduncles which are 1-10 cm. long, and
rarely as long as the leaves. Flowers 5-7 mm. long, from stubby to
narrow, 1-5 on the ends of the peduncles, not reflexed. Calyx teeth
from,rudimentary to triangular and 1 mm. long. Leaves very much
reduced and short. Leaflets 2-3 pairs, thickish, ashy, 3-4 mm. long,
elliptical, folded, obtuse. Petioles about as long as the leaf-rachis.
Stems form an oblong mass of imbricated stipules, rarely 1 cm. long,
many on the crown of the erect root, the mat 4-5 inches wide. Very
variable. This is toe most condensed form and the smallest mats re-
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semble, closely, A. montanus and A. humillimus. It grows in crevices
of flat rocks, in the San Rafael Swell region Utah, and blooms in May
and June, and fruits soon after (as does the species).
155 Astragalus tephrodes Gray PI. Wr. 2 45 (1853). Pods about
half-oval-ovate, nearly half as high or wide as long, about 1 cm. long,
ashy, normally ascending in short spikes, a little arcuate toward tip'
sessile at the rounded base, weakly attached, rather finely cross ribbed
and inclined to be sulcate below at both sutures and obcompressed at
very base, cross-section obcordate to slightly didymous, both sutures
thickened externally. In the type, which is based on two small speci-
mens in fruit only, the pod is half-moon shaped, with straight ventral
suture, sulcate dorsally and with flat and deltoid tip. hoary with mi-
nute hairs. Other material from Socorro has pods from obliquely
ovate to arcuate-lance-oblong, with triangular and flat tip about twice
as long as wide and inclined to be sulcate at both sutures but with sim-
ilar beak. Walls very fleshy when fresh but thin when dry. My own
specimens from the Needles Cal. have pods more acute. The flowers
in the type are described as about 1 cm, long and purple. In the So-
corro material and my own the flowers are 1-1.5 cm. long and purple
tipped, like A. remulcus bnt shorter and smaller. They have the same
short-cylindric calyx tube appearing campanulate in fruit, with teeth
triangular and nearly half as long as tube. The calyx can hardly be
called vvoolly though the appressed hairs are somewhat tangled. Pe-
duncles about 1 dm. long, having the rather many flowers spicate. The
bracts and pedicels are the same as in remulcus. Leaflets 7-10 pairs,
elliptical to oval, obtusish, contiguous or separated, about 1 cm. long,
loosely silky with somewhat tangled long hairs. Leaves about I dm.
long, with petioles shorter than the rachis. Stems slender and decum-
bent or prostrate and with few nodes, as in remulcus, arising from slen-
der underground root branches. It was described as a possible bien-
nial. From the western base of the Organ Mts. New Mexico to the
Needles Cal. Tropical, on benches. It seems to be rare. This species
has some resemblance to A. Feensis.
166 Astragalus Shortianus Nutt. in T. & G. FI. N. A. 1 331 (1838).
A. humilis Gcyer. Pods from lanceolate to linear-oblong (even ovate
in the variety), corrugated, cellular when dry, rounded at base, joint-
ed to the calyx, inclined to be sulcate at both sutures below, acumin-
ate, 1-1 cm. long, 10-15 mm. wide, rarely over 5 mm. high, somevrhat
arcuate especially toward the mostly flat and ensiform triangular tip,
broadly sulcate dorsally and mostly bisulcate ventrally, much obcom-
pressed when mature, often round in cross-section when fresh, mi-
nutely pubescent, not mottled, ascending, with ventral suture thicken-
ed and raised externally, and the dorsal suture not intruded, outer coat
showing little tendency to separate from the inner, walls 4-5 mm.
thick when fresh, the inner cartilaginous when dr3\ Flowers about
2-2.5 cm. long, crowded at end of peduncle, brilliant purple, with long
claws. Banner about oval, 1 cm. long, arched to 45 degrees in gentle
arc from end of calyx tube, rarely erect, with sides much reflexed in
age below, about 2-4 mm. longer than wings. Wings obliquely linear-
cuneate, rounded, about 2 mm. wide, much narrower than keel, 2-7i mm
shorter than keel, arched lit*"le, with tips inclined to be horizontal as
in A. Utahensis. Keel straight to near the tip and then abruptly roun-
ded to eiect at the obtusely triangular tip which is about 4 mm, high.
Calyx tube cylindrical, 7-8 mm. long and 3 mm. high, nigrescent with
rather shagg3'- hairs, straight, not deeper cleft above, teeth subulate
and nearly half as long as tube. Bracts subulate, nearly 1 cm. long.
Pedicels slender, 3-5 mm. long. Peduncles in flower rarely 2 dm. long
but somewhat longer in fruit, subscapiform, sulcate, stout, 3-12 flow-
ered. Leaves often l.S dm. long, the petiole half the whole. Leaflets
7-14 pairs, 7-23 mm. long, from nearly oval to broadly elliptical, in-
clined to have cuneate base and be long-petiolulate, flat, rounded and
obtuse, nearly contiguous, variably pubescei^J .\ ith hairs normally
very fine and long and inclined to be tangled on the calyx and looser,
but hairs rarely short and broader. Internodes rarely as long as the
normally much shorter or absent and plants then acaulesccnt. Stip-
ules large, triangular to subulate-lanceolate. Crown branches many,
forming a dense tuft. Common on the plains and foothills of the
Rockies from central Wyoming and the Laramie plains southward
through the mountains at low elevations, w^estward to Sapinero Col.
and Santa Fee New Mexico and the Plains to the eastward, not in Ari-
zona. Middle Temperate life zone in gravelly soil.
Astragalus ShortUnus Var. cyaneus (Gray) Jones Cont. 8 5 (1898)
and 10 65 (1902). A. cyaneus Gray PI. Fend. 34 (1849). This differs
from the type in the ovate pods being about 2.5 cm. long, the shorter
and wider pubescence not at all shaggy on the calyx, smaller leaves
and more condensed habit. Leaflets rarely over 1 cm. long, oval and
with cuneate base. Bracts about 4 mm. long. Pedicels about 1 mm.
long. Flowers about 1.5 cm. long and short-clawed. Calyx tube
about 3 cm. long, the short teeth 2 mm. long The hairs often have a
little knob near the base showing a tendency to be fixed above the end
as in the next group. This is the common form of the Rio Grande to
Texas. .A. Shortianus var. minor Gray, in so far as it differs from this
is a form of A. Missouriensis which intruded sutures and pick-shaped
hairs.
167 Astragalus argophyllus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. N. A. 1 331 (1838)
A. glareosus of most authors, not Douglas. Pods very variable, al*
w ays pubescent with rather loose and not appressed hairs, ntxtr really
shaggy, fleshy, with pulp about 2 mm. thick and a hard inner woody
wall (.pulp thinner in southern regions), somewhat wrinkled when dry
bnt With smooth outline when fresh, from nearly round but oblicjuely
btaked to oval-ovate and oblong-ovate when large, 5-7 mm. high,
about 1 cm. wide and 1.5 cm. long, rarely m.ore, sharply shortlv arcuate
toward the tip, jointed to the calyx and with a minute stipe when dry
and rounded to notched at base, a little sulcate ventrally, flattish dor*
sally and rarely sulcate except at very base where it is inclined to b«
sulcate at both sutures and obcomprcssed, but with sutures not in*
traded, from very little inflated in the type to much inflated in the vaf
castanaeforniis, cavity full of hairs, cross-section about oval, some-
times rather didymous when sulcate, vertical longitudinal scct^'on ob-
long-arcuate. Flowers 1.5-2.5 cin. long, brilliant pink-purple, often
decp-biue when dry (due to the alkali in drying papers), narrow, in
heads at the end? of slender peduncles, which never exceed the leaves
and mostly are very much shoiter. Claws of petals exsertcd except
when old. Banner about 1 c. long, oblong-oval, dark-pink-purple a-
round the edges, strongly noLched, with sides rcflexed widely to 45'
from calyx tips, with whi.e spot large and coming within 2 mm. of the
edge ..nd narrowed below and with ragged edges and red-purple and
branching veins. Wings narrowly oblong, 1-3 mm. shorter than the
banner and as much longer than the keel, a little arched and narrowed
above, 1-2 mm. v/ide and much narrower tl^n keck purple-tipped and
horizontal at the ends and obliquely rounded. Keel 5-6 mm. long,
with the base straight and gently to abruptly arched to erect, the
rounded and very obtuse tip somewhat produced and 3 mm. high and
1 mm. wide at the end, purple but white below as are the other petals.
Calyx very thin and hyaline, narrow, about 1 cm. long, exclusive of
the subulate teeth which arc from a thira to a fifth as long as Ihc tube
2-3 mm. high, 1-2 mm. wide, rather fleshy at base, cleft deeper above
and with teeth unequal. Bracts ovate to narrowly lanceolate and con-
spicuous, about 5 mm long and at least twice as long as the rather
stout and variable pedicels, shaggy but mostly hyaline. Peduncles
from almost none to half as long as the leaves, or rarelcy nearly as
long as the leaves, generally spreading on the ground, but sometimes
ascending at the tip, the floral rachts rarely 2-4 cm. long in fruit and
with few pods. Le^ave»narrow, rarely 1 dm. long, slender, the pcti
ole proper about half the leaf rachis. Leaflets about 8 pairs, not con
tiguous, from lanceolate and very acute to obovate and apiculate, but
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norrrially acute at both ends and appearing diamond-shaped, short-
petiolulate, 5-12 mm. long, broader when short, densely silvery-silky
with fine and soft hairs which are rather loose and inclined to be
wavy. The type has rather long peduncles and acute leaflets but is
without mature fruit, but there can be no mistake about its identity.
It has been uniformly referred to- A. glareosus- which is a form, of A,
inflexus wuth short stems and belongs to the Columbia drainage. The
stems are woody but slender, spreading flat on the ground and hug-
ging it closely as if rooting, with short internodes, mostly only a few
inches long (rarely a foot long), caespitose. Stipules rather'sma'll be-
low but often 1.5 cm. long above, triangular to oblong-lanceolate, hy-
aline and veined wnth green, nearly smooth. Rather common from
Monida Montana and central Wyoming and^the Laramie plains sbutli-
ward to New Mexico on the Pacific slope, and westward to the Mogol-
Ions of Arizona, and northwestward to the base of the Sierras at least
as far as Reno Nevada, and throughout the Great Basin, and on the
Snake river toward its head in southern Idaho.. It grows in mountain
valleys in moist meadows on gravelly knolls in sweet soil. Middle
,
Temperate life zone, not in tlie Columbia Basin except on tJie upper
Snake river. Nuttall's type is a long-peduncled form from Wyoming,
with narrow and acute leaflets, in flower, and with immature pods
and with the characteristic silky pubescence closely appressed. The
species has A^cry variable pubescence but it is always silky even when
short and appressed, bnt it is rarely as closely "app.essed as in tho^e
species with pick-shaped hairs, and is finer than in most forms of A.
Shortian.us, and is without the peculiar woolHness of the A. inflexus
group, the flowers also arc paler and without the deep-red of inflexus
which makes them appear bluer in dried specimens even when they
arc as deeply colored (doubtless because there is more acid in the
flowers and becomes bluer in contact with alkaline driers), but lYiostly
they are purple-tipped only, while in inflexus the flowers are rnore^ or
less tinged with red even when dry (showin.c: a different chemical
nature more like A. coccincus), the pods of inflexus even when nearly
smooth have long and woolly hairs.
A. argophyllus blooms from May to September. There has been
much confusion about it, Nuttall mixing it with A. Purshii, Torrey and
Gray with A. glareosus.
This species appears to hybridize with A. Purshii very rarely, the
tinctus variety forming Astragalus arg^ophyllus x Purshii, when the
pods are somewhat narrower, sparsely short-shaggy, with oval ard
normally obtuse small leaflets of the tinctus variety. Such forms are
541 2d Jones from Salina Canon Utah, 6054h Jones from Nagle's ranch
on the Kaibab Arizona, and other material from Miller canon in the
Navajo Basin south of Price Utah.
Astragalus argoohyllus Var, Pauguicensis Jones Cont. 7 671 (189o)
and 8 5 (1898). This has densely silvery leaves with oval and obtu<?t
small leaflets, and with linear-lanceolate pods about 2.5 cm. long and
5-7 mm. wide, shortly acuminate, very much obcomprcssed, doubly
sulcate ventrally and not at all dorsally, finely and closely apprcssed-
pubescent. In meadows at Panguitch Lake Utah. A form with sim-
ilar pods 4 cm. long and with narrow leaflets like those of the variety
Cnicensis is from Thistle Utah.
Astragalus argophyllus Var. Martini N. Var, This is « very con-
densed form without peduncle or very short if any, with imbricated
stipules, with elliptical to diamond-shaped and silvery-silky leaflets,
the largest not 1 cm. long.and witk claw-like pods hardly 1 cm. long
and deeply corrugated, with both sutures narrow and a little raised
externally, not sulcate at cither suture but a lit+lc obcomprcssed,
ovate, the flat tip sharply arcuate to erect, sparsely short-hairy Soaa
Springs Idaho June 19 1901 Rev. Geo. W. Martin. A form vnth lon^
ger peduncle I coilcctcd at Park City Utah.
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Astragalus argophyllus var. cnicensis N. Var. This is a form
with long peduncles, stipules nearly contiguous, with stems many and
densely tufted, short, ascending and with very many greenish leaves
wiih very short and sparser pubescence, with narrowly elliptical apic-
uiatc leaflets about 1 cm. long, and with claw-like pods nearly 2 cm,
Inog and not corrugated but ashy with short and rather dense hairs,
lanceolate, a little sulcate at both sutures, with the flat tip abruptly
arcuate to erect, decidedly obcompressed. Thistle Utah 1901, Mam-
moth Utah 1911, in fruit in May and June.
Astragalus argophyllus var. castanaeformis (Watson Proc. Am.
Acad..2U o61 1885 as species) Jones Cont. 10 62 (1902). Pods coriace-
ous, lit^-le wrinkled, the walls when dry in some forms arc almost
chartaceous, conspicuously inflated, broadly ovate-triquetrous, half-
oval, about l.S cm. long, 1 cm. wide, 5-7 mm. high, ashy, with ventral
suture raised and thickened and straight and ending in the flat very
shori and deltoid beak, cross-section ovate-triquetrous, rarely slightly
sulcate broadly near the base, dorsal suture very convex and raised as
a thin line but not intruded. Peduncles 2-3 cm. long. Flowers about
10, hght-colorcd, the tips of wings and keel purple. Leaves 4-8 cm.
long, with the petiole often as long as the rachis. Leaflets 4-8 pairs,
obovate to elliptical, acutish to rounded, rarely 1 cm. long, ashv with
short pubescence. Stems densely congested and very short, with im-
bricated stipules. This is the thinnest-walled form of the species, itgows m the pine forests of the Mogollons about Flagstaff and Wil-
liams Arizona.
Astragalus argophyllus var. pephragmenus (Jones Cont. 5 267
1893 as species). Pods about 2.5 cm. long, 7-10 mm. wide, about S
mm. high, very fleshy, a little wrinkled, cartilaginous, from nearly
lanceolate to oblong-ovate, oblique to a little arctiate, ashy, rounded
and jointed to a very thick and short stipe, scarcely more than strong-
and deltoidly flat-beaked, with ventral suture very thick and raised
(about 1 mm. thick when dry), mostly straight, with dorsal suture a
mere rai^.ed line externally and internally, convex, pods flattish dor-
sally and sometimes a little bisulcate ventrally, cross-section about
oval when dry, inflated. Leaflets 5-15 pairs, about oval, apiculate.
rather thick, rarely 7 mm. long, densely silvery-hairy, with closely ap-
pressed hairs.. Petioles often longer than the leaf rachis, and the leaf
about 5-8 cm. long.. Stems much branched and tufted, ascending, a
few inches long, with internodes, longer than the stipules, and the pc-
du' c e a little longer than the leaves. Top of the Pinal Mts. Arizona
among rocks, Middle Temperate life zone. This at once suggests A.
Shortianus var. cyaneus but the pubescence is that of argophyllus
with the wavy and fine hairs fixed strictly by the base, and the stems
wit" produced internodes, but the pods are more like that variety
Astragalus Zionis Jones Cont. 7 652 (1895). Pods arcuate, hori-
zontal, abruptly long-acute with flat and subulate style, linear-oblong,
2.5-3 cm. long, about 7 mm. wide and high, rather triquetrous but with
rounded sides, flattened to a little sulcate dorsally and somewhat ob-
compressed, bnt round when fresh, with cross-section oblong exter-
nally and linear internally, with walls 2 mm. thick when fresh the in-
ner part only coriaceous and wrinkled when dry, mottled, dried im-
mature pods arc laterally flattened, ventral suture not raised when
fresh, when dry the suture is conspicuously raised and with the sides
rather flat and at a sharp angle to eachother, jointed to the calyx,
rounded and rather narrowed to it, shortly sparsely shaggy with ra-
ther spreading hairs, never sulcate at base, widely spreading, when
much arched then much obcompressed, the thread-like beak often 1
cm. long. Flowers short-racemose on stout and nearly erect pedun-
cles 1-2 dm long, purple-tipped, 14-20, about 2 cm. long. Banner a
httle over 1 cm long, oval-ovate, with sides reflexed 2 mm. wide in
the middle only, arched to 45 degrees beyond the calyx teeth,
and groove nearly forming two thirds of a circle being 3 mm. wide
^ d
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ind 2 mm. deep, very broad and large, and shallowing toward the tip,
white spot M-shaped, large, purple-veined below and stippled -above.
Wings linear, 2 mm. wide, somewhat asciending, rather obtuse, tips
horizontal and connivent, purple throughout, 2 mm. longer than keel,
and 2 mm longer than banner. Keel straight, bent sharply to erect at
the end, purple, triangular-acute, and 3 mm. high, about 7 mm.- long.
Calyx obliquely cylindrical, the tube about 7 mm long, a little narrow
at tip and base and deeper cleft above, about 3 mm. high, laterally
flattened, light-colored or reddish, attached in line with the fleshy base
and with'the upper side arched a little and also wnth the lower side
straight, loosely short-nigrescent with the wavy hairs little .spreading,
nearly sessile on very stout pedicels. Calyx teeth rather thread-like
and about one third as long as the tube. Bracts subulate, with filiform
tips nearly 1 cm. long, green. Leaves, 1-3 dm. long, very narrow, the
petiole nearly half the whole, and the rachis conspicuously tapering to
a fine point and rigid though slender. Leaflets from ovate, and very
acute to diamond-shaped, 5-.20 mm. long, distant, about o-8 pairs, long-
petiolulate. ashy with minute and very fine and appressed short hairs.
Stipules triangular-subulate, 1-1.5 cm. long, green and reflexed, aclnate
but not at all connate. Stems hoary, rarely 1 dm. long, with 5-8inter-
nodcs ascending from a woody base, much branched, some of the
nodes'2-3 cm. apart. This grows in red sand on gravelly slopes near
rocksor hanging in festoons from the rocks along the Virgin rn^er
from Bcllcview to Little Zion Utah. Lower Temperate hte zone. 1 h
e
'pccies reminds one of A. Parryi but the pods are those of the amphi-
oo's <^roup, and the pubescence that of argophyllus though looser
and inay be an extreme form of it, but the habit is that of sparsitlorus
and Parryi. The peculiar fleshiness of the fresh pods does not show
!H the dried fruit.
153 Astra=^alus remulcus Jones Cont. 7 658 (1895). A. amphioxys
var. brachylobus Gray, not A. brachylobus DC. _ Pods 2-4 cm long,
7-10 mm. wide or high according to the compression, very thick and
cartilaginous when dry, the walls thick and woody, and the fleshy
pulp th'"ck when fresh, decidedly oblique but not much arcuate, from
obliquely ovate to narrowly oblong and very variable in shape, longi-
tndinally wrinkled and somewhat corrugated vertically, appearing
nearly smooth but minutely woolly, rounded at base and sessile m the
calyx, rather blunt at the oblique tip where the thickened sutures are
united into a verv thick flat prow much wider than long which is ab-
ruptly produced into a nearly round and very stout beak 1-2 mm long
which ends in a filamentary recurved style 5-10 mm. long, slightly in-
flated, ascending and rather appressed-spicate, ventral suture very
thick (about 1 mm.) and a little raised, dorsal .suture somewhat thick-
ened and raised but not intruded in the type. Pods normally obcom-
nrcssed a little below the middle, with oval cross-section, but some-
times laterally flattened a little and with cross-section vertically oval,
apparently never sulcate, often appearing 4-angled by the contraction
of the walls at the sutures. Flowers 10-20, loosely short-spicate al-
mo.st sessile, spreading, light-colored and purple-tipped, not ^arro^v,
M.5 cm. long, rather stubby. Banner aboutas long as ca yx tube 7-
10 mm. long, oval, arcuate remote f^om the tip_of^calj^x tube m a^j^eu-
tle arc to 45-
%vith sides re
90 de'n-ees,whitish or purple-tinged around the edges,
> »u> .uc. ..flexed a little along the middle.
.
^^ings narrowly-ob onj
and rounded, arched a little, about 2 mm. wide, a little, longer than
keel and« mm shorter than banner purple. Keel straight, aocut 5
mm. long, the end abruptly erect and 3 mm high and with rounded
apex. Calyx tube broad, 6-7 mm. long and 4 mm. high /'f
""^^ 1*^"
crally a little, short-cyllndric, attached in line with the J'^shj b»se.
the upper side slightly convex and cleft deeper f7«..^ho^t-^'0°d}
the deltoid teeth about 1-3 mm. long. Brae s ovate to oblong,
hyaline
long-ciliate, 3-5 mm. long and longer than the stout P ?• f
'«
^^^
-
, J^^^
"
"
cles stout, about as long as the leaves or more, and ^^•'tl%\^^^.^^°7^'^-
chis, exceeding them, arcuate, 1-L5 dm. long. Leaves rarely I dm.
long, flexitous, the stout petiole decidedly shorter than the rather ta-
pering rachis. Leaflets thick, 10-17 pairs, oval, 5-30 mm. long, often
acutish at both ends, strongly petiolulate, often nearly contiguous, in-
clined to be smooth above and short-wavy-hairy below and on the
margins. Stipules triangular, green above, about as long as the near-
est leaflet, adnate, not connate. Stems very short, broody, and almost
creeping as in A. argopliyllus, the season's growth with white inter-
nodes nearly 3 cm. long. Western side of the Mogollon plateau from
Prescotc and Skull valley Ariz, to Springdale Utah, and eastward at
least as far as Flagstaff Ariz. Lower and extending into the Middle
Temperate life zone, among pines and junipers on mesas. This is a
well marked but very variable species with pods much like those of A.
Missouricnsis but thicker, the pubescence and habit and general char-
acteristics arc those of the argoj^hyllus group. It has been referred to
both Missouriensis and Shortianus, and may be a form of argophyilus
var pephragmcnus but the broad and stubby flowers with petals ah
about equal are different.
Astragalus remulcus var. Chloridae N, Var. Pods linear-oblong,
about 3-4 cm. long, 5-9 mm. wide or high, often arched to a half circle.
Dorsal suture infolded (but pods scarcely sulcate) and then produced
as a thin partition over half way to the ventral suture, or pods whoUy
1-celled and suture not intruded. Pods and flowers racemose, with the
fachis 1-2 dm. long, on peduncles 1-2 ft. long. Calyx teeth subulate.
1-3 mm. long, nigrescent. Leaflets elliptical and nearly always strong-
ly apiculate. Proper stems almost none. This is a striking variety,
appearing as if a hybrid with A. Layneae, but with only the septum ol
that species. Chloride Ariz., among junipers on gravelly mesas, ii
blooms in April.
170 Astragalus pygmaeus Nutt. in T & G. Fl. N. A. 1 349 1838 as
Phaca). A. Chamaeieuce Gray Bot. Ives 10 (1860). The pygmaeus
of authors is a synonym of earlier species. The plant on which Gray
intended to found Chamaeieuce was A. Newberryi, but as he gave no
description and cited this as his type A. Chamaeieuce becomes a syno-
nym. Pods 2,5-4 cm. long, 2 cm. wide, nearly 1 cm. high, mottled but
ashy till mature, elliptical to oblong-ovate, when fresh half-oval-ovatc
or half-oval and without any apparent sutures and with smooth out-
line and with pulp about 4 mm. wide when fresh and with large cells
which soon dry out and leave air spaces in the puip, when dry the
pulp is about 2 mm. wide and 'o traversed by threads froni the ceL
walls and by a coarse and fibrous network near the outer skin (showr.
by iflterruptcd black lines in drravitig *'a" and flat-wise by *'d*') which
either adheres to the papery ?.kcn lilvC the veins in the wing of a cicad.i
(hence my name ''cicadae") or .^ v:i.araies from it according to the dry-
ness or moisture in the air at the time of maturity. This inner skin p
thin but denser and full of fine parallel lines. The cavity of the pod i^
full of juice which dries to cobwebby hairs. The pods are oblique
but a little arcuate if at all. Cross-.section round to oblate-oval. The
flowers arc most^' white or light-colored, about 2 cm. long. Bamicr
oval, about 2 cm long, gently arcuate remote from the calyx to 45-9D
degrees, the erect p .rt much shorter than the rest, whitish but purple
veined at tip, with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide in the middle. 2-3
mm. longer than the keel. Wings linear, about 1mm. wide, a little
arched, purple and pv\rpIe-vcIiKM.l, rounded, hardly 1 mm. longer than
keel and much narrower. Keel about 7 mm. long, with straight base,
and the tip arcuate ':\ a tiuarter circle to nearly erect and triangular
but obtuse, about 3 mm. high. Calyx tube 6-8 mm. long and 2-3 mm.
high, reddish, ashy, deeper cleft above, narrowed below and attached in
line with the base, the sides about straight, split by pod at maturity,
on a stout pedicel about 1 mm. long which is nearly as long as the thick
and green and ovate bract. C^lyx teeth triangular and about 1 mm^.
long in the type. Peduncles stout, longer than the leaves. Leaves 2-5
cm. long In the type, wide, the petiole longer than the short leaf-ra-
chis which is tsout and tapers but little. Leaflets contiguous, from
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nearly round to oval-obovate, the largest 1 cm. long, thick and flat,
very obtuse and rounded and short-petiolnlate, in the type about 3-5
pairs. Stems almost none, rarely 2-S cm. long, densely congested.
Stipules ovate to triangular, mostly overlapping, nearly 1 cm. long,
shaggy. Whole plant hoary with fine and scarcely flattened and near-
ly smooth hairs. Pods and flowers ascending, but pods flat on the
ground because of declined peduncles. Bad lands from Yellowstone
Park to the Uinta Mts. in very poor clay soil, on gentle slopes, upper
part of the Lower Temperate life zone. The var. cicadae (A. cic^dac
Jones Cont. 4 35 (1893) is a better developed plant with leaves and
peduncles nearly 1 dm. long, leaflets 5-7 pairs, flowers white or brill-
iant-pink-purple with banner k\^<l wings a little longer, the banner of-
ten 1.5 cm. long, and calyx teeth 1-4 mm. long. This abounds from
Theodore (Duchesne) on the upper waters of the Duchesne river along
so ith of the Uintas to the Wliite river Colorado, m similar soil. AH
sorts of intergrades occur so that it seems hardly more than a form
of the species, the calyx is often black. In its immature state with pur-
ple flowers it is not easily separable from A. amphioxys except by the
broader leaves and shorter flowers, the lowest leaf is ofton represen-
ted by a single large ternun;tl leaflet.
As^-ragslus pygmaeus var. laccolitlcus (Jones Cont, 7 672 1895 as A.
Chamaeleuce var. laccoHticus). This differs from the type m the ob-
ovate leaflets being deltoicbacutc, flowers purple, and in the ovate
pods strongly arcuate-tipped having the smooth outer skm of A. mu-
siniensis It appears like a hvbrid with A. Musiniensis but A. pyg-
m-ieus is not known in the Henry Mts. CottrelKs ranch Henry i>It^
Jones No. 5658q.
171 Astragalus Musmiensis Jones Cont 7 671 (1895). Pods oval-
ovate to lanceolate-ovate, 2-3.5 cm. long, about 1.5 cm wide and 1 cm.
high, slightly arcuate to abruptly and vertically hooked with flattened
and deltoid to triangular tip which is not produced into a beak, round
and sessile at base, narrowly sulcate ventrally by the suture being de-
pressed, sometimes a little sulcate dorsally, puberulcnt till inaiurc
with short and spreading hairs, smooth and shining when old, not re-
ticulated single to fevT. cross-section oval to dulymous, longituainal
section oblong to oval at right angles to a line connecting the two su-
tures, cellular pith between the walls thick and conspicuous (about 4
mm. thick when dry), inner wall smooth and satiny shining, pods
wholly 1-celled, with sutures not evident nor raised externally, lying
flat on the ground, very light when ^^V and blowing far away m the
wind- Flowers rarely 5. on stout pedicels shorter than the ovate
but sububite pointed rather smooth and hyaline bracts, dark-pink-
purple, about 2 cm. long, just like those of A. amphtoxys even to the
horizontal and concave wings which touch at the tips Banner oval-
s.
ovate, ahout 1-1.3 cm long, arcuate at the end of calyx teeth to about 45
clc!?recs, with sides reflexed in the niiddl.? for about 2 mms. width,
white spot conspicuous, purple-lined and stippled Wmgs narrow,
rather abruptly contracted above the middle, about I mm. wide, roun-
ded, about 2 mm, longer than keel and 4 mm. shorter than banner, a
little arched- Keel about 7-8 mm. long, gently arched from belovv
the middle to erect or nearly so at tip, the tip much rounded and i-4
mm. high, with general outline nearly obUquely oblanceolate^ C a!yx
about Icn.Ion^fand 3-4 mm. hi-h. a httlc jaterally flattened, about
straight on both sides, truncate at base ann tip and inserted on the
corner, nier^scent with minute black hairs, teeth tnangu!ar and hard-
ly 1 mm. long. Peduncles scapose. about as Ion? as petioles, normal-
ly declined ^.nd hooked at the erect tip. Leaves many and congested,
5-7 cm. Ion?, the crowns a mass of old and coarse and stiff Petioles
(as in A. Ncwberryi). Petioles with a smge ovate to tr.anguUr leaf-
let, or 3 digitate ones, or rarely with an additional pair a little
belo*.
leaflets normally lanceolate and short-acuminate and sessile L5-^5
cm. long, hoarv with closely appressed hairs attached al'"os^^f.* *^^
end and cross-ribbed. Crowns single to few, 1-5 cm. wide, Stipules
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oblong-ovate, not acuminate, nearly smooth, rarely visible. On barren
clay slopes from Price to Ferron Utah and vicinity, Lower Temper-
ate life zone.
A common from with shaggy young and sparsely shaggy old pods
and 3-5 leaflets from Thompson's Spring and the San Rafael Swell in
Utah is the van Newberryoides. The true A. Newberryi does not oc-
cur in this reti^ion. •
^
This species though quite distinct simulates A. New^berryi in many
respects. The flowers are the same, the leaf habit the same though
the latter runs into rather many leaflets in the variety, the condensed
crowns the same. The leaflets of A. Xewberryi though normally
nearly round are often inclined to be tapering at tip. The pods are
very different when mature. A. Xewberryi belongs to the Great B?-
sin region though crossing the Colorado drainage at the south, whi e
A. Musiniensis grows only on the northern part of the Navajo Bas n.
It has the appearance of a hybrid between A. pygmaeus and some
other species, but there is no such other species. Its only associate is
A. cym];oides. It is common and holds its characters. The tap root
is many feet long.
172 Astragalus cymboides Jones Cont. 7 650 (1895). Pods light-
colored, acute at both ends» about 8 mm. wide and high, sharp-edged at
both sutures, and with sides rounded, the pulp nearly 2 mm. thick and
quickly shriveling when picked, the coat becoming horizontally lined
along the middle and with fine but rather indistinct cross lines and un-
evenly pitted, ashy, with tip flat and triangular-acute and straight,
cross-section when dry oblong by the inner walls being much obcom-
pressed, not sulcate, pods when old appearing nearly 1.5 cm. wide and
bordered by a line (the edge of the suture), hardly 3 mm. thick in the
middle and keeled below (the keel the dorsal suture), trisulcatc above
by sharp grooves with the central one at the ventral suture and the
lateral pair of grooves where the outer wall (now become a wing)
joins the dody, the space between the central and the lateral grooves
is very convex so that the cross-section is about like the figure ''3" but
with the upper arc the same as the lower. Seeds many and filling the
hairy cavity which splits along the ventral suture bnt does not open
except a little at the end. The dry pods are very light and blow about
easily. Flowers about 1.5 cm. long, dull-purplish to dirty-white, with
the tips inclined to be purplish but the banner nearly always white,
capitate, rarely 12, nearly sessile and with the ovate bracts much lon-
ger than the pedicels. Banner water-lined, oblong-oval, about 8 mtn.
long, arcuate abruptly beyond the calyx teeth to 45 degrees, the sides
reflexed near the base to 1 mm/s width and so making the blade seem
fiddle-shaped, deeply notched and with groove nearly V-shaped and 2
mm. deep and 1 mm. wide below, then becoming 2 mm. wide and U-
shaped above and vanishing at tip. Wings linear-objong, a little
arcuate, notched below the tip, blunt, close-pressed and convex to keel
below and then spreading and horizontal above, pink-purple and
striped, 1 mm. wide. Keel sharply arched in the middle to er^ct and
with erect part about 3 mm. long and as long as the base which is
straight and with rounded tip, about 1 mm. shorter than the wings
which are 2-4 mm. shorter than banner. Calyx about 7 mm. long and
2 mm. high, cylindrical, obliquely-triangular at base and inserted in
line with it^ the upper side a little arched, laterally flattened, cleft
deeper above and oblique at tip, inclined to be nigrescent and densely
appressed pubescent, teeth triangular, about 1 mm. long. Peduncles
from spreading to flat on the ground, rarely 5 cm. long in flower or 7
mm. long in fruit, r.ormally shorter than the leaves, rather stout,
scapose. Leaves 3-8 cm. long, with coarse and persistent petioles
mostly twice as long as the rachis. Leaflets 3-5 pairs, normally oval-
obovate, sometimes elliptical to oval, acutish, nearly sessile and t"hick,
5-10 mm. long. Stipules densely imbricatec, triangular-ovate, S-8 mm .
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Icng, hairy.
^ Crowns several to many, very compact and short, the
whole forming ^'dense mat. Whole plant hoary with very dcn-se and
closely appressed pubescence of slender, round and finely warty hairs
attached by the middle. Common on clay mesas and in sandy washes
from Price to Green River and southward at least to Ferrou Utah in
the Lower Temperate life zone.
173 Astra^jalus Missouriensis Xutt. Gen. 2 (1818). Pods about 2 cm.
long, 7-8 mm. wide and 5 mm. high, abruptly stout-beaked, rounded at
base, straight, rarely a little arcuate, minutely pubescent, strongly and
finely cross-wrinkled only^ with walls about 1-2 mm. thick when fresh
and witli the inner wall very woody, the outer skin inclined to peel off
a little along the ventral suture but not thrown back nor wing-like
when old, pods splitting at both sutures nearly to the middle and the
whole lengtli along the ventral suture when ripe and open at the end,
inclined to be 4-sicJed with both sutures raised as keels, and somewhat
obcomjDressed and with rounded tdgt and rarely sulcate ventrally,
with beak scarcely at all flattened but subulate, cross-section nearly
round and cavity a little inflated. Flowers about 1.5 cm. long, purple,
9-12. Banner about oval, nearly 1 cm. long, gently arched beyond ca-
lyx teeth to nearly erect, with sidc5 refle\ed about 2 mm, wide below
and having an oblong outline, claw white. Wings nearly linear, a little
arched, about 1 mm. wide, rounded, about 2-3 mm. longer than keel and
4-5 mm. shorter than banner. Keel the same as in A. cymboides, the
erect part as long as the base, wuth nearly straight sides and abruptly
upturned in the middle, about 4 mm. high and with rounded tip. Ca-
lyx tube about 7 mm. long, and 3 mm. high, nigrescent, short-cylin-
dric, and with straight sides, somewhat laterally flattened, nearly trun-
cate at base and inserted near the lower corner, somewhat oblique at
tip and cleft a little deeper above, the subulate teeth spreading and
about 2 mm. long. Pedicels short and stout, much shorter than the
subulale-lanceolate bracts which are hyaline and hairy and about 5
mm. long. Peduncles stout, mostly erect, about 1 dm. long and longer
than the leaves. Leaves not 1 dm. long, with petioles about as long as
the rachis, rareh' persisting long on the old stems. Leaflets^ about 5
{3-7) pairs, inclined to be acute at both ends and elliptical, 5-10 mm.
long, somewhat thickened, strongly petiolulate, hoary with very fine
and appressed soft hairs which are flattened in the middle and very
warty and often twisted and attached near the middle. " Stems short,
an inch or so long, slender, with internodes seldom as long as the tri-
angular and conspicuous but not large stipules, several from a woody
root, and habit being more that of A. argophyllua but not hugging the
ground closely. This species growls from Assiniboia and the Saskat-
ewan, through the Plains of Montana and Bakotah southward to Kan-
sas and New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas, and westward to Santa
Fee and the borders of the Rio Grade drainage at Farmington New
Mexico and thence northward in the mountains of Colorado but not
on the Pacific slope, common on the Laramie plains and northward
through Montana to the foot of the Continental Divide but not appar-
ently on the Pacific drainage, upper part of the Lower and lower part
of the Middle Temperate life zones, in gravelly and well drained soil.
In the van cuspidocarpus (Sheldon) the dorsal suture is some-
times produced a little and then is A. Shortianus var. minor Gray in
part. This species is the eastern represcatativc of the beautiful A.
amphio>;ys but they never seem to occupy the same region. There is
very little to separate this species from A. amphioxys var. vcspertinus
except the finely ribbed and straight and blunt pod«, and leaflets in-
elined to be dianiond-shaped, and the smaller flowers. This succies ap-
pears to require the summer showers and cooler air of the Plains ?.nd
blooms in May, whilt its congener of the Pacific slope blooms f,rom
March to early May and grows in a region with less humidity and f.*w
raius and higher temperature, and varies far more. A. remulcus var.
2U
Cliloridae is another close relative of this species growing in a still
more arid region.
174 Astragalus amphioxys Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 336 (1878).
This is a very variable species. The type has pods acuminate at both
ends, and the tip tapering into a long and curved Fubulate beak, the
pods often bent into a half circle, 5-8 mm. wide and high, or when
much obcompresscd 8 mm. wide hnd 2 mm. high, the cross-section
then being oblong when fresh, and linear when dry, but cross-section
nornirilly nearly round when fresh and triquetrous when dry, that is,
ir. angular-cordate, when fresh the surface is ashy and even, when dry
ii is smoothish from ventral suture about to the middle and then
strongly reticulate-corrugated to the dorsal suture and along it from
end to end, when fre^^h neither suture is evident but both are very
thin and sharp and raised externally along the edges and much thick-
ened underneath when dry, when pods arc only a little arcuate and
scarcely sulcatc dorsally the cross-section is inclined to be 4-angled as
in A. cymboides and Missouriensis, and with the same rounded'^ sides,
but normally it is so sulcate dorsally as to be triquetrous, walls
about 2 mm. thick, neither the outer nor inner skin Vv-oody wlien fresh,
thin-cartilaginous when dry, not mottled normally but green, rarelv
old pods show mottling. Flowers in the type rather narrow and near-
ly 3 cm long, loosely short-spicate. rarely 10. Banner oval, gently
arched beyond the calyx tips from 10-60 degrees or rarely more, with
sides reflexed 2-3 mm. wide below the middle giving it an oblong to
triangular outline, groove very wide and shallow and often 7 mm. wide,
white spot truncate above to obcordatc and oblong to cuncate and
ragged above with little purple veinlcts and stippled, blade darkest
near the white spot and fading out toward the edges. Wings linear to
oblong-lanceolate, rounded and obtuse, oblique, ascending, concave to
keel but turned out at its tip and horizontal and with their tips de-
clined and conniving over the keel, 2 mm. wide, 1-2 mm. longer than
keel 4 mm. shorter than banner. Keel about 7 mm. long, abruptly and
a httlc arched above the middle to erect, or nearly so, the tip trian-
gular and obtuse but not much roauucd, 3 mm. high. Calyx tube 7-10
mm. long and 4 mm. wide, the upper side arcuate a little, the lower
side straight, obliquely triangular at base and attached in line with it
and cleft deeper above, a little narrowed at tip and somewhat lat-
erally flattened, cylindrical, ashy or variably nigrescent with close-
pressed hairs, the triangular-suliulate teeth equal, a third to one
fourth as long as the tube, ascending. Pedicels almost none, very
stout. Bracts triangular, about 1 cm. long, hairy. Peduncles 5-15 cm.
ion
chned to be acute at both ends, rnrelv obovate and diamond-shaped,
petiolulate, rather distant, S-IO pairc. nofmuchthickened. Stems rather
slender, rarely. 1 dm. long, zigzag. Stipules rarely overlapping, deltoid
to triangular, seldom 1 cm long, adnate, not connate. Plants mostly
biecnials but blooming the.first yc r as winter annuals, with straight
and fleshy tap root which is elongated and slender and which at tip isbranched into a few crowns. A very early bloomer and not continu-
ing long Pods easily scattered by the wind, opening both at tin
and base for a short distance. This species though with less easilyblown pods than the former two species is commot throu<'out the Na-
vajo Basin from the base of the Uintas to Steamboat Springs Colora-do and southward to thh MogoUonsand the Little Colorado at least toWmsiow, and extending over on the Rio Grande but rare as far as F-1
Paso Texas, througliout the plateau of northern Arizona aiid down its
southern flanks to Prescott and around the western flanks also
tending down the Colorado through the Grand Canon and 'westi
at least to the Charleston Mts. and northward to Moapa Nevada and
cx-
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St. Grorgc Utah. Lower Temperate life zone and going a little int#
he Tropical, growing on gravelly soil on me.sns in open places. The
whole plant is hoary with closely appressed pubescence and the stems
arc about prostrate.
In the same region where the two species overlap tn Nevada thi4
hybridizes with A. Layncae, A. amphio"ys X Layneac, with the pods
of amphioxys and the flowers and somewlial woolly fine pubescence
of Layneac, peduncles 1.5-2 dm. long and with rachis often 1 dm. long.
Calyx nigrescent and 5 mm. long, 3 mm. hi-h, short-cylindric. cleft
deeper above and with uneqxial teeth, horizontal. Pod« rather shortly
acute at both ends, about 3 cm. long, about the same as the variety
vespertinus, dorsal suture not intruded. Chimihuevis Wts. Arizona
(south of Franconia) and my No. 5010 from the copper mine west of
St. George Utah, April 4 1894, Some of the plants arc clearly 3 years
old. The flowers are rather short and stubby, about 2 cm long, the
banner not much longer than the wing, tlie keel broad.
Astra^ali^s amphioxys var. vespertinus (Slieldon Minn. Bot. Stud,
9 150 1894 as species). This is a form hardly deserving varietal rank,
with pods about 3 cm. long, narrowly oblong and mostly straight,
with the coatings inclined to separate along the ventral suture as in A
cvmboides and with the dry cross-section inclined to be quadrangular,
the pods with triangular-acute tip and a Utile narrowed but not acumi-
nate at base. Leaflets not many and fewer pairs, obovate and obtuse.
Peduncles normally longer than the leaves. Calyx teeth often 2
mm. long. Conspicuous as are the extremes among the forms of this
ipccies there is every gradation in all the characters in the same soil
and locality. This variety is the common form on the clay slopes and
mesas of the Navajo Basin. Coville's plant from th« Panamint Mts.
is probably something el^se.
Astragalus amphioxys var. cymbellus N. Var. Low and nearly
acaulcscent Avintcr annuals. Leaflets from elliptical and acute to
broadly obovate and strongly apiculate, 3-6 pairs. Flowers large, white
or pink-purple, about 2 cm. long, narrow, with calyx teeth about one
fourth as long as the tube. Pedicels short and stout. Bracts lanceo-
late, hyaline. 4-6 mm. long. Banner oval. Wings linear and purple-
tipped. Pods oblong to narrowly so, shortly acuminate, narrowed and
rounded be!ow, about 2 cm long, and 8-L=; mm. wide, nearly round
when fresh or a little oblate, with a very firm ^nd woody inner wall
and a very soft outer pulp which is transparent and nearly 2 mm. wide,
and with the outer skin very thin. The ventral suture extends through
the pulp a^ a thin ridge, the dorsal suture also but very narrow. The
seed^ are horizontal and the cavity smooth within. When dry the pod
is deltoid to diamond-shaped in cross-section, with both sutures very
much raised and thickened especially the ventral, the sides being very
convex along the middle. At maturity and when very dry the outer
skin splits away from the inner along the ventral suture throughout
and becomes cxplanate giving the pod an oval appearance. The pulp
when dry is often represented by a cellular paper like that of a hor-
net's nest which fluffs up along the border and inside of the very thick
sutural rims. The seed pedicels run through to the outer skin and ap-
ptar as teeth on the rim. Sutures not intruded. Common in the San
Rafael Swell and the western side of the Navajo Basin generally on
clay sloncs and benches. It connects with the species by ah sorts of
in^ergrades. The ventral suture varies from much more to much less
convex than the dorsal. ^ . . , ,n -- /.^^^^
175 As ragalusNewbcrryi Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 12 d:^ (1^/0)
The type of the species is the most congested and starved form, and
is not at all representative of its norinal form though very variable.
Pods nearly 2 cm. long and L5 cm. wide, ovate to nearly g]obosc,con-
spicuously inflated, quite oblique, often aUttle sulcate at base at ooth
sutures and somcwhtt obcompressed, tut laterally it at ali flattened
V
ai(>
above, ending in a short and conical and rather upturned beak, cellu-
lar-flc:>hy when young, coriaceous when dry, deeply cordate^ at base,
Uesh pods almost round in cross-section, very cellular and with close-
ly apprcssed hairs, young pods thin and rather papery, not woody.
Ventral suture a little intruded and thin, but both sutures incon:rp;cu-
ous. Flowers brilliant-dark-purple, fading to bluish, with tips darkeit,
about 2.5 cm. long. Banner oval-ovate, about 1.3 cm long, 3 mm. wide
and arcuate to about 30 degrees in a gentle arc from calyx tips, with
sides retlexcd a little in the middle, with broad groove forming about
a half circle and 3 mm. wide and 2 mm. deep then wid,ening and shal-
lowing to a mere groove at tip, white spot reduced to half a dozen
white lines low down on each side of the mid-nerve and forming an
oblong and truncate to obcoid<:te aiea. Wings a little darker ihan
banner, linear to near the ear, nearly 2 mm, wide and 1 cm. long and
2-4 mm. longer than keel, concave to keel and horizontal at tip as in A
amphiox3*s, mo>tly declined, rounded, much narrower than the keel
and with tips mostly touching and one of them not flaring, sometimes
there are 2 pairs of wings to a flower. Keel narrow, gently arched
beyond the middle to 45 degrees or rarely more, wit i tip much roun-
ded, about 2 mm. wide near tip, a little shorter than wings and 4-6
mm. shorter than banner, straight. Calyx reddish, a little inflated be-
low and narrowed at tip, barely flattened laterally, the upper side a
little arched, nearly truncate below and only a little obliquely inserted,
about 1 cm long and 3-4 mm. high, white with very fine and ratlicr long
and loosely apprcssed hairs, the t-eth 2-4 mm. long, subulate and lath-
er lax. Bracts hyaline, hairy, subulate, 4-6 mm. long, twice as long as
the stout pedicels. Peduncles hardly as long as the calyx un the
type), very stout, even the flowers not exscrted beyond the leaves.
Leaves short, rosulate, many, with petioles often so short as to be al-
most undiscernible, but generally conspicuous and longer than the ra-
chis and stout. Leaflets 2-3 pairs, obovate, thick, apiculate, densely
and closely appressed-hoary-hairy with fine hairs, shortly petiolulate,
contiguous, 5-10 mm. long. Stipules ovate, Acaulesccnt plants with
very thick crov/ns and closely imbricated stipules, forming very dense
and small tufts, short-lived perennials from erect roots with few
crowns. Pubescence soft and fine, rather long, dense, white, shaggy
on the pods, with slender and somewhat flattened and^ warty hairs.
The above is the type character only. It is a very variable species,
the forms being due to shade more than any other ecological factor.
It (the type) grows only in very open and warm places where the soil
is inclined to be clayey and poor. Lower Temperate life zone, scarce
in the southern part of the Navajo Basin, common from Richfield to
Marysvale Utah on the Sevier and over to Cove Creek and less common
to Piochc Nevada, Peach Springs Arizona and eastward to the Little
Colorado.
Astragalus Pursiiii X Newberryi. This hybrid has narrowed and
curved pods, m.ore slender petioles, smaller flowers, and rather loose
pubescence. This grows on the Sevier.
Astragalus Purshii X Watsonianus. This has the leaf and pubes-
cence characters of the var, Watsonianus but the other characters of
Purshii. This grows in eastern Nevada.
Astragalus Newberryi var, Watsonianus (Kunsze) Joiles Cont. 10
68(1902). Tragacantha VVatsoniana Kuntze Rev, Gen. 2 942 (1891).
A. eriocarpus Watson. Watson's type is an over-developed plant
grov.-ing in the shade of the sagebrush, in which the peduncles and
leaves were relatively much elongated. The pods are cordate-ovate
and about I cm. long, with lunate-half-oval longitudinal-section and
semicircular cross-section below, then it is abruptly contracted into a
subconical beak half as long as the body and which is erect and very
sharp, the pods are shallow-sulcate ventrally at base and somewhat
but not conspicuously inflated as in the type species, and about half its
size, the pubescence about 2 mm. long and spreading at right angles
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and crisped but not woolly. Flowers narrow as in the type, blue-black
when dry, about 3 cm. long, with the calyx a half longer than the blades
and rather shaggy and with the soft hairs more spreading and inclined
to be nigrescent or black, the subulate teeth of Icn 6 mm. long, the flow-
ers (about 5) are darker and with much deeper red than the pink-pur-
ple of A, Utahensis but resemble it very much but bloom nearly a
month earlier and at the same time as A, Purshii which is very early.
Bracts often haif as long as the calyx. Peduncles and leaves about
1-1.5 dm. long. Petioles about twice as long as the leaf-racliis. Leaf-
lets about 5 pairs, nearly oval, acutish at both ends, 1-1.5 cm long,
greener but still very pubescent. Crowns oblong, several* 3 7 cm. long.
Liy the side of these in the open and without shade grow forms with
all kinds of variations but with leaves and peduncles short or pedun-
cles and petioles almost none and with leaflets reduced in immberand
size. Conimon throughout the Great Basin from the base of the VVa-
satch to the Sierras and southward to Owen's Valley and the southern
flanks of the Alogollons of Arizona, growing on dry benches and on
slopes in the sagebrush and junipers. Lower Temperate life zone, nev-
er in alkaline soil nor on poorly drained flats. This is nearest to A.
Utahensis but does not grow with it and is found at a lower elevation.
Tt and A. Purshii grow together and they hybridize freely. It is easily
separable from it by the coarse pedicels, straightish pubescence, large
flowers, narrow keel and much wider pods. The hybrid* are easily
recognized and do not seem to persist. This blooms about 10 days be-
fore A. Purshii, beginning early in May at 6000 ft. alt. and proportion-
ally earlier at lower elevations.
Astragalus Newberryi var. castoreus Jones Cont. 7 658 (1895).
This is a form with leaves and peduncles about 5 cm. long, 3 pairs of
leaflets about 6 mm. long, elongated petioles, nigrescent calyx, purple
tipped flowers about 2.5 cm. long with keel tip nearly erect and 4 mm.
high and much less rounded. Pods elongated-lanceolate, about 3 cm.
long and abruptly bent (about one third the way up) to an erect flat-
tish and elongated tip twice as long as the base. Calyx teeth triangu-
lar and about 2-3 mm. long. This grows at the copper mine 18 mile»
west of St. George Utah, a very rare form. No. 5006.
Astragalus Newberryi X Eurekensis. This is a very rare hybrid
with diamond-shaped leaflets 1-2.5 cm. long, 2-3 pairs, minutely and
rather sparsely pubescent with closely apprcssed hairs, slender pedun-
cles and petioles not conspicuously persistent, the former shorter than
the leaves which are 5-8 mm. long. Pods more sparingly hairy and
obliquelv-oblong-lanccolate and about 2 cm. long. Calyx nigrescent,
Flowers'purple-tippcd.^ Lake Point Utah. No 1743, May 29 1880. An-
other collection much like it is from Richfield and has more oblong
leaves and obli<^uely-oval and sparsely hairy pods about the shape of
A. argophyllus. One Avould expect to find many specimens of this
hybrid, but they are very rare.
175 AstragalusEurekcnsis Jones Cont. 3 291(1893) and 8 12 (1898)
Pods acuminate-lanceolate. 2-4 cm. long, about 8 mm. wide and 5 mm.
'high, arcuate in the middle to over a half-circle generally, notched at
base, sulcate ventrally and dorsally at base and toward the middle till
the ventral suture touches the dorsal making the cross-section of pod»
linear, above the pods are laterally compressed toward the rather
long and triangular tip, with pubescence loosely shaggy-silky with
rather long hairs which do not conceal the b^own surface of the
strongly reticulated pods which are reddish till fully ripe, sutures
raised as strong ribs, pods with base horizontal to ascending, a little
narrowed below, mostly single to few at the ends of the slender pe-
duncles which arc decumbent and shorter than the leaves. Flowers
cream-white with purple-tipped keel, appearing lurid-white when dry.
about 2.5 cm. long, narrow, erect. 3-8. Banner elliptical to ovate and
about 1 cm. long, strongly notched, gently urched beyond the calyx to
21B
:) (Icgrces, with sides reflexcd at base about 1 mm. wide but not above,
thick -And ruthcr fleshy below, the groove deep and half-round and
watcriined, about 5 mm. longer than keel.
-VVings about 2 mm. longer
than keel, linear, straight, about 1 mm. wide, with horizontal tips.
Keel 7-8 mm. long, about 3 mm. wide, strongly incurved from near the
middle to erect or nearly so at the tip which is blunt and rounded and
about 4 mm. high. Calyx nigrescent with apprcssed black and spread-
ing white hairs, with tube about 7-8 mm. long, a little inflated, sonicA
.what narrowed at tip, nearly truncate at base and somewhat obliquely
inserted, cleft deeper above, about 3 mm. high, with pubescence be-
coming shaggy and long and somewhat spreading, with teeth subulate,
arcuate, black and 3 mm. long. Pedicels very .^hort and stout, much
exceeded by the triangular spieading bracts which are 3-4 mm. long.
Peduncles 5-8 cm; long, slender, brown and like the petioles buta litilc
thicker. Leaves many, rosulate, 5-10 cm. long, not very narrow, with
petioles about as long as the rachis. Leaflets 3-6 pairs, oblong to nar^
rowly elliptical, 8-15 mm. long, rather thin, shortly acute at both ends
but sessile, not contiguous, thinly pubescent with closely appressed
but rathtr long hairs, the whole plant with a kind of lead color. The
crowns arc mostly single and thick with innumerable old and brown
leaf-petioles, the 'stipules narrow and rarclv visible. Acaulcscent.
•Roots slender; very long and erect. This verv distinct species rarely
hybridizes and "^t is a close relative of A. Newberryi but has a much
restricted range. It grows on sagebrush benches in the foothills un-
der the shade of the bushes, rarely in the open when it is more con-
densed. Common in the Oquirrh Mts. Utah and westward to. Detroit
but not yet found -in the D«ep Creek iMts.. southward to Cove Fort,
Cedar City and Richfield, eastward from Eureka and Silver City to
Ntphi, but not yet found in the Wasatch. Lower Temperate life
zone, m well drained gravel on slopes. This was referred to A. Thomp-
sonac("syrticolus'*J by Sheldon but it has little in common with- it.
It blooms in May. - *
_^
177 Afitragalui coccincus (Parry) Brandt^ee Zoe 2 72 (1890).' A.
Purshn var. coccmeus Parry West Am.Sci. 7 10 (1^390): ' A. grandiflo-
rus Watson not Bunge. It is unfortunate that this magificentlv .flow-
ered species cannot retain the name of Watson for its flowers are
comparable only by the yellowish A. giganteusand the,later A. fune-
rcus. Pods a little inflated, inclined to be suicatc below the middle at
both sutures and obcom^rcssed, the cross-section about round above,
with the conical tip .^ort and about as wide as high, pods about 3 cm.
long and 1 cm. wide, oblong, a little wider above the middle, arched so
that the tip is erector a little more incurved, the base truncate, the
sutures neithcrraiscd npr thickened, the walls 1 mm. thick when
fresh, and full of pulp,^seedsTilling the cavity which is hairy within
when fresh and with elliptical cross-section then. Flowers red, very
narrow and with c.^sertcd daws (which are at least as long as -calyx)
and narrow blades, the whoje about 3 cm, long. Banner elliptic-oval,
about LS cm. long, arched about 10 degrees in very gentle arc from
calyx teeth to 7. mm. beyond where the groove stops and tjien straight
to the tip, the sides reflexed about 4 mm, wide and most below giving
the bladftan oblong appearance, groove obovate and not over 7 mm;
long, narrowed, bclo>v,, the cross-section about U-shaped, red-veined,
It stops about 1 cm. below the tip,and then becomes a merelincto tip
which IS fl^t and 8-10 mm. wide. .Wings nearly 1.5 cm. long and 2
mm. wide, about parallel with the upper ?id.e of keel and straight, a
cute on. the lower side of th? end, the j;ar being as long us the rest of
the blade and extending 1 cnv^beyond.the calyx tube, a little shorter
than the keel. .Ke<l.4omcwh^t. obliquely obla^ccolatc, straight, trian-
gularracute, 4 mrn. wide^near.the ,end and" with" the tip just a littl?
above the middle of the 6i*d, about as long a^^ banner. The petals are
much hkc those of Colutea. Calyx hardly I cm. long, about 3 mm.
high, the cross-section rather triquetrous with upper side 1 mm. wid«
ai9
and the lower 4 mm. wide, almost straight, the lower side rarely a lit-
tle concave, narrowed and cleft deeper above at the end, but teeth e-
qnal, rather truncate and equally inserted on the very short and stout
pedicels, red, thinly shaggy w^ith fine and spreading tangled hair<= as-
cending in flower and fruit. Bracts 3-4 mm. lonj?. triangular, white-
shaggy so as to be concealed by the hairs. Peduncles 2-3 mm. thick
coarsely sulcate. somewhat curved in fruit. Leaves with the white-'
shaggy petioles as long as rachis, the petioles and peduncles persist-ing long and closely imbricated below, with the nuhcr small stipules
concealed by the shaggy pubescence. Leaflets 3-5 pairs, hardly 1 cm
long, about elliptical, but a little narrower be-ow, acutish at both ends
and with the pubescence short-shaggy and somewhat appresse<l The
crowns few and often 5 cm. wide, longer than wide and forming adense mat 2-4 dm. wide combined with the manv leaves. Roots ra'th-
er f cshy, erect and long. From the Panamtnt Alts, to the Colora-do desert south of the Salton Sink, blooming in .\pril. The stems do
not seem to elongate at all, being represented by the thick crowns.
.
178 Astragalus funereus Jones Cont. 12 II (1908). Pods decided-
ly inflated, about 5 cm. long, 1.5 cm. WMde, broadly- to ovate-oblong,
trom nearly half-oval to lunate, hooked at the end, the ventral suture
a little concave and the subulate tip ascending about 45 degrees and
3-4 times as long as wide, normally somewhat obcomprcsscd at base
and shallow-sulcatc at least vcntrally, with cross-section nearly round
and with walls having scarcely any flesh and are chartaceous when
dry and with cavity much larger than the seeds and without pulpMowers fevv, pink-purple-tipped, becoming bluish (and therefore
naturally acid) when dr^^ about 2 cm. long, wi-h the claws not cxser-
tcd and about as long as the calyx or a little more. Banner oval-ovate
and about 1.5 cm. long and L2 cm. wide, with sides reflexed 5 mm.
wide in the miildle to 45 degrees and arcuate in gentle arc to 45 de-
grees from calyx tip. Groove deeply V-shaped, fully 2 mm. deep and
less than 1 mm. wid«, abruptly widening 7 mm. below tip of banner,
most of it deep-purple and veined wMth white on the edges, the white
spot being present as a narrow band. Wings concave to keel, 3 mm.
wide at base to the middle and then contracted to 2 mm. wide 4 mm. •
from tip, very blunt and rounded, a little declined, quite as long as keel.
Keel that of A. coccincus but about 1 cm. long and 3 mm. wide and
with tip 4 mm. high and a little arched and with the end nearly in
line with the upper side and obtuse and rounded barely apiculate, the
general outline being half-ob!anceoIatc. The general character of the
flowers is that of A. coccineus but shorter. Calyx tube about 7 mm.
long and 3 mm. high and nearly as wide, a little contracted at both
ends, nearly equally inserted, the upper side arched a little, not cleft
deeper above. nigrescenV--;hag}J:y with rather long and spreading and
very fine hairs. Bracts deltoid, hardly 3 mm. long, very hairy and in-
clined to be nigrescent. Peduncle^ very stout, about 3 mm. thick and
5-7 cm. long, arcuate, with 5-lU flowers, anrl with fruiting rachis 1-5
cm. long. Leaves^ rarely 5 cm. long, with slender petioles much short-
er than their rachis. Leaflets about 8 pairs, oval and obtuse, rarely a
little obovate, 5-8 mm. long, rarely 1 cm. long. Pubescence very dense
and much tangled and almost woolly, or only wavy, but much tangled
on the pods. Neither petioles nor peduncles persisting when old.
Young plants rather acaulescent but older ones with rather slender
and knotted stems often 1 dm. long, and with internodes longer than
the deltoid and greeni.-.h stipules, and about as thick as the peduncles,
white-hairy and prostrate. The plants form rather large mats. The
roots are thickened, fleshy an short. d It blooms early in April on clay
ndgcs at Rhyolite Nevada, probably in the Charleston Mts., rare at
Tonopah, and Darwin Cal.
no
^179 Astragalus Utahends (Torr.) T. .S: G. Pac. R. R. Rep. 2 120
(1855). Phaca moliissinia var. Utahensis Torr. Stansb. Rep. 385 t. 2
(1853). Pods narrowly oblong but 5o long-woolly as to seem half-
oval, about 2 cm. long, with the body 5-7 mm. wide but appearing 1.5
cm. wide, barely 3 mm. hi^-h, with the rather straightish but crinkled
hairs about 4 mm. long and spreading almost at right angles. When
stripped of the hairs lue pods are found to be much obcomprcssed
nearly throughout and arched to about one third circle, with tip very
short and conical, with bo.h sutures strong and a little raised, inclined
to be broadly sulcate at both sutures, with acutish base, opening a little
at tip, not inflated, and with seeds hard to get ont ; this and the wool-
bness being admirable adaptations for wide distribution j, with cross-
section oblong to reniform and narrow, with walls finely cross-wrin-
kled and coriaceous and rather thin when fresh but haitl and with the
outer wall fleshy and 1 mm. thick and the inner one woody, pods loose-
ly attached to the calyx, ripe seede olive-colored. Flowers 2-2 5 cm
long, bluish-purple when dry (therefore acid when fresh), about half a
do'/en on the floral rachis which even in fruit is seldom as long as the
flowers. Banner 1-1.5 cm. long, oval, rather deeply notched, with
sides rcflcxcd 3-4 mm. wide below the middle, rather abruptly arcuate
to 30-4o degrees just beyond the calyx tips and straight to the tip, the
white spot broadly cuneate and tridentate or with a single acuminate
tooth from the center of the rounded or truncate end and beautifully
veined with narrow and nearly parallel purple lines running dovvn.to
the base. W mgs linear, about straight, a little larger above and roun-
ded, nearly twice shorter than banner and horizontal beyond 2-5 uvu
longer than keel, rarely 2 mm. wide. Keel narrow, about half-spatuhue
with the end about 3 mm. wide, the purple tip being a little above ihe
middle of the end as in A, coccineus but very obtuse. Calyx a litile
inflated and hyaline, reddish, with tube about 1 cm. long. 3-6 nrn
wide, a little narrowed at both ends, cleft deeper above, the sides be-
ing about straight, inserted on the lower corner on a stout pedicel ^-4
mm. long, sparsely woolly and rarely nigrescent, teeth subulate a"nd
about 3 mm. long. Bracts narrowly triangular, very thin and hyaline.
5-U) mm. long. Peduncles stout, barely as long as the leave*; from
1.5 dm. long to very short, prostrate in fruit. Leaves narrow, from 1dm. long to a few centimeters long and with the slender petioles shor-
ter than the leaf-rachis. Leaflets about contiguous, about 8 pair^
softly woolly with short hairs, normally 1 cm. long, but in condensedforms hardly 3 mm. long. Stems densely matted, often forming mas-
ses 2 feet in diameter, from 1 nm. long or less to almost acaulcsrent
and with the triangular to acuminate-lanceolate stipules imbricated or
concealed m the white wool, elongated in the shade. This species is
tound mostly on south slopes in the sagebrush in gravellv places from
the lower part of the Middle Temperate to the upper part of the Low-
er Temperate life zone, from Beaverhead Co. Mont, and the western
part Oi the Green River basin Wyoming to the southern flanks of the
Lintas to Price Utah and the eastern slopes of the Wasatch, and westthroughout the Great Basm to the Sierras, southward at least to Marys-
vale and Fish lake Ltah, Osceola and Tonopah xYevada, southward of
the latter place it seems to be replaced by A. coccineus and funereus
It IS common as far west as the East Flumboldt ^rts. Nevada It be-gins to bloom in early summer and continues till frost. The pod* are
like a pellet of wool when dry and blow far, scattering the seeds wide-
ly because they rattle out so slowly. It thrives also on loo^e and dry
sandysoil Roots erect and rather fleshy but not long. This is the
most beautiful flower in Utah.
P -18?
.Astragalus irflexus Douglas in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 151 1834
rods 15-3 cm. long, 5-10 mm. wid«, and rarely 3 mm. high, lanceolate
tooval-ovate occasional forms occur that are only 1 cm, long, from
simply hooked at tip to arcuate nearly to a circle, sulcate ventrally
'i21
from the base to the middle, much obcomprcsscd till the cross-sec-
tion is nearly that of the figure CO, flattened dorsally'to .broadly sul-
catc in the middle, with sutures not intruded, abruptly rounded (rarely
acuminate) at base and with a boss-like pseudo-stipe at the junction
-, with calyx, coriaceous when. dry and finely corrugated, when fresh
.
the wall is 1 mm. thick with the inner part woody only, pubescence of
pods from rather sparse and rarely 1 mm. long but spreading to dense
and shaggy and woolly and 4 mm. Ibrig. tip of pod conspicuously flat-
tened and prow-like and deltoid to triangular-acuminate and longer
than^wide, mostly green-edged, conspicuously different from tlio-.e of
A. Utahensis, short-spicate. Flowers brilliant-pink-purple, about J
.
cm. long, in loose heads and becoming short-spicate in fruit. Banner
.
oval-ovate, a little over 1 cm. long, with sides reflexcd about 3 mm.
wjde below the middle, abruptly arched just beyond the calyx tips to
45 degrees and then straight to the tip, inclined to appear fiddle-like
by the sides being reflexed at tip, with groove deep and large and 2
mm. wide and 1 mm. deep at keel-tip and then vanishing above, wiiite-
spot fan-shaped and filling the groove and coming within 2 mm. of tip
and purple- veined. Wings linear, entire, concave to keel and with tip
horizontal and with the concave side up, straight, deep-purple, about
3 mm. longer than keel, and 4 mm. shorter than banner. Kee! about 5
;
mm. long and 3 mm. higli, arcuate sharply from near the base to fully
.
erect at the rounded tip. Calyx tube about 1 cm. long. 4-5 mm. wide.
not appearing inflated, cleft a little deeper above and with base a little
n irrowed and inserted on the lower corner at the fleshy cnd» reddish
and thin, spar.sely short-woolly, teeth 3-6 mm. long, often half as long
as the calyx and from subulate from a deltoid base to filifonn-tipped.
Hracts equally variable and from about as long as the teeth to 1 cm.
r)ng. Peduncles stout and about 5-7 cm. long. Leaves narrow, 7-10
cm. long, the petioles rarely over twice as long as the lowest leaflet.
Leanels about 10 pairs, mostly contiguous, broadly to narrowly ellip-
tic;'.!, acutish at both ends, rarely rounded at tip and somewhat obo-
vate. about 1 cm. long when, fully developed, softly silky-woolly with
mostly rather long hairs. Stipules elongated, triangular-subulate,
;
Ste ns zigzag, the internodes in the best developed forms being 1-3
en. long and making the stems 1-2 ft. long, mostly prostrate. Stipules
not imbricated. This species prefers sandy place* on southern slopes
in the Middle and Lower Temperate life zones in the Columbia Basin.
It runs up the Missoula at least to ^lissoula Afont. and seems to pass
over the Continental Divide to Helena though most of the higher alti-
tude forms a^e the variety. It seems also to reach the Great Basin on
tlie eastern side of the Sierras in northern Nevada. The type does not
see n to reich above the great bend of the Snake river at Huntington
though puz^Iin^: intergrades do. It blooms in early summer.
Astragalus inflexus van glareosus (Douglas) Jones Cont. 10 62
n9:)2). A. glareosus Douglas in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 152 (1834).
This is a form with pods inclined to be hooked at tip. with slender pe-
duncles often 1 dm. long but sometimes very short, with stems so
short that the stipules overlap or are closely imbricated, the many
leaves with leaflets nearly linear to narrowly elliptical and very acute
at both ends and rather distant and mostly ^^parsely long >^ilkv-wooI!y
but the plants still with a greenish look. Throughout the Columbia
drainage but most common along the Snake river to the Yellowstone
Park. ^Middle Te nperate life zone mostly. This blooms in April and
May and grows in the sagebrush on well drained slopes and in open
valleye but not in alkaline sjround. The form described by .Vel»on as
A. nudisiliquus had old pr>ds where decay had lo isened the hairs on the
pods which had separated from the skin leaviTi j; the pods smooth. It
often occurs late in the season in A. Purse" Qtahrn.,!:; an 1 desperatus
This undoubtedly hybridizes with A. Pur. hit for ning Astragalus
Purshii-x-glarcosus^ which has more hairy pods and lighter colored
flowers.
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181 Astratalus Purshii Douglas in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 152 (1834)
This is a very variable species. The type pods oblong-oval to broadly
ovate and lunate, very oblique or arched at least toward the tip, 1.5-2
cm. long, nearly 1 cm. wide, and 3-4 mm. high, with cross-section ren-
iform, sessile and rounded at base, densely short-woolly-shaggy with
short hairs rather closely felted and with other longer hairs which are
about straight and 2 mm. long, the pubescence mostly concealing the
surface but not the shape, or pubescence very rarely so short as to
show the close and reticulated corrugations, broadly sulcatc ventrally
below and decidedly obcom^rcssed to near the tip, flattened but al-
most never sulcate dorsally. rarely arcuate to one third circle, with
both sutures thick and raised externally, with tip a little flattened
when dry and deltoid and hardly as long as wide but very sharp and
mostly erect, jointed to the calyx. Green pods very thick but grow-
ing thinner as they mature, completely filled by the large seeds and
cutting like w^ood. Flowers 2 cm. long, dull-white, with purple keel,
appearing a little yellowish when dry, the heads a little elongated and
with rachis 2-3 cm. long, but with its intcrnodes shorter than the
bracts. Banner broadly elliptical, about 1 cm. long, with sides rcflexcd
2-^3 mm. wide in the niiddU at length, rather abruptly arcuate from 35-
45 degrees beyond the calyx, tips and then nearly straight to the end,
fleshy below, waterlincd and inclined to fiddle shaped. Groove 2
mm. wide and nearly as deep, narrowed and deeper below. VVingi
linear to oblong, abruptly narrowed beyond the ears, about 1 mm.
wide, rounded, a little arched, 2-3 mm. longer than keel and nearly as
much shorter than banner. Keel as in A. inflcxus, that isy the erect
part as long as base and abruptly rounded at least to erect, about 5
mm. long from the lower end to the bend. 2 mm. wide in the middle
and 1 mm. wide at the rounded tip. Calyx tube about 1 cm. long and
3-5 mm. wide, inclined to be a little inflated, fleshy at base, triangular-
ly and somewhat obliquely inserted, with upper side a little arched,
softly and thinly woolly, with the teeth variable, but about half as
long as tube and triangular-subulate. Pedicels 3-4 mm. long. Bracts
lincar-lanceolatc or narrower, about I cm. long. Peduncles rather
slender but variable and shorter than the leaves. Leaves narrow. 5-8
cm. long, rather dull, with apprcssed leaflets in 3-5 pairs, with petiole*
nearly as long as the leaf-rachis. Leaflets rather narrowly elliptical,
acute at both ends and inclined to be folded, 5-15 mm. long, sparsely
long silky- woolly but pubescence rarely dense enouc^h to conceal the
dark-green surface, somewhat strongly petiolulate and rather distant,
btems prostrate, slender but short and with the internodes rarely as
long as the acuminate and elongated stipules. Plants forming close and
rather small mats, the crowns much branched and with rather woodv
roots which are erect, shallow and, slender. This species abounds
thio ghout the Columbia Basin and nearly to the heads of all its
st^t:a_msas far up as the middle of the .Middle Xemperate life zone, also
running over the eastern divide to the Laramie plains and probably to
Hciena Mont., and into tl)e Great Basin in northwestern Nevada, but
never in the low humidity regions of the Great Basin. This applies to
type only as to distribution.
Astragalus Purshii var. interior N. Var. Thes is the white-flow-
ered iorm of the Great ISasin v. ith the dcnsciv matted stems forming
thick crowns which do not elongate. LeavesVarely 5 cm. Ion<^. The
leatlcts 6-8 pairs, elliptirnl. acutish, 5-8 nm. long, more hoary than the
type, tlowcrs LS-2 cm. long and with narrow, not noticeably
intlatcd calyx.
^
Calyx teeth a third to a quarter as long as the tube.
Bracts and pedicels shorter. Banner hardly longer than the wings.
Pods rarely over 1.5 en:, long, barely more than obH<iue,and with very
short and mconspicauu^:; tip mostly concealed in the dense woo! which
generally conceals the shapf^ of the pods. Wings horizontal at tip.
I .Hs IS the common form of tlie low humidity regions of the Great
Pateau m the mountai'is and foothills in gravelly or rocky soil from
0*»
Ti'
North Park Colorado to Panguhch lake Utali .'jtc] Piochc Nevada and
w'fstward to the Sierras ar.d uonb^^avd to tlic rim of the Great P>aMn.
It grows throughout tlie ]Micjdle Tcnii^cratc life ::one and far down in-
to tJie Lower. "It reaches an alt. of 9000 ft. In the niountains it pre-
fers rocky ridges, and in the valleys grows in Ihe brush on gravelly
slopes but not in the shade. It is one of the earliest bloomers, coming
out along with A. Newberryi: a month earlier than A. Utanen.*^!*. Oc-
casionally the flowers are tinged with i)ink or .purple, but the leaflets
are not obovate. A. consectus Sheldon is an^intcrgradc between this
and the variety longilobus, with obovate leaflets. . -
Astragalus Purshii var longilobus Tone?^ Cont. 5 269 (18931. This
IS a forni with the brilliant i^ink-purple ijowers of A. inflcxus but the
calyx teeth very variable. Stems matted-acaidesccnt. Calyx some-
what inflated. Peduncles rather stout and. longer than tlie leaves.
Pubescence loot^ely long-woo!'y and not matted. Leaflets hardly I
cm. long, oblong obovate, acute or obtu-^e, about 5 pairs, contiguo^us.
Leaves rarely 7 cm. long- Pods tho-e of the type and densely long-
shaggy with' hairs 3 4 mm. long. Bracts elongated. Intergradmg
forms occur with shorter calyx teeth, white flowers, and the narrow
leaves of Purshii. This is the most common form from the Charleston
mountains Nevada to the San Bernardinos and nwen\- valley of Cali-
fornia and Hawthorne Nevada. It is readily mistaken for A. inllexus
but is stemless and with the long [.eduncles and the very shaggy pods
of A. Purshii and with its short keel.
Astragalus Purshii var. leucolobus Jones Cont. 5 270 (1893) and
10 61 il9UJ>. This is a much branched and short-stemmed form with
the interno'des barely as long as the stipules. Peduncles longer than
the leaves. Hracts and calvx teeth as in A. Utahensis, relatively short.
Calyx inflated, broadiy-oldong, and with the teeth hardly 1 cm. .long,
truncate below and inserted ou the lower corner, loosely long-woolly
as in A. inflexus. Flowers purple, stubby, hardly l.S cm. long, blades
nearly equal. Leaves 3-7 cm. long:. Leaflets about 6 pairs, oval to
obovate, rounded, rarefy acutish. mostly hardly 5 mm. long, though
soinetimes 1 cm. long and obovate. Pods oblong, conspicuously fal-
rate, with short and felted wool hardly I mm. long, about L5 cm. long,
with a long and subulate beak from an abruptly contracted base. This
appears very distinct but it intergrades with the above. It is thc_ pre-
vailing forn^ on the western side of the Sierras and San Bernardmos.
Lower Temperate life zone.
Astragalus Purshii var. tinctus Jones Cont. 5 269 (1893). This is
a form with loosely branched but densely caespitose and slender stems
sometimes a foot long but the season's growth rarely 1 dm long, the
internodes rarely as long as the stipules and v.-hUc-woolly. Pedun-
cles about as long as the leaves. Flowers about 2 cm. long, purple,
about as in A, Utahensis'but with the keel of Purshii. Pods broadly
ovate to broadlv oblong, a little arched, 1-L5 cm. long, a little sulcate
ventrally, dense'lylong-wooUy as in A. Utahensis. Leaves rarely I
dm. long. Leaflets about 4 (3-6) pains, oblong-obovate and apiculatc,
about 1 cm. long. Calyx teeth normally subulate and half as long as
the tube and the subulate bracts 1 cm. long, but teeth twice as short.
This intergrades with the vars. longilobus and Icctulus. ^it is the
common form of the northern Sierras on both sides m the AJiddle
Temperate life zone and running up a little into the Upper, among
rocks and gravel in open places. Most common at Soda Spring near
Summit Nevada Co. Cab and Carson City Nevada a form mtergrad-
ing with this and A. Purshii grows atTehachapi. This variety extends
northward at least to Goose lake
Astragalus Purshii var. Icctulus (Watson) Jones Cont. 1061 (1902)
A. Uctulus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 22 471 (1887). This is the most
reduced and remarkable form with the straggling stems of the var.
tinctus, and whitc-woollv but still more slender and forming loose
'ZU
inats. Peduncles slender, from almost none to 1-2 cm. long, about 3-
flowcrcd. Flowers purple, about 1 cm. long, the blades hardly 5 mm.
long. Calyx teeth very variable but bracts and stipules elongated the
tube about 5 mm. long and 2 mm. wide. Pods broadly ovate, only' ob-
tuse, from 7 mm. long and lanceolate to arched into a circle and 1 cm.
long, forming cither a dense mass of wool or shortly and clos«ly
felted. Leaves nearly 3 cm. long, with petiole mostly longer than the
rachis. Leaflets about 3 pairs, closely contiguous, cuneatc-obovate,
rounded and obtuse to apiculate, about I cm. long. This grows from
Bear valley in the San Bernardinos to Crook Co. Oregon and along
the eastern slope of the Sierras, in gravel and sand. Middle Temperate
lite zone.
*
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19 MALACI.
Pods narrowly oblong to nearly linear, partly to wholly 2-
celled, inclined to be fleshy, not inflated, rather laterally flatten-
ed to conspicuously obcompressed, pubescent but never woolly,
emooth in A. succumbens, sessile, 2.5-7 cm. long, mostly reddish
and racemose, capitate in the A. .Parryi group. Stems tufted,
erect, spreading, with few iuternodes but never acaulescent. Pe-
duncles about terminal. Calyx teeth and bracts inclined to be
lax and long. Flowers large, about 2 cm. long. Calyx cylindri-
cal and with teeth over half the whole. Petals broad, short-
clawed. Leaves long and narrow, with many large, broad and
obtuse to barely apiculate leaflets, and large and hyaline stipules
which are not connate above. Perennials, except A. succum-
bens, not woody. Pubescence of leaves shaggy, puberulent and
.
only ashy in A. ensiformis, and silvery and appressed in A.
Layneae. The sections of this group though loosely related are
nearer to eachother than to other groups,
KEY.
A. Flowers capitate, few, white. Calyx almost as wide as long. The
pods linear-lanceolate, much obcompressed, sulcate dorsally, acumi-
nate, very fleshy, cartilaginous when dry, about 3 cm. long and 5 mm.
wide. Plants densely pubescent. Compare this group with the Sar-
cocarpi.
Pods not 2-ceIled, shaggy.
Pods 2-celIed, pu erulent.
182 Parryi,
1S3 Feensis.
2A. Flowers shortly racemose and few. Pods broadly linear, roundm cross-section when fresh, not sulcate, apiculate, 3-5 cm. long, pu-
berulent, reddish. Plants only puberulent, wi*-h the habit of A. ciba-
rius.
1^4 ensiformis.
3^- Flowers racemose, rather many: Pods acuminate, often sulcate,
seldom fleshy, 3-7 cm long, mostly pubescent. Plants strongly pu-
bescent. Leaflets from about oval to obovate and very obtuse, and
very pubescent. Stipules large, narrow and acuminate.
Pods much laterally flattened, not long-acuminate, 6-8 rhm. high, shaggy.
Flowers pink-purple. Pubescence shaggy, 185 malacus.
Pods not laterally flattened, long-acuminate, not over 3 mm. high, not
^l^^gSy- Flowers white with purple tips. Pubescence not shaggy.
186 Layneae.
4A. Pods linear, not acuminate, arcuate, much laterally flattened and
with concave sides, deeply sulcate dorsally and 2-celIed, the ventral
suture raised as a thin wing, sessile and jointed to the calyx, papery,
not inflated. Flowers about 2 cm. Ion?:, in short spikes. Pubescence
loose, rather coarse, of hairs tapering from a pustulate base. Winter
annuals of the Columbia Basin. Succumbentes.
187 succumbens.
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182 Astragalus Parryi Gray Ain. Jour. Sci. Ser 2 33 410 (1862).
Pods broadiy sulcate ventrally, and narrowly and deeply so dorsally,
much ohconipressed and witli dorsal suture a little produced, falcate
to a half circle often, with cross-section about reniform or obcom-
pressd to that of the figure cc, finely longitudinally- and cross-lined,
with walls 1-2 mm. thick when fresh, densely short-hoary when young
and long-shaggy when old. Flowers 6-lU, 1.5 cm. long, \vide. Ban-
ner about reniform and deeply notched, about 1 cm. long, with very
bhort claw, abruptly arcuate at end of calyx tube to nearly erect, the
sides iiUioh reflexed below to 3-4 mm. wide, finely and faintly purple-
hned with branching veins. Wings oblanceolate and much rounded,
about 3 mm. wide at tips, sometimes arched to nearly erect, often
tinged with purple, a little longer than the keel, 2 6 mm. shorter than
banner. Keel about 7 mm. long and 3'mm. high, abruptlv arcuate to
erect and with rounded tip which is 3 mm. wide and with a purple spot
at ihe very end. Calyx tube 7-8 mm. long, 4-7 mm. wide, a little infla-
ted, inclined to be a-httle spurred above at the end and quite oblique
but attached near the middle of the fleshy end, paperv, long shaggy-
hairy, mostly whitish but sometimes nigrescent, with subulate teeth
about as long as tube and rather lax. Pedicels stout in fruit 3-4 mm
long, ascending. Bracts green and hyaline, 4-10 mm. long, triangular.
Peduncles shorter than the leaves, rarely 1 dm. long. Leaves S cm. to
2 dm. long, the lowest very much reduced, and with verv small round
aud often notched leaflets, the uppermost leaves with elliptical leaf-
lets l-l.o cm. long and apicu!ate to relume. Petio'es rarely a third the
whole, tapering as well as the long ra:his. Leaflets rather distant,
11)12 pairs, nearly smooth above, long-shaggy-hairy below, but pubes-
cence sparse except on you-ng parts or on plants growing in specially
dry places. Upper stipules triangular and about 1 cm. Io^lg, green or
hyaline below, the lower ones short and wid«. Stems rather thick and
succulent, often a foot long and with slender internodes, spreading
trom a rathei much branched and woodv crown. This grows among
rocks in rather moist canons and blooms in late Mav and Tune Mid-
dle remperate life zone. From southern Wyoming on the'headwatcrs
^i! A
f^i^it^e to central Colorado and the Sangre de Christo range on
the Atlantic slope only, a species of very limited extent.
183 Astragalus Feensis Jones Cont. 8 20 (1893). Pods about 3
mm. wide, and high, minutely puberulent, with cross-section triangu-
lar-cordate, with dorsal suture sulcate and intruded fully to the ventral
as a white partition. Flowers unknown. Calyx tube about 4-5 mm.
long, teeth shortly pubescent, trianguL'ir, much shorter than the tube.
Bracts minute. Pedicels very short. Peduncles slender, about 7 cm.
long and about as iong as the leaves or more. Leaves about 5 cm
long, many with petioles fully as long as the rachis. Leaflets 7-8
pairs, oval, 5-/ mm. long, rounded to notched, denselv appre^sed-
hatry Old leaf-petiolei persistent. Stems tufted, very short. Whole
plant densely appres.ed-hairy. This was collected only by Fendler,No. lol on gravelly hills at Santa Fe X^v MacicD, Mav 28 1847Lower Temperate life zone.
184 Astragalus ensiformis Jones Cont. 7658 (1895).? ods about 6
mm. high, and 3 mm. wide when fresh, but much laterally flattened
when dry, fresh walls 1 mm. thick and soft and a little sulcate on the
ventral but not on the dorsal side, when dry both suture^ are raised
and thick making the reflexed pods appear vetch-like. Pods arched
to one third circle, abruptly contracted but obtsue at both ends, the
stout mucro at tip an extension of the ventral suture, dorsal suture
produced as a thin partition and reaching almost to the ventral, fresh
cross-section cordate-ovate, cavity filled by the seeds. Flowers like
those of A. cibanus. Pedicels short. Bracts ovate, about 3 mm. long.
Peduncles about 1 dm. long, rather shorter than the leaves. Leavesfew on the short stems, about 1.5 dm. long. Leaflets 6-8 pairs, green,
oval to oblong, 1-1.^ cm. long, obtuse, almost contiguou.s, smooth
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above and hoary below as also are the stems. Stipules large and very
wide, veined, smooth, nearly 1 cm. long, sheathing below. Stems lew
prostrate to ascending, slender, hardly 1 dm. long. Peduncles and
petioles with white, short, narrow hairs closely appressed. This was
found growing among the junipers and pinons at the head of the
Grand Wash south (and a little west) of St. George (Utah) in Arizona
on the gravelly mesa, Lower Temperate life zone. It so closely re-
sembled A. cibarius that I only collected a few specimens to show the
locality. This place was above Pagumpa, the Wash joins the Colora-
do at the abandoned Pierce's Ferry.
185 Astragalus malacus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 7 336 (1868). Pods
3-5 cm. long, shortly stipitatc, much laterally flattened, about 7-8 mm.
high and 2 mm. wide, chartaceous and but little fleshy, nearly straight
to strongly arcuate, 2-celled excei^t at very tip by a hyaline partition,
but sulcate ventrally, and with that suture rather thick antl raised,
narrowly sulcate dorsally to the tip, spare^ely shaggy with hairs 1-3
mm. long which are sprearlingat a right angle, usually mottled on the
surface, with cross-section linear- triangular, rather abruptly acumi-
nate at tip into a flat and rpcurved beak which varies from several
times longer than wide or sliorter or sometimes even deltoid, at other
times with very long and subulate beak, papery when dry. densely set.
plowers about 2 cm. long, pink-purple on the blades, spreading and
rather densely spicate. Banner oblanceolate. 7-10 mm. long, abruptly
arched beyond the calyx teetii to 30-45 degrees, with sides refiexed 1
mm. wide in the middle, about 3 mm longer than keel, white spot large,
purple-veined. Wings linear, barely longer than keel, somewhat ar-
cuate, about 1 mm. wide, and with rounded and horizontal tips. Keel
about 5 mm. long, with straight base and then abruptly arched to
erect, 3 mm. high, with tip blunt and rounded or truncate. Calyx tube
about 7 mm. long, with sides about straight, almost truncate at base
and thick and rather obliquely inserted, very thin, nigrescent, and
shaggy with long and spreading hairs, cflet deeper above, laterally flat-
tened. Calyx teeth subulate, about 2-4 mm. long. Pedicels almost
none. Bracts subulate-lanceolate, from half to nearly as long as the
calyx, hyaline, long-fringed. Peduncjes <tout, about 1 dm. long and
hardly as long as the leaves, the floral rachis so short at first as to put
the flowers in heads and then elongating with age. Leaves 1-2 dm.
long, with stout and tapering petiole* and rachis, the latter the longer.
Leaflets 7-10 pairs, elliptical to oval, 1-2 cm. long, green or dark, with
long and shaggy spreading hairs like the stems, peduncles and calyx,
with fine hairs which are somewhat flattened and twisted and from an
enlarged base. Stipules very thin and hyaline and green-veined, trian-
gular-acuminate, 1-1.5 cm. long, adnate, not connate. Proper stems
rarely a foot long, with few internodes, the upper one rarely 8 cm. long,
tufted from the few and woody crowns. Pubescence variable from
1-3 mm. long. Plants growing in good gravelly soil on benches in the
sagebrush. Lower Temperate life zone, throughout the western part
of the Great Basin and southward to the Mojave desert, north\yard to
the rim of the Basin and Stein's Mt., eastward but a short distance
from the base of the Sierras, Owen's valley Candelaria Xevada and the
Blue Mts Oregon, and up the Snake river in the Columbia Ba>in from
Huntington to Glenn's Ferry.
Astragalus mslacus var. cbfalcatus (Nelson). A. obfalcatus Xel-
son Bot. Gaz. 54 411 (1912). This is a robust form (hardly deserving
varietal rank) with much larger leaves. Pods falcate. 3-4 cm. long,
6-8 mm. high, 3-4 mm. wide, long-ncuminate. Calyx lobes about as
long as tube. Bracts with long and capillary tips* Leaflets 2 cm.
long. Plants about a foot high. Intcrgrades also occur. From Hose
to Huntington. This was first found by Cleburne at Weiser in 1883,
then by myself there and at Glend's Ferry about 1903.
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185 Astragalus Layncae Greene Bui!. Cal. Acad. 3 156 (1885).
Pods 3-S cm. long, arched even to a circle at times, long-acuminate,
narrowed below and short-stipitate, when fresh, somewhat fleshy, with
walls 1 mm. thick and with cross-section about reniform, when dry th*e
pods are triquetrous and very broadly sulcatc dorsally from the base
toward the tip but conspicuously flattened laterally above, the dorsal
suture intruded about half way but not as a thin partition, being simply
unchanged sides of the sulcus united for a space 1-2 mm. wide, to the
/middle at least, where the pods arc 1-celled to the tip, pods mottled,
shortly and thinly appre^sed-hairy, to almost smooth, with ventral
suture raised and thin externally, sometimes the pods art completely
cumpresscd and with linear cross-section, they are then very falcate,
they arc rcflexed or ascending. Flowers conspicuously white and with
only the tips purple, 1.5 cm. long, racemose, many, rather stubby
Banner mostly white, about 7 mm. long, oval-ovatc, with sides reflexed
3 mm. wide below, abruptly arcuate to 45 degrees just beyond calyx,
with sides reflexed to the tip making the blade appear triangular, the
very tip purple or purple-vemed, white spot obcordate and striate, the
groove V-shaped and 2 mm. deep and reaching the tip. Wings linear-
cuneate, a little over 2 mm. wide, at tip, rounded, straight or a little
arcuate, concave to keel, with tips meeting, about half as wide as keel,
purple 3 mm, back from tip. Keel straight, about 5 mm. long, abrupt-
ly erect and 3 mm. high, the tip dark and deltoid. Calyx almost cam-
panulate, hardly 5 mm long and 4 mm. wide, the upper side arched and
the lower straight, truncate below and inserted near the corner on a
very short and stout pedicel, dark with short and appresscd h^iirs, thin,
w^ith teeth black, triangular and about 1 mm. long. Bracts ovate to
ovate-lanceolate, barely 4 mm. long, sparsely hairy above. Peduncles
stout and strict, from shorter than the leaves to much longer, 1-3 dm.
long and with the floral rachis nearly as much more. Leaves with
short petioles which are about a third the whole and stout but taper-
ing but httle. Leaflets about 6-8 pairs, hardly contiguous, oval, about
1 cm. long, long-petiolulate, sometimes notched, rather closely ap-
pressed-pnbcrulent with tangled and long hairs and inclined to be sil-
very. Stipules deltoid or very broad, rarely 1 cm. long. Proper stems
from almost none to a foot long, very zigzag (that is bent abruptly at
each node, in distinction from llexuous which can mean bent between
the nodes), with internodes rarely 2 cm. long, several from slender
root-branches. Leaves mostly flat on the ground. This grows on the
gravelly desert benches in the lower part of the Lower Temperate life
zone, blooming in April, and seeming to thrive best in rather sandy
places. From Chloride Arizona to Amargosa desert and westward to
the bicrras.
Astragalus atnphioxys x Layneae. This is a hybrid occurring on
the eastern border where it has the pods of A. amhioxys but either
wholly Lcelled or partly so and more fleshy than Lavneae, and with
the leaves and flowers of that species.
Astragalus malacus x Layneae. This is a rare hvbrid on the wes-
tern border with the flowers and pubescence of A. Layneae, and pods
varying toward A. amphioxys.
r^Q^^^J
Astragalus succumbens Douglas in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 151
U«^4). Pods about 4 cm. long, 5 mm. high, and 2 mm. wide, with the
cross-section hnear-triquetrous, ascending (but the calyx nearly hori-
zontal) arched to about one third circle, splitting the calyx, manv,
spicate, delicately cross-nerved, M-ith declined and short tip. Flowers
ascending, nearly white and w^ith pink-purple base. Banner oblong-
ovate, about 8-10 mm. long and 7 mm. wide, very deeply notched and
water-hned, with sides not reflexed, gently arcuate at calyx tips to
erect, groove L-shaped below and widening to nothing above and fil-
ling about one tihrd of the banner. Wings almost straight, as long
as banner and very conspicuous, 3-4 mm. wid«, rounded, lacerate at tip.
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hali-linear-cllJptical, convex to keel at base, then a little flaring, white
but pink-tlnged, 6 mm. longer than keel. Keel oblong, about 5 mm. long,
2 mm. high below and with large ear, a little higher at tip and 3 mm.
high, the base straight nearly to the end and then sharply rounded to
erect, the very tip a little outwardly turned and barely obtuse, deep-
purple at tip, wings and banner transparent. Calyx cylindrical, a little
inflated, much laterally flattened, with straight base and with the up-
per side arched a little, cleft deeper above, oblique at base and inserted
near the lower and fleshy corner, very thin and hyaline, sparsely and
ppreading-pubescent with long white and black hairs, pink-tinted a-
bove, 5-7 mm long, 3 mm. high, with teeth green, lax, triangular and
about 3 mm. long. Pedicels stout and 1-2 mm. long. Bracts falcate,
hyaline, hairy, linear-subulate, about 1 cm. long. Stipules similar but
green and rather rigid and with broad base, about 1 cm. long, spread-
ing, not connat^e, the lowest deltoid and very short. Peduncles stout,
axillary about 5 cm. long, spreading, with the tapering rachis a litt!fe
longer. Leaves hardly 1 dm long, narrow, spreading, with short peti-
oles and tapering rachis. Leaflets 6-8 pairs, from oval-obovatc to nar^
rowly obovate, 1-1.5 cm. long, rounded, apiculate, appearing as if ash}'
but really of short-shaggy, fine, spreading hairs. The stems are much
branched below, very zigzag, from slender to stout, rarely 4 dm. long,
the central one erect or nearly so, the lateral ones nearly flat on the
ground. This grows in sand and on rocky hill-sides in the center of
the Columbia Basin near Walla Walla, Umatilla, Klickitat, and is re-
ported from Baker City, Lower Temperate life zone, blooming in
June.
^
This unique plant at first thought appears more related to the
Galegiformes than any other, and connecting that group with the Ha-
mosi, the pods very much suggesting that on a large scale, but clearly
this group plant is an offshoot of the Malaci.
\
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20 MOLLISSIML
Densely tufted perennials of dry plains, mostly with scapose
peduncles, with pods nearly 2-celled except at tip, with walls ra-
iher fle.shy to coriaceous, pods inclined to be somewhat inflated,
with cross-section cylindrical to a little ohconipressed, rather sul-
caie veutrally,ra( st!y straight, oval to oblong or rarely broadly
Inirar, never very small, ntver reflexed, sessile, mostly felted- or
shaggy-pubescent. Flowers spicate, mostly cream-colored, rarely
red, large. Pedicels almost none. Pubescence attached by the base,
mostly shaggy or felted and inclined to turn yellowish in age.
Leaver" narrow and with many flat and rather thick leaflets. A.
ani^u-^ has broad leaflets and hairs fixed by the middle.
KEY
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AB. Pods shaggy or velvety, ra^-her thin-coriaceous, seldom in-
flated, conspicuously oblique or arcuate, sulcate at both sutures,
with truncate to cordate base. Leaves with rather large
leaflets which are almost never acute, narrow nor obovate.
Pubescence of kinky and jointed hairs which are appresscd
except on the calyx of A. Bigclovii,
ABC. Calyx loosely shaggy.
1 88 Ei^elovii-
AB2C. Calyx closely appressed-hairy. Pods strdight, dense-
ly hairy, v/ith sides even and straight.
1S9 Phoenicis,
AB3C. Pods, calyx and leaves with close and felted pubescence
of tangled hairs, pods with uneven sides. Leaflets in-
clined to b-* acute. Flowers narrow. Bracts short.
This group blooms early and continues till fall accor-
ding to the rains.
,
190 Humboldtii.
A2B. Pods smooth, ascending, slightly corrugated, cartilag-
inous, obcompressed, inclined to be sulcate at both sutures.
arcuate or oblique, 1-2 cm. long. Flowers 2-3 cm. long,
mostly greenish-yellow, spicate, about horizontal or even
reflexed, but nearly erect in fruit, many, not conspicucusly
stubby. Calyx teeth subulate snd about half as long as
tube. Leaflets of rather many pairs, large. Stems ascen-
ding to erect, often tall. Pubescence fine, tangled and
rather dense.
Pods nearly linear, not inflated. Flowers purple. 191 mollissimus.
Pods broad and inflated. Flowers ochroleucous. IQ2 <^i^'-p.nteus.
2A- Pods conspicuously inflated, nearly globose.
2AB. Pods straight or a little arcuate, ovate to globose, large,
scantily pubescent, with rugose sides. Pubescence of
calyx short and felted.
193 Orizabae
2A2B. Pods about globose, 1.5-4 cm. long, rounded and apicu-
late at tip, with a minute boss at base, minutely pubescent.
Podj 1.5 cm. long^. Small plants, with 3-6 pairs of small leaflets.
Pubescence attached by the middle. 194 anisus
Pods 3.5 cm. long. Large plants, with 12-15 pairs of large
leaflets. Hairs attached by the base. 195 orthanthus
'i3l
188 Astragalus Bigelovii Gray PI. Wr. 2 42 (1853). Pods oblong-
oval to ovate, oblique and barely arched, about 1 cm. long though va-
rying from 7 mm. long to 2 cm. long, ovate in the type, about 7 mm.
wide and 5 mm. high, sulcata deeper above, shortly-triangular-acute
with upturned, tip cross-section from circular to oblate with septum
variable but hardly reaching the ve^nral suture throughout. The pods
vary greatly from much inflated and almost as broad as long to much
narrower and elongated, the pubescence is s]ia«:gy and rather shorj.
Mowers densely spicate, purple and showy, rather broad and with the
claws not exs^rted. about 2 cm. long, but the petals inclined to be ra-
ther stubby. Banner arcuate to about 80 degrees in a gentle curve, the
-1 ;es reflgxed much rind 3 mm. wide below but not much at tip so tiiat
the banner seems oblong, groove 2 mm. deep and nearly as wide being
broadly V-shaped and continuous to the tip, white spot filling groove
and coning within 2 niu]. of tip and narrowly-oblong, banner notched
nnd purple tinged with edges rose purple and bast; darker. Wings
linear, about 2 mm, widp. with a little lobe at base on the upper side,
o])tuse, } mm, longer than keel to nearly as long as banner, inostly 2-4
mm. shorter than banner wh-cli is about 7 mm long, ascending 30 de-
grees, dark-rose i>urple at base, the upper 4 mm. white, nearly flat, th^
tip a little incurved. Keel dark jju p'e tipped, blunt, gently arcuate
from near the base to one third circle or sharj>Iy to a half-cirlc and then
3-4 mm. long and high. Calyx pink, a little inflated, becoming nar-
rower and white witji sg^. shaggy with spreading hairs, laterally flat-
tened, gibbous, asrnding, with tube about 7 mm. long and 4-3 mm.
wide, with subulate teeth about half as long as tube. Bracts persis-
tent, rather large, from 4-10 mm. long. Peduncles stout, erect or de-
clined and scapo^c, 5-20 cm. long, mostly shorter than the leaves, the
fruiting rachis about as long as the peduncle. Leaves 7-20 cm. long,
with petioles as long as the rachis. Leaflets nearly round to oval,
very obtuse, about 12 pairs, 7-20 mm. long in the type densely shaggy
with yellow hairs. Stems normally almost none and with the thick
crowns sometimes a little produced and woody and with closely ini'
bricated stipules which are 1-2 cm. long. This very variable species
is common in the Rio Grande valley^and westward at least to Flag-
staff Arizona and the Santa Ritas and to Monterey and Durango ilex-
ico. It grows mostly in the Lower Temperate life zone, going down
a little into the Tropical, in gravel ou dry benches, in the open and
blooming in early spring*
Astragalus Bigelovii var. Matthewsii {Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 18
192 18S3 as species). This differs in no respect from the type except
that the flowers are loosely spicate, the bracts green and lanceolate
and longer, and the pods are about 1.3 cm. long and conspicuously in-
flated and chestnut-shaped, nearly as wide as long and about half as
high. Fort Wingate Xew Mexico on the Little Colorado in the Nav-
ajo Basin.
Astragalus Bigelovii var. Thompsonac (Watson) Jong's Cont. 8
23 (1898). A. Thompsonac Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 10 3^5 (1875) as
species. Pods ovate to acuminate-lanceolate, 1-3 cm. long, conspicu-
ousl)' arcuate normally to a half circle, hardly 1 cm. wide and rarely 7
mm, high, decidedly obcompressed and with cross-section about that
of the figure qq, with tip 1-celled a distance of 4-7 mm. down, shortly
velvety-shaggy, with walls about 2 mtn. thick when fre^h. Flowers
rather light-purple and with lighter bases, about 2 cm. long, loosely
spicate. Banner arched abruptly at calyx tips to 45-75 degrees, ap-
pearing fiddle-shaped, with sides reflcxcd a little below, with white
spot finely stippled and notched and obovate. Wings horizontal at tip
and rather narrower. Calyx tube 7-10 mm. long, teeth rarely over one
third as long as tube and often black-shigg3'. Bracts often nearly as
long 4S calyx. Peduncles rarely shorter than the leaves, often 2 dm.
long, stpyt, ascending, with many flowers and ascending pods. The
V
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leaves acuminate. Leaflets gradually smaller, often 20 pairs, with the
pubescence very fine and inclined to be shaggy-woolly and white l)nt
the dark-green of the leaves not wholly conctaled. "About stcmlcss,
with sevcralthick crowns from the thick and fleshy root, not at all
woody. This form is even more beautiful than the species, but it in-
tergradcs at all points. It is a better developed form and is never } el-
low and has much longer pods. It grows in a more arid region, show-
ing that the species of the Plains (the type) is near its eastern climnt-
10 hmit, and is better adapted to more western regions. This is aho e . i-
dent from the fact that western forms arc more specialized. Throu}.:ii-
outthc Navajo Basin from the base of the Uintas to the Wasatch ai d
Chepeta Well {Colorado; cast of Vernal Utah, southward through Mau-
cos and Farmington New Mexico and westward along the Colorado to
Piochc Nevada, and northward through Wa \Va (west of Frisco; and
as far as Cottonwood Spring west of St. John Utah on the desert side.
Lower Temperate life zone in sandy and loose gravelly soil, apparent-
ly not growing on the Sevier though to be expected.
189 /.s*:ragalus Phoenicis Jones Cont. 8 12 (1898). Pods cylindri-
cal or nearly so, 2 cm. long, 5 mm. wide and about 3-4 mm. high nar-
rowly oblong, straight, barely splitting the calyx, obcomprcssed a lit-
tle, scarcely sulcate ventrally, the somewhat flattened beak triangular
and a simple projetion of the nearly straight ventral suture and not at
all upturned, partition hardly complete even in the middle, pods finely
and appressed and very short-pul)escent, about a third longer than the
calyx. Flowers horizontal to amending. Banner oval, gently arched
to 45 degrees from the calyx tips, the blade about I cm. long, with the
sides reflexed 1 mm. wide, the claw rather long. Wings oblanceolate
gently arcuate, a little longer than keel ami 2 mm. shorter than ban-'
ner Keel straight, the tip erect and blunt and gentlv arcuate from
the base. Calyx tube about 7 mm. long and 3 mm. wide, nearly twice
as long as the triangular teeth, densely appresscd-short-hairy, a little
wider below, rather truncate below and obIi(iuclv attached Pedun-
cles scapose, about 1.5 dm. long including rachis 'which is about one
third the whole and rather loosely flowered, erect. Leaves 5-8 cm
long silvery-silky with short andapprcssed hairs, the petioles half the
whole. Leaflets lO-^lo pairs, contiguous, ova!, 7 mm. long, obtuse.
Stipules broad, not over 1 cm. long, acuminate, pubcrulcnt. Stems
cacspitose hardly 2.5 cm. long, covered by the imbricated stipules.
Plants with the general habit of A. amphioxys. Xorthern Arizona.
Palmer, Hiilsboro New Mexico, Diehi. Lower Temuerate life zone.
I his may be only a form of A. HumboKltii, but the pods are more svm-
metricai, it has the calyx of that pecie<.
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^^^^.^s^^^ealus Humboldtii Gray Proc. Am. Acad 6 195 (18''4\
Pods oblong to oblong-lanceulate. 7 15 mm. lon-^. about 5 mm \^\Ac
and 2-3 mm. high, arcuate, with side^ inclinerl to be rugulose cb)-e''y
felted when young and bccomino; smoother or even almo-t' smooth
when ripe, with the deltiod to triangular beak abrupt but ^tout and
rarely ob jque. nearly or inUy 2-celle.l to a little above the middle and
then i-cclled to tip as in the var. Tbo npsnnae above. Flowers purple
or white, in oblong heads or short spikes, about 15 cm. long. Banner
?^i"i ^'^^^1 '^
^^'^^ ^'*^^'"^^^ '^'^^^'^ l^^yo"^! ^^1^ calvx tips, with sifles
folded back to the midrib fully 3 mm. wide opposite the keel and le^g
so above and giving the banner an oblong appearance, somewhat
notched. White spot beginning about 3 mm. below the tip is oblong
and purple-veined above. Wings nearly straight, linear-oblong, ob-
tuse, rounded, with lower side a little notched, about 3 mm, longer
than keel, I mm. Mid«, white beyond the keel, flat or slightly concave
to it. 4-6 mrn shorter than banner. Keel about as high as long, with tip
rounded and erect, about 3 mm. wide in the middle, gently archedfrom base, dark-purpU. Calyx tube about 5 mm. long and 3 mm. wide,
rather truncate below and attached on the lower corner with pubes-
cence short and rather appressed, with the subulate teeth rather more
4'6'd
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than half the tube. Bracts thin as in the other species, 5-7 mm. long.
Peduncles 1-2 dm, long. Ltaves narrow and somewhat tapering, gen-
erally as long as peduncle or more, petioles rather shorter than the ra-
chis. Leaflets otien 20 pairs, about oval-ovate, mostly acutish, hardly
.contiguous, seldom I cm. long, with densely and mostly vcllow-feltetl
pubescence, nearly sessile. Stems from hardly any to short and^pread-
ing on the ground. Kare in southern Arizona and New Mexico, and
rather common from Chihuahua and Durango Mexico and southwarr],
nux-tiy Tropical on dry benches and slopes, blooming in April and
^May. This is little more than a wcll-markcd variety of A. Rigelovii.
191 Astragalus mollissimus Torr. Ann. Lye. N. Y. 2 178(1828).
Pods Iniear-ouiong, about 2 cm. long, 5 mm. wide and 3 mm. high,
from a little arcuate to curved into a half circle, rngulose, inclined to
Lc narrowed at the bo^s-likc base, triangular-acute, with the flat beak
not or rarely obiitjue (as in A. Ilumboidtii;, about 2-celled nearly to
the tip, inclined to be velvety-pubescent when young but smooth with
age, not inflated.
..
Flowers purple, about 2 cm. long^, fepicatc. Banner
anoiit oval, 1 cm. long, arched rather abruptly at end or calyx tube to
30-45 degrees and then straight, with sides rcflexed about 2 mm. wid<^
in the middle, white spot filling the blade to within 2 mm. of the sides
and purple around the ui^per end. Wings broadly linear, about 2 mm.
>vide, white at tip, a little arcuate, about 2 mm. longer than keel and
often nearly as long as the banner. Keel with straight base, about 5
mm. long and then abruptly erect and 3 mm. high, very obtuse and
rounded, pur])le-tingcd or striped. Calyx tube 5-7 mm. long, 3-4 mm,
\vide, about as in A. Bigelovii, a little wider below and truncate and
insertci!. on the lower and fleshy corner, loosely long-shaggy, with the
subulate teeih about half as long as tube. Bracts reaching the middle
of calyx. Pedicels very >hort. Peduncles 1-3 dm. long, subscapose.
^tout, mostly about as long as the leaves. Leaves not conspicuously
a-cuininate, with petioles not over half the whole. Leaflets lU-15 pairs
fiom nearly ovate and acute. to broadly elliptical and obtsue, 1-2 cm.
long, variably silky-hairy Avith long hairs which are a little felted ancj
generally yellowish. Stems straggling upward, with few nodes, rare-
ly 1 dm long, with short internodes. Crowns inclined to be woody.
This differs from A 1 luaibolcltii in the shaggy calyx and smooth pods
and from A. Bigelovii in the smooth pods not inflated and in the short
and narrower bracts and more acute leaflets which also are normally
larger. Northern Colorado at VViiuUor and eastward to Nebraska and
southward to Texas and westward to Flagstaff Arizona, tiot in the
Navajo Basin, common on the Plains in gravel. Lower Temperate
life zone. This is the "l-oco" a stock poison, affecting the motor
nerves and the vision. I>eing the first green thing out in the spring
stock get to eating it and soon are poisoned so that they stagger and
become emaciated and finally crazy, when taken away from it they
appear to recover but never are reliable again. A. lentiginosus anij -
Pattersoni have the same effect. It is probable that most of the spe-
cies are poisonous but do not come out till there is plenty of forage.
Stock will not eat it if there is anything else to eat.
192 Astragalus gigantcus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 17 370 (1882),
Pods oval-ovate, conspicuously inflated, from a little oblique to decid-
edly obcompresscd, about 1 cm. long, 7 mm. wide and 3-5 mm. high,
strongly cross- wrinkled, slightly sulcatc dor sally and with sutures
very convex, truncate and strongly attached to calyx, strongly mucro-
nate at tip with the flattish and deltoid beak several times wider than
long, ventral suture deeply depressed forming a j^roovc from base tq
two thirds of the way up then strongly humped and recurved to form
the rather declined but nearly symmetrical beak, the pods suggest Very
strongly those of A. Canadensis var. Carolinianus. Flowers yellow-
ish, inclined to be rcflexed, 1.5-3 cm. long, narrow. Banker about
ovate, with sides reflexed a little bc^ow, ^ircuatc 3v 45 degrees at eiul
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of calyx tube and abruptly so. straight beyond, hardly 1 cm. long.
Wings linear, about straight, about Z-3 rum. longer than keel and near-
'ly as much shorter than banner. The keel straight to near the tip and
then abruptly erect, about 3 mm. high, rounded. Calyx tube 78 mm.
long and 3 mm. high, truncate below, inserted on the iowei and fleshy
corner, yellowish with loosely appre-se<l but rather long hairs v\ ith
shorter ones felted below. Pedicels rather slender, about 4 mm. long
in fruit and as long as the triangular-subulate bracts. Peduncles 2 3
dm. long, shorter than the leaves. Leaves short-petiolcd. Leaflets
rather confcpicuously smaller above, of many pairs, elliptical, incTned
to be diamond-shaped and acute, 2-4 cm.' long, finely and rather
sparsely silky-felted with appresscd -and tangled hairs and with some
longer onei intermixed and mostly yellowish. Stems 1-3 ft. high, f ex-
uous, rarely erect, stout, with rather few internodes much shotter
.than the leaves. Blooming in summer and fall, growing on moist
banks and gravelly bars along streams from Fort Davis in western
Texas to the White Mts. New^ Mexico and souttward to Gucrrciro
Mex. Pringle's No. 1218 distributed as part of the type of A. YapuiaiiUS
is this species.
Astragalus giganteus var. Yaquianus (Watson Proc. Am.
Acad. 23 270 1888 as species).. This differs from the f^pecies ou y
in the calyx tube being 1.5 cm. long, the petals with exsertcd clawr,
the lanceolate and little arcuate banner about 1.5 cm. long, the na -
rowly-oblong wings a little longer than the keel, and keel hardly at a 1
arcuate, obliquely oblanceolate, half cuneate. and acutish. Stems aie
much shorter and straggling upward, the leaves longer and less pube^
cent and with larger leaflets. Sierra Madie Mts. Mexico from Colo-
nia Juarez to the Yaqui river along stream beds just on the edge of the
Tropical life zone.
193 Astragalus Orizabae Seaton Proc. Am. V\cad. 28 117 (1893>
Pod rugose, about 1.5 cm. long, when nearly globose 1 cm. wide and
high, when ovate (as in the variety) it is 2 cm. long and a little arched
the ventral suture is straight and deeply sulcatc but not so dorsally,
^eak conical and declined and 1-2 mm. long, base cordate, surface
somewhat short-hairy and sparsely felted, pods distinctly inflated, in
dense and sohrt spikes, on peduncles shorter than the leaves. Flowers
2 cm. long, narrow, ochrolcucous or purple-tinged, in short and dense
spikes, spreading. Banner linear-oblanceolate, 1.5 cm. long, slightly
ascending, with sides reflexed in the middle 2 mm. wide, narrowed at
tip, fully 1 cm. longer than keel and 5 mm longer than wings. Wings
linear, straight, about 2 mm. wide, rounded. Keel with exserted claw,
5 mm. long, 2-3 mm. high, halfMhomfioidal, with the rounded, purple
^
tip nearly erect, with base straight to the middle and then sharply ar-
cuate to nearly 90 degrees. Calyx broadly cylindrical, a little narrow-
er at tip and cleft deeper above and a little oblique at tip, inclined to
be truncate and nearly equally inserted at base, with teeth subulate
and rather lax and about two thirds as long as tube. Hracts triangular
and about 3 mm. long. Leaves linear. 2 3 dm. long in the type, with
15-18 pairs of leaflets which are elHi)ticaI, rounded, closely felted, in-
clined to be a little narrower below, 1-1 5 cm long in the type. Stems
tufted, zigzag, t-2dm. long, rather thick and woody at base, in rocky
places, Mt. Orizaba below Xexico City, Seiton. Macicnda Palmar
near Pachuca, July 21 1905, Rose. Nat. Herb No. 452293. Near Irola
June 14 1899. Rose. Nat. Htrb. No. 346530, the lower plant on the sheet.
Barren hills near Esperanza, Puebla Aug. 17 1903, Rose, Nat. Herb.
No. 450191. Near Calchicomula, Puebla, Rose, July 24 1901, Nat.
Herb. No. 395437.
2Astragalcis Orizabae var. Irolanus N. Var. Pods ovate and short-
ly acuminate, 2 cm. long. 1 cm. wide, shallow-sulcatc at both sutures.
Leaflets sharply acute at both ends, 1.5-2 cm. long, inclined to be sil-
ky pubescent. Leaves 3-4 dm. long. Peduncles often 4 dm. long.
Flowers often 2-3 cm. long. Collected near Irola Mexico by J. N.
Rose, June 14 1899, Nat, Herb. No. 346530, the upper plant on__ the
sheet. Another specimen is from near I^ajos Hidalgo, Aug. 5 1905 by
Rose, Nat. Herb. No. 452656.
194 Astragalus anisus Jones Cont. 4 34 (1893). Pods about L5
cm. long, oval, com'pletely 2-cened by a thin partition, chartaceous,
rather spong}^ and thinly fleshy when green, finely reticulated, a little
sulcate at both sutures, hardly oblique, few. Flowers spreading, 6-10,
subcapitate, but short-spicate in fruit. Calyx tube 1 cm. long, with
the subulate teeth about 2 mm, long. Bracts and pedicels about equal
and 4 mm. long. Peduncles shorter than the leaves, about 2.5 cm. long,
stout and erect. Leaves about 5 cm. long, with petioles fully as long
as the rachis. Leaflets 3-6 pairs, obovate to oval, rounded, 4-7 mm.
long, contiguous. Stems very short, with internodes hardly as long
as the lanceolate stipules. Whole plant silvery with rather long and
echinate and slender hairs fixed by the middle, the calyx only nigres-
cent. A unique species only a few inches high, ntver found but once,
and then only in fruit, near Pueblo Colorado, Lower Temperate life
zone.
195 Astragalus orthanthus Gray Froc. Am. Acad. 6 195 (1864),
Pods about 3.5 cm. long, few on the short rachis, inclined to be sul-
cate at both sutures, finely reticulated and crosi-ribbed, completely 2-
celled. Flowers red, about 3 cm. long, loosely short-spicate, very nar-
row and with elongated and exserted claws. Bajiner lanceolate and
hardly arcuate. Wings linear, hardly as long as the oblanceolatc keel
whose tip is only slightly arcuate and acutish much after the style of
A. coccineus and giganteus. Calyx tube about 1 cm long, 3 mm. wide
and a little narrowed above, the base obliquely triangular and fleshy
and rather unequally inserted, the subulate teeth about 3-4 mm. long.
Bracts and pedicels about equal and 3 mm. long. Peduncles shorter
than the leaves, 1-2 dm. long. Leaves narrow, almost sessile, with
12-15 pairs of narrowly elliptical and acutish but not contiguous leaf-
lets which are nearly 2 cm. long and velvety-hairy to nearly smooth,
with appressed hairs fixed by the base. Stems 1-4 dm. long, ascend-
ing, internodes rarely S cm. long. Stipules rather large, triangular.
Near Saltillo and in Coahulla Mexico, in rocky places, blooming in
summer, lower part of the Lower Temperate life zone.
1
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SAKCOCARPI. 23.
Pods wholly 2-celled, very fleshy, with thick walls which
never become less than coriaceous when dry, opening but little at
niulurity, mostly plum-like, lanceolate in A. Tennesseensis, ob-
late to round in cross- section, cordate or notched at base, rarely
at all inflated, not stipitate, splitting the calyx, mostly sulcate at
botli sutures, 1.5.2.5 cm. long, weakly attached to the calyx, with
ventral suture straight, rarely convey, or concave, the dorsal the
more arched. Flowers in heads or short spikes, never small nor
ri^flexul, on peduncles shorter than the upper leaves, and on pedi-
cels shorter than the large bracts, 1.5-2 cm. long, light- colored.
Calyx cylindrical, 6-8 mm. long, obliquely attached by the flesliy
base, straight, hairy, with teeth much shorter than the tube.
Leaves larjjer above, the lowest ones quite small, narrow, wiili
many leaflets which are never linear but are nearly contiguous,
mostly flat. Jointed torachis and petiolulate. Stipules large and
broad, hyaline and thin, adnate, not r^flexed, not connate. HMic
bracts lanceolate and acuminate. iStems prostrate to ascending:,
slender or with short internodes, never acaulescent though tin)
iiiteniodes are often shorter than the stipules, from a thick and
often woody root, in tufts. Tubescence attached by the baM\
Growing in sweet soil, never in saline places. This group is ti.c
nearest related to the Argophylliand Malaci. It is possible th.-a
A. Parryi may belong here, it has a superficial resemblance to .\.
Teunes^eensi;?. but the pods are tbin and nearly 1-celled, and twu
flowers and general habit are diff' rent.
KEY
A. Pods smooth, very fleshy, plum-shaped, very abruptly shor*:-
beaked.^ edible, with the fleshy walls 4-6 mm. thick, reflexed or widel r
spreading, lying flat on the ground, with the cavity somewhat large*
than the seeds, sutures raised and thick when dry. Stems 1-2 ft. hi:h.
Calyx ven^ short-hairj', flowers not ochroleucous, 196 crassicarpus.
Calyx woolly, flowers ochroleucous, 197 Mexicani:s.
2A. Pods decidedly pubescent, ovate to lanceolate, rather obliq '
acunr.inate or with a long and stout beak, somewhat fleshy but w£ll.>
rarely 2 mm. thick, sutures not evident externally. Flowers white.
Pods short-pubescent, about ovate, finely cross-lined, abruptly stout-beaked.
198 Flattensis.
Pods sparsely long- pubescent, acuminate-lanceolate, coarsely reticulated.
196 Tenneessens'.s.
r
196 Astragalus crassicarpus Nutt. in Eraser's Cat. 1 (1814). Pods
nearly globose, a little obcomi»resscd when fresh and appearnig lat-
erally flattened in most herbarium specimens and greatly and coar.^e-
ly wrinkled for the most part, about 2.5 cm. long and 1.5 cm. wide,
sulcate at both sutures when fresh and appearing laterally flattened
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in most herbarium specimens, but still globose when maturing: nat-
urally, herbarium material is greatly and coarsely wrinkled mostly,
about 2.5 cm. long and 1.5 cm. wide, sulcatc at both sutures when
fresh and very shortly mucronate-bcakcd, green to reddish. Flow-
ers normally bluish-purple but often nearly white, with elongated
banner and wings, rather loosely racemose-spicate, about horizontal.
Banner ovate to oblong-ovate, nearly 1.5 cm. long, deeply notched,
with sides very much reflexed so that it seems almost linear, abruptly
arched at end of calyx tube to 45°. Wings elongated, about 1 cm.
long and 3 mm. wide, slightly ascending, very oblique at the notched
tip, narrower above, mostly white, much longer than keel. Keel
straight, about 5 mm. long, the tip abruptly arched to erect and 3
mm. high, very broad, the corner about square, purple. Calyx black-
ish with rather sparse and very short and closely appresscd hairs,
the teeth very variable but mostly 2-4 mm. long and triangular.
Bracts twice the rather long pedicels in flower and about as long in
fruit. Peduncles from much shorter than, to r.s long as the leaves.
Spikes 5-10 cm. long and rather close. Leaves 1-1.5 dm. long when
fully developed above, the lower ones much reduced, ashy to smooth.
Leaflets 8-12 pairs, narrowly to broadly elliptical, the lowest often
oval, 1-1.5 cm. long. Stipules ovate. Stems about a foot long,
weak and widely spreading. Pubescence ashy to almost none, espe-
cially on the stems and pods, of short and flat apprcssed hairs. Com-
mon on sweet soil on the prairies from northern Texas -to the base
of the Rockies and northward to the Saskatchewan, not on the
Snake river drainage, but on the Laramie Plains, and on the Pacific
slope along the tablelands of the head waters of the Missoula in
Deer Lodge Valley, eastward to eastern Iowa and Minnesota, Middle
Temperate life zone, and descending a little into the Lower Tem-
perate at the south. In early days the fruit w.-s eaten by voyagers
and called Pomme du Prairie. When the fruit matures naturally
it becomes verv cellular between the inner and outer skins and very
light and is ea'sily blown about by the winds. It does not open at
maturity but gradually falls apart by decay. Its cellular character
is like that of A. pygmaeus and Musiniensis of the Navajo Basin.
Astragalus crassicarpus var. pachycarpus i (T. & G. ) Jones Cont.
8 17 (1898). A. pachycarpus T, & G. Fl. 1 332 (1838). This is a
southern form with pods round to oblong or ovate, decidedly obcom-
pressed. Flowers narrower and slender, whitish, about 1.5 cm, long.
Calyx smooth or nearly so. Bracts subulate and smaller. Pedicels
slender. Peduncles much shorter than the leaves. Leaves very nar-
row. Leaflets 11-16 pairs, rather long-petiolulate often' oblanceo-
late, about 1 cm. long. Stipules rather short and narrow. Stems
slender, 1-2 ft. long. Nearly smooth throughout. This is the form
mostly of Missouri to Texas. The pods vary greatly from decidedly
oblique with the mucro above the middle to plum-shaped.
197- Astragalus Mexicanus A, DC. PL Rar. Gen. 4 16 t 3
(1826). A. trichocalyx Nutt. Geoprumnon Rydberg. Pods about
as in A. crassiearpus. Flowers cream-white. Calyx white and woolly
with long hairs, almost sessile and with long bracts, teeth very shori.
Banner about 1 cm, long, ovate, with sides reflexed below and seem-
ingly triangular. Wings almost straight, a little longer than the
keel, oblique. Keel as in A. crassiearpus. Flowers very short-spi-
cate, the clusters rarely 5 cm. long. Leaves as in A. crassiearpus
but nearly smooth. Peduncles often aa long as the leaves, not
short. Plants 1-2 ft. high, rather stout. Missouri to Texas and
southern Nebraska, on prairies eastward to Illinois. Lower Tem-
perate life zone.
19». Astragalus Plattensis Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 132 (1838).
Geoprumnon Rydberg. Pods about 1.5 cm. long, oval ovate, 6-8
mm. wide, and about 4 mm. high, conspicuously obcompressed and
sulcate ventrally, straight but decidedly oblique by the ventral suture
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l)eing about straight and the dorsal very convex, the conical and
stout beak about 4 mm. long and a prolongation of the ventral su-
ture and in line with it, evidently inflated a little, walls thinner than
in any of the allied species, coriaceous, less than 1 mm. thick when
fresh and very thin when dry but rigid and a little corrugated, base
cordate. Surface covered with very many fine and parallel cross
lines close together. Flowers white, in a head, several, about 1,5
cm. long. Banner ovate, with sides reflexed to the tip and seeming
triangular, notched a little, arched gently to 45-90° from end of
calyx tube, about 2-4 mm. longer than keel. Wings nearly linear,
a little arched, about 2 mm. w^ide, rounded at tip and about 1-2 mm.
longer than keel. Keel with tip arched in a quarter circle to the
very obtuse and rounded tip, the base straight, purple tipped, 3 mm.
high. Calyx tube oblong, 5 mm. long, nigrescent, the triangular
teeth about half as long as tube. Bracts about twice the pedicels
which are short in flower and about 4 mm. long in fruit. Pe-
duncles about half as long as leaves. Leaves about 1 dm. long, with
very short petiole, of 8-14 pairs of elliptical to oblong-obovate
leaflets 5-8 mm. long. Stems slender, weakly ascending to pros-
trate, rarely 2 dm. long. Stipules about as long as the adjoining
leaflets. Pubescence shaggy all over except on the more sparsely
hairy calyx. On the plains from Texas to western Nebraska and
Wild Co., Colorado, and eastward to Indiana and Alabama. Lower
Temperate life zone.
199. Astragalus Tenncsseensis Gray in Chapman's Fl. 98
(1860). A. Phuttensis var, Tennesseensis Gray. Pods lanceolate to
oblong, acuminate, a little arcuate, the tip forming a flat or round
upcurved prow, inclined to be obcompressed and sulcate at both
sutui'es, very fleshy, but when dry forming a soft and spongy pa-
pery tissue about 2 mm. thick, much wrinkled, 2-3 cm. 1 long, 7-8
mm. wide, 3-4 mm. high, nearly round in cross section, very sparsely
long-hairy, neither suture raised, base ^usually obtuse to notched.
Surface of pod very coarsely corrugated with raised lines and large
meshes.
^
Flowers 1.5-2 cm. long, w^hite. Banner gently arched to
45% ovate, sides reflexed most below, 7-8 mm. long. Wings narrowly
oblong, a little arched, narrowed toward tip, 2-3 mm. wide, 2 mm.
longer than keel. Keel straight, about 5 mm. long, tip abruptly
arched to erect, and vei-y obtuse, about 3 mm. high. Calyx about 3
mm. high, the triangular teeth not 2 mm. long. Bracts ovate, 5-7
mm, long. Pedicels very short. Peduncles shorter than the leaves,
except the lower ones. Leaves about 1 dm. long. Leaflets ellipti-
cal, 12-15 pairs, long-petiolulate, separated by about their own width.
Stipules very large, 1-1.5 cm. long. Pubescence long and softly vil-
lous except on the upper sides of the leaflets and the stipules. Lower
Temperate life zone from southeastern Iowa to Tennessee and Ala-
bama and Missouri. This connects the Sarcocarpi with the Argo-
phylli and Malaci through A. PaiTyi.
.
t
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OCREATI. 23.
Perennials with densely tufted sHort stdms with con-
gested internodes or the upper ones elongated but much
shorter than the leaves, branched below, ascending to
erect, from a woody root, rarely 3 dm. long. Stipules
sheathing but rather small. Leaves narrow, all petioled,
1-3 dm. long, the rachis at least as long as petiole and
slender. Leaflets 5-8 pairs, narrow to oblong, mostly acute
and folded, not acicular, . n6t contiguous. 2-3 cm. long,
long-petiolulate and jointed to petiole. Flowers spicate
or in fruit a little racemose, about sessile, 6-12 mm. long,
neither reflexed nor stubby, with cylindrical to long-cam-
panulate tube which is 3-5 mm. long and mostly a trifle
longer than the subulate teeth. Bracts elongated and
conspicuous, triangular-subulate. Pods conspicuously ob-
compressed, inclined.to be sulcate above and below, oval
to oblong, abruptly apiculate, not much exserted from
the calyx, coriaceous and variously corrugated, the sides
rounded, cross section variously reniform or like the
figure 8 but not at all 2-celled nor with sutures produced
within, mostly a little oblique at tip but not arched, very
slightly if at all inflated. Ventral suture raised exter-
nally and very much thickened or prominent, pod when
sulcate ventrally is so on each side of suture. Plants
of the arid deserts mostly in alkaline and very poor
clay soil, but not in sinks or where water stands. Pu-
bescent with closely appressed hairs. Plants blooming in
early summer.
KEY.
A. Pubescence attached by the middle or near it (by the base In
A. argillosus), of flat and tapering hairs. Stems densely tufted
and decumbent, slender, at least 1 dm. long when fully devel-
oped, hoary. Leaflets linear, about 2.5 cm. long. Flowers
densely spicate, about 1 cm. long. Bracts about as long as
calyx and its lobes. Pods splitting the calyx at maturity, shal-
low-sulcate at both sutures.
AB. Pods hoary, about equaling the calyx teeth, ovate to oval,
straight but tip rarely a little curved, rounded at base, mostly
acute, obcompressed at least at base and mostly sulcate,
• with ventral suture prominent, loosely spicate. Flowers white
to yellowish, about 12 mm. long. Calyx short, campanulate;
teeth subulate, about as long as tube. Leaves 1-1.3 dm. long.
Leaflets 2-5 mm. wide, 2.5 cm. long, 4-7 pairs. Stipules^ hya-
line, broad, about 7 mm. long. Stems flexuous, some inter-
nodes 8 cm. long, perennials. Whole plant erect or ascending
1.5-3 dm. long. Pubescence closely appressed throughout,
hoary except the pods rarely. Plants with a strong snake-
like odor.
Peduncles very short or none. 200 sophoroides.
Peduncles at least as long as leaves. 201 confertiflorus.
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A2B. Calyx tube conspicuously long-hairy and shag^ry* teeth
and bracts very long. Flowers purple. Blooming in May.
Whole plant appressed-silvery-silky. 202 argillosus.
2A. Pubescence attached by the base. Peduncles long, with small
flowers in narrow spikes which become racemose in fruit. Pods
not splitting the calyx. Stipules small and united only below.
Bracts 2-5 mm. long. Stems slender or almost none, nearly
erect, flexuous» with very short internodes below. This grows
on limestone cliffs 'and in sandy washes.
Sutures not thick. Peduncles filiform and rush-like. 203 Moencoppensis.
Sutures thick. Peduncles not elongated. 204 troglodytes.
200. Astragalus sophoroides Jones Zoe 2 12 (1891).' Pods
with ventral suture little raised, not very conspicuously thickened,
arched, 5-9 mm. long, not 2 mm. thick, greatly obcompressed, el-
liptical, barely acute, chartaceous, flattened but not sulcate at base;
seeds several, large- Flowers not over 9 mm. long, white to cream-
colored, purple-tinged, short, erect. Calyx inclined to be shaggy.
Bracts ovate to lanceolate, acuminate, about as long as calyx tube,
5-7 mm. long, scarious. Peduncles none to 1 cm. long, and spikes
2.5-7.5 cm. long, flower-cluster mostly sessile among the leaves and
shorter than the leaves, earliest peduncles 7-15 mm. long, and spikes
2.5-5 cm. long and so appearing sessile among the leaves, but later
peduncles often 1 cm. long and the spikes 7,5 cm, long, latest pe-
duncles equal the earliest. Leaves 7.5-9 cm. long. Petioles 2.5-4
cm. long. Leaflets 4-7 pairs, oblong linear to nearly oblong, rounded
at end and cuneate at base, 2-9 mm. wide, 1-3 cm. long. Stipules
connate even to the top of the stems, upper part acuminate-triangu-
lar. Stems rather slender, 8-30 cm. long, internodes several and
2.5-6 cm, long. Pubescence of stems veiy dense and a little spread-
ing, on calyx rather coarse and entangled, on pods the same but
shorter, oldest stems and leaves are sometimes only pubescent. On
the Moencoppa, northern Arizona, Lower Temperate life zone on
benches.
261. Astragalus confertiflorus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 368
(1878). A. flavus var. candicans Gray. Cnemidophacos Rydberg.
Leaflets 4-6 pairs, 1.5-2.5 cm. long, linear, 2 mm. wide. Spikes
dense and many flowered, 5-7 cm. long on peduncles 7-9 cm.
long. Flowers white, becoming cream-colored with age. Banner
arched in gentle arc from base to tip to 45-80^; groove is V-shaped
opposite keel tip but flatter.s out very greatly above whei-e it is 3
mm. wide and 1 mm. deep; sides reflexed to 1 mm. wide opposite
the keel, noL at all at tip and so making it seem obovate-oblong to
fiddle shaped (in the dried plant seeming lanceolate) and elon-
gated, emarginate. Wings obliquely lance-oblong, 1 mm. wide, the
tip bent up to 45^ and notched below the middle, 2-4 mm. longer
than keel and concave to it, the right hand one bent over keel
tip and the other bent out but with its tip turned in and touching
the other, concealing the keel. Keel very short relatively, exceeding
the calyx tips 2-4 mm., the tip abruptly incurved to over 90'' and
very blunt and rounded, with a purple eye at tip Which is sur-
rounded by a narrow white edge. Calyx nearly round in cross sec-
tion, about 4 mm. long, the lower edge straight and the upper a
little arched, base with a fleshy green spot and oblique, almost ses-
sile, cleft deeper above and with rounded sinuses, the teeth spread-
ing, green and 2-3 mm. long. Pods bisulcate at the thick ventral
suture, is trifle concave, or even convex, about 7.5 mm. long, oblong-
oval, silky to smooth, moderately obcompressed mostly but not sul-
cate dorsally. The flowers are often purple tinged and then the
white spot is waterlined with purple. The pubescence of the calyx
is looser and finer, the calyx teeth and bracts are more filiform,
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and the flowers much elongated and often nearly yellow. This is
the common form throughout the Navajo Basin far up on the Little
Colorado eastward into its New Mexican arid Colorado borders and
down the Colorado to the edge of Nevada and up the Virgin in
Utah. Lower Temperate life zone and dropping down a little into
the TropicaL Also along the Sevier river near Richfield and Salina,
Utah.
L I
Astragalus confertiflorus var. flaviflorus (Kuntze)
. Traga-
cantha flaviflora Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 (1892), A. flavus NuttalU
Cnemidophacos Rydberg. This has the leaves of the species but
inclined to have narrowly oblong and flat leaflets, the lowest very
short and broad. Upper leaves much the best developed. Pods 7-12
mm. long, generally twice the calyx, ovate to oblong oval, variably
pubescent with curved hairs, about straight, retuse at base, minutely
stipitate, broadly and rather deeply sulcate dorsally and the su-
tures neai-ly touching. Flowers 12-15 mm. long, in the type cream
colored and with rather short and mostly ovate banner, but var-
iable. Wings linear, narrower than keel, a little arched, 2-3 mm*
longer than keel. Keel a little arched along the claw, the blade
abruptly incurved at the end to erect and very obtuse, the upper
corner being about square or very rounded and not at all pro-
duced, the general outline being oblanceolate, straight. Calyx short-
cylindric, the tube nearly 5 mm. long. Peduncles 1.5-3 dm. long,
strict, stout and sulcate, appearing as if subscapiform. Spikes loose,
1-1.5 dm. long, 10-15-fiowered. -Leaflets broadly linear to narrowly
elliptical, rather acute, nearly smooth above. Stems short and
with short internodes, diffusely branched and decumbent, 1,5-2 dm.
long. Deserts of southern Wyoming, Lower Tempei'ate life zone.
202. Astragalus argillosus Jones Zoe 2 241 (1891).' Pods
scarcely surpassing the calyx lobes, erect, ovate to oval, blunt, hoary
with long and appressed hairs, about 7 mm. long, much obcom-
pressed till cross section is nearly linear, a little arched, with dorsal
suture deeply impressed toward the base and raised and prominent
at tip and conspicuously thickened; the ventral suture inconspicu-
ous. Flowers short, about 9 mm. long, densely spicate even in fruit,
almost sessile, pink-purple. Banner oval, abruptly arched below
calyx tips to 45'', purple and with white spot strongly veined*, 5 mm.
longer than keel and 2 mm. longer than wings. Wings narrowly-
oblong, a little arched, rou-nded, purple, dark-veined toward the tip,
narrower than the keel. Keel short, about as long as calyx tips,
straight, with tip abruptly erect and deltoid. Calyx tube short-
campanulate, not 5 mm. long, white with very long and appressed
hairs which toward the tip and on the lobes are widely spreading and
shaggy. Hairs flat, twisted, with pustulate base, attached by the
end. Calyx lobes subulate from a broad base, 9 mm. long, lax,
green, longer than the tube. Bracts large, 9 mm. long, green, hn-
ear-subulate, about equaling the calyx. Spikes very dense, 2.5-7'
cm. long. Peduncles 5-15 cm. long, slender, subscapiform, as long
as leaves. Stipules connate nearly to tip, green (hyaline below)
long-acuminate, densely appressed-villous as well as stems. Pet-
ioles grooved. Leaves 5-10 cm. long, narrow. Leaflets narrowly
linear to oblong, 2.5-3 cm. long, 2-5 mm. wide, silver>% 4-6 pairs,
acute to apiculate, greener than the rest of the plant. Stems caespi-
tose, ascending, rather stout for the plant, short, flexuous, 2.5-20
cm. long, biennial or short-lived perennial, whole plant 1.5-3 dm,
high, appressed -silvery-silky even to the stipules. On sandy clay soil
along the Green river and San Rafael Swell, Utah, and vicinity.
Lower Temperate life zone,
203. Astragalus Moencoppensis Jones Zoe 2 12 (1891). Pods
5-7 mm. long, 3 mm. wide, with cross-section nearly transversely
linear, with sutures not thick nor prominent, hoary, about as long-
as calyx and teeth, acute, oblong-oval, barely sulcate dorsally,.
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slightly so ventrally. Flowers spreading, deep-bluish-purple-tipped,
about 7 mm. long and 2-5 mm. long, longer than the calyx and
teeth. Banner broadly ovate, veined, with sides reflexed much
and arched at the end of calyx tube to 45"", 5-7 mm. long, with
short claws, 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel straight, broad, trun-
cate, with tip erect. Wings 2 mm. shorter than banner, broadly
oblanceolate, little arched, narrower than keel, rounded, oblique.
Calyx tube 3 mm. long, shaggy above with tangled and very fine
hail's, the subulate teeth a little shorter than the tube. Bracts
2-5 mm. long, hyaline, ovate to laui^eolate. Peduncles (as well as
stems and leaf rachis) filiform and rush-like, often a foot long,
tapering, racemose on the upper half. Leaves often 3 dm. long,
mostly 7-9 cm. long. Petioles generally grooved, green, a quarter
to as long as the leaf. Leaflets nearly smooth, broadly linear to
almost filiform, about 2.5 cm. long, the upper ones reduced or abor-
tive, about 5 pairs, acute, all distant, somewhat narrowed below.
Lower stipules broadly triangular, short, hoary above. Internodes
very slender, 1-3, the upper 5 cm. long. Whole plant nearly smooth
except the calyx and pods. Stems densely tufted from a long and
erect tap root. On the Moencoppa in the Little Colorado region of
northern Arizona in the Navajo Basin and in the San Rafael Swell
south of Green River, Utah, in sandy places. Lower Temperate life
zone. '
204. Astragalus troglodytes Watson Proc. Am. Acad. '20 362
(1885). Leaflets 6-8 pairs, oval to obovate" and obtuse or rarely
acute, about 1 cm. long, with close'y appressed hairs fixed by the
base. Leaves erect, about 1 dm. long, with petiole inclined to be
longer than its rachis. Stems almost none. Poduncles ascending
to erect, about 1.5 dm. long. Flowers spicate, rather many. Bracts
recurved, linear-lanceolate-acuminate, j^bout 1 cm. long. Calyx
about 4 mm. long, with teeth about half as long. Flowers about 1
cm. long. Pods loosely hairy, 5-7 mm. long, conspicuously obcom-
pressed, and cross-section oblately oblong, with the thick sutures of
Gilensis and its abrupt apiculation, the suture only slightly arched
at tip and base, not sulcate, cavily inflated. The pods have about
the shape of Matthewsii on a minute scale, only a little exceed-
ing the calyx, tut it has no relation to the Scytocarpi. It is mani-
festly a close ally to the Sericoleuci, Gilensis section. Coconino in
the San Francisco Mts., Arizona. Lower Temperate life zone.
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Pods -\\-hollv 1-celIed, pendent on a slender stipe
•which exceeds the calyx except in A. oocalycis, oval to
linear, 7-25 mm. lo-ig, 5-7 mm. wide, triangular-pomted
to apiculate, completely obcompressed ventrally, and
sm
parallel-cross-veined, chartaceous, openmg along the
ventr^a suture if at all, not explanate, cross section that
of a vertical half-section of the figure 8 by havmg the
ventral side bisulcate, the grooves being on each side ot
the conspicuously raised and thickened suture (whe2i
young the pods are normally greatly laterally compressed
• and not sulcate), ventral suture often convex, rigid, with
a thin edge, dorsal suture not evident. Flowers 7-15 mm
"long, narrow (broad in oocalycis), with shghtly exserted
claws, horizontal, reflexed in fruit, densely spicate, be-
coming looser in fruit, many, the keel conspicuously
elongated and mostly as long as the banner. Banner
nearly ovate, 5-7 mm. long, with sides greatly reflexed
and so seeminglv narroAv, deeply notched, rather
abruptly a relied bevond calyx tips and keel to at least
45°, veined below. Wings obliquely oblanceolate, nar-
row, obtuse, much arched and exposing base of keel, not
over 2 mm. wide, barely surpassing keel. Keel blade lu-
nate in general outline, about 7 mm. long, the base
straight and then gently arched to the nearly erect and
rounded purple-spotted tip, about 3 mm. wide. Calyx in-
clined to be inflated, very thin and hyaline, normally
white, rarely red, saccate at base on the upper side, 2-5
mm. long, cylindric-campanulate, oblique at tip and
base, a little laterally flattened, not contracted at either
end, inserted on the lower corner, teeth subulate from a
deltoid base, not as long as tube, unequal. Pedicels m-
omer
to it, filiform (almost none in A. oocalycis), ascending,
in fruit often 5 mm. long. Bracts conspicuous, verj- thm,
with very narrow or thread-like tips, as long as pedicels,
5-7 mm. long. Peduncles proper generally as long as
leaves, and with the rachis in fruit 1-5 dm. long, strict
and erect, sulcate as well as the stems and petioles. Stip-
ules rather large above, hyaline, triangular, green-
tipped, spreading or reflexed, not connate. Upper leaves
cm "»
the lowest leaves very small and long-petioled. Leaflets
about 10 (8-15) pairs, petiolulate, and jointed to rachis,
flat, obtuse, about smooth, 1-2. d cm. long, rather broadly
linear to .elliptical. Stems slender, tufted and erect.
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rarely decumbent at base, 2-3 ft. high, perennial from
woody roots. Odor snake-like. Pubescence attached
by base, echinate, very short, abruptly appressed.
KEY.
A. Pods on a stipe at least as long as calyx and pendent. Calyx
tube about 3-4 mm. long, little inflated, both sides about straight.
Flowers not stubby. Leaflets not linear.
Pods oblong or oval. Flowers white, in long and loose spikes.
205 Haydenianus,
Pods linear. Flowers normally purple, in short and dense spikes,
206 bisulcatus.
2A. Pods short-stipitate and wholly inclosed within a large and
bladdery calyx. Leaflets linear. Flowers stubby the blades not
longer than calyx tube.
Calyx shaggy and inflated, 207 oocalycis.
205. Astragalus Haydenianus Gray in Brandegee's Rep. 235
(1876). Pods mostly oval, rarely oblong, rugulosely cross-nerved,.
often papery, 7-9 mm. long by nearly 4 mm. wide, very variable in;
texture, rounded at both ends, obtuse, minutely nigrescent but seem-
ingly smooth, 6-7-ovuled, 2-4-seeded, with ventral grooves broad and
ventral face widely and deeply impressed, the suture being rib-like
and very prominent and often convex. Stipe not longer than the
calyx. Flowers white, about 7-9 mm. long. Wings appearing as if
shorter than the purple-tipped keel. Mature banner reflexed till the
tip nearly touches the calyx, about 9 mm. long. Calyx white and
thin, the teeth much shorter than the tube. Spikes in fruit linear and
often 3 dm. long and fully twice as long as peduncle but the
peduncles sometimes a foot long. Stems slender and weakly ascend-
ing, many. Pubescence of barely fattened hairs. Occasional from.
Palisade, Nevada, to along the Virgin river, Utah, above St. George
and along the north side of the Grand Canon and throughout the
Navajo Basin, also in southern Wyoming, and along the Rio Grande
in New Mexico. Lower Temperate life zone, in rather alkaline
places on bottoms, nearly wholly on the Pacific slope.
Forms of this species which have been described as species or
varieties but which do not deserve even varietal rank are as follows:
A. Haydenianus var. Nevadensis Jones, which is A. demissus Greene
and A. Jepsoni Greene, has the pods not evidently rugulose, about
6-seeded, papery, barely acute at each end, elliptical, 9 mm. long,
5 mm. wide, or smaller. Proper peduncles barely as long as the
leaves. Spikes very long and slender, often 2 dm. long. Leaflets
8-10 pairs, thin, obovate to ovate-oblong, very obtuse or retuse.
Bracts broadly lanceolate, barely acute. In the forms describedby Greene cited above from the same locality the leaflets are linear-
oblong and 2 cm. long.
A. grallator Watson is an abnormal form with distinct stipules
acummate-deltoid, immature pods 7 mm. long, ascending, thin-coria-
ceous, nearly glabrous, about as long as calyx, transversely rugose,
at hrst laterally compressed, later becoming obcompresscd and tur-
gid. Leaflets nan-owly oblong, about 10 pairs, 1-2 cm. long. Pe-
FW.?. 7''''^^'' f^^"" ^^^ ^''''''^^' Pedicels filiform, 7-9 mm long.flowers 7 mm.^ long, pale-rose to white. Steamboat Springs, Colo-
^,^w.I^P T^^^*" ^^^'?^'- ^A^" '^ ^ ^^^^^^^' f^™ approaching A. bi-
^,c.nW , "^ fPreadmg, seldom pendent, narrowly-elliptical-oblong,Si .t h Tif "^^ straight to curved, 1 cm. long by 3 mm, wide, shortlyacute at both ends, dorsal suture a little sulcate. Flowers 1 cm.long, narrow. Banner asc^ndmg. Claws of wings exserted. Pedi-
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-eels villous. Bracts narrowly lanceolate, acuminate, longer than
the pedicels. Calyx lobes equal the tube. Leaflets 7-9 pairs, nar-
rowly elliptical to linear-lanceolate, very obtuse, apiculate. Sink
Valley, Utah. A. scobinatulus Sheldon v/as partly founded on this
and on A. racemosus and bisulcatus.
206. Astrarralus bisulcatus (Hook) Gray Pac. R. R. Rep. 12
42 t I B (1S60). Phaca bisulcata Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. 1 145
(1834), Diholcus Rydberg, Astra^^alus bisulcatus var. decalvans Gan-
doger. Pods linear to narrowly elliptical, triangular-acute at tip
and base, 1-2 cm. long, rather shining, with cross-ner\'es almost none,
often involute ventrally with sides touching the ventral suture and
so the pod seems cylindrical, chartaceous, usually glabrous. Flow-
ers variable but mostly purple, rarely white, about 1 cm, long, not
very narrow, nodding, in dense short (2.5-5 cm. long) spikes. Ban-
ner arched to 45-90^ 2 mm. longer than keel. Wings 1 mm. longer
than keel. Keel nearly straight. Calyx 3-5 mm. long, campanulate-
cylmdric. Teeth variable, often setaceous, 2-3 mm. long, about aslong as tube. Bracts 4 mm, long, ovate-acuminate, hyaline, seta-
ceous^ often. Pedicels 2-4 mm, long. Spikes closely flowered and
+1^
1^"^' long in fruit, shorter than the peduncles, and these longer
than the leaves. Leaves thickish, nearly sessile. Leaflets 8-13 pairs,
elliptical to narrowly lanceolate, somewhat petiolulate, clothed be-
neath with minute hairs. Stipules ovate lanceolate, hyaline, acute,
upper ones large and conspicuous, connate only below. Stems erect,
4-7 mm. thick, rather stout. Plants minutely pubescent even to the
pods. Common on the alkaline plains from noi-thern New Mexico
1 4.L
Saskatchewan, not on the Pacific slope except at the north
and then occuiTing only on the heads of the rivei-s. Middle Tem-
perate life zone. The var. decalvans Gandoger is only a white flow-
ered form.
207. Astragalus oocalycis Jones Cont. 8 10 (1898). A. urceo-iatus Greene. Pods like those of A. Haydenianus but very shortly
stipitate to long-stipitate, obcompressed, oval, 7 mm. long, 3 mm.
^
n'
^^^^y ^^^' finely cross-nerved, smooth, immature pods lat-
erally flattened. Flowers nearly sessile, densely spicate, somewhat
reflexed, yellowish-white; petals 7 mm. longer than calyx, the blades
f ^^^c
^^0^"^ ^^ ^^"^ ^^ calyx tube. Banner oval, thick at base, arched
to 45-90° in a gentle curve, the erect part a little over 2 mm.
long, very stubby, with sides reflexed above. Wings oblanceolate,
nearly straight, nearly as long as banner, about 2 mm. longer than
xeel- Keel obtuse, short, forming about a half-circle, 3-4 mm. long,
2 mm. wide, purple-tipped. Calyx greatly inflated, 9 mm. long,
7 mm. wide, hyaline, shaggy-villous with white hairs, with straight
base and upper side arched near the base; teeth triangular, 2 mm.
long. Pedicels almost none. Bracts 7-9 mm. long. Peduncles 9 cm.
long, stout, with dense spikes 5 cm. long. Leaves ascending, about
1 dm, long, with leaf rachis tapering, sulcate and not over 8 cm.
long, the petiole about 2.5 cm. long. Leaflets thick, 8 pairs, opposite,
linear, acute at both ends, long-petiolulate, puberulent below, smooth
above, 3 cm. long, 7-10 mm. apart, 1-3 mm. wide. Stipules hyaline,
^eltoid-triangular, adnate, 5-7 mm. long. Stems erect, flexuous, 2
feet hig^i. Internodes about 3-4 cm. long. Pubescence ashy, with
hairs attached by base but tapering below and with a little knob as
if a rudiment of a branch of a hair attached near the middle. On
bottom lands at Aztec, New Mexico, and Arboles, Colorado, Wooton
and Baker. Lower Temperate life zone. This is probably not a
good species, has the appearance of a sport and the general look of
A. racemosus, as if caused by some insect injury, but Baker's
specimens from Arboles seem perfectly normal and in good fruit,
the calyx is much the same as in A. Lehmanni of Asia. The leaves,
peduncles and stems are about equally green. The pod is from al-
most sessile to long stipitate.
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chartac
cm. loner, 3-7 mm
at tip, mostly slightly inflated, mostly slender-stipitate,
not jointed to stipe, reflexed, triangular-acute at botH
ends, smooth, triquetrous to reniform in cross section,
ventral suture raised and thickened. Flowers reflexed, m
dense racemes, 1.5-3.5 cm. long, white (drying to yel-
lowish) but often tinged with purple, narrow. Banner
elongated and much longer than the wings, with sides
much reflexed. Wings elongated, narrowly oblong, at
least 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel obliquely '^and
broadly oblanceolate, about 7 mm. long, rounded in a
gentle arc to tip which is erect and obtuse. Calyx hya-
line, inclined to be colored like the flowers, vr.riously
hairy but not shaggy, cylindric, about 5 mm. long and 3
mm. high, little oblique at tip, sometimes a little nar-
rower below, abruptly rounded at base to the lower cor-
ner where it is attached to pedicel and nearly at a right
angle to it. Pedicels rather slender. Bracts triangular-
ly longer than pedicels. Peduncles stout,
strict, 5-30 cm. long. Upper leaves nearly sessile. Leaf-
lets 5-20 pairs, rather long-petiolulate, cuneate at base,
mostly flat, rather thick, obtuse to barely acute, 1-3 cm.
long. Stems rather many and tufted from an erect root,
ascending to erect, 1-3 ft. high. Internodes inclined to be
much shorter than leaves. Stems 2-7 mm. thick. Pu-
bescence attached by base, mostly scanty, upper side of
leaflets normally smooth.
mos
A
2A.
KEY.
%
Pods wKoIIy 1
-celled, straight or nearly so, ventral suture about
Leaflets 1.5-3 cm. long.
2oS racemosusv
209 scopulorum-
suture being pro-
straight and when
straight to tip.
Pods not 2-celled.
Pods nearly 2-celIed.
Pods incompletely 2-cc!Ied by the dorsal
duced toward the ventral variously, nearly oi^i .^.... «..« ^—
-
about straight then the ventral suture is the mor* arched, acu-
minate at base, abruptly acute at the declined tip which is about
in a line with the dorsal suture, a little obliqi^e at least at tip^
linear to narrowly elliptical-oblong, deeply sulcate djrsally and
with narrow sulcus, with sides convex or rarely flat when ma-
ture, smoo'h. Stipe RS long as calyx tube. Calyx oblique at
mouth- Flower 2-2.5 cm. long, white (yellowish when dry)-
Banner fiddle-shaped with sides much reflexed. Bracts* «ca-
ricus, subulate, about 2 mm. long, as long as or longer thait-
the pedicels in flower. Pedicels 2-4 mm. long, curved. Calyx
teeth subulate and about 2 mm. long. Peduncles fully as long-
as the leaves or more, strict, and (like the stems) grooved.
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Leaf rachis conspicuously tapering. Leaflets oval to narrowly
elliptical, 8-15 pairs, rather thin,' 10-15 mm. long, about con-
tiguous, rounded and obtuse. Upper leaves nearly all sessile,
7-10 cm. long. Stipules long-acuminate.
Pubescence shaggy. 2io DrummondiL
208. Astragalus racemosus Pursh Fl. 740 (1814). A. galegioides
ISutt, Tium Rydberg. Pods 2-3 cm. long, about 5 mm. high, and 4 mm.
wide, opening first at base and along the ventral suture, shining, very
faintly reticulated, abruptly acute at tip and rather tapering at base,young pods decidedly more arched ventrally,butthesuturesometimesa
little concave with age and the tip nearly in line with it, cross section
triquetrous with concave sides to oblately deltoid, dorsal suture not
evident externally but raised as a thin edge within, ventral suture
sharp and nai-row. Stipe not longer than calyx, about 2 mm. long,
bent near the middle and with a knob but not jointed. Flowers
very many in dense spike-like racemes, purple-tipped to white, with
snake-like odor, 12-20 mm. long, rather narrow. Blades of petals
8-10 mm, long and with exserted claws. Banner arched to erect
or less in gentle arc beyond calyx tips, oblanceolate, faintly purple-
veined, little longer than the wings, seeming very narrow from the
sides being much reflexed. Wings 2 mm. wide, lanceolate to lin-
ear-oblanceolate, 2 mm. shorter than banner, rounded, wider at tip,
not arched,- narrower and a little longer than keel. Keel obliquely
lanceolate-oblong, the tip gently rounded to 30-60% 7 mm. long, 3
mm. high. Calyx tube short-cylindric, 4 mm. long, about 3 mm. high
and 2 mm. wide, a little arched, not narrowed below, truncate at
base and gibbous. Teeth setaceaus and variable. Pedicels nearly
filiform (except in one variety) 2 mm. long. Bracts hyaline, never
shorter than the pedicels, rather deciduous, with thread-like tips,
variable, 2-10 mm. long. Peduncles 5-16 cm. long, shorter than
the leaves, with the floral rachis 5-10 cm. long in flower and often
a foot long in fruit, the spikes very dense and wide. Leaves not
over 1.5 dm. long, the upper the largest, rather stout. Petioles
rarely 2 cm. long, almost none above. Leaf rachis tapering and
stout. Leaflets 10-16 pairs, 1-2 cm. long, 3-7 mm. wide, lanceolate-
elliptical to ovate-elliptical or nearly linear, sub-alternate, contigu-
uous, leathery, truncate to rounded and apiculate, ashy with small,
flat and closely appressed hairs. Stipules lanceolate to triangular-
subulate, very broad at base and connate below, often 15 mm. long.
Stems stout, erect, 2-3 ft. high, sulcate, flexuous, with internodes
4-7 cm. long, several from a several crowned, erect, stout root.
Grows oh poor and mostly clay soil on the Plains from the Canadian
Pacific R. R, southward to central Mexico, eastward into Nebraska.
Not on the Pacific or Great Basin drainage. Iliddle and Lower Tem-
perate life zone.
Astragalus racemosus v.-=>r. fcrevisetus Jones Cont, 7 662 (1894),
Bracts ovate-subulate, about 2 mm. long. Calyx teeth 2 mm. long
and tube gibbous above, broadly oblong in outline, 3 mm. long, 2 mm.
high, spuiTed. Pedicels 2 mm. long in flower, stout, longer than the
bracts. Leaflets about 20 pairs. Hoary plants. This grows on the
southern Plains, Nebraska to Texas.
Astragalus racemcsus var. longisetus Jones Cont. 7 663 (1895)*
Bracts very long-setaceous, as long as calyx tube. Calyx teeth seta-
ceous and long. Leaflets about 2 cm. long and 7 mm. wide, elliptical.
Stipules large and reflexed. Plants mostly robust. On the noi-thern
Plains from Colorado to Alberta.
203. Astragalus scopulcrum Porter FL Col. 24 (1874). A.
subcompressus Gray, A. rasus Sheldon, Tium Rydberg. Pods with
body about 2.5-3 cm. long, 5-7 mm. high, and 4 mm. wide, very
shortly-racemose-spicate, acuminate at base into £L slender stipe
which is as long as or twice as long as the calyx tube, opening along ;
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J)oth sutures from tip to tip but valves not falling, chartaceous a
about^'nlfrfe Sth^Il^
triangular-ac-ute at tip and^tip' decHned^lndm lin with the dorsal suture as in A. Drummondii arcu-ate or when straight the ventral suture the more convex and sharnalong the edge as in A. racemosus, broadlv linear, deeXsulcate do?sally normally reddish, with surfkce uneVen and veiny^ wth dorsalsuture intruded nearly to the ventral as a hyaline double partSand which opens along the lower side when mature but not a^ong the
cavf 'Ffo;.r;"fr •"'^'^""1 ^'i""' cordate-ovate with sides neve?^con-
about 2 .T lof. 't^""^^^^ ^ '""; ^^"^- ^^«^^^^ ^^^y- Ibng-clawed,2 cm. ng. Banner nearly erect in a sharp cui-ve beginning
fate 2 H r^n. ^T' *^' f^'^ ^^"^ ^""^ ^ ^^- ^«"^' oblong obWeo^-l , -8 mm longer than wings, rather fleshy below; groove V-
Sm tide fn'?h?P'-M?""'T^ '? ^^^^"^ ^^ove; sides relexed 2-4m . wi m the middle and waterlined. Wings oblong-elliptical to
rmm w'i;i'^""''"^'^\* or arched, 45°, 4-7 mm. longL than keel!
strSV ThP W ^T'^ to keel, widest part at keel tip. Keeltraight, the blade 4 mm. long and 2-4 mm. hi^h the tin abmntlv
arched to erect and blunt, cllw exserted. Calyx tube nigreSt^
rowed'at'tr^ir^"'"' "^.°"* I "^^i" ^^"^ ^"^ ^ mm' h^h, nar'W «f h*^?; ; /'"J; ^'^^' ""i* ^^^^* d«<^Pe^ ^^«ve noticeably, gib-
if f ^u^ ^""^ °^*^^" saccate on the upper corner, upper sidearched, the lower straight, green and thickened on ?he Wr cor-
SS.t.''H''^i."^^^T v^°T^"' ^^I'^ ""^'^^^l' b^^-ely half as long Is tube.
fl?o^ \:.Z IV^T ^^i^-^' ^T^'' t^^" *he pedicels. Peduncles
^',,1^ ;i, ^-
/ioral rachis about 5 Cm. long, not elongating
JS^n pTwi^^f- , ^"^"^f ^-^ '"'• ^°"^' ^" P^-actically sessile. Lfaflet!thi , elliptical, truncate to rounded, 1-1.5 cm. long, green or glau-
the n.t?ol?lp '' "-/^ P%"r- ^^^P^l^^ conspicuously' u^nited opp^osi?e
ft W L^tT'/l''^^- ^*^S'^ '"^^^^^^ *^^"«^ly tufted, decumbent, 1-2
ilmn^t^'ni V"^ ^^^-T- ^^^^ '^^^P' branched, erect. Pubescence
and ^Hinfn^L i" n^oft_ canons in western and southern Colorado
mon tn -"n^V vf^ ^^ ^I^'^'t ° 1",^ "P ^" ^'S^ ^^ 9,000 ft. alt. Com-
mas snrpadfn^h 'J\ ^\%}^t ^f "' Utah, at 7,000 to 8,000 ft. alt. It
Hfe zone ' "^ *^^ railroad, Middle Temperate
ns-^fJ^" T'^**''^?f'^u ^'•««""ondii Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. 1 153 t. 57
111 K lo^ Rydberg. Pods linear, curved ventrally or dor-
rpnn; ""fin^f
''"'• °"^' ^^""^ f "'"^- ^"^^ ^^^ high, torulose, coria-
wi?W ^^11^ cross-nerved, with cross section reniform, very hairy
SinnlT ^^ f°^r ^^^ f.^''"* ^-^ "^"^- thick when fresh, the tip verjr
thi tM. «
'^e^Jjned. the sutures very thick and rigid and without
rilh h™ ""7 ^"^^^ ^^ '" scopulorum and racemosus, and deep red-
^J f\i^t^ ,' "^"Tu "? ''^''^ strong ribs, the pod opening only a littleat the tip along the dorsal suture, dorsal suture produced a very little
bLnn2'"«/''' Ji^'u^-^'^'^^P^ ^t tip but nearly touching the ventral
FrStW fr.-J' l^'''^ S"* ^"^'^^te. Stipe about twice the calyx.
^^ h^"fv,f^ t?f
°^*^" a foot long with closely reflexed calyx. Flow-
^^v .^^
;-''^'*^'
^'T^^^y yellowish when dry, many and dense. Ban-
^kL^ i^r "^ i" ^ ^™? ^^^ remote from calyx as in scopulorum and
11^^ ,;^/™- ?"# l""^ I "'"'• ^^^^ »t base; groove V-shaped, about
n>.??>^; ^ri^ ^"^ ^W^ """^ continuing to tip. Wings obliquely lance-oblong and acute, 2 mm. wide, concave to keel and spreading 30° at
TfLi t^'"'"' 1"^^^ *^^" ^^^^' cream-colored, the very tips incurved,ffw f^"";- """^'.u®"^ abruptly to erect, with a small projection
^r^ the tip or the purple tip abruptly turned out as a deltoid
f^ o u^^
cream-colored, minutely appressed-pubescent, barely
to somewhat gibbous at base and widest there, about 3 mm. high
SfinL r^ ^ .?"?•• "^'"^^Z 2 "^"^- h^^h at tip, appearing as if urn-
Sk£ fK T^^*^ triangular-subulate and about half as long as thetube, the lower the longer. Pedicels 4 mm. long in fruit. Leaves7-10 cm. long, the upper sessile the lower short-petioled. Leaflets
1.5-2.5 cm. long, narrowly to broadly elliptical, obtuse to notched,
m
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12-15 pairs, smooth on the upper side. Stipules ovate, not connate,
much acuminate. Stems very stout and strict 2-3 ft. high, nearly
simple, with mternodes several times shorter than the leaves, severalfrom thick and rather woody roots. Plants much infested by in-
sects and fungi. Pubescence shaggy all over except on the shining
and smooth pods and calyx. Grows in gravelly places and clay
land m the upper edge of the Lower and throughout the Middle
Temperate life zone. Blooms in late summer. From the Plains of
Central Colorado at least as far south as Wet Mountain Valley to
the Saskatchewan, westward to head of Salina canon and near
Provo, Utah, to Deer Lodge Valley, Montana, Rare in Utah.
J
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LONCHOCARPI. 26
-
'-«."
mere
This group is nearest delated to the Bisulcati be-
cause of the obcompressed pod inclined to be bisulcate,
1-celled, stipitate, and opening only along the ventral su-
ture, but in other features it approaches the Homalobi.
Stems flexuous, 1-2 ft. high, rather rush-like and, like
the leaves and peduncles, round, striate, green and rather
fleshy and drying very slowly, slender. Stipules small,
rigid, deltoid. Leaves short-petioled, of few distant leaf-
lets or none. Leaflets nearly filiform, round in cross sec-
tion or channeled, 1-3 cm. long, blunt, terminal leaflet a
prolongation of rachis and not jointed to it. Pe-
duncles stout, erect, with the rachis 1-2 dm. long, race-
mosely few-flowered above the middle. Bracts minute,
rather broad, shorter than the rather stout pedicels.
Calyx cylindrical, truncate at both ends (triangular at
base in lonchocarpus), attached near the middle, the
teeth shorter than tube which is 3-6 mm. long and 2 mm.
wide. Flowers about 1-1.5 cm. long, the blades half as long
and sharply arched and rather wide, pearl-white to
Iight-purple. Pods pendent on recurved pedicels which
are not t /isted, slightly sulcate to much obcompressed
ventrally, with thick and conspicuous ventral suture
somewhat raised, acute at both .ends and stipitate or con-
tracted at base and seemingly stipitate, opening along the
ventral suture and inclined to be explanate, the cavity
mflated somewhat, smooth to ashy, 2-6 cm. long, nar-
rowly oblong to Imear-oblanceolate, nearly straight,
mm
KEY.
r
I
A. Pods with stipe if any shorter than calyx.
Flowers 1-2 cm. long, white.
Pods conical-acute at both ends. 211 Kaihensis.
Pods with long and tlat beak. 212 Osterhouti.
Flowers 7 mm. long, not white. 213 Duchesnensis.
2A. Pods long-stipitate, greatly obcompressed .0 that the cross
section
..nearly linear to ohlatcly deltoid or quadrate, mostlyvery broadly and shallow-sulcate on each side of the thick ven-tral suture, pendulous, opening only along the ventral suture
^bln f *^*' "•'^ce^"^. often « trifle wider above,aoout o cm. long.
Whole plant trreen and nish-lil-p i it- b ttii diiu ru n iKe. 214 lonchocarpu-;*
m
exacUv^;mn'^V"y.f''i^
Kaibensis Jonfs Cont. 10 64 (1902). Almost
over 5 cm InL tv^t' ^f-^^^P^^ e^?ept that the leaves are rarely
fn thi fl^wc^^^'n?. ^f'^'^t^
sometimes only twice the bracts, and
Icute at both tnL^r^a ^^"^^ ^5?"* ^ cm. long, oblong:, conical-a ends, 5-6 mm. m diameter and cross section about
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circular, a trifle sulcate ventrally, ventral suture a little the more
arched, the cavity much wider than the seeds and so decidedly in-
flattd, smooth. Flowers white, 1-1.5 cm. long, straight, ascending.
Calyx cylindrical, about 6 mm, long and 2 mm. wide, about round,
with triangular rather fleshy oblique base attached on the lower
corner straight with base, sli.e:htly oblique at tip, with subulate teeth
from a deltoid base about 1 mm, long. Petals about as in A. Epis-
copus. The flowers approach those of A. lonchocarpus. Lower Tem-
perate life zone, growing in sandy places at House Rock north of
Lee's Ferry, Ariz.
212. Astragalus Osterhouti n, sp. Pods (including the short
stipe) 3.5-4 cm. long, about 4 mm. high, slightly to much laterally
flattened, the cross section being narrowly elliptical to oval, not at
all sulcate at either suture, acuminate at both ends, the tip a long
flat beak, the base with the rather thick sutures uniting into a stout
stipe as long as or much shorter than the calyx, surface smooth,
reticulations slight and wide, ventral suture inclined to be convex
about two-thirds the way up, and sutures equally approaching above,
but not always, v/ith the general appearance of A. Kaibensis. Pods
short-racemose, rather many, on pedicels 4-7 mm. long, which are
several times longer than the sm^H bracts. Flowers ochroleucous,
about 2 cm. long, about as in A. racemosus. Banner about 1 cm.
long, ovate, arched remotely from calyx to 45°, with sides much re-
flexed below, 4-6 mm. longer than wings. Wings about 2 mm. wide,
3 mm. longer than keel, nearly straight. Keel about 4 mm. long and
2 mm, wide, the tip very obtuse and rounded, 3 mm. high. Calyx
tube 6-7 mm. long, about 4 mm. high, oblique and cleft deeper above,
the base deltoid or rounded, not saccate, teeth not 1 mm. long, tri-
angular, surface minutely pubescent, with sparse and very short
appressed hairs. Peduncles about a foot long, very stout, often 4
mm. thick, subterminal. Leaves about 1 dm. long, wide,''*bf about
4-5 pairs of linear, thick, blunt, rather arcuate leaflets 2-3 cm.
long and 2 mm. wide, phyllodia-like and green as are the rachis and
peduncles. Petiole shorter than the lowest leaflet. The upper leaf-
lets are almost sessile and the lower rather long-petiolulate, but all
jointed to the coarse but tapering rachis. Stems probably 2-3 ft.
high. Stipules small, inclined to be connate opposite the petiole.
This remarkably distinct species certainly belongs here in flowers
and general fruit character but other characters remind one
forcibly of the Episcopus group. Sulphur Springs, Grand Co., Colo-
rado. Nos. 3038 and 3235, July, 1905, and June, 1906, Geo. E. Os-
terhout for whom it is named. Lower Temperate life zone.
213. Astragalus Duchesnensis Jones Cont. 13 9 (1910). Plants
with the filiform and much branched underground stems of A. jun-
ceus, loosely tufted with mostly single stems to a root-branch. In-
ternodcs 2.5-5 cm, long. Whole plant except the calyx ashy. Stems
racemosely branched from the base and angled to about 45''. Leaves
5-8 cm. long, with about 3 pairs of leaflets 1-2 mm. wide and 1-2
cm. long, petiolulate. Peduncles and rachis about 1 dm. long. Bracts
minute and deltoid. Pedicels in flower very short, in fruit 2 mm.
long. Calyx and pedicel nigrescent. Calyx short-cylindric, about
3 mm. long and 2 mm. wide, reddish, cleft deeper above, not com-
pressed, teeth rudimentary and deltoid. Flovrers red to pink-pur-
ple, drying blue, banner oval, about 7 mm. long, arched to 90"" in
gentle arc from calyx tip, sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide, most in
the middle, a little black-nerved above, notched, a trifle longer
than wings, white spot with about 6 broad and white bands coming
within 1 mm. of t.p and sides, sulcus shallow and very broad.
Wings lunate-oblanceolate. 2 mm. wide, a little narrowed above,
obtuse, arched about 45*"^ white, entire, flat to the keel and about
1 mm. longer. Keel with arched base, tip very broad, incurved more
than 90"^, about 2 mm. high, black-purple tipped, surpassing calyx by
5 mm., tip deltoid at end. Pods white when young, nearly straight
but arcuate rather more below or sometimes forming a slight S
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ty being reversed curved at tip, linear-oblariceolate to broadly lin-
ear, 3-6 cm. lon;^, 5-7 mm. wide above the middle, obcompressed
ventrally and with a slight concavity but not bisulcate, cross section
often flat to^ deltoid, hairy within, a little inflated, ^chartaceous to
leathery, apiculate to very acute at tip and narrowed to a very
broad pseudostipe at base. Ventral suture a little raised, dorsal
impressed. Pod reddish to green. Common on the sandy mesas
from 13 miles below Theodore, Utah, to Chepeta Well, Colorado,
and the White river. Lov/er Temperate life zone. A. pinonis Jones
is very liable to be this species w^hen that species is better known,
but so far the calyx teeth are very much longer and pod not ob-
"'compressed.
214. Astragalus lonchocarpus Torr. Pac. R. R. Rep. 4 80
(1857). Phaca macrocarpa Gray PL Fend. 36 (1849). Tragacan-
tha lonchocarpa (Torr.) Kuntze, Homalobus macrocarpus (Gray)
Rydberg. Pods about straight, 5-7 mm. wide, sharply acuminate at
both ends and long-acuminate at base, broadly linear-oblanceolate
to even linear-elliptical, faintly cross-ribbed, with both sutures very
prominent v.^hen dry, fleshy and oblately oval in cross section when
fresh and pods with woody fibers running lengthwise which appear
as red dots in the pulp of cross sections; dorsal suture raised
;and ner\^e-like; stipe at least twice the calyx. Flowers many, pearl-
.white and rather fleshy, rarely purple, loose, hoiizontal to reflexed,
1-1. 5" cm. long, with rather broad blades. Banner arched to 90-110'^
,^3 mm. beyond the calyx teeth in a gentle arc, 7 mm. longer than
:keel, oblique, nai-rov/ly oblong from a broad base; groove narrowly
U-shaped, 1 mm. wide, 1.5 mm. deep and extending to calyx tips,
shallower above and open. Wings linear but wider 2 mm. below
tip, arched so as to cover the center of keel, 2 mm. wide, flat to
keel but concave beyond it, not spreading, close-pressed to it and
5 mm. longer. Keel bent in a sharp curve to 100", with straight
base, the erect part 3-4 mm. high and as long as the base, mostly
purple-tipped but yellowish otherwise. Calyx tube 5-7 mm. long,
nearly cylindric, hyaline, 2 mm, high, 1.5 mm. wide, with thickened
and green bracteolate and oblique base, reddish, cleft a little deeper
above, tapering at base into the pedicel which is reflexed in fruit;
teeth slender to deltoid, about 2 mm. long, half the tube or less,
broadly subulate, not spreading.. Bracts very small, half as long as
pedicels or less in fruit. Pedicels stout, strigose, 5-7 mm. long.
Peduncles in flower longer than the spikes, in fruit often less, 1-3
dm. long, not manifestly grooved when fresh but decidedly so when
dry, strict and erect, subtcrminal, densely flowered above. Leaves
leathery, fleshy when fresh, not over 8 cm. long. Leaflets none to 3
pairs, linear to filiform^ rarely wider than the green rachis and al-
ways like it, 1,5-3 cm. long, distant, obscurely jointed to rachis, ses-
sile, the rachis often leafless and then 5-8 cm. long, the end leaflet
not conspicuously and rarely at all enlarged. Stipules distinct, or
connate below, small. Stems many, conspicuously grooved, densely
tufted, branched, tall, the branches not tangled, from a fleshy and
erect taproot, the internodes 8 cm. long or less. Pubescence hoary,
composed of wide, flat, very short and appressed hairs throughout
except on the pods Vf-hich are nearly smooth. It grows in poor and
alkaline soil and has the habit of A. junceus but without the under-
ground and branching roots and grows in large tufts around alka-
line seeps and similar slopes and washes. The peculiar rush-like
habit with stems and leaves equally green cause it to be overlooked.
From Pioche, Nevada, northward to Ferguson Spring near Ibapah,
Utah, eastward from Pioche north of the Grand Canon along the
Virgin (north to Cedar City) and the Kanab region, throughout^ the
Navajo Basin drainage, eastward through Durango and the Little
Colorado to the Rio Grande, thence northward to Pueblo and Canon
City, Lower Temperate life zone in very poor alkaline soil either
sand or clay.
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Pods linear or nan-ow, 1-4 cm. long (rarely 2 cm.
long), rarely 5 mm. high, nearly always laterally flat-
tened and inclined to be triquetrous in cross section and
to have concave sides,' mostly acuminate or sharp-pointed,
2-ceIled or with dorsal suture very much intruded, nearly
always sulcate dorsally, rarely so ventrally and with
ventral suture mostly sharp and raised, not inflated (a
little so in Mulfordae), rigid, coriaceous only in glaber
and A. distortus and then somewhat fleshy, chartaceous
(papery in Mulfordse and Inyoensis), variably arcuate.
Flowers small, rarely 1.2 cm. long, in racemes (in short
spikes in sylvaticus-Nevinii groups, and in heads in A.
calycosus). Slender perennials (A. Inyoensis and albens
probably are winter annuals) spreading over the ground
in small tufts. Stipules connate only in A. Andersoni.
Plants of the Lower Temperate life zone but extending a
little into the adjoining zones.
1
r
KEY.
1
I
A, Pods not reflexed, sessile.
AB. Pods nearly round to reniform in cross-section, not Jointed
to calyx, inclined to be narrower below. Flowers witb cam-
panulate calyx. Leaves nearly sessile, with many pairs of
leaflets. Pubescence attached by the base, not hoary except
in A. Coahuilae when young. Plants of New Mexico and
eastw^ard.
ABC. Pods cartilaginous, inclined to be fleshy when green,
lunate to linear-oblanceolate, acuminate at both ends, cross-
section about reniform, rarely triquetrous-cordate. Calyx
teeth shorter than the tube. Flowers rather' many and
nearly capitate. Leaflets elliptical. Stems diffuse and
spreading.
Pods lunate and tapering at both ends. 215 distortus.
AB2C. Stems erect, a foot or so high. Flowers few in loose
cemes. Pods coriaceous only in the first species.
Flowers I cm. long, white. 216 glaber.
Flowers 8 mm. long, purple. 217 Coahuilae.
A2B. Pods spreading, inclined to be jointed to the calyx, 2-
celled, nearly linear (sometimes oblong in A. calycosus and
then small), son:iewhat laterally flattened to nearly round
in cross-section and about triangular-cordate, chartaceous, pu-
bescent, not less than 7 mm. long, 2-4 mm. high, a little
arcuate, not reflexed, pungently beaked, narrowed at base but.
not stipitate. Flowers 7-10 mm. long, light-colored, short
and stubby much as in A. junceus, in heads or short racemes
which are long-pedunclcd, broad, ascending, with broad petals
and enlarged or lobed wings. Calyx campanulate, about 4
mm. long and 2 mm. high, with short teeth. Pedicels about 2
mm. long and longer than the small bracts. Peduncles 1-1.5
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dm. long, longer than the lesves. LeaPets ohovate to oblong-
ovate, rarely linear. Shcnis branched from the base or acau-
lescent. Pubescstice hoary, of flat an-d appressed hairs at-
tached by the mii! He. Stipules triangular and small, not con-
nate. Species closely allied to Oxytropls. Oxytropidoides.
Pods acuminate. Stems long and prostrate. 2 , 8 Arizonicus.fods not act niinate. Stems almost none. 219 calycosus
^\kI°^^,^\'^'^^''' ^'' '^c^e^ed. PubcsQ.ence atlached by tlie base.ZAtS. fods erect en a stipe shorler than the calyx and jointed to
It, triquetrous, w:th concave sdes, linear, 2-5 cm. long, 2-3
mm. h!gh, pculs at both ends, slightly larger toward the tip,
smooth, with cro3s-sect!c.-i Y-shaped. Flowers ascending,few and racanicED. Banner oval, 5-3 mm. long, abruptly
f..^}^. ^' calyx tips to erect or more. Winss about li
i
Keel blunt. Brads minute. Peduncles shorter th3in the leaves.
Leaflets thick, fiat, distant. Calyx spreading to horizontal in
fruit. Pubeccence ashy and closely appresced when present.items rather ruch-like and round, cUored like the leaves.
Hairs short, flat, xvhite but inclined to be dark on the calyx.flants of the Cahforni?n deser'js. Crcuttiani.
Leaflets about 4 pairs. 220 Bernardinus-
Leaflets about 15 pairs. 22, tricarinatus.
2A2B. Pods deeply sulcato dorz^Uy, generally obcompressed be-
low, and much arcuate, chart-ceou3 barely wider above,
about 2-3 cm. long and 2 mm. high, smooth, on stout stipe
shorter than calyx and not jointed to it, cross section rather
deltoid or oblately so, with the sair.e peculiar, stubby, de-
clined tip as in A, Drummcndii. Leaflets about 12 pairs,
gradually smaller above, dictant, nearly round, on very short
petioles and with long and tspsring leaf-rachis. Tropical.
Pods with concave sides, and flowers about 7 mm, lon^. 222 Orcuttianus.
2A3B. Pods reflcxed (apparently ascending in the A. Nevinii
group or at least indifferently cpreadlng), triquetrous in
cross-section, never straight.
2A3BC. Pods not stipitate, jointed to calyx, Lnaar, much ar-
cuate. Flov/crs smrll.
Tods arched to a half circle. 223 drepanolobus-
2A3B2C. Pods stiiDitale (minutely so in A. Congdcni and An-
dersoni).
2A3B2CD. Pods jointed to a stipe which is shorter than
the calyx, linear to narrowly oblong.
2A3B2CDE. Whole plant softly silky, cv^^n the oods pu-
bescent. Pods with cordate cross-section, slightly sul-
cate dorsally. Flowers white or whitish, with elon-
gated bc^nner l-LS cm. long. Calyx lube about 4 mm.
long, rather truncate fcclcw and inscr:cd on the cor-
ner, cleft deeper above and oblique. Leaflets ellipti-
cal and apiculate. Pubescence of very fir.e, long,
twisted oir wavy, nearly smooth hairs.
Pod closely reflexed. 224 Congnoni.
Pods not closely reflexed. 225 Andersoni.
2A3B2CD2E. Whole pl?rt smooth or nearly so including
the shiny pods. Flowers sniall.
Pods arched to a Iialf circle. 226 sylvaticus.
2A3E2CD3E. Pods shortly appresscd-pubcscent, tapering
into a short stipe, with broad cross-section. Leaves
silvcry-hoary with short and apprcssed hairs. Flowers
small.
Pods arched nearly to a circle. 227 albens-
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2A3B2C2D. Pods not jointed to stipe which is mostly longer
than the ca!yx, nearly straight (much arched in A. Inyo-
ensis).
2A3B2C2DE. Pods rather abruptly contracted at both
I
ends, never linear not wider than oblong^- Perennials
(except A. Inyoensis).
2A3B2C2DEF. Pubescence never white-woolly, plants
not shrubby above the base. Pods reflsxed, about
4 mm. high, very oblique, but not arcuate evidently.
Flowers small, stubby, with broad keel, not over 1
cm. long, racen-ose. Slender plants. Leaflets 6-9
pairs, not over 1 cm. long, thick.
2A3B2C2DEFG. Pods 2-3 cm. longr including the
stipe, and at least 5 times as long as' high prob-
ably reflexed but appearing ascending. Upper
leaves about sessile. Pubescence somewhat scanty
and of soft and very fine and short tangled hairs,
inclined to be ashiJ-. Flowers white.
Pods with lip and base long, 22S HowelliL
2A3B2C2DEF2G. Pods about 1 cm. long, with body
not over three times as long as wide, papery, a
little inflated, abruptly short-pointed and half-
ovrl or arcuate-oblong, with deltoid cross-section,
with ventral suture raised and thickened. Ban-
ner about 5 mm. long, oval. Calyx tube about
2 cm. long, acute at base. Blooming in May.
Pods not long-beaked, 229 Mulfordae.
Pods long-beaked.
'
230 Inyoensis.
2A3B2C2DE2F. ^ Plants white-woolly, with woody stems,
densely congested, prostrate, densely leaved and
with short internodes. Peduncles stout, longer than
the leaves. Leaflets oval-obovate 6-9 mm. long.
Stipules small and inconspicuous. Ventral suture
raised and thickened but not produced as a sharp
edge.
Pods smooth. 231 Nevinii.
Pods short-woolly. 232 Traskiae.
2A3B2C2D2E. Pods very narrowly linear and greatly
elongated, 4-6 cm. long and hardly 3 mm. wide or high,
long-acuminate at both ends, reflexed. Perennials.
•Pods almost filiform and very long. 233 Arthuri.
215. Astragalus distortus T. & G. FL 1 333 (1838). Traga^
cantha Kuntze, Tium Rydberg. Pods from lunate and conspicuously
tapering at both ends to oblong-obovate, lanceolate or oblanceolate
and less sharply pointed, variable on the same plant, reniform to
didymous in the type in cross-section, with both sutures intruded
and sulcate on both side of the pod, but sulcate most a^ong the dor-
sal suture and that suture variously produced but mostly nearly
touching the ventral, pod inclined to be obcompressed in the type,
much arched or very oblique but tip straight and symmetrical and
triangular to apiculate, pod often twisted and rugulose with uneven
sides, rather smooth and reticulated except close to the ventral su-
ture, rarely truncate at base, swollen in the middle, 2-4 cm. long,
about 5 mm. wide and 3-4 mm. high, sessile or -with minute stipe.
Flowers 10-20, purplish to nearly white, 7-12 mm. long. Banner
elliptical, about 7-10 mm. long, deeply notched, gently arched to
45"" at end of calyx tips, sides reflexed. Wings narrowly oblong, a
little arched, about 1 mm. wide, 2-3 mm. longer than keel and about
as much shorter than banner. Keel about 4 mm, long, surpassing
the calyx, arched in about a half circle, 1-2 mm. wide, 3 mm. high
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at the rounded and nearly erect and purple tip. Calyx tube nar-
rowly campanulate, about 3 mm. long, attached near the lower
corner, the broadly triangular teeth about half as long and nigres-
cent. Pedicels about 2 mm, long, longer or shorter than the ovate
to triangular-subulate bracts. Peduncles 1-2 dm. long, filiform,
rather spreading. Spikes rounded to oblong. Leaves about 1 dm.
long, weak and lax and with tapering rachis and evident petioles
even above. Leaflets 7-19 (mostly 10) pairs, all about the same
size on. each leaf, the well developed ones oblong to obo^^ate, with
cuneate and long-petiolulate base, hardly 1 cm. long, those of the
lowest leaves often very small and oval, usually notched. Upper
internodes the shorter. Stems 1-2 ft. long, weak and straggling.
Stipules rather broad, acute, green and spreading, 3-5 mm. long.
Plants nearly smooth. From Mason Co., 111., and eastern Kansas
to Oklahoma and southern Texas and Mississippi on prairies and
margins of woods. Lower Temperate life zone mostly. Blooming in
spring.
Astragalus distortus var. Engelmanni (Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud.
9 152 (1894) as species). Pods lunate, reticulated, with cross-sec-
tion triangular-cordate, the dorsal suture intruded only as a raised
line, coriaceous, not obcompressed-, 4-5 mm. high. No. 145 E. Hall
from open woods at Houston, Texas, in flower and fruit in April.
Also Indian Terr. (Oklahoma) by Carleton.
216. Astragalus glaber Mx, Fl. 2 66 (1803), A. apilosus
Sheldon. Tragacantha Michauxii Kuntze. Pods narrowly oblong to
linear, 1.5-2.5 cm. long, 4-6 mm. high or wide, coriaceous, acute
at both ends and a little curved below, somewhat swollen in the mid-
dle, inclined to be obcompressed when mature, shallow-sulcate doi'-
sally, smooth, reticulated, not fully 2-celled the suture being in-
truded half way, with triangular-reniform cross section- Flowers
white, spreading to reflexed, a little over 1 cm. long, not narrow.
Banner 6-8 mm. long, sharply arched at calyx tips to erect, about
4 mm. longer than wings, with sides reflexed below. Wings oblan-
ceolate, little lor^er than keel, about 2 mm. wide, arched 45"".
Keel about 6 mm. long, the base a trifle convex, then abruptly erect
and tip 4 mm. high, triangular, but obtuse, the base about 3 mm.
high. Calyx about 5 mm. long and 3 mm. high, nearly truncate
below and attached on the lower corner where it is a little fleshy,
not oblique above, with broad and rounded sinuses and narrowly
triangular teeth about 1 mm. long, hyaline. Pedicels slender, 2-3
mm, long, rather longer than the ovate bracts. Peduncles about
as long as leaves, the rachis as much more, slender. Leaves 6-8
cm. long, tapering, scattered (because of the slender internodes).
Leaflets 7-18 pairs, 1-2 cm. long, linear-elliptical, thick, the' lower
ones obtuse to notched, conspicuously reduced above on the rachis.
Stipules minute, spreading. Stems strict, very sulcate, about 2 ft.
long. Pubescence none throughout except on the lower side of
leaflets and calyx. North Carolina, Georgia and Florida on barrens.
Blooming in summer. Lower Temperate life zone,
217. Astragalus Coahuilae n. sp. Pods linear-oblong, char-
taceous, nearly straight, triangular-acute, 2-celled except at tip,
flattened laterally, or nearly round, nearly smooth, about 1.5 cm.
lorig and 3-4 mm. high, inclined to be sharply sulcate dorsally.
Flowers few, purplish, about 8 mm. long. Banner oval, arched
abruptly at calyx tips to 45'' or erect, 6-7 mm. long, with sides re-
flexed 1 mm, vvide below, with narrow white spot purple-veined.
Wings lanceolate, arched to 45"^, about 2 mm. longer than keel and
4 mm. shorter than banner. Keel with straight base and then
abruptly rounded to a little more than erect and with deltoid tip
3 mm. high. Calyx tube about 3 mm. long, acute at base and
about equally inserted, nigrescent, oblique at tip, and cleft deeper
above, the sinuses rather narrow, the teeth subulate and nearly as
long as tube, black. Pedicels slender 2-3 mm. long, a little longer
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than the triangular bracts. Peduncles 5-7 cm. long, slender, rather
shorter than the leaves and rather longer than the rachis. Leaves
6-8 cm. long, narrow, somewhat tapering, longer than the internodes,
nearly sessile. Leaflets about 10 pairs, elliptical, obtuse, about 1
cm. long, rather ashy with v/avy and rather loose short and fine hairs,
young j)arts hoary. Stipules green, triangular, reflexed, hardly 5
mm. long. Stems about 2 ft. high, much branched, apparently from
a woody root, a little flexuous. Parras Coahuila, Nos. 1078 and 4672
Purpus. Tropical, blooming in spring and fall. Dr. Matthews's
specimens from Fort Wingate, New Mexico, in the Gray herbarium
in flower only are much the same but with linear leaflets and longer
calyx tube and very long lanceolate bracts. Probably another species.
218. Astragalus Arizcnicus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 7 398
(1868). Pods 2-4 cm. long, linear, a little arcuate, rather closely
appressed-ergct, v/ith spreading tips, occasionally slightly sulcata
dorsally but very narrowly so, both sutures rather prominent, much
laterally flattened, not densely pubescent, occasionally rather toru-
lose, with ventral suture forming a strong rib, raised, concave along
the middle, convex at both ends, and beak straight and arising from
a Httle above the middle of the end, and about 4 mm. long, the
pod abruptly contracted into it, cross-section narrowly triangular-
cordate. Flowers about 1 cm. long, many, in short racemes, dirty-
white and with purplish edges. Banner oval, arched to erect either
remotely from or at calyx tips, about 7 mm. long, with sides re-
flexed 2 mm. wide below, barely longer than keel. Wings not longer
than keel, narrowly oblong, 2 mm. wide, entire, rounded and very
oblique, purple below, whitish above, the tips incurved and hori-
zontal. Keel arched a little below, then abruptly erect and pro-
duced into a sharp tip 3-4 mm. high, large, dark-tipped, 5 mm, long*
Calyx tube campanulate, about 3 mm. long, acutish at base and
equally inserted, a little oblique at tip, cleft deeper above, with
rounded sinuses, closely appressed-nigrescent, a little obcompressed
above with fleshy base, on a short and stout pedicel about as long
as the ovate bract, teeth flaring, triangular, rather unequal, shorter
than the tube, or nearly as long. Peduncles stout, spreading, 1-2
dm. long. Leaves 7-10 cm. long, the upper nearly sessile, wide.
Leaflets 4-7 pairs, linear and acute to elliptical and rounded, the
narrov/er ones 2-3 cm. long, the wider ones about 7 mm. long, dis-
tant, rather long-petiolulate. Stipules small, triangular, brown,
about 3 mm. long. Stems more pubescent than the leaves, woody
at base, procumbent to prostrate, flexuous and often much so.
Pubescence hoary and a little loose. On the western and southern
flanks of the Mogollon plateau from the Chimihuevis Mts. to cen-
tral Mexico, Lower Temperate and upper part of the Tropical life
zones. Blooming in April and May.
219. Astragalus calycosus Torrey Bot. King 66 t. 10 (1871).
A. brevicaulis Nelson. A. cyanoseminus Greene. Hamosa Rydberg.
Pods 7-25 mm. long, oblong to linear, abruptly acute and with a
short apiculation to tapering and the beak 3 mm. long with beak in
line With the ventral suture, . rather deeply and narrowly sulcata
dorsally, with cross section oblong-obovate-cordate, nearly straight
to decidedly arched, the ventral suture concave throughout, but
little raised and narrow. Flowers few, capitate, mostly 1 cm. long. '
Banner abruptly arched ^at calyx tips to erect, white or purple, oval,
about 5 mm. long or less, deeply notched, with sides reflexed about
1 mm. wide, much longer than the keel and a little longer than
wings. White spot broad, cuneate, broadly notched, groove rectan-
gular and wider than high. Wings very closely appressed to keel
throughout, red-purple to keel tip and white beyond, deeply cleft
into 2 lobes, the lower ones oblong, 2-4 mm. long, straight and like
normal wings, the upper one-third wider and erect, both lobes
rounded and narrow at tip (usually there is a fine thread almost as
long as the lobes coming out at their junction), 2-3 mm. longer than
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."keel, 1 mm. shorter than banner. Keel claw enlarged just above
'the calyx so as to make a hollow in the banner, with decided hump
at base, purple-tipped, the base a little arched, then sharply rounded
to erect, the blade forming* about a half circle, acutish to very obtuse,
4 mm, long, 3 mm. high. Calyx tube campanulate, 3-4 mm. long, cleft
deeper above, with rounded sinuses, oblique at base and inserted on
the lower corner, silvery to nigrescent and densely pubescent,tefeth tri-
angular, rather lax, about half as long £js tube. Bracts ovate, about 1
mm. long. Pedicels 1-3 mm. long in Iruit. Peduncles filiform, erect
in flower, mostly flat on the ground in fruit, from 1-15 cm. long,
in the diminutive forms concealed in the leaves, in more robust
ones 4 times as long as leaves, 2-6 flowered, scapose. Leaves 2-10
cm. long, with filiform petiole twice as long as rachis, fascicled on
the very short crowns. Leaflets 1-3 pairs, oblong to obovate, '2-10
mm. long, silvery on both sides, usually acute, thick, flat, on the
lowest leaves often there is but one obovate leaflet. Stipules large,
deltoid, imbricated mostly, 3-5 mm. long. Stems reduced to many
short crowns in dense but small mats crowning a long, slender,
' erect root. Growing on gravelly mes:!S but well drained and on
rocky ridges from the foothills to 10,500 ft. alt. on Mt. Ibapah,
Utah. Common from the bad lands of western Wyoming to Poca-
tello, Idaho, and Glenwood Springs, Colorado, to the Mogollons and
the Sierras. Lower and Middle Temperate life zones. Blooming in
spring. A very variable plant. Ihe starved plants are as dense
and short as a c?3i:pitose phlox. Those growing in the shade are
long-petioled and long peduncled. The pods vary from about as
long as calyx and teeth to an inch long.
Aslragalus calycosus var. scapocus (Gray) JoneS Cont. 4 26
(1893). A. Ecaposus Gray Free. Am. Acad. 13 366 (1878). A.
candicans Greene. Pods about 1 cm. long, densely pubescent, only
slightly flattened, about half included in the long calyx, straight.
Flowers reddish-purple, rarely white. Petals barely twice the calyx,
rather stubby. Banner obcordate, a little longer than keel aM
equaled by the wings, Lobing of wings very variable. Calyx ob-
long-campanulate, teeth deltoid and about 1 mm. long, not lax.
Peduncles often 2 dm. long. Heads oblong, 6-12 flowered. Leaflets
3-5 pairs. Along the Colorado river from McElnio Cr. Colorado to
Hackberiy, Arizona, and Owen's Valley, California. Lower Tem-
perate lite zone. zion-^
220. Astragalus Bernardinus Jones Cont. 7 661 (18J.>;-
Pods apiculate, 2.5 cm. long, about 3 mm. high at tip and 1 ^"^
high at base, shallow-sulcate dorsally, completely 2-celled, very finely
reticulated, ventral suture acute, dorsal angles rounded, Flowers
6-10, reflexed, 6-8 mm. long. Banner about 2 mm. longer than
wings. Wings arched to erect, about 1 mm. longer than keel.
Keel arched to a half circle from base, 3-4 mm. high and long,
rather obtuse. Calyx tube 2-3 mm. long, rounded at base and
about equally inserted, the subulate t:eth about as long. Pedicels
very short. Peduncles not over 2.5-3 cm. long, rachis about as long
or twice as long. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, the rachis like the stems
green and tapering, curved. Leafiels about 4 pairs, narrowly-
oblong, about 1.2 cm.i^long and 3 mm. wide, obtuse but not notched,
- equally rounded at both ends, ashy on both sides, the upper pairs
reduced, on very weak petioiules. biipuies triangular, green, evi-
dent. Stems about 2 dm. long, ascending, slender, with internodes
not over 3 cm. long. Eastern base of the San Bernardino Mts., Cali-
fornia, Lower Temperate life zone, at Cushenberry Canon, Pansn;
Barnwell Mrs. Brandegee, Charleston Mt. Purpus. Blooming m May.
221. Astragalus tricarlnatus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 12 00
(1876). Pods broadly linear, arcuate a little at maturity, appar-
ently 3-keeled by the concave sides making 3-angles, broadly sul-
<!ate dorsally, about 3.5 cm. long and 5 mm. high, smooth, the ven-
tral suture very acutely keelea. Flowers spreading, white, ^^^^^
1-2 cm. long. Banner about 5 mm. long, wuh sides much reflexed
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:and nearly 2 mm. wide. Wings nearly linear, arched to 45"^, a
-little longer than keel and 3-4 mm. shorter than banner. Keel with
.straight and thick base and then abruptly erect, about 3 mm. high
at tip and darker. Calyx about 3 mm. long and high, equally in-
.serted and not oblique, with broad sinuses and subulate teeth a
little shorter than tube, on a slender pedicel 2-3 mm. long which
is longer than the triangular bract. Peduncle 2-3 dm. long, the
rachis half to a third as long. Leaves nearly 2 dm. long, very nar-
row, nearly sessile and with long and tapering rachis, ascending.
» Leadets about 15 pairs, 7-10 mm. long, oval to broadly elliptical,
rounded to notched, siivery-white above with closely packed and
appressed short hairs, green below. Internodes very short, rarely
2 cm. long, stems erect and slender, about a foot high, from a
woody base. Whitewater at the Base of the S?.n j3ernardino
Mts., California, Parry; San Emigdio Canon Kern Cp. Cal. Davy.
Tropical. * . •
222. Astragalus Orcultianus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20 361
(1885). Pods with erect tips but calyx rather retiexed, widely sul-
cate, 2i-celicd except at tip, sides concave, ventral suture a sharp
edge. Flowers about 7 mm. long, pink, short and stubby. Ban-
ner oval, nearly 7 mm. long, abruptly erect at calyx tips, about 3
mm. longer than wings. Wings obicng, arched to 40", about 1 mm.
longer than keel. Keel very short, with straight base and then
abruptly erect to the triangular and acute tip which is about 3 mm.
high. Calyx about 2 mm. long, acute at base and equally inserted
and not oblique, inclined to be oblique at tip and ciej.t deeper above,
the triangular teeth a little shorter than the tube, hyaline and very
thin. Pedicels slender, 2-4 mm. long, much longer tnan the triangu-
-lar bracts. Peduncles axillary, rarely 5 cm. io..g, about as long as
floral rachis in the type. Leaves 7-12 cm. long. Leaflets round to
oval, 3-7 mm. long, with broadly cuneate base, distant, thin,
notched, 8-12 pairs, smooth. Stipules small and recurved. Stems
very slender and branching from a woody base, many, decumbent,
a loot long, with very short Internodes. Whole plant smooth, but
,
young parts minutely pubescent. Cantillas Canon Lower Califor-
nia, Urcutt. Branaegee's material from San Enrique L. Cal. has
very long floral rachis and many pods.
Astragalus Orcuttianus var, Gregorianus Jones Cont. 10 63
(1902). Pods equally arched to a quarter circle, narrowed and ob-
compressed below, laterally ilattenea above and about 3 mm. high,
deeply sulcate at base ana little so at tip whicn is abruptly acicuiar
and declined and nearly in line with tne dorsal suture, ventral su-
ture raised as a shuip and ihin edge, pods smooth, chartaceous,
finely reticulated, about 2-5 cm. long, iiowers about 1 cm. long^
broad, pink. Banner oval, about 1 cm. long, with sides reflexed
nearly 4 mm. Wide at base, arched abruptly at calyx tips to 60^,
about 4 mm, longer than wmgs. Wings obliquely oDovate, arched
30^, about 1 mm. longer than keel, 2 mm, wide. Keel as in the
type and about 4 mm. high and as long. Calyx tube very oblique
aoove and teeth unequal, aDout 1 mm. long. r^eduncles with floral
rachis about a foot long. Leaflets obovate to obcordata, about 1
cm. long. San Gregorio and San Enrique L. Cal. in Bloom in Feb-
ruary. Branaegee.
223. Astragalus drepanolcbus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 19 75
(1S85). Pods abcui 2 cm. long and 2-6 mm. high and 1 mm. v>ade,
smootn and shming, arched to about a halt circle,* a tritle narrowed
at Doth ends, rounded and ootuse at base, triangular-acute at tip,
finely reticulated, papery, 2-celled except at tip, with a sharp and
narrow sulcus, the ventral suture a mere line and not raised, i^'low-
ers about 5 mm. long, broad, white. Banner nearly round, about
4 mm. long, arcned abruptly near end of tube to 45-80 , with sides
renexea 1 mm. wiae and most below about 6 mm. longer than wings.
IVings obiong-linear, arched 45"", acutish, fully 1 mm, longer than
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keel. Keel about 3 mm. long, nearly straight then abruptly erect
and tip a little out-turned and acutish, nearly 3 mm. high, about
equaling the calyx tips, purple-tipped. Calyx tube about 2 mm.
long, acutish and a little oblique at base, about equaled by the subu-
late teeth, nigrescent. Pedicels very short and bracts minute.
Peduncles filiform, rather shorter than the leaves, 2-3 cm. long, axil-
lary, hardly as long as the fruiting rachis. Leaves 3-4 cm. long,
with the petiole nearly as long as its rachis, m.any but open. Leaf-
lets 4-5 pairs, rather obovate, often notched, nearly 1 cm. long,
not contiguous. Stipules small. Stems very slender and flexuous,
weak and spreading, branched, apparently from slender underground
stems from a perenial root, but possibly wnter annuals, alDout a
foot long. Blooming in May. John Day river Oregon Hovv^ell.
Middle Temperate life zone.
224. Astragalus Congdoni Watson Proc. Am, Acad. 20 360
(1885).^ Pods minutely pubescent when mature, densely so and
often nigrescent when young, shortly acuminate and inclined to
have tip declined, reticulate, loosely racemose, closely reflexed, about
2 cm. long, and 2-3 mm. wide and high, rather cordate in cross
section, the ventral suture thick and with sharp edge along the
middle, barely acute at base. Flowers white, narrow, rather closely
racemose, reflexed. Banner oblong-ovate, about 1 cm. long, arched
abruptly about 2 mm. beyond calyx tips to 45°, with sides re-
flexed about 1 mm. wide below, nearly 5 mm. longer than wings.
Wings oblong, arched 30'', about 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel
about 4 mm. long and high at tip, the base proper about 1 mm.
long, the rest a rather deltoid erect and acutish not darker tip 4.
mm. high. Calyx tube about 4 mm. high inserted near the lower
corner on a stout black pedicel, black-woolly, teeth rather shorter
than the tube, subulate from a broad base, the lower the longer.
Pedicels almost none. Bracts hyaline, triangular, about 3 mm.
long. Peduncles about 1 dm. long, sulcate and stout mostly, as long,
as or shorter than the fruiting rachis, erect. Leaves 5-10 cm.
long, narrow and tapering, the upper sessile or short-petioled, the
middle ones the largest, with 8-10 pairs of leaflets 1-1.5 cm. long
which are contiguous, softly silky with hairs often tangled. In-
ternodes congested below and stems very leafy. Stipules green,,
large, deltoid. Stems decumbent, slender, about a foot long,
r-ather simple but with many woody branches at base. Fisher's
Cabin and Hite Cove in the Sierras. Middle Temperate life zone.
This grows in rocky places and blooms in May and June. Collected
by Congdon.
Astragalus
.
Anderson! Gray Pi'oc. Am. Acad. 6 524
(1865). Pods 1.5-2 cm, long 3-4 mm. high, about 2 mm. wide,„
narrowly-oblong to nearly linear, triangular-acute to blunt and
apiculate, nearly straight to arched to one-third circle, mostly a
little reflexed, rounded at base, early falling off and leaving the
empty calyx, with ventral suture raised and thickened and sharp
along the middle, splitting the calyx, 1-celled at tip, with cross
section narrowly to broadly cordate, narrowly sulcate dorsally,
softly and variably silky-woolly. Flowers normally white but often
pink or tinged with pink, short and stubby, broad, in heads at
first or spicate and ascending, later inclined to horizontal. Petals
very thin, rather translucent. Banner oblong-ovate to oval, 6-8
mm. long, arched abruptly at end of teeth to 45° or rarely erect,
with sides reflexed about 2 mm. wide below, about 4 mm. longer
than wings; groove U-shaped below,' and V-shaped above; white
spot striped when present, vdngs oblong-obovate, very oblique,
acutish, about 2 mm. wide, notched, concave to keel and touching
beyond it, purplish below and white above or all white, 1-2 mm.
longer than keel, inclined to be oblanceolate and wavy toward tip,
variously arched- Keel about 4-5 mm. long and 3 mm. high, half-
cuneate obovate and with tip obliquely truncate,, purple above^
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'Calyx tube about 3 mm. high, reddish, the filiform-subulate teeth
^ery lax and about as long as tube. Pedicels almost none to 2
mm. long, much shorter than the subulate to triangular bracts
"Which are 3-4 mm. long, hairy and hyaline. Peduncles stout 5-10
cm, long, the fruiting rachis about as long, spreading. Leaves
rarely 5 cm. long, rather broad, all petioled but upper petioles
short, spreading. Leaflets rather thick, 6-8 pairs, hardly 1 cm. long,
folded. Stipules small, connate below, triangular. J t- ms flexuous,
about 1-2 ft. high, from a woody base, rather many. Sierra
valley to Owen's Valley California on the eastern base of the
Sierras growing in the sagebrush, Lower Temperate life zone.
Whole plant softly silky-woolly. Blooming in May. The Owen's
Valley forms have larger and pui-ple flowers and pods 5 mm. high and
2 cm. long.
226. Astragalus sylvaticus Watson Proc, Am. Acad. 23 262
(1888). A. umbraticus Sheldon. Pods not tapering at base, ob-
tuse or abruptly acutish, smooth and shining, closely reflexed, char-
taceous, arched to a half circle, about 1.5 cm. long, 2-3 mm. high
and 1 mm. wide, narrowly and deeply sulcate dorsally, with cross
section, narrowly Y-shaped, tip triangular-acute, ventral suture a
mere line and not raised. Flowers white, many, in a short spike,
drooping, about 1 cm. long, with delicate petals and none col-
ored except keel tip, not narrow. Banner about 5 mm. long, oblong-
ovate, abruptly arched at calyx to nearly erect, fiddle shaped by
the sides being reflexed most near the middle (and about 2 mm.
wide)
;
groove broadly V-shaped, about 1 mm. deep and 2 mm. wide
and goes almost to tip of banner without shallowing, deeply notched,
cream-white, faintly waterlined. Wings close-pressed to keel and
convex to it to the middle then the right hand one flares, very
obliquely oblong-lanceolate, 2 mm. wide, very obtuse and rounded
and erose at tip, 1 mm. longer than keel and about as much shorter
than banner. Keel large, about 3 mm. long and high, arched from
base to about a half circle. Calyx oblong-campanulate, about 3 mm.
long, a little flattened laterally, yellowish and nigrescent, the lower
side straight, the upper a little arched, rather oblique at base and
attached a little below the middle, cleft deeper and oblique at mouth.
Teeth filiform from rounded sinuses. Pedicels about 1 mm. long.
Bracts hyaline, triangular-subulate, about 3 mm. long and lax.
-Peduncles slender, strict, about as long as leaves and 1 dm. long,
m the upper axils, the rachis about 2-3 cm. long and closely flow-
ered. Leaves slender, not over 1 dm. long, spreading, the upper
•sessile, with tapering and filiform rachis, only the uppermost leaf-
lets reduced. Leaflets about 10 pairs, oblong-elliptical, notched,
rounded and very short-petiolulate at base, green, flat, thin, con-
tiguous, smooth or nearly so. Stipules about 1 cm. long, subu-
late, hyaline above. Stems about 2 ft. long, slender, flexuous
ascending to erect, with internodes 2-7 cm. long, from slender and
erect tap root, several at the small crown. The root leaves much
reduced. In shaded woods in open places in rich soil. Glendale,
Oregon, Middle Temperate life zone.
227. Astragalus albens Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 3 156 (1885).
Pods broadly linear, acuminate at both ends, arched mostly to a
circle, a trifle wider above, when young much laterally flattened and
little arched, when mature coriaceous, strongly coiTugated, 2-3 cm.
long, 3 mm. wide and high, flat for about 1 mm. high along the
ventral suture and forming a thick wing but the suture itself not
Raised, then much bulged outward in nearly a half circle and re-
entering as a broad sulcus on the dorsal suture so that the cross
section of pod is deeply cordate and winged at the tip, each cell
being oval, 2-celled throughout or the partition reaching only half
way to the ventral suture, the base of pod is 3-comered like a file,
the tip is very sharp and flat because the sulcus stops about 5-8 mm.
from the end, ashy. Flowers fe*f and racemose, purple, about 8
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mm. long, wide, spreading. Banner about 4 mm. long, oval, arched-
abruptly at calyx tips to 45°, with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide,
about 2 mm. longer than keel. Wings obliquely lanceolate and
arched a little, about 1 mm. wide, much narrower than keel and
about as long. Keel large, nearly 4 mm. long and high, a little con-
vex along the base and much rounded and very obtuse, the whole
forming almost a half circle, much separated from banner. Calyx
tube about 3 mm. long, acutish and narrowed at base, about equally
inserted, oblique and deeper cleft above, with rather sharp sinuses.
and triangular teeth fully half as long as tube, very closely ap-
pressed hoary. Pedicels stout, about 1 mm. long and as long as the
triangular bracts. Peduncles axillary, slender, 5-7 cm. long, shorter
than the leaves, ascending as are the leaves, the floral rachis much
shorter. Leaves about 1 dx.i. long or less, the petiole about half
the whole, the rachis tapering but little. Leaflets 3-5 pairs, about
oval-obovate, rounded, thick, llat, shortly cuneate below, about 1 cm.
long, distant, silvery-hoary with flat, broad, rough, tapering and.
closely appressed hairs. Stipules deltoid, very small and green,
2-3 mm. long. Stems very many from the crown of the slender and
erect root, rather stout for the plant, flexuous, the many internodes
rarely' 3 cm. long, prostrate, a few inches to 2 ft. long. Winter an-
nuals. Whole plant hoary. In rocky gulches along c.^eek beds, In-
dian Spring Charleston Mts. to the Mojave desert. Tropical.
228. Astragalus Howellii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 15 46 (1879).
Pods including stipe fully 3 cm. long, abruptly contracted at both
ends and then tapering into a long tip and base, triangular-cordate
in cross section to broadly deltoid, mostly as wide as high, shallow-
sulcate dorsaily, completely 2-celled, chaii:aceous, with a flat and
ensiform tip a little deciiaed, the ventral suture concave in the
middle and convex a little above, raisad and thickened and with a
thin and slightly raised edge along tie middle, the body finely
reticulated, minutely woolly at first, hali-nai-rowly-elliptical, becom-
ing smooth, the beak 3-6 mm. long and straight, the stout stipe as
long as to 3 tin.^j as long as calyx tube. Flowers dirty white, be-
coming yellowish, about 1 cm. long, several. Banner about 7 mm.
long, oblong-oval, arched abruptly to 45^-60" from calyx tips, with
sides reflexed, about 2 mm. longer than wings. Wings 2 mm. longer
than keel, oblong-lanccclate, obtuse, arched to 45", about 2 mm.
wide. Keel very wide and blunt, about 4 mm. long and 3 mm.
high, the tip only a little higher than the rest and rather truncate,
erect and rounded sharply from near the base, not purple, with a
minute out-iurned boEs at the end. Calyx tube about 4 mni. long
and 3 mm. high, a little narrowed at base and acutish, and attacned
to the slender pedicel near the comer, oblique at tip, cleft deepei'
above and with broad sinuses, the teeth triangular and a little shor-
ter than the tube, nigrescent. Pediccis in truit 2-3 mm. long, re-
cui-ved, mostly longer .han the minute bracts. Peduncles in the type
longer than the leaves, strict and stout, about 1 dm. long, the fruit-
ing rachis'hardly half as long. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, the upper ses-
sile, With 8-9 pairs of linear-elliptical leaiicts nearly contiguous
and obtuse and long-petiolulate and cuneate, at base. Stipules
rather thick, about 7 mm. long. Stems ascending, weak, soft, slen-
der, very many, branched below, from a woody root, about a foot
high, with many internodes' somewhat shorter tnan the leaves, very
leaiy. A very variable plant. In the lower Columbia Basin east oi
the Cascades- Lower Temperate life zone. Blooming in May.
Astragalus Howellii var. misellus (Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21
4--:9 (1886) as species). Ihis differs from the type in the flowers
bemg 5-8 mm. long, the peduncles 3-7 cm. long anct shorter than tne
leaves and about half as long as the fruiting rachis, leaflets about 5
pairs, miernoaeb much shorter than the leaves and with a congested
habit somewhat csespitose. It is seemingly very distinct but the
pwis vary from acuminate at both ends and long-stipitate to almost
sessile and abruptly triangular at both ends, it is then A, drepanolo-
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bus var. aberrans Jones. The leaflets vary from 2 to 10 mm. long.
Pasco Wash., Mitchell Oregon, and on the John Day and Bruno
rivers Oregon, Howell, Cusick, Elmer. Lower and Middle Temper-
ate life zones, mostly in more humid places than the type, and less
IJUbcSC'^Tlt '
229. ' Astragalus Mulfordse Jones Cont. 8 18 (1898). Onix
Rydberg. Pods very thin and 1-1.5 cm. long, 3-4 mm. wide and
high, very slightly concave alon^' the ventral suture in the middle
only, convex at both ends, oftsn much so, from triangular-acute to
bluntly apiculate at both ends, the tip being in line with the dorsal
suture, the body half-elliptical to broadly half-oval, 2-5 mm. high
in extreme cases, abruptly slender-stipitate and stipe about equaling
the calyx tips to 3 times as long, minutely pubescent and finely reticu-
lated, shallow sulcate dorsally, opening along both sutures to base,
cross-section about deltoid, with concave sides. Flowers about as
in A. campestris, short and arched, about 7 mm. long, dirty white and
purple-tinged, many, in long racemes, ascending to reflexed. Banner
wateriined, abruptly arched to erect or more just beyond teeth,
deeply and broadly grooved to tip, the groove 1 mm. deep and 2 mm.
wide, occupying all of the upper half of the banner, with sides
reflexed about Vz mm. wade beiow^ and not at all at tip, the ban-
ner appears nearly square as you look at it. Wings obliquely ellip-
tical, nearly 2 mm. wide in the middle, 2 mm, shorter than banner,
the right hand one folded over che end of keel, the other flaring and
then both tips touch, both concave to keel and obscurely notched
below tip, fully 2 mm, longer than keel and arched, white and
Wateriined, Keel very short and abruptly rounded to nearly a half
circle, very blunt, sligntly darker above. Calyx tube rather obliquely
inserted at the base, not oblique at tip nor ciei't deeper above; teeth
triangular and about half as long as lube. Pedicels slender, re-
flexed, about 2 mm, long in fru.t and longer than the triangular
bracts. Peduncles filiform, from 1-7 cni, long, much shorter than
the rachis. Flowers loosely racemose and reflexed. Leav.3 3-10 cm-
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green tips from a aeitoid and tiiiform base, 3-5 mm, long, recurved.
ytems round and green, ciespicose, often a foot long, with slender
internodes rarely 5 cm, long, from slender and woody underground
branches of the slender and erect and very long root. Growing in
deep sand on steep south slopes, Weiser Idaho. Low^er edge of the
Middle Temperate life zone.
230. Astragalus Inyoensis Sheldon in Coville Death Valley
Rep. 86 (1893). Pods either halx-oval or arcuate-oblong, the body
about 1.5 cm. long and 4 mm. wide and high, arcuate, abruptly con-
iracted into a Inuar beak 2-4 mai. long, slightly sulcate dorsally,
often decidedly obcompress..i when mucn arched, on a stout stipe
about as long as calyx, neany ::mc '::h, inclined to be colored. Flow-
ers purple, nearly 1 cm, iu..^, wiae, straight. Banner abruptly
arched at calyx tips to L^0\ with sides reflexed 1 mm. wide, 1-2
mm, longer than keel. Wm^s obovate, 1-2 mm, wide, about as long
as keel. Keel large and broad, about 4 mm. long and 3 mm. high,
halt-cuneate-obova.e, the tip almost square and erect, light-colored
toward the base. Calyx tu^e not oOaque, the triangular teeth one-
third to one-half as lor^g as tube, Peaicels very short in flower
and shorter than the triangular bracts. Peduncles filiform, not ta-
pering, about twice as long as the leaves, a little longer than the
fruitmg rachis, widely spreading. Leaves divaricate, rarely 3 cm.
long, wide, the upper nearly sesiie, the low^er about half the petiole.
Leaflets <J-8 pairs, ellipticah about 5 mm. long, rounded, neany con-
tiguous, asny with closely appressed and short hairs. Stipules rigid,
triangular, green, reflexed, 3-4 mm. long. Internodes 1-3 times as
long as leaves. Stems very sparsely leaiy and elongated, prostrate
or widely spreading, with tne habit of A. Nuttallianus, several from
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the crown of a slender root, apparently winter annuals. Darwin
Mesa near Keeler California. Lower Temperate life zone.
231. Astra^^alus Nevmii Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 412
(1886). Pods narrowly oblong and a little arcuate, the body about
1.5 cm. long and 4 mm. high and 2 mm. wide, smooth and closely
reticulated, chartaceous; barely to triangular-acute at both ends,
sharply sulcate to the middle, wholly 2-celled. Stipe about twice as
long as calyx.- Flowers rather wide, about 1 cm, long, light-colored,
rather capitate. Banner oblong, arched abruptly to 45° at calyx
tips, 6-8 mm. long. Wings narrowly oblong, 2 mm. longer than
keel, about 3 mm, shorter than banner, arched somewhat. Keel
straight, with tip erect, triangular and 2 mm. high. Calyx broadly
campanulate, about 3 mm. long, with the triangular teeth about half
as long as tube, soon reflexed. Bracts very small and as long as the
very stout pedicels. Peduncles about as long as the leaves, in
fruit loosely spicate on the upper half or third. Leaves all petioled,
about 1 dm. long, recurved. Leaflets 5-7 pairs. Plants a foot or
two long. San Clemente Island, Nevin and Lyon.
.
Astragalas Traskise Eastwood Proc. Cal. Acad. 3 102 fig.
(1897). A. Nevinii var. Traskia? Jones. Pods almost exactly
those of A. Howellii but more arcuate, arcuately half-elliptical-ob-
long, or obliquely narrowly oblong and rather abruptly narrowed
to a triangular flat beak 3 mm. long which is in line with the ventral
suture, the body fully 1.5 cm. long, 3 mm. high and 5 mm. wide,
very shortly-triangular at base, broadly and rather shallow-sulcate
dorsally, coriaceous, finely coiTugated, short-woolly, completely 2-
celled, apparently ascending, in close clusters, stipe as long as calyx
and te.eth. Flowers white, becoming yellowish, about 12 mm. long,
ascending in a close head. Banner oval, about 8 mm, long, arched
abruptly to 45^" at end of teeth, with sides reflexed 1 mm. wide be-
low, 2-3 mm. longer than wings. Wings broadly linear, about 1 mm.
wide and 1 mm. longer than keel, arched a little. Keel obliquely
oblong, about 4 mm. long and 2 mm. wide, the tip nearly erect and
rounded and a little darker. Calyx tube narrowly campanulate,
^bout 4-6 mm. long and 2.5 mm. high, rounded at base and equally
inserted on a very thick pedicel, cleft a little deeper above, not
oblique, the triangular teeth one-fourth to one-third as long as tube,
'
nigrescent, Pedicels and bracts minute. Peduncles nearly 1 dm.
long, floral rachis 2-3 cm. long. Leaves rarely 1 dm. long, narrow,
tapering, (Nevinii not noticeably so), with 8-10 pairs of leaflets 3-7
mm, long. Stems thick, forming broad mats 1-3 ft. long, with innu-
merable old leaf petioles forming a dense mass below. On cliffs in
high and dry places, San Nicholas Island. Blanche Trask. This can
probably be kept apart from A. Nevinii on the pod character and
larger flowers, but the plants are suspiciously alike. This group is
the representative of A. Howellii in the south.
233- Astragalus Arthurl Jones Cont. 8 20 (1898). Atelo-
phragma Rydberg. Pods gladiate, about like those of Brassica alba
but narrower, at tip the dorsal suture is nearly straight and the
ventral narrowed to it, at base the opposite is true, sulcate dorsally
with a narrow groove, chartaceous, nearly smooth, mature pods
laterally flattened with concave sides, fully 2-celled, cross section
triangular-cordate, ventral suture the more arched, thick at base and
prominent externally. Flowers reflexed, white, like those of A.
stenophyllus, about 1.2 cm. long. Banner about 1 cm. long, ovate,
arched at calyx tips to nearly a half circle in gentle curve, the nar-
row tip much reflexed, about 4 mm. longer than wings. Wings nar-
row^ly oblong, about 2 mm. wide, arched to 30% about 3 mm-
longer than keel. Keel arched nearly from base to tip in a half
circle, 4-5 mm. long and high, the tip triangular, acute a little
more than erect, not dark. Calyx tube nigrescent, thin, thickened
at lower corner where it is inserted on pedicel, short-cylindric, hya-
line, 4 mm. longl a little oblique below but not at mouth, teeth subu-
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late, 2 mm, long. Pedicels 2 mm. long, rather stout, spreading in
flower and refiexed in fruit, nigrescent. Bracts subulate, 2-3 mm.
long. Peduncles coarsely sulcate, about as thick as the stems, erect,
1 ft. long, fev7-flowered on the upper one-third. Leaves 1 cm. long,
appressed, mostly clustered at tip of stems by shortening of upper
internodes; petioles slender, 1-2.5 cm. long. Leaflets 10-14 pairs, el-
liptical-oblong, obtuse to retuse, 1 cm. long, 2-3 mm. wide, long-
petiqlulate, opposite, gradually reduced above the middle of the
rachis, flat, somewhat distant. Stipules triangular, adnate, not con-
nate, about 2 mm. long. Stems many, rather slender, ascending from
sulcate, abruptly bent at each node from
proper stems of few nodes which are close
HA h V ^^ -
crown of root, coarsely
which a peduncle arises,
together, then with 2-3 winch are 3-7 cm.
erect; plants about a foot and a half high.
Co. Idaho by A. A. Heller for whom it was named.
perate life zone. Blooms in June.
apart; root stout and
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mosWeak annuals. Flowers rarely 1 cm. long,
very small, in heads (rarely in few-flowered racemes).
Pods papery, not inflated, linear (narrowly oblong in A.
Wrightii) and falcate below (straight in A. Wrightii
and nearly so in A. leptocarpus), sulcate dorsally, sharply
acute (obtuse in A. Francisquitensis), sessile (stipitate
in A. Lindheimeri), mostly horizontal (nearly erect in
A. Wrightii), never closely reflexed, 2-celled (partition
rarely incomplete). Stipules not connate.
KEY. •
A. Flowers few and racemose at least In fruit, with blunt or barely-
acute keel not at all produced, purple-tipped; peduncles filiform-
Pods smooth. Plants of the Tropical life zone (A. Nuttallianus
extends also into the Lower Temperate life zone), nearly smooth
throughout w^hen mature.
AB. Pods about 1 cm. long, nearly smooth.
Very slender plants. 234 Francisquitensis.
A2B. Pods at least 2.5 cm. lon^, arched most below when curved,
mostly niore than 2 mm. high, narrowed at both ends, and ap-
parently stipitate in A. Lindheimeri. Flowers 1-1.5 cm.
long. Banner deeply notched, white spot large and purple-
veined, wings white- Peduncles axillary and long. LeaRets
7-8 pairs, broadly elliptical to obovate, notched, thin. Bracts
subulate. Stems not conspicuously sulcate, growing in dense
vegetation end seemingly erect but weak and sprawling when
not supported. Plants of the southeastern part of the great
plains, nearly smooth when mature.
Pods 5mm. hit^h. 235 Lindheimeri-
Pods 2 mm. high. 236 leptocarpus.
2A. Flowers in heads, purple or purple-tipped. Keel not acuminate
nor sharp. Pods equally arched or nearly straight, 1.5-4 cm.
long, linear or nearly so. Peduncles filiform, not over 5 cm.
long, axillary. Plants slender but mostly erect.
2AB. Plants of the Caitfornian plains. Pods not shaggy, on
reflexed pediceH but with tips cfien erect, stipitate or ta-
pering at base, nearly smooth at maturity, taper-pointed, not
fully 2-cellad, dcrsally sulcate, nearly circular to rcniform
in cross-section, inclined ^o be obcompressed. Flowers 7-12
mm. long. Calyx tube ab-sut 2 mm. long, campanulate, ni-
greC'Cent, reflexed to horizontal in fruit, with teeth triangular
to subulate and rather shorter than the tube. Bracts and
pedicels short. Heads of flowers not elongating in fruit. Pet-
ioles all evident except on the uppermost leaves. Stems %
to 2 feet high, rather widely branched below.
Pods 1-2 cm. long.
Pods 3-4 cm. lonjT.
237 tener.
238 Raltani.
2A2B. Plants of the Texan plains. Pods shaggy, straight, erect,
or only spreading about 1 cm. long, broadly linear to nar-
rowly-cblong. Calyx tube very short and lobes very long and
green. Whole plant appressed-shaggy.
Pods in heads. 2^9 Wrightii.
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3A. Flowers few and inclined to he racemose, with sharp keel (keel
sometimes obtuse in A. NuttalHanus) and wings inclined to be
lobed. Pods linear.
SAB, Pods arched most near base, the tip mostly erect. Flowers
single to few at or near the tip of the peduncle and inclined
to be clustered, spreading.
Pods single or few. 240 NuttalHanus.
3A2B. Pods equally but not greatly arched, broadly liner.r, 1.5-2
cm. long, mostly inverted on a twisted pedicel, taper-pointed,
laterally flattened, somewhat narrowed below, racemose and
rather distant, ventral suture a fine rib, cross section narrowly
triangular-cordate. Peduncles conspicuously longer than the
short leaves. Leaflets broad and notched, Koel abruptly
narrowed to a subulate beak at the upper corner. Wings
lobed or broader above- Plants about as well placed in
Oxytropis as in Astragalus.
Internodes few and long. 241 acutirostris.
Internofles not few, short. 242 noihoxys.
E
234. Astragalus Francisquitcrjc^s Jones Cont. 7 666 (1895).
Pods linear-oblong, nearly straight, about 12 mm. long, 2-3 mm.
wide, obtuse, laterally flattened, chartaceoiis, with only a dorsal
groove. Flowers 10-15 or less, in short raceme-like head or cluster,
ascending, about ] cm. long, narrow. Banner 5 mm. long, oblong,
narrow, ascending 45" beyond calyx tips, with sides reflexed about
1 mm, wide. Wings linear, straight, 1 mm. wide, as long as banner
and 3 mm, longer than keel. Keel short, very obtuse and rounded.
Calyx tube hyaline, nigrescent, narrowly campanulate, about 3 mm.
long, rather oblic(uely attached, hardly 2 mm. high, the subulate
teeth half as long as tube. Bracts triangular, 2 mm. long, hyaline.
Pedicels slender, 1 mm. long, as long as bracts in fruit. Peduncles
nearly 1,5 dm. long, strict. Leaves about 1 dm. long, with petioles
1.5-2 cm. long, but very short on the upper leaves. Leafleis 8-12
pairs, oblong-obovate to elliptical, finely petiolulate, 1-1.2 cm. long,
about 7 mm. wide. Stipules 4 mm, long, reflexed, green. Stems
many, filiform, delicate and long, rather flexuous, nearly prostrate^
with internodes 4-7 cm. long. San Francisquito Lower California
Brandegee.
Astragalus Francisquitensis var. Lagunensis Jones Cont. 8 11
(1898) and Cont. 10 61 (1S02). Like the type but pods deeply sul-
cate, with cross section triangular-cordate and tip pungently acute
with point 1 mm. long,. Flowers the same. Leaves 2-5 cm. long.
Leaflets 7-8 paii*s, narrowly elliptical, 4 mm. long, 2 mm. wide,
rounded at both ends and stiortly petiolulate. Internodes about 2,5
cm. long. Sierra de Laguna, Lower California, blooming in January,
235. Astragalus Lindheimeri Gray PL Wright 1 52 (1852).
A recticarpus Wood. Hamosa Rydberg. Ti'agacantha Kuntze, Pods
much like ihose of A. succumbens, 2.5-4 cm. long, about 5 mm. high,
1 mm. wide, contracted' at base into a pscudo-stipe or nearly sessile,
the triangular tip about in the middle uf the end and ventral suture
convex below it and then concave to the base, 2-celled at least to
the middle, narrowly sulcate' dorsally, ventral suture raised and
forming a strong rib, with cross secuon Y-shaped, nearly erect at
tip but pedicel horizontal or reflexed. Flowers 4-12, congested,
about 12 mm, long. Banner nearly round, about 1 cm. long, pur-
ple-edged for 2 mm. in width, arched in gentle curve to 10-20'" be-
yond calyx. Wings oblong, a little arched, rounded and blunt,
2-3 mm. wide, 2 mm. longer than keel c^nd about 1-2 mm. shorter
than banner. Keel purple-tipped, about 8 mm. long, then abruptly
erect and tip deltoid and 4 mm. high. Calyx tube nearly hemispheri-
cal, about 2 mm. long, rounded at base and about equally inserted,
a little oblique at tip, wdth thread-like teeth very lax and about twice.
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^s long as tube. Bracts rather long:er than the pedicels which are
about 2 mm. long in fruit. Peduncles 2-3 cm. long and spreading.
Leaves 4-7 cm. long, nearly sessile, spreading. Leaflets 6-8 pairs,
narrowiy-oblong-cuneate, contiguous, rarely 1 cm. long, ashy with
minute pubescence. Stipules scarious, the upper green, broad at
base, subulate. Stems many, relatively rather stout, diffuse, much
branched. Plains of western Texas to Monterey, Mexico.
236. Astragalus leptocarpus T. & G. FL 1 354 (1838), Hamosa
Eydberg. Hamosa macilenta Small- Pods rather obconipressed 2-
celled except at tip, indifferently spreading but mostly ascending,
about 2 mm, high and 2-3 mm. wide, 2-3 cm. long, nearly straight,
shallow-sulcate dorsally, smooth, narrowly linear, triangular-acute
and point in line with ventral suture. Flowez'S 3-7, closely clus-
tered in flower, a little racemose in fruit, about 1 cm. long, purplish.
Banner broadly obovate, with narrow furrow down the back, about
6 mm. long, arched abruptly at calyx tips to nearly erect. Wings
obovate to oblanceolate, arched, about 2 mm. shorter than banner
and 1 mm, longer than keel. Keel about 4 mm. long and high, the
base straight and then abruptly erect and tip acutish and out-turned
a little. Calyx tube campanulate, equally inserted, rather oblique
^at tip, about 2 mm. long, sometimes somewhat nigrescent, teeth tri-
angular, mostly a little shorter than tube, not longer. Bracts
'2 mm. long, about as long as fruiting pedicels. Peduncles 3-10
cm. long. Leaves 3-7 cm. long, short-petioled. Leaflets hardly
<;ontiguous, 4-10 mm. long, 2-4 mm. wide, cuneate-obovate to nar-
rowly oblong, 5-10 pairs. Stipules about 4 mm. long, thin, subulate.
Stems delicate and widely branched below, flexuous, with internodes
2-5 cm. long. This appears to hybridize with A. Nuttallianus.
Nearly throughout Texas and southward to Central Mexico, Tropical.
237. Astragalus tener Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 206 (1864).
A. hypoglottis var. strigosus Kellogg. Pods nigrescent when young,
nearly straight in the type, rigid, 1-2 cm. long, about 3 mm. wide
and high, nearly smooth when ripe, short-pointed, broadly sulcata
dorsally, inclined to be bisulcate above along the ventral suture,
round to obcompressed in cross section. Flowers 4-9, purple-
tipped, 5-7 mm. long. Banner oblong, 3-4 mm. long, abruptly
rrched at calyx tips to erect, with sides reflexed, about twice as long
as keel, and 1-2 mm. longer than wings. Wings broadly linear,
rather arched, about 1 mm. wide. Keel narrow but arched froni near
the base to over a half circle, about 1 mm, wide, the deltoid tip
about 1.5 mm. high. Calyx tube from turbinate to campanulate,
acute at base, about 1 mm. long, the triangular teeth as long as
tube to a half shorter. Bracts white, rather ovate, about 1 mm.
long. Pedicels almost none. Peduncles spreading, 3-4 cm, long,
shorter than leaves. Leaves 3-5 cm. long when mature, the lower
ones about half petiole, numerous. Leaflets 4-7 pairs, linear to
cuneate-linear, notched in the type. Stipules small, triangular,
scarious. Stems nearly filiform, a foot ot less high. Pubescence
sparse and minute. In valleys from the Sacramento valley to San
Diego, blooming in April or soon after rains. A very variable
species.
Astragalus tener var. Brucee, n. var. Pods falcate, about 2 cm-
long and 4 mm, high, rather paperj', broadly linear, triangular
pointed, conspicuously flattened laterally, shortly taper-pointed with
ilat tip, mottled, naiTOwiy sulcate dorsally and not at all ventrally,
erect. Flowers few. Calyx tube 2 mm. long, the teeth half the
tube. Leaflets, 3-4 pairs, cuneate-obovate to almost deltoid, obcor-
date, all the petioles half the leaf. Stems prostrate. Stipules very
broad for the plant and conspicuous, 2-3 mm, long, sometimes al-
most round. No. 2430 Mrs. Bruce, plains of Butte Co., blooming in
March.
Astragalus tener var, Rattanoides n. var. Flowers and pods
rather many in dense heads, reflexed, the pods about 1.5 cm. long,
triquetrous, acuminate, arched to one-third circle, rigid, not mottled^
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about 2 mm. high, a little laterally flattened, barely grooved below,
obscurely bisulcate above. Leaflets narrowly linear and acute,
about 7 pairs, about 1 cm. long. Stems many, erect or ascending.
Upper leaves sessile. Quite a peculiar plant but evidently an off-
shoot of A. tener. Mt. Eden California, Brandegee, April 27, 1890-
238. Astragalus Rattani Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 19 75 (1883).
A. pauperculus Greene. Pods very narrowly linear to almost filiform,
3-4 cm. long, rarely 2 mm. high, laterally flattened and triquetrous,
long-acuminate to a fine and straight point, narrowed below and
empty and seemingly thick-stipitate, straight or equally arched to a
half circle, or some pods bent near the base, shallow sulcata dor-
sally, not at all ventrally but suture raised and rib-like, with cross
section narrowly triangular-cordate to almost round, the tip gen-
erally erect but flowers inclined, to be reflexed. Flowers about 1
cm. long but variable. Banner oval, about 8 mm. long, deeply
notched, arched abruptly at end of calyx to 45°, with sides i^e-
flexed 1 mm. wide in the middle. Wings half-rhomboidal, about the
shape of the keel but tapering towai*d the tip, about 1-2 mm. longer
than keel and 3-4 mm. shorter than banner, nearly white. Keel with
straight base, about 5 mm. long, then abruptly erect, about 2 mm.
high, the tip deltoid and 3 mm. high. Calyx rounded at base and
equally inserted, oblique and cleft deeper above with rounded
sinuses, the teeth triangular and about one-third the tube. The
flowers vary a half in size, are often white or only purple-tipped
and with conspicuous parallel-veined white spot, making the heads
seem as if white banded, the wings vary greatly, often being ob-
liquely oblong- Bracts hyaline, about 1 mm. long, equaling the pedi-
cels. Peduncles 2-5 cm, long, spreading, longer than the leaves,
with dense heads. Leaves lax and thin, 2-3 cm. long, short-petioled,
spreading, with 4-5 pairs of linear-cuneate and notched leaflets
nearly smooth. Stipules small and triangular. -Stems almost fili-
form, straggling over weeds or flat on the ground. From Mendo-
cino Co. southward through the Sacramento valley. Tropical. It
is very doubtful whether this is distinct from A. tener.
239. Astragalus Wrightii Gray PI. Lindh. 2 176 (1850). Pods
3-4 mm. high, laterally flattened, slightly sulcate dorsally, with par-
tition intruded to the middle, very blunt and rounded at base and
with triangular acute tip about in line with the dorsal suture which
is straight, the ventral suture convex and pod seemingly up-side-
down, cross section triquetrous-cordate. Flpwers 4-5 mm. long, erect
in dense heads, much as in A. lotiflorus. Banner oval, little arched,"
3-4 mm. long, hardly surpassing the calyx lobes. Wings oblong,
about as long as keel and a little shorter than banner. Keel with
straight base arid erect short tip. Calyx tube rather turbinate,
hardly 1 mm. long, cleft nearly to" the base with sharp sinuses, the
lobes linear and acute, 3-4 mm. long and erect, about half as long
as pods. Bracts like the calyx lobes and as long. Pedicels about
1 mm. long. Peduncles 3-5 cm. long, strict, in the upper axils,
longer than the leaves, becoming stout. Leaves 2-4 cm. long, the
upt)er sessile, the lower half petiole, ascending. Leaflets 3-5 pairs,
rarely 1 cm. long, narrowly to broadly elliptical, acute at both ends
at least on upper leaves. Stipules conspicuous, triangular, green,
^ 3-5 mm. long, erect. Stems erect, inclined to be flexuous and sim-
ple, though often branched, a foot or less high, with slender inter-
nodes shorter than the leaves. The plant has the habit and appear-
ance of a Dalea, It crows in rather open, dry or stony places in
central Texas. Tropical. It has somewhat the appearance of A.
240. Astragalus Nultallianus DC. Prod. 2 289 (1S25). A.
micranthus Nutt. Hamosa Rydberg. A. Nuttallianus var. canescens
T. & G. Hamosa austrina Small. Pods 2-3 cm. long, not over 3 mm.
high or wide, slightly sulcate dorsally, pubescent except when fully
ripe at times, mostly much laterally flattened, barely narrowed be-
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low, triangular-apzculate, Flcwers pale or purple-tipped, arched.
Banner rather obcordate, k little longer than keel and equaled by the
wings or oval and 2 mm. longer than wings. Wings obovate, about
as long as keel or a little more, entire. Keel with straight base,
then rounded to erect or a little more, the tip either triangular-
acuminate or deltoid or rarely obtuse, erect, 2-4 mm. high. Calyx
tube acute at base, not gibbous, 1-2 mm. long, the teeth subulate
unequal, and as long. Br£.cts ovate, minute; pedicels very short.
Peduncles very short to 3 times as long as leaves, filiform. Leaves
sparse, all petioled, 2-5 cm. long. Leaflets in the type about 5 pairs
and ova! to elliptical, rounded, rarely acutish, m.ostly notched, con-
tiguous, rather smooth above, usu.:illy about 7 mm. long, rarely 1
cm. or 2 mm. long. Stipules lanceolate. •Delicate and filiform
stemmed plants from a few inches to 2 ft. long, freely branched
below prostrate. Common from the Pacific coast to the Plains
of Colorado throughout the Great Basin and southward to central
Mexico, on sandy plains. Lower Temperate and Tropical life zone.
Blooming throughout the season, sometimes a winter annual. A.
subuniflorus, Greene, is probably the same.
/ioo^x^^''^f^^"^ NuttESIienus var. trichocarpus T, & G. Fl. 1 334(1838). A. trichocarpus (T. & G.) Young. This differs from the
type in having the whole plant even to the pods villous with spread-
ing hairs. Low annual mostly. Peduncles short. Leaflets 5-7 pairs,
at least obtuse. Flowers about 4 mm. long. Keel much shorter
than the banner, tip incurved and acute to obtuse, the annual forms
have decidedly pointed keel. This is more common in Texas andNew Mexico.
/ion^.^'^'^^^l"^ Nuttallianus var. cnneajugus Jones Cont. 8 22
i 1*4. ^'^ Pods arched most below, 2' cm. long, 2.5 mm. high, muchflattened laterally, smooth, ascending. Flowers several, about 7 mm.
i^'^Fi! ^Pi-?
^"^"^^ 1" '^^^^ flower and fruit. Calyx tube 1.5 mm. long,
I^^ *.?
1*^^^^^'^^ ^^^^^^' nearly double the tube. Peduncles shorter
than the leaves m fruit or longer in flower. Leaflets at least on the
upper leaves 9-10 pairs, oblong, emarginate, not over 1.5 cm. long.
KoDusc plants, leafy, 1-1 Vs ft. high. Stipules conspicuous, 4 mm.
long, adnate. Texan prairies.
/-fon^***'^^^!,"*
NuttallSanus var. quadrila^ersHs Jones Cont. 8 22
(18 J6). Pods congested at tips of peduncles, smooth, gently arcu-
ate, 2 mm high, 2.5 cm. long, quadrilateral, shallow-sulcate at both
sutures, sides rather concave, tip ascending and sharply acute. Flow-
ers 3-6. Peduncles longer than the leaves to twice as long in fruit,
5-10 cm. long. Leaflets 6-7 pairs, oblong, emarginate, not over 1
cni. long Plants rather stout and with large leaves, erect, annual,
1 ft. high. Arkansas and Oklahoma.
/lor^^i**"^^^^'"* Nuttalianus var. leptocarpoides Jones Cont. 8 22(1898). Pods few, widely spreading, equally arched, not over 1.5
mm. high, 2.5-3 cm. long, somewhat flattened laterally, smooth, ven-
tral suture not depressed, cross section triangular, tip barely acute,
apiculate. Flowers rather large, 7-lD mm. long. Calyx lobes
barely as long as tube. Peduncles longer than the leaves, 5-8
cm. long and slender. Leaflets about 8 pairs, 5-10 mm. long, emar-
^nate, oblong-elliptical. Widely spreading to prostrate and slen-
der plants. Seeds many. Praines, Galveston Island, Texas.
Astrairalus Nuttallianus var. Cedrosensis (V. & R. Cont. Nat,
Herb. 1 lo (1893) as species). A. pertenuis Greene. A starved form
with about 3 pairs ot deltoid-cuneate leaflets 2-4 mm. long and
notched. Flowers 1-3. Laiyx hemispnerical. Pods 10-12 mm. long,
narrowly oblong, equally arched, acute, 2 mm. high, smooth. Cedros
Island Lower California, Palmer, No- 692.
241. Astragalus acutirofitris Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20 360
(1885). A. streptopus Greene. Oxytropis Jones. Aragallus Heller.
Pods almost completely 2-celled, acute at both ends and almost stipi-
tate, becoming smooth with age, horizontal or a little reflexed*
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Flowers 3-7, remote, whitish or purple-tipped, 4-6 mm. long. Ban-
ner oval, arched abruptly at calyx tips to nearly erect, 3-4 mm.
long, a little longer than wings. Wings lohed or enlarged at the
end, obovate, about as long as keel. Keel with an acute and ascend-
ing beak but variable. Calyx tube short-campanulate, 1-2 mm. long,
the slender and lax teeth as long as tube. Bracts and pedicels mi-
nute. Peduncles 4-10 cm. long, somewhat longer than the widely
spreading leaves, in the upper axils. Upper petioles short, the
lower 1-2 cm. long. Leaflets 5-7 pairs, broadly oblong-obovate,
folded, 4-10 mm. long, very short-petiolulate, thickish and puberu-
lent. Stipules deltoid and very small. Stems diffusely branched be-
low, with the habit of A. Nuttallianus, a foot or two long. Internodes
few and long. On the hot plains from Hawthorne Nevada to Mex-
ico along the eastern face of the Sierras and southeastward to the
Charleston Mts. Tropical.
242. Astragalus nothoxys Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 232 (1864).
Oxytropis Jones. Aragallus Heller. Pods pungently acute, scarcely
contracted below, 2-3 mm. high, nearly 2-celled, smooth or nearly
so, sulcate to the middle dorsally, nearly erect. Flowers white and
purple-tipped, 8-10 mm. long. Banner oblong, 5-7 mm. long,
tips to 80°, with sides reflexed about 1
linear below and with enlarged, rounded
longer than keel. Keel with arcuate tip
over 2 mm. beyond calyx tips, the body
about 3 mm', long and 1 mm. high. Tipped with a threadlike beak.
Calyx tube narrowly campanulate, 3-4 mm. long, with straight base
and arched upper side, 1-2 mm. high, cleft deeper above, oblique and
thickened at base. The subulate teeth unequal and about half the
tube. Pedicels 2-3 mm. long in fruit, slender, about twice the ovate
bracts. Peduncles 5-15 cm. long, appearing as if subscapiform, ax-
illary, rachis several flowered and rather short. Leaf petioles from
2.5 cm, long to none. Leaflets oval-obovate, mostly notched,^ thick,
mostly flat and appearing as if glaucous, with the pubescence mmute,
about 6 pairs, 4-7 mm. long. Stipules subulate, green, 2-4 mm. long.
Internodes short and plants very leafy, stems a foot or less long, very
many and bi-anched below, decumbent at base. Whole plant nearly
smooth. Catalina Mts. Arizona- Tropical. Puerta de St. Diego
Chihuahua Mexico, Lumholtz. Blooming in April.
abruptly arched at calyx
mm. wide below. Wings
and obovate tip, 2-4 mm.
2 mm. high, exserted not
I
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Flowers very small, mostly 3-8 mm. long (12-15 mm.
long in the Pringlei group, in Madrensis and ervoides),
in heads, or spikes, or rarely in short racemes, nearly
always reflexed. Calyx about campanulate, 1-3 mm.
long. Pedicels very short. Bracts small. Pods oblong
to linear, little arched but always oblique, small, 4-12
mm. long, 2-celled (imperfectly so in Purpusi), trique-
trous to reniform in cross section, not inflated or but little
so, papery to chartaceous, sessile or minutely stipitate
(stipitate in A. Purpusi), rounded to notched at base,
sharply acute (merely apiculate in Seatoni), sulcate dor-
sally, ventral suture raised and thickened. Woody'
rooted perennials (possibly annual in A. Pringlei) with
slender stems, either short and caespitose or long and
widely spreading, rarely erect. The Mexican species of
this group are poorly known and arrangement and spe-
cies are only tentative.
KEY.
A- Flo^vers few and in racemes.
AB. Pods much laterally flattened, wilh ventral suture the more
arched and tip conspicuously declined, nearly oval, 4-5 mm.
long.
»
Pods woolly, covered by the leaves. 243 lentiformis,
A2B. Pods very broad or obcompressed In cross section, oblong
tp linear, arcuate, about 1-1.5 cm. long. Flowers purple-
tipped, broad. Calyx campanulate. Peduncles slender, 5-10
cm. long. Leaflets elliptical, rounded or barely acute. Stems
slender from a woody root. Stipules small.
Pedicels evident.
P'oliage ashy. 244 ^NTadrensis.
Foliage nearly smooth. 245 ervoides-
Pedicels almost none. #
Pods 1-2 cm. long.
^ 246 Oreggii.
Pods 7-10 mm, long. 247 Lui.sianus,
2A. Flowers in heads.
2AB. Flowers and pcds refiexed in dense heads at the ends of
filiform peduncles. Calyx turbinate-cauipanulate, the tube
about 1 mm. long. Flowers 4-5 mm. long, broad. Pods
about 8 mm. long and 2 mm. high, laterally flattened, very
obtuse.
Internodes elongated and stems aim .si lllilonn, 248 Pueblae.
2A2B. Flowers ascending, few, in loose heads. Calyx campanu-
late. Pods apiculate or very short-pointed, not reflexed. Flow-
ers narrow, 7-12 mm. long. Banner oblong-ovate. Wings
about 1 mm. wide. Calyx tube about 3 mm. long. Pubescence
ashy and minute.
Pods oblong, 7-10 mm. long. 249 Pringlei.
Pods linear, about I cm. long. , 250 parvus.
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Podslmeatfc-oblong, I cm, long, 3 mm. high, 4 mm. wide. 251 SchalTneil.
2A3B. Flowers broad, rather many in dense heads, rarely 10
mm. long. Calyx campanulate, 1-3 mm. long. Peduncles
axillary. Stems decumbent or prostrate.
2A3BC. Leaflets about 1 cm. long, appearing narrow- Flowers
white, 4-7 mm. long (8-10 mm. long in A, Esperanzae),
Peduncles shorter than the leaves, slender. Calyx equally
inserted, not oblique, nearly hemispherical. Leaves spread-
ing. Leaflets folded. Stems slender, with many leaves
and short internodes.
""
Peduncles shorter than the leaves. Pods about 7 mm. long
• 252 Lemmoni.
Peduncles not shorter than the leaves. Pods about I cm. long.
Stipules -connate, large. 253 Esperanzae.
Supules free and small. 254 Chapalanus.
2A3B2C. Leaflets broad, about 5 mm. long. Flowers purple-
tipped, about 5 mm. long. Peduncles filiform, much longer
than the leaves.' Stems prostrate and short-
Peduncles much longer than the leaves Pods linear-oblong,
I cm. long,
-
.
-
255 hypoxylus.
2A3B3C. Leaflets 3-5 mm. long. Flowers purple 4:5 mm.
long. Peduncles filiform, about as long as leaves. Calyx
turbinate-campanulate, 1 mm. long, the teeth shorter than
the tube. Stems slender, 2-4 dm. long.
. . j. j
A. Purpusi might be sought here, but has a stipitate pod. -
3A. Flowers very many, in spikes which are mostly dense but some-
times linear, elongated and loose. The plants of this group are
mostly Mexican and the specific limitations are merely tenta-
tive till the species are better known.
. ,, - e 1
SAB. Pods sessile (minutely stipitate in A. Hartwegi, Saltonis
and Seatoni) rigid, reflexed, 1-1.5 cm. long, linear, triangular-
acute, a little arched.
, 1 f r u
3ABC, Pubescence fine and attached by the base.
3ABCD. Flowers about 8 mm. long. Pods loosely pubescent
and rather nigrescent.
Pods reniform in cross-section and loosely pubescent.
'
,
256 Hartwegi-
Pods triquetrousrcordate and smooth. 257 mihlans
Pods deltoid in cross-section and nigrescent. 258
Saltonis
3ABC2D. Flowers about 4 mm. long, very densely clustered.
Pods closely reflexed, linear-lanceolate, acuminate,
sharply arcuate below, about 1 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm.
high and 1.5-2 mm. wide. Leaflets nearly linear.
Pods pubescent. Flowers short and stubby. 259
vaccarum.
3AB2C. Pubescence very fine and attached by the middle.
Plants silvery-silky. Stipules large, hyaline and
connate.
Stems procumbent.
Pods linear and closely reflexed. 260
hypokucus.
3A2B. Pod. not linear, ovate to oval, but little
'""^J*-
t^^^
calyx, not over 7 mm. long, do.ely reflexed m narrow
spikes.
Flowers small or minute. Ct- ..t».c
3A2BC. Pods in short .pikes. Peduncles filiform. Stipules
triangular, not connate.
Pods 7 ma. long, smooth
261 ox^rhynchus.
Pods 4 mm. long, nigrescent.
"
•
3A2B2C. Pod. in long and linear spikes. Flower. wLite,
wide.
Calyx about 2 mm. long. Leaflets 8-10 pairs.
Stipule, not
263 Goldmani.
264 Cleveland!,
conn
Pods ashy.
Pod smooth.
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4A* Pods in heads and on slender stipes nearly as long as calyx*
Flovrers minute.
Pods refiexed and pubejcent. 265 Purpus'^
243. Astragalus lentiformis Gray Bot. Cal. 1 156 (1876).
Pods broadly oblong, 3 times the calyx, chaT-taceous, not wrinkled,
very slightly sulcate dorsally, normally refiexed though sometimes
ascending, completely 2-celled, woolly-pubescent, both sutures prom-
inent externally. Cross-section narrowly to broadly ovate-cordate,
partition very broad. Flowers white like those of A. Lemmoni„
about 5 mm, long. Banner broadly elliptical, 3-4 mm. long, arched
abruptly to 60° at the end of calyx tube, 2 mm. longer then the
wings, sides refiexed. Wings lanceolate, arched and concealing
keel, obtuse. Keel rounded from the base to the tip into almost
half a circle, barely exceeding the calyx teeth, with short blunt and
erect tip. Calyx tube woolly, Hedeoma-like, hemispherical, arched^,
cleft deeper above, 2 mm. long, teeth rather shorter than the tube
and the lower the longer. Pedicels almost none in fiower, 1 mm.,
long in fruit. Bracts hyaline, ovate-acuminate, 2 mm. long.
Peduncles 7-15 mm. long, about half as long as the leaves, stout^
seldom as long as the rather dense racemes. Leaves 2-4 cm. long.
Petioles short. Leaflets 5-7 pairs, obovate to oblong-spatulate, re-
tuse to emarginate, smoother above, 4-10 mm. long. Stipules not
connate except below and larger there, adnate, 2-3 mm. long and
rather large, ovate or the upper triangular. Stems prostrate, slen-
der, barely grooved, much branched, a few inches long, flowering
abundantly from all the nodes, internodes not over 2.5 cm. long.
Pubescence fine, loosely villous, appressed, more or less hoary, with
slender long and echinate hairs fixed by the base. Root erect,
much branched. Middle Temperate life zone, growing in the sage-
brush. Sierra Valley California to Crook Co. Oregon.
244. Astragalus Madrensis n. sp. Pods broadly to narrowly
linear, 1-1.5 cm. long, about 2 mm. high and 1 mm. wide, some-
what laterally flattened except at base, abruptly apiculate to shortly-
acuminate, narrowly-sulcate dorsally, strongly refiexed. Flowers
few, about 1 cm. long, refiexed. Banner oval and striped with pur-
ple, abruptly erect at calyx tips and with sides refiexed below,,
about 5 mm. long. Wings obovate and veined, about as long as ban-
ner and 4 mm. longer than keel, nearly straight. Keel about 3
mm. long and high, deltoid and obtuse. Calyx about 3 mm. long:
and 2 mm. high, with straight base and convex upper side, nearly
truncate below and attached by the lower fleshy corner, not narrowed
below, the triangular teeth a little shorter than the tube, ashy
with fine and short hairs. Pedicels 2-3 mm. long and equaled by the
triangular bracts. Peduncles about 5 cm. long, shorter than the
leaves, axillary. Leaves about 1 dm. long, all short-petioled, many.
Leaflets about 10 pairs, 5-10 mm. long, thickish, appearing as if
glaucous but minutely ashy, not contiguous. Stems a foot or two
long, decumbent, with very short inter.nodes, rather stout, woody
below and branched, with the habit of A. bisulcatus. Stipules subu-
late from a deltoid base, small. Rather common in the Sierra
Madres of Chihuahua Mexico, San Diego Canon, Colonia Juarez, and
Sabinal, Jones. Lower Temperate life zone, and probably Tropical
also, growing in open places along creeks. Blooming in spring and
fall.
245. Astragalus ervoides. H. & A, Bot. Beech 417 (1841).
A. apertus Sheldon, A. Tepicus Sheldon. Pods linear, smooth, acute.
Flowers 10-12, about 12 mm. long, with petals about twice the calyx.
white. Calyx broadly campanuiate, about 3 mm. long, with short
and black-hairy teeth and pedicels. Peduncles axillary, longer than
the leaves. Leaflets 7-8 pairs, about 12 mm. long, linear-oblong and
obtuse. Stipules lanceolate and small: Stems slender, widely
spreading, about a foot long. Pubescence almost none. It is prob-
able that this obscure plant from Tepic Mexico belongs here. But it
is very poorly described.
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246. Astrasralus Greggii Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 17 343
(1882), Pods sessile, 1-2 cm. long, 2-3 mm. high, 1 mm, wide,
broadly linear, reticulated, narrowly and shallow sulcate dorsally
equally arcuate or arched most below, triangular-acute, smooth,
laterally flattened, completely 2-celled, erect, inclined to be nar-
rowed below and resembling A. leptocarpus. Flowers 6-9 mm. long,
2-4 in a head or short raceme, light-purple, much arched as in A-
junceus. Banner round, 5 mm. long, abruptly erect. Wings ob-
liquely obovate, 2 mm. shorter than banner. Keel arched in a half
circle and 1-2 mm. shorter than thft wings. Calyx woolly, oblique,
with teeth subulate, unequal, curved and as long as tube. Bracts
small, ovate. Pedicels almost none. Peduncles subterminal, slen-
der, 3-7 cm. long. Leaves 2-5 cm. long. Leaflets 4-8 pairs, con-
tiguous, greener above, obovate to oval or oblong, obtuse to notched,
woolly to nearly smooth, 2-7 mm. long. Stipules connate below,
triangular, Internodes 2-3 cm. long. Stems very slender, flexuous,
about a foot long or more, prostrate to spreading, seemingly peren-
nial from underground stems, dense and woolly and white on the
stems and young parts, the hairs spreading or reflexed. This has
the habit of A. Nuttallianus but pods are higher and the pubescence
is woolly, also like A. Lindheimeri but with smaller pods and flowers
and loose pubescence, the pods are about those of A. leptocarpus. la
the mountains of Coahuila, Zacatecas and Nuovo Leon, Mexico,
Tropical.
247. Astragalus Luisanus n. sp- Pods oblong-ovate to broadlj
linear, 7-10 mm. long, a little arcuate, 2-3 mm. high and wide,
sometimes 5 mm, wide, rather obcompressed, nearly smooth wheji
ripe, tapering into a sharp and upturned beak about 2 mm. long,
sulcate dorsally. Flowers 5-7 mm. long, broad, few. Banner oyaI,
about 4-7 mm. long, arched abruptly at calyx tips to erect, witi
sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide below. Wings broadly linear, to
lanceolate, about straight and as long as banner, or arched to 45%
about 1 mm, wide and 2 mm, longer than keel. Keel about 4 mnj,
long and 3 mm, high, arched nearly from base to over a half circle,
the very obtuse tip rather hooked. Calyx nigrescent, about equally
inserted, about 2 mm. long, campanuiate, teeth triangular and
about as long as tube. Bracts hyaline, hairy, nearly as long as
calyx tube. Pedicels almost none. Peduncles filiform, 5-7 cm. long.
Leaves 3-4 cm. long, the upper sessile. Leaflets elliptical, obtuse
to barely acute, silvery-silky with fine and closely appressed rather
long hairs, 5-8 pairs. Stipules connate above, small. Stems slender,
weaK, a lew incnes long, irom a woody base and stout root, rather
densely leafy and with short internodes. Central Mexico, blooming
in June, probably Middle Temperate life zone. The types are
Purpus plants Nos- 3208 from near Oaxaca Mexico, and 2477 from
Esperanza in the State of Puebla.
248. Astragalus Pueblse Jones Cont. 14 35 (1912). Pods
broadly linear, about 1 mm, wide, a trifle wider above, thin, with
cross section narrowly-cordate-triangular, deltoid-apiculate, rounded
at both ends and very blunt, ashy, sulcate dorsally except at tip
and base; ventral suture straight except at the convex tip and
base, the point a little above the middle of the end, thickened but
not raised. Flowers purple, broad. Banner white, broadly oblong
and notched strongly, about 3,5 mm, long, with sides reflexed closely,
arched to 45° at calyx tips and abruptly. Wings obliquely-ovate,
large for the flower, about 1 mm. wide and 1 mm. longer than
keel, purple-tipped. Keel a little declined, half-deltoid-ovate, about
2 mm. long, purple, the straight but not erect tip very broad and
barely acute. Calyx teeth rather subulate, about half as long as
tube, unequal, tube not oblique nor unequally inserted. Bracts
minute and scarioua. Pedicels filiform, about 2 mm. long. Pedun-
cles nearly erect. Leaves 5-7 cm, long, ashy, lax, short-petioled,
sparse. Leaflets 4-5 pairs, hardly 1 cm. long, linear and folded,
distant. Stems nearly filiform, lax, many, branched, with the lon^
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internodes nearly as long as the leaves, flexuous, prostrate or widely
spreading. Stipules not connate, triangular, 2-3 mm. long. Root
apparently perennial. Plants with the habit of A. Nuttallianus,
Esperanza Puebla Mexico, Purpus, No. 5645. Probably Tropical.
,
249. Astragalus Pringlei Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 449
(1886). Pods oblong, 7-10 mm. long, about 3 mm. wide and 2
mm. high, abraptly and strongly apiculate, with ventral suture
straight and in line ^\nth it, broadly sulcate dorsally, with cross
Bection broadly and narrowly (Vertically) reniform. Flowers white
or purple-tipped, 8-12 mm. long, loose. Banner arched a little
beyond the calyx tips, 2-3 mm. longer than wings, with sides re-
flexed below. Wings broadly linear, a little arched, 2 mm. longer
than keel. Keel narrow, about 3 mm. long, gently arched from base
to 45-90'', and with rounded and dark tip about 2 mm. high.
Calyx tube 3-4 mm, long, about 2 mm. high, with straight base
and convex upper side, oblique at base and acute and attached by
the lower corner, not oblique at tip nor deeper cleft, teeth trian-
gular and nearly half as long as tube. Pedicels slender, about 1
mm. long and about as long as the ovate 'jracts. Peduncles 2-3
cm. long, filiform, axillary. Leaves about 2 cm. long, nearly half
is petiole. Leaflets 5-7 pairs, linear to obovate, obtuse, 2-3 mm.
' long, not contiguous, thick, ashy with minute and fine short hairs
or greener above. Stems prostrate, only a few inches long, with
short internodes. Stipules small, not connate. The fiowers and pods
•are quite variable in size. Tropical, blooming in April. On the
plains near Chihuahua City, Mexico.
250. Astragalus parvus Hemsley Bot. Cent. Am. 1 266 (1880).
Pods linear, about 1 cm. long and hardly 2 mm. high, apiculate,
spreading, sulcate narrowly along the dorsal suture which is straight,
and the tip in line with it, the ventral suture convex. Flowers
purple, about 7 mm. long. Banner about 5 mm. long, arched abruptly
at calyx tips to 45-90'^, with sides reflexed below, about 3 mm.
longer than wings. Wings oblong, arched, about 1 mm. longer
than keel. Keel with entire blade erect, 2 mm, long and high, the
front rounded to over a half circle, very obtuse. Calyx tube about
2 mm.' long, narrowed below, little oblique attached below the mid-
dle to a slender but minute pedicel, the triangular teeth about half
as long as tube. Bracts minute. Peduncles 2-3 cm. long, longer
than the leaves, subterminal. Leaves 3-5 cm. long, spreading, only
the uppermost sessile. Leaflets 6-9 pairs, oblong, distant, obtuse,
2-4 mm. long, short-petiolulate. Stipules very small, broad, green,
not connate. Stems rather many from a thick root, decumbent, a
few inches long, with short internodes. San Luis Potosi" Mexico,
Lower Temperate life zone, in open places,
*
251. Astragalus Schzffneri n. sp. Pods about 1 cm. long, 3
mm. high and 4 mm. wide, linear-oblong, a little arcuate, with the
ventral suture concave and the somewhat declined tip in line with
it, triangular-acute, broadly sulcate dorsally, with reniform cross
' section, indifferently spreading or reflexed. Flowers, pedicels and
bracts as in A. parvus. Peduncles filiform, 3-6 cm. long. Stems
nearly filiform, flexuous, widely spreading, freely branched below
and open, from slender woody rootstocks, about a foot high, with
internodes 2-3 cm. long, floriferous nearly throughout. Stipules sub-
ulate, conspicuous, spreading 3-4 mm. long. Leaves 3-4 cm. long,
ascending, all but the lowest sessile. Leaflets 5-8 pairs, nearly 1 cm.
long, distant, folded and seemingly linear but narrowly elliptical,
long-petiolulate, obtuse. No. 815 Schaffner from San Luis Potosi
Mexico. This has been referred to A. parvus by Watson, but it
appears to be quite a diflferent plant. Lower Temperate life zone.
252. Astragalus Lemmoni Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 8 626
(1873). Pods half-oblong-ovate, about 7 mm. long, 2 mm. wide and
1.5 mm, high, with cordate cross section, almost straight (rarely
a little arcuate) along the ventral suture and ending in a sharp
mucro and triquetrous, shallow-sulcate dorsally, green or reddish,
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ascending, ashy. Flowei-s 4-5 mm. long. Banner oval, about 3
mm. long, wltli sides reflexed about Vs mm. wide below, abruptly
erect attend of tube, waterlined, oft'^n seemingly fiddle-shaped;
groove U-shaped and very broad and filling the whole banner above.
Wings oblong, arched 30°, about 1 mm. wide, about as long as ban-
ner, or 2 mm. shorter, oblique and obtuse at tip, the right hand
one incurved over keel, the other flaring, tips connivent, 2 mm.
longer than keel. Keel half-oval-obovate, about 2 mm. long, obtuse.
Calyx a little over 1 mm. long, reddish, with acutish base, ashy,
rather shorter than the subulate and cui-\'ed teeth, on a slender
pedicel about 1 mm. long which equals the linear and thin bracL
Peduncles axillary throughout, often twin, about 2 cm. long, filiform.
Leaves 3-4 cm. long, wide, the upper ones sessile. Leaflets about
6 pairs, seemingly linear but narrowly to l)roadly elliptical, obtuse,
rather thin, slender-petiolulate and rather cunea'te at base, about 1
cm. long above, appearing green especially above but minutely pu-
bescent. Stems 1-3 ft. long, prostrate in wide mats, many, simple
above, freely branched below, straight, with internodes a little
shorter than the leaves. Stipules triangular, green, about 4 mm.
long, not connate. Root thick, rather fleshy and erect._ Stems
herbaceous to the very base. From Chat to Yreka California, grow-
ing on the sagebrush benches on the eastern edge of the Sierras.
Middle Temperate life zone. This has the flowers and habit of A.
Pulsiferas and debilis.
253. Astragalus Esperanzse n. sp. Pods about 1 cm. long, 3-4
mm. wide and 2 mm. high, oblong, nearly straight, the ventral su-
ture a little concave, shortly triangular-acute at tip with a small flat
mucro, obcompressed below, with cross section reniform, shining
when ripe and finely cross-nerved, opening throughout at both su-
tures, reflexed, broadly sulcate dorsally to the middle. Flowers
greenish-white or purple-tinged, becoming yello\\nsh when dry, about
8-10 mm. long, about 10, spreading in a dense head. Banner ovaU
5-7 mm. long, arched sharply to nearly erect at calyx tips, with
sides reflexed 1 mm. wide below, about 1 mm. longer than wmg^
or about equaling them. Wings broadly linear, about 2 mm.
wide, arched to 45°, 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel half-rhoniboidal,
about 3 mm. long and high, the base a little convex then abruptly
bent to erect and tip broadly triangular and acutish, exceeding the
calyx teeth by about 2 mm. Calyx tube about 2-3 mm. long, ni-
grescent, cleft deeper above, the triangular-subulate teeth about as
long and straight. Pedicels almost none, bracts lanteolate, ^hite,
thin and about as long as calyx tube. Peduncles slender, about
5-15 cm. long, longer than the leaves, axillary above, single.
Leaves 4-5 cm. long, broad, all short-petioled. Leaflets 8-12 pairs,
linear to cuneate-linear, blunt, about 8-15 mm. long, ashy w^th verj
short and rough appressed hairs, not contiguous. Stipules conspic-
uouslv connate almost to the tips, rather hyaline, 5 mm. long, btems
several, mostly from underground branches of a stout root, tlexuous,
spreading, a few inches to 2 ft. long, with many internodes 1-5 cm.
long, leafy. Esperanza Puebla Mexico, No. 3207 Purpus. In bloom m
August, evidently the second flowering of the year. Lower lem-
perate life zone probably. Plateado Zacatecas Mexico, J. N. Kose
Nat. Herb. No. 301689, Sept. 3, 1897; Tlalnepantla state of Mexico,
July 6, 1905, J. N. Rose, Nat. Herb. No. 451904; Tulancmgo state
of Hidalgo, J. N. Rose, Nat. Herb. No. 452311; Alvarez San Lu»
Potosi, Palmer, July 13, 1904, Nat. Herb. No. 471072. The Purpu.
material in my herbarium is the type.
. . t^ «.
254. Astragalus Chapalanus n. sp. About as m A. EsperaM*
but stipules minute and subulate and not at all connate, roa*
about 1.5 cm. long, obliquely lanceolate-oblong and a little arched,
shortly acuminate, on stout peduncles 5-7 cm. long which about
equal the leaves. Leaves about 5 cm. long, sessile, of about 10-1^ pans
or subalternate leaflets which are nearly contiguous, broadly "ne^w
long-petiolulate, shortly cuneate at base. Stems about a foot higfi.
.
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Jexuous, with intei-nodes nearly as long as leaves, decumbent at
base and with peduncles in the middle axils. Blooming evidentlym July and fruiting in September and with peduncles in the upper
axils, but the type gathered in October after the tops had a second|Towth from the fall rains after fruiting. Near Chapala Jalisco
Mex., Oct. 5, 1903. J. N. Rose, Nat. Herb. No. 451239.
/iooo\ _A»lrasalui hypoxylu. Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 18 192(188d). Pods about 1 cm. long and 3 mm. wide and high, obliquely
and narrowly linear-oblong, with ventral suture about straight or
a trifle concave, shortly acuminate into a triangular beak about 2
mm. long which is straight with the ventral suture, inclined to be a
little laterally flattened, ascending, cross section cordate, rather
narrowly sulcate dorsally, ashy. Banner about 3-4 mm. long,
oval, abruptly erect at end of tube. Wings oblong, about as long
as banner and 2 mm. longer than keel. Keel about 2 mm. long
and high, erect and deltoid, acutish. Calyx tube turbinate, about
Z mm. long, tapering into the slender but very short pedicel, ni-
grescent, with subulate teetli as long as tube and lax. Bracts mi-
nute, about as long as pedicels. Peduncles about 5 cm. long, from
the lower ax^ls, twice as long as leaves. Leaves 2-3 cm. long, all
short-petioled, spreading. Leaflets 4-6 pairs, oval-obovate and long-
petiolulate, rounded, ashy with fine and appressed hairs. Stipules
not connate, small, green, triangular. Stems loosely matted, a few
inches long, with short internodes. Huachuca Mts. Arizona, Lemmon.
Furpus s No. 2477 from Esperanza Puebla seems to be the same.
Plants referred to this from Lower California seem different.
,.
.Astragalus Purpusi Jonos might be sought here, but has a
Etipitate pod.
Astragalus Hartwegi Benth. PI. Hartw. 10 (1839). Pods
i-P2,"^" ,
^' ^^^^^ 2 mm. high, with reniform cross section, often
f -i • _su!cate ventrally as well as dorsally, appearing as if atrifle inflated, densely spicate and very closely reflexed, minutely
stipitate. Flowers white or purple, closely reflexed. Banner nearly
round, closely hugging the keel or abruptly arched to 45° beyond
the calyx t.ps, rather thick and with sides barely reflexed around
the margin, about 3 mm. long, about 1 mm. longer than wings.Wmgs linear, a little arched, about 1 mm. longer than keel. Keel
with straight base and then abruptly erect, obtuse, the general out-
line falcate-obovate, about 2 mm high. Calyx tube campanulate,
about 2 mm. long, very oblique at both ends and attached on the
lower corner, nigrescent, the deltoid teeth about half as long as
tube, fruiting pedicels hardly 1 mm. long and about as long as
the hyaline bracts. Peduncles 5-20 cm. long, subterminal, rather
stout, much longer than the leaves, rarely some lower ones short,
i-loral spikes shorter than the peduncles. Leaves rarely 5 cm. long,
the upper sessile. Leaflets 5-9 pairs, not contiguous, narrowly ob-
long, obtuse, rather smooth above, 5-15 mm. long, cuneate at base,
those of the lower leaves much reduced and often oval. Stipules
I\?
connate, lanceolate, rather large, green. Internodes shorter
than the leaves. Stems slender ascending, a foot or two long, flexu-
ous, branched below, from an erect and rather slender root. Pu-
bescence short and closely appressed. Central Mexico, and north-
ward probably to Chihuahua. Lower Temperate life zone.
-
.
257. Astragalus militarls n. sp. Pods about 2 mm. wide and
high and 1 cm. long, shining, with triquetrous-cordate cross section,
deeply sulcate dorsally, not at all ventrally. Flowers pink-purple,
spreading. Banner oval, about 4 mm. long, with sides reflexed
in the middle about 1 mm. wide, abruptly erect at calyx tips,deeply notched; white spot filling the unreflexed banner blade, and
traversed by spreading rays of purple; the groove fills the whole
banner. Wings very large, oblong-elliptical, 2 mm. wide, as long
as banner, concave to keel and very obtuse and rounded, with tips
nearly horizontal, about 1 mm. longer than keel. Keel arched
iTCtXJ, nase into ilbout a half rin-lo n>ir,iif Q Tv,rv. 1^^^ ^-^A o ^m Viiorh-
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veiy obtuse. Bracts triangular, about equaling the calyx tube and
much longer than the 1 mm.-long pedicels. Calyx Hedeoma-like,
about 1.5 mm. long, laterally flattened, broadly campanulate, very
oblique at both ends, inserted a little below the middle of the end,
sparsely long-hairy with appressed hairs, teeth triangular-subulate^
lax, about as long as tube. Peduncles filiform, 5-10 cm* long, lax,
axillary. Spikes 2-5 cm\ long, becoming a little loose in fruit>
never very dense. Leaves 5-7 cm. long, mostly all petioled. Leaf-
lets 6-8 pairs, narrowly elliptical, nearly 1 cm. long, long-petiolulate
and cuneate at base, distant, obtuse. Stipules triangular to subu-
late, hyaline below, 3-5 mm, long, not connate. Stems very slender
and flexuous, nearly erect from a woody base, about a foot high, in-
ternodes rarely 2 cm. long. Soldier Canon near Colonia Juarez Chi-
huahua Mexico, Sept. 16, 1903, Jones. Lower Temperate life zone, I
also refer to this Pringle's No. 1586 from Carretas Chihuahua Mexico
which was distributed as A. Hartwegi and was considered by Wat-
son to be A. parvus. Palmer's No. 441 from Durango Mexico with
white flowers is the same.
258. Astragalus Saltonis n. sp. Pods as in A. Hartwegi but
barely sulcate dorsally and not at all ventrally, with deltoid cross
section, about 1.5 cm. long, nigrescent, papery and a little inflated,
nearly straight. Flowers white with purple tips, and like the pods
closely reflexed and densely clustered. Banner oval, arched to
nearly a half circle at calyx tips, with sides closely reflexed fully
1 mm. wide above, about 4 mm. long. Wings oblong, arched, white,
fully as long as banner or longer. Keel arched from base to tip m
about one-third circle, and upper side about straight from base to
tip, obtuse, about 3 mm. long and as long as or 1 mm. shorter than
banner, conspicuous. Calyx tube narrowly campanulate, a little nar-
rowed below and obtuse but about equally inserted, very oblique
above, very nigrescent with fine soft rather spreading short hairs,
teeth subulate nearly as long as tube and lax. Pedicels 1 mm. long.
Bracts lanceolate, the lower 5-7 mm. long, lax and hyaline, hairy as
in all the allied species. Peduncles stout, about 1 dm. long, sub-
terminal. Leaves 5-10 cm. long, widely spreading and lax, the
upper about sessile. Leaflets nearly linear to narrowly oblong
cuneate and long-petiolulate below, obtuse, 1 cm. long, neariy 15
pairs, softly silky-pubescent below with very fine and spreading
hairs and rough surface, the upper side smooth. Stipules connate
and large, often 1 cm. long. Stems decumbent, flexuous, not slen-
der, about a foot long. Internodes 2-5 cm. long. Salto de Aqua
Mexico, strite of Mexico, No. 1751 Purpus. A plant from near Cima
state of Mexico by J. N. Rose, Sept. 19, 1903, is a k«3 developed
'
form with smaller and shorter leaves.
,
259. Astragalus vaccarum Gray PI. Wr. 2 43 (1853). A.
Dalese- Greene. Pods softly pubescent, broadly sulcate to the mid-
dle, with reniform cross section. Flowers greenish-white (sometimes
purple), very short and stubby. Banner about round, 2 mm. long,
abruptly arched to more than erect, about as long as the obovate
and rounded wings which a little surpass the keel. Keel writh whole
blade erect, half-oval-ovate, about 2 m^. high, obtusish. Caljx
tube rather narrowly campanulate, hardly 1 mm. long, oblique at
tip, teeth triangular, nearly as long as tube which is appressed and
scantily hairy with long hairs. Bracts fully as long as calyx, lan-
ceolate. Pedicels almost none. Peduncles filiform 5-15 cm. long, ax-
illary. Leaves 3-8 cm. long, lax, the upper sessile. Leaflets fa-10
pairs, narrowly elliptical, cuneate and long-petiolulate below, obtuse,
5-15 mm. long, distant. Stipules triangular to subulate, not connate,
often 5-8 mm. long. Stems rather slender, nearly erect, a foot or
two high, branched below. Central New Mexico to the Huachuca
Mts. Arizona and southward to Sinaloa, Durango, and Hidalgo
Mexico. Blooming in July. Forms that , are similar but with
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Pringle's No. 6445, distributed as A. Seatoni. Lower Temperate life
zone. This is hardly more than a good vainety of A. Hartwegi.
260. Astragalus hypoleucus Schauer Linnsea 20 747 (1847).
Pods linear-oblong, 1-1.6 cm. long, 2-3 mm. wide, 1.5-2 mm. high,
obcompressed, closely reflexed, a little arcuate, sulcate dorsally
with V-shaped sulcus, apiculate, with cross section obcordate, with
ventral suture a little raised externally, arranged in dense spikes.
Flowers spicate to racemose-spicate,. white, spreading, or slightly
reflexed, 4-5 mm, long. Banner arched to 90° at tip of calyx
tube; sides reflexed at base to"90°; tip notched 1.5 mm, deep; groove
bafely evident; blade 4 mm. long, 2 mm, wide, oblong. Wings
oblong-ovate, hooded, distant from keel and arched over it so that
the keel and wings form the figure 3 laid on its side, about 1 mm.
wide, 1 mm. high, ascending 10°. Keel very short and blunt, tip
incurved at least 100°, Calyx tube villous-woolly, 2 mm. long, cam-
panulate, not oblique at base; teeth triangular, the lower much the
longer but not longer than tube. Bracts white-pubescent, 2 mm»
long in fruit and closely recurved. Flowering pedicels barely evi-
dent. Peduncles persistent, with rachis 1-1.5 dm. long, floriferous
on the upper one-half to one-third, shallow-sulcate. Leaves all but
the lowest sessile, about 5-7 cm. long, often fascicled when they
arise from the woody tips of the stems. Leaflets about 10 pairs,
broadly to narrowly elliptical, not over 1.2 cm. long, thickish,
rounded above, abruptly narrowed at base, rather long-petiolulate,
not contiguous, rarely truncate, rather less pubescent above than
below. Stipules connate almost to tip, scarious, barely adnate.
Stems simple, floriferous above,^ lower parts often woody, decum-
bent, flexuous, 1-3 ft, long, internodes 3-7 cm. long, shallow-sulcate.
Root woody; pubescence of whole plant silvery-white. Zacatecas,
Puebla, Nuovo Leon, Hidalgo, and central Mexico. Lower Temper-
ate life zone. This has the habit of A. humistratus.
261. Astragalus oxyrhynchus Hemsley Bot. Cent. Am. 1 265
(1880). Pods about 7 mm. long, oblong-ovate, with falcate and
very acutely triangular tip, smooth, sulcate dorsally, with reniform
cross section, somewhat obcompressed. Flowers 5-7 mm. , long,
broad, nearly sessile, purple. Banner round, purple-striped, abruptly
arched at calyx tips to erect, about 3 mm. long,, a trifle longer than
wings.- Wings oblong, arched, barely longer than the large keel.
Keel nearly a half circle, obtuse. Calyx nigrescent, about 2 mm.
long, teeth subulate and as long as tube. Bracts small, subulate-
triangular. Peduncles 2-6 cm. long. Leaves 3-5 cm. long, nearly
sessile. Leaflets 6-9 pairs, oblong-linear, 7-10 mm; long, obtuse,
ashy with minute short and closely appressed hairs. Stems slender,
flexuous, widely spreading to prostrate, with slender internodes-
Valley of Mexico, San Luis Potosi, and state of Hidalgo. Tropical.
262. Astragalus Seatoni Jones Cont, 7 676 (1895). Pods half-
oblong-oval, apiculate, not acuminate nor long-pointed, about 4 mm.
long and 2 mm. wide, minutely stipitate, with nearly round cross
section, a little sulcate dorsally and the suture a trifle intruded but
not completely 2-celled, nigrescent. Flowers white or whitish, ses-
sile, 3-4 mm. long, broad. Banner round, abruptly arched to erect
at end of tube, about 2 mm. long. Wings narrow and about as
long. Keel very arcuate, o))long and rounded, about as long as
banner. Calyx almost hemispherical, about 1.5 mm. long, ni-
grescent, the triangular teeth a little shorter. Bracts and pedicels
almost none. Peduncles about as long as leaves, 3-4 cm. long,
axillary, spreading. Leaves wide, 3-4 cm. long, widely spreading,
the upper sessile. Leaflets 10-12 pairs, 8-15 mm. long, linear, nearly
smooth. Stipules small. Stems very slender and branched through-
out, the branches widely spreading, decumbent from slender root
branches, a foot or two long, Internodes about as long as the
leaves, slender and with sparse leaves. Mt. Orizaba Mexico at
10,000 ft. alt. Middle Temperate life zone, Seaton. Blooming m
July. Bourgeau's specimen belongs to A. oxyrhynchus.
^ tf
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Astragalus Seatoni var. Crucis n. var. Pods narrowly oblong,
and shortly acuminate, 8-12 mm. long. Flowers about 4-5 mm.
long. Upper stipules large, ovate and green. Leaflets narrowly
oblong, 1 cm. long and 3 mm. wide. Pringle's No. 6445 Sierra de
Las Cruces at 10,000 ft. alt., state of Mexico, August 13, 1896.
263. Astragalus Goldmani n. sp. Pods half-oval, about 5 mm.
long, 3-4 mm. wide and 2 mm. high, ashy, cordate at base and about
sessile, truncate and minutely deflexed-apiculate at tip, narrowly
sulcate to the middle dorsally and wholly 2-celled to tip, rather flat
or rounded ventrally and the suture thickened but not raised and
straight to a little concave, cross section reniform to triquetrous-
reniform, not cross-ribbed, closely reflexed in linear spikes 1-2 dm.
long. Flowers white or ochroleucous, soon reflexed, 5-7 mm. long,
stubby and wide. Banner nearly round, about 3 mm. long, abruptly
arched to erect at end of calyx tube and with sides reflexed 1 mm.
wide. Wings broadly oblong and blunt, arched 30°, as long as ban-
ner and 2 mm. longer than the half-circular keel which is fully as
high aa long and rounded and purple-tipped. Calyx hemispherical,
cleft deeper above, equally inserted, nigrescent or silvery hairy on a
minute and reflexed stout pedicel, teeth triangular, rather shorter
than the tube. Bracts filiform, white, about 3 mm. long. Peduncles'
1-2 dm. long, strict, in the upper axils, fruiting rachis often ^ dm.
long, rather loosely fruited. Leaves about sessile above, rarely 1
dm. long, with elliptical-oblanceolate leaflets 1-2 cm. long, which
are long-petiolulate, rather distant, thin, spareely to densely white-
hairy with rather tangled hairs fixed by the base and sometimes
rather w-oolly, leaflets on the lower leaves small and obovate, mostly
1-ounded and obtuse but sometimes shortly acute. Stipules triangu-
lar-subulate, 4-6 mm. long, green. Stems slender, erect or decum-
bent only at base, 2-3 ft. high, simple, tufted from a slender and
rather woody root. Probably Lower Temperate life zone. The type
is No. 335619 National Herbarium, Goldman's No. 119 from Parral
Chihuahua Mexico, Sept. 19, 1898. Lower Teniperate life zone.
E. A. Goldman. Other specimens which I refer here are Palmer s
No. 440 (Nat. Heb. 304738) from Pasquiaro Durango, ISfJ. Near
Santa Gertrudis Tepic, Aug. 8, 1897, J. N. Rose, No. 302355 a
11- jr „.;4-v, „,-,-^^c^«v,f r^QKrv ns in thfi tvDe. E. Palmer No.rm
278 (Nat. Herb.' 57129&.) from Tepehuanes Durango, June, 1906.
This is a very robust form with stout stem and densely white-vil-
lous and w^hite calyx.
264. Astragalus Cleveland! Greene Torr. Bull. 9 121 (1882).
Pods about half-oval-ovate, with ventral suture inclined to be a
little concave and with declined, pungent and minute triangular tip,
broadly sulcate dorsally, smooth, very ng\d, 5-6 mm. /o^S' f
™"?-
wide, 1-2 mm. high, with cross section deltoid-cordate. Floweis
about 5 mm. long, in spikes which in fruit are often a foot long.
Banner round, about 2 mm. long, with sides reflexed ^^J"™- Y^^f,
arched abruptly at end of tube to 45% a little shorter than wngs.
AWings oblong and with a lanceolate tip, arched to 4o , ful y 1
mm. wide, fully t^^^ce as long as keel. Keel arched to a half circle
from base, obtuse, about 2 mm. high and long. Calyx broadly
campanulate, equally inserted below, rather oblique at tip ana
with very broad upper sinus, with teeth unequal, subulate and as
long as tube or more, ashy. Pedicels . and bracts minute, about
equal, the latter triangular, 2 mm. long. Peduncles filiform, o-lU
cm. long, strict, many. Upper leaves sessile, the lower smaller
and short-petioled, 5-7 cm. long. Leaflets 5-12 mm long, narrowly
elliptical, obtuse, green, but minutely pubescent, long-petiolulate.
Stipules subulate, about 4 mm. long. Stems a foot or two high,
very slender, ascending to erect, with peduncles m all the upper
axils. Internodes slender but shorter than the leaves. Lake County,
California. Tropical.
. „, ,,„,„, -n j- „
.
Astragalus Purpusi Jones Cont. 14 34 (1912). Pods re-
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flexed, obliquely ovate to half-oval, thin, shortly acute at both ends,
conspicuously flattened laterally, with triquetrous-cordate cross sec-
tion, 4-5 mm. long:, 2 mm, high, minutely appressed-pubescent,
rather strongly nerved, triangular-apiculate, ventral suture slightly
arched and raised, dorsal suture sulcate to the middle, then pro-
duced to the ventral as a partition below. Flowers purple, about
4 mm. long, in dense heads which become short spikes in fruit,
many (10-15), spreading and soon^reflexed. Banner obovate, about
2 mm. long, abruptly arched at calyx tips to erect, purple and dark-
striped, slightly longer than the wings. Wings broadly linear,
nearly straight, blunt, white or purple, about % mm. longer than
keel. Keel very broad,^ straight, about 2 mm. long and high,
rounded to about a half circle, the tip erect. Calyx obconic, equally
inserted, about 1 mm. long, appressed-black-hairy, teeth triangular,
liearly equal, half as long as tube. Bracts ovate, hyaline, 1 mm.
long, about as long as the fruiting pedicels. Peduncles filifonii,
in the upper axils, 2-3 cm. long. Leaves 2-3 cm. long, spreading,
all nearly sessile, a little longer than the internodes, with filiform
rachis. Leaflets about 10 pairs, notched, oval-obovate to oblanceo-
late, thickish, mostly folded, nearly contiguous, smooth above,
sparsely and minutely pubescent below, the broader ones 2 mm.
long, the others 4 mm. long and 1.5-2 mm. wide. Stipules con-
spicuous, hyaline below, connate, the lower ones quadrangular and
truncate, the upper deltoid, about 3-5 mm. long. Stems very many
and woody below, prostrate and caespitose, branched, flexuous,
rather stout for the plant, hardly a foot long. Plants with the
habit of A, tegetarioides, and montanus. Sierra de Parras, Coahuila,
Mexico, at 9,000 ft. alt. Middle Temperate life zone. No. 4582
Purpus.
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DIDYMOCARPI. 30.
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Pods didymous, or with sides distorted or corru-
gated, or in A. Breweri oblong-ovate and long-beaked
and sulcate only below, 3-5 mm. long (about 7 mm. long
in A. Breweri), from ovate to broader than long, mostly
corrugated transversely, rather coriaceous, not or but lit-
tle inflated, evidently stipitate only in A. Brazoensis, cor-
date at base, 2-celled. Flowers about sessile in dense
(loose in A. reflexus) heads, sometimes elongating to
spikes in fruit, minute or small, rarely 8 mm. long. Calyx
long-villous. Leaflets never acute, small, mostly notched,
not over 8 pairs. Stipules not connate. Weak, low and
slender annuals (possibly perennials in A. diphacus and
Angelinus). Tropical plants growing on prairies and
plains.
KEY.
J
_
A. Pods straigkt, evidently longer than calyx, sKarp, or triangular
at tip, much obcompressed, broadly bJsulcate ventrally, at least
as long as wide or longer, closely reflexed in short and narrow
spikes, with the lower edges incurved on the sides and with ven-
tral suture sharp and raised, with the tip rather arcuate,
strongly cross-ribbed around the margins, deeply sulcate dor-
sally, much distorted and with cross-section nearly that of the
letter A without the bar, appearing as if minutely st.pitate.
Peduncles filiform, axillary. Leaflets notched, not over 5
pairs. Stems filiform, widely spreading and much branched.
Pods 7 mm. long, oblong-ovate. 266
reflexus.
Pods 3-4 mm. long and wide, not oblong-ovate. 267
mgrescens.
::A. Pods 7 mm. long and with conical beak nearly as much more,
erect in heads, round to reniform in cross section, not corru-
sated. Flowers about 7-8 mm. long. Low annuals.
Pods long-beaked. 268 Breweri
3A. Pods about as broad as long or broader, very obtuse and
ro^nded at both ends, apiculate, didymous, or half-oblateoval.
3AB. Pods scarcely longer than the calyx, about 3 mm. Jong,
coarsely and strongly cross-corrugated, sessile, erect in dense
heads, about oval, not obcompressed, not inflated. Flowers
3-8 mm. long, many, white or purple, with the same tendency
to become rudimentary as in A. nigrescens. Weak annuals.
Pods 3 mm. long, with cross-section a crescent 269 didymocarpus.
?
i
X
i
Pods 3-3 mm. long, with cross-section flatly tripuetrous-cordate.
nnus*
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3A2B. Pods conspicuously longer than calyx, smooth, ribbed^
appearing a little inflated, inclined to be notched at both
ends, sessile, rather wider than long. Mexican perennials or
w^inter annuals with rather w^oody stems late in the season.
Pods about round. 271 diphacus
Pods oblately oval-ovate. 272 Angelinus.
3A3B. Pods smooth, stipitate, reflexed. Texan.
Pods about reniform. 273 Brazoensis.
266. Astragalus reflexus T. & G. Fl. 1 334 (1838). Pods
about 7 mm. long, oblong-ovate, sharply acute, about twice as long
as wide, widely sulcata dorsally, fiat ventrally and with suture
raised, with rounded sides, smooth, 4 mm. wide and 2 mm. high.
Flowers reflexed, purple, nearly sessile, several in a loose head^
about 7 mm. long. Banner narrow, arched abruptly at calyx tips to
erect, 2-3 mm. longer than keel. Wings much shorter than keel,
broad. Keel with straight base and then produced into a nai'rowly
triangular, ascending and very acute beak. Calyx tube about 1
mm. long, campanulate, acute at base, with broad sinuses and teeth
subulate and about as long as tube. Bracts subulate, about 2 mm.
long. Pedicels evident but very short. Peduncles longer than the
leaves 8-6 cm, long. Leaves 3-6 cm. long, the uppermost nearly
sessile, the lowest half petiole. Leaflets about 6 pairs, 4-8 mm. long,
about obovate, not contiguous, strongly petiolulate, truncate to 'a
little notched. Stems straggling, about a foot long or less. Stip-
ules rather large, 3-5 mm. long, ovate or broader. Whole plaht
nearly smooth except the calyx. Central Texas.
267, Astragalus nigrescens Nutt. PI. Gambel 152 (1848).
A- Gambellianus Sheldon. Hesperastragalus Heller, Pods 3-4 mm-
wide and long, deltoid-ovate to nearly round, pubescent, either del-
toid at tip or with a mere upturned apiculation, sharply sulcate dor-
sally, the ventral suture mostly elevated and the space between it
and the thickened sides forming deep grooves. Flowers normally
2-4 mm. long, very variable, white or purple, mostly scarcely open-
ing and rather cleistogamous as in Wrightii and lotiflorus, many in
heads but becoming spikes in fruit. Banner round to ovate, the
sides little or much reflexed, normally 1-3 mm. long, arched 45"
or less, as long as or 2 mm. longer than wings. Wings lanceolate-
oblong and narrowed above, rounded, white, somewhat arched, a
little longer than keel. Keel about 2 mm. long, with straight or
arched base, abruptly bent and tip erect and acutish, about 1 mm.
high, purple. Under specially favorable circumstances the flowers
are 7 mm. long and then the species is A. Elmeri Greene. Calyx
tube black-hairy, turbinate to narrowly campanulate, acute at base,
hardly 1 mm. long, the teeth about half as long and rather deltoid.
Bracts hyaline, lanceolate, about 1 mm. long, pedicels mere rudi-
ments. Peduncles 3-5 cm. long, somewhat spreading. Fruiting
spikes 1-5 cm. long, narrow. Leaves 2-4 cm. long, thin, mostly
nearly sessile, ascending. Leaflets 4-6 pairs, cuneate-oblong, deeply
^notched, long-petiolulate, 3-8 mm. long, distant. Stipules triangular,
hyaline, 3-5 mm. long. Whole plant pubescent with spreading
and long hairs. Stems seldom a foot long, much branched. Com-
mon from the Sacramento valley to the coast and south to Mexico,
also on the southern islands of California.
268. Astragalus Breweri Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 207 (1864).
Pods few, oblong-ovate, ashy or silvery, 3-4 mm, wide, with ventral
suture not raised nor evident, sharply sulcate to the middle dorsally,
abruptly contracted at tip into a straight and subulate beak nearly
as long as body, few. Flowers purple, spreading. Banner very
thin, often 8 mm. long, oblong, arched abruptly at calyx tips to 45°,
-with sides reflexed somewhat, about 2 mm. longer than wings*
Wings oblong-oblanceolate to half-rhomboidal, 2-3 mm. longer than
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keel, white. Keel about 3 mm. long-, 2 mm. high, the very broadly
deltoid and obtuse tip only a little higher than the rest, very dark-
purple, shining through the banner and wings, abruptly rounded.
Calyx tube black-hairy, about 2 mm. long, narrowly campanulate^
acute at base, with teeth from half to as long as tube. Pedicels
I and bracts minute. Peduncles rather stout for the plant, 3-5 cm.,
long. Leaves 3-5 cm. long, rather few, with short but evident
petiole, delicate, spreading. Leaflets 4-5 pairs, cuneate-oblong-obo-
vate, not contiguous, sparsely pubescent below, 5-7 mm. long.
Stipules deltoid, green, about 2-3 mm. long. Stems short, flexuous,
much branched. Pubescence sparse, short, the upper sides of leaflets
smooth. In fields from Mendocino Co. to San Francisco.
269. Astragalus didymocarpus H. & A. Bot. Beech. 334 t 81
(1841). A. Catalinensis Nutt., Hesperastragalus Heller. Pods
about 3 mm. long and 2 mm. high and wide, half-oblate-oval, or
obliquely ovate, deeply sulcate dorsally to beyond the middle and
with cross section a crescent with rounded ends, smooth, ventral
suture raised and very thick and with strong ribs running out from
it and meshing on the angles much as in Euphorbia seeds. Flowers
purple or white, 4-8 mm. long in ovate to oblong heads. Banner
oval-ovate to oblong, 3-7 mm. long, arched at calyx tips to 45°,
when colored with large, veined white spot low down, 1-2 mm.
longer than wings. Wings oblanceolate to obovate, 1 mm. wide,
w^ite at tip and purple below, about 1 mm. longer than keel. Keel
straight, 3-4 mm. long, 2 mm. high, with triangular ascending tip
rounded and about 2.5 mm. high. Calyx tube campanulate, acute
at base, about 2 mm. long, with sharp sinuses. Bracts ovate, hya-
line, about 1 mm. long. Pedicels none. Peduncles 3-5 cm. long,
.longer than leaves. Leaves 3-4 cm. long, lax. Leaflets 3-5 pairs,
narrowly cuneate-oblong and with contracted tip deeply notched,
about 1 cm. long, distant. Stipules triangular, reflexed, 2-3 mm.
long. Stems flexuous, erect or spreading, branched below, very
slender, with internodes few and 1-7 cm. long. Common in all
the valleys from central California to San Quentin Lower California,
running a little over into the Great Basin at Mojave.
270. Astragalus dispermus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 365
(1878). Pods oblately oval to deltoid-ovate, 3-4 mm. long, 2-2.5
mm. wide and 1.5-2 mm. high, with cross section flatly triquetrous-
cordate with shaiT angles (or rounded), pubescent, slightly to
. deeply corrugated, sulcate as in didymocarpus and with ventral
suture convex as in that species but a mere line. Flowers in a
dense ovate head, purple, 3-5 mm. long. Banner oval, 2-3 mm. long,
arched to 45°, often not exceeding the calyx tips, rarely 1 mm.
longer than wings. Wings white, obliquely oblong-lanceolate, %-l
mm. longer than keel. Keel straight, about 3 mm. long, abruptly
erect at tip and 2 mm. high, base 1.5 mm. high. Bracts green,
subulate, about 1 mm. long, scarcely visible. Calyx conspicuously
white-shaggy, the hairs concealing the shape, the teeth setaceously
subulate, green, longer than the tube. Peduncles 1-5 cm. long, axil-
lary. Leaves 2-4 cm. long, all petioled, but upper short, spreading.
Leaflets thick, 3-5 pairs, distant, oblong with cuneate base to cuneate,
notched, long-petiolulate, 3-7 mm. long. Stipules deltoid with subu-
late tips, green, 3 mm. long. Whole plant white-pubescent with
spreading hairs. Stems prostrate, at least the outer ones, often 2
ft. long, with long internodes, branching below. From Ehyolite>
Nevada, to Wickenberg and Hillside, Arizona, through the Charleston
Mts. and throughout the deserts to both sides of the San Bernardino
Mts. and southward into Mexico, San Diego, California, etc. This
hybridizes with A, didymocarpus forming A. dispermus x didymo-
carpus, having the pods of didymocarpus and the pubescence and
leaves of dispermus. The hybrid grows at Banning, California.
271. Astragalus diphacus Watson Proc- Am. Acad. l"/542
<1882)- Pods 4-8 mm. long, about round, a little notched at both
I
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ends, about 2 mm. high, obcompressed somewhat or not at all,
didymous, sessile, few in loose and oblong heads, not reflexed, ap-
parently smooth, about 6 mm. wide, apiculate with a declined tip,
finely and closely cross-ribbed, sulcate ventrally, both sutures raised
as narrow ribs, the dorsal convex and little if at all sulcate. Flow-
ers about 8 mm. long, purple, few in loose heads, narrow. Ban-
ner ovate, arched a little at calyx tips, with sides reflexed V2 mm.
wide, about 5 mm. long, 1 mm. longer than wings. Wings obliquely
oblong-lanceolate, 2 mm. longer than keel, arched a little, purple-
tipped. Keel about 3 mm. long and high, arched from base to a
half circle, vei^ obtuse, about 2 mm. wide in the middle. Calyx
narrowly campanulate, 3 mm. long, acute at base, nigrescent, with
straight lower side and arched upper side, with subulate teeth lax
and nearly as long as tube,. Bracts subulate, ^-3 mm. long, pedicels
1-2 mm. long. Peduncles 5-15 cm. long, longer than the leaves/
Leaves 5-10 cm. long, short-petioled. Leaflets nearly linear, rather
obtuse, apiculate, 7-15 mm. long, 6-12 pairs, rather long-petiolulate,
minutely pubescent with short and appressed white hairs, smooth
above, distant. Stipules lanceolate. Stems from perennial roots
and in the type erect, about a foot high and freely branched
with short internodes and many leaves. On hillsides at Zacatecas
Mexico. Tropical.
Astragalus diphacus Tar. peonis Jones Cont. 10 65 (1902).
Stems prostrate with ascending tips, silvery hoary throughout.
Flowers white, sides of banner folded back to the midrib nearly all
/ the length except at the very apex where with the notch is formed
a heart-shaped enlargement, tip of banner is at nearly 30° to the
cftiw, it begins to curve at a point about 2 mm. beyond the calyx
teeth, the outline of the banner as folded is oblong with a triangulai'
base, no white spot but banner waterlined. Wings ascending 30°,
obliquely-oblong-oblanceolate, rounded, 1 mm, wide, 1 mm. longer
than keel and exposing the base of keeL Tip of keel blunt and
incurved 90°, rounded at apex. The wings are incurved at tip and
flat. Flowers declined generally. Pod didymous, chartaceous, cross
section is that of the figure 8 laid on its side. Leaflets about &
* pairs, folded, 5-10 mm. long, elliptical. Calyx teeth triangular and
about half the tube which is rather hoary with white and black hairs
intermixed. Stipules deltoid, erect, green, 3 mm. long. Leaves 2-3
cm. long. Zacatecas Mexico, Jones. May 16, 1892.
272. Astragalus Angelinus n. sp. Pods very obliquely oval-
ovate, 5-7 mm. long, 3-4 mm. wide, 3 mm. high, truncate to slightly
cordate at the sessile base, reflexed in dense and short spikes, open-
ing first at base, faintly cross-ribbed, inclined to be flattened along
both sutures or very slightly shallow-sulcate, the ventral suture
straight above and ending in a minute mucro which is a little de-
clined, below it is much arched, the suture is very thick but little
raised, dorsal suture scarcely evident, very convex throughout, tip
of pod obtuse to a little retuse, but pod never didymous, cross
section oblately oval and with the ventral side rather flattened,
completely 2-celled to tip, coriaceous and very rigid, a little inflated,
minutely pubescent. Flowers gone. Calyx campanulate to subglo-
bose, about 2 mm. long, with subulate teeth about as long. Pedicels
stout, reflexed, about 2 mm. long, nearly equaled by the triangular
* bracts. Peduncles rather slender, about 1 dm. long, axillary
throughout, arched, fruiting spikes 3-5 cm. long, oblong- Leaves
nearly 1 dm. long, about sessile, of 10-12 linear and retuse leaflets
narrowed and long-petiolulate below, distant, 1-1.5 cm. long, many,
with short internodes, spreading. Stipules triangular-subulate, 3-4
mm. long, not connate. Stems slender, weak, and depressed or
decumbent from a rather woody but slender base, tufted and
branching at base, rarely a foot long. From near San Angel valley
of Mexico, J. N. Rose, Aug. 21, 1903. Nat. Herb. No. 450040-
Probably Lower Temperate life zone. Also near El Salto Hidalgo,
I
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Mexico, Sept. 16, 1903, by J. N. Rose, Nat. Herb. No. 450662.
273. Astragfalus Brazoensis Buckley Proc. Phih Acad. 452
(1861). Pods about reniform, 4 mm. long, 5 mm. wide and 2 mm.
high, cuspidate with upturned sharp prickle, much obcompressed,
reflexed on a stipe as long as calyx, finely cross-nerved, smooth and
shining. Flowers purple, about 5 mm. long, in a loose head. Banner
4 mm. long, oblong, arched to erect and abruptly at end of calyx
tube, with sides reflexed about 1 mm. wide below. Wings oblong,
a little arched, with the upper side white and the lower side pur-
ple from base to tip, a little longer than keel and 2 mm, shorter
than banner. Keel 4 mm. long, with straight base and front of tip
straight and erect, triangular, acute, purple, 3 mm. high. Calyx
tube campanulate, about 1 mm. long, acute at base, with rounded
sinuses, the subulate teeth about as long and straight. Pedicels
about 1 mm. long and equaling the ovate bracts. Peduncles about
3-5 cm. long. Leaves 3-5 cm. long, short-petioled. Leaflets 6-7
pairs, oblong-obovate, about 5 mm. long, notched, short-petiolulate,
pubescent only on the margins and midrib with slender hairs. In-
ternodes shorter than the leaves. Outer stems decumbent below,
flexuous, sulcate. ' Stipules triangular, green, 3 mm. long. Com-
mon on Texan prairies from the center of the state to the sea.
A
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CORRECTIONS
Page 16, line 20, read calycosus. - X
Transpose lines 3 and 4 on page 14. .
Page 55, 7th line from bottom, read argillosus.'
Page 56, last line read coccineus.
Page 57, omit last line.
Page 60, line 5, read correlative.
Page 89, under A. Bourgovii, line 2, read 1-5 cm. long instead
of 15.
On page 14, lines 11 and 12, from the bottom, read: **He again
makes a new name for an old section, the Sarcocarpi, by calling it
Carnosocarpi.*' —i
/
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Acidity
Alkaline soil
Alopecuroidei
Alpine
Alpine and Arctic
Alpine in British America
Alpini
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Arctic
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Asclepiadodes
ASTRAGALUS
I
aboriginum Rich. Frankl. Jour. App. i8 1S23 No. 87
Atelophragma aboriginum (Rich.) Rydberg. Torr. Bull. 32 660 19
lineare Kydberg 'lorr. Bull. 40 51 1913.
Homalobus aboriginum (Rich.) Kydberg Fl. Mont. 246 1900.
Phaca aboriginum (Rich.) Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 143 t.56 1S30.
Var. glabriusculus (Hook.) Rydberg Cont. Nat. Herb. 3 492 1896.
t'haca glabriuscul us Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 144 1830.
Astragalus glabriiisckis (Hook.) Gray Proc. Acad. Am. 6 204 1864
Var. major Gray Proc. Phil. Acad, of 1S63 p. 60
uiay Proc. Am. Acad. 6204 1S64.
Var. spatiosus Sheldon Mmn. Bot. ^tud. 9 156 1894.
Forwoodii Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 25 129 1S90.
Homalobus glabriusculus (Hook) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 246 1900
Atelophragma Forwoodii (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 i IJ.
Var. fastigiorum Jones.
accidens Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 22 471 1887. No. 125
Var. Facificus (Sheldon) Jones.
A. I lendersoni Watson Proc. Am. Acad- 22471 1887
Watsoni Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 1894,
Pacificus ' " " « " 174 **
pruniformis Jones Cont. 8 12 189S.
cymatodes Greene Pitt. 3 196 1897.
accumb-ns Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 20 1894. No. 94
procumbens Watson Proc Am. Acad. 20 361 18S5; Not of II. & A.
acerbus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 123 1894 is A. Wingatensis Var.
aculeatus Nelson Torr. Bull. 26 10 1899 is A montanus Var. tegetarius.
acutirostris Watson Proc Am. Acad. 20 361 188 S, No. 241
Oxytropis acutirostris (Watson) Jones Cont 7 677 1895-
Aragallus acutirostris (Watson) Heller Cat. Ed. 2 4 1897.
adanus Nelson Bot. Gaz- 53222 1912. No. 120
adsurgens Pal!. Ast. 40. 44 t 31 r8oo.
Phaca adsurgens (Pall ) Piper FL Wash. 372 1906.
Var. robustior Hook. FL Bor Am. I 149 1834 is A. nitidus Var.
agrestis Douglas in Hook FL Bor. Am. I 148 1834- No. 131
foniatus Nutt. in T. &. FL i 330 1838.
fypoglottis Var. bracteatus Osterhout Torr. Bull. 26 1899.
Phaca agrestis (Oougl.) Piper FL Wash. 372 1906.
Var. polyspermus (T & G.) Jones Cont. 10 65 1902
A. Hypoglottis Var. polyspermus T & G. Fl N. A I 328 1838-
virgultulus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stnd. 9 165 1894.
albatus Sheldon '' « « « * 128 " is A. aridus
ajbens Greene BulL CaL Acad. 3 156 1SS5. No. 227.
albulus Wooton & Standley Cont. Nat. Herb. 16 136 1913 is humistratus
allanaris Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 141 1894 is glareosus
allochrous Gray Proc. Am, Aad, 13 366 1S78. No. 63.
Wootqni Sheldon Minn. Bot, Stud, 9 13S 1894.
alpinus L. 760 is andinus.
Phaca alpina l*iper FL Wash. 371 1906, not Linnreus
Phaca asiragalina DC. Ast, 64 iSo2
A. astragalinus (DC.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 65 1894
giganteus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 965 1894, not Pallas
not alpinus Van giganteus Pallas which is A oroboides
nlpinus (L.) Sheldon Minn. Bot Stud. 9 65 1894 No. 8
Phaca alpina L. 755
'rrao;acantha alpina (L.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Phaca frigida L. Fi. Suess, 2 657 1755
A. frigidus {!..) Gray Proc. Phil. Acad, of 1863 p. 60 (Ser. 2 Vol 7)
Var. Americanus (Hook.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 133
1894 is A. Americanus
Var. littoralis (Hook.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 133 1894
Phaca frigida Var littoralis Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 140 1830
A. frigidus Var. littoralis (Hook.) Watson Bib. Index 193 1878
altus Wooton & Standley Cont. Nat. Herb. 16 136 1913 is A. strigulosus
Var. brevidentatus
Alvordensis Jones Cont. 10 67 1903 No. 100
Americanus (Hook.) Jones Cent. 8 8 1898 No. 90
Phaca frigida Var. Americana Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 140 1830
A alpinus Var. Americanus (Hook.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud- 9 133
1 894
frigidus Var, Americanus (Hook.) Watson Bib Index 193 1878
ammolotus Greene Erythea 3 76 1895 is lotiflorus Var. brachypus
amphidoxus Blankenship Stud. Mont. PI. i 72 1905 is miser
amphioxys Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 366 1878 No. 174
crescenticarpus Sheldon Minn. Bot, Stud. 9 148 1894
selenius Greene Krythea 3 76 1805
Xylophacos amphioxys (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull 32 662 1905
aragalloides Rydberg Torr. Bulk 34 48 1907
Var. brachylobus Gray Proc. Am. Acad, 13 367 1878 is remulcus
Var. vespertinus (Sheldon) Jones
A. vespertinus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 150 1894
Xylophacos vespertinus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bulk 32 662 1905
amphioxys x LayncDS Jones
amplexus Payson Eot^ Gaz. 60 378 1915 is lenti^inosus var. palans
ampuKaius Watson Am. Nat. 7 300 1873 No. 114
Phaca ampullaria (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 191
3
Andersoni Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 524 1865 No. 225
Tragacantha Andersoni (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
an^linus (Nutt.) Jones No. qi
Phaca andina"Nutr. in T. & G. FL N. A. i 345 1838
A. alpinus L. 760
astragalinus (DC.) Sheldon Minn. Eot. Stud. 9 65 1894
Phaca astra^alina DC, Ast. 64 1802
Tium alpinum [1^-] 1^'ydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 1905
anemophilus Greene Bull CaL Acad, 4 186 1SS5 is A. vestitus
Angelinus Jones No. 272
an^ustus Jones Cont. 7 635 1895 and Zoe 4 37 1893 is A. plctus
Var. pictus [Gray] Jones Cont. 7 635 1 895 is pictus
Var. ceramicus [Sheldon] Jones Cont. 10 62 1902 is pictus
Var. longifolius [Pursh] " ." 7 635 1S95 is pictus van
Var. imperfectus [Sheldon] '* " 10 62 1902 is pictus var. filifol.
anisus Jones Cont. 4 34 1S93 No. 194
Antiselli Gray Bot. Cal. i 152 1876 No. 5
Hasseanus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 1241894
Var. phoxus Jones Cont. 10 65 1902
A. gaviotus Elmer Bot. Gaz. 39 54 1905
Antoninus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 17 343 1882 No, 157
apertus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 166 1S94
er\^oides H. & A. Bot Beech. 417 1841
apilosus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 22 1894 is glaber
araneosus Sheldon Minn, Bot. Stud. 9 170 1894 is lentiginosus
van palans
argillosus Jones Cont 2 241 1891 No. 202
Cnemidophacos argillosus [Jones] Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 50 1913
argophyllus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. N. A. i 331 1838 No. 167
A. Uintensis Jones Cont, 7 670 1895
Xylophacos argophyllus (Nutt) Rydberg Terr- Bull- 40 49 1913
Uintensis (Jones) Rydberg " « « 32662^1905
Var. cstan^formis (Watson) Jones Cont. 10 62 1902
A- castansefortnis Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20 361 1885
Var. Martini Jones
Var. Fanguicensis Jones Cont. 7 671 1895 as Chamaeleuce van, and
Cont 85 1898
A. Panguicensis Jones Cont. 10 62 1902
Van pephragmenus Jones Cont. 5 267 1893 as species
aridus uiay troc Am. Acad.6 223 1864, No. 37
Tragacantha arida (Gray) Kuntze Rev, Gen. 2 943 1891
A. albatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 128 1894
arietinus Jones Coat. 7 653 1895 is cibarius
Var. stipularis Jones Cont. 7 654 1895 ^^ desperatus -
Arizonicus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 7 39S 1868 No. 218
Tragacantha Arizonica (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
arrcctus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 8289 1870 No. 121
A. leucophyllus Hook. Lond. Jour, Bot, 6 21 1 1S47
Palousensis Piper Bot. Gaz. 22 489 1896
atropubescens C. & F. Bot. Gaz. 18 300 1893
Cusickii Rydberg Torr. Bull. 26 542 1899
Malheurensis Heller Cat. Ed. 2 7 1900
Phaca arrecta (Gray) Piper Fl. Wash. 371 1906
Tium arrectum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 1913
atropubescens (C, & F.) Rydberg Torr. Bnll. 40 49 1913
Var. Leibergi Jones Cont. xo 68 1902 - .
A. « u u 7 55^ is^^
Fhaca arrecta var. Leibergi (Jones) Piper FL Wash. 371 1906
Var, KeLseyi (Rydberg Fl. Mont 241 1900 as species)
A. eremilicus var. Spencianus Jones Cont 10 60 1902
Boiseanus Nelson Bot. Gaz. 53 223 1912
Cystium Boiseanum (Nelson) Rydberg lorr. Bull. 40 50 1913
Var, ercmiticus (Sheldon) Jones Cont. 7 665 1895
A. eremiticus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud, i) r6i 1894
Tium eremiticum (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 ^9^
Var. Palousensis (Piper) Jones Cont 1068 1902 is arrectus
Var. remotus Jones
Var. scaphoides Jone> Cont. 7 664 1S95
A. scophioides Rydberg Fl. iMont. 241 I900,(a blunder of Rydberg)
A. scaphoides Jones Cont. 10 69 1902
Phacopsis scaphoides (Jones) Rydberg Torn Bull. 40 52 1913
Artemisiarum Jones Cont. 6 369 1894 is Beckwithii var. purpureas
Arthur! [ones Cont. 8 20 1898 No. 233
Atelophragma Arthun (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 5^ ^9^3
Arthu-Schoitii Giuy Itoc. Am. Acad. 6 209 1864 is lentiginosus var.
artipes ( »3y Froc. Am. Acad. 13 370 187S is oophorus
asclepiadnides [ones Cont. 2 239 1891 No. 116
JonesieUa asdepindoides (sones) Torr. Bull, Rydberg 33 661 1905
astragalinus [BC] Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 65 1894 isandinui
Phaca astragnlina DC. Astragalus 64 1802
asymmetricus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 1894 is leucophyllus
atratns Watson Bot. King 69 437 t. II 187T No. 138
atratus var, stenophvllus Jones Cont 3 297 1893
var. arctus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 160 1894
Tngacantha atrata [Watson] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 043 ^^91
Hamosa atrata [Watson] Rvdberg^ Torr. Bull. 34 48 1907
Var. mensanus Jones Cont 7 665 1895
Van phyllophofus Tones Cont. lO 62 1902
Var. Owyheensis fVelson Bot. Gaz. 55 ^75 19T3 as species]
atropubescens C. 8c F, Bot. Gaz. 18 300 1893 is arrectus
Austinae Bot. Cal. i 156 1S76 No. 132
Tragacantha Ausnnae [Gray] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 94.'? 1S91
Bahaensis Sheld-^n Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 169 189415 Hornii var,
Batesii Nelson 54 150 191 2 is lotiflorus var. Reverchoni
Beckwithii T. & G. Pac. R. R. Rep. 2 pt. 2 120 1855 No. 77
Tragacaniha Beckwithii ( F. & G.) Kuntze Rev, Gen. 2 943 1891
Phaca Beckwithii (T. & G.) Piper FL Wash. 371 1906
\^an purpureus Jones Cont 3 288 1S93
A Artemisiarum Jones Cont 9 46 1900
Phaca Artemisiarum (Jones) kydberg Torr. Bull. 40 48 1913
Van Wciserensis Jones Cont. 9 47 1900
Bernardinus Jones Cent, 7 661 1895 No- 22
bicristatusLiay Proc. Am. Acaa. 19751883 No. 109
V^ar. tetrapteroides Jones Cont. 10 58 1902
bidentatus H.B.K, Nov. Gen. & Sp. 6 493 1824. See Guatamalensis
Bigelovii Gray PI. Wr. 2 42 1853 No. 188
A. Mogodonicus Greene 'I'orr. Bull. 8 97 18S1
Tragacaniha Bigelovii (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Van Thompsonje (Watson) Jones Cont 8 23 1898
A. Thompsonse Watson if'rac. Am. Acad. 10 345 1875
syrticolus Sheldon Minn, Bot Stud. 9 22 1894
Van Matthewsii (Watson) Junes
A. Matthewsii Watson Proc, Am. Acad. 10 345 1875
bisulcatus (Hook.) Gray Pac k. R. Rep. 12 42 t. i B i860 No. 206
Phaca bisulcata Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 145 1834
. Tragacaatha bisulcata (Hook.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 189I
Van decalvans Gandoger Bull. Soc. France 48 1 15 1902
Diholcos decalvans (Gandoger) Rydberg Torn Bull, 32 664 1905
scobinatulus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 1613
Blakei Eggleston Bol. Gaz. 20 271 1895 is Labradoricus
Bodini Sheldon Minn. Bot Stud. 9 122 189415 debilis
Boiseanus Nelson Bot. Gaz. 53 223 1912 is arrectus van Kelseyi
Bolanderi Cray Proc. Am. Acad, 7337 1868 No, 124
I'ragacantha Bolanderi (Gray) Kuntze Rev, Gen. 2 943 1891
A. supervacaneus Greene Erythea i 221 1893
Booneanus Nelson Bot. Ciaz. 5^ 22^ 1912 is ^lareosus
Bourgovii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 227 1864 No. 29
Tragacantha Bourgovii (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943.189I
Homalobus Bourgovii ((iray) Rydberg FI. Mont. 247 1900
Brandegei Porter Fh Col. 24 187 No. 144
Tragacantha Brandegei (Porter) Kuntze Rev Gen 2 943 1891
Atelophragma Brandegei (Porter) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 1905
Brauntoni Parish Bulk S- Cal. Acad, Sci. 2 26 1902 No. 134
Brazoensis Buckley Proc. Phik Acad, (of 1861) 452 1862 No. 273
Tragacantha Brazoensis (Buckley) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 189I
brevicaulis Nelson Torn BnlL 26 9 1S99 is calycosus
Breweri Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 207 1864 No. 268
Tragacantha Breweri (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
csespitosus fNutt.] Gray Proc, Am. Acad. 6 230 iS64'is simplicifoL
Califomicus [Gray] Greene Bulk Cak Acad, 3 157 1885 No, 7
A. collinus van Californicus Gray Proo. Am. Acad. 12 54 1876
Homalobus Californicus [Gray] Heller Muhk 2 86 1906
alycosus Torn in Bot. King. 66 and 435 t. 10 1871 No. 219
A. brevicaulis Nelson Torn Bulk 26 9 1899
cyanoseminus Greene. Unpublished ?
Tragacantha ealycosa [Torn] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Hamosa ealycosa [Torn] Rydberg Torr. Bulk 40 50 1913
Van scaposus [Gray] Jones Cont. 4 26 1893
A, scaposus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 366 1878
candicans Greene Bulk Cak Acad. 3 156 1885
Hamosa scaposa [Gray] Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 1905
campestris [Nutt.] Gray Proc. Am, Acad. 6 229 1864 No. 9
Homalobus campestris Nutt. in T. & G. Fk N. A. i 351 1838
camporum Rydberg Torr.Bulk 32 666 1905
decumbens Gray Proc. Phik Acad. Sen 2 7 1863
« Nutt in T. & G. Fk N. A, 1 352 1838 in part,
tenuifolius « ** « « « « «
not tenuifolius Desf.
decurrens Rydberg Torn Bnik 31 563 1904
oblongifolius « « « 34 So J907
Salidse una ^^ 667 1905
Tragacantha campestris [Nutt.] Kuntze Rev, Gen. 2 943 1891
A. convallarius Greene Erythea i 207 1893
decumbens van convallarius (Greene) Jones Cont. 10 58, 69 1902
Var, crispatus Jones
Var. decumbens (Nutt.-Gray) Jones
A. decumbens Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 229 1864
Homalobus decumbens Nutt. in T. & G. FL N. A. i 352 1838 part.
Phaca decumbens [Nutt,] Piper FL Wash, 373 1906
Var. hylopliilus (Rydberg) Jones
Homalobus hylophilus FL Mont. 247 1900
A, divergens Blankenship Mont. Bot. Stud, i 73 1905
hylophilus (Ryderg) Nelson Bot. Ry. Mts. 291 1906
Var. serotinus (Gray) Jones
A. serotinus Gray Pac. R.R. Rep. 12 iS 51 L 5 1890
decumbens var. serotinus (Gray) Jones Cont. 10 58 1902
Palliseri Gray Proc, Am. Acad. 6 227 1864 _
strigosus C. & F- Bot. Gaz. 18 299 1S93
griseopubens Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 241894
Homalobus strigosus (C. & F.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 53 1913
Palliseri (Gray) Rydberg FL Mont. 248 1900
serodnus ((iray) Rydberg " « «
campyloph>IIus Greene Pitt. 3 195 1897 is Serenoi
Canadensis L. 757p.\V ^o- '^8
Tragacaniha Canadensis (L.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Phaca Canadensis ([.,) MacMillan Metasperm. 325 1S94
Var. Carolinianus (L.) Jones Cont. 7 647 1895
A. Carolinianus L. 757
Var. Mortoni (Nutt) Watson Bot. King 68 187
1
A. Mortoni Nutt. Jour. Phil. Acad. 7 19 1834
tiistis and spicatus Nutt- in T. & G. FL N. A. i 336 1838
Candelarius Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 142 1894 is Newberryi v>
Var. exiguus " " '' " " I43 ". " "
candicans Greene BulL Cal. Acad. 3 156 1885 is calycosus van
candidis-imus Watson Bib. Index 191 1878 is Magdaleniie Greene
e.andolkanus(H.B.K.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 140 1894
is triflorns
capillipes Junes No. 70
canonis Junes Cont. 8 15 189S No. ill
c;:rnosus I'ursh FL 2 740 1814 is crassicarpus
Carolinianus L 767 is Canadensis var.
caryocarpus Ker Bot. Reg. 2 t. 176 l8l6 is crassicarpus
Casei Gray Bot. Cal. I 154 1876 No. 105
Tragacantha Casei (Gray) Kuntze Rev, Gen. 2 943 1 891
castan^formis Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20 361 88S5 is argophyllus
Var. castan^eformis
Catalinensis Nutt. PL Gambel 152 1848 is A. didymocarpus
Cedrosensis \'ascy lV Rose Cont. Nat. Herb. I 15 1893 is Nutt. var.
ceramicus Sheld n Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 19 1894 is pictus
cerussatusSheld n Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 139 1894 is trifiorus
Ch;^todon Tor -. in Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 194 1864 is Spaldingn
ChamLEleuce Gray Bot. Ives 10 r86o is pygnigeus
Chandoneltii Lunell Am. Mid. Nat. 2 127 1911 is nitidus var.
Chapalanus Jones No. 254
ticadse Jones Com. 4 35 1893 is pygmaeus
cibaiius Sheld. n Miun. bot. Stad. 9 146 1894 No. 162
A. arietinus Jones Cont. 7 653 1895
-r^ ,1 o
Xylophacos cibarius (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. BulL 40 48 19^3
Cimensis Jones 122
circumdatus Greene I'itt. I 173 1888 No, 92
Clevelandi Greene Torr. BulL 9 I2I 1882 No. 264
Coahuiloe Jones No. 217
Cobrensis Gray PL Wr. 2 43 1853 No. 146
^
Tragacantha Cobrensis (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 »89l
coccineus (Parry) Brandegee Zoe 2 72 1890 No. 177
A. Purshii var. coccineus Parry West. Am. Sci. 7 lO 1890
Xylophacos coccineus [Parr>'] Heller Muhl. 2 217 1906
coUinus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 140 1830 Wo. 97
Phaca collina [Douglas] Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 141 i^jO
Tragacantha coUina [DougLl Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 189T
Homalobus coHinus | Dougl.J Rydberg Torr- BulL 40 53 1913
'".
4Var. Californicus Gray Froc Am, Acad. 12 54 1876 is species
CoUoni Jones Cont 2 237 1891 No. 3
Var. aphyllus Jones
Var. Moabensis Jones Cont. 8 II 1898
confertifioiis Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 368 1878 No. 201
Cnemidophacos confetifloius(Gyra) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 1913
A. flavus van candicans Gray Proc. Am. Acad» 12 54 1876
Var. fiaviflorus (Kuntze) Jones
Tra.^acantha fiavifioia Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 1891
A. tiaviftorus (Kuntze) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9
158 1894
A. flavus Nutt. in T. & G- Fl. N. A. i 335 1838
Congdoni Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20 360 1885 No. 224
conjunctus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 18 371 1882 is reventus var-
Var. oxytropidoides Jones Cont. 7 665 1895 •* **
•'
Var. Hoodianus (Howell) Jones Cont. 8 9 1898 " " "
consectus Sheldon Minn. iiot. Stud. 9 143 1894 is Purshu var
Xylophacos consectus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 1913
convallarius Greene Erythea I 207 1893 is campestris v
Cooperi Gray Man. Ed. 2 98 1856 is neglectus
coriaceus Hemsley Bot. Cent. Am. 1 263 1880 No. 156
Tragacantha coriacea (Hemsley) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Cottoni Jones No. 88
A. Olympicus Cotton Torr. Bull. 35 573 1908
Coultcri Benth. PI. Hartw. 307 1848 is lentiginosus var.
Craigi Jones Cont. 9 42 1900 No. 79
Crandallii Gandoger Bull. Soc. France 48 14 1902 ?
crassicarpus Nntt in Eraser's Cat. of 1813 No, 196
A. carnosus Pursh Fl. 2 740 1814
caryocarpus Ker in Bot. Reg. 2 t. 176 1816
succulentus Rich, in Frankl. Jour. Supp. 18 1823
prunifer Rydberg Fl. Mont. 239 1900
Phaca caryocarpa (Ker) MacMillan Metasperm. 326 1892
Geoprumnon crassicarpum (Nutt.) Rydberg in Small's Fl. 616 190
succulentum (Rich.) Rydberg lorr. Bull. 32 658 1906
Var. pachycarpus [T. & G.J Jones Cont. 8 16 1898
A. pachycarpus T. & G. FL N. A. I 332 1838
Geoprumnon pachycarpum (T. & G.) Rydberg in Small's Fl. 1. c-
crescenticarpus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 148 1894 is amphioxy
Crotalarix (Benth.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6216 1864 No. 57
Phaca Crotalarise Benth. PI. Hartw. 307 1848
Tragacantha Crotalarix (Benth.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Var, anemophilus (Greene) Jones Cont. 10 59 1902 is vestitus
Var. Magdalena; (Greene) Jones Cont. 10 59 1902 is species
Var. Menziesii (Gray) Jones Cont. 10 59 1902 is vestitus var.
Var. virgatus Gray Bot. Cal. I 149 1876 is vestitus var.
curliflorus (Rydberg) Jones Cont. 10 64 1902 is elegans var.
curtipes Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6217 1S64 No. 72
A. leucopsis var, curtipes (Gray) Jones Cont. xo 62 1902 is species
Tragacantha curtipes (Gray) Kuntze Rev, Gen. 2 943 1891
Cusickii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 370 1878 No. 66
Phaca Cnsickii [Gray] Torr. Bull. 40 47 1913
Cusickii Rydberg Torr. Bull. 26 541 1899 is arrectus
cuspidocarpus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 147 1894 is Missourien.
cyaneus Gray PL Fend. 34 1849 is Shortianus var.
cyanoseminus Greene unpub. ? is calycosus
cymatodes Greene Pitt 3 196 1897 is accidens var.
cymboides Jones Cont. 7 650 1895 No. 172
Xylophacos cymboides Qones] Rydberg Torr, Bull 40 49 1913
cyrtoides Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 201 1864 is coUinus
Daleae Greene Pitt, i 153 1888 is vaccarum
debilis Walp, Rep, I 710 1842 is miser
debilis [Nutt.l Gray Proc. Phil, Acad. Series 2 7 60 1863 No. 27
Phaca debilis Nutt. in T. & G. FL N. A, i 345 1838
Tragacantha debilis [Nutt] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Homaiobus debilis [Nutt] Rydberg Torr, BulL 40 53 1913
A. Bodini Sheldon Minn, Bot. Stud. 9 122 1894
Phaca Bodini [Sheldon] Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 1905
decumbens (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 229 1864 is campestris
Tragacantha decumbens (Nutt.) Kuntze Rev. Gen* 2 943 1891
Var, convaliarius (Greene) Jones is campestris var. See.
Var, serotinus (Gray) Jones is campestris var, "
demissus Greene Erythea I 221 1893 is Haydenianus
densifolius (Smith) Torr. Pac, R.R. Rep. 7 10 1S56 Is vestitus var.
desperatus Jones Zee 2 243 1891 No. 164
A. arietinus var. stipularis Jones Cont. 7 655 1895
Tiuni desperatum (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 1905
detritalis Jones Cont. 13 9 1910 No. 15
diaphanus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 151 183415
lentiginosus var,
didymocarpus H. & A. Bot. Beech, 334 t. Si 1840 No. 269
A. Catalinensis Nutt. PL Gambel 152 1S48
Hesperastragalus (li, & A.) Heller Muhl. 2 87 1905
Diehiii Jones No. 154
diphacus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 17 342 1882 No. 271
Var. peonis Jones Cont. 10 65 1902
diphysus Gray PI. Fend. 34 1849 is lentiginosus var. diphysus
Var. latus Jones Cont. 3 287 1893 is lentiginosus var. latus
Var. albiflorus Gray PL Fend. 34 1849 is Pattersoni
dispermus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 3^5 ^^78 No. 270
Hesperastragalus dispermus (Gray) Heller MuhL i 137 1906
compactus " " 2 218 **
distortus T. & G. FL N. A. i 33^ 1838 No. 215
Tragacantha distorta (T. & G.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Var. Engelmanni (Sheldon) Jones
A. Engelmanni Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 152 1894
A. flagellaris l-ng. in herb.
diurnus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 4501886 No. 34
divergens Blankenship Mont. Bot. Stud I 73 1905 is campestris var.
Homalobus divergeus (Blankenship) Rydberg Torr. BuIL 34 417 1907
Hivf-rsifolius Liay troc. Am. Acad. 6 230 1864 is junceus var.
Dodgeanus Jones Cont 3 289 1893 is Wingatensis var.
dorychniolies Douglas in G. Don's Syst. Gard. & Bot. 2 258 1834 is
A. succumbens
Do glasii (T. & G.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 2x5 1864 No. 62
Phaca Douglasii T. & G.T. & G, FL N. A, i 346 1838
Tragacantha Douglasii (T. & G.) Kuntze Rev. Gen 2 943 1891
Var. glaberrimus Jones Cont. 7 645 1895
Var. Parishii (Gray) Jones Cont. 8 6 1898
A. Parishii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 19 75 1833
Var. piscinus Jones Cont. 7 645 1895 (as species) and lo 61 1902
Var. Tejonensis Jones Cont. 7 644 1895 as species and 10 61 1902
Phaca Tejonensii (Jones) Heller MuhL 2 85 T906
ilrepanolobus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 19 75 ^^^3 ^^' ^^3
Var. aberrans Jones Cont. 10 64 1902 is Howellii var. misellus
Drummondii Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor, Am. i I53
t. 57 1834 No. 210
Tragacantha Drummondii (Douglas) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 I»9^
Tium Drummondii [Douglas] Rydberg Torr. BulL 32 659 1905
Duchesnensis Jone-^ Cont. 13 9 1910 N^- 213
Eastwoodiie Tones Cont. 5 36S 1894 is Prcussii var.
Phaca Eastw:,od« [Tones] Rydberg Torr. BulL 32 664 1906
elatiocarpus Sheld-n Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 20 1S94 is louflorus var.
elegans [Hook.J Sheld'-n Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 154 i894 No . 85
Phaca elegans Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 144 1830
Var. minor " "
Atelophragma elegans [Hook.] Rydberg Torr. BuU. 32 660 1905
Astragalus minor [Hook.] Jnnes Cont. lO 64 1902
oroboides var. Americanus Grav Proc. Am. Acad. 6205 iSt>4
Shearii Rydberg Torn BulL 31 562 1894
Var. curlitiorus [Rydberg] Jones
A. curtiflorus Rydberg Fl. Mont 242 1900
Phaca parviflora Nutt. in T. & G. FL ^*. A, i 348 1S3S
Elmerl Greene Erythea 3 98 1895 is nigrescens
Engelmann Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 152 1894 is distortus var.
EUiottii Dietr. Svn. PL ± 1080 i8;o is obcordatus
ensiformis Jones Cont. 7 658 1895 No. 184
Episcopus vvaittou froc. Aiu. Acad. 10346 1875 No. 12
Homalobus Episcopus (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 53 1913
eremicus Shc;ldoii in Death Val. Rep. 66 1893 is lentiginosus var.
eremiticus Sheldon Minn. bot. Stud. 9 161 1894 is arrectus van
eriocarpus Watsnn Bot. King 71, 440 1871 is Newberryi var,
ervuides H. & A. Bot. Beech. 417 1841 No. 245
apertus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 166 1894
Tepicus " " " « " 172 "
Hookerianus Dietr. Syn. PL 4 1086 1S50
Tragacantha ervoides (H.'& A.) Kuntze Rev, Gen, 2 943 1891
Ksperanzas Jones No. 253
Eurekensis Jones Cont. 8 12 1898 and 3 291 No. 176
exilifolius Nelson Torr. Bnll. 26 10 1899 is simplicifolius van
fallax vvatsou Proc. Am. Acad. 20 362 1885 is gracilentus van
famelicus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 1S94 is gracilentus van
fastidiosus Greene Bui!. Cal. Acad, i 186 1885 is leucopsis van
fastidius (Kellogg) Jones Cont. 8 7 1898 is leucopsis van
Feensis Jones Cont. 8 20 1898 No. 1S3
Fendleri Gray PI. Wn44 1853 is fiexuosus van
filifolius Gray Pac. R.R. Rep. 12 42 i860 is pictus van
fihpes Torr. Bot. Wilkes 278 1 854 is stenophyllus
flagellaris Eng. in Sheldon Miun. Bot. Stud. 9 152 1894 is distort v
flaviflorus (Kuntze) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 158 1894 is
confertiflorus var.
flavus Nutt. m T. & G. Fl. N. A. i 335 1S38 is coiifertiflorus van
Cnemidophacos flavus (Nutt.) Rydberg Torn Bull. 32 664 1905
flexuosus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 140 1830 No. 153
Phacaflexuosa (Douglas) Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 141 1830
Tragacantha fiexuosa (Douglas) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891Honialobus flexuosus (Dougl.) Rydberg Torn Bull. 12 666 1005
Van Fendleri (Gray) Jones Cont. 10 62 1902
A. Fendlen Gray PI. Wright. 2 44 1853
Phaca Fendleri Gray PI. Fend. 36 1849
Homalobus Fendleri (Gray) Rydberg Torn Bull. ^2 667 looc
Salidx Rydberg Torn Bull. 32 667 1905 ^ ^
^^
Tragacantha Fendleri (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 04^ i8qi
Var- Diehlii Jones ^ ^ ^
Var. elongatus (Hook.) Jones
Phaca elongata Hooker FL Bor. Am. i 141 1830
foliolosus (Gray) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 9 138 1894 si pictus
A. pictus var foliolosus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6215 1864
Forwoodii Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 25 129 1890 is aboriginum van
Franciscanus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 135 1894 is vestitus van
Francisquitensis Jone^ Cont. 7 666 1895 No. 234Van Lagunensis Jones Cont, 8 ll as species and 10 61 1002
Fremotn T. ^ G. Pac. R. R. Rep. 4 So 1S57 is lentiginosus van
fngidus (L.) Gray Proc. Phil. Acad. Sen 2 7 60 1863 is alpinus
fragacanlha frigida (L.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Funereus Jones Cont. 12 1 1 1908 No. 178
alegioides Nutt. Gen. 2 100 1818 is raceniosus
'ambellianus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 21 1894 is nigrescens
gaviotus Elmer Bot. Gaz. 39 54 1905 is Antiselli van
Gertrudis Greene Leaflets 2 43 1910 is gracilentus var
Geyeri Gray Proc. Am. Acad.6 214 1864 No. 38
Phaca annua Geyer in Hook. Lond.Joun Bot. 6 213 1847
Tragacantha Geyeri (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 iSgiVan triquetrus (Gray)Jones Cent 8 7 1898 is triquetrus -
Gibbsii Kellogg Proc. CaL Acad. 2 161 t. 50 1863 No. 98
Tragacantha Gibbsii (Kellogg) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 i8qiVan curvicarpus [Sheldon] Jones Cont 10 62 1902
A. speirocarpus van curvicarpus Sheldon Minn Bot Stud 9
125 1894
Van falciformis Gray Bot. CaL i 152 1876
smuatus Piper Torr. Bull. 28 40 1601
Homalobus curv^icarpus [Sheldon] Heller Muhl, 2 86 1906\an falciformis [Gray] Jones Cont 8 23 1898 is van curvicarpus
Igiganteus (Pall.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 154 1894 is oroboides
giganteus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 17 37<^ ^^^2 No. 192
A. Texanus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 141 1894
Var, Yaquianus (Watson) Jones
A. Yaquianus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 23 270 1888
Gilensis Greene Torn Bull. 8 97 1881 No. 20
gilvmorus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 21 1894 is triphyllus
glaber Michaux FL 2 66 1803 No. 216
Tra^acantha Micbauxii Kimtze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
apilosus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 22 1894
glabriusculus (Fiook.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad, 6 204 1864 is aborig. v
Tragacantha glabriuscula (Hook.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1S91
Phaca glabriuscula Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 144 1830
Atelophragma glabriusculum Rydberg Torn Bull. 32 660 1905
glareosus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 152 1834 is
inflexus var.
Golcimani Jones No. 263
goniatus Nutt. in T. & Fl. N. A. i 330 1838 is agrestis
Gormani Wight No. 84
gracilentus Gray PL Feud. 36 1S49 as Phaca No. 155
Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6223 1864
Neomexicanus Wooton & Standley Cont. Nat. Herb. 16 37 1913
1 ragacantha gracilenta (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1^9'
Van exsertus Jones
Van fallax (Watson) Jones Cont. 8 14 1S98
A. fallax Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20 362 1S85
famelicus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 1894
Gertrudis Greene Leaflets 2 43 19^0
Var. Grecnei (Gray) Jones Cont. 8 14 1898
A. Greenei Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 16 105 iJ?f5o
Van Hallii (Gray) Jones Cont. 8 13 1898
A. Hallii Grav Proc. Am. Acad. 6 224 1864
Homalobus Hallii (Gray) Rydberg Torn Bull. 32 667 1905
gracilis Nutt. Gen. 2 100 1818 is parviflorus
MicrophacosgraciHs (Nutt) Rydberg Ton Bull. 32 663 1 905
grallator Watson Zoe 3 5^ 1892 is Haydenianus
Homalobus grallator (Watson)
^l^^'^'^ ^^''['•^^^^
grandiflorus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 17 370 1882 is
coccmeus
Grayi Parry Am. Nat. 8 212 1874 No. 103
Tragacantha Grayi (Parry) Kuntze Rev. Gen 2 943 1891
Ctenophyllum Grayi^Parry Rydberg Torn Bull. 4050 1913
Greenei Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 16 105 '^^''^'^'''}^^^^^
Greggii Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 1 7 343 1882
^""'^^l..
griseopubens Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 24 1894 ^^
campestns
Guatamalensis Hemsley Bot. Cent. Am. I 264 1880 fJ^- ^47
Van Oaxacanus (Rose as species) in Jones Cont. « 9 ^»9»
Hallii Grav Proc. Am. Acad. 6 224 1864 is gracilentiis
van
Homalobus Hallii (Gray) Rydberg Torn Bull. 32 667 19^5
Hartwegi Benth. PL Hartw. 10 1839 No, 256
Tragacantha Hartwegi (Benth.) Kuntze Rev. C^^n. 2 943 .g^^^
Hasselnus Sheldon Minn. Bot, Stud. 9 '^4 i894 is Anti^elh
^an
Haydenianus Gray in Brandegee's Rep. Col. 23S 1876 J^^;
^05
Tragacantha Haydeniana (Gray) ^^^"^ze Rev. Gen 2 943 ^^9^
Diholcus Haydenianus (Gray] Rydberg Torr Bull. 3^ 664 905
Van major and Nevadensis Jones Zoe 2 241 1891 f/^^°\^^^"^'
A. scobinatulus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 24 1894
demissus Greene Erythea i 221 1893
Jepsoni Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 22 1S94
grallator Watson Zoe 3 5^ 1892 t> u ^^ fj^ mr^i
Homalobus grallator (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 666 190S
Helleri FenzL Bonplandia 8 56 1861 is nomen nudum.
Hendersoni Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 22 471 1887 is accidens van
holosericeus Jones Cont. 7 S^S 1895 is macrodon
Hoodianus Howell Erythea i lir 1893 is reventus var,
Hookerianus Dietr. Syn. PI. 4 1086 1850 is er^'oides
Hookerianus (T. & G.) Gray Proc. Am, Acad. 6 215 1864 No. 67
Phaca Hookeriana T. & G, Fl N. A. I 693 1840
Tragacantha Hookeriana (T, & G.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
A. Sonneanus Greene Pitt. 3 186 iJi97
Van Whitneyi (Gray) Jones Cent. 7 668 1895
A. Whitneyi Gray 1 ioc. Am. Acad. 6 526 1865
Var. pinonis Elmer Bot. Gaz. 39 54 1905
Hornii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 7 398 1868 No. 46
Tragacantha Hornii (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen 2 943 1891
Var. Rahaensis (Sheldon) Jones Cont. 1062 1902
A. Bahaensis Sheldon Minn. Bot Stud. 9 169 1894
Van minutiflorus Jones Cont. 7 677 1895
Hosackise Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 3 157 1885 is humistratus var.
Howellii Gray Proc, Am. Acad. 15 46 1879 No. 228
Var, misellus (Watson) Jones
A. misellusWatson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 449 1886
Humboldtii Gray Proc. Am. Acad, 6 195 1864 No. 190
Phaca mollis H.B.K. Nov. Gen. & Sp. 6 496 1824
Tragacantha mollis (H.B.K.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
humilis Geyer in Hook. Lond. Jour. Bot. 6 211 1847 ^^ Geyeri
huminimus Gray in Brandegee' Rep. Col. 235 1876 No. I9
Tragacantha humillima (\Vatson) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Phaca humillima (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 33665 1905
humistratus Gray PI, Wr. 2 43 1853 No. 17
Tragacantha humistrata (Gray) Kuntze Kev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Tium humistratum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 1905
A. albulus Wooton & Standley Cont. Nat. Herb. 16 136 191
3
Var. IIosackiDe (Greene) Jones Cont. 10 58 1902
A- Hosackiae Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 3 157 1S85
Var. Sonorae (Gray) Jones Cont. lo 58 1902
A- Sonorse Gray PI. Wr. 2 44 1 853
Var. tenerrimus Jones Cont. 7 649 1895
hyalinus Jones Cont. 7 648 1895 No. 25
hylophilus (Rydberg) Nelson Bot, Ry. Mts, 291 1909 is campestris var.
Hypoglottis L. Mantissa 275 1767 is not American
Phaca Hypoglottis (L.) MacMillan Metasperm. 325 1892
Tragacantha Hypoglottis (L.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Var. bracteatus Oslerhout Torr. Bull. 26 256 i899is agrestis var.
Var. polyspermus T. & G. Fl, N. A. I 328 1838 is " "
A. virgultulus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 165 1894
Var. robustior Hook. Pond. Jour. Bot. 6 210 1847 is nitidus
Var. strigosus KelL Proc. Cal. Acad. 2 115 1863 is tener
hypoleucas Schauer Linn?ea 20 747 1847 No, 260
Tragacantha hypoleuca (Schauer) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
hypoxylus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 18 192 1S83 No. 255
Ibapt:flsis Jones Cont. 3 290 1893 No. 139
Atelophragma Ibapensis [Jones] Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 1913
ineptus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 525 1865 is lentiginosus van
inflexus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 151 1834 No. 180
Xylophacos inflexus [Douglas] Rydberg Torr. BulL 40 49 1913
Var. glareosus [Douglas] Jones Cont 10 62 1902
A. glareosus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am, i 152 1834
allanaris Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 141 1894
Booneanus Nelson Bot. Gaz. 53 223 1912
Tragacantha glareosa [Douglas] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
insularis KelL Bull. Cal. Acad. I 6 1884 No. 47
triflorus var. insularis [Kellogg] Jones Cont. 6 637 1895
Var. Pondii [Greene] Jones
A. Pondii Greene Pitt I 288 1889
Var. Quentinus Jones Cont. 8 6 1S98
intermedius Jones Cont, 7 656 1895 is Phoenicis
intonsus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 1894 is villosus
inversus Jones Cont 5 276 1893 No. 8
Inyoensis Sheldon in Coville's Death Valley Rep. 86 1893 No. 230
iodanthus Watson Bot. King 70 1 871 No. 163
Tragacantha iodantha [Watson] Kuutze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1 891
iodopetalus Greene in herb, is Shortianus
9 155 i894
jejunus Watson Bot. King 73 1871 No. 65
Tragacantha jejuna (Watson) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 189I
Phaca jejuna (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 4S 1913
Jepsuni riiieidon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 22 189415 Haydenianus
jesupi (Eggleslon & Sheldon) Britton Man. 1048 1901 is Labradoricus
^
ulianus Jones Cont. 7 667 1895 No. 39
junceus (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 62301864 No. il
Homalobus junceus Nutt. in T, & G. Fl. N. A. I 351 183S
A. diversifolius var. junceus (Nutt.) Jones Cont. 8 13 1898
Var. roborum Jone& ConU 10 61 1902
Var. diversifolius (Gray) Jones
A. diversifolius dray ir^TOC. Am. Acad. 6 230 1864
junciformis Nelson Torr Bull. 26 9 1899
Homalobus orthocarpus Nutt- in T. & G. FL N. A. i 351 1838
junciformis (Nelson) Rydberg Tor. Bull. 32 667 1905
Var. attenuatus Jones
Kaibensis Jones Cont. 10 64 1902 No. 211
"Kelseyi Rydberg FL Mont 241 1900 is arrectus var.
Kentrophyta Gray Proc Phil. Acad. Ser. 2 7 60 1863 is montanus
Lagunensis Jones Cont, 8 II 1898 is Francisquitensis var.
Labradoricus DC. Prod 2 287 1825 No. 86
secundus Michaux FL 2 66 1803
Blakei Eggleston Bot. Gaz. 20 271 1895
RobbinsiivarJesupiEgg.-Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud.
vBr. borealis Eggleston Bot. Gaz. 20 271 1895
Jesupi (Eggleston & Sheldon) Brittoii Man. 1048 1901
Var. Robhinsii (Oakes) Jones
A. *' *• in Gray's Man. Ed- 2 98 1856
Phaca •' Oakes in Hovey's Mag. 7 179 1841
Var. occidentalis (Watson) Jones
A. Robbinsii var. occidentalis Watson Bot. King 70 1 87
1
occidentalis (Watson) Jones Cont, 8 17 189S
Mac >unii Rydberg FL Mont 243 1900 is an intergrade
Atelophragma Macounii Rydberg Torr. BulL 32 660 1905
Homalobus dementis Rydberg Torr. BulL 3I 563 1904
lancearius Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 370 1878 No. 12
Homalobus lancearius (Gray) Rydberg Torr. BulL 40 52 1913
lanocarpus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 144 1S94 is Purshu
latus Jones Zoe 3 287 and 4 272 1893 is lentiginosus van
Layne^ Greene BulL CaL Acad. 3 156 1885 No. 186
A. maiacus var. l.ayneae (Greene) Jones Cont. 4 29 1893 .
lectulus W^atson Proc. Am. Acad. 22471 1887 is Purshu var.
Leibergi Jones Cont 7 663 1895 is arrectus var.
Lemmoni Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 8626 1873 No. 252
Tragacantha Lemmoni (Gray) Kuutze Rev. Gen. 2 943 ^891
lenliformis Gray Bot. CaL I 156 1876 No. 243
Tragacantha lentiformis (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 l^*
lentiginosus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 15* ^^34
No. 80 ^ o^.
Tragacantha lentiginosa (Douglas) Kuntze Rev, Gen. 2 943 i»9J
Cysdum lentiginosum (Douglas) Rydberg Torr BulL 40 50 1913
Phaca lentiginosa (Douglas) Piper FL Wash. 368 1906
A. lentiginosus var. floribundus Gray Free. Am. Acad. 6 525
1865
salinus Howell Erythea I III 1893
Var. albifolius Jones
Var. Borreganus Jones Cont 8 3 1898
Var. carinatus Jones
^
Var. chartaceus Jones Cont 7 673 1895 is var. diphysus
Var. Coulteri fBcnth.] Jones Cont 8 4 1898
A.Coulteri Benth. PL Hartw. 307 1848
Arthu-Schottii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 209 1864
Trairacantha Coulteri [Benth,] Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 943 1891
Cystium Coulteri [Benth.] Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 5? I9!3 .
Var. cuspidocarnus [Sheldon] Jones Cont 7 673 l^S '^ Missounensl5
Var.diaphanus[DouglasJ Jones Cont 7 675 1895
A-diaphanus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 151 i»34
t \
Var. diphysus (Gray) Jones Cont 7 671 i8q<;
A. diphysus Gray PI. Fend, 34 1849
Var. chartaceus Jones Cont 7 673 1895Van floribundus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 525 1865 is lentiginosus
Var. Frmonti (T, & G.) Watson Bot. King 66 187
1
A. Fremonti T. & G. Pac. R. R, Rep. 4 &> 18^7
Coulteri var. Fremonti (T. & G.) Jones Cont 7 669 1895Var. Idnensis Jones Cont 10 63 1902 ' v yo
Van ineptus (Gray) Jones -
.
A. ineptus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 525 1865
Phaca inepta (Gray) Rydberg FL Mont 246 1000
C>'stium inepium (Gray) Rydberg Torn Bull, ^(y SQ iqosVan latus Jones Zoe 3 li^ 1893 as diphysus vanT and 4 272 iSoi
as species, and Cont 7 675 1895 - ' ^^Van MacDougali (Sheldon) Jones Cont 7 67:5 iSocA MacDougali Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 169 1804
Var. Mokiacensis (Gray) Jones ? 7t
A. Mokiacensis Gray Proc. Am. Acad, n ^67 1878
ursinus Gray 1. c. ->o / . /
_
Wilsoni Greene Pitt. 3 196 1897
Var. nigncalycis Jones Cont. 7 674 1895
Var. palans Jones Cont. 4 37 ,893 as species and 8 4 1898
'
A. araneosus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 170 18^4 "
palans var. araneosus (Sheldon) Jones Cont. 7 675 iSqc
Var. scorpionis Jones •
Van Yuccanus Jones Cont. 8 3 1898
leptaleus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6220 1864 No ^oPhaca leptalea (Gray) Rydberg Terr. Bull. 40 48 191 \
P^'iciflora Nutt. in T. & G. FL N. A. T 348 1838
I ^ Pf"f
florus (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Phil. Acad. fer. 2 7 qo 186^eptophyllus Nutt. Jour. Phil. Acad. 7 18 1834 is stenoDhvUusleptocarpus T. & G. Fl. N. A. i 334 ,838 No. 2,6^^Hamosa J^Ptocarp^a (T & G.) Rydberg in Small'sFl. S. E. tJ. S. 617,
macilenta Rydberg 1. c
'
.
leucocystis Greene Erythea 3 76 ,895 is Purshii
eucophy us Hook. Jour.. Bot. 6 211 1847 is a.rectus
leucophyllus T. & G. Fl N. A. i 336 18^8 No 71Phaca leucophylla (T & G.) H.'i A. tot. Beech.^i3 1841Tragacantha, leucophylla (T. & G.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 94, iSoxA asymmetncus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 isS^ ^leucopsis var. asymmetricus (Sheldon) Jones Cont: 10 62 1902 ,
leucoosis r r I r 'fl^*^P»^y""^ Q"- & G.) Jones Cont. 8 23 iSgfi p
1 . & G.J Torn Mex. Bound. 56 t 16 i8sQ No 7^Phaca leucopsjs T. & G. Fl. N. A. i 694 ,840 ^^
canescens Nut., in T. & G. Fl. N. A i 3c, 18.8Tragacantha leucopsis [T. & G T Kuntze \t^A^ ^ c o
Van brachypus Greef Piit. ^..^i^T^IZt^^ ''' ''''Var curti pes [Gray] Jones Cont. 10 62 1902 is curtinesVan curtus Sheld;.)n Minn. Dot. Stud 9 t^jZIu f. \-a-
V-ir fastidiiit rv^.n 1 T ^
oi u.
» 134 I894 is fastldius
Phaca tastid.aKetlogg Hesperian 4 145 i860A. fastidiosus Greene Bull. Cal. Acad, i ,86 iSSlVan leucophyllus rr. & Gl ToneWront S-,V^ oc^- , , .
Van lonclius Jones
- "' ^°'''-
^ " ^^^S 's leucot^hyllus
limatus Sheldnn Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 126 1804Lindhe.men Gray PL \Vn i 52 1852 No. 235^
Iragacantha Lindheimeri rGravl Kuntze Rev r»„ ^^.c .c
Ha.„sa^,.,^,ei„eri [Griy] ^^Z" S-"?Fi.'st. {?i 6,7,
A recticarpus Wood Bot Gaz 3 co 1878
Ungulatus S&eldon Minn. Bot. Stud; 9 118 1894 is simplidfolius
J
•
No lie
onchocarpus Torr, Pac. R. R. Rep. 4 80 1857 No. 214
Phaca tnacrocarpa Gray PL Fend. 36 1849
Homalobus macrocarpus (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 667 1905
Tragacantha macrocarpa (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 946 1891
A. macer Nelson Bot. Gaz. 56 65 1913
lotiflorus Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 152 1834 No. 95
Phaca lotiflora (Hooker) T. & G. FI. N. A. I 349 1838
Tragacantha loliflora(Hooker) Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 943 1891
Van brachypus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 209 186415 lotiflorus
A. elatiocarpus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 20 1894
ammolotus Greene Erythea 3 76 1895
Phaca elatiocarpa (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull 32 665 1905
Var. Nebraskensis Bates Am, Nat. 29 670 1S95 is var. Reverchoni
A. Nebraskensis Bates Torreya 5 216 190S
Var. Reverchoni (Gray) Jones Cont. 10 62 1902
A. Reverchoni Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 19 75 1883
Nebraskensis Bates Torreya 5 216 1905
Batesii Nelson Bot. Gaz. 54 150 1912
Phaca cretacea Buckley Proc. Phil. Acad. Ser. 2 5 452 1861
Reverchoni (Gray) Rydberg in SmalFs FL S. E. U. S.619 1903
lutosus Jones Cont 13 7 1910 No. 74
Luisianus Jones No. 247
Lyallii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 195 1864 No. 135
Tragacantha Lyallii (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
MacDougali Sheldon Miun. Bot. Stud. 9 169 i894islentiginosus v
macer Nelson Bot. Gaz. 56 65 1913 is lonchocarpns
Macounii Rydberg Fl. Mont. 243 1900 is Labradoricus var.
macrodon (H. & A.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 216 1864 No. 61
Phaca macrodon H. & A. Bot Beech. 333 1841
Tragacantha macrodon (H. & A.) Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 943 1891
A. holosericeus Jones Cont. 7 638 1895
Madrensis Jones No 244
Mngdalense Greene Pitt, i 162 1888 No. 59
Phaca candidissima Benth. Bot. Sulph. 13 1845
A, candidissimus (Benth.) Watson Bib. Index 191 1878
Crotalari^ var. Magdalena^ (Greene) Jones Cont. lo 59 1903
malacusGray Proc. ^m. Acad. 7336 1S6S No. 185
Tragacantha malaca (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 946 1891
A. obfalcatus Nelson Bot. Gaz. 54 41 1 19^2
^
Var. Layneae (Greene) Jones Cont. 4 29 1393 is Lasneae
malacus x Layneae Jones
Malheurensis Heller Muhl. Cat. Ed. 2 7 1900 is arrectus ^ ^
Matthewsii Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 18 192 1883 is Bigelovu van
megacarpus (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6215 1864 No. 75
Phaca megacarpa Nutt. in T- & G. Fl. N. A. i 343 183S
Tragacantha megacarpa (Nutt.) Kuutze Rev. 2 943 1891
Var. caulescens Jones Cont. 7 643 1895 is oophorus
Var. Pair>i Gray Bot. CaL I 148 1876
Van proaigus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 136 1894
melanocarpus Nutt. Eraser's Cat. name only, Hooker Fl. Bor. Am,
I 150 1834 is Missouriensis
MenziesiiGray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 217 1864 is vestitus van
metanus Jones Cont. 7 666, 733 1^95 ^^' ^^ ^^
Mexicanus A. DC. PL Ran Gen. 4 16 t 3 1826 No 197
A. trichocalyx Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. N. A. I 33^ 1838
Tragacantha Mexicana (A- DC.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Geoprumnon Mexicanum (A. DC.) Rydberg in Small s FI. S. E. U.
S. 616, 1332 1903 ^ . ^^ „.
micranthus Nutt. Joun Phil. Acad. 3 122 1823 is Nuttalhanus
microcystis Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 220 1864 is miser
microlobus Gray Proc, Am. Acad, 6 203 1864 is parvifiorus var.
Mi^uelensis Greene Pitt. I t^Z 1887 No, 58
niilitaris Jones
.
minor [Hooker] Jones Cont. 10 64 1902 is elegans ^ ' _
misellus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 449 1S86 is Howellii var.
miser Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 153 1834 No. 32
Tragacantha misera [Douglas] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 949 ^^9\
Homalobus miser [Douglas] Rydberg Torn BulL 40 5^ IQ^S
Ph^rn misera rOouplasl Piper FL Wash. 373 1906
A. microcystis Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 220 1864
Fhaca microcyslis (Gray) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 245 1900
A. debilis Walp. Rep. i 710 1842
miserandrus Gretne Erythea 3 76 1895 is Hornii var. Bajaensis. Th
use of such an insulting name as this, evidently intended to reflect
on Sheldon, suspasses the bounds of professional courtesy and
comnnon decency.
Missouriensis JN'utt. Gen. 2 99 1818 No, 173
Tragacantha Missouriensis (Nutt.) Kuntze Rev, 2 943 1891
Xylophacos Missouriensis (Nutt.) Rydberg in SmalFs Fl. S. E. U.
S.620, 1332 1903
Var. cuspidocarpus (Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 149 1S94 as
species) Jones
Xylophacos cuspidocarpus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr, Bull. 40 48 1913
A. puniceus Osterhuut MuhL i 140 1906
Shortianus var. minor Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 211 1864
thermalis Greene Krythea 3 76 1895
Moencoppensis Jones Zoc 2 12 1891 No. 203
'
Mogollonicus Greene lorr. Bull. 8 97 i88i is Bigelovii
Mohavensis Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20361 1885 No. 93
MokiaccnsisGray Proc. Am. Acad. 13367 1S78 is lentiginosus var.
mollissimus Torr. Ann. N. Y. Lye. 2 178 1828 No. 191
Phaca villosa James Cat. 186 1825
A. simtdans Cockerell Torreya 2 154 1902
niontanus (Nutt.) Jones No. 16 Page 80
Kentrophyta montana Nutt. in T, & G. Fl. N. A. I 353 1838
viridis 1. c.
Wolffi Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 1905
A. Kentrophyta Gray Proc. Phil. Acad. Sen 2 7 60 1863
viridis (Nutt) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 118 1894
Homalobus montanus (Nutt.) Britton Fl. 2 306 1897
Wolffi Rydberg Torr. Bull. 31 562 1904
Tragacantha montana (Nutt.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 1891
Phaca viridis (Nutt.) Britton Mem. Torr. Club 5 201 1894
Var. Coloradoen^is Jones
A. Kentrophyta var. Coloradoensis Jones Cent. 10 63 1902
Var. impensus (Sheldon) Jones
A. viridis var. impensus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 118 1894
Kentrophyta var. elatus Watson Bot. King 77 1871
Kentrophyta impensa (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 1905
Var. rotundus Jones
A. tegetarius var. rotundus Jones Cent. 7 650 189
KenTrophyta var. rotuadus Jones Cont. 9 42 18^98
Var. tegetarius (Watson) Jones
A. tegetarius Watson Bot. King 76 1871
Var. implexus Canby in Porter & Coulter Fl. Col. App. 1874
aculeatus Nelson Torr. Bull. 26 10 1899
Homalobus aculeatus (Nelson) Rydberg PI. Mont. 246 I900
tegetarius (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull, 31 563 1904
Kentrophyta tegetaria (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 ion
aculeata (Nelson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 1905
Tragacantha tegetaria (Watson) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 1891
Var. ungulatus Jones
A. Kentrophyta var. ungulatus Jones Cont. 7 650 1895
Mortoni Nutt. Tour. Phil. Acad, 7 19 1834 is Canadensis var.
Tragacantha Mortoni [Nutt.] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 046 i8qi
Mulfordae Jones Cont. 8 18 1898 No, 229
:^
:?
Onix Mulfoidx [Jones] Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 1913
multicaulis Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. N. A. i 335 1838 is pubentissimus
multitlorus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 226 1864 is tenellus
Musiniensis Jones Cont. 7 671 1895 No, 171
Xylophacos Musiniensis [Jones] Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 1913
naturitensis Payson Bot. Gaz. 60 377 191 5 is desperatus
Nebraskensis Bates Torreya 5 216 1905 is lotiflorus var.
neglectus (T. & G.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 59 1894 No." 129
Phaca n'eglecta T. & G. Fl. N, A, i 344 1838
Tragacantha neglecta (T. & G.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 1891
A, Cooperi Gray^Man. Ed. 2 98 1856
Neomexicanus Wooton & Standley Cont/Nat. Herb. 16 136 191
3
No 159 " .
Nevinii Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 412 1886
.
No, 231
Newbeiryi Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 12 55 1876 No. 175
Van castoreus Jones Cont. 7 658 1895
Van eriocarpus (Watson) Jon^s Cont. 7 676 1895 is van Watsonianus
Var. Watsonianus (Kuntze) Jones Cont. 10 68 1902
Tragacantha Watsoniana Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 942 1891
A. eriocarpus Watson Bot. King 71 1871
Newbeiryi var. eriocarpus (Watson) Jones Cont. 7 658 1895
suturalis Sheldon Minn. Pot. Stud. 9 23 1894
Candelarius Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 143 1894 and var.
exiguus 1, c-
Xylopbacos Watsonianus (Kuntze) Rydberg Toit. Bull. 4047 1913
Newberryi x Eurekensis Jones
nigre>ceu^ Nutt. PI. Gamb. 152 1848 No. 267
Gambellianus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 21 1894
Hesperastragalus Gambellianus (Sheldon) Heller Muhl. 2 87 1905
nigrescens (Nutt.) Heller Muhl. 2 218 1906
nigrescens Gray Am. Jour. Sci. Sen 2 23 4^^ 1862 is tenellus '
nitidus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 149 '834 No. 130
not A. Laxmanni nor adsutgens,
Var. robuslior (Hooker) Jones
A. adsurgens Hooker Fl. Bor. Am.^ i 149 1834
sulphurescens Rydberg Torn Bnll. 28 36 1 901
striatus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. N. A. i 330 1838
Chandonetii Lunell Am. Mid. Nat. 2 127 1911
nothoxysGray Pioc. Am. Acad. 6232 1S64 No. 242
Tragacantha nothoxys (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 943 1891
Oxytropis nothoxys (Gray) Jones Cont. 7 677 1895
Spiesia " '* " '' « « «
Aragallus " - " Heller Cat. Ed. 2 4.1897
nudisiliquus Nelson Bot Gaz. 54 410 1912 is glareosus, old pods.
nudusWatson Bot. King 74 1871 is Serenoi
nutans Jones No. 5^ Page 108
Nuttallianus DC. Prod. 2 289 1825 No. 240
A. micranthus Nutt, Proc. Phil. Acad. 3 122 1823
Hamosa micrantha (Nutt.) Rydberg in Small's Fl. S. E. U. S.
613, 1332 1903
auslrina Rydberg 1. c.
Nuttalliana (DC.) 1- c. 617
subuniflorus Greene Leaflets 2 42 1910
Van canescens T. & G. Pac. R. R. Rep. 2 163 1855 is Nuttallianus
Van Cedrosensis (V'asey & Rose) Jones
A. Cedrosensis Vasey & Rose Cont. Nat. Herb. I 15 1S93
pertenuis Gretne Leaflets 2 42 1910
Van enneajugus Jones Cont. 8 22 1898
Var. leptocarpoides Jones 1. c.
Van pumilus Gray PI, Wn i 52 1852 is van trichocarpus
V^ar. quadrilateralis Jones 1. c.
Van trichocarpus T. & G. Fl N, A. i 334 1838
A. trichocarpus (T. & G.) Young FL Tex. 228 1S73
Oaxacanus Rose in Jones Cont. 8 9 1898 is Guatamalensxs
obcordatus Eli. Sketchbook 2 227 1822 No 82
Tragacantha obcordaia (Ell.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 1891
Tium obcordatum (Ell.) in Small's FL S. E. U. S, 616, 1332 1903
A. Elliottii Dietn Syn. PL4 1080 1850 , -
obfalcatus Nelson Bot. Gaz. 54 4^1 1912 is malacus
oblatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 21 1894 is Serenoi .
obscurus Watson Bot. King 69 1S71 No* 82
Tragacarrtha obscura [Watson] Kuntze Rev. 2 943 1891
occidentalis [WatsonJ Jones Cont. 8 17 1898 is Labradoncus van
Olympicus Cotton Torn Bull. 35 573 ^9^^ ^^ Cottoni
oocalycis Cont. 8 ro 1898 fio. 207
urceolatus Greene ined. ?
^ i
oocarpus Gray Proc. Am, Acad. 6213 1864 No. 60
Tragacantha oocarpa (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 946 1891
A. Crotalariae and crotalarioides Torr. Mex. Bound. 56 and t. 17 1859
oophorus Watson Bot. King 73 1871 . No. 76
A. artipes Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 370 1S78
megacarpus var. caulescens Jones Cont. 7 643 1895
Phaca artipes (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 664 1905
Orcuttianus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20361 1885 No. 222
Var. Gregorianus Jones Cont. 10 63 1902
Oreganus Nutt. in T. & G, Fl. N. A. i 335 1838 No. 127
A. ventorum Gray Am, Nat. 8 212 1874 :
oreophilus Rydberg Torr. Bull. 31 561 1904 is Canadensis var,
Orizabx Seaton Proc. Am. .\cad. 28 117 1893 ^^' ^93
oroboides van Americanus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6205 1864
is elegans
orthanthus Gray Proc. Am. Acad, 6 195 1864 No. 195
Tragacantha orthantha (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 946 1891
Osterhouti Jones No. 208
Owyheensis Nelson Bot, Gaz. 55 375 1913 is atratus var.
oxypbysus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6218 1864 No. 68
Tragacantha oxyphysa (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 946 iSgr
Phaca oxyphysa (Gray) Heller Muhl. 2 86 1906
oxyrhynchus Hemsley Bot. Cent. Am. I 265 1880 No. 261
Tragacantha oxyrhyncha (Hems.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 946 1891
pachycarpus T. & G. Fl. N. A, i 332 1838 is crassicarpus
pachypus Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 3 157 1885 No 112
Pacificus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 174 1894 is accidens var.
Painteri Rose No, 148
palaixs Jones Cont, 4 37 1893 is lentiginosus var.
Palliseri Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6227 1864 is campestris van
Tragacantha Palliseri (Gray) Kimtze Rev. 2 946 1891
Palmeri Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 7 398 1868 No. 44
Tragacantha Palmeri (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 946 1891
Palousensis Piper Bot. Gaz, 22 489 1896 is arreclus
Panamintensis Sheldon in Coville's Death Val. Rep. S7 1893 No. I40
Panguicensis Jones Cont. 10 62 1902 is aigophyllus var.
Parishii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 1975 1883 is Douglasii van
Parryi Gray Am, Jour. Sci. Sen 2 33 410 1862 No. 182
Tragacantha Parryi (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2947 1891
Xylophacos Parryi (Gray) Rydberg Torn Bull. 32 662 1905
parviflorus (Pursh) MacMillan Mt-tasperm. 325 1892 No, 152
Dalea parviflora Pursh Fl, 474 1814
Tragacantha parviflora (Pursh) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 1891
Microphacos parviflorus [PurshJ Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 1913
Psoralea parviflora (Pursh) Poin Encyc. Supp. 4 590 1823
A. gracilis Nutt- Gen. 2 100 1818
Phaca gracilis (Nutt.) MacMillan Metasperm. 325 1892
Van microlobus (Gray) Jones
A. microlobus uray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 203 1864
Tragacantha microloba (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 1891
Microphacos microlobus (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 663 1905
parvus Hemsley Bot. C^nt. Am, 2 266 1880 No. 250
Tragacantha parva [Hemsley] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 1891
Pasqualensis Jones Cont. 10 87 1902 No. 13A Page 78
Patterson! Gray in Brandegee's Rep. S. \V. Col. 285 1876 No. 117
A. diphysus var. albiflorus Gray PI, Fend. 34 1849
recedens Greene ined ?
Tragacantha Patterson! [Gray] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 1891
Phacopsis Patterson! [Gray] Rydberg Torn Bull. 32 661 1905
Rydbergiella Pattersoni [Gray] Fedde & Sydow, Just. BoL Jahr.
33 part I 534 1906
Van pr.ielongus [Sheldon] Jones Cont. 10 6$ 1902
A. prcelongus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 231894
Rothrockii Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 174 1894
procerus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 369 1878
Pattersoni van procerus [Gray] Jones Cont. 7 636 1895
Phacopsis proelongus [Sheldon] Torn Bull. 32 661 1905
Ry i^ rgiella praelonga [Sheldon] Fedde & Sydow, Just. Jahr.
part I 33 534 190S
pauciflorus Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 149 1834 No. 31 Page 97
Tragacantha pauciflora (Hooker) Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 947 1891
A, vexiliflexus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 19 1894
Homalobus vexiliflexus (Sheldon) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 249 1900
pauciflorus Gray Proc. Phil. Acad. Ser. 2 7 50 iS6j is leptaleus
pauperculus Greene Pitt. 3 224 1897 is Rattani
Peabodianus Jones Cont- 3 295 1893 is pubentissimus
pectinatus Douglas in Hooker Fl. Bor. Am. i 142 1830 No. 104
Phaca pectinata (Douglas) Hooker FL Bor. Am, L c, 141
Tragacantha pectinata (Douglas) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 1891
Ctenophylluni pectiflatum (Douglas) Rydberg Torn Bull. 32 663*05
Var. platyphyllus Jones Cont. 10 87 1902
pephragmenus Jones Cont. 5 267 1893 is argophyllus var.
perrenuis Greene Leaflets 2 42 1910 is Nuttallianus var.
Ph enicis Jones Cont. 8 12 1898 No. 189
A. intermedius Jones Cont. 7 656 1895
pictus Boiss. & Gal. Diagn. PI. Or, 36 55 1859 is nomen nudum
pictus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 214 1864 No. 54, Page 109
Dalea picta Gray PI. Fend 37 1849
Tragacantha picta (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 947 1891
A. angustus Jones Cont. 7 635 1895
Var. ceramicus (Sheldon) Jones Cont, 1062 1902
ceramicus Sheldon Minn, BoL Stud. 9 19 1894
pictus var. angustus Jones Cont. 4 37 1893
ceramicus var. Jonesii Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 19 1894
Var- foliolosus (Gray) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 138*94
pictus var. foliolosus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 215 1864
Var. filifolius Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 215 1864
A. filifolius Gray Pac. R. R. Rep. 12 42 t. lA 1S60
ceramicus var. imperfectus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 19
angustus var. imperfectus(Sheldon) Jones Cont 10 62 1902
Var. longifolius (Pursh) Jones Cont. 7 635 1895
Psoraiea longifolia Pursh FL 741 1814
Orobus longifolius (Puish) Nutt. Gen. 2 95 1818
Physondra longifolia (Pursh) Raf. AtL Journ. 145 1832
Var. magnus Jones
pinonis Jones Cont. 8 14 1898 No, 158
piscinus Jones Cont. 7 645 1895 is Douglasii var.
Piattensis Nutt in T. & G. Fl. N, A. i 332 1838 No, 198
Phaca Piattensis (Nutt.) MacMillan Metasperm, 325 1892
Geoprumnon Plattense (Nutt.) Rydberg in Small's FL S. E, U. S.
615, 1332 1903
Var. Tennesseensis Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 193 1864
platytropis Gray Proc. Am. Acad, 6526 1865
Tragacantha platytropis (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 1 891
Phaca platytropis (Gray) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 246 1900
Cystium platytropis (Gray) Rydberg Torr, Bull. 40 50 1913
piayanus Jones Cont. 8 6 1S9S is triflorus var,
polaris [Seeman] Bentb, in Hook, f. PL Arct. 323 1861 No. 26, P. 88
Oxytropis polaris Scenian Vov, Herald Narr. 2 24 1852
Tragacantha polaris [Seeman] Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 189I
Pomonensis Jones Cont. 10 59 1902 No. 56, Page no
Pondii Greene Pitt. I 288 18S9 is insularis var.
porrectus Watson Bot. King 75 1871 No. 6, Page 62
Tragacantha porrecta (Watson) Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 947 ^^^
prjelongus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 1894 is Pattersoni var.
Preussii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6222 1864 No, 113
Tragacantha Preussii [GrayJ Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 '^91
Phaca Preussii [Gray] Rydberg Torr. BulL 40 47 19^3
Var. arctus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 130 1894 is typical
Var Eastwoodae Jones
A. Eastwoodae Jones Cont 6 368 1S94
Phaca Eastwoods Qones] Rydberg Torr, 32 664 1905
A. Preussii var. sulcatus Tonss 4 37 1893
Var. latus Jones Gont 4 36 1893 is nearly typical
Var. laxiflorus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 369 1878
Van laxispicatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 130 1894 is van
laxiflorus
Pr?us3ii var. sulcatus Jones Cont. 4 37 (1893).
Eastwoods Jones Cont. 6 368 (1894)*
Prins^lei Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 21 449 (1886). No. 249 p. ^76.
procerus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 369 (1878) is A. Patterson! var.
praslongus (Sheldon) Jones.
procumbens Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20 361 (1885) is A. accum-
bons Sheldon.
prcriferus Jones Cont. 5 275 (1893) No. 40, p. 101.
prunifer Kydberg Fl. Mont. 239 (1900) is A. crassicarpus Nutt.
prjniformis Jones Cont. 7 660 (1895) is A. accidens var. Hender-
soni (Watson) Jones. '
.
ptcrocarpus Watson Bot. King 71 (1871) No. 102, p. 147.
pubentissimus T. & G. FL 1 693 (1840) No. 35, p. 99.
multicaulis Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 335 (1838).
Peabodianus Jones Cont. 3 295 (1893).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Pueblae Jones Cont. 14 35 (1912) No. 248, p. 275.
Pulsifcr^ Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 10 69 (1874) No. 33, p. 98.
Suksdorfii Howell Erythea 1 111 (1893).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 947 (1891),
puiiiceus Osterhout Muhl. 1 140 (1906) is' A. Missouriensis,
Xylophacos—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905).
Purpusi Jonea Cont. 14 34 (1912) No. 265, p. 281.
Pu shii Dougl. in Hook. FL Bor. Am. 1 152 (1834) No. 181, p. 222.
Phaca moilissima Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 350 (1838).
.Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 917 (1891).
Xylophacus Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905). Also Heller Muhl.
2 217 (1906).
Var. coccineuG Parry West Am, Sci. 7 10 (1890). Nomen nudum,
is A. coccineus (Parry) Brandegee.
Yrr. interior Jones p. 222.
Var. longilobus Jones Cont. 5 269 (1893) p. 223.
Var. leucolobus Jones Cont. 5 270 (1893) and Cont. 10 61 (1902)
p. 223.
^ ^
Var. Icctuius (Watson) Jones Cont. 10 61 (1902) p. 223.
A. lectulus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 22 471 (1887).
Var. tinctus Jones Cont. 5 269 (1893) p. 223.
Purshii X glareosus Jones p. 221.
Purshii x Newberryi Jones p. 216.
Pu_"hii X Watsonianus Jones p. 216.
pychnostachyus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 257 (1864) No. 45, p. 103
TragacanLha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
pys:maeus (Nutt.) Jones No. 170, p. 210.
Phaca pygmaea Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 349 (1838).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 (1891).
Xylop!Y„c6s Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905)".
A. Chamaeleuce Gray Bot. Ives 10 (1860).
.
Var. lac-coliticus Jones Cont. 7 672 (1895) as Chamaeleuce var.
p. 211.
Quinquefiorus Y/atson proc. Am. Acad. 21 450 (1886) No. 23. p. 8L
racemosus Pursh FL 740 (1814) No. 208, p 247
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891)Tium—Rydberg Torr. BulL 32 659 (1905).
Var. brevisetus Jones Cont. 7 662 (1895) p 247
Var. longisetus Jones Cont. 7 663 (1895) p '247
'
rasus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 158 (1894) is A. scopulorum P. & C.
Rattam Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 19 75 (1883) No. 238, p. 269.
pauperculus Greene Pitt. 3 224 (1897).
recedens Greene Unpub.(?) is A. Pattersoni Gray.
recticarpus Wood Bot. Gaz. 3 50 (1878) is A. Lindheimeri Gray.
recurvus Greene Bull. C&L Acad. 3 155 (1885) No. 141, p. 186.
reflexus T. & G. FL N. A. 1 334 (1838) No. 266, p. 284
Tragacantha^Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 (1891)
remulcus Jones Cont. 7 658 (1895) No. 169, p. 209.Var. Chloridae Jones p. 210.
<j •
rcptans Willd. Hort. Berol. 2 88 (1816) No. 204, p. 191.
Tragacantha—Knntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
reventoides Jones Cont. 7 661 (1895) is A. terminalis var,
Cnemidophacos—Rydber^ Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913).
reventus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 15 46 (1879) No. 115, p. 160.
Cnemidophacos—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913).
var. Canbyi Jones Cont. 8 11 (1898).
Var. conjunctus (Watson) Jones Cont. 10 61 (1902) p. 100.
A. conjuntus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 18 371 (1882).
conjunctus var. Hoodianus (Howell) Jones Cont. 8 9 (1898).
A. Hoodianus Howell Erythea 1 111 (1893).
A. conjunctus var. oxytropidoides Jones 'Cont. 7 665 (1895).
R'chardsoni Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 126 (1894) is A. aboriginum.
A. vaginatus Rich, in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 149 (1834).
Robb'nsii (Of:kes) Gray Man. Ed. 2 98 (1856) is A. Labradoricus var.
Var. Jrt^upi E^^ler.ton & She'don in Minn. Bot. Stud, 9 155
(1894) is A. Labradoricus DC.
Var. borealis Eggleston Bot. Gaz. 20 271 (1895) is A. Labra-
doricus DC,
Var. occidentalis Watson Bot. King 70 (1871) is A. Labradoricus
var.
Rosei Jones No. 150, p. 190.
Lothrockii Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 174 (1894) is A. Patterson!
var. .
RusT)yi Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 1 8 (1884) is A, strigulosus var.
brevidentatus Hemsley.
Var. longissimus Jones Cont. 7 662 (1895) is A. strigulosus H.B.K.
sabulonum Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 368 (1878) No. 36, p. 99.
Phaca sabulonum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913).
fabulosus Jones Cont. 2 239 (1891) No. 114, p. 156.
sdinus Howell Erythea 1 111 (1893) is A. lentiginosus Dougl.
Kalmonis Jones Cont. 8 9 (1898) No. 136, p. 180.
I'^altonis Jones No. 258, p. 279.
ccalaris Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 23 270 (1888) No. 50, p. 106.
Var. quercetinus Jones T). 107.
fcaphoides Jones Cont. 10 69 (1902) is A. arrectus var.
rcaposus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 366 (1878) is A. calycosus var.
tchaffneri Jones No. 257, p. 276.
lerocarpus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 225 (1864) No. 104, p, 149.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891),
Phaca podocarpa Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 142 (1840).
cobinatulus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 24 (1894) is A. Haydenianus
Gray,
scopulorum Porter FL Col. 24 (1874) No. 209, p. 247.
subcompressus Grav in Brandegee Rep. 234 (1876).
rasus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 158 (1894).
Tium—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 (1905).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
JTeatoni Jones Cont, 7 676 (1895) No. 262, p. 280.
Var. Crucis Jones p. 281.
Eocundus Mx. Fl. 2 66 (1803) is A. Labradoricus DC.
selenius Greene Erythea 3 76 (1895) is A. amphioxys Gray.
Eerenoi (Kuntze) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 130 (1894) No. 106,
p. 150,
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 941 (1891).
nudus Watson Bot. King 74 (1871).
oblatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 19 (1894).
sericoleucus Gray Am. Jour. Sci. Series 2 33 410 (1862) No, 21, p. 83.
Phaca sericea Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 343 (1838).
Orophaca sericea (Nutt.) Britton & Brown Fl. 2 307 (1897).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 942 (1891).
Phaca trifoliata Nutt. MS.
Var. aretioides Jones Cont. 8 13 (1898) p. 84.
Orophaca—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 668 (1905).
Var. tridactylicus (Gray) Jones Cont. 10 69 (1902) p. 84. "^ !
A. tridactylicus Gray Proc. Am. Acad, 6 527 (1865). •
Orophaca—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 668 (1905).
Tragacantha^—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Phiica digitata Torr. Frem. Rep. 89 (1845).
serotinus Gray Pac. R. R. Rep. 12 18 51 t. 5 (1860) is A. campes-
tris var.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
squiflorus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 10 .^4fi ( p. 82.
Phaca—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 48 (1913).
serpens Jones Cont. 7 641, 644 (1895) No. 52, p. 108.
Ph^ca—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913).
Chearis Rydberg Torr. Bull. 31 562 (1904) is A. elegans (Hook.)
Sheldon.
Atelophragma—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905).
Shockleyi Jones Cont. 7 659 (1895) is A. Serenoi (Kuntze) Sheldon.
Shortianus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 331 (1838) No. 166, p. 205.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 944 (1891).
Xylophacos Rydberg in Small Fl. S. E. U. S. 1332 (1903).
iodopetalus Greene in Herb.
humilis Geyer Lond. Jour. Bot. 6 211 (1847).
Var. cyaneus (Gray) Jones Cont. 8 5 (1898) and 10 65 (1902)
p. 206.
A. cyaneus Gray PI. Fend. 34 (1849).
Shortianus var. minor Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 211 (1864)
in part. .
Var. minor Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 211 (1864) in part is A. Mis-
souriensis Nutt.
Sileranus Jones Zoe 2 242 (1891) No. 160 p 196Phaca—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913).
'
Var. cariacus Jones Cont. 7 642 (1895) p 197
simplicifolius (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 231 (1864) No. 14
, p. 78.
Phaca—Nutt. in T. & G, Fl. 1 350 (1838).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 (1891)
Homalobus—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913)
umflorus Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 49 (1907)
brachycarpus Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 352 (1838)
canescens Nutt. 1. c.
v /•
.^
Var. caespitosus (Nutt.) Jones Cont. 7 647 (1895) p 79Homalobus caespitosus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl 1 352 (1838)Var. spatulatus (Sheldon) Jones Cont. 7 65 (1912)
A. spatulatus Sheldon Minn. Bot, Stud. 9 22 (1894)
caespitosus (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 230 (1864).Tragacantha caespitosa Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 943 (1891).Homa obus canescens Nutt, in T, & G. Fl. 1 352 (1838).A. hngulatus Sheldon Mmn. Bot. Stud. 9 118 (1894)Var. spatulatus (Sheldon) Jones Cont. 10 65 (1902). See above.
Is var. caespitosus.
A. spatulatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. S 22 (1894)
simphcifolius var. spatulatus (Sheldon) Jones Cont. 7 647liyyo)
.
Homalobus^ lin^latus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52
simulans Cockerell Torreya 2 154 (1902) is A mollissimns Tor
smuatus Piper Torr. Bull. 28 40 (1901) is A Gibhs K^USonorae Gray PI. Wr. 2 44 (1853 is a! hu^Sus va^.'"'Sonneanus Greene Pitt 3 186 (1897) is A. Hookerianus T. & G.sophoroides Jones Zoe 2 12 (1891) No 200, p. 240.Spaldingii Gray Proc. Arn. Acad. 6 524 (1865).A. Chaetodon Torr. 1. c.
Phaca Spaldingii (Gray) Piper Fl. Wash. 370 (1906).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
sparsiflorus Gray Proc. Phil. Acad. Ser. 2 7 60 (1863), PI. Hall &
Harbour No. 128, name only. Proc. Am. Acad. 6 205 (1864).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Tium—Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905).
variegatum Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 48 (1907).
Var. majusculus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 206 (1864) p. 130.
Var. major Gray Proc. Phil. Acad. Ser. 2 7 60 (1863), name
only,
spatulatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 22 (1894) is A. simplicifolius
var.
speirocarpus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 225 (1864) No. 95, p. 141.
Phaca speirocarpa (Gray) Piper Fl. Wash. 370 (1906).
A. Whitedi Piper Torr. Bull. 20 (1902).
Var. falciformis Gray Bot. Cal. 1 152 (1876) is A. Gibbsii var.
curvicarpus.
Var. curvicarpus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 126 (1894) is A.
Gibbsii. var. curvicarpus (Sheldon) Jones,
spicatus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 336 (1838) is A. Canadensis var.
Mortoni.
stenophyllus T. & G. Fl. 1 329 (1838) No. 4 p. 71.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Phaca—Piper Fl. Wash. 371 (1906).
Homalobus—Rydberg Fl. Mont. 249 (1900).
filipes (Torr.) Heller Muhl. 9 67 (1913).
A. leptophyllus Nutt. Jour. Phil. Acad. 7 18 (1834).
filipes Torr. Bot. Wilkes 278 (1854).
stipularis Jones Cont. 7 655 (1895) is A. desperatus Jones,
straturensis Jones Cont. 8 19 (1898) No. 142 p. 186.
Hamosa atratiformis Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 48 (1907).
streptopus Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 3 155 (1885) is A. acutirostris
Watson,
striatiflorus Jones Cont. 7 643 (1895) is A. Sileranus Jones,
striatus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 330 (1838) is A. nitidus var. robustior.
strigosus (Kell.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 24 (1894) is A. tener
Gray.
strigosus Coulter & Fisher Bot. Gaz. 18 299 (1893) is A. campestris
var.
strio;ulosus H. B. K. Nov. Gen. & Sp. 6 494 (1824) No. 143, p. 186.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 948 (1891).
A. Rusbyi var. longissimus Jones Cont. 7 662 (1895).
Var. gracilis Hemsley Bot. Cent. Am. 1 266 (1880) p. 187.
Var. brevidcntatus Hemsley Bot. Cent. Am. 1 266 (1880) p. 187.
A. Rusbyi Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 1 8 (1884).
aitus Wooton & Standley Cont. Nat. Herb 16 36 (1913).
Eubcinereus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 366 (1878) No. 49, p. 106.
Phaca subcinerea (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913).
A. Wootoni Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 138 (1894).
subcompressus Gray in Brandegee Rep. Col. 234 (1876) is A. scopu-
lorum.
subuniflorus Greene Leaflets 2 42 (1910) is A. Nuttallianus DC.
Eucculentus Rich, in Frankl. Jour. Supp. 18 (1823) is A. crassicarpus,
Geoprumnon succulentum (Rich.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 658
(1905).
succumbens Dougl. in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 151 (1834) No. 187, p.
A. doiTcnioides Dougl. in G. Don Gard Diet. 2 258 (1834).
sulphurescens Rydberg Torr. Bull. 26 36 (1901) is A. nitidus var.
Suksdorfii Howell Erythea 1 111 (1893) is A. Pulsiferas Gray.
supervacancus Greene Erythea 1 221 (1893) is A. Bolanderi Gray,
suturalis fcheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 (1894) is A Newberryi var.
sylvaticus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 23 262 01888) No 226, p. 261.
A. umbraticus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud- 9 '23 (1894).
syrticolus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 22 (1894) is A. Bigelovu var.
Tarletonis Rydberg Bull. N. Y, Gard. 2 175 (1901) is A. agrestis
Dougl.
tegetarioides Jones Cont. 10 66 (1902) No. 22, p. 84.
tegetarius Watson Bot. King 76 (1871) is A. montanus var.
var. implexus Canby in Porter & Coulter Fl. Coh App. (1874) is
A. montanus var.
var. rotundus Jones Cont. 650 (1895) is A. montanus var. ro-
tundus.
Tejonensis Jones Cont. 7 644 (1895) is A. Douglasii var. Tejonensis
Jones,
tenellus Pursh Fl. 473 (1814) No. 2, p. 69.
Tragacanlha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Homalobus—Britton Br. & Br. Fl, 2 305 (1897).
multiflorus (Pursh) T. & G. FL 1 351 (1838).
dispar Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 350 (1838).
Ervum multiflorum Pursh FL 739 (1814).
Orobus dispar Nutt. Gen. 2 95 (1818).
Physondra dispar (Nutt.) Raf. Atl. Jour. 145 (1832).
Phaca nigreEcens Hook. FL Bor. Am. 1 143 (1830).
A. multiflorus (Pursh) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 226 (1864).
nigrescens (Hook.) Gray Am. Jour. Sci. Ser. 2 33 410 (1862).
toner Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 206 (1864) No. 237, p. 208.
A. HypofTlottis var. strigosus KelL Proc. Cal. Acad, 2 115 (1863).
str.gos^is (KelL) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 24 (1894).
Titi Eastwood Torr. Bull, 32 195 (1905).
Var. Bruca? Jones p. 268.
Var. rattanoides Jones p. 208.
Tenncsseensis Gray in Chapman FL 98 (1860) No. 199, p. 238.
Plattensis var. Tennesscensis Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 193 (1864).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Geoprumnon Tennesseense (Gray) Rydberg in Small Fl. S. E.
States 016 1332 (1903).
tephrodes Gray PL Wr. 2 45 (1853) No. 165, p. 205.
tepicus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 172 (1894) is A. ervoides H. & A.
terminalis Watson Proc, Am. Acad. 17 370 (1882) No. 122, p. 167.
Var. rcventoides Jones p. 167,
A. reventoides Jones Cont. 7 661 (1895).
Cnemidophacos reventoides (Jones) Rydberg Torr,' Bull. 40 52
(1913).
tetraptcrus Gray Prcc. Am. Acad. 13 369 (1878) No. 103. p. 148.
Var. Capricornus Jones p. 149.
Texanus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 65, 141, 175 (1894) is A. gi-
ganteus.
thermalis Greene Erythea 3 76 (1895) is A. Missouriensis Nutt.
Thompsonae Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 10 345 (1875) is A. Bigelovii
var.
Thurberi Gr. PL Thurber 312 (1855). No. 43, p. 102.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 948 (1891).
Titi Eastwood Torr. Bull. 32 195 (1905) is A. tener Gray.
Toanus Jones Cont. 3 296 (1893) No. 97 p, 145.
Tolucanus Rob. & Seaton Proc. Am. Acad. 28 104 (1893) No, 143,
p. 190.
Traskiaa Eastwood Proc. Cal. Acad. 3 102 fig. (1899) No, 232, p. 264.
tricarinatus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 12 50 (1876) No. 221, p. 258.
trichocalyx Nutt. in T'. & G. FL 1 322 (1838) is A. Mexicanus A. DC.
trichocarpus (T. & G.) Young in FL Tex. 228 (187S
lianus.
3) is A. Nuttal-
Tragacantha trichocarpa (T. & G.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891)
ytrichopodus (Nutt.) Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 218 (1864) No. 69, p-
116.
Phaca trichopoda Nutt, in T. & G. Fl. 1 343 (1838).
tridactylicus Gray Proc, Am. Acad. 6 527 (1865) is A. sericoleucus
var.
triflorus (DC.) Gray P. Wr. 2 45 (1853) No. 48, p. 104.
Phaca triflora DC. Ast. 50 t. 1 (1802).
DeCandolIeana H. B. K. Nov, Gen. & Sp. 6 495 t. 586 (1824),
cerussata (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 (1905).
A. DeCandolleanus (H. B. K.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 140
(1894).
cerussatus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 139 (1894).
Var. Candolleanus (H. B. K.) Jones Cont. 7 637 (1895) is typical.
Var, insularis (Kell.) Jones Cont. 7 637 (1895) is A. insularis Kell,
Var, playanus Jones p. 106,
A. playanus Jones Cont. 8 6 (1898).
triphyllus Pursh Fl. 740 (1814) No. 24, p. 86,
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891),
Phaca triphylla (Pursh) Eaton & Wr. N. A. Bot. Ed. 8 351 (1840).
caespitosa Nutt. Gen. 2 98 (1818).
argophylla Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 342 (1838).
Orophaca caespitosa (Nutt.) Br. & Br. Fl. 2 306 (1897).
A. gilviflorus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 21 (1894).
triquetrus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 367 (1878) No. 78, p. 122.
A. Geyeri var. triquetrus (Gr.) Jones Cont. 8 7 (1898).
tristis Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 336 (1838) is A. Canadensis var. Mor-
toni.
troglodytus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 20 362 (1885) No. 204, p. 242.
Tweedyi Canby Bot. Gaz. 15 150 (1890) No. 92, p. 140.
Uintensis Jones Cont. 7 670 1899) is A, argophyllus Nutt.
umbraticus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 (1894) is A. sylvaticus
Watson.
urceolatus Greene MS. is A. oocalycis Jones,
ursinus Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 13 367 (1898) is A, lentiginosus var,
Mokiacensis (Gray) Jones.
Utahensis (Torr.) T. & G. Pac, R. R. Rep. 2 120 (1855) No, 179, p.
228.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Phaca mollissima var. Utahensis Torr. Stansb. Rep. 385 t. 2
(1853).
Zylophacos Utahensis (Torr.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913).
vaccarum Gray PI. Wr. 2 43 (1853) No. 259, p. 279.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
A. Dalea; Greene Pitt. 1 153 (1887).
vaginatus Rich, in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 149 (1834) is A. Richard-
soni.
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
vallaris Jones Cont. 10 59 (1902) No, 119, p. 163,
Vaseyi Watson Proc, Am. Acad. 17 370 (1882) No. 42, p. 102.
vefitorum Gray Am. Nat, 8 212 (1874) is A, Oregahus Nutt.
Tragacantha ventorum (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
vcspertinus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 150 (1894) is A. amphioxys
var.
vcstltus (Benth.) Watson Bib. Index 202 (1878) No. 55, p. 110.
Phaca vestita Benth. Bot, Sulph. 13 (1844).
Tragacantha—Kuntze Rev. Gen, 2 (1891).
A. anemophilus Greene Bull. Cal. Acad. 4 186 (1885).
Var. Pranciscanus (Sheldon) Jones p. 110.
A. Pranciscanus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 133 (1894).
Var. longulus 1. c. Same.
A. Crotalariae var. virgatus Gra^' Bot. Cal. 1 149 (1876).
fi .
Phaca Franciscana (Sheldon) Heller Muhl. 2 217 (1906).
Var. Menziesii (Gray) Jones p. 110.
A. Menziesii Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 217 (1864).'
densifolius (Sm.) Terr. Pac. R. R. Rep. 7 10 (1856).
Phaca densifolia Smith in Rees Cycl. 27 No. 9 (1817).
Nuttallii T. & G. Fl. 1 343 (1838).
inflata Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 343 (1838).
Tragacantha Nuttallii (T. & G.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
voxilliflexus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 21 (1894) is A. pauciflorus.
villosus Mx. Fl. 2 67 (1803) No. 81, p. 129.
Phaca villosa Nutt. Gen. 2 97 (1818).
Tragacantha villosa (Mx.) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 949 (1891).
A. intonsus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 (1894).
Tium intonsum (Sheldon) Rydberg in Small Fl. 619 1332
(1903).
Virgineus Sheldon in Coville Death Val. Rep. 88 (1893) is A. sabu-
lonum Gr.
virgultulus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 165 (1894) is A. agrestis
var.
virklis (Nutt.) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 118 (1894) is A. mon-
tanus.
Var. impensus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 118 (1894) is A. mon-
tanus var.
Wardi Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 12 55 (1876) No. 51 p. 107.
Phaca Wardi (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913).
Watsoni Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 23 (1894) is A. accidens var.
Watsonianus (Kuntze) Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 143 (1894) is
A. Newberryi var.
Webberi Gray Bot. Cal. 1 154 (1876) No. 161, p. 202.
Tragacantha Webberi (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Wetherilli Jones Cont. 4 34 (1893) No. 64, p. 114.
Txrf.'i^^^? J^^*^^"^l^ (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 (1905).Whitedi Piper Torr. Bull. 29 224 (1902) is A. speirocarpus Gray.
Whitneyi Gray Proc. Am. Acad. 6 526 (1865) is A. Hookerianus
var.
Var. pinonis Elmer Bot. Gaz. 39 54 (1905) is A. Hookerianus
var.'
Tragacantha Whitneyi (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Phaca Whitneyi (Gray) Heller Muhl. 9 67 (1913).
Wilsoni Greene Pitt. 3 196 (1897) is A. lentiginosus var. Mo-
kiacensis.
Wingatensis Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 18 192 (1883) No 1, p. 69.
Homalobus Wingatensis (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 31 563
(1904), also Heller Muhl. 1 145 (1906).
Var. Dodgeanus Jones p. 69.
A. Dodgeanus Jones Cont. 3 289 (1893).
Homalobus Dodgeanus (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52
\ 1 J ±o ) 9
scerbus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 666 (1905).
A. acerbus Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 123 (1894).
,,,.,,
Homalobus proximus Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 667 (1905).
Wilhamsii Rydberg Bull. N. Y. Gard. 2 175 (1901).
Woodruffi No. 13, p. 77.
'
Wootoni Sheldon Minn. Bot. Stud. 9 138 (1894) is A. subcinereus
Gray.
Wr.-ghtii Gray PI.
-Lindheimer 176 (1850) No. 239, p. 269.
Tragacantha Wrightii (Gray) Kuntze Rev. Gen. 2 (1891).
Yaquianus Watson Proc. Am. Acad. 23 270 (1888) is A. giganteus
var.
Yukonis Jones No. 28, p. 89.
Zionis Jones Cont. 7 652 (1895) No. 168, p. 208.
Xylophacos Zionis (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 48 (1913).
Atelophragma Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) p. 15.
aboriginum (Rich.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A.
aborierinum.
Arthuri (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull, 40 51 (1913) is A. Arthuri
Jones.
Brandegei (Porter) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A.
Brandegei.
elegans (Hook.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A. elegans.
Forwoodi (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 (1913) is A. aborig-
inum var,
glabriusculum (Hook.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A.
aboriginum var.
Ibapense (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 (1913) is A, Ibapensis.
lineare Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 (1913) is A. aboriginum Rich.
Macounii Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A. Labradpricus
var.
Shearis Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A. elegans.
Atrati pp. 12, 179.
Barriers p. 41.
Bisulcati pp. 11, 243.
Blue Mountains p. 46.
British America p. 47.
Bucerates p. 8.
Californian Valley Region p. 40.
Caprini p. 8.
Carnosocarpus p. 14. , ...
Cascade-Olympics p. 47.
*
•
Catalinas p. 49.
ChjEtodontes pp. 9, 172.
Christiani p. 8.
Chronopoidii p. 8.
'
Ciceroidese p. 8. . .
Clr.vocnrpus p. 13.
Cnemidophacos Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 663 (1905) p. 15.
argillosus (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. ar-
gillosus.
confertiflorus (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. con-
fertiflorus Gray.
flavus (Nutt.) Rydberg Torr. Bull, 82 664 (1905) is A. conferti-
florus Gray.
reventoides (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. ter-
minalis var.
reventus (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. reventus.
Collini pp. 11, 139.
Colorado-Yellowstone region p. 46.
Color of Flowers p. 57.
Columbia Basin pp. 37, 39, .43.
Corrections p. 288.
Ctenophyllum Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 663 (1905) p. 16.
Grayi (Parry) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 50 (1913) is A. Grayi Parry.
pcctinatus (Hook.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 663 (1905) is A. pec-
tinatus.
Cystium Stev. Bull. Soc. Nat. Mosc. 4 268 (1832) p. 16.
araneosum (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 50 (1913) is A.
lentiginosus var.
Eoiseanum (Nelson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 50 (1913) is A. ar-
rectus var,
Coulteri (Benth.) Rydberg Torr, Bull. 40 50 (1913) is A. len-
tiginosus var.
diphysum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 (1905) is A. lentig-
inosus var,
ineptum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 (1905). Republished
lentiginosum (Dougl.) Ryd. Torr. Bull. 40 50 (1913) is A. len-
tiginosus.
40 50 (1913) is A. lentiginosus var,
platytropis (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 50 (1913) is A. platy-
tropis Gr.
Death Valley Region p. 53,
Debiles p. 87.
DeCandolle's Revision p. 8.
Didymocarpi pp. 9, 283.
Diholcos Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 664 (1905) p. 16.
bisulcatus (Hook.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 664 (1905) is A. bisul-
decalvans'(Gandoger) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 664 (1905) is A*
bisulcatus. -^
Haydenianus (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 664 (1905)^ A.
Haydenianus. /
scobinatulus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr, Bull. 40 51 (191^3) is A.
Haydenianus.
Diphysi p. 9.
Dispermus p. 14.
Dissitiflori p. 8,.
Eastern and Atlantic Region pp. 37, 39.
Eastern Great Basin Region pp. 38, 39, 44.
East Humboldt Region p. 46,
Ecology p> 28.
Effects of Ecological Factors p. 55.
Eremiticus p, 14.
Eriocarpi p, 11.
Euastragalus p. 13.
Famelicus p. 13.
Flexuosi pp. 11, 192.
Galegiformes pp. 8, 10, 246.
Generic Segragation p. 15.
Genetic Relationship p. 27.
GiU Region p. 54.
Geoprumnon Rydberg, Small's Flora S. E. U. S. 61G (1903) p. 16.
crassjcarpum (Nutt.) Rydberg in Small's Fl. S. E. U. S. 616 (1903)-
is A. crassicarpus.
Mexicanum (DC.) Rydberg in Smairs Fl. S. E. U. S. 616 (1903) is
A. Mexicanus.
pachycarpum^ (T. & G.) Rydberg in Small's FL S. E. U. S. 616
(1903) is A. crassicarpus.
Plattense (Nutt.) Rydberg in Small's FL S. E. U. S. 615 (1903)
is A. Plattensis.
suceulentum (Rich.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 658 (1905) is A.
crassicarpus.
Terinessecnse (Gray) Rydberg in Small's FL S. E. U. S. 616 (1903)
is A. Tcnnesseensis.
Greten River. Basin pp. 39, 43.
Group Details p. 18.
Hamosa Medic in Vorles Churpf. Phys. Ges. 2 376 (1787).
atrata (Watson) Rydbeg Torr. Bull. 34 48 (1907) is A. atratus.
austrina Rydberg in SmalFs FL S. E. U. S. 018, 1332 (1903) is
.
A. Nuttallianus.
atratiformls Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 48 (1907) is A. straturensis
Jones.
caljcopa (Torr.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 50 (1913) is A. calycosus.
leptocarpa (T. & G.) Rydberg in Small's FL S. E, J. S. C17 (190;J)
is A. leptocarpus.
Lindheimeri (Eng.) Rydberg in Small's FL S. E. U. S. 017 (1903)
is A. Lindheimeri.
macilenta Rydberg in Small's FL S. E. U. S. 617 (1903) is A.
leptocarpus.
Nuttalliana (DC.) Rydberg in Small's Fl. S. E. U. S. 618 (1903)
is A Nuttallianus. •
. . ,
scaposa (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 (1905) is A. calycosus
var.
Hamosi p. 253.
Hesperastragalus Heller Muhl. 2 86 (1906).
compactus Heller Muhl. 2 218 (1906) is A. dispermus.
didymocarpus (H. & A.) Heller Muhl. 2 87 (1905) is A. didymo-
carpus.
V . . •
Gambellianus (Sheldon) Heller Muhl. 2 87 (1905) is A. nigrescens.
Homalobi pp. 11, 18, 65.
Homalobus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 353 (1838).
.
. . \ .
aboriginorum (Rich.) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 246 (1900) is A. aborig-
aboriginum (Rich.) Rydberg in Britten's Man. 554 (1901) is A.
aboriginum.
, „„^^ . » -r^ .
acerbus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 666 (1905) is A. Dod-
aculeatus (Nelson) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 249 (1900) is A. m«ntanus
var.
Bourgovii (Gray) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 247 (1900) is A. Bourgovii.
Californicus (Gray) Heller Muhl. 2 86 (1905) is A. Californicus.
brachycarpus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 352 (1838) is A. simplicifo-
lius var. . . . ,..»,.
csespitosus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 352 (1838) is A. simplicifolius
campestris Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 351 (1838) is A. campestris.
camporum Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 666 (1905) is A. campestris.
canescens Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 352 (1838) is A. simplicifolius var.
Clementis Rydberg Torr. Bull. 31 563 (1904) is A. Labradoricus
collinus '(Dougl.) Rydberg Toit. Bull. 40 53 (1913) is A. collinus.
curvicarpus (Sheldon) Heller Muhl. 2 86 (1905) is A. Missouri-
Gns^s
dcbil^'s (Nutt.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 53 (1913) is A. debilis.
decumbcns (Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 352 (1838) is A. campestris var.
decumbens (Nutt.) in T. & G. Fl. 1 352 (1838) is A. campestris
decurrens Rydberg Torr. Bull. 31 563 (1904) is A. campestris var.
dispar Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 350 (1838) is A. tenellus. .
divcrgens (Elankenship) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 417 (1907) is
A. campestris var.
, ^,<^^ . * itt-
DoJgeanus (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. Winga-
tensis var.
.. ..___ , . . „ .
(Watson)
copus
cxilifolms' (Nelson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. sim-
plicifolius var.
, „„„. . . _
Fendleri (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 667 (1905) is A. flexuosus
va.r
filipes (Torr.) Heller Muhl. 2 86 (1906) is A. stenophyllus
grallator (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 666 (1905) is A. Hay-
denianus. ,,.^^-v . » n
flexuosus (Hook.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 666 (1905) is A. flexu-
osus.
, ..„-v . 1 -11.
Hallii (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 667 (190&) is A. gracilentus
var.
. .
hylophilus Rydberg F. Mont. 247 (1900) is A. campestris var.
junceus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 351 (1838) is A. junceus._
_
junciformis (Nelson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 666 (1905) is junceus
lancearius (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (191^ is A. lance-
arius.
. .
lingulatus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. sim-
plicifolius.
macrocarpus (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 667 (1905) is A.
lonchocarpus.
miser (Dougl.) Eydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. miser,
montanus (Nutt.) Britton & Br. Fl. 2 306 (1897) is A. montanus.
multiflorus (Pursh) Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 351 (1838) is A. tenellus.
nigrescens Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 351 (1838) is A. tenellus.
oblongifolius Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 50 (1907) is A. campestris.
orthocarpus Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 351 (1838) is A. junceus var.
Palliseri (Gray) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 248 (1900) is A. campestris
var.
proximus Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 667 (1905) is A. Wingatensis var.
Salidae Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 667 (1905) is A. campestris.
serotinus (Gray) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 248 (1900) is A. campestris
var.
simplicifolius (Nutt.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. sim-
plicifolius.
stenophyllus (T. & G.) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 249 (1900) is A. steno-
phyllus.
strigosus (C. & F.) Rydberg Torr. Bull._ 40 53 (1913) is A. cam-
pestris var.
tenellus (Pursh) Britton & Br. Fl. 2 305 (1897) is A. tenellus.
tenuifolius Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 352 (1838) is A. campestris var.
vexiliflexus (Sheldon) Rydberg Fl. Mont. 249 (1900) is A. pauci-
florus»
Wingatensis (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 31 563 (1904) is A.
Wingatensis.
Wolfii Rydberg Torr. Bull. 31 562 (1904) is A. montanus. '
Hypoglottidei p. 8.
Hypoglottidens p. 14,
Hypoglottides p. 169.
Incani p. 8.
Inflati pp. 11, 91,
Jonesiella Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 GGl (1905).
asclepiadoides (Jones) Torr. Bull. 32 661 (1905) is A. asclepia-
doides.
Kentrophyta Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 353 (1838) p. 16.
aculeata (Nelson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 (1905) is A. mon-
tanus var.
impensa (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr, Bull. 32 665 (1905) is A. mon-
tanus var.
montana Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 353 (1838) is A. montanus,
tegetaria (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. mon-
tanus var.
viridis Nutt. in T, & G. Fl. 1 353 (1838) is A. montanus.
Wolfii Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 (1905) is A. montanus var.
Key to Groups p. 61,
Lanocarpus p. 13,
Leptocarpi p. 12.
Life Zones p. 30.
Local Floras p. 41.
Lonchocarpi pp. 11, 250.
Lotiflori pp. 10, 175.
Lower Temperate Life Zone, pp. 31, 38, 50, 51, 52.
Malaci p. 225.
_
Mexican Plateau pp. 38, 39, 40, 44.
Micranthi, pp. 9, 272.
Microcystei p. 11.
Microphacos Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 6G3 (1905) p. 16.
gracilis (Nutt.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 063 (1905) is A. paryi-
florus. •
microlobus (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 6G3 (1905) is A. par-
viflorus.
parviflorus (Pursh) Rydberi,- Torr. Bull. 40 51 (1913) is A. par-
viflorus.
Microlobi p. 14.
Middle Temperate Life Zone pp. 31, 34, 48.
MogoUon Region pp. 38, 46.
^
*
{ Mojave-Colorado Region p. 44.
Mojave Region p. 40.
Mollissimi pp. 9, 230,
Montana-Idaho-Wyoming Region p. 37.
Morphology p. 4.
Navajo Basin p. 41.
New England Region p. 47.
New Mexican Region p. 47.
Nomenclature p. 59.
Northern Plains Region p. 43.
Ocreati pp. 10, 239.
Ochroleuci p. 8. ^.^..^x
Onix Medic, in Vorles Churpf. Phys. Gcs. 2 378 (1787).
Mulfordfe (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 51 (1913) is A. Mul-
fordse.
Onobrychoidei, pp. 8, 9.
Onobrychoides p. 10.
Oocarpi p. 11.
Oregon-Washington-Coast Region p. 44.
Oroboidei p. 10.
Orophaca Britton in Br. & Br. FI. 2 306 (1897).
aretioides (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 668 (1905) is A. se-
ricoleucus var.
..^^„x . *
caespitosa (Nutt.) Britton in Br. & Br. Fl. 2 306 (1897) is A.
triphyllus.
, x . »
sericea (Nutt.) Britton in Br. & Br. Fl. 2 307 (1897) is A. se-
ricoleucus. „^ ,^ ^.»
tridactylica (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 668 (1905) is A. se-
ricoleucus var.
Pacific Coast Region p. 41.
-Pacific Slope Region p. 41.
Pachyphyllus p. 14.
Pectinatl p. 11-
Phaca L. p. 11. „ ,^^^r.^ • * i_ •
aboriginum (Rich.) Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 143 (1830) is A. aborig-
adsurgeri^' (Pall.) Piper FI. Wash. 372 (1906) is A. adsurgens.
agrestis (Dougl.) Piper Fl. Wash. 372 (1906) is A. agrestis.
alpina (L.) Piper Fl. Wash. 371 (1906) is A, Andinus Nutt.
alpina L. 755 (1753) is A. alpinus Sheldon.
,,„,o^ • x
ampullaria (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913) is A.
ampullarius.
'
..».,.
Andina Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 345 (1838) is A. Andinus._
annua Geyer Lond. Jour. Bot. 6 213 (1847) is A. Geyen.
argophylla Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 342 (1838) is A. triphyllus.
arrecta (Gray) Piper Fl. Wash. 370 (1906) is A. arrectus. ^
Artemisiarum (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 48 (1913) is A.
Beck'Mthii.
. . ,
artipes (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 664 (1905) is A. oophorus.
astragalina DC. Ast. 52 (1802) is A. Andinus. ..
. „ , .^^..
Beckwithii (T. & G.) Piper Fl. Wash. 371 (1906) is A. Beckwithu.
bisulcata Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 145 (1834) is A. bisulcatus.
Bodini (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 (1905) is A. debilis.
brachycarpa (Nutt.) Britton Mem. Torr. Club 5 200 (1894) is A.
simplicifolius-
caespitosa Nutt. Gen. 2 98 (1818) is A. triphyllus. _
Canadensis (L.) MacMilian Metasperm. 325 (1892) is A. Cana-
densis.
candidissima Benth. Bot. Sulph. 13 (1845) is A. Magdalen».
CanDolleana H. B. K. Nov. Gen. & Sp. 6 495 (1824) is A. tnflorus.
canescens Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 343 (1838) is A. leucopsis.
caryocarpa (Ker) MacMillan Metasperm. 326 (1892) is A. cras-
sicarpus. -
. . »
cerussata (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 (1905) is A.
triflorus.
collina (Dougl.) Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 141 (1830) is A. collmus.
conjuncta (Wat.) Piper Fl. Wash. 373 (1906) is A. reventus var.
convallaria (Greene) Piper Fl. Wash. 373 (1906) is A. campestris.
cretacea Buckley Proc. Phil. Acad. Ser. 2 5 452 (1862) is A. Mis-
soiiri6Xisis ^
Crotalari^ Benth. PL Hartw. 307 (1848) is A. Crotalariae.
Cusickii (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913) is A, Cusickn.
debilis Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 345 (1838) is A. debilis.
decumbens (Nutt.) Piper FL Wash. 373 (1906) is A. campestris.
densifolia Smith in Bees CycL 27 No. 9 (1817) is A. vestitus var.
digitata Torr. Frem. Rep. 89 (1845) is A. sericoleucus var.
Douglasii T. & G. FL 1 346 (1838) is A, DouglasiL
Eastwoods (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 664 (1905) is A.
Preussii var.
elatiocarpa (Sheldon) Rydberg Tor. Bull. 32 665 (1905) is A.
lotiflorus.
elegans Hook, FL Bor. Am. 1 144 (1830) is A. elegans.
elongata Hook. FL Bor. Am. 1 140 (1830) is A. flexuosus.
fastidia Kellogg Hesperian 4 145 (1860) is A. leucopsis var.
Fendleri Gray PL Fend. 36 (1849) is A. flexuosus var.
flexuosa Hook. FL Bor. Am. 1 141 (1830) is A. flexuosus.
Franciscana (Sheldon) Heller Muhl. 2 21.7 (1906) is A. vestitus
var.
glabriuscula Hook. FL Bor. Am. 1 144 (1830) is A. aboriginum var.
glareosa (Dougl.) Piper FL Wash. 369 (1906) is A. glareosus.
gracilenta Gray PL Fend. 36 (1849) is A. gracilentus.
gracilis (Nutt.) MacMillan Metasperm. 325 (1892) is A. parvi-
florus.
Hoodiana (Howell) Piper FL Wash, 373 (1906) is A, reventus var.
Hookeriana T. & G. Fl. 1 693 (1840) is A. Hookerianus.
humillima (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 (1905) is A. hu-
millimus.
Hypoglottis (L.) MacMillan Metasperm. 324 (1892) is A. Hypo-
glottis.
inepta (Gray) Rydberg FL Mont. 246 (1900) is A. lentiginosus.
inflexa (Dougl.) Piper FL Wash. 369 (1906) is A. inflexus.
jejuna (Watson) Rydberg Torr, Bull. 40 48 (1913) is A. jejunua.
lentiginosa (Dougl.) Piper FL Wash. 368 (1906) is A. lentiginosus.
leptalea (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull, 40 48 (1913) is A. leptaleus.
leucoloba (Jones) Heller MuhL 2 85 (1905) is A. Purshii yar.
leucophylla (T. & G.) H. & A. Bot. Beech, 333 (1841) is A. leuco-
phyllus.
leucopsis T. & G. FL 1 694 (1840) is A. leucopsis.
iongifolia (Pursh) Nutt, in T. & G. Fl. 1 346 (1838) is A. pictus.
lotiflora (Hook.) T. & G. FL 1 349 (1838) is A. lotiflorus.
Lyallii (Gray) Piper FL Wash. 370 (1906) is A.#LyalliL
macrocarpa Gray PL Fend 36 (1849) is A. lonchocarpus.
macrodon H. & A. Bot. Beech. 333 (1841) is A. macrodon.
megacarpa Nutt. in T. & G. FL 1 343 (1838) is A. megacerpus.
microcystis (Gray) Rydberg FL Mont. 245 (1900) is A. miser.
misella (Watson) Piper FL Wash. 371 (1906) is A. Howellii var.
misera (Dougl.) Piper FL Wash. 373 (1906) is A. miser.
mollis H. B. K. Nov. Gen, & Sp. 6 494 (1824) is A. HumboldtiL
mollissima Nutt. in T, & G. FL 1 350 (1838) is A. Purshii.
Mortoni (Nutt.) Piper FL Wash. 372 (1906) is A, Canadensis var.
neglecta T. & G. FL 1 344 (1838) is A. neglectus.
nigrescens Hook. Fl. Boi-. Am. 1 143 (18^30) is A. tciicllus.
Nuttallii T. & G. Fl. 1 343 (1838) is A. vestituc var.^
oxvphysa (Gray) Heller Muhl. 2 8G (190.") is A. oxypnysus.
parviflora Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 348 (1838)_ is A. clcgans.
parvifolia Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 348 (1838) is A paryiflorus.
pauciflora Nutt. in T. &G. Fl. 1 348 (1838) is A Icptaleus.
pectinata Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 141 (1830) is A. pectmatus.
picta Gray PI. Fend. 37 (1849) is A. pictus _
Plattensis (Nutt.) MacMillan Mctasperm. 325 (1S92) is A. I lat-
tpnsis
platytropjs (Gray) Rydbcrg Fl. Mont. 24G (1900) is A. platy-
podocarpaHook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1 142 (1830) is A sclerocarpus. ;
Preussii (Gray) Rydberg Toi-r. Bull. 40 47 (1913) is A Prcuss.i.
pubentissima (T. & G.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 48 (1913) is A.
pubentissimus. ,.
Purshii (Dougl.) Piper Fl. Wash. 369 (1906) is A. Purshii.
pygmjea Nutt: in T. & G. Fl. 1 349 (1838) is A. pygmaeus.
reventa (Gray) Piper Fl. Wash. 372 (1906) is A. reycntus.
Var. Canbyi (Jones) PiperFl Wash. 373 (1906) JJ
A revontus
Reverchoni (Gray) Rydberg m Small's Fl. S. E. U. S. 619 (1903)
Robbfnsii Oake^rnHovey's Mag. 7 181 (1841) is A. Labradoricus
var.
cmereus.
sabulonum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913) is A. sabu-
sericea"N^tt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 343 (1838) is A sericoleucus.
serotina (Gray) Piper Fl. Wash. 374 (1906) is A. campestris var.
sesquiflora (Watson) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 48 (1913) is A. ses-
* ^
Silerana (°Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913) is A. Sileranus.
simplicifolia Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 350 (1838) is A. simplicifolms.
sinuatus Piper Fl. Wash. 370 (190G) is A. Gibbsn ,.
Spaldingii (Gray) Piper Fl. Wash. S70 (1906) is A. Spaldmgii.
speirocarpa (Gray) Piper Fl. Wr.sh. 370 (1906) is A. speirocarpus.
sfeiophyna (T. I G.) Piper Fl. Wash. 371 (1906) is A. steno-
subcinerer'(Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913) is A. sub-
„ ^„„ , Dougl.) Piper Fl. Wash. 370 (1906) ia A. succum-
bens *
Suksdorfii (Howell) Piper Fl. Wash. 369 (1906) is A. Pulsifera.
Tejonensis (Jones) Heller Muhl. 2 85 (1905) is A. Douglasii var.
trochopoda Nutt. in T. & G. Fl. 1 343 (1838) is A. trichopodus.
triflora DC. Ast. 50 (1802) is A. triflorus.
^ ^^^^ .
^ . , ,,
triphylla (Pursh) Eat. & Wr. Bot. Ed. 8 351 (1840) is A. triphyllus.
Tweedy! (Canby) Piper Fl. Wash. ..71 (1906) is A. Tweedyi.
vestita Benth. Bot. Sulph. 13 (1844) is A. vestitus.
villosa (Mx.) Nutt. Gen. 2 97 (1818) is A. viUosus Mx.
villosa James Cat. 186 (1825) is A. mollissimus. .
viridis (Nutt.) Britton Mem. Torr.Club. 5 201 (1894) is A. mon-
tanus. ... i
viridis (Nutt.) Piper Fl. Wash. 374 (1906) is A. montanus.
Wardi (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 47 (1913) is A. Wardj.
Wetherilli (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 665 (1905) is A. Weth-
erilli.
. ,^ . .
Whitneyi (Gray) Heller Muhl. 9 67 (1913) is A. Hookerianus var.
Phacopsis Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 661 (1905) p. 16. .. „ ,
Pattersoni (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 661 (1905) is A. Pat-
tersoni.
, \ . .
praelongus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull 32 661 (1905) is A.
Pattersoni var.
scaphoides (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 52 (1913) is A. ar-
TGctus vsr*
Physondra dispar'(Nutt.) Raf. Atl. Jour. 145 (1832) is A. tenellus.
longifolia (Pursh) Raf. Atl. Jour. 145 (1832) is A. pictus.
Plains Region p. 39.
Podo-sclerocarpi pp. 8, 11, 142.
Present Revision p. 17.
Preussii pp. 11, 152.
Pubescence p. 5.
Purpurascentes p. 8.
Radiciflori p. 8.
Reflexi p, 9.
Reventi-Arrecti pp. 12, 158.
Rocky Mountain Region p. 41.
Rugocarpus p. 14.
Rydbergiella Fedde & Sydow Just. Bot. Jahresb, 33 pt. 1 534 (1903).
Pattersoni F. & S. 1. c. is A. Pattersoni.
praclonga (Sheldon) F. & S. 1. c. is A, Pattersoni var.
Sarcocarpi pp. 9, 236.
Scytocarpi p. 11.
Seriocophyllus p. 13.
Sesamei p. 8.
Sierra Region pp. 3S, 39, 46, 47.
Siskiyou Region p. 44.
Sparsiflori p. 128.
Spiesioide* p. 13,
Spruce Zone p. 47.
St. George Region p. 53.
Strigulosi p. 184.
Succumbentcs p. 1.0,
Synocreati p. 8.
Systems of Classification p. 8.
Terms used p. 3.
Texan Region pp. 40, 44.
Tium Medic in Vorles Churpf. Phys. Ges. 2 373 (1787) p. IG.
alpinum (L.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 (1905) is A. Andinus.
arrcctum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A. arrectus.
atropubescens (C. & F.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A.
arrectus.
desperatum (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A. des-
distortum (T. & G.) Rydberg in Small's Fl. S. E. U. S. 619 (1903)
is A. distortus.
Drummondii (Dougl.) Rydberg Torr. Bull, 32 659 (1905) is A-
Drummondii.
eremiticum (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A.
arrectus var,
intonsum (Sheldon) Rydberg in Small's Fl. S. E. U. S. 619 (1903)
is A, villosus.
humistratum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A.
humistratus.
obcorddtum (Ell.) Rydberg 'in Small's Fl. S. E. U. S. 619 (1903)
is A. obcordatus.
racemosuni (Pursh) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 (1905).
scopulorum (Porter) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 659 (1905) is A.
scopulorum.
sparsiflorum (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 660 (1905) is A.
sparsiflorus.
variegatum Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 47 (1907) is A. sparsiflorus.
Topography p. 58.
Tragacantha. All the' species of Astragalus not in Phaca were re-
named as Tragacanthae by Kuntze Rev. Gen 2 (1891) but
have not been recognized. This useless synonymy is not re-
peated here.
Tragacanthacei p. 8.
Tragacanthse p. 8.
Triphylli pp. 12, 86.
Scytocarpi p. 11.
Tropical Life Zone pp. 31, 40, 53.
Uinta Region p. 46.
Uliginosi pp. 9, 166.
Upper Temperate Life Zone pp. 31, 32, 46.
Vesicarii p. 8.
Wasatch Region p. 46.
Xylophacos Rydberg in Small's Fl. S. E. U. S. 619 (1903) p. 17.
amphioxys (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905) is A. am-
phioxys,
aragalloides Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 48 (1907) is A. amphioxys.
argophyllus (Nutt.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 34 49 (1907) is A. argo-
phyllus.
cibarius (Sheldon) Kydbcig Torr, Bull. 34 49 (1907) u A. ciba-
rius.
coccineus (Parry) Heller Muhl. 2 217 (1906) is A. coccmeus.
consectus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A.
Purshii.
, ^
cuspidocarpus (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 48 (1913) is A.
MissoiiriGTisis *
cymboides (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A. cym-
boides.
. ^ . «
inflexus (Dougl.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A, mflexus.
Missouriensis (Nutt.) Rydberg Torr. Bull, in SmalFs Fl. S. E. U.
S. 620 (1903) is A. Missouriensis.
Musiniensis (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A. Mu-
SimpnSIS
Newberryi (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905) is A. New-
berryi.
« ^
Parryi (Gray) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905) is A. Parryi.
puniceus (Osterhout) Rydberg Torr, Bull. 32 662 (1905) is A.
Missouriensis.
. . ^ , ..
Purshii (Dougl.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905) is A. Purshiu
pygm^eus (Nutt.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905) is A. pyg-
HISS IIS
Shortianus (Nutt.) Rydberg in Small's Fl. S. E. U. S. 1332 (1903)
is A. Shortianus.
, . .
• Uintensis (Jones) Rydberg Torr, Bull. 32 662 (1905) is A. argo-
phyllus. *"
"
^ . . XT 1
Utahensis (Torr.) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A. Utah-
*
€^n SIS
vcspertiniis (Sheldon) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 32 662 (1905) is A.
amphioxys var.
/ „ „v »
Watsonianus (Kuntze) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A.
Newberryi var. „, . . r,-
Zionis (Jones) Rydberg Torr. Bull. 40 49 (1913) is A. Zionis.
INDEX TO PLATES.
Index t^ Plate5
nbong'ntiin. 27-
Var. glabriusculus. 27.
Var. faetigiorum. 27, Type. *'a" fresh,
arcifVns. 39, 76
Van Pacificus (Hendersoni), 39? 76. (pninifonnis) 76.
arcumbens. 28-
pcut'rostris^ 6? ^'a'* fresh^ ."•"*"
ud-nus. 37. Type.
adeurgens. See nitidus.
Kgrestis- 40, **c" Hypoglottis from Europe, ^^a" fresh from "Wells Nev,
''d" lateral view, **e** ventral view,
Var, polyspcrfnti*. 40,
Var. bracleatpff, 4],
albens. 66-
flVo hrous. 17.
ilpinus. 27. 72.
Al ordensis, 29. Type.
Amerlranus. 27r *
rraphioxys. 50. "a" San Rafael Swell Utah. **b" and '*c" Caliente Nev,
^'d" Good Springs Nev. "e" hair- 51,
Var. vespertinufi. 51.
Var. cymbelltis. 51, ^a" fresh.
rmphoxys-Layneae. 57-
rm tillaritis. 33.
At dersoni. 66.V Reno Nev. *V Inyo Co. Calif,
ntidinu6. 28. "a" Colorado, Baken
Angelinus, 71. Type.
i n'sus. 60. Type.
Antiselli. 2.
Var. phoxu§, 2. Type.
Antoninus. 44- «-•«,, tt i «i »»/ i.
ergi losus. 62. Type, "a" fresh from San Rafqel Swell Ltah. b fresh
from Grand Junction Colorado.
rrsorhylluSr 46-
Var. castanaefonnis. 47.
Var. Cnicensis. 47. "a" fresh. Type.
Var. Martini. 47- Type.
Var. Panguirensis. 47. Type,
Var. pehragnicnus. 47. Type.
nrgopliyllus-Purshu, 47*
a ?;ophyllus—Utahensis. 46. Type.
cridus. 9- "a" fresh, right hand one from Yuma Anr.
Arizonicug. 65.
jjL- e tus. 37. "a" fresh from Anaconda Mont.
Var. Lclbergi. 37. Type,
>er'^mi^icus, 37. ^a^' fresh from Chloride Arz.
Var. Palousensis. 37. "a** fresh from Pullman Wash,
I
Var. remotus, 38. Type, "a" fresh.
Van scaphoides. 38. Type.
Var. Spencianus, 38. Type.
Var.——Welser Idaho. ^
Ar:huri. 67. Type.
a cl piadoides. 34. Type, "a" fresh. 75.
atratus. 41.
Var. mensanus. 41. Type.
Var. phyllophorus. 41. Type.
Var. Ovv-j'heensis. 41. Type.
Austinae. 41. 76.
Beckv.'ithii. 22. "a'* fresh from Marysvale Utah. '
V?r. purpureus. 22. Type, "a" fresh.
Var. Weiserensis. 23. Type. 72.
B rrardinus. 65. Type,
bicri^talus, 31.
Var. telrapleroides. 32. Type, "a" fresh.
b hen 'outs. 43. Figure copied from type.
Bi^elovii. 58.
Var. Thompsonae. 58. '*a'' fresh from Green River Utah. **b" fresh fronl
Moah Utah.
V^r. Mat hewsii. 58.
HsTi]c^tus. 63. "a" (bilateralis). "b*' (decalvans).
Bolandcri. 38.
Bourgovii, 8. Flathead Lake Mont.
Prardf^gei, 42. Ferron Utah.
Bronntoni. 41. Type.
Rraz^ersis. 71.
Br \Ye"i. 71.
Celifcr-rious. 2. "a" from Ager Calif, Brandegec. 77.
c:^.]yc"^us. 65. "a" fresh from Vermillion Utah.
Var. scsposus- 65. '
cam-estris. 3. 'V, "b", "d" intermediate forms^
Var. crispatus. 2r Type.
V r. decumbens. 2. "a" (tenuifolius)v
V' r. hylophilus. 3.
Var. serotinus. 3. . v
i
C3n?d nsis. 39. "a" fresh from Omaha Neb.
V' r. Carolinianus. 39,
Vnr. Morloni, 40. "c" fresh from Contact Nev,
ca^ iillres. 18. Type.
c noni?. 32. T>t3^. "a" fresh. 74.
Ca*ei. 30, 73.
Chap; : nus. 70. Type.
cibarius.45. ''a" fresh from Muncy Nev. "b" fresh from Marysvale Utah
"c" fresh from Clear Creek Canon Utah.
C'mrnsis. 38. "a" dorsal view, "b" ventral view.
c'rcvnid.^tus. 28. Type, 72.
Cleveland!. 71.
Coahuilae. 65. Type.
Ccbrensis. 42.
ccrrineuB, 52.
o IKnus. 28, 29. "a** fresh from Orovllle Wash. 73.
Coltcni. 1. Type.
Var. aphyllus. 1. Type.
Var. Moabensis. 1. ''b" narrow leaflet, **€" broad leaflet.
confertifloms. 62. ^
Var. flaviflorus. 62, "a" fresh from Price Utah. ,,
Congdoni. fi6. /
rottcni. 27. Type.
Croigi 22. Type.
crass'carpus. 60. "b"' fresh from Minncsola. "c** fresh from Deer Lodge Mont.
Var. pachycarpus. 61.
Crotrlariae. 13, 14. "a" reproduceJ Kew trachig from type.
t'urtipes. 19.
Cusickii. 17.
rymboi<Ies. 50. Type, "a*^ fresh.
desperatus. 45. Type, "a" fresh from San Rafael Swell Utah, "b'* fret^h
from Moab Utah.
Var. petrophilus- 45. Type.
detritalis. 5. Type,
(iidvinocarpus. 71-
dirh-'cus. 71.
Var. peonis. 71. Type,
di'^permus. 71. '^a" fresh from Victorville Calif, "b" Borrego Spr. Calif.
dlslortus. 64.
Ver. Engeltnanni. 65-
d'urnus. 8. v
Douglasii. 16.
Var. p;labcrrimus. 15. Tj^e.
VdT, Parlthii. 16.
Var. piscinas. 72. Type,
V^r. Tejonensis. 16. Type.
Var.— ^a' Dripping Sprg. Calif. *'b'' San Pedro Martir. L. Calif.
dr panolobus. 66.
E ummcndii. 64. "a^ fresh from Anaconda Mont.
Dut'hcnensls 64. "a" fresh. Type.
V"ir. curtiflorus. 26. 34.
eis'foimis. 56. Type.
Enj:copus. 4. From the Kaibab Ariz.
Esprranzae. 70. Type.
Eurekensis. 52. Type, "a" fresh.
FeeTsis. 56. Type.
flexuosus. 43.
Var. P'-hlii. 43. "b" fresh from Black Mt. Utah, "a" fresh from Farndcle
ham Utah.
Var. elongatus. 43.
Franclsquitensis. 67. Type.
Var. Lagnnensis. 67. Type.
Fu-7ereus. 53. ''a" Funeral Mts., fresh, "b" and "bb" Charleston Mts, Cal.
Geycr\ 9. "a" fresh from San Rafael Swell Utah.
Glbb^i. 29. ^ ' , ,
Var. curvicarpns. 29. "a" fresh from Carson City Nev. "b" frc.n from
Umatilla Oregon.
giganteus. 59.
Var. Yaquianus. 59.
Gilcjiis. 6. Type.
gl :ber. 65.
GoL'nianni. 70. Type.
Gormani. 26. Typ
i
'1
- 4 4
Var. exsertus. 44. l>pe,
Var. fallpx. 44. )
Var. Hallii. 44.
Crayi. 30. 73.
Greggii. 69,
Gnnlamalensis. 43.
Var. Oaxacanus. 43.
t
t
-.
_gi
Var. Lozani. 43. "b^ from Zacatecas Mex, "c" from Oaxaca Mex, Type*
H?.rtw€gi. 70.
Haydenianus. 62, 63 "^b" (var. Nevadensis). V (grallator).
Hcokerianus. 18.
Var. Whitneyi. 18.
Hornii- 10.
Var, Bahaeensis, 10
Ifowellii. 66.
Var. mipellus. 66, 67. >
Hiunboldiii. 59.
1 um 'lliiniTS. 6.
huniiptratus. 6, "a'' fresli,
Var. Hosackiae, 9.
Var. Sonorae. 9.
Var. tenerrinius. 6. Type.
1-yalinus. 7. Type.
Hypoglottis. See agrestis.
hypoleucus. 70
bypoxylus. 70,
I-^-pensis. 42. Type.
inflexus. 54, "a" fresh from Riverside Wash.
Var. glareosus. 54*
m u^aris. 10.
Var. Pondii. 10.
Var. Qu*^ntinus. 10. Type,
'nversus. 2. Type. 77.
r yoensis.67. "a" near base, "b" near tip.
iodanthus. 45. "a" fresh from Reno Nev.
ii^junus. 17-
Juliaiius. 9. Tyi>e.
junr us. 3. All cross sections fresh.
Vir. attenuatus. 4, Type.
Var. orthocarpus. 3. (''diversifGnus'*).
K-.ibensis. 64. Type.
L br dorirus. 26, 27. ^
Var. Robbinsii. 27.
Var. occidentalis. 27. "a" fresh, "d" from Brandcgcc Colo. i
l-ncear'us. 4. ""b" fresh from San Rafael Swell Utah.
Lavneee 57. "a'' fresh from Chloride Ari».
Lemraoni. 69,
lentiformis 69.
len'ig^no^us. 80.
Vi;r. albifoljus. 23. Type.
Var. Borreganus. 25, Type,
Var. carinatus. 24-
>»,
• /
^ a*
Var. CouUeri. 25 ''a" fresh from Tehachapi Calif.
Var. diaphanus. 23. ^ <!,, / t. /,-^rw
Var. diphysus, 24. "d" Anaconda Mont.V Aunim Nev. ''d" freBh froiri
Thurber Utah, "aa" (chartac?ens). 25.
Var. Fremonti. 25. "a" fresh from Victonrllle Calif,
Var. Idriensis. 24. Type. 72.
Var. ineptus. 23. **b" (floribundus),
Var, latus. 24. Type.
Var. MacDougali. 23.
Var, Mokiacensis. 25.
/
Var, nirricalycis. 23. Type, 24.
Var, palan&, 25. Type "a" fresh from Moab Utah.
Var, Sierrac. 23. Type.
Var. ftcorpionis. 24. Type.
Var, Yuccanus. 26. Type.
J
l^rrfilciis. 8. Flathead Lake Mont.
Iciicophyllus. 18, 19.
leuconsis. 19.
Van brachypus 20,
Var. fastidius. 19.
Van lonchus. 19. Type.
Tmstus. 33, 34, 74,
Lindheimeri. 67.
loncliocarpus. 64. "a" fresh from Price Ut.-^h. "IT fresh from Moab Utah.
"c" fresh from San Rafael Swell Utah.
lotiflorus. 28.
Van Reverchoni, 28,
Intosus. 20, Type.
Lu'siflnus. 69. Type.
lyarii, 41.
Van caricinns. 41. Type,
m-crodon. 14, 15.
Miv>-nsis. 69. Type.
Magdalenae, 13,
niaia<us. 57. "a*' fre^^ from Reno Nev.
Van ohfalcalus. 57.
mcgacarpus. 20,
Van Parryi. 21.
irietanus. 9. Type.
Mex:canus. 61.
M^uelensis. 13, 14.
militarls. 70. Type.
J^i en 8. 'V fresh.
Missouriensis 50. "a'' fresh from Fort Steele Vyo.
Van cuspidocarpus. 50.
I^'^oencoijpensis, 62. Type.
M>! avensis. 28. '^a" fresh from Charleston Mts. Nev. 72.
iiio-l'ssimus. 59.
1
m^irtanus. 5.
Van Coloradoensis, 5. Type-
Van impensus. 5.
T^?n rotunJtis. 5. Type.
Van tegetar^us. 5.
Var. ungulalus. 5. Type.
^"^ti'forJae. 67. Tvpe.
Mii8'r>iensis. 49. V and "b*' fresh from San Rafael Swell Utah.
Var. larcoliticus. 49. Type,
n-glectus. 40.
N viniL 66,
Newberryi. 51. "b*' fresh from Marysvale Utah,
Van castoreus. 52s Type.
Van Watsonianus.. 52 ''a'' fresh from Aurum Nev. "b" fresh from
Mim cy.
ni"rescens. 71.
i-itidus. 40. *^a" fresh from Anaconda Mont, "b" adsurgens from Europe.
Laxmanni from Europe,
ro'hoxys. 12. Type. 69.
rut3ns. 12, Type,
Nutt-llianns. 68. "a'' and "b'^ from Okiaii^.
Van Cedrosensis, 68.
Var. leptocarpiodes. 68. Type.
Var, quadrilateralis.68. Type.
o^eordatus. 26.
ob^curiiS, 41. "a'' fresh from Reno Nev.
Y V
o ralyc'is. 63. Type.
cccarpus. 14,
1.x m^
oop^o^us. 21. '"a" fre-li froin Aftmimoth Utah. " ^
Var. caulescens. 22. Fresh Type.
Var, artipps. 22,
Orcrttianus. 65. ''a" fresli from Victorville Calif-
Var. Gregorinnus. 66. Type.
OfPganus, 39. "a" a hair.
Onz-bae, 59. 60. . ,
Var. Irol^nus. 60. *
orrhffithus. 60.
terhouti. 64. Type.
-
oyyT^hysns. 18. " '
oxyrhynchns, 70.
-^chypiis. 32. "j!" fresh from Beah-ille Calif, "b" dry.
Pn =nteri. i?i. Type.
Pnlmcri. 10.
PannmhUensis. 42.
Pf>m 1. 56.
pan'inoriis- 43.
Var. microlobus. 43. "a" Hall and Harbour material.
r»nr\iis, 69,
PiF-qiinlPTisis. 3.
Pratersoni 35. "r" from type, '^b" fresh fromi Price Utah, "c^ f'rom
Milford Utah,
Vt, procerus. 35.
Vr^r. 35. "a" fresh from Price Utah.
riiiriflorus. H.
peeti'^atus, 30.
Var, plntyrhvllus, 30. TyT>e.
P^^o*"T?iri5, 59. Tj'pe
pictrs. 12.
Var. flliformis. 12.
Var. raaenus. 12. Type,
r^n^nis. 44. TjT^e.
T>Tattrn?is. 61. ^a*^ fresh from Oklahoma. 62.
p^ptytropis, 42. "a" fresh.
T^olaris, 7,
P^monons's, 13, 15.
^^orrerhis. 2. From near Reno Nev, 73.
^
Pr up-ii. 32. "a" fresh from Las Vp?a<^ Nev, '^a?*" f-nm T.ee's Ferrv An?.
«b'* from Borrego Spr. Calif, "e^ dry. "cc*^ fresti from San Rafael
Sv^ell Utah.
Var. Eastwoodae 33. Type, ""r"^ dorsal side, ^t" ventral side, "a** fresh
from Thompson's Spr. Utah.
V^r. laxiflorus. 74,
Prinfrlei. 69.
proriferiTS. 9. Type.
^
pdeleterocarpus. 31, 7^.
pubenlissimus. 8. "a" fresli from, nea^ Creen lliver titah-
Puehdelelae. 69.
Pubiferae. 8. From near Chat Calif.
Pnrpusi. 71. Type.
Purshii. 55.
Var. interior. 55. Type.
Var, longilobns, 55 Type.
Var, leucolobus. 55. Type.
Var. lectulus, 56. — *
Var. linctus. 56. Lower cross sections from Clear Crl Cannon Utati.
Last one from Aurum Nev. Tyi>€,
pychnostachyus. 10. "a" and "b" fresh from Los Angeles Calif.
]P5^smaei3S. 49. "a'' fresli. "c"^ inner skin, "d'* outer skin.
qiii^queflorus. 7. Zacatecas Mex.
racemosus. 63.
Var. brevisetus. 63.
Var- longisetus. 63.
Rafae'or.sis. 30. Type, Fre^li.
R ttani. 6S.
recurvus. 42. '.
(leflexus. 71-
remulcus. 48. Tvpe. i
Var. Chloridae. 48. Type. V fresh
roptans. 43, 77.
revcntus. 36.
Var. conjuclus. 36. ""a"^ from Leiberg.
Ho^ei. 43. Type.
Fabulonum. 9. "a*" from Chloride Ariz. -
^abulosus. 36. "a'* fresh from Moab Utah. 75.
Srlmonis. 41. Type, '^a'' fresh.
Sal^onis. 70. Type.
Ecalnris. II. Type,
Var. quercetinus. II. ''a" fresh. Type.
S.-l^affneri. 69. T^-re, 70. "a*" from San Luis Potosi M-x.
sclerocarpus. .^1. ''." fresh from Umatilla Oregon. 74.
pconrlorrni. ^'^ """' fresh from Thistle Utah.
r
Seatoni. 70. Type,
S r n-^i. 32.
serii'oldeleucus. 6. Type.
Var. arrtioiiles. 6. Type.
,
V^r. tritlTl M-us. 6.
,
,
e^squiflorus. 6. Kanab Utah.
s'^rrrns. II. Tyre.
Shorkleyi, 74. Type.
SVor'iarms. 45, 47. "a" fresh.
Var. cyaneus. 46.
Silerpnus. 44. Type. . .
Var. cariacus. 44. Type.
simpl'ciiolius. 5.
Var. caespitosus. 5.
Var. spatu^atus "a". 5.
sop^ oroides. 62. Type.
SpaldingJ. 41. "a" fresh from Baker City Oregon.
sj^ar IHoius. 26.
Var. majusculus. 26.
^rtS^;: f Weiser Idaho, "a" (filipes) from Blackfoot Idaho.
etpularis. 45.
fi raturensis. 42. .. _-
6lri?ulO!sus. 42. «a'' fresh from Arz. (Rusbyi), 77.
Var. gri. '-is. 42.
subclnereus/ II. "a" Willow bpr. Ariz. 17.
furcunibens. 57, 58. "a" fresh from Umatilla Oregon.
s>lvatirus. 66. "a" from Chat. Calif. Fresh.
IcSdi;^ L'-a-'Vr^m Erit=.h Columbia, ^lacoun. "b"
from Sprucemont Nev.
"c" from Green River Woy.
terier. 68,
Var. Brucae. 68. Type.
Var. Rattanoides, 68. Type.
Tcnnesseensis- 62.
I '
tetrap-erus. 31. "a" dry. "b" fresh from Battle Mt. Nev.
Var. reventoides 39. .
tephrodes. 48, 49. ^'a" fresh from Socorro New Mex.
terminalis. 39. "a" characteristic hair.
Var. Capricornus. 31. Type, "a" dry. "b'' fresh, "c" ventral view.
"d" dorsal view.
Thurberi. 10.
Toanus. 29. Type, ^'a" fresh from Contact Nev. "b" fresh from Burbank
Utah 73.
Toiucanus. 43. Type.
Traskiae. 67. Type.
tr'carinatus, 65,
tiichcpodus. 18. "a** fresh from Bakersfield Calif,
triflonas. 10. San Rafael Swell Utah. II. "a'' fresh
Var. cerussatus. II.
Var. playanus. II. Type.
Iriphyllus. 7.
triquetrus. 22. •
tvoglodytus. 62,
Tweedyi. 28, 73.
Ulahensis. 52, 54. "a^ fresh from Salt Lake City, "b" fresh from Marysvale
Utah,
vaccarum. 70
vallaris. 38. Type.
Vaseyi. 9.
ve&titus. 12.
Var. Franciscanus. 13- '
Var. Menziesii, 12.
villosus. 26.
Wardi. II. Monroe Utah.
Webberi- 44.
WetheriUi. 17. Type. 72.
Wingatensis. I.
Var. Dodgeanus. I. '^c" fresh cross section, "d*' (acerbus) from Grand
Junction Col. "e" (acerbus). "P (proximus) Glenwood Spr. Col.
Voodmffi, 4. Type, "a^ fresh.
Wrightii. 68.
Yiikonis. 7. Tyx)€.
Zionis. 47- Type. ' . ,^
ADDENDA.
bicristatus var, tetraptcroides 78
Cimensis 78
Patterson! var. procerus 78
Zionis 78
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